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ABSTRACT 

 
 

The present study examines the function of discourse markers in Arabic 

newspaper opinion articles. In this study, discourse markers are not only connecting- 

words that contribute to the cohesion of text, but they are also crucial tools for achieving 

communicative act in the text. These expressions that come from different grammatical 

classes and mostly occur sentence-initially function across sentence boundaries to 

connect textual units above the sentence and to guide and influence the text-receivers’ 

interpretation throughout the text. Because of the crucial communicative role of discourse 

markers, they are important elements in text production and perception.  

The main goal of this study is to identify discourse markers that are used in 

Arabic newspaper opinion articles and describe their function at two levels of text 

structure, i.e. the sentence and the paragraph. To this effect, the study analyzes 50 texts 

that form the data in the study, taking a semantic/pragmatic relation-based approach. The 

analytical model employed in this study consists of three steps. The first step is 

segmenting the texts into paragraphs and sentences. The second step is describing the 

functional relations that connect units of texts at each level. Two descriptive tools are 

employed: the Rhetorical Structure Theory to describe relations between sentences and 
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the Text-type Theory to describe the relations that connect paragraphs. The final step in 

the analytical model is identifying the discourse markers at the units’ boundaries. 

Halliday’s (2005) thematic structure analysis is an important tool that the study uses to 

facilitate this identification.    

By means of this three-step analytical model discourse markers are identified in 

the data and the environment in which they occur is described. Based on the description 

of the discourse markers’ environment as well as the contribution of these items to their 

environment, the present study suggests functional classifications for discourse markers 

at the sentence and the paragraph levels. At sentence boundaries, discourse markers are 

classified as follows: additive, contrastive, explanatory, inferential, sequential, 

alternative, exceptive, background, subjective, and interactive discourse makers. At 

paragraph boundaries, discourse markers are found to serve three main functions: 

continuity, refocus, and change of topic.  
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TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM 
 

� Long vowels are represented as: ā, ū, ī 
� �arakāt ‘case endings’ are used only in the examples when there is no period. They are 

represented as follows: 
 َ            a 
 ُ            u 
 ِ            i   
 
� al-tā�-u al-marbū�ah, ـ�  as in al-balāġah ‘rhetoric,’ is represented as h when at a stop  
� Consonants are represented as follows:  

 
�        Bb 
 Tt        ت
 ��        ث
 Jj         ج
  ��         ح
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 Dd          د

          ذ� 
 Rr          ر
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 Ss         س
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 ��           ظ
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 Ġġ           غ
 Ff          ف
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 Kk           ك
 Ll           ل
 Mm            م
 Nn           ن
�            Hh 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

This introductory chapter provides an overview of the present study by answering 

three key questions. What is the present study about? Why is this study important? And 

how is the study going to proceed? Therefore, the first section in this chapter specifies the 

scope and goal of the present study, the second section explains and highlights the study’s 

importance and the third section introduces the data and methodology the study employs. 

After providing an overview of the study, the last section in this chapter presents an 

outline of the study’s chapters.  

     

1.2 Scope and Goal of the Study 

The present study focuses on discourse markers in Arabic newspaper opinion 

articles. Discourse markers are words such as bal ‘rather, but rather,’ �ammā…fa ‘as for,’ 

�inna ‘certainly, indeed,’ ay�an ‘also,’ min �amma ‘thus, therefore,’ ka	ālika ‘likewise, 

furthermore,’ �a�if �ilā 	ālika �anna ‘in addition to, moreover,’ �a�taqid-u �anna ‘I think 

that.’ These words that come from different grammatical word classes, as it is obvious 

from the examples above, usually occur sentence-initially in texts and are grammatically 

and semantically loosely attached to their host sentences. They function across sentence 

boundaries to connect textual units above the sentence and to guide the text-receivers’ 

interpretation throughout the text.   
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This is, however, by no means an agreed upon description of discourse markers. 

In fact, despite the extensive body of research that deals with these expressions,  

researchers still disagree on the basic issue of defining them. Different studies define 

discourse markers differently according to the way they approach these items, the method 

of investigation they employ, the type of data they choose for their analysis, and the items 

they focus on in their studies.  

In the present study, text is viewed as a communicative event that is interactively 

produced and processed, and discourse markers are seen as linguistic clues that text-

producers use to guide the text-receivers’ interpretation of their contribution in order to 

ensure a successful communicative acts. Therefore, the study takes a semantic/pragmatic 

approach to describe the function of discourse markers not only as important linking 

elements that contribute to the cohesion of text, but also as crucial tools for 

communicating the text-producers’ intended meaning, plans, perspectives and attitudes. 

Siepmann’s (2005) description of these linguistic devices captures the notion of discourse 

markers in the present study. Discourse markers, he states, are “natural-language strings 

of varying length and morphosyntactic structure whose primary function is to signal the 

coherence relations obtaining between a particular unit of discourse and other 

surrounding units and/or aspects of the communicative situation and thereby to facilitate 

the listener’s or reader’s processing task” (45).  

Another area of disagreement in discourse markers literature concerns the term 

used to refer to this linguistic group. Some of the terms found in the literature to refer to 

discourse markers are: discourse connectives, discourse particles, discourse signals, 
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discourse operators, cue phrases, pragmatic connectives, pragmatic particles, formulaic 

expressions, etc. (Brinton 1996, 29; Östman 1995, 98). These various terms reflect 

different perspectives on discourse markers. To further complicate the situation, the three 

major studies in Arabic linguistic literature that treat the items that are included in the 

discourse markers group, or some of them, use three different terms to refer to these 

items. While al-Batal (1985, 1990) calls the subject of his study “connectives,”  

Kammensjö (2005) refers to them as “discourse connectives;” yet Sarig (1995) uses 

Schiffrin’s (1987) term “discourse markers.”  

Like Sarig’s (1995) study, the present study adopts Schiffrin’s (1987) term, i.e. 

discourse markers. The term “discourse markers” is chosen in this study to refer to the 

expressions that are under investigation because it reflects how the study characterizes 

these items. On the one hand, the word “discourse” makes it clear that the items 

examined here function at the discourse level, i.e. above sentence boundaries. On the 

other hand, the word “marker” is more general than the term “connective,” and thus could 

comprise the different communicative functions that the items described in this study 

serve. Although, in the present study, the word “connectivity” not only refers to the 

connectivity between segments of texts but also to the connection established in texts 

between the writer, the reader, and the text, as will be explained later, in many studies in 

the literature connecting function is associated only with linking segments of texts. This 

makes the word “markers” more appropriate to use in this study where discourse markers 

are signals not only of semantic relations but also of intentions, plans, attitudes, as well as 

social relations. 
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The present study has two main goals: identifying the discourse markers used in 

Arabic newspaper opinion articles, and describing how these items function at two levels 

of text structure, i.e. the sentence and the paragraph. Identifying and describing the 

functions of discourse markers in one type of Arabic text is one step for providing a more 

comprehensive understanding of the role that these items play in the production and 

perception of Arabic texts in general. There are some questions that the present study 

wants to investigate. What are the frequent discourse markers used in Arabic newspapers 

opinion articles? How are these items distributed in relation to the two levels of text 

structure that are taken into consideration in this study, i.e. sentences and paragraphs? 

How do these discourse markers contribute to their environment at both text levels? How 

could they be classified? Are there specific discourse markers that are associated with 

each level of text?  What is the frequency of the use of these items in the data?    

   

1.3 Importance of the Study 

An effective text is a text that achieves the text-producer’s communicative goals. 

Text-producers are not only engaged in presenting the propositional content of their texts 

as making sense, but they are also concerned with presenting this content in a way that 

fulfills their communicative intentions. Texts achieve the communicative intentions of 

their producers when text-receivers are able to recognize these intentions and to perceive 

the texts accordingly. 

Discourse markers are essential tools for achieving the text-producers’ 

communicative goals. They form a communicative system that text-producers employ in 
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text to signal to text-receivers, independently of content, what is happening in the text, 

where the text is going, and what their intentions, plans, attitudes, and viewpoints are. 

Through discourse markers, text-producers indicate their organizational plan of  the text 

structure, how they perceive the relations between propositions, their attitudes and 

evaluations of the content of texts, and how the whole communicative situation relates to 

text-receivers. The information encoded in these linguistic devices guides the text-

receivers’ interpretation of texts according to the text-producers’ communicative 

intentions. This creates a successful communicative situation in which the text achieves 

the intended communicative goals for which it is produced.  

Because of their crucial role in achieving a successful communicative act in text, 

discourse markers are key elements in text production and perception. Although they are 

considered semantically and grammatically optional, they are pragmatically obligatory 

tools for text processing. In order to produce acceptable, natural, and communicatively 

effective texts, text-producers are required to use discourse markers in a certain way that 

is expected and accepted by their text-receivers. Misusing these items renders the texts 

unnatural, affects their acceptability, and increases the chances of communication 

breakdowns. Therefore, studying the function of discourse markers as elements that 

ensure the texts’ acceptability, naturalness, and effectiveness is indispensable for 

studying texts in any language.   

However, while studying how these elements function in texts is important for 

text studies in general, it is more important for studying texts across languages. Different 

language systems employ discourse markers differently whether with regards to the type 
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of markers preferred, their frequency, or distribution. Because discourse markers are 

communicative tools that signal how text-producers organize, develop, and evaluate their 

ideas in texts, the use of these items is closely tied to the communicative norms that 

govern text production and perception in the language in which they operate. Therefore, 

the type, frequency, and distribution of these items that render texts acceptable and 

natural differ among languages. Accordingly, what is expected and accepted in using 

discourse markers in a certain language may not be thus in other languages. For example, 

the highly frequent use of wa, which is a marker of continuity in Arabic, is not only 

acceptable but rather required  for a written Arabic text to sound natural. However, when 

translating into English, this discourse marker is often omitted since English translation 

would otherwise sound awkward.  

This language-specific use of discourse markers poses a challenge for L2 learners 

and translators. It has been noticed that the lack of competence in the use of discourse 

markers is an important factor for the lack of coherence in L2 writing, especially at the 

advanced levels. For example, Siepmann’s (2005) study indicates that very advanced 

German-native learners of English experience difficulties using discourse markers in a 

native-like manner. Other studies also show similar results regarding the use of discourse 

markers in written English by Chinese, Finnish, Norwegian, and French advanced non-

native learners (Lorenz 1999, 56). Moreover, in their study that examines text-building 

skills in Arabic texts written by American students of Arabic as a foreign language, 

Shakir and Obeidat (1992) find that most of these texts suffer from the lack or misuse of 

discourse markers. Lacking the competence in using discourse markers properly, they 
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conclude, is an important factor in lacking coherence in these texts. The difficulties that 

foreign students of Arabic usually face in using discourse markers appropriately in their 

writings, is also confirmed by al-Batal (1990) and Kammensjö (2005) based on their 

experience in teaching Arabic as a foreign language. 

On the other hand, translators also find discourse markers challenging elements 

for achieving balance between accuracy and naturalness. In the translation process, they 

always have to deal with the decision of adding, omitting, or modifying discourse 

markers in order to produce a translated text that is equivalent to the source text but at the 

same time acceptable and natural in the target language. Even professional translators, 

Siepmann (2005) points out, may occasionally commit the error of misusing discourse 

markers (278). In Arabic, discourse markers pose a greater challenge for translators from 

or into Arabic as Khalil (2000) and Baker (1992) point out. The balance between 

accuracy and naturalness becomes harder to achieve in Arabic because of the many 

discourse markers that should be omitted, added, or modified.  

Studying the function of discourse markers is, therefore, a key element for 

achieving text competence across languages. However, studying how these items 

function in Arabic texts is even more important for achieving text competence because of 

the highly frequent use of these items in this language. The high frequency of discourse 

markers in Modern Written Arabic texts has been attested by many studies in the Arabic 

linguistics field, such as al-Batal (1990), Hatim (1997), Khalil (2000) and Ryding (2005). 

In Arabic, Ryding (2005) states, “most sentences within a text actually start with a 

connective word that links each sentence with the previous one.” “Even paragraphs,” she 
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adds, “are introduced with connectives that connect them to the text as a whole” (407). 

Therefore, while the appropriate use of discourse markers pose a challenge for L2 

learners and translators in general, the high frequency of these items in Modern Written 

Arabic texts creates a more complicated situation for students of Arabic as a foreign 

language as well as for translators working with Arabic texts.  

Despite the extensive use of discourse markers in Arabic and the essential role 

they play in the production and perception of Arabic texts, there are only three studies in 

modern Arabic linguistic literature that are devoted to the study of  these items: al-Batal 

(1985, 1990), Kammensjö (2005), and Sarig (1995). Among the three studies, however, 

Kammensjö (2005) study, which focuses on discourse markers in Formal Spoken Arabic 

is the only one that treats these items from a discourse perspective and operates within a 

theoretical and methodological framework. This means that a systematic treatment of 

discourse markers as a discourse phenomenon in Modern Written Arabic is almost absent 

in modern Arabic linguistic studies. In order to fill this gap in Arabic linguistic research, 

the present study examines discourse markers from a discourse perspective in one style of 

Modern Written Arabic, i.e. newspaper opinion articles.  

 

1.4 Data and Methodology 

The data analyzed in the present study consist of 50 Arabic newspaper opinion 

articles drawn from the electronic editions of two major international daily Arabic 
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newspapers: al-Sharq al-Awsat  #$ا()'ق ا%و and al-Hayat
1
 The articles are .ا(-,+ة  

published during the period of time between 1 January and 31 March, 2007. The two 

newspapers are chosen for their high circulation, international distribution, and 

comprehensive coverage of various issues concerning the entire Arab World. This 

reflects their importance in the world of media as well as their influential role on 

language use across the Arab region. Moreover, the fact that the writers of the opinion 

articles in these two newspapers are experienced columnists who come from different 

Arab regions means that their writings represent a sample of one style of the Modern 

Written Arabic, i.e. journalistic Arabic, that is used throughout the Arab world today. The 

diversity of  regions from which the writers come also eliminates the effect of possible 

regional differences in using discourse markers on the results of the analysis.   

Newspaper opinion articles that are investigated in the present study represent one 

genre of journalistic prose. They are texts in which different professional writers express 

their views and opinions on current events or issues pertinent to their local community 

and the world (Maynard 1996, 392; Van Dijk 1998, 21). Since the goal of these texts is to 

influence readers’ perceptions of facts and events, they usually employ argumentative 

text-type in their structure, and their style is characterized as being evaluative and 

involved. The argumentative and evaluative nature of opinion articles require frequent 

use of discourse markers in order to construct arguments and express the writers’ points 

of view. Because of the highlighted role of discourse markers in this genre, opinion 

articles provide important data for investigating the function of these linguistic devices. 

                                                 
1 The transliteration of the two newspapers’ names does not follow the transliteration system in this study. 
They are transliterated  the way they are written in the English editions  of the newspapers.  
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Focusing on the function of discourse markers in one text-type only is essential for the 

consistency of the result of the analysis. It has been attested in discourse markers studies, 

as will be seen in the literature review, that the choice, use, and frequency of discourse 

markers differ according to text-type (see Brown and Yule 1986; Khalil 2000; Östman 

1995). Conditions for using discourse markers, Östman (1995) states, “need to be related 

to the characteristic of different discourse types and genres” (103).  

The data examined in this study is selected from the written mode of the Arabic 

language because, as has been mentioned, discourse markers have not yet been 

investigated thoroughly from a discourse perspective in this form of the language. On the 

other hand, selecting the data from the Arabic language used in newspapers is motivated 

by the importance of this language as one style of Modern Written Arabic. Although 

some scholars ignore the importance of this style of written Arabic, there are many others 

who regard it not only as an appropriate representative of the Modern Written Arabic 

language, but also as an important form of the language that plays a crucial role in its 

development (Abdelfattah 1996; �amdi 2002; Parkinson 1991; Ryding 2005; Sharaf 

2000). The ability of journalistic Arabic “to reflect and embody change while maintaining 

the major grammatical conventions and standards,” Ryding (2005) points out, makes it “a 

lively and widely understood form of the written language, and within the style spectrum 

of Arabic as a whole, a functional written standard for all Arab countries” (9).   

Two important things related to the data should be pointed out here. The first 

concerns the way the study presents the examples given from the data. In this study, 

examples that are set off the main text are written in Arabic script. Only discourse 
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markers that these examples illustrate are transliterated alongside their written form in 

Arabic. This decision not to use transliteration for presenting the Arabic texts stems from 

a negative experience with English studies that use transliterated Arabic texts. As a native 

speaker of Arabic, I always find it extremely confusing and difficult to read the Arabic 

text in the transliterated form. To avoid this laborious task, I usually opt for the English 

translation to read the text. Based on this experience, I choose to write the Arabic text in 

my study in Arabic script. Readers of this study who know Arabic, in my opinion, will 

prefer to read the texts in Arabic script. On the other hand, those who do not know Arabic 

will only benefit from the transliteration of the items under consideration, i.e. discourse 

markers. Transliterating the whole texts does not give them any information that is 

important for the study of discourse markers functions. The second point that is important 

to mention here concerns the translation of these examples. Most of the translations 

provided for the Arabic texts in this study are taken from the English electronic editions 

of al-Sharq al-Awsat  #$ا()'ق ا%و and al-Hayat  ا(-,+ة. However, all these translations are 

modified, in some cases significantly, by the writer of this study.  

The goal of the present study, as has been mentioned, is to identify discourse 

markers in Arabic newspaper opinion articles and describe their function in text. To this 

effect, the study takes the text rather than the discourse markers themselves as its point of 

departure. Focusing on the text in order to examine the function of discourse markers is 

based on text linguistic approach which views connected discourse as central to 

understanding language and grammar (see de Beaugrande 1994; Halliday 2004; Hatim 

1997; Hoey 2001, 2002). 
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Therefore, the analytical model employed in the present study starts with 

describing the texts; then based on that description, it proceeds to describe the function of 

discourse markers in their natural environment in these texts. This model consists of three 

steps: segmenting the texts into units, describing the functional relations among these 

units, and finally identifying the discourse markers at unit boundaries. The analytical 

model in this study draws on the model that Kammensjö (2005) uses for analyzing 

discourse markers in her study. It is, however, modified here to better serve the goals and 

data of this study. The study also draws on different theories in the field of discourse 

analysis such as cohesion, coherence, text structure and functional relations.  

An essential assumption underlying the analysis process in this study is that texts 

are communicative events that are interactively produced and processed. They are 

hierarchically structured and their segments are connected by a network of underlying 

functional relations that reflect the text-producers’ intentions, plans, and goals. Both 

analytical tools used for describing the functional relations in texts take the intentions and 

goals of the text-producers into consideration.  

The first step in the analytical process is segmenting the texts in the data in order 

to determine the unit boundaries where discourse markers occur. Two levels of text 

structure are taken into consideration in this study, i.e. sentences and paragraphs. The 

study employs a top-down approach  for segmenting the texts into these two levels of text 

structure.  

After identifying the sentences and the paragraphs of the texts, two analytical 

tools are employed to describe the semantic/pragmatic functional relations that connect 
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segments of texts at each level. The Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) describes 

functional relations between sentences whereas the functional relations that connect 

paragraphs are described with Text-type Theory. Both of these relation-based frameworks 

represent the text structuring relations from the perspective of the text-producer, taking 

his intended communicative goals as the means for interpreting these relations. Therefore, 

these descriptive tools provide a semantic/pragmatic description of the environment in 

which discourse markers occur.  

The third step in the analytical process is to identify discourse markers in the data. 

A thematic structure analysis is employed in order to distinguish discourse markers, 

which occur sentence and paragraph-initially but are semantically and grammatically 

detached from their host units, from other elements that occur at the onset of sentences 

and paragraphs but constitute part of the structure and core meanings of these units.  

Identifying discourse markers in the data and describing the textual environment 

in which they occur provide the means for describing how these items operate in this 

environment. Therefore, after analyzing the data according to the three-step analytical 

model, the outcome of this analysis is used to describe the function of discourse markers 

at both the sentence and paragraph levels of text structure. In order to present a coherent 

description of the functions served by these items, a functional classification of discourse 

markers is proposed in Chapter five.  
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1.5 Chapters of the Study 

After providing an overview of the present study in the previous sections, this 

section presents an outline of the chapters of this study. The study is divided into six 

chapters: introduction, literature review, research design and methodology, process of the 

analysis, outcome of the analysis, and conclusion. The First Chapter presents an overview 

of the study; its scope, goals, importance, and the data and methodology it employs. In 

the Second Chapter a theoretical framework for the analysis and description of discourse 

markers in this study is introduced and a review of the studies that are related to discourse 

markers research in both English and Arabic literature is presented. Chapter Three 

describes the data examined in the study as well as the method employed in analyzing 

this data. This is followed in Chapter Four by describing how the plan of investigation 

that is employed in this study is used for examining the data. In Chapter Five a 

description of  the function of discourse markers at both the sentence and paragraph 

levels of text structure is presented as an outcome of the analysis process in the previous 

chapters. Chapter Six concludes the study by summarizing the findings of the study, 

presenting its limitations and giving suggestions for future research.  
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

2.1 Introduction 

Interest in discourse markers as a linguistic phenomenon started with the shift in 

linguistic study from focusing almost exclusively on the sentence as the higher unit of 

analysis into looking at the text as a whole. In sentence-based linguistics research, some 

of the expressions that are now included in this group have been studied and classified 

within the boundaries of the sentence, such as conjunctions; whereas other items, such as 

well, you know, and now, have been excluded from consideration because they were 

regarded as “unworthy of close attention” (Schourup 1999, 228). Within discourse 

perspective, however, increased attention has been drawn to these elements, and research 

on this linguistic phenomenon expanded rapidly. In this chapter, a review of related 

literature will be presented in order to place the present study with regard to other related 

studies. The chapter will be divided into three major sections: A theoretical background 

of text theories that are employed in examining discourse markers, followed by an 

overview of the study of discourse markers first in English linguistic literature, then in 

Arabic linguistic literature. These are the main areas of research directly relevant to this 

study.  
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2.2 Theoretical Background 

2.2.1 Introduction  

 In this study, discourse markers are approached from a discourse perspective. 

Because their operational scope is considered to be “units of discourse such as sentences 

and paragraphs, rather than intersentential predications,” as Matras (1997, 177) puts it, 

they are best seen as providing information at the discourse level, and not at the sentence 

level. Focusing on the text in order to examine the function of discourse markers is based 

on text linguistic which views connected discourse as central to understanding language 

and grammar. This enables linguistic analysis to reach beyond the traditional level of 

sentence to the text as a whole (see de Beaugrande 1994; Brown and Yule 1986; 

Cumming, Susanna, and Tsuyoshi Ono. 1997; Grimes 1975; Halliday 2004; Hatim 1997; 

Hoey 2001, 2002; Longacre 1996, 1996; Morgan and Sellner 1980).  

In traditional grammar, linguists prefer to remain within the boundaries of the 

sentence when investigating language phenomena. They argue that everything beyond the 

sentence is the domain of the rhetoricians or critics. For Longacre (1976) it is “an 

amazing fact” that “most schools of  Linguistics have confined their work to the sentence 

level and lower” ignoring “units in text of proven relevance to a practical user of 

language” (257). This limitation, as al-Batal (1985) points out, is also found in Arab 

traditional grammar. Most grammarians considered “studying the language at levels 

higher than that of the sentence” as being part of �ilm-u al-balāġah ‘rhetoric,’ and thus not 

within the field of their interest (22).  
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Modern linguistics, however, emphasizes the grammatical importance of 

connected discourse. For functional linguists, grammar cannot be understood “just by 

looking at it from its own level;” rather, it has to be approached “from above” (Halliday 

2004, 31). This, Grimes (1975) argues, is “because certain factors are needed for the 

understanding of elements in sentences that are not available within those sentences 

themselves but only elsewhere in the discourse” (8). To dissociate grammatical 

phenomena from the structure of texts is to miss the essence of their use. al-Jurjānī 

(1984), the distinguished Arab rhetorician and linguist, also realizes the importance of 

discourse in studying language. “Individual words, which are conventional elements of 

language,” he states, “have not been created in order that what they represent may itself 

be discovered (or known), but in order that they may be joined with one another, thus 

expressing, by their interrelations, valuable information. This is one honorable science 

and a great foundation principle.”2 (Abu Deeb 1979, 37).  

Because the theoretical framework in which this study operates draws on different 

theories in the field of discourse analysis, these theories are discussed here and their 

relevance to the study is highlighted.  

 

2.2.2 Cohesion 

A crucial assumption underlying this study is that a text is cohesive. Cohesion is 

defined by Halliday and Hasan (1976) in their seminal work in this area Cohesion in 

                                                 
ا%(C+ظ ا(C9'دة ا(FG هF أوI+ع ا(G) HI2J ?) �KL:'ف F3 +6,D+:5 أ6BCD+، و (4A %ن @<? 8:<6+ إ(> 8:; 3,:'ف 9,3+ 67,8+ 45 23ا01، " 2
                                                                                                                                   “ ?,NO PQو أ R@'S ?LO اTو ه 
(al-Jurjānī  1984, 539)  
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English as a semantic relation that is realized through the lexicogrammatical system.3 It 

“occurs where the INTERPRETATION of some element in the discourse is dependent on 

that of another” (4). Each pair of presupposing/presupposed elements creates a “cohesive 

tie.”  

Halliday and Hasan (1976) focus on cohesion across sentence boundaries. 

Although cohesive relations “may be found just as well within a sentence as between 

sentences,” (8)  they are less noticed within a sentence where the grammatical structure is 

the main source of cohesiveness. To Halliday and Hasan (1976), the sentence as the 

highest unit of grammatical structure is “a significant unit for cohesion,” (8) so cohesion 

refers to “the set of semantic resources for linking a SENTENCE with what has gone 

before” (10).  

The aim of Halliday and Hasan’s study is to identify the text as a “unified whole” 

as opposed to a “collection of unrelated sentences” (1). They consider cohesion as 

nonstructural relations above the sentence part of the textual component of the semantic 

system. Within the Functional Grammar Theory framework in which Halliday operates, 

the semantic system is one of three levels that constitute the linguistic system: semantic, 

lexicogrammatical, phonological4 (Halliday 1977, 176). There are three major functional 

components of meaning that interact within the semantic system and are realized 

                                                 
3 Lexicogrammar refers to the choice of words and grammatical structure (Halliday and Hasan 1976, 5). 
4 Within the systemic theory, a text is the product of ongoing selection in a network of systems (Halliday 
2004, 23).   
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throughout the lexicogrammatical level: the ideational, the interpersonal,5 and the textual 

(Halliday 2004, 309).  

While the ideational component is “concerned with the expression of content,” 

and the interpersonal is concerned with the social and expressive function of language, 

i.e. the speaker/writer’s attitudes and judgments, the textual component, is the “text-

forming” resource of language that creates “texture” (Halliday and Hasan 1976, 27). 

Within the textual component, cohesion plays a special role in the creation of text by 

expressing continuity between one part of the text and another (Ibid., 299).  

Alongside cohesion, the non-structural aspect of “texture,” this process involves 

two structural relations within the sentence; information structure “Given/New” and 

thematic structure “Theme/Rheme.” “It is important to stress that continuity is not the 

whole of texture. The organization of each segment of a discourse in terms of its 

information structure, thematic patterns and the like is also part of its texture” (Halliday 

and Hasan 1976, 299). The third component of texture is the “macrostructure” of the text 

“that establishes it as a text of a particular kind: conversation, narrative, lyric … and so 

on” (Ibid., 324). 

Based on their analysis of English texts, Halliday and Hasan (1976) list five types 

of “cohesive ties:” reference, substitution, ellipsis, lexical cohesion, and conjunctions. 

“Each of these categories is represented in the text by particular features … which have in 

common the property of signaling that the interpretation of the passage in question 

depends on something else” (13). 

                                                 
5 In the literature it is also referred to ideational and interpersonal  as “propositional” and pragmatic” 
respectively.   
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Reference occurs when certain items in the text require reference to something 

else for their interpretation. These items include pronouns, demonstratives, and 

comparatives; “for example she, this, earlier as in She’s shy. This is what I meant. You 

should have come earlier.”  The reference may be “anaphoric” pointing to something that 

has preceded, but it may also point to something that follows “cataphoric.” If the referent 

is outside the text “exophoric,” the relation is not considered part of cohesion, which is 

about intratextual ties (Halliday 1977, 188). 

Substitution is the replacement of one item in the text by another that has its same 

grammatical function. Halliday and Hasan (1976) describe this cohesive device as  “a sort 

of counter which is used in place of the repetition of a particular item” (89). There is a set 

of “place holders” in some languages, including English, that can substitute for clauses, 

e.g. so as in This fish is cooked beautifully. Thank you for saying so, for verbal groups, 

e.g. do as in Did Jane know? No, but Mary did, and for nominal groups, e.g. one as in 

Borrow my copy. The library one is out on loan. Ellipsis, on the other hand, is considered 

a substitution by zero (Halliday and Hasan 1976, 143). It is possible to leave out parts of 

a structure and replace them by nothing, Halliday (2004) indicates, only when they can be 

understood from what has gone before (535). 

A special kind of cohesive tie that is achieved through the choice of vocabulary is 

lexical cohesion. Lexical ties are “independent of structure and may span along passages 

of intervening discourse” (Ibid., 537). According to Halliday and Hasan (1977), this type 

of cohesion includes: repetition of lexical items, synonymy or near-synonymy, and 
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collocations. Collocations are “pairs or sets of items that have a strong tendency in the 

system to co-occurrence” (191). 

Conjunction, which is the focus of this study, is the final type of cohesion. Where 

cohesion takes the form of conjunction in expressions like: however, so, that is, as a 

matter of fact, the presupposition involves cohesive relations between one proposition6 

and another whether in the preceding sentence or in a passage longer than a single 

sentence (Halliday and Hasan 1976, 16). Unlike other cohesive devices, Halliday and 

Hasan (1976) point out, conjunction is “cohesive not by continuity of form or reference” 

(308). It does not set off a search backward or forward for its referent, but it does express 

“certain meanings which presuppose the presence of other components in the discourse” 

(226). 

According to Halliday and Hasan (1976), “conjunctive relations” are “based on 

the assumption that there are in the linguistic system forms of systematic relationships 

between sentences” (320). These functional relations, where one segment of text 

elaborates, extends or enhances a previous segment of text, are marked by conjunctions 

(Halliday 2004, 540). Conjunctions are classified into four basic categories that 

correspond to the semantic relationships they signal: additive, adversative, causal, and 

temporal.  

Just like Halliday and Hasan (1976), the present study focuses on cohesion 

between units above the sentence, which is more relevant to discourse structure. 

                                                 
6 Proposition is the semantic representation of a sentence surface structure (Van Dijk 1983, 151). It is a 
meaning unit that always has a significant communicative function (Callow 1998, 155). 
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However, while they view the cohesive devices of conjunction as explicit signals of 

underlying semantic relations, this study regards their function of maintaining semantic 

cohesion in text as only one aspect of the various semantic/pragmatic functions 

performed by these items.   

 

2.2.3 Cohesion and Coherence 

Another concept always associated with cohesion is coherence. While cohesion is 

represented by formal linking signals in text, coherence is the underlying relations that 

hold between the propositions of a text on the one hand, and relations between text and 

context on the other. Coherence is then “a matter of semantic and pragmatic relations in 

the text” (Reinhart 1980, 164). 

Cohesion, as introduced by Halliday and Hasan (1976) raises questions about the 

relationship between cohesive ties and textual coherence. Brown and Yule (1986) argue 

that cohesion in the sense of explicit realizations of underlying relations is not necessary 

to the evaluation of a text as coherent. They state that a normal reader will naturally 

assume that sequences of sentences constitute a text and will interpret them as such even 

in the absence of any explicit cues of cohesive relations (196). 

To illustrate their point that cohesive ties across sentences cannot guarantee 

coherence, they quote Enkvist’s (1978, 110) much-cited example:  

I bought a Ford. A car in which President Wilson rode down the Champs- Elysées 
was black. Black English has been widely discussed. The discussion between the 
presidents ended last week. A week has seven days. Every day I feed my cat. Cats 
have four legs. The cat is on the mat. Mat has three letters. 
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 This example displays formal cohesive ties between Ford-car, black-Black, my 

cat-cats, and so forth, but cannot be described as coherent. For Brown and Yule (1983), it 

is the underlying semantic relations as perceived by the hearer/reader that make a text 

cohere.  

Morgan and Sellner (1980) also take issue with Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) view 

of cohesion as a means for creating coherence. They argue that coherence of a text is a 

matter of content which has linguistic consequences. It is the hearer/reader’s assumption 

that a text is coherent, they indicate, that makes him link a particular pronoun to a 

previous noun phrase and not a reference cohesive tie. Therefore, for them, cohesion is 

“the consequence” rather than “the source” of coherence (179) because there is “no 

evidence for cohesion as a linguistic property, other than as an epiphenomenon of 

coherence of content” (181).  

While Halliday and Hasan (1976) suggest that cohesion is a necessary condition 

for coherence, they do not claim that cohesive ties are sufficient by themselves to create a 

coherent text. For a text to be coherent it has to employ different strategies, of which 

cohesion is one, in ways that are motivated by the register. Register refers to “continuity 

of meaning in relation to the situation” (23). In their view, Enkvist’s example, though 

displays beautiful cohesive ties, fails as a text because it does not display consistency of 

register. They state that a text “is coherent with respect to the context of situation, and 

therefore consistent in register; and it is coherent with respect to itself, and therefore 

cohesive. Neither of these two conditions is sufficient without the other” (Ibid).   
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When discussing the example he cited, Enkvist (1978) himself points out that it 

cannot be perceived as coherent text. Although it seems to display formal cohesive links, 

these “links on the textual surface fail to reflect an underlying semantic coherence.” Such 

instances are “pseudo-coherent” in Enkvist’s terms (110). For a text to be well formed, he 

concludes, “it must have semantic coherence as well as sufficient signals of surface 

cohesion to enable the receiver to capture the coherence” (120).  

Reinhart (1980) also regards formal cohesive relations as crucial albeit 

insufficient condition for coherence.  A text must meet three conditions in order to be 

coherent: connectedness, consistency, and relevance. Connectedness “requires that the 

sentences of the text will be formally connected.” Consistency means that “each sentence 

will be consistent with the previous sentences.” Relevance is a pragmatic condition that 

restricts the relations between the sentences of the text and their context. Her concept of 

coherence involves conditions of formal, semantic, and pragmatic character (164). 

Brown and Yule (1986) and Morgan and Sellner (1980) represent a trend in the 

field of discourse and text analysis to treat coherence as being less dependent on the 

language of text itself, and thus not being a product of cohesion. In this study, however,  

formal markers provide well-defined tools for the study of coherence in text. Just like 

Halliday and Hasan (1976), the present study considers that explicit linguistic realizations 

of the underlying functional relations are crucial for the identification of a text as a 

coherent unit. Alongside formal connectedness, coherent text must also display 

underlying relations between propositions and relevance to the situation. As Hoey (2002) 

states: 
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Text is cohesive. Whether this is a by-product of the need to be coherent, as Morgan 
and Sellner (1980) have argued, or a prerequisite of coherence, as was originally 
argued in Halliday and Hasan (1976), seems irrelevant. Almost certainly the 
relationship works both ways. On occasion, writers (and more rarely speakers) 
consciously produce cohesive devices in order to clarify or emphasize, i.e. to create 
coherence…On other occasions, a writer's or speaker's coherence is reflected 
automatically in the language they use, i.e. in cohesion.  
Either way, that is a feature of text that cannot be denied and one, furthermore, that 
continues to be the subject of study. (172)  

 
 

2.2.4 Cohesion and Textuality 

What makes a text7 “a text” as opposed to a “non-text?” This question is central to 

the discussion of cohesion and coherence. According to Halliday and Hasan (1976) a text 

has “texture” and “this is what distinguishes it from something that is not a text” (2). 

Cohesion is one aspect of creating text and a necessary condition for establishing 

textuality; however, it is not the only one. Texture, Halliday and Hasan (1976) indicate, 

“involves much more than merely cohesion” (324). 

 Language has two other “text-forming” resources for creating text: one is  the 

textual structure that is internal to the sentence, and the other is the “macrostructure” of 

the text. The main component of texture within the sentence is the organization of its 

parts in terms of the information structure that is based on the distinction between 

“GIVEN” and “NEW”, and the thematic structure that organizes the message into 

“THEME” and “RHEME” . The “macrostructure” of a text “that establishes it as a text of 

particular kind” is the third component of texture (Ibid., 324).  

Textuality for Halliday and Hasan (1976) is also realized by “consistency in 

register.” Alongside texture, they point out, continuity of meaning in relation to the 

                                                 
7 By text here we mean spoken and written text.  
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situation “effectively defines a text” (23). Cohesion, on which they place great 

importance as one aspect of textuality,  is then supplemented by register to create a 

coherent text.   

Brown and Yule (1986) have taken a different approach to determine what makes 

a text “a text.” It is the hearer/reader who decides whether a passage of language qualifies 

as a text or not. This decision is based on several factors that include: coherence 

assumption, socio-cultural knowledge, principle of analogy, and the principle of local 

interpretation. When people encounter a linguistic message they naturally expect it to be 

coherent and make every effort to interpret it as such since texts normally intend to 

communicate. It is then the underlying semantic relations not the formal linguistic 

realizations that create a text in Brown and Yule’s (1986) view. In addition to the 

assumption of coherence, the hearer/reader base his interpretation on his previous 

knowledge of the world, his experience of previous texts, and the context provided by the 

text itself. 

de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) argue that the textuality of any text is a 

function of the interaction of seven standards. These are hypothesized as: cohesion, 

coherence, intentionality, acceptability, situationality, intertextuality, and informativity.  

Cohesion and coherence are considered to be more text-oriented standards. Cohesion is 

concerned with the surface elements of text and how they are arranged and connected 

within a sequence. Coherence, on the other hand, deals with the ways whereby “the 

configuration of concepts and relations which underlie the surface text, are mutually 

accessible and relevant” (4).   
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The standards of intentionality and acceptability are psychologically oriented. 

They refer to the text producer’s and receiver’s attitudes toward what constitutes a 

cohesive and coherent text. The writer/speaker intends to make a language configuration 

cohesive and coherent and the reader/hearer should receive it as such to be considered a 

text.  

Situationality and intertextuality are considered to be social. Whereas the former 

refers to the factors that make a text relevant to a current recoverable situation, the latter 

concerns the ways in which the text presupposes knowledge of other texts. Intertextuality 

is a major factor in establishing different text-types as classes of texts with typical 

patterns of organization (de Beaugrande and Dressler 1981, 10). The last standard of 

textuality is informativity, which is concerned with the content of a text and the extent of 

its predictability.  

A well functioning text displays a high degree of all the seven standards. To 

measure the communicative value of such a text, de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) 

suggest three principles: efficiency, effectiveness, and appropriateness. The first depends 

on the ease of the text processing, the second depends on the strong impression it leaves 

on receivers, and the third refers to “agreement between its setting and the ways in which 

the standards of textuality are upheld” (11).  

There are then several factors interacting in a text to make it a communicative  

text. In order to achieve its communicative goal, therefore, a text should display all the 

seven standards proposed by de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981).  
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2.2.5 Text Structure 

Every coherent text has some sort of structure. This structure ties the segments of 

the text together, so that the text as a whole is perceived as one unit. Our interpretation of 

what a writer/speaker is talking about is inevitably based on how he structures what he is 

saying. Halliday and Hasan (1976) acknowledge this crucial aspect of text. It is clear, 

they state, “that there is structure here, at least in certain genres or registers of discourse” 

(10).  

In text linguistics, Reinhart (1980) indicates, a distinction is made between a 

text’s linear representation and its hierarchical structure (163). Linearity indicates how 

text segments are ordered in surface structure. However, text is not just strings of 

sequences of language items that are linearly produced and received. This is because it 

follows a hierarchy of content, so that “as each new part of the message is transmitted,” 

Callow (1998) explains, “it is not added on the end of a string, but rather takes its place in 

a complex interrelated structure” (151). Every writer is faced with the problem of how to 

organize and present his non-linear message in a comprehensible linear form. So, there is 

a fundamental asymmetry in texts between the sequential surface form and the conceptual 

or meaning hierarchy underlying it. 

Since text progresses in two ways: the linear progression of sentences, and the 

progression of the communicated message “which imposes a hierarchical structure on the 

linear progression of sentences,” as Hinds puts it (1979, 137), it is important to capture 

both the linear sequence and the underlying non-linear content of texts in any description 

of text structure, as Graustein and Thiele point out (1987, 22).   
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 While Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) description of cohesive ties indicates a linear 

development of text, they recognize the hierarchical principle. The existence of cohesive 

ties, they explain, does not rule out “the possibility of setting up discourse structure, and 

specifying the structure of some entity such as a paragraph or topic unit” (10). Rather, the 

discourse structure is “reinforced by the cohesion, which explicitly ties together the 

related parts, bonding them more closely to each other than to the others that are not so 

related” (327). Therefore, they consider the macrostructure of a text that defines it as a 

particular type the third and final component of texture (324). It combines “with intra-

sentence structure and inter-sentence cohesion to provide the total text-forming resources 

of the culture.” A narrative text, for instance, has a pattern of organizational structure to 

which it has to adhere in order to be identified as such (327). 

The macrostructure as “the top-most level in the text structure” (Pace 1982, 23) is 

distinguished from the lower level of text organization, namely the microstructure (see 

Van Dijk 1972, 1980, 1983). While microstructure refers to “intra-sentence structure” 

and “inter-sentence” relations, and has been defined in terms of the “relations between 

the successive sentences of the discourse,” macrostructure provides an abstract semantic 

description of the global content, and hence of the global coherence of discourse (Van 

Dijk 1983, 150). The function of macrostructure is to organize the local microstructure of 

discourse and form larger chunks that have their proper meaning and function. The 

meaning of texts cannot be adequately described at the local level of sentences and 

sentence connections alone but it should also be specified at more global levels. 

Macrostructure, says Van Dijk (1983), plays central role in the processing of complex 
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texts (196), and “Without them the complex tasks of discourse processing could not 

possibly be performed” (195).  

It is, therefore, assumed that what is communicated in a text is more than the 

semantic content of the individual text segments. Part of the meaning of discourse is the 

relationship between sentences and larger discourse units (Cawsey 1990, 77; Hovy 1990, 

19). Coherence relations that hold between successive sentences organize the 

microstructure and account for the text’s local coherence (Reinhart 1980, 164). However, 

schema or what is called “the superstructure,” is the organizer of the propositional 

content or macrostructure of the text (Khalil 2000, 65). “Rhetorical relations,” Gulla 

(1996) explains, “seem to be most suitable for microstructure of text. When larger 

structures are to be constructed, macrostructures, the relationship between them appear to 

be more governed by schematic standards or communicative goals and effects” (81).  

The two approaches to analyzing text above the level of sentence, i.e. the use of 

schemata vs. planning using coherence relations, are crucial to account for discourse 

coherence at both the local and the global level. Whereas schema capture domain-

dependent patterns of discourse well, coherence relations explain the structure of 

coherence texts using “a closed set of relation” (Ibid., 79). Hovy (1990) suggests that 

there is a close relationship between the two since text coherence depends on organizing 

its functional relations in agreement with the goals that  its schema is set to achieve. 

Schemata are “stereotypically appearing collections of relations, or conversely, relations 

are simply the elemental building blocks of schemas” (31). In this study, both approaches 

will be used to describe text structure.  
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2.2.6 Text as a Communicative Event 

Text is a communicative event. Its structure is not a static entity but a dynamic 

one that is interactively produced and processed. de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) 

define “text” as a communicative occurrence which meets seven standards of textuality 

(3). If any of these standards is not considered to have been satisfied,  the text will not be 

communicative. Likewise, for Halliday and Hasan (1976) text is a “unit of language in 

use” (2) which must be studied in terms of its function in communication.  

To say that texts are communicative events that involve “writer/reader 

interaction” (Hoey 2001, 11) entails that they are intentional and inferential. In this sense 

texts can be seen as a result of a dynamic process in which speakers/writers express 

meaning and achieve intentions and hearers/readers recognize these intentions. This could 

be traced back to “a Gricean view of communicative meaning as speaker’s intention and 

subsequent hearer’s recognition of intention,” Schiffrin  points out (2001, 67).    

Communication involves intentional behavior; “specially it involves a speaker’s 

intention to affect the cognitive environment of another individual in some way or other” 

(Andersen 2001, 30). Underlying this view is the assumption that language serves two 

major roles: “transactional and interactional.” While the former refers to expressing 

content, the latter to the expression of social relations and personal views (Brown and 

Yule 1986, 1). Callow (1998) points out that any proposition regardless of its size “has 

both content and purpose. We can therefore define any meaning unit in terms of its 

reference (what it is about), and its purposive significance (its contribution to the 

fulfilling of the message sender’s purpose)”  (149). 
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 The writers/speakers are engaged in more than merely conveying propositional 

content. They are always doing two things simultaneously: presenting the propositional 

content as making sense, and at the same time are also presenting the same content as 

fulfilling their purpose. Each segment of text then encodes pragmatic information that 

“signals the speaker’s communicative intentions” and contributes to achieving the overall 

discourse purpose (Fraser 1990, 385; see also Caron 1994, 706; Grosz and Sidner 1986, 

178).  

The readers/hearers have no access to the writer’s intended meaning in producing 

a text, so their interpretation of the coherence of text can only rest on “a process of 

inferences” of what it was that the speakers/writers might have really meant (Brown and 

Yule 1986, 35). There is a wide range of possible inferences made by readers in 

interpreting a text, and “never is there any guarantee that the speaker intended meaning is 

indeed equally represented in the hearer-inferred meaning” (Lenk 1998, 16).  

The main criterion for generating effective text is that the text should achieve the 

communicative objectives of the text-producer. “Intentions play a primary role in 

explaining discourse structure, defining discourse coherence, and providing a coherent 

conceptualization of the term discourse itself,” Grosz and Sidner explain (1986, 175). The 

text-producer is significantly involved in how the text-receiver will perceive the relations 

between the text segments according to his intentions. In order to successfully 

communicate his message, s/he seeks to make these intentions clearly recognizable and 

inferable from the text. 
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Discourse markers are extremely useful tools for clarifying the writers/speakers 

communicative intentions. They signal how the text-producers “intend a message to 

relate to the foregoing or following discourse or to a particular aspect of the 

communicative situation” (Kroon 1997, 17). Underlying the description of discourse 

markers in this study, therefore, is the assumption that they perform not only connective 

but also communicative functions. This means that the writer/speaker employs them to 

signal to the reader/hearer what he is doing in the text and influence his understanding of 

what s/he says. The reader/hearer, in turn, uses these linguistic expressions to postulate 

the writer/speaker’s goals and intentions which can guide his interpretation process. 

 

2.3 Discourse Markers in English Linguistic Literature 

2.3.1 Introduction 

The field of discourse markers research, as Lenk (1998) describes it, “is far from 

being homogeneous or unified” (37). Despite the extensive body of research that deals 

with this group of linguistic expressions, researchers still disagree on the very basic issue 

of defining it. While it is widely agreed that such expressions play different important 

roles in the message interpretation, definitions of what a discourse marker is vary among 

the researchers. This is because they disagree on such fundamental issues as: the semantic 

and syntactic features of these expressions, the type of meaning they express, and the role 

they serve in the text.  

Because of their disagreement on the features and functions that define this 

linguistic group, researchers do not always agree on what items they are studying and 
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how to refer to the object of their interest. Differences in the items included and the terms 

chosen to refer to them reflect the different perspectives on discourse markers and the 

various frameworks in which they are investigated.  

There is still no generally accepted list of members belonging to this linguistic 

group in English because researchers do not have the same conception of what counts as 

one (Brinton 1996, 31; Lenk 1998, 39). Compare for example the discrepancies between 

the list of discourse markers given by Schiffrin (1987, 2001) and the one given by Lenk 

(1998). Schiffrin’s list includes “Oh, well, but, and, or, so, because, now, then, I mean, 

and y’know,” whereas the focus of Lenk’s study of discourse markers are: “anyway, 

actually, however, incidentally, still, and what else.”  

Depending on one’s definition of these expressions, the items included can differ 

quite widely. So a given item may be classified as a discourse marker in one definition 

but not in another. Fraser (1990) for example, excludes two of Schiffrin’s (1987) 

expressions you know and I mean because, for him, they are content words that are not 

relational while discourse markers should signal discourse relations and have no content 

meaning. He objects to the way Schiffrin (1987) views discourse markers as being 

“typically content formatives,” indicating that “any reliance on content meaning is ill-

founded” (1990, 393). Another example is Lenk’s study (1998) which focuses entirely on 

the six expressions that are listed above. Because the focus of her study are discourse 

markers that signal relations between “discourse segments set further apart”, e.g. 

paragraphs, she excludes all other items that do not signal global organization of text 

(30).    
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Not only do different researchers not agree on the items they consider as members 

of this linguistic group, but they also differ in the way they refer to them. Some of the 

different terms that have been used to refer to these expressions are: discourse markers, 

discourse connectives, discourse particles, discourse signals, discourse operators, cue 

phrases, pragmatic connectives, pragmatic particles, formulaic expressions, etc. (see 

Brinton 1996, 29; Östman 1995, 98). Different studies use different terminologies 

according to the way they characterize the features and functions of these items.  

Östman (1995), for example, prefers the term “pragmatic particles” because “it 

covers the essence and flexibility of this group of elements better than any of the other 

terms.” He considers the attribute “pragmatic” crucial in defining this group “since it is 

indeed functional, i.e. pragmatic, aspects which we should associate with these particles” 

(98). For Grosz and Sidner (1986), the term “cue phrases” is more preferable because 

“each one of these devices cue the hearer to some change in the discourse structure” 

(177). Blakemore (2002), however, who characterizes these items as “indicative” words 

with no “propositional meaning” uses the term “discourse markers” to underline the fact 

that the role of these expressions “must be analyzed in terms of what they indicate or 

mark rather than what they describe” (1).       

In the following sections, I will discuss the  main issues of agreement and 

disagreement in English discourse markers research, with reference to some of the most 

prominent studies that examine this linguistic phenomenon.  
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2.3.2 Similar Features of Discourse Markers 

This section will discuss the generally agreed upon features of items considered as 

members of this linguistic group. Starting from points of agreement helps creating a sense 

of the nature of the subject of our study.  The following section will then look at the most 

disagreed upon issues regarding these expressions.  

Despite the large disagreement in this area of linguistic studies, it is possible, 

Schourup (1999) argues, “to identify a small set of characteristics most commonly 

attributed to discourse markers and to items referred to by other closely associated 

terms.” The  most common features that he realizes in these expressions from numerous 

studies in the discourse markers literature are: “multi-categoriality, connectivity, non-

truth conditionality, weak clause association, initiality, and optionality” (230). 

 It is important to note that discussing these characteristics here is only an attempt 

to capture some of the features realized by many studies in the literature. Such general 

features may provide some guidelines in the identification of discourse markers, but they 

do not by any means suggest an agreed upon definition. 

     

a- Multi-categoriality  

It is often said that discourse markers constitute a “heterogeneous set” with 

respect to the syntactic class of its forms. This is because items that are usually included 

in this linguistic set are not structurally unified. Rather, they derive from a variety of 

traditional grammatical word classes that range from single words like: adverbs (e.g. now, 

then), verbs (e.g. say, look), coordinating and subordinating conjunctions (e.g. and, but, 
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because), interjections (e.g. oh, gosh); and extend to include entire phrases and clauses, 

which are “typically viewed as formulaic or fixed,” such as:  you know, I mean, for 

example, in other words, it must be noted that, it should be recognized that, it is fair to 

guess that, we conclude that, this is because, to sum up (Brinton 1996, 34, 16; See also: 

Fraser 1990, 388; Hansen 1997, 155; Siepmann 2005, 36, 44; Schiffrin 2001, 57; 

Schourup 1999, 234).   

 This feature of discourse markers poses a major difficulty in describing them as a 

group. The diversity of the grammatical sources from which they are drawn makes it hard 

to define them structurally. There are “no morphosyntactic or semantic criteria,”  

Siepmann (2005) says, that allow us to delimit them as a word class in the traditional 

sense (44). Each one of these expressions, Schiffrin (1987) explains, could bring some 

features from its original class into the discourse markers class (40). Instead of describing 

them structurally, it is often assumed that discourse markers “comprise a functionally 

related group of items drawn from other classes” (Schourup 1999, 236). 

On the other hand, the fact that this set of linguistic expressions is comprised of 

members drawn from various word classes implies that these items often have “formally 

identical counterparts that are not used as markers, and which do contribute to 

propositional content, as markers do not” (Hansen 1997, 155). Many expressions that 

operate as discourse markers, Fraser (1990) states, “function as a different syntactic type 

on other occasions” (388).  

The coexistence of two structurally identical items that function differently in 

discourse creates a controversial issue in discourse markers literature regarding the 
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relationship between the meaning of the two entities. Some linguists suggest that these 

two identical counterparts that are structurally related also “share a common core of 

semantic features” (Lenk 1998, 47; see also Andersen 2001; Brinton 1996; Lewis 2007; 

Schiffrin 2001). The interdependency between the two different meanings is explained by 

the theory of grammaticalization which, they argue, provides a strong legitimate account 

for this otherwise ambiguous relationship.  

This theory suggests that “discourse markers have evolved from non-discourse 

marker sources through a historical process of grammaticalization which alter their 

original meaning” (Schourup 1999, 251). In this process, lexical items from different 

grammatical categories move to sentence-initial position, and, at the same time, develop a 

functional pragmatic meaning that is derived from the meaning of their original forms 

(Kammensjö 2005, 43). The function of the adverb unfortunately, for example, is 

explained as a result of “unidirectional development along a cline from clause adverbial, 

to sentence adverbial, to pragmatic discourse particle, where the older usage remains at 

the side of more recent developments” (Kammensjö 2005, 41). This means that, within 

this theory, the functional meaning that discourse markers display is related to the 

propositional meaning of their origin and could be traced to it. 

 Other linguists who address the issue, however, consider the two structurally 

related expressions as having completely “different functions and different meanings” 

(Lenk 1998, 47). Among those who deny any relationship between the pragmatic 

meaning of a discourse marker and the “non-pragmatic meaning of the same item when it 

is used in non-discourse marker function,” Lenk (1998) indicates, are Fraser (1990) and 
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Östman (1982, 1995) (47). For them, although discourse markers are structurally related 

to the forms from which they derive, their meaning, however, is clearly different “from 

any content meaning of the homophonous forms” (Fraser 1990, 395; Östman 1982, 153).  

While there is a great dispute regarding the interdependency between the 

pragmatic function of discourse markers and the “non-pragmatic meaning” of their origin 

forms, it is, however, generally agreed that “these two do not overlap in discourse” (Lenk 

1998, 51). When an expression functions as a discourse marker it does not express the 

propositional meaning of its formally identical counterpart. A discourse marker, Fraser 

(1990) points out, does not serve in both roles at the same time (389).  

 

b- Connectivity 

A prominent characteristic that most relevant studies attribute to discourse 

markers is their role in connecting units of text. There is, however, a great dispute about 

“the nature of the connection discourse markers express” and “the nature and extent of 

the elements connected,” as Schourup (1999, 242) points out. What discourse markers are 

assumed to connect, notes Blakemore (2002), “varies according to the view of discourse 

that is adopted” (5). Connectivity is, thus, conceived differently according to the way 

discourse is viewed and the framework that is employed.   

In coherence-based studies, like Schiffrin’s (2001), Fraser’s (1996), and Lenk’s 

(1998), discourse markers are seen as connecting textual units by marking the 

relationships between them. These items, Levinson (1983) explains, indicate how the 

units that contain them serve as a response to, or a continuation of, a previous unit in 
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discourse (87). Within the relevance theory, however, whose object of study is the 

cognitive process rather than the discourse itself,  discourse markers are viewed as 

expressing “inferential connections” that constrain the “cognitive processes” underlying 

the interpretation of the segment they introduce (Blakemore 2002, 5). For researchers 

who work within this framework such as Blakemore (2002) and Brinton (1996), 

therefore, these expressions do not connect one segment of text to another. Rather  they 

connect the “propositional content” expressed by their host sentence “to assumptions that 

are expressed by context” (Schourup 1999, 230).   

 Not only do researchers disagree on the nature of the elements connected, but 

they also have different views on the span of this connectivity. The range within which 

discourse markers are assumed to connect differs according to the framework employed. 

In her study, Lenk (1998) for instance, analyzes discourse markers in terms of their 

connectivity at the global level. Thus, for her, they “signal the kind of relation between 

discourse segments set further apart” (30).  On the other hand, all the markers Schiffrin 

(1987) investigates are effective on the local level indicating relations between 

immediately adjacent utterances (315). Fraser’s (1996) description of the function of 

these expression, however, indicates that they establish both local and global connections 

between units of text.  

The connectivity characteristic, Fraser (1996) and Blakemore (2002) argue, is 

considered criterial for determining the discourse marker status of any element. This 

property of signaling relationships or connections between units of discourse is “the 

property that distinguishes discourse markers as a group,” Blakemore states (2002, 2).  
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This entails the exclusion of elements that do not express connectivity from the discourse 

markers group. According to this view, expressions like frankly and certainly, for 

example, whose main function in discourse is to express the  author’s attitude are not 

considered discourse markers because they do not denote a sequential discourse 

relationship (Fraser 1990, 391).  

In the present study, however, expressions that encode a message which expresses 

the author’s perspective on the content of the basic message are regarded as discourse 

markers. Although these items, as Andersen (2001) and Brinton (1996) explain, do not 

convey connectivity in the sense of expressing relations between units of texts, they do 

establish other kinds of relations which also enhance achieving the text’s communicative 

goals. These kinds of relations create connectivity between the author and text on the one 

hand, and between the author and reader on the other hand.   

   
c- Nontruth-conditionality 

Nontruth-conditionality is also a feature that most researchers attribute to 

discourse markers. To say that these expressions are nontruth-conditional means that they 

“do not contribute anything to the propositional content in the context where they appear” 

(Lenk 1998, 27). Items that are outside the propositional core of the sentence, Halliday 

(2004) explains, are the ones that “have no status as participant, circumstance, or 

process” (85). These items which contribute nothing to the propositional content of the 

sentence, however, function as “instructions” to the addressee on how to process the 

sentences that contain them within a given context (Hansen 1997, 156).  
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That discourse markers are nontruth-conditional means for many researchers that 

these items are part of the pragmatic component of the sentence. When items from 

different grammatical categories come to operate as markers at the discourse level they 

acquire a pragmatic meaning that is not part of the propositional structure. Because their 

“primary task in language is not related to the propositional aspect of sentences, but to the 

pragmatic functioning of language,” discourse markers are regarded as pragmatic 

expressions (Östman 1995, 98).  

Underlying this view, Blakemore (2002) points out, is the assumption that 

pragmatics is defined as “meaning minus truth conditions.” However, while discourse 

markers are “linguistically encoded nontruth conditional” items, she argues, pragmatic 

information which is not part of the truth conditional content “cannot be obtained through 

decoding linguistic forms” (12).  

For such “linguistically encoded” items to be included  in pragmatics, nontruth-

conditional meaning should be taken to refer to “two quite different aspects of the 

interpretation of an utterance.” On the one hand, it can refer to meaning which is inferred 

from what is said rather than encoded in any particular linguistic expression. On the other 

hand, it can refer to contributions made by linguistic expressions which do not contribute 

to the truth-conditions of the utterances that contain them (Ibid., 32). Being applicable to 

discourse markers, for many researchers, the latter aspect of nontruth-conditionality is 

considered “sufficient grounds for treating all of these expressions within pragmatics” 

(Ibid., 33).  They are linguistic “devices in language which allow you to look behind 

language,” as Östman (1995, 100) puts it.  
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Being nontruth-conditional, however, does not suggest that discourse markers are 

void of meaning. While the truth-conditionality characteristic of an item indicates that 

this item is part of the propositional meaning of the sentence, the item’s conceptual 

meaning, as will be explained later, refers to its semantic value regardless of its 

contribution to the sentence propositional content. There are expressions, Blakemore 

(2002) argues, which encode conceptual meaning despite the fact that they do not 

contribute to the propositional core of the sentence. An example of this is “the so-called 

apposition marker in other words” which “is both nontruth-conditional and conceptual” 

(Blakemore 2001, 114).  

The nontruth-conditionality attribute of discourse markers is an essential 

characteristic of the members of this group. This is because it entails excluding from the 

group of discourse markers items that are part of the propositional content of the sentence 

but are sometimes included in this group (Hansen 1997, 161). Being nontruth-conditional 

distinguishes discourse markers, for instance, from “formally identical counterparts that 

are not used as markers and which do contribute to propositional content” (155). This 

non-propositional character also distinguishes discourse markers from preposed 

adverbials like “now and then, when these function as temporal anaphora.” However, any 

use of these adverbs whether propositional or not, Hansen (1997) realizes, “is included in 

Redeker’s (1991) notion of discourse operators.” Including such  items that are part of the 

propositional content in the discourse markers group, he objects, “makes it almost 

impossible to draw a principled distinction between items that can function as DMs and 

items that cannot” (161). 
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In the present study, the non-propositional characteristic is an essential feature for 

identifying discourse markers. Nevertheless, while the non-propositional character of 

discourse markers indicates that they are not part of the propositional meaning of the 

sentence, it does not imply that they do not affect this meaning. These linguistic 

expressions, though not constituents of the propositional structure, do affect the 

propositional meaning by guiding and constraining its interpretation. The propositional 

meaning of an utterance, Andersen (2001) argues, is conveyed by “complex semantic and 

pragmatic processes” which are “not handled solely by the conventional lexical meaning 

of the words contained in the utterance” (47).  

 

d- Weak clause association 

This is a feature that is always associated with the non-propositional character of 

discourse markers. Not only are discourse markers considered outside the propositional 

content of the sentence, but they are also regarded as being outside its syntactic structure 

(Brinton 1996, 34; Östman 1995, 99). Both features, nontruth-conditionality and weak 

clause association, concern the detachment of discourse markers from their host 

sentences. However, while the former refers to the meaning aspect of the sentences, the 

latter refers to their structure. Discourse markers, therefore, as Fraser (1990) puts it, are 

“grammatically peripheral, in the sense that they do not enter into constructions with the 

sentence content” (391). Yet, some of these items have shown to “impose limits on the 

structure and content of the following sentence” (1996, 184).  
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Besides being structurally and propositionally almost separate and distinct from 

the sentences they introduce, some of these expressions, Schourup (1999) points out,  

have even their “own internal syntactic structure,” such as on the other hand and you 

know (232). It is also because of their loose grammatical attachment to the structure of 

their host sentences, that discourse markers are often set off from the main clause by 

comma or independent tune unit “regardless of whether they occur within the clause or at 

its initial” (Ibid., 233). 

  

e- Initiality 

That discourse markers often occur sentence-initially is considered, as Lenk 

(1998) puts it, one of their “most noticeable features” (51). For some researchers, such as 

Fraser (1990, 1996), Redeker (1991), and Schiffrin (2001), this feature is one of the 

defining characteristics of  items belonging to this group. They assume, Hansen (1997) 

points out, that “markers must necessarily precede their host unit” (159). Discourse 

markers, Fraser (1990) states, “typically occur only in utterance-initial position” (389). It 

has been argued, however, that this is not necessarily always the case because some of 

these expressions occasionally appear sentence medially and finally as well with 

functions “fundamentally identical to those they serve initially.” We may, for example, 

have either After all, corgis are an intelligent breed, with “after all” introducing the 

sentence, or Corgis, after all, are an intelligent breed with “after all” falling within the 

sentence boundaries (Schourup 1999, 233). 
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Although initiality is not always considered criterial for determining the status of 

discourse markers, it is nevertheless generally regarded as a predominant feature of these 

items (Schourup 1999, 233). Researchers noticed that discourse markers “favor” the 

initial position in the sentence, and are most likely to occur there. Because these items 

“prototypically introduce the discourse segments they mark” (Hansen 1997, 159), they 

have been referred to as “natural Themes” (Halliday 2004, 83). Besides, whenever more 

than one of these items are present in the sentence, Schourup (1999) indicates, they 

“frequently cluster at utterance onset;” such as well, but wouldn’t the best idea be to join 

in (233).  This tendency of discourse markers to cluster sentence-initially indicates that it 

is this position that they favor.  

Another  indication of this preference is the fact that while this position is the 

predominant one for many of these expressions, it is, however, for some of them the only 

position in which they can function as discourse markers. Anyway, for example,  “can 

function as discourse marker only in the initial position,” whereas it is possible for 

actually, though frequently found initially, to function as discourse marker in other 

locations in the sentence.  

The close relation between discourse markers and sentence-initial position is also 

realized by the theory of grammaticalization. This theory, as mentioned above, suggests 

that “linguistic items which come to be used as markers can, seemingly in a majority of 

cases, be shown to originate in lexical material” (Andersen 2001, 33). Throughout 

history, items like: adverbials, prepositional phrases, and clauses move to the initial 
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position of the sentence, and develop into independent discourse markers (Kammensjö 

2005, 43).  

Underlying this close association between discourse markers and the sentence-

initial position is the assumption that this position is significant at both sentential and 

discoursal levels. The onset of a sentence is considered “a strategically important 

position” because it is the point “where continuity as well as breaks in continuity can be 

marked” (Hasselgård 2004, 77). It is also the information contained in this position that 

carries the flow of discourse by locating and orienting the sentence within its context as 

well as contributing to the development of the coming discourse.  

The significance of the initial position as a text organizer is what makes it the 

most appropriate place in which discourse markers can fulfill their role in discourse. 

Being located at this significant point gives them wide scope over the whole sentence or 

paragraph, thereby allow them to influence and guide hearer/reader interpretation of 

everything that follows. “If the speaker/writer is making explicit the way the clause 

relates to the surrounding discourse (textual), or projecting his or her own angle on the 

value of what the clause is saying (interpersonal),” Halliday (2004) explains, “it is natural 

to set up such expressions as the point of departure. The message begins with ‘let me tell 

you how this fits in’ and/or ‘let me tell you what I think about this’” (83).  

The tendency of discourse markers to occur initially, then, is related to the scope 

of their function in discourse. “Because they are used to restrict the contextual 

interpretation of an utterance,” Schourup (1999) argues, “it makes sense to restrict 

context early before interpretation can run astray” (233). Discourse markers that appear in 
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other positions in the sentence, however, do not have this power over the whole segment. 

This is the reason that the expressions that are found sentence internally or finally display 

differences in meaning from their counterparts that occur initially. “Different positions,” 

says Hansen (1997), “are responsible for subtle changes in meaning or function” (156).   

Occurring sentence-initially seems to be the common predominant case for 

discourse markers, whereas appearing sentence medially or finally seems to be motivated 

by a reason. This seems to suggest that initiality is a distinctive feature of discourse 

markers from which some markers deviate in particular instances to convey some 

intended meaning. Further research is needed in this area to explain how meaning is 

affected by moving these items from their initial position. Meanwhile, in the present 

study, discourse markers are regarded as sentence-initial items.  

 

f- Optionality 

Being optional rather than obligatory is another feature that most relevant studies 

often attribute to discourse markers. These expressions, Schiffrin (1987) notes, “are never 

obligatory.” This means, she explains, that “any utterance preceded by a marker may also 

have occurred without that marker” (64, 2001, 57). Their absence, though it may make 

the interpretation process more difficult, does not “render a sentence ungrammatical 

and/or unintelligible” (Brinton 1996, 34).  

It has been realized that the addition or deletion of discourse markers does not 

alter the propositional content nor the “grammatical well-formedness” of the host 

sentence (Lenk 1998, 38; Müller 2005, 6; Schourup 1999, 231). Because these 
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expressions, as we have seen,  are neither part of the propositional content of the sentence  

nor tied to the sentence grammatical structure, they are considered to be “syntactically 

and semantically optional” (Schourup 1999, 231). This optionality, however, should be 

taken to concern the grammatical and semantic aspect of the sentence only and not its 

pragmatic impact (Müller 2005, 6).  

Underlying the view of discourse markers as being entirely optional items whose 

absence does not have serious impact on discourse is the assumption that the main role 

served by these expressions in discourse is signaling semantic relations between units of 

text. Because discourse markers do not create these semantic relations but rather signal 

existing ones, it is argued, omitting these expressions does not take away the  relationship 

they signal. The semantic relations, thus, are always available for the addressee whether 

explicit discourse markers are present or absent.  

Taking the communicative aspect of discourse markers into consideration, 

however, asserts their pragmatically non-optional status. Although the relations signaled 

by discourse markers are usually still available to the addressee when these expressions 

are omitted, “eliciting a relation,” it has been argued, “is not the same as recognizing a 

relation.” The presence of markers, Caron (1987) finds in his study of processing 

markers, “affects the representation of sentences in memory” and the way they are 

processed (571). “When a relation is signaled,” Hoey (1983) explains, “a message is 

being communicated about the way in which the discourse should be interpreted” (178).  

The text-producer, in this case, is giving more information about the sentence to the text-

receiver “than its mere propositional content” (Lenk 1998, 35). He is actually telling him 
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to interpret this unit of discourse in a particular way, hence influencing the text-

producer’s interpretation of his contribution.  

The absence of discourse markers, therefore, though “renders the discourse 

neither ungrammatical nor unintelligible,” has a great impact on its communicative force 

and the naturalness of its flow. While discourse markers are regarded as syntactically and 

semantically optional, Brinton (1996) argues, “they are not pragmatically optional or 

superfluous” (35). A discourse that is missing the presence of these linguistic devices, he 

adds, “would be judged ‘unnatural,’ ‘awkward,’ ‘disjointed,’ ‘impolite,’ ‘unfriendly,’ or 

‘dogmatic’ within the communicative context” (35). This means that the absence of 

discourse markers may increase the chances of “communicative breakdown,” as Fraser 

points out (1990, 390).  

What supports this view of discourse markers as being obligatory for achieving 

the communicative goals of discourse is the fact that their use differs from language to 

language.  It has been realized that there is a certain acceptable frequency and distribution 

of these items in each language. Any overuse or underuse of these expressions renders the 

text unnatural or non-native like (Müller 2005, 13; Siepmann 2005, 245). This means that 

the use of these items is governed by certain pragmatic factors and is not by any means 

optional. Because of the role that these expressions serve in conveying the text-

producer’s intentions and achieving his communicative goals, discourse markers are 

considered in this study obligatory, key elements in discourse. 
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Summary 

To sum up, the above generally agreed upon features of discourse markers suggest 

that these expressions are not just a random group of expressions, but rather members of 

a “coherent group,” as Fraser puts it (1990, 384). It has been suggested that the similar 

characteristics of discourse markers make them qualify as “a grammatically significant 

class of items, in English and other languages generally” (Zwicky 1985, 302). However, 

it is more often assumed that items of this group “do not constitute a class in the 

traditional term” (Hansen 1997, 156). Because they derive from different grammatical 

categories, Brinton (1996) points out, it is difficult to place discourse markers “within a 

traditional word class” (34). Instead, they are regarded as a functionally related class that 

is “independent of syntactic categorization” (Schourup 1999, 234).  

  

2.3.3 Problems in Defining Discourse Markers 

Definitions of what discourse markers are and what they do in discourse vary 

among researchers as we have seen. Not one single definition of this linguistic group, 

Lenk (1998) notices, remained “undisputed or unaltered by other researchers for their 

purposes” (37). This large disagreement in defining discourse markers is usually 

attributed to the nature of these linguistic devices and the way they are approached. 

Different studies employ different methods of investigation focusing on different items 

that are drawn from different grammatical classes. Discourse markers, Schourup (1999) 

points out, “have been investigated within a large number of frameworks reflecting 

divergent research interests, methods, and goals,” and with this large number of 
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approaches employed “have come inevitable disputes” regarding their characterization 

and function (228). 

 It is generally assumed that discourse markers comprise “a functional-pragmatic” 

rather than “a formal, morphosyntactic” group (Hansen 1997, 155). Discourse markers 

have been defined in terms of their function because it is difficult to delimit such items 

that derive from different word classes in structural terms. Defining discourse markers by 

their function, however, has also proven to be problematic, Fischer (1998) realizes, 

because such definition “has to account for very different functions” (113). Previous 

studies of these expressions, states Lenk (1998), “have shown that they are a group of 

items with a variety of discourse functions” (49).  

Different definitions provided by different studies of discourse markers emphasize 

different aspects of the several functions that these items serve in discourse. Lenk’s 

(1998) study of discourse markers, for instance, focuses entirely on the global role that 

these expressions have in discourse. While Lenk’s (1998) markers “are effective as 

coherence indicators on a global coherence level” (49), the markers described by 

Schiffrin  (1987, 2001) are all locally oriented. Although Schiffrin (1987) acknowledges 

the global function of discourse markers, she only investigates and defines markers that 

indicate how immediately adjacent segments of text are connected with each other 

(Schourup 1999, 257).     

Another definition that highlights a different function of these expressions is the 

one provided by Östman (1995). For him, the primary function that discourse markers 

serve “is to implicitly anchor utterances to the communicative restraints of a culture and 
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society” (100). It is, thus, “the pragmatic function” that is crucial in characterizing this 

group (98).  Blakemore (2002), on the other hand, draws attention to the role discourse 

markers have in constraining the “cognitive processes underlying successful linguistic 

communication” (5). She defines them as “expressions that constrain the interpretation of 

the utterance that contain them by virtue of the inferential connections they express” 

(1987, 105).  

Different studies of discourse markers describe the function of these items 

differently according to the way that discourse is viewed in each study and how it is 

approached. The type of discourse that is being investigated, and the way in which the 

meaning of the items under investigation is perceived also determine the type of function 

highlighted in the study. 

Researchers who approach discourse markers from discourse perspective have 

different views of discourse. According to the way discourse is viewed, the role of 

discourse markers that is emphasized in the study differs. There is “more than one view 

of what discourse is,” Blakemore (2002) points out, “and accordingly more than one view 

of what it means for an expression to operate at discourse level.” 

Schiffrin (2001), for example, views discourse not only as “a unit of language,” 

but also “as a process of social interaction” (56). She proposes a model of discourse 

analysis that involves the integration of structural, semantic, pragmatic, cognitive, and 

social factors (57). In order to make communication successful, discourse markers, she 

indicates, operate “in cognitive, expressive, social and textual domains” (54). Another 

view of discourse is the one introduced by Fraser (1996). Underlying Fraser’s (1996) 
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analysis of discourse markers is the assumption that discourse segments encode two 

separate types of information: “content information” and “pragmatic information” (167). 

The latter is expressed by pragmatic markers of which discourse markers are one type. 

These markers in Fraser’s (1996) view, therefore, are signals of  “the different types of 

non-propositional messages a sentence can convey” (168). 

Approaching the analysis of discourse markers from different perspectives also 

produces different descriptions of the functions served by these items. Discourse markers, 

Fischer (1998) indicates, “have been analyzed in many different frameworks and from 

different perspectives with often highly different results” (113). In coherence-based 

studies, such as Schiffrin’s (2001), Lenk’s (1998), and Halliday’s (2004), for example, 

discourse markers are described as signals of coherence relations that link textual units 

(Schourup 1999, 240). However, while Schiffrin’s (2001) analysis focuses on the 

functions discourse markers have in constructing local coherence between immediately 

adjacent units in text, Lenk (1998) analyzes these expressions in terms of their coherence 

role at the global level of text (28). As for Halliday (2004), unlike Schiffrin (2001) whose 

discourse markers can indicate semantic, pragmatic, and social relations, his markers are 

cohesive devices which signal relations in the semantic domain only (538).  

Blakemore (2001), on the other hand, introduces another approach to the analysis 

of discourse markers. Working within the relevance theory proposed by Sperber and 

Wilson (1986), she (1987) argues that these expressions are employed to signal to the 

receiver how one discourse segment is relevant to another. Unlike the coherence-based 

approaches whose concern is discourse and the relations between its segments, in the 
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relevance theory framework the object of study is not discourse itself, but the “cognitive 

processes underlying successful linguistic communication” (Blakemore 2002, 5).  

Another factor that affects the description of the function served by discourse 

markers is the type of data chosen for analysis. Definitions of discourse markers that are 

provided by different studies may differ according to the type of discourse under 

investigation. This is because these expressions often display different functions when 

occurring in different discourse types and genres. Some discourse markers that occur in 

both written and spoken discourse, for instance, may be used in each medium for 

different reasons (Brinton 1996, 33). This gives rise to different definitions of the 

functions displayed by these expressions depending on whether the data analyzed is 

written or spoken. “Conditions for the use of particles,” therefore, “need to be related to 

the characteristic of different discourse types and genres,” Östman affirms (1995, 103).  

On the other hand, the type of meaning which these items are thought to display 

when they function at the discourse level also affects the way various studies define their 

function. “Assigning meaning to discourse markers,” Schourup (1999) states, “has proven 

no less troublesome than determining what a discourse marker is” (242). This 

controversial issue, along with the related issues of grammaticalization and multi-

functionality, will be discussed in the following sections.  

  

a- The Meaning of Discourse Markers 

The meaning assigned to discourse markers  is considered an essential factor in 

determining their status as discourse markers. For many researchers, being void of 
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“meaning” is criterial for including an item in this group. Hansen (1997) points out that 

discourse markers have no conceptual meaning, “but are basically instructions on how to 

process their host utterance in a given context” (162). This means that members of this 

group should display only “pragmatic meaning,” and any item that expresses “conceptual 

meaning” is, in their view, excluded from the discourse markers group. This is why 

Fraser (1990) suggests that “discourse markers should be analyzed as having distinct 

pragmatic meaning” whereas “any reliance on content meaning is ill-founded” (393).  

In order to discuss the controversial issue of discourse markers’ meaning, it is 

essential to explain what types of meaning we are talking about. To have “conceptual 

meaning” means that the item under consideration has a semantic value. Expressions such 

as frankly, amazingly, and in other words, for example, are considered conceptual 

because they encode semantic content. Other terms used in the literature to refer to this 

type of meaning are: lexical meaning, referential meaning, content meaning, semantic 

meaning, propositional meaning, representational meaning, and non-pragmatic meaning.  

Describing a linguistic item as having “pragmatic meaning,” on the other hand, 

means that it displays meaning that is defined according to its function rather than its 

semantic value. The pragmatic meaning for the discourse marker so, for instance, 

indicates “that the speaker takes the message following to have a consequential 

relationship to the prior material,” Fraser (1990, 393) states. This type of meaning is also 

referred to as: expressive meaning, indicative meaning, procedural meaning, non-

propositional meaning, non-conceptual, and functional meaning. “The procedural 

meaning, as contrast to conceptual meaning,” Schourup (1999) explains, “means that the 
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linguistic expression encodes information about how to interpret the propositional 

meaning of the sentence” (244).  

It has been argued, as we have seen, that the pragmatic meanings associated with 

discourse markers emerge from the conceptual meanings of their source forms through a 

process of grammaticalization. Brinton (1996), for example, concludes that 

“propositional meanings” in all the forms he studied “are the source of pragmatic 

meanings” (275). Other researchers, however, deny any relationship between the two 

meanings asserting that “pragmatic meaning” is “separable from any content meaning of 

the homophonous form” (Fraser 1990, 395).    

 It is essential to note that “the conceptual/procedural distinction is not 

coextensive with the truth-conditional/nontruth-conditional distinction,” Blakemore 

indicates (2001, 114). This distinction between the two oppositions, however, is not clear 

for many writers, she adds (2002, 12). As mentioned before, when a discourse marker is 

described as “being conceptually empty,” this may be taken to imply that this discourse 

marker contributes nothing to the propositional meaning of the sentence (Schourup 1999, 

242). This is, however, not the case, because the conceptual meaning of a linguistic item 

refers to its semantic value regardless of its contribution to the propositional meaning of 

the sentence whereas the truth-conditional meaning of an expression refers to its semantic 

value which contributes to the propositional meaning of the sentence. What this means is  

that there are two kinds of expressions: “those which are nontruth-conditional but 

conceptual, and those which are both nontruth-conditional and non-conceptual” 
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(Schourup 1999, 240). For many researchers, the term discourse marker refers only to the 

forms of the latter kind.  

While nontruth-conditionality is a generally agreed upon feature of discourse 

markers, as has been mentioned previously, the non-conceptual characteristic is cause for 

great disagreement in determining the discourse marker status of an item. This is because 

the term “non-conceptual/pragmatic meaning” does not convey the same notion for 

different researchers. When they say that an item is not conceptual, therefore, they are not 

always referring to the same attribute.  

Fraser (1996) for example, excludes items like: frankly, amazingly, certainly, 

indeed, in short, first, next, and to add from the discourse markers group because they 

indicate “representational meaning” (179-184). For him, discourse markers are “not 

content forms” but rather expressions of pragmatic functions (394). Nevertheless, items 

like as a result, in other words, that is, anyway, by the same token, for example, on the 

other hand, to return to my point, and in the meantime are included in his list of discourse 

markers (1996, 186-188, 1990, 388). Some of these expressions which Fraser (1996) 

regards as “non-conceptual” discourse markers are excluded from this group for being   

“conceptual” by Blakemore (2001) and Lenk (1998). “In contrast with discourse markers 

like but and well” which are nontruth-conditional and non-conceptual,  Blakemore (2001) 

argues, expressions such as in other words and that is are “both nontruth-conditional and 

conceptual” (114). 

For expressions to be regarded as non-conceptual discourse markers, Lenk (1998) 

argues, not only should they be lexically empty, but they also have to display “a 
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difference between their lexical meaning and pragmatic function” (45). What this means 

is that expressions like on the other hand and to return to my point, for example, which 

clearly convey pragmatic “structuring functions” rather than conceptual meanings cannot 

be regarded as discourse markers because their structuring functions correspond to their 

lexical meanings. “The structuring functions of discourse markers,” however, “do not 

correspond to a lexical meaning, but to a pragmatic meaning of these items” (39).  For 

Lenk (1998), this is considered “one distinctive characteristic of discourse markers” (45). 

Therefore, in her view, Fraser (1996) “takes a very broad approach as to what constitutes 

a discourse marker” when he includes such items whose pragmatic functions are not 

different from their conceptual meaning (Lenk 1998, 45).   

The effect that “the inherent semantic meaning” of discourse markers has on their 

pragmatic function is, however, taken into consideration in Schiffrin’s (2001) analysis 

(Brinton 1996, 58). She argues that many of the expressions she examined show 

“referential meaning” that influences their “discourse function” by contributing to 

“expressive meaning” (1987, 63, 314). Her analysis of y’know, for instance, “suggests 

that it has expressive meaning, but this expressive meaning may include some component 

of referential meaning” (63). Conjunctions are also examples of expressions whose 

“pragmatic effects” are “closely tied to their meanings: but marks speaker-contrast 

because of its contrastive meaning, or marks hearer-option because of its disjunctive 

meaning” (317). 

 Fraser (1990) objects to such analysis that relies on content meaning and 

describes it as being “ill-founded.” For him, discourse markers “should be analyzed as 
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having distinct pragmatic meaning which captures some aspects of a speaker’s 

communicative intentions” whereas Schiffrin’s discourse markers, in his view, are 

“typically content formatives” (393). This disagreement between Fraser (1990) and 

Schiffrin (2001) as to how they analyze the meaning of these expressions could be 

illustrated by the case of the discourse marker so. Although they both include so in their 

discourse markers list, the analytical ground for this inclusion is totally different. While 

Fraser (1990) considers that the pragmatic function of signaling a “consequential 

relationship” between segments of texts is the only meaning that so employs in discourse 

(394), Schiffrin (2001) argues that so maintains its “core meaning as a result conjunction 

even when it establishes “metaphorical relationships on non-proposition planes of 

discourse” (58).      

The above are only some examples of the great disagreement among researchers 

on determining the status of discourse markers according to their meaning. The issue, as 

became clear, is not whether the expressions themselves lack meaning or not, but what 

type of meaning they are thought to lack and how this meaning is conceived by different  

researchers. What complicates the issue yet further is the multi-categoriality characteristic 

of discourse markers. The fact that these items are drawn from various grammatical 

classes, as was mentioned before, means that they come to this group with different 

semantic values. This makes it difficult to define their meaning, let alone categorize them 

according to it.  

In this study, whether an expression encodes conceptual meaning or not is 

irrelevant in determining its status as a discourse marker. What is criterial, however, is 
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the nontruth-conditionality status of the expression. However, classifying discourse 

markers as nontruth-conditional indicators does not mean that they “indicate” in the same 

way. Some discourse markers encode both pragmatic and conceptual meanings while 

others have only pragmatic meaning. While all discourse markers in the present study 

display pragmatic/functional meaning since this is what unifies them as a group, some 

markers may also express conceptual meaning provided that this meaning does not 

contribute to the propositional core of the sentence. This conceptual meaning, as Schiffrin 

(1987) suggests, may influence the discourse function of these items by contributing to 

their pragmatic meaning (63) (see Andersen 2001, 41).  This is because it is but a “thin 

line” that separates conceptual from pragmatic meaning, as Siepmann (2005) puts it, and 

very often the distinction between the two “becomes blurred”  (40).   

 

b- Grammaticalization 

Describing the developmental process through which discourse markers go in 

order to function as members of this group is not within the scope of this study. However, 

it is important to shed some light on the theory of grammaticalization because of its 

“crucial role” in accounting for this development (Andersen 2001, 33). The explanation 

that this theory provides for the developmental process of discourse markers becomes 

useful in discussing several issues in the discourse markers literature, such as the fact that 

these expressions come from different word classes, that they often occupy the initial 

position, that they have different meaning values, and that they are described as multi-

functional.  
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Traditionally, the term “grammaticalization,” as first introduced by Traugott 

(1982), is used to refer to the “linguistic developmental process whereby linguistic units 

are recruited into grammar” (Andersen 2001, 33). Grammaticalization is, thus, a theory 

that explains how “fully grammatical forms (function words, clitics, and inflections)” 

develop from “independent lexical items.” However, lexical items are not the only 

concern of this theory; it also affects already grammatical components to make them yet 

“more grammatical forms” (Brinton 1996, 51).  

In this theory, it is suggested that the syntactic-semantic changes which 

grammaticalized forms undergo occur through “frequent use in certain highly constrained 

local context” (Traugott 1995, 32). As the process of grammaticalization goes on, the 

lexical items continue to develop new grammatical functions while at the same time 

undergo gradual semantic changes. The semantic change that takes place during the 

process of grammaticalization has been described in terms of ‘bleaching,’ ‘fading,’ 

‘weakening,’ or ‘delexicalization’ (Brinton 1996, 54) because it involves “weakening of 

lexical meaning accompanied by a strengthening of the item’s pragmatic impact” 

(Andersen 2001, 35).  

It is through a historical process similar to grammaticalization, many researchers 

argue, that items from different grammatical categories come to function as markers at 

the discourse level (see Andersen 2001; Brinton 1996; Hansen 1997; Lenk 1998; Schifrin 

2001; Schourup 1999; Traugott 1995). In this view, grammaticalization provides the 

means to establish a “formal and functional relationship” between discourse markers and 

“their contemporary lexical sources” in order to account for the coexistence of the two 
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structurally identical but functionally different entities (Schifrin 2001, 64). This process, 

Hansen (1997) states, “allows one to explain how apparently different senses of what is 

materially the same linguistic item may be related” (162).  

 In this process, lexical items from all word classes move to initial position where 

they gradually lose the force of their lexical meaning while acquiring a distinctive 

pragmatic function. The developmental process through which discourse markers go, 

Traugott (1995) argues, happens slowly and gradually over time “along a unidirectional 

cline from referential (propositional) to non-referential meanings” ( Andersen 2001, 35).  

Moving along this cline, for example, the prepositional phrase after all, Lewis 

(2007) suggests, evolves from clausal adverbial of time into sentence adverbial of wider 

scope and finally into a discourse marker of justification with “fully connective sense” 

(90). The development of “the adversative marker in fact from a prepositional phrase 

equivalent to ‘inactuality’, and the  development of actually, generally, precisely, really, 

etc. from manner adverbials to sentence adverbials, and in some cases to pragmatic 

markers” are also examples of such clines (Andersen 2001, 35).  

As discourse markers increasingly become functional they “cease over time to 

carry significant semantic meaning,” Hopper and Traugott point out (1993, 88). The new 

functional meaning that discourse markers develop, however, is derived from the 

propositional meaning of their lexical origins. This interdependency between pragmatic 

meaning and propositional meaning is explained by a process of semantic bleaching. 

Bleaching of lexical items, Traugott (1982) explains, “happens when they shift from 

function which is primarily descriptive and referential to one based on the interlocutor’s 
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intention to articulate a clear, coherent, and expressive text” (245). At late stages of 

grammaticalization, the lexical meaning of the source forms may become even “entirely 

opaque” (Brinton 1996, 58). 

 Not all lexical items, however, show the same degree of semantic change. This is 

because the degree of bleaching depends on the semantic values of the source form from 

which a discourse marker is derived. Some of the markers, such as because and so, “are 

obviously wholly grammatical from the outset,” so they show very subtle semantic 

change (Celle and Huart 2007, 2). These two conjunctions, Schiffrin (2001) realizes, 

“partially maintain their core meaning as cause/result conjunctions even when they 

establish metaphorical relationships on non-propositional planes of discourse” (58). 

However, for other markers whose source forms display high semantic value like in fact 

and as a result, “the notion of semantic bleaching is central” (Celle and Huart 2007, 2).   

During the long period of time through which the grammaticalization process 

takes place, “grammaticalized forms may coexist alongside non-grammaticalized ones.” 

This phenomenon which Traugott (1995) describes as ‘layering’ is the norm rather than 

the exception. Discourse markers, therefore, may coexist “sometimes for many centuries” 

with their counterparts that do not function as discourse markers (32). Although the 

meanings of the two forms, the discourse marker form and the non-discourse marker 

form, are related, their functions do not overlap in discourse (Lenk 1998, 51). When the 

expression truthfully, for example, is used with the pragmatic meaning “expressing the 

speaker’s opinion,” e.g. Truthfully, you should have answered, it has a discourse marker 

function; whereas it is not a discourse marker when it is used with its propositional 
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meaning as an adverb, e.g. You should have answered truthfully, Fraser explains (1996, 

169). 

While, for many researchers, the theory of grammaticalization provides an 

account for the relationship between the pragmatic meaning of discourse markers and the 

propositional meaning of their formally similar counterparts, for some researchers this 

relationship does not even exist. The pragmatic meaning and the propositional meaning, 

Östman (1982) points out, “are clearly separable in nature, with no scalar ties between the 

two” (153; see also Fraser 1990, 395).  

For Lenk (1998), however, this argumentation does not hold because “from a 

diachronic point of view, pragmatic meaning arises from non-pragmatic meaning” (51). 

Another indication that discourse markers do have propositional core meaning is the 

subtle difference in meaning which expressions with similar functions show. The fact that 

some contexts accept one marker, e.g. but, over other markers that have similar functions 

like however and nevertheless means that there is a difference among these expressions in 

their core meaning (Hansen 1997, 158). Even when the discourse marker is said to be 

semantically empty, “it is usually, nevertheless, held to have an invariant core meaning” 

(Schourup 1999, 249).   

Some researchers also question whether the theory of grammaticalization could 

describe the developmental process through which discourse markers evolve. They argue 

that grammaticalization is a theory that explains how items in the language become 

grammatical  whereas what discourse markers go through seems to be the opposite. When 

they move to the initial position of the sentence, discourse markers become outside the 
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syntactic structure of the clause, and hence detached grammatically from their host 

sentence.  

However, although grammaticalization was traditionally more concerned with 

describing “morphosyntactic changes,” later developments of the theory have shifted the 

focus towards the semantic-pragmatic change “whereby meanings become increasingly 

based on the speaker’s subjective belief/state/attitude toward the proposition” (Traugott 

1995, 31). This is the type of change that discourse markers go through when they 

become functional words that “express non-propositional, inferential and often highly 

subjective aspects of communication” (Andersen 2001, 36). The recent development of 

the theory of grammaticalization, which came to be known as pragmaticalization, 

subjectification, and functionalization, is, therefore, more relevant to the discourse 

markers case. “One can only assume,” Lenk (1998) rightfully states, “that a process of 

‘functionalization’ of the lexical meaning took place, similar to processes of 

‘grammaticalization’ as described by Hopper and Traugott (1993), leading to a more 

effective signaling system in language” (48). 

 

c- Multi-functionality  

Another issue of dispute in the discourse markers literature is the multi-

functionality feature that is attributed to these items. Some studies argue that discourse 

markers may serve more than one function at the same time whereas others refuse this 

idea completely. What it means for discourse markers to serve many functions, however, 
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is not clear since the type of function that different studies refer to when discussing the 

feature of multi-functionality is not always the same.   

In her study, Schiffrin (1987, 2001) concludes that the discourse markers which 

she examines are multi-functional because they function in “cognitive, expressive, social 

and textual domains” (2001, 54). Her analysis shows these expressions to operate on 

different planes of her five-plane discourse model to “connect utterances on either a 

single plane or across different planes” (57). This aspect of multi-functionality is also 

recognized by Andersen (2001), Brinton (1996), and Östman (1995). For them, discourse 

markers are shown to operate at the textual and interpersonal planes of meaning 

simultaneously.  

Lenk (1998), however, disagrees with this view. For he, discourse markers cannot 

function on more than one plane of meaning at once. The plurality of functions, she 

argues, gives rise to misunderstanding posing an interpretive problem for the receiver. It 

makes him uncertain whether “his interpretation of that discourse marker’s function in 

that particular instance” is correct or not (43). Siepmann (2005), however, rules out any 

possibility of ambiguity here because “disambiguation is usually achieved through the 

contextual embedding of the marker” (45).  

In Lenk’s (1998) view, nevertheless, discourse markers are multi-functional in a 

different sense. According to this view, discourse markers are multi-functional because 

they can serve as discourse markers in some instances and as non-discourse markers in 

other instances. For her, it is “one and the same item” that serves the two distinctive 

functions (50). This item, however, expresses a pragmatic meaning when functioning as a 
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discourse marker whereas it conveys a propositional meaning as non-discourse marker 

with no overlap between the two (47, 51). Hansen (1997), Lewis (2007), and Schourup 

(1999)  adopt a similar view of multi-functionality.  “An item retains its non-discourse 

marker syntactic categorization,” Schourup (1999) points out, “but does ‘extra duty’ as a 

nontruth-conditional connective loosely associated with clause structure” (234).  

Other researchers such as Schiffrin (2001), Fraser (1990), and Östman (1995), 

disagree with such a view of multi-functionality. For Schiffrin (1987), that discourse 

markers have structurally identical counterparts that function differently does not mean 

that the two forms are one and the same item. On the contrary, they are different entities 

that display different syntactic and functional features. “The principles governing use of 

conjunctions in discourse do not totally parallel those for conjunctions in sentences” 

(320). Fraser (1990) and Östman (1995) also oppose multi-functionality in this sense 

asserting that the two items are separate and distinct.        

 Another sense of the multi-functionality feature of discourse markers is 

introduced by Halliday (2004) and Caron (1994). They regard discourse markers as being 

multi-functional because, in their view, any one of these items can signal more than one 

type of relations in discourse, for example, and can express a temporal, causal, or even 

adversative relation (Caron 1994, 706). To deal with this problem that may cause 

ambiguity, Caron (1994) considers discourse markers to have unique semantic core 

meanings which decide their role first, then the “pragmatic factors come into play in a 

second round” (706).   
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This study takes multi-functionality to be characteristic of discourse markers in 

the sense of Andersen (2001) and Halliday (2004).  On the one hand, discourse markers 

are viewed as operating at the textual and interpersonal planes of meaning 

simultaneously. However, one of the two functions, i.e. textual and interpersonal, should 

be predominant. On the other hand, the present study see these items as capable of 

signaling more than one type of relation according to the context in which they operate.   

 

Summary 

Despite disagreements over the definition, meaning, function, and terminology of 

discourse markers, the shared characteristics that these expressions display set them apart 

as a coherent linguistic group. While these similarities do not give discourse markers a 

unified grammatical status; they do, however, give them a distinct status that is clearly 

distinguishable from other linguistic items that are not discourse markers yet are 

sometimes included in this group.  

On the one hand, the distinctive features and functions of discourse markers 

distinguish them from their structurally identical forms which serve propositional roles 

within the sentence. For Schourup (1999) and Lenk (1998), however, the two items that 

share the same form “are one and the same item” functioning differently, sometimes as a 

discourse marker and sometimes as propositional element (Lenk 1998, 50). Unlike 

Schourup (1999) and Lenk (1998), this study suggests that discourse markers are 

completely distinctive items. Although they originate in different grammatical classes and 
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may inherit some of the semantic meaning of their derived forms, they, nevertheless, 

come to acquire a distinct function and a distinct status from their source forms.  

In her study, Schiffrin (1987) realizes that the characteristics demonstrated by 

items functioning at the discourse level usually violate the syntactic roles of the forms 

from which they derive. When coordinate conjunctions, for example, function within 

sentence boundaries, they “link items which are members of the same word class.” 

However, when functioning at the discourse level this grammatical constraint is violated 

(37).  

This is because, Halliday (2004) explains, markers operating at the discourse level 

signal the relationship between two sentences, but they do not “integrate the two 

sentences into a grammatical construction” (369). Whereas conjunctions “set up a 

grammatical relationship with another clause,” markers establish a “semantically 

cohesive” relationship that is not bound to a grammatical structure (83). The cohesive 

relationship that discourse markers express to signal “interpretive dependencies between 

propositions,” is, therefore, “qualitatively different” from the type of relation that their 

counterparts express through the medium of the sentence grammatical structure (Schiffrin 

2001, 56). “We shall refer to the conjunctive and,” Halliday and Hasan (1976) maintain, 

“by the more general term additive, to suggest something rather looser and less structural 

than is meant by coordinate.” It is then not only the scope of discourse markers that is 

“modified and extended,” but also their syntactic and semantic status (234).  

Discourse markers, in other words, are not simply the same as their source forms 

with extended function that allows them to operate between sentences, but rather 
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distinctive items with distinct characteristics. This distinctive status that discourse 

markers display is what makes Fraser (1996) and Östman (1995) consider them as 

“clearly separable in nature” from their structurally identical counterparts (Östman 1982, 

153). Even Lenk (1998), who claims that the two identical items are “one and the same 

item,” admits that, for this item to be recognized as functioning at the discourse level, it 

should clearly display distinctive features (50). The difference between the two functions 

served by the same item “must be recognizable for the hearer to avoid 

misunderstanding.” Misunderstanding could be ruled out by taking these distinctive 

features into consideration when determining the status of the form under consideration 

(51).  

On the other hand, discourse markers are also distinguishable from other 

linguistic items that are thematized for rhetorical reasons. Unlike discourse markers, these 

items, though they occur sentence-initially like discourse markers, do contribute to the 

propositional content of the sentence. Preposed adverbials8 are an example of such items. 

When adverbials are fronted, e.g. li-kay na�kum-a �alā al-�idarat-i al-	ātiyyat-i fa-�inna 

ladaynā mi�yār-ayni ‘In order for us to control the self-administration, we have two 

norms,’ they display a different scopes and functions from adverbials that operate within 

the sentence. Research has shown that they have a textual function in marking shifts and 

discontinuities between segments of text (Givón 2001 330; Thompson, Longacre, and 

Hwang 2007, 295).  

                                                 
8 Adverbial clauses and phrases.  
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Similarities between preposed adverbials and discourse markers in position and 

function leads sometimes to the inclusion of these items in the discourse markers group. 

Discourse markers, however, could be distinguished from such thematized items by their 

non-propositional character. While fronted adverbials provide settings of time, place, or 

manner to the main clause, discourse markers are not part of the propositional meaning of 

the sentence. 

Despite the distinguishable status of discourse markers as a coherent linguistic 

group whose members exhibit distinctive features and functions, there is “no generally 

accepted and widely used definition of discourse markers” (Lenk 1998, 37). Sharing 

common features that facilitate the recognition of discourse markers as a linguistic group 

does not necessarily lead to a general definition under which all items of this group can 

be included. “Few of the features listed,” Müller (2005) points out, “are defining 

criteria.” Rather, she continues, “these features are descriptive of the group of linguistic 

items the respective author has in mind” (4). 

This is because a general definition of discourse markers, as Östman (1995) 

indicates, “needs two aspects to it: a structural one, and a functional one” (99). Trying to 

delimit such a non-homogeneous group whose members have different roles in either 

structural or functional terms, however, has proven to be problematic. Given the fact that 

numerous items from different word classes are used in all kinds of discourse types to 

serve different functions on various discourse levels beyond the propositional content, 

Lenk (1998) states, “it is questionable whether a common definition is possible.” Rather,  

“it seems that every study of discourse markers must come up with its own definition,” 
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depending on which items are being investigated in which type of discourse and within 

which framework (49).  

 

2.4. Discourse Markers in Arabic Literature 

2.4.1 Traditional Treatment 

As a discourse phenomenon, the linguistic elements that are investigated in this 

study were not treated in Arabic traditional grammar. While these expressions function at 

the discourse level, the domain of traditional Arabic grammar studies did not exceed the 

sentence limits. Just as traditional linguists in English, traditional Arabic grammarians 

confined their work to the sentence level and lower when investigating different language 

phenomena (Kammensjö 2005, 23; Hatim 1997, 77).  

While the study of discourse markers was not within the range of Arab 

grammarians’ interest, particles, however, which are the source forms of many markers, 

were treated extensively in their works. They provided comprehensive descriptions of 

these linguistic devices categorizing them as a grammatical class whose members operate 

within the sentence boundaries. The treatment of particles in traditional Arabic grammar, 

Gully (1995) points out, demonstrates “a sophisticated approach to the study of language” 

at the time when Western dictionaries did not contain detailed information on these “so-

called empty forms” (121).  

In Arabic grammar, particles are referred to with the term �urūf (sg. �arf ) which 

was extended later to hurūf-u al-ma�ānī  ‘particles of meaning’ in order to distinguish this 

class of words from consonants to which the term �urūf also applies. To refer to 
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consonants, on the other hand, they extended the term �urūf into hurūf-u al-mabānī  

‘elements of the alphabet.’  These particles were defined as “words that only make sense 

when joined with others” (King 1992, 260). This means that Arab grammarians 

considered these items to be  “function words,” rather than conceptual elements and this 

is why they also referred to them by the term �adawāt (sg. �adāh) which means 

‘instrument’, ‘tool’ (Carter 2004, 75; Van Mol 2003, 190).  

In their early studies, traditional Arabic grammarians classified particles 

according to the grammatical function they perform in relation to adjacent elements in the 

sentence. The particle wa ‘and,’ for instance, is classified as �arf-u �a�f ‘coordinating 

conjunction,’ the negative particle lam is �arf-u jazm ‘jussive particle,’ and the particle 

kay ‘in order that’ is �arf-u na�b ‘subjunctive particle.’ This is because the grammar 

theory of al-�āmil ‘operator’ in which they were working shaped their treatment of these 

elements. The main focus of this theory is the formal structure of the sentence and the 

grammatical relations combining its constituents. Accounting for these grammatical 

dependencies is central in their work because it determines al-�i�rāb ‘the case and mood 

inflection’ of each of the sentence constituents (�Amāyrah 1984, 85). According to this 

view, particles are divided into �urūf-un �āmilah ‘operative particles’ which have 

grammatical effects on the following elements in the sentence and �urūf-un hāmilah 

‘inoperative particles’ which serve linking functions only without having any 

grammatical effect (Ryding 2005, 409). 

 Focusing on the grammatical function of  particles is considered a shortcoming in 

the traditional grammar treatment of these items (al-Batal 1985, 21; Kammensjö 2005, 
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23). However, this treatment reflects the grammarians’ view of these items as functional 

linguistic devices that acquire meaning from context, which is an advanced view of these 

words that modern linguistics supports. Besides, it should be noted that this 

preoccupation with syntactic function was also accompanied by a serious interest in the 

semantic impact of these elements on their surroundings. “A complete definition of a 

�arf,” Carter (2004) points out, “would include its ‘meaning’, i.e. the place in which it is 

used, e.g. hal ‘?’ is for asking questions istifhām; lā ‘no’ for negating nafy; ya ‘O’ for 

calling nidā�; wa ‘and’ for conjoining �a�f; etc.” (75).  The significance that grammarians 

attributed to the semantic aspect of particles is also realized in their discussion of ta�alluq 

‘relevance,’ “where a correct understanding of the meaning of the particle was a 

prerequisite for a proper interpretation of the sentence in which it appears” (Gully 1995, 

122). This semantic role of particles was further emphasized in later studies such as �Ibn 

Hišām’s (1964) who dedicated his work Muġnī al-labīb to the analysis of the “syntactico-

semantic role” of these items (Gully 1995, 118).     

While grammarians confined their work to the sentence boundaries,   rhetoricians, 

extended their investigation to discourse as a whole. al-Jurjānī (1984), as mentioned 

before, indicates that the study of language should focus on the relationships joining 

elements of text rather than on the individual elements themselves. This approach to 

studying language, he stresses, “is one honorable science and a great foundation 

principle” (Abu Deeb 1979, 37). Some topics discussed in �ilm-u al-balāġah ‘rhetoric’ 

relates to discourse studies, such as tikrār ‘repetition’ and al-fa�l-u wa-l-wa�l  

‘disjunction’ and ‘conjunction.’ The treatment of al-fa�l-u wa-l-wa�l ‘disjunction’ and 
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‘conjunction’ in traditional Arabic rhetoric, although it could be related to the 

connecting/disconnecting function ascribed to discourse markers, was limited to the use 

of the particle wa ‘and.’ It, however, indicates that “the skill of knowing when sentences 

should be connected and when they should not was regarded by the rhetoricians as the 

ultimate degree of eloquence” (al-Batal 1985, 24; al-Jurjānī 1984, 222).      

That wa ‘and’ was the only particle that attracted the attention of rhetoricians to 

the role it performs at the discourse level raises a question about the existence of other 

particles in old written Arabic that are used at the discourse level. It is argued that many 

of the discourse markers used in written Arabic today did not exist in old writing but 

developed lately in the language. In old written Arabic, Kammensjö (2005) points out, 

“there are very few conjunctions, mostly wa, serving many purposes, and almost no 

preposed adverbials” (44). This lack of connecting words, Cantarino (1975) maintains, 

“has been compensated for, especially in the modern language, by the development of 

expressions of adverbial character” (3:3). Holes (1995, 216) and Kammensjö (2005) 

ascribe this increase of the use of intersentential markers to the influence of foreign 

textual models (44).  

 

2.4.2  Modern Treatment 

Most modern grammatical studies in Arabic, whether conducted by Arab or 

Western linguists, work within the same framework set by traditional grammarians. Their 

treatment of particles continues to be syntactically-oriented and restricted to the sentence 

limits. The treatment of discourse markers as linguistic items functioning at the discourse 
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level, therefore, is almost absent in modern linguistic studies of Arabic. Although some 

scattered studies touched on this topic, nevertheless, only three works are devoted to the 

study of these important linguistic devices describing them within a certain theoretical 

framework.   

 Reference to some expressions that serve as discourse markers could be found in 

Blau’s (1977) study about “adverbial construction” in Hebrew, Arabic, and Aramaic. In 

this study, the author investigates the special status of “sentence adverbials” which occur 

sentence-initially referring to “the whole sentence rather than to a part of it.” These 

adverbials, he argues, acquire this special status by their “separation from the rest of the 

sentence by conjunctions and/or presentatives” (5). Some examples of these adverbials 

that Blau (1977) lists from Arabic are wa-min hunā ‘thus, therefore,’ al-�ān-a fa ‘now,’ 

raġma hā	ā fa  ‘despite that,’ and  fi-l-wāqi�-i fa ‘as a matter of fact.’  

Many of the adverbials he mentions display features similar to those realized in 

discourse markers. However, Blau (1977) is not interested in the discourse function of 

these items but rather in their “predilection for serving as psychological subjects” (11) to 

which the rest of the sentence is “added in the form of a subordinate clause” (6). 

Furthermore, Blau (1977) does not distinguish between adverbials that are not part of the 

propositional content of the sentence, hence serving as discourse markers, such as the 

examples mentioned above, and adverbs that serve as scene-setters denoting the time, 

place, or circumstance for the whole sentence such as: �ūl-a al-�ufūlat-i wa ‘whole 

childhood,’ fī mi�l-i sinn-i-k-a wa ‘being of this age,’ and wa- mun	-u ajyāl-in wa ‘and for 

generations.’ The latter are not discourse markers but rather the topic of the sentence 
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which places it in a specific “spatial, temporal, or individual framework which limits the 

applicability of the main predication to a certain restricted domain” (Kinberg 2001, 45). 

The main contribution of Blau’s (1977) work to the study of discourse markers in Arabic, 

however, is the long list of markers he provides based on his examination of a large 

corpus of Arabic prose. His list, however, indicates that the use of these expressions is 

common not only in journalistic and expository discourse, as Kinberg (2001, 52) and 

Ryding (2005, 419) say, but also in “some modern literature”  where it is “frequently 

encountered,” as Holes (1995, 216) indicates.  

Johnstone (1990) also refers to discourse markers in her study of orality in 

Modern Standard Arabic. What attracted her attention, however, is not the significance of 

these expressions as a linguistic phenomenon but their role in highlighting the poetic 

character of the “expository prose in Modern Standard Arabic” (215). She claims that 

MSA discourse displays three features of discourse style, namely parataxis, formulaicity, 

and repetition.9 These features, she argues, give MSA discourse “its apparent oralness” 

because they are usually characteristics of oral discourse (225). She takes the frequent use 

of discourse markers, such as min-mā huwa jadīr-un bi-l-	ikr-i wa-l-mulā��at-i �anna 

‘among that which is worthy of mentioning and noting’ in MSA discourse as a support of 

the formulaicity and parataxis of the Arabic prose. 

On the one hand, discourse markers, in her view, are just formulas that are 

common in MSA prose, whose presence in discourse supports her assumption of the 

                                                 
9 Parataxis is defined as the relatively low use of subordination, formulaicity defines discourse that 
extensively employs formulas, which are phrases or clauses that recur in texts by many different authors in 
the language, and repetition is repeating the same structure whether at the semantic, morphological or 
syntactic level (Johnstone, 1990).      
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orality of the Arabic discourse (233). Analyzing these expressions as being discourse 

markers that are detached from the sentence structure rather than being the “subject of an 

equational sentence,” on the other hand, shows that many sentences that seem to be 

subordinated in Arabic are actually coordinated. This provides her with evidence of the 

paratactic nature of the Arabic prose and hence supports “the oralness of MSA discourse” 

(226). Johnstone’s (1990) analysis of the discourse marker that she identifies in her study, 

therefore, does not center on its textual role as an important discourse organizer but 

focuses on the effect of its presence on the grammatical structure of the sentence it 

introduces. Nevertheless, her analysis draws the attention of researchers to the status of 

such expressions in the sentence.  

  Other researchers refer to discourse markers in a general way during their 

investigation of other linguistic topics. However, they underline the significance of these 

linguistic expressions as a discourse phenomenon. In his study about grounding10 in 

English and Arabic news texts, Khalil (2000) for example, discusses eight linguistic 

expressions that resemble discourse markers in their characteristics. His treatment of 

these items, however, concentrates only on the function they serve as markers of the 

grounding value of the segment they introduce (129). This study, Khalil (2000) points 

out, provides evidence “that certain linguistic markers that occur in sentence-initial 

position perform important grounding-signaling functions and manifest text-level 

distinctions in the foreground-background structure of news texts” (3).  

                                                 
10 Grounding is a textual structure in which propositions are hierarchically organized. They are assigned 
different values (Foreground, Midground, or Background) according to their semantic importance and 
relevance to the context (Khalil 2000, 2). 
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Not all the markers that Khalil (2000) treats as grounding markers, however,  

could be considered discourse markers. Just as Blau (1977), Khalil (2000) does not 

differentiate between markers that do not form part of the propositional core of the 

sentence, such as min al-ma�rūf-i �anna ‘it is known that,’ and min-mā yu	kar-u �anna 

‘among things to be mentioned is,’ and those expressions which form part of the 

propositional content of the sentence such as fī Johannesburg ‘in Johannesburg.’ Such 

preposed adverbials and prepositional phrases are not discourse markers but rather serve 

a “prefacing function” that “expresses the setting of the contents of the textual unit at the 

beginning of which they appear” (111).      

  In her reference book of Modern Standard Arabic grammar, whose focus is the 

grammar of the sentence, Ryding (2005) also touches on the topic of discourse markers 

by designating a chapter for “connectives and conjunctions.” In this chapter, she 

introduces connectives as “words or phrases that connect one part of discourse with 

another” (407). Her connectives, like al Batal’s (1990), function “at different discourse 

levels” to signal relationships between phrases, clauses, sentences and paragraphs (408). 

After highlighting the crucial role of connectives in Arabic, Ryding (2005) lists some of 

the expressions that are included in this group such as wa ‘and,’ fa ‘since, for, so, thus,’ 

bal ‘rather, but rather’ and �i	 ‘since, for’ indicating the type of relation they signal. Most 

of the connectives she lists, however, do not relate to our study because they function 

within the sentence limits. And even the ones that she mentions as introducing sentences, 

such as wa-min al-mutawaqqa�-i �an ‘it is expected that,’ she describes as stylistic 

“starting formula” providing no reference to their function.  
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One more work that deals with discourse markers in a general way and is worth 

mentioning here is al-Warraki and Hassanein’s (2002) text-book about connectors in 

Modern Standard Arabic.  In this book, the authors present a comprehensive list of 

linking elements that are used in Modern Written Arabic grouping them according to 

their semantic function. Despite the fact that this text-book is not based on specific 

theoretical assumptions nor does it employ a specific framework and, despite the fact that 

many of the items listed in this book cannot be regarded as discourse markers, its method 

of grouping the “connectors” according to their function, however, render it a very useful 

reference for teaching Arabic writing.  

As we have seen, discourse markers have attracted the attention of many 

researchers, yet none of them focused on these items as the object of his study. What 

most of them produce, therefore, are intuitive descriptions that have no theoretical or 

methodological framework. There are, however, three studies that focus on examining 

discourse markers as a distinctive linguistic group that functions at the discourse level. In 

what follows these studies, al-Batal’s (1985, 1990), Kammensjö’s (2005) and Sarig’s 

(1995) studies, will be discussed in order to evaluate their contribution to the study of 

discourse markers.  

  

a- al Batal’s Cohesive Connectives 

In his study, al Batal (1985, 1990) examines the function of linguistic items, 

which he calls “connectives,” in a modern expository Arabic text. He defines connectives 

as “any element in the text which--regardless of whether or not it belongs to the form-
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class of conjunctions--indicates a linking or transitional relationship between phrases, 

clauses, sentences, and paragraphs” (1985, 2). The items he investigates, therefore, can be 

of any form and may operate at different discourse levels to link any segments of text. 

In order to examine these items, al Batal (1985) draws on Halliday and Hasan’s 

(1976) definition of cohesion in text, using this concept “as a general framework” for his 

analysis. Within this framework, “connectives” are regarded as cohesive devices which 

“provide an explicit surface realization (cohesion) of underlying semantic relations 

(coherence)” (16). The analysis presented in his study “is based on the occurrences of 

connectives in one modern Arabic expository text” (4).      

al-Batal’s (1985, 1990) interest in Arabic “connectives” as important devices that 

require great attention and his awareness of the importance of approaching them from a 

discourse perspective makes his work pioneering in this area of research. His treatment of 

these elements and his deep insights about their contribution to “textual cohesion in 

Arabic writing” “has been crucial,” as Ryding (2005) points out, “to our understanding of 

their nature and importance” (407). However, just as any leading study in its research 

area, al-Batal’s (1985, 1990)  investigation of “connectives” has its limitations. 

 One major weakness of his study is actually a result of the way he applies 

Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) concept of cohesion in the study. For Halliday and Hasan 

(1976), cohesion is a textual strategy that operates primarily above the sentence to give 

text its wholeness as a text. Although “the cohesive system of conjunctions” does operate  

within sentences as well as beyond sentences, its real cohesive contribution, however, is 
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made when it is “used to indicate logico-semantic relations that extend beyond the 

grammatical domain of a single clause complex” (Halliday 2004).  

“There is a difference in principle,” Halliday and Hasan (1976) argue, “between 

structural relations, which hold within a sentence, and cohesive relations, which hold 

within or between sentences” (244). While the former is signaled by intrasentential 

conjunctions which express this linking relationship through the medium of grammatical 

structure, the latter is indicated by “cohesive conjunctions” which signal the relations 

between sentences without integrating “the two sentences into a grammatical 

construction” (Halliday 2004, 369).  Not only are cohesive conjunctions “looser and less 

structural” than intrasentential conjunctions, Halliday and Hasan (1976) point out, but 

their scope is also “modified and extended” (234).  For them, therefore, the occurrence of  

cohesive conjunctions outside the sentence structure alters their syntactic and semantic 

role and distinguishes them from conjunctions operating within the sentence.  

While Halliday and Hasan (1976) differentiate between the cohesive system of 

conjunctions and intrasentential conjunctions, treating only the former as cohesive 

devises in their study, al Batal (1985, 1990) analyzes “connectives” at all levels of text as 

being part of the cohesive system. This, however, contradicts his attempt to approach 

“connectives” from a discourse perspective. Working within the sentence boundaries is a 

violation of the purpose for which cohesive strategies were proposed. Halliday and 

Hasan’s (1976) cohesive system is meant to break away from the sentence limits to 

emphasize the strategies employed above these limits to hold the text together as a unit. 

Cohesion, as al Batal (1985, 1990) employs it in his study of “connectives,”  however, is 
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no longer a discourse strategy but rather a step back to the traditional sentence-bound 

treatment of these items of which he criticizes traditional grammarians.  

al-Batal (1985, 1990), therefore, ended up describing only 28 occurrences of 

“connectives” operating above the sentence level out of 231 occurrences of all 

“connectives” serving in the single text he analyzes. Other than wa ‘and,’ and fa ‘since, 

for, so, thus,’ the only discourse connectives in his study that could be included in the 

discourse markers’ group are: ka	ālika ‘likewise, furthermore,’ nazīd-u �alā 	ālika ‘we add 

to this,’ ġayra �anna ‘however, but’ min �amma ‘thus, therefore,’ �umma ‘then,’ and 

�ammā  fa ‘as for.’ While wa and fa  occur several times in the text, there is only one 

occurrence of each of the rest. 

However, his treatment of the intrasentential conjunctions that takes a semantic 

approach to the description of these items could be considered a contribution to the study 

of conjunctions. Nevertheless, while his description of some conjunctions reveals new 

meanings of these items developed in modern uses, the description of others does not go 

further than what was provided by traditional grammarians. Furthermore,  his treatment 

of conjunctions that are bound to sentence structure require that he includes a discussion 

of their grammatical role in his description. “Some of the connectives,” al-Batal (1985) 

states, “will be syntactically described as ‘coordinating conjunctions’ while others will be 

described as ‘subordinating conjunctions.’ The terms ‘coordinating’ and subordinating’ 

conjunctions can be thought of in the traditional sense” (3).     

The data that al-Batal (1985, 1990) uses for his investigation as well as the way 

by which he analyzes these data are also two serious weak points in his study. On the one 
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hand, that al-Batal (1985, 1990) bases his whole study and conclusions on the 

investigation of a single text of around 50 sentences is an obvious weakness in his work. 

The absence of an analytical method that leads the analysis process, on the other hand, is 

another flaw in the study. Approaching text from a discourse perspective requires the 

researcher to have a certain method for analyzing the data under investigation. In his 

study, however, al-Batal (1985) “did not follow any specific procedure” for analyzing the 

text under consideration “but rather tried to let the text lead the way” (5).  

Moreover, the analysis process needs a specific criterion for the identification of 

the segments of text that will be taken into consideration. However, al-Batal’s (1990) 

study, though examining “connectives” at sentence and paragraph boundaries, provides 

no clear definition of either of these segments of text. The sentence boundary in his study 

is determined by “the punctuation mark period” (241) whereas there is no reference to the 

way he identifies paragraph boundaries. Although many studies that examined the use of 

punctuation marks in Arabic concludes that these marks are “unreliable resources for 

defining the sentence as a unit in written Arabic” ( see Khafaji 2001, 7; Ghazala 2004, 

230), al-Batal (1990) claims that “the use of punctuation has become quite common and 

consistent” (266).    

A final point to examine in al-Batal’s (1985) study concerns the “generalizations” 

he draws regarding the “overall significance” of “connectives” “to the notion of 

textuality” (2). He argues that “there seems to be a minimum of these formal markers 

required” in Arabic for a text to maintain its “coherence and acceptability” (252).  This is 

a very important observation concerning text-level “connectives” that this study supports. 
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It is however, based totally on al-Batal’s (1990) “native-speaker intuition on the well-

formedness of expository Modern Standard Arabic texts” rather than on the results of his 

study (252). Neither his semantic approach that emphasizes the role of “connectives” as 

surface signals of “underlying semantic relations,” nor the limited number of text-level 

“connectives” he examines, or the limited data he analyzes could lead him to this 

conclusion. A conclusion that emphasizes the crucial role of connectives in achieving text 

coherence and appropriateness could only be attained within an approach that takes the 

pragmatic aspect of “connectives’ into consideration. In general, the overall impression of 

al-Batal’s work (1985, 1990), as Kammensjö (2005) states,  is that it “has not managed to 

reach beyond the traditional techniques of description” (49).   

 

b- Discourse Markers in Sarig’s Article 

In her article, discourse markers in contemporary Arabic, Sarig (1995) examines 

the function of some “initial position functionals,”  such as wa, fa, wa-qad, fa-qad, la-

qad, wa-la-qad, and fa-la-qad, in “Contemporary Written Arabic.” Because of the 

frequent recurrence of these items at positions where they “clearly” have no coordinating 

function, such as “at the opening of a chapter, the beginning of a new paragraph, or at the 

head of a new main sentence,” most of them have been considered redundant (7). Her 

investigation of examples taken from the press, however, shows that while these “initial 

position functionals” are semantically void and syntactically inactive, they do play an 

important role in marking “the text rhetorical structure” (8). They either mark 
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continuation, clarification, confirmation, accentuation, or shift in discourse at the global 

level of the text organization.  

Sarig’s (1995) article draws heavily on Schiffrin’s (1987) seminal work on 

discourse markers in contemporary spoken English. Not only does she use Schiffrin’s 

(1987) term, discourse markers, to refer to the items she investigates, but she also adopts 

her view of their “deictic function” in discourse. However, Sarig (1995) takes issue with 

Schiffrin’s (1987) view of discourse markers as being non-obligatory and dispensable in 

text. She argues that her examination of these items confirms that they are not by any 

means redundant, but rather fulfill an important “rhetorical function” contributing thereby 

to the coherence of Arabic discourse (21).  

Despite the informative analysis which she provides in her study, Sarig (1995), 

however, like al-Batal, does not base her analysis on any theoretical assumptions or 

analytical methods. Her (1995) article, however, as Kammensjö (2005) points out, “is a 

promising start of a new course of study within Arabic linguistics” (50). The significance 

of Sarig’s work could be attributed to the discourse perspective which the author takes to 

approach the items she examines regarding them as being unique discourse functionals.  

 

c- Kammensjö’s Study of Discourse Connectives 

The third study found in Modern Arabic linguistic literature which focuses on 

discourse markers as a linguistic phenomenon is Kammensjö’s (2005) research on these 

items. Her study of “discourse connectives” in “Arabic lecturing monologue” is the most 

recent one among the three works devoted to this phenomenon in the Arabic literature, 
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and by all means, presents the most systematic and extensive treatment. In her study, 

Kammensjö (2005) examines the distribution and functions of “utterance-initial” items, 

which she terms “discourse connectives” because of their role in marking “connections 

among units of discourse” (31). 

The data analyzed in the study consist of around 2,900 utterance segments of oral 

discourse. The utterances are drawn from a transcribed corpus, which she names “Arabic 

lecturing monologue (ALM),” taken from about 10 hours of audio-recorded university 

lectures given during the years 1995-2000. The lectures were held in four Arabic 

universities, situated in Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, and Sudan. The (ALM) data, Kammensjö 

(2005) points out, “may be designated as Formal Spoken Arabic (FSA), which in turn 

could be regarded as a sub-category of Educated Spoken Arabic
11 (ESA)” (67).  

Kammensjö (2005) approaches discourse connectives from a discourse 

perspective taking a coherence-based approach to the analysis of her data. Examining the 

functional relations that connect the segments of text is, in her view, the means to 

determine how these expressions function at the discourse level. Therefore, she proposes 

an analytical model of description that consists of three steps: segmenting the text into 

units, examining the functional relations that tie these segments together, and then 

identifying the discourse connectives in the text. This process helps to examine discourse 

                                                 
11 This constitutes one level in Badawi’s (1973) categorization of the linguistic situation of Arabic. In his 
well-known book, Levels of Contemporary Arabic in Egypt, Badawi (1973) describes the linguistic 
situation in Egypt as a continuum, with five major divisions: illiterate spoken Arabic, semiliterate spoken 
Arabic, educated spoken Arabic, Modern Standard Arabic, and Classical Arabic. Although Badawi’s study 
deals with language variation in Egypt, he suggests that “it can also apply elsewhere in the Arab world” 
(Kammensjö 2005,60).  
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connectives within their natural environment in order to determine the functions they 

serve in this context.    

The “utterance” is considered the basic unit of analysis in Kammensjö’s (2005) 

study, hence “no boundaries below the utterance have been considered.” For the 

segmentation of the data into utterances, both semantic and prosodic criteria were taken 

into consideration (6). This segmentation process is based on the “flow model,” as 

developed by Chafé (1994). Continuation in the flow of speech indicates uninterrupted 

sequences of utterances, but whenever there is a shift in discourse, this flow is broken. 

The relationships that the study account for are only the ones “between segments in 

uninterrupted sequence.”  Thus, “where there is break or a shift, no functional label has 

been assigned” (6).  

The functional relations employed in Kammensjö’s (2005) study are based on 

Halliday’s (2004) model of “expansion.”  This model assumes that there are three modes 

whereby speakers expand their topic into an uninterrupted sequences of utterances; which 

are: elaboration, extension, and enhancement (119). Halliday’s (2004) definition of the 

“thematic structure,” moreover, is taken as a base for identifying connectives in the data.  

Kammensjö (2005) also draws on Halliday’s (2004) classification of pre-topical theme 

constituents in grouping her discourse connectives into five categories: continuatives, e.g. 

ya�ni ‘that is,’ conjunctions, e.g. wa ‘and,’ fa ‘since, for, so, thus,’ conjunctive adjuncts, 

e.g. bi-l-tālī ‘thus, therefore,’ interpersonal adjuncts, e.g. �ab�an ‘of course,’ and 
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connective clauses, e.g. wa-�anā last-u bi-�āja li-�an �u	akkir-a-kum �innu
12 ‘I don’t need to 

remind you that.   

Kammensjö’s (2005) study, as it is clear from her theoretical framework, data,  

and methodology, represents a new approach to the study of discourse markers in Arabic 

linguistic literature. However, one limitation in the study is that it accounts for the 

function of discourse markers only at the local level. Kammensjö’s (2005) investigation, 

as she indicates, is based on the “linear aspect” of text. An investigation that takes the 

global level of text into consideration, however, would have given a broader view of the 

function of discourse connectives in structuring the text because global and local levels of 

text complement each other in building the text structure. Classifying the discourse 

connectives according to Halliday’s (2004) categorization of pre-topical theme 

constituents is also a weak point in Kammensjö’s (2005) study.  While she says that it is 

function rather than form that is important in describing discourse connectives, 

Kammensjö (2005), however, depends mostly on form in her classification.  

Another limitation in Kammensjö’s study is her inclusion of preposed adverbials 

or prepositional phrases that are part of the propositional content of the utterance in the 

discourse connective group. “Preposed adjuncts of time and location,” she (2005) says, 

are in various degrees “part of the experiential realm” (131). Therefore, Kammensjö 

(2005) considers “conjunctive adjuncts” such as ma�a �ūl-i al-waqt ‘in the course of time’ 

a discourse connective. She claims that Halliday’s (2004) definition of conjunction 

adjuncts allows this inclusion, while in fact Halliday (2004) states that preposed adjuncts 

                                                 
12 It should be noted that this clause is in the Formal Spoken Arabic and not MSA. In MSA, it becomes as 
follows: wa-�anā last-u bi-�āja-in li-�an �u	akkir-a-kum �inna-hu. 
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that function as connectives “do not fall within the propositional core of the sentence” 

(125).  

A final limitation in the study is pointed out by Kammensjö (2005) herself in her 

conclusion. Halliday’s (2004) taxonomy of functional relations that is applied in the 

analysis of the study, she admits, “does not provide patterns as distinct as one would have 

hoped to” (199).   

In general, however, Kammensjö’s (2005) study achieves its goal of developing 

“an alternative approach to the study of conjunctions, conjunctive adverbs, phrases and 

clauses in modern Arabic” (17).  Her treatment of discourse connectives, in my view, laid 

the foundations and paved the way for future studies such as the present study. The 

present study, as will be discussed later, draws on the methodology  Kammensjö’s (2005) 

study employed.   

 

 

2.5  Summary 

My aim here has been to provide a review of the studies that are related to 

discourse markers research in both English and Arabic literature, as well as to introduce a 

theoretical framework for the analysis and description of these expressions in this study. 

The semantic/pragmatic approach undertaken in the present study is based on several 

theories in the field of text analysis, sociolinguistics, and artificial intelligence.  

The study approaches discourse markers from a discourse perspective taking the 

text as its point of departure for examining the role performed by these linguistic devices 
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at the discourse level. In this descriptive functional text-base approach, it is assumed that 

discourse markers not only have an important linking functions that contribute to the 

cohesion and coherence of text, but they also play a crucial role in communicating the 

text-producer’s intended meaning, perspective, and attitudes. This is an approach which 

views text as a communicative cohesive structure rather than a static one, and discourse 

markers as  essential communicative tools that writers use to guide the reader’s 

interpretation of their contribution in order to ensure a successful communicative act. 

An essential assumption underlying this study is that text has a structure that 

could be analyzed in terms of a taxonomy of coherence relations and schematic 

categories. It is hierarchically structured and its segments are connected by underlying 

functional relations. That text is hierarchically organized means that it can be chunked 

into units of various sizes. Each unit in text stands in a compositional relation, following 

from the author’s global plan of the build-up of the text. “These coherence relations 

provide an underlying network of relational base, and this underlying network is then 

molded by the schema relations into a pattern of purposive development” (Callow 1998, 

188). This hybrid approach of coherence relations and schematic theory allows for 

capturing the network of relations that ties different levels of text together as a unit whole 

(Gulla 1996, 81). 

While focusing on the structure of text provides a context in which the function of 

discourse markers can be analyzed and described, taking the similar features of discourse 

markers that are realized in the literature into consideration in this study provides a means 

to distinguish these items as a distinctive linguistic group. Siepmann’s (2005) description 
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of these linguistic devices as “natural-language strings of varying length and 

morphosyntactic structure whose primary function is to signal the coherence relations 

obtaining between a particular unit of discourse and other surrounding units and/or 

aspects of the communicative situation and thereby to facilitate the listener’s or reader’s 

processing task” presents a general view of these items that corresponds to the sense they 

have in the present study (45).  
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARC DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY  

3.1 Introduction 

After providing an overview of discourse markers research in both English and 

Arabic literature in the previous chapter, as well as laying down theoretical foundations 

for the analysis process, in this chapter, the plan and the object of study will be  

introduced. The present chapter consists of two sections. While the data used in this study 

will be discussed in the first section, the second section will be devoted to the method 

employed in analyzing the chosen data.  

 

3.2 Data 

3.2.1 Introduction 

The goal of the present study is to examine the function of discourse markers at 

the sentence and the paragraph levels in a particular type of Arabic text, namely 

newspaper opinion articles.13 In order to investigate this linguistic phenomenon, the study 

starts by analyzing the chosen data, first to identify the discourse makers used in this type 

of text, and then to describe the role performed by these items in their textual context. 

This section, therefore, focuses on describing the type of data used in this study. In what 

follows, a general description of the chosen data will be introduced, then a discussion of 

the three aspects that determine the nature of these data will be presented, and finally the 

section will end with a discussion of the significance of the data under investigation.  

                                                 
13 The reason for choosing this particular type of text will be explained later in the chapter.  
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3.2.2 General Description of Data 

The corpus of approximately 30,000 words that is examined in the present study 

consists of 50 Arabic newspaper opinion articles, which are also known as comment 

columns and opinion columns. The language of these texts is Modern Standard Arabic 

(MSA), the modern written language used throughout the Arab world today, as al-Batal 

and Badawi point out (al-Batal 1985, 4; Badawi, Carter, and Gully 2004). The articles 

were drawn from the electronic editions of two major international daily newspapers: al-

Sharq al-Awsat  #$ا()'ق ا%و and al-Hayat  ا(-,+ة during a time period of three months, 

from 1 January to 31 March, 2007.    

Focusing on these two newspapers as the source of data for the present study is 

based on their importance in the media world. al-Sharq al-Awsat )ق ا%و$# ا'(  and al-

Hayat ا(-,+ة are usually described as two of the leading daily pan-Arab international 

newspapers.14 This is because of their high circulations,15 their well-known experienced 

Arab journalists, as well as their comprehensive coverage of various issues concerning 

the entire Arab World.  

On the one hand, both newspapers are printed and distributed simultaneously in 

Europe, the Middle East, and the USA, which means that they have an extensive market 

in and outside the Arab World. On the other hand, although the nationality and political 

leanings of the Saudi al-Sharq al-Awsat  #$ا()'ق ا%و and the Lebanese16 al-Hayat  ا(-,+ة 

                                                 
14 Evaluation of newspapers are usually provided by media corporations like Allied Media Corp., for 
example. In her book, Media Arabic, Ashtiany (1993)  also uses material from  these two newspapers 
referring to them as being important international newspapers.   
15 The circulation of both newspapers is estimated around 300,000.   
16 This does not mean that all the journalists in the two newspapers are from the home country of  the 
newspaper in which they work. What it means, however, is that newspapers usually have certain views 
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may be reflected in their news coverage and viewpoint, just as it is the case for any other 

newspaper, nevertheless they are regarded as leading pan-Arab international papers that 

focus on regional issues concerning the whole Arab World. Moreover, the two 

newspapers are distinguished by their professional, experienced, and well-known 

columnists who come from different Arab regions. Although there may be minor 

differences in their styles, these professional Arab writers, in my view, could present a 

writing sample that represents the modern written language used throughout the Arab 

world today.    

Of the 50 texts that were chosen to be the subject of analysis in this study, 25 

were taken from al-Sharq al-Awsat  #$ا()'ق ا%و while the other 25 come from al-Hayat 

 All these texts were taken from the al-ra�y ‘opinion’ section in the online editions .ا(-,+ة 

of the two newspapers. They all start with references indicating their source, the name of 

the writer, the date of publication and the number of the printed issue. The articles are 

written by different writers and are of varying length, ranging from a 350-word text to a 

1350-word text. The topics discussed in these articles are mainly political and social 

issues that are important to the Arab readers because of the effects these issues have on 

their lives. The texts express the writers’ views regarding these essential issues that were 

central at the  time in which the articles were written.  

All the texts examined in this study are written by professional Arab writers 

geared toward native readers. The 28 writers are considered to be influential writers with 

extensive professional experience. They are either leading journalists with prominent 

                                                                                                                                                  
regarding national and political issues which they require their journalists to follow whatever their 
nationality is.  
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positions in al-Sharq al-Awsat  #$ا()'ق ا%و or al-Hayat  ا(-,+ة  newspapers, or regular 

columnists who have been writing in different newspapers. Only four of the 28 writers 

are female writers. This is because, in the two newspapers, most opinion articles are 

written by male writers. The writers are from various Arab regions; 10 are from the Gulf, 

Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, 13 are from the Levant, Lebanese, Syrian, Jordanian and 

Palestinian, 3 Iraqis, and 2 from North Africa, one Moroccan and the other is 

Mauritanian.        

The texts analyzed in this study were not chosen randomly. Rather, two factors 

were taken into consideration in selecting each text. First, the data represent writing 

samples of different writers, and these samples are of reasonably equal length. Second, 

the texts do not exceed 1500 words because long texts usually pose difficulties in 

following the argumentation points. Because of these restrictions the number of writers 

whose articles are included in the data was limited to those whose articles are of 

relatively acceptable length.17 Another consequence of these restrictions is the different 

numbers of articles included in the data for each writer. The writing-sample for some 

writers is represented by one article in the data, while for others it is represented by two 

or three articles. This is done to achieve a balance between the amount contributed by 

each writer since their articles are of varying length.  

After introducing the data used in this study in general terms, describing the 

specific features of this data follows. There are three aspects that define the texts that 

form the corpus analyzed in this study: they are conveyed through the written medium, 

                                                 
17 This means that only writers whose articles do not exceed 1500 words are taken into consideration  when 
choosing the data for this  study .  
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they are taken from the press, and they are all of a particular type of media genre, opinion 

articles. These three aspects will be taken into consideration because of their importance 

in determining its specific nature.   

 

3.2.3 Written Language 

The language of the texts that are investigated in this study is the written mode18 

of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). (MSA) includes both the written and spoken forms 

of Arabic that is used in the Arab world today. Although there is no agreed-upon 

definition of what exactly constitutes MSA, many linguists suggest a general notion of 

what could be meant by this term. Ryding (2005), for example, describes MSA as “the 

written norm for all Arab countries as well as the major medium of communication for 

public speaking and broadcasting” (7). While it is used, Parkinson (1991) adds, “in 

newspapers, magazines, textbooks, academic books, novels, short stories and other 

‘serious’ writing,” it is also used orally “in some university contexts, in political and 

other ‘read’ speeches, and in delivery of the news on radio and television” (32).  

Generally speaking, however, the written mode of a language usually displays 

different features from the spoken mode. “One parameter that accounts for text 

differences,” Khalil (2000) argues, “is the medium” because of the different constraints 

spoken and written languages impose on text production. Being produced in real time, 

spoken language is usually less complex structurally and semantically than written 

                                                 
18 Mode, McCarthy (1993) states, “is concerned with how it (the message) is composed stylistically, that is 
with reference to sociolinguistically grounded norms of archetypical speech and archetypical writing” 
(171).  
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language, and it may also contain syntactically incomplete sentences, and ellipses (Brown 

and Yule 1986, 15; Chafé 1992; Kammensjö 2005, 68). The written medium, on the other 

hand, is characterized by its deliberate organized text structure, extended and well-formed 

grammatical constructions, as well as the high density of semantic content. This is 

because writing is usually produced in a relaxation of time, even though it is sometimes 

limited, that allows writers to plan, choose their words, articulate their ideas and look 

back at what they have written to reorganize it or even change it.   

The difference between the spoken and written medium of language is more 

complicated in the case of the Arabic language. Each major region of the Arab world, e.g. 

the Levant, the Gulf, and Egypt, has its own “spoken vernacular” which coexists with the 

(MSA). “The divergence among the several vernacular forms of Arabic, and between the  

vernaculars as a whole and the standard written form,” Ryding (2005) indicates, “make 

the linguistic situation of the Arab world a complex one” (5). However, the differences 

that have been mentioned above between the spoken and written forms of a language 

could be best demonstrated in Arabic when comparing the two language variations that 

Badawi (1973) locates at levels two and three in his continuum. In his description of the 

linguistic situation in the Arab world,19 Badawi (1973) locates (MSA) at level two, and 

Educated Spoken Arabic at level three, of his five-level continuum.20 Because he 

identifies (MSA) as mostly used for written purposes rather than spoken, he considers 

                                                 
19 Badawi’s (1973) continuum is actually based on the language variations in Egypt, but he suggests that it 
can also apply anywhere in the Arab world. 
20 It should be noted, however, that many scholars do not agree with Badawi’s (1973) continuum. Mitchell 
(1986), for example, does not see Educated Spoken Arabic as a distinctive variety. For him, Bassiouney 
(2009) indicates, “ESA is not a separate variety but is ‘created’ and ‘maintained’ by the interaction between 
the written language and the vernacular” (16). Bassiouney (2009), on the other hand, argues that the idea of 
ESA is not clearly examined and dscribed. (17) 
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that levels two and three are “essentially ‘in complementary distribution’ with each other, 

that is, they function in separate spheres, with some overlap” (Ryding 2005, 9).  

The differences between these two forms of the Arabic language have important 

consequences for the analysis process. For example, this study, in which the language of 

the data is the written (MSA) form, has to set different criteria for data segmentation than 

the one employed in Kammensjö’s study (2005) for segmenting the data of Educated 

Spoken Arabic.  In her study, Kammensjö (2005) defines the utterance, her basic unit of 

analysis, on semantic and prosodic grounds. Using syntactic criteria as the basis for 

utterance segmentation was not an option since her spoken data “overflows with 

syntactically incomplete sentences, ellipses, and what we would call anacolutha in 

traditional grammar, i.e. when a sentence starts with one type of syntactic structure and 

ends in another” (85). In this study, however, the syntactic criteria provide a very useful 

tool for segmenting sentences because sentences in this mode of language are usually 

grammatically well-formed constructions.  

 The choice between a written and spoken medium, however, not only determines 

text organization and sentence structure and complexity, but also has an impact on the 

linguistic expressions used in these two mediums. It has been claimed, for example, that 

discourse markers are “predominantly a feature of oral rather than of written discourse” 

(Brinton 1996, 33). “No principal grounds exist,” however, “on which to deny discourse 

markers status to similar items that are largely found in written discourse,” Schourup 

(1999) argues. Because most of the early studies on discourse markers focused on spoken 

discourse, it looked as if these linguistic expressions “occur primarily in speech” (234). 
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Later studies, however, show that discourse markers occur in both spoken and written 

language (Siepmann 2005, 38). Brinton’s (1996) study of old, middle, and early modern 

English, for instance, demonstrates how discourse markers have always had a major role 

in written texts. These expressions, Schiffrin (2001) points out, “have been examined in a 

variety of genres and interactive context” of spoken and written discourse (54).  

There is, however, a difference between the types of discourse markers that are 

used in speech and those employed in writing, and even when the same marker is 

associated with both mediums it usually displays different characteristics. The “forms 

used in writing (e.g., notwithstanding),” Brinton (1996) notes, “may differ from those in 

speech (e.g., okay), and the reason for using them may differ” as well (33). The 

differences between written and oral discourse markers, nevertheless, is not strict, but 

rather “tied only to the relative formality/informality of the discourse marker” (Schourup 

1999, 234). The English markers of course, in fact, and in any case, for example, are 

common in both spoken and written language (Siepmann 2005, 39). 

In the Arabic linguistics literature, although the study of discourse markers as a 

linguistic phenomenon is very limited, as mentioned earlier, the existence of these 

expressions has been noticed in both written and spoken texts. Just like discourse markers 

in English, which display differences between the oral and the written forms with some 

overlap between the two, discourse markers in Arabic also display many differences 

between the forms employed in the two mediums of the language, i.e. written (MSA) and 

Educated Spoken Arabic, with some similar markers used in both. For instance, some of 

the markers identified in Kammensjö’s (2005) study do not exist in the written language, 
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e.g. bas ‘but,’ ba�dēn ‘also,’ and halla ‘now,’  others, however, are similar to those 

identified in the written data of this study, e.g. lākin ‘however, but,’ �umma ‘then,’ 

ma�alan ‘for instance,’ and �illā �anna ‘however, but.’ 

 

3.2.4 Journalistic Language 

The written form of (MSA), Ryding (2005) points out, “covers an extensive range 

of discourse styles and genres ranging from complex and conservative to innovative and 

experimental” (8). Modern Written Arabic journalistic style, which is investigated in this 

study, is one prominent style among these various styles of MSA.   

Journalism, says Abdelfattah (1996), “is said to have a language of its own,” that 

is characterized by distinctive “functional, lexical and structural features” (129). The 

Arabic language used in newspapers is not different from other journalistic languages in 

this respect. It is considered a distinctive type of the Modern Written Arabic language 

because of its distinct function and features.  

The most important factor that has a large impact on shaping the Arabic 

journalistic style is its social function. “Despite the advent of several new media of 

communication,” Khalil (2000) points out, “the press, radio and television remain the 

most widely established means of mass communication” (22). This form of Modern 

Written Arabic, therefore, is a national and international medium of communication for 

millions of people across and outside the Arab world. It provides political, social, and 

cultural information that touch people’s lives, expresses different views and ideas, 
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reflects on different events and topics, and generates comments and debates among 

people.  

Because of its central role as a  major medium of communication in society, 

journalistic Arabic reaches a wide and diverse audience of educated and less educated 

people. “Next to the novel”, Kennedy (1998) notes, the “newspaper article is probably the 

single most widely read written genre” (49). According to a study conducted by the 

Centre of Applied Social Research in Egypt, Sharaf (2000) says, the percentage of the 

readership of newspapers reaches 65% among people with basic education, and 95% 

among highly educated people (247).  

The social function that journalistic Arabic performs is what determines its 

distinctive characteristics. As a regularly and widely used form of the written language, 

that treats all types of topics, and reaches to people of different levels of education, 

journalistic Arabic developed a style that is simple, practical, and open to change. This 

style of Modern Written Arabic, Sharaf (2000) says, uses a clear, simple but expressive 

language that goes straight to the point avoiding sophisticated and elegant expressions 

that the literary language usually employs. This, he adds, reveals the flexibility, depth and 

capability of the Arabic language to express all types of topics and ideas and to be used  

in various contexts (195). Abdelfattah (1996), on the other hand, indicates the crucial role 

that this style of Arabic plays “in adopting new structural and stylistic features” in order 

to cope with the demands of the new era (130). It is, Gully (1993) states, “so readily open 

to change that it assimilates new types of expression and grammatical constructions with 

varying degrees of ease” (20).     
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Using simple structures and adopting new expressions and concepts, however, 

does not mean that the journalistic Arabic style does not adhere to the Arabic language 

structural conventions. Most newspapers are careful to comply with the grammatical 

norms, and, for this reason, they usually “hire correctors who are specially trained in 

Arabic grammar” (Parkinson, 1991, 32). Besides, although there are indeed some 

documented changes in the syntactic structures of this style of written Arabic, 

nevertheless, these changes are in general a “series of ‘acceptable’ simplifications” in the 

grammatical structures,” as Bateson (2003) puts it. It is also important to point out that 

many of the syntactic changes that are realized in journalistic Arabic, as Gully (1993) 

indicates, “have also taken place in modern literary Arabic,” although the process, in the 

literary style, is not so rapid as it is in the journalistic style (56).      

On the other hand, while the syntactic changes in the Arabic journalistic style 

cannot be ignored, most of the changes noticed in this style of the written language, 

however, are in the areas of semantics and style. After examining the morphological and 

syntactic features of the language used in different forms of written Arabic, including 

huge data base from Arabic newspaper and magazine articles, Ryding (2005) concludes 

that the major changes that took place in the journalistic style of written Arabic “are 

stylistic and lexical rather than grammatical” (9). It is mainly “the categories of semantic 

extension and collocations which appear to be in a constant state of expansion” Gully 

(1993) points out. These changes are described by Bateson (2003) as a “vast shift in the 

lexicon due to the need for technical terminologies”  as well as a “number of stylistic 

changes due to translations from European languages and extensive bilingualism” (84).  It 
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is, however, important to note here that none of the mentioned changes that occurred in 

journalistic Arabic, being syntactic, semantic or stylistic are actually “absent from other 

genres,” but “taken together, Holes (1995) argues, “they constitute a definite ‘media 

style’”  (257).   

The distinctive function and features of the written Arabic used in newspapers, 

therefore, distinguish it from other forms of written Arabic such as literary prose writing 

(see Gully 1993; Holes 1995, 257; Khalil 2000, 22). While literary written Arabic is 

characterized by the complexity of its syntax and style which makes it sometimes very 

close to Classical Arabic21 style, journalistic Arabic, as we have seen, could be described 

as the innovative,  “modern, simple, grammatically correct Arabic” (Parkinson 1991, 32). 

Pointing to the differences between the two, Ryding (2005) says, “within (MSA), syntax 

and style range from complex and erudite forms” in the literary and learned usage of the 

language “to more streamlined expression” in the journalistic style (4) .   

Because of these characteristics that it exhibits, journalistic Arabic has been 

viewed by many people, mainly scholars and academics, as an inferior style compared to 

the Arabic literary usage.22 In their view, the journalistic style is “a source of linguistic 

corruption and impurity,” and hence unworthy of academic research and investigation 

(Abdelfattah 1996, 131).  

                                                 
21 Classical Arabic (CA) is “the Arabic of the medieval heritage of Arabic and Islamic literature and 
religion” (Parkinson 1991, 33). Many linguists make a distinction between this classical form of the Arabic 
language and the modern form of literary Arabic (MSA). This is, however, “by no means a clear 
universally accepted delineation” (Ryding 2005, 4). The existence of a modern form of Arabic that is 
distinguishable from the classical form has been questioned and denied by some Arab linguists (Persson 
2002, 5).  
22 Parkinson (1991) refers to this view held by many academics, quoting what a dean at al-Azhar University   
said about Arabic language newspaper. The dean states that “There is no fu��ā in the newspapers;” what is 
there, however, is mainly colloquial, or a form highly influenced by colloquial (33).  
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Underlying this view, Parkinson (1991) explains, is the assumption that “medieval 

and modern varieties” of Arabic should be viewed as one and the same form (60). For 

them, this form, which is represented by the “language of the classical period” as well as 

the modern literary usages that are close to it, is the only form that represents the Arabic 

language and deserves the term al-Fu��ā,23 i.e. the most eloquent language (34). This 

view, Parkinson (1991) notes, “ignores the actual modern ‘standards’ of usage that are 

normally adhered to by professional writers and users of the form” (60).    

The view that ignores the importance of journalistic Arabic as a prominent style 

of Modern Written Arabic, however, is fortunately not shared by all scholars and 

academics. On the contrary, many others regard the Arabic journalistic style not only as 

an appropriate representative of the Modern Written Arabic language, but also as an 

important form of the language that plays a crucial role in its development (see 

Abdelfattah 1996; �amdi 2002; Parkinson 1991; Ryding 2005; Sharaf 2000).  Hamza 

(1961) and Abdulaziz (1978), for example, refer to the contribution of the Arabic 

journalistic style in simplifying and rejuvenating the language, thereby making it more 

practical and flexible. Newspaper language, therefore, says Abdelfattah (1996), should be 

viewed “as a valuable source of linguistic data on the current changes taking place in 

(MSA)” (135).   

As two distinct forms of Modern Written Arabic, literary Arabic style and 

journalistic Arabic style, each has a different role and hence represents the Modern 

                                                 
23 In an informative study in which he searches for what represents the term fu��ā  for Egyptian native 
Arabic speakers, Parkinson (1991) concludes that people do not agree on either the term fu��ā or on what 
constitutes what is referred to by this term (33).  
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Written Arabic in a different way. Acknowledging that the journalistic Arabic style is a 

distinct form of Modern Witten Arabic that has its own function and features is, thus, a 

key factor in realizing the importance of this style in representing the modern written 

language. “It is just this ability to reflect and embody change while maintaining the major 

grammatical conventions and standards,” Ryding (2005) points out, “that make 

journalistic Arabic in particular, a lively and widely understood form of the written 

language, and within the style spectrum of Arabic as a whole, a functional written 

standard for all Arab countries” (9).  

 

3.2.5 Opinion Articles 

That the data examined in this study consist of newspaper opinion articles is also 

a factor that has an impact on determining the nature of this data. In a newspaper, one 

comes across different genres, such as news stories, advertising, interviews, sports news, 

book reviews, opinion articles, and editorials. Each of these different genres of 

journalistic prose has its distinct characteristics. Because the newspaper opinion article is 

one genre of journalistic prose that has rarely been investigated or described, the purpose 

here is to give a general description of its specific characteristics based on the data 

collected for this study. While, in general, it displays the features of journalistic language 

mentioned above, this journalistic genre also demonstrates its own specific features that 

are realized in its linguistic choices, style and structure. 

Newspaper opinion articles are texts of different length that usually appear in a 

fixed place in the newspaper. They are written by various well-known professional 
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writers who either hold a position at the newspaper or write for several newspapers on a 

regular basis. Within the community with which they share the same social and cultural 

background, these writers express their views or opinions on current events or issues 

pertinent to their local community and the world (Maynard 1996, 392; Van Dijk 1998, 

21). However, while these articles reflect the point of view of their writers, it is important 

to point out that they are also influenced by and in line with the ideologies  and political 

leanings of the newspaper in which they appear.        

When writers explain and interpret facts according to their views in opinion 

articles, they are actually trying to influence the readers’ perception of these facts. The 

communicative purpose of this newspaper genre, therefore, is to influence readers’ beliefs 

and attitudes on issues of central importance at the time of writing the articles. This goal 

that opinion articles seek to fulfill is what shapes their language, style and structure.  

Because of the persuasive intent of opinion articles, the style of this journalistic 

genre may be characterized as being evaluative24  and involved. This means that it 

employs linguistic choices that reflect the writer’s personal attitude towards the content 

of the message as well as establish interactional relations between him and the reader. 

These “stylistic features,” Khalil (2000) points out, are usually identified on both “the 

lexical level” and “the level of syntactic organization” (22).   

In opinion articles, writers may use lexical items “that generally or contextually 

express values or norms” (Van Dijk 1998, 31). Evaluative words like qa�iyyat-un �a�īrat-

                                                 
24 Van Dijk (1998) defines opinions as “evaluative beliefs” as opposed to factual beliefs. Any belief “that 
involves a judgment about somebody or something,” he explains, “is evaluative” (29).   
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un wa-mutafāqimah
25 ‘a critical issue that is on a steady escalation,’ al-man�iqat-a wa-

�a�dā�-a-ha al-ma�mūmah
26 ‘the region with all its chaotic events,’ �ay�-an qabī�-an 

�a�al
27 ‘something terrible took place,’ fī kitāb-in amrīkiyy-in fā�i�28 ‘in an infamous 

American book’  are employed as a linguistic strategy for conveying the writer’s opinion. 

Each of these lexical words, Van Dijk (1998) notes, “may feature implied opinion” (32).  

Opinions may also be expressed through syntactic structures. “It is not merely the 

concepts involved in the proposition but also the propositional structure itself that may 

express opinion,” Van Dijk indicates (1998, 32). In a language that displays 

pragmatically motivated word-order alternation like Arabic, this could be done by 

manipulating the sentence word-order. Preposing the subject in a verbal sentence to 

sentence-initial position, for example, indicates evaluativeness and adds emphasis, as will 

be discussed later. Prepositional phrases may also be placed in sentence-initial position  

to “give emphasis to the proposition expressed in the following main clause” (Khalil 

2000, 23). It has been realized that these two evaluative syntactic structures are frequently 

used in the data of this study to emphasize or highlight certain points.  

Opinion articles may also make use of other linguistic strategies in order to 

influence readers. The stylistic strategies that are employed in this journalistic genre are 

similar to those Khalil (2000) identified in the editorials he examined. These include, for 

instance, concessive sentences, evaluative sentences, rhetorical questions, explanatory   

                                                 
25 Text 2, P5, S26. 
26 Text 6, P 3, S 10. 
27 Text 8, P 2, S 8. 
28 Text 8, P 3, S 15 
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sentences, repetition, and emphatic markers. Here are some examples of these linguistic 

structures usually used in opinion articles:  

(1) Concessive sentence:  
 

[1a] H,3ر HV0,52@+ و ا(2اA)4,8 ا PQ+C)ا #W)أّن ا F3 �@ر Y .[1b] 0V ه�+AC)3,] و ا'G)أّن ا Yّإ 
�CLGW9)ت ا+O+9\)إ@\+8,� 4,8 ا �LQ ء+(D] 09G:Jُ 4 أنA9@ FG)ن إ`0ى ا(^27ات ا+D2A@.29  

 
[1a] No doubt, the line between comedy and reality is thin [1b]; however, 

entertainment and humor can act as channels to establish a positive 
connection between various groups.  
 

(2) Evaluative sentence: 
 

+6LaV +9ّO +ً5+9J ة'@+K5 0وaJ �5ا%ز �Tاض ه'O30.و أ  
 

The manifestations of this crisis seems to be completely different from the 
ones that preceded it.  

  
(3) Rhetorical questions: 

 
[3a] ه+؟',ّd و �LQ2a)ه+ت ا+\Jي أدار اT)45 ا [3b]  ',ّd ا%وراق و #Le يT)45 ا 

 45 ا(Tي Le# ا(B)+8 4@0,+$� و وHI ا%0Oاء �D+e F3 ا%V0Q+ء و 0ّ8ل 6a,J'J[3c]+؟
  31ا(29اHV؟

 
[3a] Who changed the direction of the compass? [3b] Who reshuffled the 

cards? [3c] Who mixed religious matters with political ones, and who 
replaced enemies with friends?   
 

(4) Explanatory sentence:  
 

 [4a]  6,'ةS �)2^5 ه7+ك �$+,B)ا F3  " 2G`4 اA) ،ءك+V0Q2 أG`ا'f0اءك أآOأ". [4b]  <7:98 
 32.أDّ] 98^0ار P:\J +5 أV0Q+ءك 5^'4,8 إ(,P:i+3 ،h أ0Oاءك h75 4,a@'V أآG-G) 'f+ط 675?

 
[4a] In politics, there is a famous proverb: keep your friends close but your 

enemies closer. [4b] This means that while you should keep good 
relations with your friends, you should, however, keep better relations 
with your enemies in order to guard yourself against them.    

                                                 
29 Text 3, P 6, S 19,20. 
30 Text 7, P 3, S 9. 
31 Text 6, P 7, S 26-28. 
32 Text 12, P 2, S 5, 6. 
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(5) Repetition:  

 
 �@'(a)6+ اJ06S 0@0ةO �9ND% �^8+$ ت+K) 45 �WB7GB5 ،رة'A5 ،�j7ّ-5 �K) Fه �,Dا[@'ا �KL)ا 

5 �@+6D k6GDو@�و ا+$l.33  
 

The Iranian discourse is archaic and repetitive. It uses the same discourse 
used by former, numerous regimes witnessed by mankind which ended in 
tragedy. 

    
(6) (7) Emphatic markers:  

 
 +6Dّإ)�inna-hā (+6OY0Dا �N-) ا%ز5+ت F3 <)34.ا(<-,� ا%و 

 
In times of crises, indeed (inna-hā) she is the first to be victimized.  

 
 0^))la-qad (ب'-)5,+د@4 ا F3 +ًD2,L5 4,D+9p 45 'fأآ �@'(a)ا k:3ا(7+ز@� 0:8 أن د k6GD35.ا 
 

Certainly Nazism was annihilated after humanity paid the price of over 80 
million who fell in the battlefield.  

 

The above examples show different stylistic strategies that writers employ in 

opinion articles in order to persuade and influence their readers. In example (1), the 

writer first introduces a proposition that the reader agrees with in sentence [1a]. Then in 

sentence [1b], he presents the idea that he adopts which contrast with but does not 

eliminate the truth of the first one. This strategy has the effect of presenting the second 

proposition as the more valid one in contrast with the first proposition. Evaluating, 

explaining, and repeating his ideas, as in examples (2), (4), and (5) respectively, are also 

effective strategies to connect with the reader and guide his interpretation. Moreover, the 

                                                 
33 Text 9, P 2, S 2.  
34 Text 2, P 5, S 17.  
35 Text 9, P 5, S 18.  
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rhetorical questions and the emphatic discourse markers used in examples (3, (6), and (7) 

respectively, are effective means to persuade the reader and influence his perception. 

On the other hand, just as the persuasive intent of opinion articles is reflected in 

their style and linguistic choice, it also has an impact on determining the organizational 

structure and developmental patterns of these texts. An organizational plan is expected in 

newspaper opinion articles because they are written by professional writers who have 

practiced writing for a long time. For these writers to persuade their readers with their 

opinions, they should argue for them employing the argumentative text-type.36  Although, 

in opinion articles, writers not only argue and evaluate facts but also recount and explain 

them, these texts are still considered to be argumentative. While it is normal for real texts 

to display features of more than one text type, as will be explained when we talk about 

text types, they should, however, have one predominant communicative purpose, which is 

identified as persuasion in opinion articles.  

Arguments, el-Shiyab (1990) points out, “are shaped by the culture and social 

conventions of a particular community” (148). This is why different languages use 

different strategies to present their arguments.37 Like any other argumentative text, 

opinion articles are persuasive messages that are the product of a specific cultural 

environment. Thus, they employ linguistic and structural strategies that are associated 

with this type of text in their specific culture and language, which is in the present study 

the Modern Written Arabic language.   

                                                 
36 Argumentative text-type will be explained later in this chapter.  
37 For further discussion on how languages use different argumentative strategies see Hatim (1997, 164); 
Hoey (2001, 10); Kaplan (1966, 2); al-Odadi (1996, 4); Maynard (1996, 391); el-Shiyab (1990, 148). 
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3.2.6 Choice of Data 

In a study that is corpus-based, the researcher is faced with two preliminary 

important questions: which data to use and how much of this data is enough for his study. 

As for the type of data used in this study, it is clear by now that they are selected from the 

newspaper opinion article genre. What needs to be explained, however, are the reasons 

for choosing this particular type of data. After dealing with the first question, we will then 

turn to discuss the second one that concerns the representativeness of the data.   

This study analyzes data from the written mode of the Arabic language because, 

as we have seen, discourse markers have not yet been investigated thoroughly from a 

discourse perspective in this form of the language. While Kammensjö’s (2005) study is 

an important contribution to discourse markers research in Formal Spoken Arabic, in 

Modern Written Arabic, however, the treatment of discourse markers as a discourse 

phenomenon is very limited.  

Focusing on the written form of Modern Arabic, on the other hand, is also 

determined by my interest in teaching Arabic writing. It is, however, not an easy task to 

teach Arabic writing since no agreed upon conventions nor do models exist to guide the 

production of written Arabic texts (Kammensjö 2005, 19; al-Odadi 1996, 7). “The lack of 

specific prescribed composition instructions in Arabic,” however, al-Odadi (1996) 

argues, “does not mean that there is no model which Arabic writers, at least 

subconsciously, follow” (7). What is required, therefore, for establishing models for 

different written Arabic styles is a comprehensive study of the Arabic texts’ 
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organizational structures as well as careful examination of the strategies employed in 

their production, of which the use of discourse markers is one.  

Examining the organizational structure of written Arabic texts in this study is also 

relevant to choosing the data from the newspaper opinion article genre. Opinion articles, 

as mentioned above, are argumentative in nature. Because different cultures argue 

differently, the rhetorical structure of the argumentative text type usually differs across 

cultures. “Sociocultural factors,” Callow (1998) points out, “affect the form of the text 

and the communicative strategies employed in the text” (171).  

Examining the structure of this type of text, that is culture-bound, in Modern 

Written Arabic allows one to perceive how arguments are developed in the Arabic 

argumentative text. This may explains misunderstandings that occur in cross-cultural 

communication. Besides, the argumentative text type makes use of discourse markers in 

constructing arguments, conveying the writers’ intentions and attitudes,  and establishing 

relations with readers. Studying this type of text, therefore, illustrates the role these 

linguistic elements play in achieving the overall argumentative thrust of the text. What 

makes opinion articles appropriate samples for examining Arabic argumentative texts, 

however, is the fact that they reflect the writings of many professional Arab writers which 

means that they represent some of the best Arabic argumentative writing models used in 

modern time.  

Selecting the data that are investigated in this study from the Arabic language 

used in newspapers, on the other hand, is also based on legitimate reasons. The 

journalistic style of Modern Written Arabic is, as mentioned before, a simple, widely-
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used, and practical style that ventures to adopt new expressions and structures in order to 

be able to express the concepts of modern life. “It is these characteristics of newspaper 

language, its vitality and practicality” Ryding (2005) argues, “that make it a prime 

example of modern written Arabic usage,” and thus “the focus of linguists’ attention for a 

number of years” (8). Understanding how journalistic language works, Bell (1998) points 

out, “is important to understanding the functioning of language in society” (65). 

Not only is journalistic Arabic able to “serve as a model of contemporary written 

usage,” but it is also a dominant style that has noticeable influence on other styles of the 

Arabic language. Because of its “mass audience” and “daily production cycle,” the press 

is “one of the main language-forming institutions in society, along with education and 

government,” Bell (1991, 7) argues. In Arabic, the influence of the journalistic style on 

Modern Arabic language as a whole has been noticed by many linguists (see Abdelfattah 

1996; Abdulaziz 1986; Gully 1993; �amdi 2002; Holes 1995; Sharaf 2000; Van Mol 

2003).  

Journalism, says Abdulaziz (1986), plays an “important role in the spread and 

standardization of language” (15). The constant exposure to this style of Modern Arabic 

language, Holes (1995) maintains, “seems to be having far-reaching effects on the 

vocabulary, grammar, and phraseology of the Arabic used by educated Arabs in many 

other contexts, written or spoken” (255). Most of the changes that take place in 

journalistic Arabic, Gully adds (1993, 56), eventually find their way to literary Arabic. 

This is because of the constant interaction between the two styles of the Arabic language. 

Newspapers and journals, Abdulaziz (1986) explains, used to be the sites for “most of the 
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modern philosophical, historical, and literary discussions.” Besides, among the Arab 

intellectuals “who did a great deal to develop MSA were those who ran journals and 

newspapers in Cairo, Beirut, and Baghdad” (16). 

Just as it is an important part of the communicative lives of educated and semi-

educated native speakers of Arabic, journalistic Arabic is also widely used by nonnative 

speaker students of the Arabic language as well as translators. The ability to read and 

understand the language of newspapers is actually one main goal for many students of 

Arabic. Moreover, shedding some light on the characteristics of this style of the Arabic 

language could enhance the ability of translators to comprehend cross cultural differences 

and hence produce more efficient translations. As a medium of functional language that 

reflects the modern usage of written Arabic, journalistic Arabic, therefore, should receive 

greater attention and be the object of linguistic research .  

After explaining the reasons behind the choice of data, the answer to the second 

question concerning the number of texts analyzed in this study will be presented. In this 

study, a corpus of 50 texts is analyzed in order to identify discourse markers and to 

describe their functions. The data examined in this study is limited to one type of text, the 

newspaper opinion article, and one medium of the Arabic language, Modern Written 

Arabic, to ensure the homogeneity of the corpus. Because some discourse markers are 

“typical properties of particular text type” (Khalil 2000, 147), and because the markers 

used in writing usually differ from those used in speech (Brinton 1996, 33), focusing on 

one genre and one medium of the Arabic language leads to more accurate description of 

the role performed by discourse markers.  
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When deciding the size of the material to be analyzed, Bell (1991) points out that 

two things should be taken into consideration: “limiting the amount of data to be gathered 

to manageable proportions while ensuring it remains representative” (10). What governs 

the representativeness of the data when investigating a particular language feature, he 

adds,  is “how often the feature occurs” (29). To be representative, the corpus of this 

study, therefore, should contain a sufficiently large number of tokens of the discourse 

markers under investigation. A corpus consisting of 50 opinion articles is expected to 

yield a large number of discourse markers, most of which occur several times displaying 

a consistent pattern in their use. The recurrence of these items along with the consistency 

of their use are two factors that could ensure the accuracy and reliability of the study’s 

results.  

On the other hand, a corpus of 50 texts with an average length of 900 words for 

each has proven to be hardly manageable for traditional manual analysis. Although 

computer-based analysis could have allowed the use of larger data, it is, however, not 

possible here. Using computers to analyze the data requires the existence of an inventory 

of the linguistic items under investigation, i.e. discourse markers. There is, however, no 

such inventory of discourse markers in written Arabic, and this is why identifying the 

discourse markers in the data under analysis is one goal for this study. The choice of the 

two studies that examined the structural organization of Arabic editorials, al-Odadi’s 

(1996), and el-Shiyab’s (1990) to confine their data to 12 editorials in the former and 21 

editorials in the latter may give an example of the amount of data that is usually 

considered manageable.  
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3.3 Methodology  

3.3.1 Introduction 

After introducing the data that is investigated in this study, the plan of its 

investigation will be discussed here. As mentioned before, the goal of this study is to 

examine the function of Arabic discourse markers at the text level, above the sentence, in 

a particular type of discourse, newspaper opinion articles. To this end, it takes the text, 

not the isolated discourse markers, as its point of departure to identify the markers first, 

and then describe them in terms of their function in their natural environment. 

Since it takes a discourse perspective, this study employs a methodology that 

borrows its tools of description from different linguistic theories in the field of discourse 

analysis. It draws primarily on Kammensjö’s (2005) analytical model for analyzing 

discourse markers in “Arabic Lecturing Monologue (ALM)” and modifies it to serve its 

specific goals and data better. Her model, on the one hand, provides a means to identify 

discourse markers in the data, while, on the other hand, presents an analytical tool for 

describing the function of these markers.     

This section, describes the methodology undertaken for analyzing the data. It is 

organized following the three-step procedure of Kammensjö’s model. The first step deals 

with the segmentation process. This is followed by the second step in which the 

functional relations that bring these segments together are introduced. In the third step, 

the means for identifying discourse markers in the data is presented.  
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Underlying this analysis process are the following assumptions, which have been 

discussed in the theoretical preliminaries: 38 

1- Text is linearly displayed but hierarchically structured.  

2- A text can be chunked into units of different levels. 

3- The sentence is the basic unit for analyzing the text; thus no segments smaller 

than the sentence are taken into consideration.  

4- Text is a communicative interaction between writers/speakers and 

readers/listeners.  

5- Units of text are connected by functional relations, whether at the high or low 

levels. 

6- Discourse markers acquire connective and communicative functions in 

context; thus they cannot be described in isolation.   

 

3.3.2 Text Segmentation 

a- Introduction 

A fundamental assumption of many text analysts is that every coherent text has a 

structure that holds its parts together so that the text as a whole is perceived as one unit.  

Although linearly displayed, “the communicative units that make up the discourse do not 

follow one another in an uninterrupted monolithic sequence, but are usually ordered in a 

hierarchical manner” (Kroon 1997, 19). By virtue of occurring where it does linearly, 

each segment serves a certain function with respect to the adjacent segments on the one 

                                                 
38 These assumptions are based on the linguistic theories discussed in Chapter 2.  
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hand and to the overall discourse on the other hand;  accordingly “at any given point in 

mid-message some of those hierarchical units will still be under construction” (Callow 

1998, 151).  

This hierarchical organization of text that derives its theoretical validity from 

numerous studies in text structure (see: de Beaugrande 1994; de Beaugrande and Dressler 

1981; Dooley and Levinsohn 2001; Grosz and Sidner 1986; Gulla 1996; Hatim 1997; 

Hinds 1979; Hoey 1983, 2001; Sinclaire and Coulthard 1975; Van Dijk 1983; Winter 

1982) underlies the segmentation process.  

Segmenting text into units that are involved in its structure is an important notion 

in analyzing it. In order to examine a text, Allerton (1969) points out, “it has been found 

essential to split up utterances into units which have a certain degree of self-sufficiency 

and independence” (27). In the following sections, the segmentation process undertaken 

in this study will be described. Then the text segments will be discussed, first in general 

terms, introducing the units of analysis in this study, then in particular terms, examining 

the paragraph and the sentence as independent units of analysis.  

 

b- The Segmentation Process 

An important factor in creating meaning in text is its organizational structure. 

Text, as Jonassen (1982) states “depends upon organization to make it meaningful,” so 

“while content is the basic ingredient of discourse,” text structure “is equally important” 

(8). Since the structural plan of text is the organizer of its global meaning, as mentioned 

before, it is, therefore, considered an essential device “in the process of text production 
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and perception” (Khalil 2000, 65). Writers cannot arrange all the details of their message 

in advance. Instead, Callow (1998) argues, they have “the whole message roughly 

outlined” in their minds from the start, and “in light of this already established purposive 

structure” they present the details of the message (150).  

Likewise, the plan of composition is essential in interpreting the text as well. We 

all look for “significant patterning in the message we receive” (Callow 1998, 157). 

Research in reading comprehension emphasizes the effect of text organizational structure 

in facilitating the comprehension and recall of the message, and regards it as “the most 

significant contributor to comprehension” (Jonassen 1982, 9; see also Adams and Collins 

1979; Brown and Yule 1986; Callow 1998; Meyer 1992; Pace 1982; Samuel 1987; 

Townsend, Carrithers, and Bever 1987; Van Dijk 1983) . Interpreting what a text 

producer is talking about, Brown and Yule (1986) maintain, “is inevitably based on how 

he structures what he is saying” (94).  

Knowledge of text schematic structure, acquired through repeated encounters with 

different text types, not only facilitates comprehension but also enhances readers’ 

expectations concerning the new forth coming information in text. Even when text is still 

in progress, its compositional plan triggers in the readers “certain expectations as to how 

the message is going to develop,” and it is in terms of these expectations that they 

“absorb each new element in the unfolding message” (Callow 1998, 151). Skilled reading 

involves activating a schema, an organizational structure, and looking for information in 

the text “that can fill empty slots in the activated schema” (Townsend, Carrithers, and 

Bever 1987, 223).  
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This cognitive strategy of producing and perceiving text in terms of its schematic 

structure is reflected in the top-down analytical process of the data in this study. Current 

linguistic and translation studies argue in favor of this approach for analyzing texts 

considering it the “more valid one theoretically” (Baker 1992, 6; see also Callow 1998; 

Snell-Hornby 1995; Brown and Yule 1986, Hatim 1997; Hatim and Mason 1990; 

Jonassen and Kirchner 1982). It is suggested that textual analysis should proceed from 

top-down because texts are not just chains of separate sentences, but rather “complex, 

multi-dimensional” structures consisting of more than the mere sum of their parts (Snell-

Hornby 1995, 69). “As each new part of the message is transmitted,” Callow (1998) 

points out, “it is not added on the end of the string, but rather takes its place in a complex 

interrelated structure” (151). Consider for example the following string of sentences: 

(8) 
 

 [8a] اء'iإ F3 H,8+$أ PaV k-\D 4,q)أن ا �,A@'5أ �,BB\J در+q5 kC(آ ،[Jذا kV2)ا F3 و 
�,O+7jQ9+ر اVأ P9O ل+j8ح @06ف إ(> إrB) �8'\J.[8b]  2قCG)ا اTه Pf5 أن F3 hSY و 

�,A@'5%ا%و$+ط ا F3 ًا'Oر ذ+p0 أV 2قaB9)ا ',d . [8c] FA@'5%ا s,1')�1 ا+D ب'O3^0 أ
 +\J [^LV 4O 4,O2a$.39� 97J,� ا(q,4 ا(j9'دة (^2ا6J+ ا(LB9-�د@J h),PaV F7 أ

   
[8a] Meanwhile, American spying sources uncovered that China 

succeeded weeks ago in testing an anti-satellite weapon. [8b] 
Undoubtedly, this unprecedented superiority made the US panic. [8c] 
Two weeks ago, US Vice-President, Dick Cheney expressed his concern 
about China’s rapid military buildup.  

 
   

At the local level of text structure, this string of sentences may be perceived as  

referring to some kind of tension in the relationship between the United States and China. 

It is not until the global plan of the text is taken into consideration, however, that it is 

                                                 
39 Text 30, P 5, S 26-28.  
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realized that this is not the intended meaning of this sequence of segments. The writer 

mentions America’s concerns regarding the growing strength of Chain’s military force  in 

order to support his view of China as the future leader of the modern world. Because of 

its growing power, it has been feared and monitored by America, the current leader of the 

world.  

It is, therefore, the organizational plan of the message, as Callow (1998) argues, 

that provides “a framework for the message” within which the significance of each part 

becomes clear (157). An “essential part of analyzing the text” then, as asserted by Hatim 

and Mason (1990), is perceiving its plan of composition (176). “It is the predictive power 

of top-down processing,” Brown and Yule (1986) point out, “that enables the human 

reader to see the text as a coherent unit” (235).  

Although the top-down analytical strategy is adopted, bottom-up processing 

should also be taken into consideration. Text processing involves the occurrence of these 

two activities at the same time because there is a constant interaction between its local 

and global levels and “the clues with which the text provides us for the message 

interpretation are found at all levels simultaneously” (Callow 1998, 170; see also Adams 

and Collins 1979, 5; Baker 1992, 6; Brown and Yule 1986, 235; Hatim 1997, 6). While 

the lower semantic and syntactic choices are determined by the overall plan of the text,  

the global structure is also realized through the lower level signals. For example, 

argumentative texts employ evaluative words and syntactic structures, but at the same 

time discourse markers could be indicators of the text type utilized. Therefore, while “the 

data that are needed to instantiate or fill out the schemata become available through 
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bottom-up processing,” it is the top-down processing that “facilitates their assimilation” 

and creates expectations about what is likely to come next in the text (Adams and Collins 

1979, 5); and through this interaction between the two processes the flow of information 

is considerably constrained.  

Nevertheless, what is employed in this study is essentially a top-down approach. 

In accordance with the top-down procedure, the analytical process will seek to establish 

the structural pattern of the text first, its schematic categories such as introduction, thesis, 

substantiation etc., and only when  the structural organization of the message has been 

established will it move on to consider lower-level units.  

Titles, that are “powerful thematisation” devices which “indicate to the reader 

how the author intends his argument to be chunked” (Brown and Yule 1986, 7), provide 

an interpretive point of departure around which what follows in the text is structured 

(Paltridge 1994, 293; Snell-Hornby 1995, 69). For example, the title qimmat-u al-Riyā� 

.... al-najā� al-mumkin 40 ‘Riyadh Summit ... Potential Success’ indicates that the writer 

will  argue in favor of the Riyadh Summit. In light of the compositional structure, aided 

by titles the text is segmented into meaningful paragraphs, and eventually, as Longacre 

(1992) explains “macrosegmentation must lead into microsegmentation” (110). 

 

c- Levels of Analysis 

For the purpose of dividing the data into units of analysis, the present study adopts 

Hatim and Mason’s (1990) hierarchical model in which “three structural entities: 

                                                 
40 Text 11 
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elements, sequences, and text” (166) are identified. While the higher unit in their model 

represents the text as a whole, “the smallest lexico-grammatical unit” is the element 

“which can fulfill some rhetorical purpose, significantly contributing to the overall 

rhetorical purpose of the text.” Between the two levels is the sequence which normally 

consists of one or more elements, and “serves a higher-order rhetorical function than that 

of the individual element” (173).  

Similarly, text is viewed here as the uppermost level of the whole, which is 

realized by sequences, named paragraphs, of mutually relevant elements, named 

sentences, and serving an overall rhetorical purpose. However, whereas in Hatim and 

Mason’s model (1990), the element is not equated with any particular grammatical unit, 

and hence could be realized by a clause. This significantly communicative component 

applies only to the sentence in the present study. Certain rhetorical relations, as Grimes 

(1975) and Longacre (1976) argue, “cannot be expressed within the compass of a clause, 

but instead require a sentence to say” (Grimes 1975, 108).   

Within this model of organization, a text progresses towards a communicative 

goal. It is composed of a series of sentences, where each sentence performs a rhetorical 

function, and together they form a higher level unit in text organization, the paragraph. A 

paragraph, that serves a higher rhetorical purpose, in turn, enters into discourse relations 

with other paragraphs to fulfill the ultimate rhetorical function of the whole text.  
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d- The Paragraph as a Unit of Text Structure 

The notion of paragraph as a second level of text organization that is below the 

text and above the sentence has been attested and discussed by many linguists in the field 

of discourse analysis (see Brown and Yule 1986; Callow 1998; Chafé 1979; Givón 1983; 

Grimes 1975; Halliday 2004;  Hatim 1997; Hinds 1979;  Longacre 1976; Unger 1996; 

Van Dijk 1980, 1982). It is “beyond doubt,” Hoey (1983) confirms, that there is a level of 

division above the sentence that “crudely corresponds to the paragraph” (11). Callow 

(1998) argues that this unit of text structure “constitutes a conceptual unity in terms both 

of its content and of its function in the total message” (209) (see also Hatim and Mason 

1990, 176; Hoey 1983, 14; Unger 1996, 421; Van Dijk 1982, 180). The paragraph is 

defined as a stretch of text composed of coherent sequences of sentences that “can be 

reduced to a single theme proposition” (Kammensjö 2005, 110) and serves “a single 

rhetorical purpose” (Hatim and Mason 1990, 166).   

Brown and Yule (1986) refer to the paragraph as a textual unit in which the writer 

“continues talking about the same thing” (96). It can be treated as a unit of some kind 

because of its inner coherence that is dominated by a single thought (see Daneš and 

František 1995, 30; Givón 1987, 179; Hinds 1979, 136; Longacre 1979, 116; Van Dijk 

1982, 177). This “thematic unity,” that could be displayed in “topic/participants 

continuity, temporal continuity, spatial continuity, and action or theme continuity,” as 

listed by Givón (1987, 179) differs according to text type (Longacre 1979, 116). For 

example, while the unifying factor in an argumentative text is the topic, it is the time, that 

identifies narrative texts, Wilkendorf explains (1994, 16).    
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Besides its local coherence, the paragraph should also be “globally coherent,” that 

is, to serve a specific function in the discourse as a whole (Van Dijk 1982, 180). Not only 

does it exhibit “internal unity,” Unger (1996) indicates, but it also serves a specific 

function, as a unit, that contributes to the text overall rhetorical purpose (421). Daneš and 

František (1995) explain that it is this “communicative function”  that the author employs 

in order to “articulate the content of the message in a purposive way” (29).  

Accordingly, this textual unit is relevant to discourse organization and processing. 

In surface structure, text analysts argue, the patterns of text organization are observed in a 

higher level than the sentence “which usually correspond with paragraphs” (Van Dijk 

1982, 192; see Hatim and Mason 1990, 175;  Hoey 1983, 15; Khalil 2000, 65). 

Paragraphs, as “textual manifestations of schematic categories,” are units of text 

development, as will be further explained later (Van Dijk 1982, 191; see also Chafé 1979, 

161; Hinds 1979, 136; Longacre 1976, 276). As a stage in building up the text, the 

paragraph is considered a “typical unit of argumentation” in argumentative discourse, “of  

explanation and exposition in expository discourse, and of episode in narrative discourse” 

(Ibid.) (see also: Callow 1998, 211; Hatim and Mason 1990, 174; Wilkendorf 1994, 16).  

 

e- The Sentence as a Unit of Text Structure 

Linguists have argued for the special status of the sentence as the basic unit of 

text. In his study, Chafé’s (1979) data confirms this fact showing the sentence “to be one 

of the most obvious, most strongly signaled of linguistic units” (162). He points out that 

this in fact has been the case throughout the linguistic tradition, “the sentence has, in fact, 
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seemed so important to so many that it has been the basic unit of grammatical study from 

ancient times to the present” (1994,140).  

Allerton (1969) also asserts the significance of the sentence as a unit referring to it 

as “the unit which is most useful to the purpose of grammatical analysis” (29). For 

Halliday and Hasan (1976), its being “the highest unit of grammatical structure,”41 makes 

it the “pivotal entity” for analyzing and describing the way in which cohesion is 

expressed in the text (8).   

In modern English, the sentence has been defined as a constituent structure 

“beginning with a capital letter and ending with a full stop” (Halliday 2004, 6). Lyons 

(1977) points out that while this definition, which draws heavily on the conventionalized 

writing system, works for the written language (29), the identification of a spoken 

sentence,  “is rather more complex” (624) and requires different criteria. “In spontaneous 

speech,” Chafé  (1979) states, sentence boundaries “are not always clearcut” (162).  

Linguists further distinguish between “text sentences” and “system sentences.” 

Whereas the term “text sentence” refers to the sentence as “language behavior” that is 

“context-dependent,” the “system sentence” is “an abstract, theoretical entity in the 

linguist’s model of the language-system” that is isolated from its communicative context 

(Lyons 1977, 29). Although these two approaches to sentence differ substantially, they 

are not incompatible, unless they are taken in an extreme form. Brown and Yule (1986) 

explain that “when a discourse analyst works with sentences in context “text sentences”, 

                                                 
41 This does not rule out the existence of other discourse structures such as “a paragraph or topic unit,” but 
implies that “the type of relation into which sentences enter with each other differs from that which holds 
among the part or sub-parts of a sentence” (Halliday and Hasan 1976, 10) 
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he does not consider his data in isolation from the descriptions and insights provided by 

sentence-grammarians” (20). This study, therefore, takes both aspects of sentence, i.e. 

sentence that is context-dependent and sentence a structure, into consideration.  

 

Summary 

Underlying the analysis process in the present study is the assumption that texts 

are hierarchically structured. Three levels of the hierarchical structure are taken into 

consideration: the text as a whole, the paragraph, and the sentence. To identify these 

levels of text organization, a top-down approach is employed.  Only when paragraphs are 

identified and the organizational structure of the text is established, sentences, the basic-

level units, are discussed. This is because although “the clues with which the text 

provides us for the message interpretation are found at all levels simultaneously,”  Callow 

(1998) notes, it is the overall rhetorical purpose of the text that determines its lower-level 

decisions (170). 

 

3.3.3 Functional Relations 

a- Introduction 

While the first step of the analytical model in this study was concerned with the 

segmentation process, the second step involves the functional relations. After introducing 

the two structural levels, paragraphs and sentences, that form the text structure as a whole 

in the previous section, in this section, the functional relations that connect the text as a 

coherent whole will be discussed and the two analytical tools, i.e. Text-type Theory and 
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Rhetorical Structure Theory, utilized for identifying these relations will be introduced. 

Since functional relations are realized at different levels of text, the global relations of 

text structure along with the analytical tool for their identification will be introduced first, 

then the study will go on to discuss the text’s local relations and present the means for 

identifying them.  

 

b- The Text: A Structure of Relations 

Some approaches to text analysis view text as a structure that could be analyzed in 

terms of the relations connecting its segments. A major part of the structure of text, in 

these approaches, are the relations that tie its units together. It is these relations, says 

Beekman (1970), that “give unity and structure to a discourse” (7). Therefore, a message 

consists not simply of units, but of “units-in relation” (Callow and Callow 1992, 8).  

These relations, that have been given various names in the literature, i.e. 

coherence relations, rhetorical relations, functional relations, and compositional relations, 

are the focus of the relation-based approaches to text analysis. Because their significance 

in text organization is widely recognized, analysts consider them a useful framework for 

describing text structure (see Beekman 1970; Callow 1998; Cawsey 1990; Grimes 1975; 

Hobbs 1979; Hoey 1994; Jordan 2001; Longacre 1992; Mann and Thompson 1988; 

Meyer 1985;  Pike 1992; Reinhart 1980; Van Dijk 1982; Winter 1977 ).  

Underlying this view of text as a structure of relations is the assumption that texts 

are communicative units that serve an overall rhetorical purpose. As Hatim and Mason 

(1990) explain, “a text progresses towards a goal, and will be deemed complete at the 
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point where the rhetorical goal is considered to have been achieved” (178). This 

communicative goal determines how sequences of sentences are organized in order to 

create a coherent text. The same segments, Hovy (1990) realizes, “can be organized 

differently to achieve different communicative effect.” (19). 

The writer organizes his text in a certain way to achieve his goals. Each segment 

in a coherent text, whether a sentence or a paragraph, therefore, serves a certain function 

following from the writer’s global plan. “Attributing functions to various discourse parts” 

Longacre (1992) points out, “enables us to view it as a functioning whole” (112). It is this 

rhetorical function which a given segment performs, such as explanation, specification, or 

elaboration, that defines the kind of relation it has with respect to other segments, and 

contributes to the realization of the overall communicative goal of the text. “We look at 

coherence relations as realizations of intentions,” Sanders and Spooren affirm (1999, 

246).  

Conveying the functions intended by the text producer, relations become a text 

organizing device that determines its structure. This is why they are considered to be an 

essential factor, among others like: cohesion, thematic structure, and information 

structure, in maintaining the text overall coherence. As Mann, Matthiessen, and 

Thompson (1992) note “Unity and coherence arise from imputed function. A text is 

perceived as having unity and coherence because all of its parts are seen as contributing 

to a single purpose of the writer” (43).  
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Relations between clauses and sentences, Van Dijk (1983) argues, maintain the 

text’s local coherence by organizing its microstructure. The macrostructure42 of text, 

realized by high level units, on the other hand, is organized by global functional relations 

that account for the text’s global coherence. It is proposed, therefore, that different 

procedures should be employed to analyze relations at each level of text. Whereas 

schematic structure theories describes “conventional textual structures in terms of 

patterns which specify the overall structure of text,” relations holding between low-level 

segments could be explained by coherence relation theories (Hovy 1990, 3). “The two 

approaches to analyzing text above the level of sentence,” notes Gulla (1996), “are 

crucial to account for discourse coherence at both the local and the global level” (79).   

 In this study, the text structure is described within the framework of two theories 

that account for local and global coherence. While Text-type Theory provides the means 

to describe paragraph global functions, the functions served by sentences are described in 

terms of Rhetorical Structure Theory; this is illustrated in figure 3.1.43 

Figure 3.1. Relations in Text 

                                             P1 [  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ 

                                                        S1         S2       S3        S4        S5 

Global Relations                   P2 [  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ 

  (Text-type Theory) 

                                             P3 [  _____  _____  _____  _____  _____ 

 

                                                                  Local Relations 
                                                        (Rhetorical Structure Theory) 
 

                                                 
42 The macrostructure and microstructure of texts are explained in the first Chapter.  
43 In figure 3.1. (P) stands for paragraph and (S) for sentence.  
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However, it is important to note that this distinction between the two levels of 

relations is only theoretical in order to facilitate the analysis process. When we treat 

relations at high and low levels separately, “we must not be misled into thinking that 

relations are therefore inherently independent and isolable. They are not” (Callow 1998, 

250). On the contrary, there is a constant interaction between the two levels since they 

both work towards the same goal. While global relations provide a framework by which 

local relations are organized into a pattern of purposive development, local relations are 

the “elemental building blocks” of global relations (Hovy 1990, 31).  

 

c- The Global Relations in Text  

 1- The Schematic Structure 

The schematic structure of a text is its organizational plan. As mentioned 

previously, in order to achieve their communicative goals, texts employ compositional 

plans on which they depend to convey their meaning as much as they depend on their 

content. Plans, Meyer (1985) explains, “are a central component of the process of 

communicating and understanding. A writer must evolve some general plan of what s/he 

intends to communicate, and a reader must be able to follow that plan” (64). This “overall 

purposive framework,” says Callow (1998), is the schema of the message (157).   

This organizational plan which provides an overall form of the text guides the 

formation of its global meaning, the macrostructure, by organizing the local relations of 

the text, the microstructure, in a certain way that serves the text producer’s goal. It is 

important to note, however, that the schema, although “is a global organizer of the 
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propositional content or macrostructure of the text” (Van Dijk 1980, 108), is not itself the 

global content of the text. Rather “it is a mold for forming one” (1983, 55). For example, 

the global content of a story is not a narrative schema but the semantic content that is 

organized by the categorical structure of this schema. 

Schematic structures consist of cognitive categories, such as introduction, setting, 

background, argument, support, etc., that define the functional relations between 

paragraphs in a text. As a developmental unit of text structure, a paragraph has a specific 

communicative function in the text as a whole. This function provides a point around 

which the paragraph is structured and specifies its relation to other paragraphs in the text. 

Each paragraph making up the message, says Callow (1998), “has something to 

contribute to its purposive patterning-- it helps the message forward in some way” (153). 

It is these communicative functions performed by paragraphs that the schematic 

categories identify. The paragraph’s rhetorical purpose, Hoey (1983) points out, 

“correspond to the pattern of organization of discourse” (15).  

 

2- Schematic Structure and Text-type 

Since schemata organize the global meaning, they are crucial in the process of 

text comprehension and perception, as mentioned before. The primary function of a 

schema is to allow making predictions about new information on the basis of existing 

schemata. “Schemata can be seen as the organized background knowledge which leads us 

to expect or predict aspects in our interpretation of discourse” (Brown and Yule 1986, 

248). 
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The  reader usually brings an implicit knowledge of schematic structure to the 

process of  interpreting texts. The process of understanding a text, Rumelhart (1980) says,  

“is the process of finding a configuration of schemata that offers an adequate account of 

the passage in question” (47). Recognizing the text’s organizational plan, therefore, is an 

essential part of understanding it. It is this plan, as discussed before, that suggests to the 

reader “how the message is going to develop,” and thereby guides his interpretation of 

each segment that is added to the unfolding message (Callow 1998, 151).  

Research on reading comprehension indicates that “the different organizational 

plans and strategies brought to the text by the reader interact with attributes of text to 

affect the reader’s understanding of the text” (Meyer 1992, 79). If the reader does not 

have the appropriate schema, he or she cannot understand the concept being 

communicated. While “content is a basic ingredient of discourse, written or oral, the 

organizational structure is equally important,” Jonassen indicates (1982, 8). Both 

structure and content play an important role in understanding and analyzing connected 

discourse. 

The schemata that readers utilize for the interpretation of texts are based on their  

previous experiences of similar texts. Text, says Brown and Yule (1986), “is interpreted 

in the light of past experience of similar discourse” (233). Repeated generalization across 

experience, consequently, creates regularities in schematic categories. Hoey (2001) 

describes this circular process very well when he says:  

The writer knows that readers will expect certain thing on the basis of previous texts 
of the same kind that they have read and so takes the trouble to conform to those 
expectations; the act of conforming to those expectations confirms readers in the 
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rightness of their original expectation and makes it still more likely that they will 
expect the same thing the next time they encounter a text of this type. (43) 

 
 To become fixed, however, these schematic categories have to be 

“socioculturally accepted, learned, used, commented upon, etc. by most adult language 

users of a speech community” (Van Dijk 1980, 109). Once the patterns of text 

organization are conventionalized in a given culture they give rise to text typology. 

Eventually, the organizational patterns that were responsible for the establishment of text 

types become governed by these culturally-conventionalized text-types. Text types, then, 

are text frames that determine the schematic categories to which texts usually adhere in 

order to be realized as belonging to a specific text type. As a result, it becomes possible to 

recognize a text as being “a token of a generalized type” and expect that it has the typical 

patterns of that particular type (Brown and Yule 1986, 63). So when writers compose 

their texts, they draw upon models that have become normal within their culture; and 

when readers process these texts, they do the same.  

 

3- Text Typology 

As mentioned above, text types are classes of texts with socio-culturally fixed 

schematic categories that highlight the main rhetorical structure of the text. Classification 

of texts provides an overall framework which text users can utilize in order to determine 

the relevance of high-level segments of text to each other and to the overall purpose of 

the text. Hatim (1997) points out that “text-type focus almost causally determines text 

structure” and lays down the relations whereby texts develop in order to achieve their 
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goals (55). Linguists who ignore the importance of text typology, Longacre (1996) 

asserts, “can only come to grief” (7). 

Text typology stands for the means to identify a text as a token of a type by 

suggesting specific characteristics to major types. It has been suggested by many linguists 

that despite the cultural differences between conventionalized types of text organization, 

there exist some similar features in each type that allow developing general taxonomies 

of texts. Some analysts classify texts according to their field, such as journalistic, 

scientific, and religious text types, while others categorize them in terms of their plan of 

organization, such as problem-solution, causation, and comparison. Yet others base their 

classification on the rhetorical purpose of the text, such as description, instructional, and 

argumentation.44 Hatim’s (1997) typology, which is adopted in this study, falls in the 

third category that associates particular text structures with particular functions.  

Despite the importance of text typology for the process of analyzing texts, as 

acknowledged by many analysts, it has been claimed that there are no typical pure types. 

Any real text normally displays features of more than one type, and it is more likely to 

find that there is a combination of several text types within each text. This is because 

writers resort to all kinds of texts so as to deliver their points effectively. In an 

argumentative text, for instance, as we have seen in opinion articles, one would find a 

mixture of the descriptive, narrative, and argumentative functions. This poses challenges 

to analysts, say de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981), “the major difficulty in this new 

                                                 
44 For further information on different text typologies see de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981); Hatim 
(1997); Hatim and Mason (1990); Hoey (2001); Longacre (1992); Meyer (1985); Werlich (1983); and 
Winter (1977, 1994). 
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domain,” they explain, “ is that many actualized instances do not manifest complete of 

exact characteristics of an ideal type” (183).    

However, this ‘fuzziness’ which is a natural feature of texts, Hatim (1997) argues, 

“is a well regulated phenomenon.” To account for this ‘hybrid nature’ of texts, one 

should be able to identify the dominant features in the text. Research shows that only one 

predominant rhetorical purpose can be served at one and the same time in a given text 

(42). Text should ultimately be made to address a single predominant communicative 

goal.  For example, in order to achieve persuasion in a given text, a variety of rhetorical 

purposes may be employed: one can persuade by narrating an event, giving an example, 

describing a situation, etc. Yet, the predominant focus stays the same, namely to 

persuade. 

   

4- Hatim’s Text-typology 

In his text typology,  Hatim (1997) recognizes three major forms for identifying 

the global structure of texts; expository texts, argumentative texts, and instructional texts. 

Within the expository text-type, three sub-types are identified: ‘conceptual’ dealing with 

the analysis or synthesis of concepts, ‘narrative’ focusing on actions and events, while 

‘descriptive texts’ describe and explain objects and situations. Another basic type is the 

argumentative text whose focus is “the evaluation of relations between concepts” in order 

to persuade the text receiver to the author’s point of view (38). Two variant forms of 

argumentation are distinguished in this model: through-argumentation and counter-

argumentation. The instructional text is the third type in Hatim’s (1997) typology. It 
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focuses on “the formation of future behavior” either by regulating the way people act or 

think through instruction without option as in contracts and treaties, or by persuading 

them with instruction with option as in advertising (38).  

Despite the fact that the instruction with option sub-type displays similar 

functions to that of the argumentative text-type, it has been noticed that the patterns of 

logical thinking in the latter are more apparent than they are in the former. The three 

major types and subtypes proposed and discussed by Hatim (1997) may be represented as 

in figure 3.2. 

 

  Figure 3.2. Basic Text-types (Adopted from Hatim 1997) 

                                                  Expository text-type 

                                                      Conceptual               Narration                   Description 
 
                                             Argumentative text-type                                                Through argument                               Counter argument 
 
                                               Instructional text-type 

                                
                    Without option                                          With option 
 
                         

 

The structure of each of these established types follows a familiar pattern of 

organization and involves a particular set of relations holding among its various 
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segments. Besides the conventionalized structure, Hatim (1997) adds, the text should also 

display certain features in order to be recognized as belonging to a specific type. He 

realizes, for instance, that highly marked word order and heavy use of modality and 

cohesive devices of emphasis are common features of argumentative texts.  

The structural patterns of organization identified by Hatim’s (1997) argumentative 

text-type are employed in this study to highlight the overall rhetorical structure of the 

texts and define the relations connecting their high-level segments. Argumentative texts, 

as mentioned above, relate to a specific goal, namely to persuade. Given that the 

newspaper opinion articles, which are analyzed in this study, have the tendency to 

persuade and are dominated by evaluativeness, they are considered to represent 

argumentative text-type.  

 

d- The Local Relations in Text 

1- Classifying Relations at Local level 

As mentioned previously, many studies of text analysis view coherent text as a 

structure of relations. These relations between sentences and larger discourse units are 

part of the meaning communicated in text and provide a useful analytical tool for 

describing text structure. “Sequences of text could be explained by coherence relations 

between discourse segments,” says Cawsey (1990, 76). While relations between global 

units, i.e. schematic categories, account for the macrostructure of text, as discussed 

above,  local coherence relations seem to be most suitable for analyzing microstructure of 

text, and thus describe connections between its basic units (Gulla 1996, 81).     
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To facilitate the analysis process, relation-based approaches to text analysis 

suggest that there is a finite set of local coherence relations between propositions that 

would be sufficient to enable the analysis of every coherent text. As expressed by 

Longacre (1992) “No one who works for long and in detail with text analysis can avoid 

positing a set of relations to explain how the segments of the text relate to each other” 

(114). However, the number and labeling of coherence relations proposed by different 

studies naturally varies depending on differences in approach and discourse type. “The 

number of relation types and the nature of these types may differ from one domain to the 

other,” Gulla (1996) explains, “but within a limited and well-structured domain it has still 

proved satisfactory to consider a closed set of relations” (79).   

Although different studies identify different specific relations, “the underlying 

similarities among these lists are more significant than the disagreements” (Longacre 

1992, 114). It is “a striking fact,” Kammensjö (2005) expresses, that many relation names 

are shared by different approaches (113). Among the different classifications that have 

been proposed are those found in: Beekman (1970) and colleagues within the Summer 

Institute of Linguistics; de Beaugrande and Dressler (1981); Callow (1998); Grimes 

(1975); Hobbs (1985); Hoey (1983); Longacre (1976, 1996); Van Dijk (1977, 1983); 

Mann and Thompson (1987); and Winter (1977).   

Some researchers attempt to distinguish between two types of functional relations: 

semantic and pragmatic. The semantic-pragmatic opposition that is proposed by some 

studies is similar to other oppositions introduced in other studies, namely the external-

internal, the referential-purposive, the ideational-interpersonal, the informative-
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presentational, and the propositional-procedural (see Callow 1998; Fraser 1990; Halliday 

and Hasan 1976; Martin 1983; Sanders, Spooren, and Noordman 1992; Van Dijk 1977). 

Halliday and Hasan (1976) point out that there are two sets of “conjunctive relations,” 

“those which exist as relations between external phenomena,” and those which exist 

between “the communication situation” (240). The contrast here is between: They gave 

him food and clothing. And they looked after him till he was better (external relation), and 

They gave me fish to eat. And I don’t like fish (internal relation) (321).  

However, many analysts acknowledge that the line between the two types is 

difficult to draw (see Anderson 2001;  Fraser 1990; Halliday and Hasan 1976;  Moor and 

Pllack 1992; Sanders, Spooren, and Noordman 1992; Siepmann 2005). It is more “a 

convenient abstraction than a truly separate and valid classification,” Loveday (1983, 

172) asserts. This is because each segment of text encodes both semantic and pragmatic 

information simultaneously. On the one hand, Fraser (1990) explains, “each sentence 

encodes content meaning…often referred to as the propositional content.” On the other 

hand, “each sentence also encodes pragmatic information: signals the speaker’s 

communicative intentions” (385). So every coherence relation has a dual function, and 

whenever a relation is identified between two sentences, there are in fact “two levels at 

which the relations can hold, the intentional and the informational level” (Sanders and 

Spooren 1999, 237).  

  In this study each relation is viewed as having both informational and intentional 

function. However, for some relations, informing is regarded as their main function, so 

they have more semantic value,  while others have more pragmatic value because they are 
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primarily designed for expressing intentions and attitudes. This is taken as a useful means 

for describing the degree of the communicative function expressed by each sentence.  

 

2- Describing Relations: Rhetorical Structure Theory 

In this study, the Rhetorical Structure Theory, henceforth: RST, is employed to 

describe the functions served by the basic units of text structure, the sentences. It is a 

text-analytic model developed by Mann and Thompson (1987, 1988) to describe how 

parts of text structure combine to create coherent communicative text. RST, they state, “is 

a linguistically useful method for describing natural texts, characterizing their structure 

primarily in terms of relations that hold between parts of the text” (1988, 243). This 

theory, the authors acknowledge, extends a tradition of research on the relational basis of 

text structure. It has been influenced by many previous studies such as: Beekman (1970); 

Grimes (1975); Hobbs (1979); Halliday and Hasan (1976); Hoey (1983); Longacre 

(1976); Meyer (1985); Van Dijk (1977, 1983); and Winter (1977).    

In the course of developing their theory, Mann and Thompson (1987) analyzed 

hundreds of written texts, varying in length from one paragraph to several pages, 

including different text types and genres, such as: administrative memos, personal letters, 

letters to the editor, advertisements, scientific articles and abstracts, newspaper articles 

and editorials, travel brochures, etc. They proposed a set of approximately 24 relations to 

represent the relations holding between segments of English texts. However, they do not 

suggest that this is a closed set. On the contrary, to serve a given data better, the number 

of relations is subject to change, and more specialized relations could be added. This is a 
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distinguishing feature of RST because it gives absolute priority to the data as having its 

own structure and culture. “We see the relations as an open set,” Mann and Thompson 

(1988) emphasize, that is  “susceptible to extension and modification for the purposes of 

particular genres and cultural styles” (250). In table 3.1. below is a list of these relations. 

 

 Table 3.1. The Relations in RST (Adopted from Mann and Thompson (1988) with  
Modifications) 

 

Antithesis  Volitional Result 
Concession Non-Volitional Result 
Circumstance  Purpose 
Solutionhood Condition 
Elaboration Otherwise 
Background Interpretation 
Enablement Evaluation 
Motivation Restatement 
Evidence Summary 
Justify Sequence 
Volitional Cause Contrast 
Non-Volitional Cause (reason) Joint  

 

 

The structural relations in this theory could hold between units of any size, from 

clauses to groups of paragraphs, provided that the unit has an “independent functional 

integrity” (Mann and Thompson 1988, 248). However, it is a particularly useful 

framework for describing local structural relations. RST, Gulla (1996) argues, seems to 

be a most suitable descriptive framework for micro-structures of texts. “When larger 

structures are to be constructed,” he adds, “the relationships between them appear to be 

more governed by schematic standards of communicative goals and effects” (80).  There 

is harmony, however, between the relational structure described in this theory and the 
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other structures of text with which it interacts, such as the holistic, syntactic, and thematic 

structure. Although there are no sharp boundaries, either in principle or in practice 

between these different kinds of text structures, Mann, Matthiessen, and Thompson 

(1992) point out, RST “does not attempt to incorporate accounts of either genre or 

syntax” (41).  

An important element that sets RST apart from many other approaches to 

discourse description is its recognition of the writer’s intended effect in each relation. 

Each relation in RST is defined according to the effect it produces on the reader as 

presumably intended by the writer. Underlying this functional view of text structuring 

relations is the assumption that text is a united whole consisting of functionally 

significant parts, where each part contributes to the overall purpose of the writer. This 

theory, Mann and Thompson (1988) state, “is a functional theory of text structure” (244) 

that focuses on the “functions that make texts effective and comprehensible tools for 

human communication” (Mann, Matthiessen, and Thompson 1992, 43).  The emphasis 

that RST places on the communicative role of text structure is consistent with the 

assumption underlying the present study, and hence is an important reason for the 

adaptation of this theory.  

There are also several other reasons for adapting RST as the analytical tool in this 

study.  One of these reasons is the extensive use of this theory as a descriptive framework 

for investigating linguistic issues in a wide range of text types. For example, it has been 

used to analyze news broadcasts in Noel (1986) and to lay the basis for studies in 

contrastive rhetoric such as al-Odadi (1996) and  Siepmann (2005). This recurring use of 
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RST validates its assumptions and thus leads many analysts to consider it as “a well 

established theory for text analysis” (Gulla 1996,80).  

Another important factor for utilizing RST in this study is its open set of text 

structuring relations which allows adding or modifying relations according to the need of 

the specific data under analysis. A text in a specific culture, therefore,  can be analyzed in 

terms of a “set of highly recurrent relations, the knowledge of which is shared in this 

culture” (Mann, Matthiessen, and Thompson 1992, 46). Moreover, that RST “allows 

working with text either from the top-down or from the bottom-up or both” (51) makes it 

suitable as an analytical tool for this study which takes a top-down approach for 

analyzing the texts. 

One last reason for adopting RST in this study is the open possibilities that it 

permits for classifying the relations. This framework does not pose a strict classification 

on its text structuring relations; rather, it leaves it open for various possible groupings 

depending on the way the analyst approaches the data. Classifying the relations into: 

ideational and presentational relations, for example, is one possible classification that it 

suggests. This grouping is based on the effect a relation is intended to have on the reader. 

While ideational relations “are those whose intended effect is that the reader recognizes 

the relation in question,” the intended effect of the presentational relations is “to increase 

some inclination in the reader, such as desire to act or the degree of positive regard for, 

believe in, or acceptance of the nucleus” (Mann and Thompson 1988, 257).  

Such classification seems to draw a clearcut line between the semantic and 

pragmatic functions of relations. However, the authors do assert that each relation in fact 
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performs a semantic-pragmatic function at the same time; yet one of these functions is 

usually predominant. Thus, ideational relations, such as elaboration, circumstances, and 

summary, could be seen as predominantly informing whereas presentational relations, 

such as justification, interpretation, and evaluation, are predominantly establishing social 

relations (Mann, Matthiessen, and Thompson 1992, 45). This is consistent with the view 

held by this study regarding the simultaneous semantic-pragmatic function of each 

segment with one of them predominating the other. 

 

Summary 

In the previous section, the study examined how units of text structure relate to 

each other in order to create a coherent text. The two methods employed to describe the 

relations that hold between high-level and low-level segments respectively are: Text-type 

theory and Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST). Both of these relation-based frameworks 

represent the text structuring relations from the perspective of the text-producer, taking 

his intended communicative goals as the means for interpreting these relations. After 

introducing the analytical tools employed in this study for describing local and global 

relations, the following section will present the analytical tool employed for identifying 

discourse markers in the data.  
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3.3.4 Identifying Discourse Markers 

a- Introduction 

Identifying discourse markers in the data is the final step in the analysis process 

which precedes the description of their function. As we have seen, researchers have 

identified some common features of discourse markers that could set them apart as a 

coherent linguistic group. These features, as listed by Schourup (1999), include: “multi-

categoriality,” “connectivity,” “nontruth-conditionality,” “weak clause association,” 

“initiality,” and “optionality” (230). Although these features give discourse markers a 

distinguishable status as a group, they, nevertheless, do not imply an agreed upon 

definition on which the identification of these linguistic elements can be based.  

While the initial position of the units of texts where discourse markers usually 

occur is identified by segmentation, determining which elements in the initial slot have 

discourse marker status needs a clear definition of the members of this group. Since there 

is no agreed upon definition to guide the identification of these linguistic elements, a 

clear criterion for guiding this process and ensuring that it is neither intuitive nor 

arbitrary, therefore, is needed.  

Following Kammensjö (2005), this study employs Halliday’s notion of thematic 

slot as a means for identifying discourse markers. This tool that is used to identify these 

linguistic items, however, is based on one prominent characteristic of discourse markers, 

namely their nontruth conditionality. As nontruth-conditional items, discourse markers 

are not regarded as part of the propositional meaning of the sentence. While the non-

propositional character of discourse markers is considered criterial for determining their 
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status,  it is, however, not clear how to decide what is part of the propositional meaning 

of the sentence and what is outside this meaning. Here is where the thematic theory 

becomes useful for identifying discourse markers. Because the thematic structure 

determines the constituents of the propositional core of the sentence, it could identify the 

items that are outside this propositional core. In what follows, the thematic structure of 

texts’ units as identified by Halliday (2004) will be discussed, and its relevance to the 

identification of discourse markers will then be highlighted. However, this section will 

not present examples that illustrate the way discourse markers are identified in the data 

because this will be dealt with extensively in the next chapter.  

 

b- Thematic Structure 

Operating within the Functional Grammar Theory (FGT) framework, in which 

language is represented as network of systems, where each system is a set of alternative 

meaningful choices,45 Halliday (2004) distinguishes between three different functions in 

the clause: Theme, Subject and Actor.46 For him, each of these three functions is part of a 

different functional structure. Underlying this distinction is the assumption that there are 

three functional components that contribute to meaning in the semantic system:47 the 

textual, the interpersonal and the ideational. The textual component includes the “text 

forming” resources of language, whereas the interpersonal component is concerned with 

                                                 
45 Text, in FGT, is thought of as “the product of ongoing selection in a very large network of systems.”  
Analyzing text, therefore, “shows the functional organization of its structure and the meaningful choices 
that have been made” (Halliday 2004, 23).   
46 Following Halliday (2004), all functions will be written with an initial capital (60). 
47 As has been mentioned in the theoretical background, the semantic system is one of three levels that 
constitute the linguistic system in FGT: the semantic, the lexicogrammatical, and the phonological 
(Halliday 1977, 176).  
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the social and expressive function of language, yet the focus of the ideational component 

is the expression of content (Halliday and Hasan 1976, 27). While each of these 

components creates its own structure, the three interact to account for all the semantically 

relevant choices in the language.  

Within the clause structure, Halliday (2004) explains, each of the three 

components contributes to the meaning in a different way, making up “a separate strand 

in the overall meaning of the clause.” The three distinct lines of meaning created in the 

clause by the three components are respectively: the clause as a message, the clause as 

exchange, and the clause as representation (2004, 58). The Theme, he maintains, is a 

function in the structure of the clause as a message whereas the Subject functions in the 

structure of the clause as exchange; The Actor, on the other hand, forms part of the 

structure of the clause as representation.  

In a sentence like: The duke gave my aunt this teapot, for instance, the roles of 

Theme, Subject and Actor are all realized in one element the duke. This element, thus, 

can be analyzed in three different ways depending on the line of meaning under focus. 

The three functions, however, may be separated as in this teapot my aunt was given by 

the duke where this teapot is the Theme, my aunt is the Subject and the duke is the Actor. 

While there are also other possible combinations of the three roles in the clause, the 

typical, unmarked form in an English declarative clause “is the one in which Theme, 

Subject, and Actor are conflated into a single element” (Halliday 2004, 58).     

“By separating the functions of Theme, Subject, and Actor,” Halliday (2004) 

points out, “we have been able to show that the clause is a composite entity” in which 
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“three distinct structures, each expressing one kind of semantic organization, are mapped 

on to one another to produce a single wording” (60, 64). But while each of these 

structures creates a distinctive meaning, it is the configuration as a whole that realizes the 

meaning of the clause. This “threefold pattern of meaning,” Halliday (2004)  states, is not 

only characteristic of the clause but runs throughout the whole language (60).  

Theme, that functions in the structure of the clause as a message, however, is part 

of the thematic structure which is one of two structures operating within the textual 

component to give the clause its characteristic as a message. Halliday (2004) introduces 

two kinds of textual recourses that manage the flow of text as a message: the 

intrasentential which involves the thematic structure and the information structure, and 

the intersentential which is realized through cohesion and rhetorical relations. “Below the 

sentence boundaries,” he states, “there are two structural systems at work to maintain the 

discourse flow: the thematic structure and the information structure” (2004, 88).  

In the thematic structure, the clause is divided into two functions: Theme and 

Rheme. The Theme is the element “which serves as the point of departure” of the clause, 

and the Rheme is the part of the clause in which the Theme is developed (Halliday 2004, 

64). In many languages in which English is one, Theme is realized by the initial position 

in the clause.48 Although Halliday (2004) defines thematic structure primarily for the 

clause, he makes it clear that this Theme-Rheme distinction is relevant to sentence as 

                                                 
48 Halliday’s notion of Theme is not equivalent to the term Topic that is used by some linguists. Topic may 
only resemble  Halliday’s concept of  the “topical Theme” which is only one kind of the  Themes that 
Halliday introduces as will be discussed.  
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well. There is thematic structure, he says, “in all major clause types: simple, compound, 

or complex (98). 

The thematic structure, for some analysts corresponds to the concept of the 

information structure. For Halliday, however, although the two structures are “closely 

interconnected,” they denote two completely different features of discourse organization. 

In contrast to thematic structure, which is realized in the structure of the clause or clause 

complex, information structure is not a system of the clause itself, but rather of “a 

separate grammatical unit, the information unit, which is a parallel unit of the clause” 

(Halliday 2004, 88).  

The information unit, Halliday (2004) explains, is created by the tension between 

the information which the text producer believes is already known to the receiver or 

predictable and the information which he believes to be new or unpredictable. These two 

types of information are defined by the two functions that form the information structure: 

Given and New, respectively. Being independent from the sequence of elements in the 

clause, the information structure, therefore, may begin and end anywhere in the clause. 

However, the Theme and Given typically coincide in the unmarked English declarative 

clause. This may be the reason behind viewing the two terminologies as referring to the 

same concept by some linguists.  

Thematic organization as defined by Halliday (2004) is considered a significant 

sentential as well as discoursal phenomenon. What the text producer chooses as his point 

of departure of the message influences the interpretation of what follows. Theme, 
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therefore, presents the message from the text producer’s perspective providing a 

particular context within which the rest of the clause can be interpreted.  

The significance of the thematic choice, however, goes further beyond the 

sentence boundaries. In addition to its function as message orienter at the local level, 

Theme also “locates and orients the clause within its context” at the discoursal level 

(Halliday 2004, 64). The choice and ordering of Themes in a given textual sequence 

plays a fundamental part in the way text develops. This thematic organization forms 

patterns which the text producer employs to govern the flow of discourse in a way that 

serves his ultimate rhetorical purpose. While thematic organization could be realized in 

all major types of clauses, Halliday (2004) maintains, the main contribution to the 

development of text “comes from the thematic structure of independent clauses” (99).  

 

c- Theme as a Slot 

The starting point of the clause or sentence which functions as Theme, Halliday 

(2004) realizes, is not just one element at the beginning of the clause or sentence but 

rather a whole slot that may hold more than one element. Defining Theme as “the point of 

departure” of the clause or sentence, therefore, is not sufficient to identify it. This 

definition determines only where Theme begins; however, because Theme is a slot that 

may include more than one constituent, the point where it ends needs also to be 

determined. 

To draw the line between Theme and Rheme and determine where the former 

ends and the latter begins, Halliday (2004) proposes this simple guiding principle: the 
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Theme contains one and only one element that has some representational function in the 

clause. As mentioned before, clause as representation, which is created by the  ideational 

component of meaning, is concerned with the expression of content. Clause elements that 

are involved in expressing the propositional content49 of the clause are the ones that have 

representational or experiential50 function. They include: “the process itself (the 

predicator), the participants in the process, and any circumstantial factors, such as time, 

manner, and cause” (79). This means that the thematic slot starts from the first constituent 

in the clause and extends over to include “the first element that has an experiential 

function-- that is either participant, circumstance, or process. Everything after that 

constitutes the Rheme” (85).   

Halliday (2004) refers to the textual function which the first constituent in the 

representational structure of the clause has as the “topical Theme” 51 (79). By introducing 

the concept of “topical Theme”, he distinguishes between two possible thematic forms: 

simple Theme and multiple Theme. Simple Theme means that the topical Theme alone 

carries the whole thematic force because it is the only constituent in the thematic slot. 

The Theme that Halliday (2004) treats as simple may consist of one structural element 

that is represented by just one unit, such as: one noun, adverb, or prepositional phrase; 

but it may also consist of two or more nouns, adverbs or phrases “forming a single 

                                                 
49 Propositional content of the clause or sentence, as mentioned before,  is its core meaning or semantic 
representation.   
50 Halliday uses the terms  representational and experiential  function interchangeably to refer to the role 
which specific elements play in the propositional core of the clause or sentence.  
51 This is because the three structures of meaning: clause as a message, as exchange, and as representation 
interact within the clause.  
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structural element.” For example, two nouns joined by and, such as Tom and Sandy, 

“constitutes a single element within the clause” (68).   

In certain structures even a whole clause could form a single constituent of a 

clause or a sentence. Halliday (2004) mentions two such structures in which the entire 

clause is contained in the topical Theme: the thematic equative structure, and the 

predicated Theme structure. In the first structure, all the elements of the clause are 

organized into two constituents: Theme and Rheme that are linked by a form of ‘the verb 

to be’ to express the meaning of exclusiveness. An example of this is:  What the duke 

gave my aunt [Theme] was that teapot [Rheme]. The second structure, on the other hand, 

consists of equational head clause as Theme and a dependent, relative clause as Rheme, 

such as: it was the duke [Theme] who gave that teapot to my aunt [Rheme]. This 

structure, says Halliday (2004), “is often used by writers to signal that this is the reading 

that is intended” (96).  

 In a multiple Theme, however,  there are other elements in the clause preceding 

the topical Theme and hence sharing some of the thematic force of the slot. These 

elements, Halliday (2004) explains, are either textual or interpersonal in function, 

“playing no part in the experiential meaning of the clause” (79). Table 3.2. below shows 

the range of constituents that may be included in a multiple Theme according to Halliday 

(2004): 
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Table 3.2. Constituents that May Occur in a Theme (Adopted from Halliday 2004) 
 
Textual Theme Interpersonal Theme Experiential/Topical Theme 

Continuative Modal adjunct Subject 
Conjunctions Vocative Object/complement 
Conjunctive Adjunct Finite (auxiliary)  Conjunctive adjunct 
  Predicator (lexical verb) 
 

 

d- Topical Theme 

Topical Theme, as mentioned above, is the first element in the clause or sentence 

which contributes to its propositional meaning. Until one of these elements appears, 

Halliday (2004) states, the clause or sentence “lacks an anchorage in the realm of 

experience; and this is what completes the thematic grounding of the message” (85).   

The main clause constituents that have function in this experiential realm are: subject, 

predicator (lexical verb), object, complement, conjunctive adjunct.  

Choosing any of these elements as the starting point of a clause or a sentence is 

meaningful. Text producers select the topical Theme that conveys their meaning and 

helps positioning the clause or sentence in the unfolding text in a certain way that best 

serves their organizational plan. Examples in table 3.3. illustrate how meaning varies 

according to the element that is chosen as the topical Theme of the clause or sentence. 

 

              Table 3.3. Topical Theme Variations (Adopted from Halliday 2004) 
 
 
 
                           
 
 

The duke  has given my aunt that teapot 
My aunt  has been given that teapot by the duke 
That teapot the duke has given to my aunt 
Topical Theme Rheme 
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Some choices, however, are more meaningful than others because they are 

marked. In English declarative sentences, where the typical word order is subject-verb-

object, the least significant, unmarked choice is the one in which the topical Theme is 

realized by the subject.  Choosing other elements than the subject as the topical Theme in 

a declarative sentence, however, is more meaningful and thus considered to be the 

marked case.52 

 

e- Natural Theme 

In multiple Theme, elements that precede the topical Theme and share the 

thematic force with it do not contribute to the propositional content of the clause or 

sentence. While not forming part of the propositional meaning, these pre-topical 

elements, however, have either textual or interpersonal function that introduces this 

meaning. 

Halliday (2004) classifies the non-topical constituents that may precede the 

topical Theme in English into: Textual Themes and interpersonal Themes. He 

summarizes them as shown in table 3.4.   

 

 

                                                 
52 The Topical Theme in imperative sentences is the imperative form of the verb, and in interrogative 
sentences is the interrogative word. However, in interrogative yes/no sentence, the finite operator, which is 
the interrogative word, forms with the subject one element in the experiential structure of the sentence, 
therefore the topical Theme extends to include the following subject as well (Halliday 2004, 72-77). This 
why neither interrogative nouns, such as kayfa ‘how,’ and  mā	ā ‘what,’ nor interrogative particles, such as 
hal ‘question particle,’ are included in the group of discourse markers in this study. Both are regarded 
topical Themes.        
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Table 3.4. Textual and Interpersonal Themes as Defined by Halliday (2004)   
 

Textual 
Continuative: a small set of words which signal a move in the discourse, 
for example: yes, well, now, etc.   
  

 

Conjunctions: a word or group that either links (paratactic) or binds 
(hypotactic) the clause in which it occurs structurally to another clause. 
Semantically, it sets up a coherence relationship between clauses. For 
example: and, or, but, yet, when, while, before, after, unless, since, etc.  
   

 

Conjunctive adjunct: these are adverbial groups or prepositional phrases 
which relate the clause to the preceding text. They cover roughly the same 
semantic space as conjunctions.  
 

Interpersonal 
Modal or comment adjunct: these express the speaker/writer’s judgment 
on or attitude to the content of the message.  
 

 
Vocative: any item being used to address.   
 

 Finite verbal operator (in yes/no interrogative) 
 

 

All of the items in table 3.4., Halliday (2004) explains, are “natural Themes” 

because they favor the thematic position in the clause or sentence. For certain textual 

elements, namely continuatives and conjunctions, sentence-initial is the obligatory 

position; thus they are “inherently thematic.” The rest of these elements, whether textual 

or interpersonal, that occur in the pre-topical Theme position are “characteristically 

thematic.” Although they are frequently thematized, they may also occur in other 

positions in the sentence.  

Whether the text producer is orienting the clause or sentence within the discourse, 

or expressing his own attitude towards the content “it is natural to set up such expressions 

as the point of departure” (Halliday 2004, 83). However, since these pre-topical items are 
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“thematic by default,” their presence, though it uses some of the energy of the thematic 

slot, it does not exhaust it all. The “thematic energy” is not fulfilled until the topical 

Theme takes its place, and “this is what completes the thematic grounding of the 

message,” Halliday indicates (2004, 85).   

It is essential to point out here that interpersonal discourse markers may 

sometimes be realized by a whole clause that resides in the pre-topical slot. This is a 

central notion for identifying interpersonal discourse markers in the present study. The 

sentence: I don’t believe that pudding [Theme] ever will be cooked [Rheme] is an 

example of the structure, where the entire main clause forms part of the Theme 

functioning as an interpersonal modal, while the dependent clause is divided between the 

Theme and Rheme.  

In multiple Theme, the most frequent order of its constituents is textual- 

interpersonal-experiential. Usually, only one or two “natural Themes” occur in any one 

clause or sentence. However, to illustrate the typical order of such elements in thematic 

position, Halliday (2004) constructs an example that contains all of the six types of these 

non-topical elements. The table 3.5. below shows this example:  

 

Table 3.5. Maximally Extended Theme (Adopted from Halliday 2004) 
 

Well  but then surely Jean wouldn’t 
the best 
idea 
 

be to 
join in 

Continuative Conjunction Conjunctive Modal Voc Finite Topical  
Theme Rheme 
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f- Discourse Markers as Themes 

To identify discourse markers, Halliday’s (2004) model of thematic structure is 

introduced in this study. Although discourse markers and thematic structure are two 

distinct phenomena, their interaction is strong. Both discourse markers and thematic 

function are associated with initial position of the clause or the sentence, and both of 

them are also important to the process of organizing text. While the Theme orients the 

message, discourse markers establish relations within the message and with the receiver. 

Because of the overlap between the two in position and function, Halliday’s (2004) 

notion of thematic slot is a useful tool for identifying discourse markers.   

According to Halliday’s (2004) model, Theme, the point of departure of the 

clause or sentence as a message, should be seen as a slot that starts from the first element 

in the clause or sentence up to and including the topical Theme. Topical Theme is defined 

as the first element in the sentence or clause “that has an experiential function-- that is 

either participant, circumstance, or process” (85). Elements preceding topical Theme in 

the thematic slot are either inherently or characteristically thematic and lie outside the 

propositional meaning of the clause or sentence. These similarities that pre-topical 

elements bear with discourse markers make Halliday’s description of them a useful 

device for identifying these linguistic elements in the data under analysis.  

This study adopts Halliday’s (2004) notion of thematic slot as a means to 

determine what items in the sentence-initial position could qualify as discourse markers. 

Constituents preceding topical Theme in the thematic-slot, therefore, are identified as 

discourse markers. What is taken into consideration, however, is the thematic structure of 
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the independent clause only. This is because while there is thematic structure in all major 

clause types,  it is primarily the thematic structure of independent clauses that contributes 

to the development of texts and  maintains the flow of discourse (Halliday 2004, 99). It is 

important to note that while Halliday’s (2004) model is employed to identify discourse 

markers, the order that he suggests for multiple non-topical Theme constituents, textual 

then interpersonal, is not forced on the Arabic data. Instead, the data itself is given the 

lead to show how these markers are ordered in Arabic.  

 

Summary  

In this study, sentence-initial position is the obligatory place for discourse 

markers. This position, however, as we have seen, may hold items that are either 

discourse markers or non-markers. Moreover, because discourse markers as a category is 

open and may include items from different grammatical categories, i.e. particles, nouns, 

verbs, phrases, adverbials, clauses, it is, therefore, not clear how to determine whether an 

item in this position is a marker or not.  

Nontruth conditionality, however, is considered a central characteristic for 

distinguishing discourse markers from other items. While discourse markers do not 

constitute part of the propositional core of the sentence, other initial items, such as 

preposed adverbials for example are part of the structure and meaning of the sentence. 

However, to determine what is part of the propositional meaning and what is not has 

proved to be problematic. Hansen (1997) points out “the distinction between what does 

and does not belong to the propositional level is actually problematic” (156). Halliday’s 
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model of thematic structure provides a tool that eliminates this problem. Because it 

identifies the propositional core of the sentence, this analytical model determines what is 

inside and what is outside this domain. This leads to the identification of discourse 

markers which occur outside the sentence’s propositional meaning.  
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CHAPTER 4 

PROCESS OF THE ANALYSIS 

4.1 Introduction 

After introducing the data investigated in this study as well as the methodology 

adopted for their investigation in the previous chapter, in this chapter, the process of 

investigating the data by means of this plan of investigation will be presented. According 

to the analytical model adopted in the present study, this process, as been seen, consists 

of three steps: segmenting the data into units, identifying the functional relations among 

these units, and finally the identification of discourse markers at units’ boundaries.  

This chapter, therefore, will first deal with the segmentation of the data, then goes 

on to discuss the identification of functional relations that bring these segments together,  

and ends with a discussion of Halliday’s Thematic structure theory as a possible tool for  

identifying discourse markers in the Arabic data. It is important to note, however, that 

describing the segmentation of the data into units and the identification of the relations 

holding these units as being two independent processes is only theoretical. When 

applying the analytical model to real texts, however, the two processes actually occur at 

the same time. This is because a unit’s boundary cannot be identified unless the unit’s 

function has been realized and vice versa. 
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4.2 Segmenting the Data into Units of Analysis 

4.2.1 Introduction 

The analysis starts with the assumption that texts are hierarchically organized and 

hence can be chunked into units of different levels. In this study, the text, which 

represents the uppermost level in the hierarchy of text structure, is divided into two 

hierarchical levels: the paragraph and the sentence. In order to identify these two levels of 

text structure, the present study employs a top-down analytical process which starts with 

the identification of the text paragraphs, and then goes on to identify the  basic units of 

text structure, i.e. the sentences. In this section, the strategies followed for the 

identification of paragraphs will first be discussed, and then the criteria set for 

determining sentence boundaries will be introduced.  

 

4.2.2 Identifying Paragraph Boundaries  

According to the top-down approach adopted in this study, the paragraph, which 

is the unit below the text and above the sentence, is the first level of the hierarchical 

structure of text, after the text as a whole, that should be identified in the analysis process. 

Since paragraphs are the “textual manifestations” of the text schematic categories (Van 

Dijk 1982, 191), as mentioned earlier, identifying paragraphs in a text corresponds to 

establishing the text organizational plan. This confirms what was referred to above that 

segmenting the text and identifying the relations holding its segments are actually two 

processes that occur simultaneously.   
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The previous chapter argued for the status of the paragraph as a unit of text 

structure that displays a conceptual unity in both its content and its function. This 

conceptual unity of the paragraph is the means on which the study draws for determining 

paragraph boundaries. Whenever two sequences of texts are perceived to have two 

different topics, and perform two different functions, there is a boundary. There are, 

however, as we will explain shortly, formal signals such as: particles, preposed adverbials 

and prepositional phrases, and word order alternation that could provide a strong 

supporting guide for the segmentation process. 

 In what follows, the means employed in this study for determining paragraph 

boundaries will be discussed. However, what should be born in mind, as Daneš and 

František (1995) point out, is that “a text offers several variant possibilities of an 

acceptable segmentation into paragraphs” (30). “There cannot be right and wrong places 

to break but only more appropriate or less so, depending on rhetorical need of the writer” 

as Hoey (1985, 105) puts it.  

 

a- Orthographic and Structural Paragraph 

When referring to the paragraph as a textual unit, many discourse analysts 

distinguish between structural and orthographic paragraphs (Callow 1998, 210; Daneš 

and František 1995, 29; Hatim 1997, 58; Hinds 1977, 83; Hoey 1983, 11; Kammensjö 

2005, 109; Longacre 1979, 116). The unit marked off graphically by spacing and 

indentation in writing, they argue, does not necessarily correspond to the paragraph as a 

unit of text structure. “Those who use the term paragraph to describe a unit in the 
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structural analysis of written text,” Brown and Yule (1986) point out, “specify that they 

are not describing the orthographic paragraph” (95).  

According to Hatim (1997), the orthographic paragraph “may be motivated by 

mechanical aspects of the writing process, such as eye appeal or printing conventions, for 

little or no regard for the meanings being exchanged through texts” (58) (see also Hinds 

1977, 83; Longacre 1979, 115). This may result, as Longacre (1979) puts it “in 

indentation at the middle of a structural paragraph or putting together several paragraphs 

as an indentation unit” (115). Spacing and indentation signaling the beginning of new 

paragraphs in printed text are, therefore, usually ignored in the segmentation process 

because they are  “not wholly reliable guides to the underlying cognitive configurations” 

(Callow 1998, 210; see also Hatim 1997, 58; Hoey 1983, 11; Longacre 1992, 113). The 

following example demonstrates this point:  

(1) 
 

[1a] 4 أن,aJ ،ت+D+@0)ا ?)+O �L\5 [J'(D +BD'3 F3 F7@0)ا HI2)ء `2ل ا+GCG$ا 'et F3 
 FG)ا(0و(� ا F3 ت'B-D0 اV 2نAJ د+AJ �,A,)2p+A)ا�B,7A)ا k7a8 k9BJ +9)+u.[1b] �B-3 

 F3 ا(9+�1 45 ا(AB+ن P8+^5 51ا%رV+م ا(79)2رة G@ Y\+وز aG:@ 45 �aBD'ون أ6D? آ+A,)2p,2ن 
 F3 ا(9+�1 3^# @2ا}2aن LO> ا(rqة F3 ا(�B,7A @2م ا%`HLj5 F3 8 0 ا(aB:,7,+ت 45 67,8? 67

FBD'3 4,@r5 �prp 45 PV53.أي أ 
 

[1a] A recent survey of the religious situation in France published by ‘Le 
Monde des Religions’ Magazine, revealed that Catholicism appears to 
have declined in the state that has long been hailed the daughter of the 
Church. [1b] According to the published figures, those who consider 
themselves to be Catholics constitute no more than 51 percent of the 
population, compared to 67 percent in the 70s. Among these, only 8 
percent regularly attend Sunday services, that is less than 3 million 
French.    
 

                                                 
53 Text 4, P 1, S 1, 2.  
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In the above example, sentences [1a] and [1b] form one structural paragraph. This 

is because sentence [1b] provides an evidence to support the claim in sentence [1a]. The 

two sentences, therefore, convey one idea, i.e. a claim and the facts supporting it, and 

perform one function, i.e. introducing the text and thereby providing a context within 

which the text is to be understood. However, in the printed text, each of these two 

sentences is displayed as  an independent orthographic paragraph.54  

In this study, although the paragraph is taken to designate a structural rather than 

an orthographic unit, the orthographic signals of paragraph breaks are not completely 

ignored. Even though not always the case, “there is often a reasonable degree of 

correspondence between the (orthographic) paragraph and the topic of the text” which 

makes them useful, though not reliable, indicators of the author’s intended breaking 

points (Hatim and Mason 1990, 178; see also Brown and Yule 1986, 7; Hinds 1977, 83).  

“If the text displays other signals of the writer’s intention to set this stretch of discourse 

of as one paragraph,” Brown and Yule (1986) explain, “then this confirms that the writer 

is marking a topic-shift at this point” (99). Analyzing texts, after all, is a descriptive 

rather than a prescriptive process.  

      

b- Continuity and Discontinuity 

The paragraph as a unit of text structure that “exhibits both referential and 

functional unity” can be identified and distinguished from the adjacent units by means of 

this unity. Each paragraph, Callow (1998) explains, “can be distinguished from its 

                                                 
54 Longacre (1976) points out that sometimes a paragraph may consist of one sentence if this sentence 
conveys  a complete thought and serves a global structural function, which is not the case here ( 281).    
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neighbors in the same message by having its own distinctive referential content (what is it 

about) and its own distinctive significance (its function in the larger unit of which it is a 

part)” (210). 

Many analysts draw essentially on content to determine textual boundaries. 

Boundaries among paragraphs, they explain, could be identified by the breaks in their 

semantic continuity (see Bakker 1993; Chafé  1979; Daneš and František 1995; Grimes 

1975; Paltridge 1994; Givón 1983). Within the structural paragraph, Givón (1983) 

argues, “it is most common for one topic to be the continuity marker” (8). Change of 

topic, however, constitutes “a thematic break” in this continuity (Khalil 2000, 134). 

Whenever this continuity is broken up, Kammensjö (2005) points out, “there is a 

boundary” (111). Therefore, as long as the text producer continues talking about the same 

thing, “he remains within a single segment of the text;” however, “when he changes the 

subject he passes from one segment to the next” (Grimes 1975, 103). Consider, for 

instance, the following example: 

(2) 
 

[P1] [2a]ز+,G5+8 F8'O ?L` �)+` F805@�7 د PA(J  . [2b] وى و'J ن% �i+-8 ح+\D �qV F63
,+ LO>  و (? @:0 $'ًا أن دF8 و BJ.[2c]78 +6`+\D'د 6L,Q+CJ+ 8|$6+ب و 2JاPQ و ا$9G'ار
 و آ+ن هTا ا(79+خ ا(Ti �Q'3 '`+Bب ه+�L1 [2d].أ$s ا$G'اJ,\,� و إرادة �aLQ و إدارة T3+Dة

[,3'G)و ا �`+,B)ل و ا+,W)9+رات و 78+ء اfG$Yا �L\).[2e] �,La^GB9)ا(09@�7 ا �Tءت إ(> ه+i و 
:,~ ا(A'@?، و أرJ+ل 45 ا()'آ+ت ا(:+(9,� ا(:�Vr9، و ا{Yف 45 ا(C) 4,-5+j'ص ا(f'اء و ا(

'5+K5 و F5+qO Pa^GB5 78+ء F3 4,adا('ا.[2f] F3 �qqWG9)ا(09ن ا h)ذ Pi% kqqe و 
+6BCD F8د Peه+ دا',d م وrO]و ا kD'GD]ت ا(9+ل و اY+\5.[2g] �qWG)و آ+ن ا 

 55.ا(2Lj9ب 8+(^,�9 ا(9<+�3 ا(GC9+ح �VrjDY اqGV+د@� آa'ى
 

 [2h] [P2]  Pq` +-,aV +�,S 4A) 2رة ا('ا1:�وq)ا �T9+ل هi 'A:@ ًا'e�5.[2i] ',d ءFS 
 L3^0 أe�5 4LO'ًا S P^D 4O'آ� ه+(,2J'aن اA@'5%,� 45 5^'ه+ ا('2a^5.[2j] �7@098 FB,1ل

 و @\Fء هTا [2k].ه,BAJ �@Y28 4G$2+س اA@'5%,� إ(> 05@�7 دF8 8+[5+رات ا(:'8,� ا(G9-0ة

                                                 
55 Text 8, P1, S 1-7. 
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D2A)ا H5 آ�'(L) ة 5'ة+D+:5 0:8 آ�ة ا(^'ار'G9)0ه+ و اI �6i29)6+5+ت ا(^2@� اJYا �aB8 س'K
6J F3'68+ 45 ا(<'ا�1 و d +6GL5+:5,' ا(:+د@� و ا(�Q+W و `0O <LO +6)2q@0 45 ا(Cq^+ت 

�@0,L^G)ت ا+B3+79)ت و ا+qV+79)+8 45 دون ا(9'ور 'S+a9)ا R,LAG)ا 'aO 8+(:'اق.[2l] 0,:@و 
 �Vr:)ا hLJ ب+a$ون أ',fA)ا»�Q+W)ا «L) ،FA@'5Yا(\,~ ا H5 �Vr9:)ا H@آ� 8+(9)+ر'(

وS'آ+ت ا(C7# ا(aA'ى، ا(> 2CDذ D+�1 ا('s,1 اFA@'5Y ا(f9,' (L\0ل د@J h),F7، وا(Tي آ+ن 
� H5 ا('s,1 28ش F3 اWGD+8+ت O+م S'G@ أن PaV )'آ�L( +B,1200056ر. 

    
[P1] [2a] The city of Dubai represents an Arab dream. [2b] It is a success 

story that needs to be told in detail continually.[2c] It is no longer a 
secret that Dubai and its success were built upon strategic foundations, a 
strong will, and an effective leadership. [2d] This wonderful atmosphere 
has been a great opportunity that attracts investments, tourism, and 
recreation. [2e] Multitudes of giant international companies, therefore, 
came to this flourishing city, as well as thousands of ambitious people 
seeking wealth and a comfortable lifestyle and wanting to build a bright 
future for themselves.[2f] To enable this, specialized cities within Dubai 
were established in the fields of finance, internet, media and so on. [2g] 
The required specialization of added value is the key to a great 
economical surge. 
 

[P2] [2h] However, recently, something terrible took place that change 
this beautiful picture.[2i] Something really unacceptable. [2j] The 
announcement was made that the headquarters of the American 
company, Halliburton, would move from Houston, Texas in the USA to 
Dubai in the UAE. [2k] This decision comes after the company suffered 
at the hands of Congress because of the strong accusations of tax evasion 
made against it and for receiving "special" and "unusual" treatment and 
acquiring a number of deals in Iraq through direct commissioning 
without going through the usual competition.[2l] Many people attribute 
the reasons behind the company’s special relations with gigantic projects 
with the US army and large oil companies to the influence of the 
controversial American Vice President Dick Cheney who was the 
Chairman of Halliburton before running in the US elections with 
President Bush in 2000.  

    
 

It is clear in this example that there is a topic shift at sentence [2h]. Notice the 

continuity in topic in sentences [2a] to [2g]. These 7 sentences describe Dubai as a model 

of success for the Arab world, pointing out the reasons behind this achievement and 

                                                 
56 Text 8, P 2, S 8-12.  
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admiring its outcomes. However, in sentence [2h] the author changes the topic from 

admiring Dubai’s successful steps towards developing the country to criticizing one 

unacceptable step, in his opinion, that recently took place in this marvelous city, namely 

the hosting of the American company, Halliburton. The point at which there is 

“perceptible change of topic between adjacent portions of discourse,” Hatim (1997) 

points out, is a breaking point (61-62). Therefore, the topic-shift in the above example is 

an indication of paragraph boundary. Boundary-marking, hence, “is often indissolubly 

bound up with topic-marking” as Bakker (1993, 276) puts it.  

 Once discontinuity in “participants, time, place, circumstances, and global event 

or action” is identified, “one may assume that there is a beginning of a new episode” 

(Van Dijk 1982, 181). However, just as the unifying factor on which a text is structured 

differs according to its type, as mentioned before, description of topic-shift is also text-

type specific. According to Brown and Yule (1986), in narrative text, “the writer must 

provide some indications of change of time or place,” while he “can range over different 

times and places within a single paragraph in an argumentative text, but must mark out 

changes in the direction of his argument” (100). Since the texts in our data are 

argumentative, paragraph breaks in the data are marked by topic shift rather than change 

in time or place, as it is clear in example (2).  

Discontinuity in discourse is also realized by discontinuity of function. Just as 

breaking internal continuity in content is viewed as an indication of paragraph boundary, 

so does achieving the specific role a paragraph is intended to serve in the discourse as a 

whole. According to Hatim and Mason (1990), writers “avoid stopping before they have 
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made their point.” A paragraph, thus, is “as long as it needs to be in order to achieve its 

function;” and only when its rhetorical purpose has been fulfilled that it comes to its end 

(76). The paragraph boundary realized by the break in topic continuity at sentence [2h] in 

example (2), for instance, is also indicated by the fulfillment of the paragraph’s  function. 

While sentences [2a] to [2g] serve as a background information that provide a context for 

the argumentation in the text, sentences [2h] to [2l] state the point of the argument, 

serving as the thesis which the author wants to argue for.  

These structural paragraphs, therefore, correspond to the “patterns of organization 

of discourse” (Hoey 1983,15); and to identify a paragraph within the overall progression 

of the text, Hatim and Mason (1990) suggest, one can “follow patterns of text 

organization” (175). This is illustrated by example (3):  

(3) 
 

 [3a] [P3]لrKG$Y2ء اB8 دات+^GDY kI':J ا()'آ� �Tوه[3b]. F3 H@5)+ر kaB0 آ^L3 
 [3c].ا(:'اق و`0ه+ l8آO 45 'f)'@D2,L8 4+ 45 ا(0وYرات، 69N:5+ آ+ن 45 دون qV+75+ت

�I+3 FA@'5ب أ+Gآ F32ن« 27:8ان وJ'a,)+07ة هi0@0 45 ا(\0(,+ت » أ:L) [C)�5 ق'jJ
3<+1� ورS+وى F3 +6u2رJ0ار 68+ ا()'آ�، وJ FG)ا �,)+$Y3]  .واd[  �B-8 kD+آ Fوه

�5'G-5 �,9)+O آ�'S <)�9، 675+ اN79)ة ا(\'@�9 ا'u+8ب %$+(,� أ'V6] أ,a(J.[3e] وآ+ن 
O+CJ 2ن و�5$,6+ أنJ'a,)+آ� ه'S 0ى أ3:+لq)FA@'5%ا Fa:()ا R@')ا F8'j5 0`6:5+ أ P ،

 وآ+P9-J kD أFD+d [3f].5\�رة d'�3 اO+9Gi+ت ه+(,2J'aنوا0Qر ا$2jا�D 25$,^,� 27:8ان 
 [3g].7:8+و@C)+W5 4O 4+ت ا()'آ� وأO<+ء sL\5 إدار6J+ و5:+وD,6? 45 ا(B+$� اA@'5%+ن

 ه+(,2J'aن ن (G`H5 �,qD +6> ا(qL9^+ت ا(0Q <LO HI2J FGا5+ت ا(B,+رات 45 ا(RLW آ+
[3h] [,LO 2بGA5 �qL5 '(GD0 ا^L3 »,)+6) 2تQ ،�9N79)�9 ا@'\L) 2تQ2نJ'a.57  

 
 [3i] [P4]  �O29\5 PA(J +99+5+، آJ +A@'5أ F3 9+لO%ا ?)+:) �,a^)ا [i2)ا F2ن هJ'a,)+إن ه

�$+,B)ا ?)+:) �aB7)+8 ءF()4 ا(\0د ذات ا,N3+-9)ا.[3j] 9@0V آ�'S 2نJ'a,)+م ه+O kB$lJ �
1919.  [3k]F$+$أ PA(8 #C7)5\+ل ا F3 6+ 5'آ�اu+(D وآ+ن. [3l] '(G7G) k:$2J ?p 45و

 45 'fأآ F370?)+:)دو(� `2ل ا . [3m]�1+2`~ ه) k)2-J ة',e%27ات اB)ا F3 +67A)و[3n] 
 58.و8+ت 6D\6+ اYداري e+(,+ 45 اreYق

                                                 
57 Text 8, P 3, S 13-20. 
58 Text 8, P 4, S 21-26. 
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 [3o] [P5]Dم و'G-5 إداري P@08 P,A(G) +6^@'u F3 �jWJ 8] ا(:'ب 'WC@ H@08 FLa^GB5 �6
 +6J',B9) م'G-5 ءFS أي R,>G$ 2نJ'a,)+6) 2ن 5^'اAJ نl8 +6)2a^8 +6D0ت أ^GOإذا ا F8د

  59.ا(6a9'ة
 

[P3][3a]This company was subject to criticisms of misuse. [3b] This is 
because it was awarded projects in Iraq alone that are worth over 20 
billion US dollars, most of which are without tenders. [3c] In a 
controversial American book entitled ‘The Halliburton Agenda’, the 
author discussed a number of controversial issues concerning the 
methods of running the company and its implication in scandals and 
bribes. [3d] This, according to the author, is more the style of criminal 
organizations rather than the way of a respectable international 
company.[3e] The conduct of Halliburton led one American country 
musician to record an album naming it ‘Halliburton Boardroom 
Massacre.’[3f] This album consists of songs named after the company's 
violations, members of the board of directors, and their American 
politician accomplices.[3g] Even bumper stickers appearing on cars took 
part in the anti-Halliburton theme. [3h] One of these stickers reading 
“Support organized crime: vote Halliburton” has become popular. 
 

[P4][3i] Halliburton is the ugly face of the American world of business 
just as the group of neo-conservatives represents the ugly face of the 
world of politics.[3j] Halliburton is an old company, established in 1919. 
[3k] It focuses primarily on the oil trade. [3l] Therefore, it expanded to 
spread to over 70 countries around the world. [3m] But in recent years it 
transformed into a raging monster.[3n] And its management approach 
has become devoid of any morals. 
 
[P5] [3o] On its way to form a respectable organizational alternative, 
and a futuristic approach that Arabs can be proud of, Dubai is making 
a huge mistake if it believes that by hosting Halliburton's headquarters, 
it will add anything “reputable” to its astounding journey. 
 

 

The three paragraphs in example (3) form the rest of the text whose first two 

paragraphs were presented in example (2). The whole text, thus, consists of five 

paragraphs. Marking paragraph boundaries in this text can follow the pattern of text 

organization, as Hatim and Mason (1990) suggest, because these organizational patterns 

                                                 
59 Text 8, P 5, S 27.  
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correspond to the functions performed by these paragraphs. As we have seen in example 

(2), while [P1] is an introduction of the topic of the text, [P2] presents the thesis that the 

author is arguing against. In [P3] above, however, the author supports his opposition of 

Dubai’s decision of hosting the American company, Halliburton, by criticizing the 

company’s performance and presenting evidence of its misbehavior. The negative 

evaluation of the company in [P4] then leads to the conclusion in [P5] where the author 

restates his opinion that hosting this company in Dubai is a huge mistake.    

Consequently, while it is the continuity of content and consistency of function that 

set a paragraph apart as a unit in text, it is the discontinuity of content and fulfillment of 

rhetorical purpose that determine paragraph boundaries and guide the segmentation 

process. According to Paltridge (1994), the search of structural divisions in text is “a 

search for cognitive boundaries” in terms of content and significance (288). 

Segmentation, states Levinsohn (1994) “results from local discontinuities of the same 

parameters listed for continuity” (4).  

  

c- Flow Theory and Discontinuity 

Associating paragraph boundaries with discontinuities in discourse has been 

accounted for by the Flow theory. In this theory, in which Chafé (1979) views the flow of 

text as “the reflection of the cognitive processes that underlie verbalization” (Kammensjö 

2005, 111), paragraph boundaries in written texts are considered to be clear indications of 

“time-consuming mental processing” (162).    
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According to Chafé (1979), marked breaks in discourse continuity seem “to 

produce the need for time-consuming mental processing” (178). As text producer moves 

from thought to thought, there are at certain points significant changes “in space, time, 

character configuration, event structure, or, even world” (179). Such changes contribute 

to processing difficulties, which in turn appear in speech as hesitations and in writing as 

paragraph divisions (Ibid.).  

Although focusing on the flow of discourse as sequences of ideas that are 

converted, one after another, into language, the flow model does not contradict with the 

hierarchical model on which this study is based. On the contrary, “the vertical 

hierarchical organization of thought and language” as presented in the hierarchical model, 

Chafé (1979) states, “is supplemented and enriched through more attention to the 

horizontal linear aspect” of discourse in the flow model (166).  

 

d- Linguistic Signals and Discontinuity 

Besides the conceptual properties, there are also linguistic signals that mark 

paragraph boundaries in texts. Many linguists indicate that, in “both written and spoken 

discourse,” the structuring of text into larger chunks than sentences may be signaled by 

formal linguistic devices (Brown and Yule 1986, 94, 97; see also Brinton 1996; Bakker 

1993; Cumming and Ono 1997; Fraser 1996; Grosz and Sidner 1986; Hoey 1994; Lenk 

1998; Pace 1982). Longacre (1979) finds that many of the languages that he investigated 

have formal linguistic markers “that indicate either the beginning or the end of a 

paragraph” (117).   
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As units of text structure, paragraphs, hence, not only have cognitive but also 

linguistic properties “as has been confirmed in descriptive analysis” (Van Dijk 1982, 181; 

see also Brown and Yule 1986, 95; Longacre 1979, 116; Martin 1983, 56; Wilkendorf 

1994, 20). Some of the signals that may be expected at a beginning of a paragraph are: 

preposed adverbial clauses and prepositional phrases, back references to previous 

sentences, deictics, and discourse markers. (see Longacre 1979, 117; Callow 1998, 214; 

Cumming and Ono 1997, 122; Khalil 2000, 110; Levinsohn 1994, 7). Such initial signals, 

Givón (1987) indicates, mark what is referred to as “thematic discontinuity and the 

opening of a new thematic paragraph” (182). For instance, “The most general function of 

initial adverbial clauses,” Cumming and Ono (1997) add, “is that of creating and 

reflecting discourse structure by signaling shifts in time, place or orientation” (123).  

These linguistic signals that mark points of discontinuities in text by indicating 

changes of topic are considered helping devices that can guide the segmentation process. 

In order to convey his message as structured in his mind, a message sender “frequently 

places signposts marking message progression at appropriate points, especially at the 

beginning of new schema units” (Callow 1998, 163). “Formal markers of topic-shift,” 

therefore, Hatim (1997) points out,  “have been used as a structural basis for dividing up 

stretches of discourse” (58). 

In Modern Written Arabic, an “increasingly extensive usage” of fronted adverbial 

constructions, whether clauses or phrases, has been attested (Beeston 2006; Blue 1977; 

Holes 1995; Kammensjö 2005; Kinberg 2001). Whereas the use of this structure was 

restricted in Old Written Arabic to conditional and temporal clauses only, Modern 
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Written Arabic displays more flexibility in clause order permitting “adverbial clauses of 

cause, purpose, concession, comparison, etc.” also in the initial positions (Kinberg 2001, 

52). As in other languages, the occurrence of adverbial clauses or propositional phrases at 

initial position in Arabic, Khalil (2000) states, “realizes a context separation with what 

preceded, that is to signal a boundary point and a discontinuity” (110). The discontinuity 

function of the fronted adverbial constructions is evident in example (4):   

(4) 
 

[4a] [P1]  Fp2-)آ� ا'` F3 �,$+$أ 'Q+7O �,I+9)ة ا'GC)ا F3 Pa^G$ا FVا'O F$+52L8وه7+ك د
و0V أآ0O 0د آ0J [,^LJ ?675 ',aر@a+ت F3.  [4b] �50^G5 ا(L,9,),+ت ا(V �79>G5 �-LB9,+دات

  .و0i �CfA5ا AB:5 F3'ات L) �:8+J �,)+GV-'س ا(2fري ا[@'ا�L,3 'Q+7O H5 FD 08ر
[4c]ا(-'آ� ا[ره F8'ات وه+W9L) �^Lj9)6+ اG,:aJل ا(:)'ات 45 ا%8'@+ء و+,Gd+8 �D8,� ا(09ا+

�,D60.ا[@'ا 
  

  [4d] [P2] F3 HI2)2ر اjG@ ،+6GLJ FG)ت ا+,O0اG)وا F$ر+C)ل اr6)2رات اjG8 PA)ل ا+K(Dا H5
[Lه+\J أو [)+Cd4 إA9@ Y ',je PA(8 49,)ا.[4e] 9+لS F3 إ@'ان [L:CJ +98 ا(7+س PK(Dا 

 7G5 �\O�5.61+$,4 ا(PLBG ا(6827i F3 FCW? ا(Tي @FJl آr8 �50qده?
 

[P1] [4a] A while ago, an Iraqi diplomat received important 
representatives of the Houthi movement, which included leadership 
figures in armed militias. [4b] Many of them affirmed that they had 
received extensive and advanced training in camps affiliated with the 
Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC), along with members of the 
Badr Brigade.[4c] This is the terrorist group responsible for murdering 
scores of innocent people, and is known for its complete subordination 
to the Iranian intelligence. 
 
 

[P2][4d] While all are preoccupied with the developments of the Iranian 
crescent and the ensuing repercussions, the situation in Yemen is 
developing in a dangerous manner that cannot be overlooked or 
ignored.[4e] People are too busy watching what Iran is doing in the 
northern part of the region that they neglect the insidious creeping 
through their backdoor in the south – which comes as a disturbing shock. 
 

                                                 
60 Text 7, P 7, S 23-25. 
61 Text 7, P 8, S 26, 27. 
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 In example (4), the adverbial phrase of manner, ma�a in-šiġāl ‘with the 

preoccupation’ that introduces sentence [4d] realizes a shift in the flow of the argument in 

the text. This fronted adverbial phrase, therefore, marks a boundary point between [P1] in 

which the author presents examples to support his argument that the current insurgency in 

Yemen’s Saada province is supported by foreign forces and [P2] that summarizes the 

argument in order  to conclude the text. The same thing could be realized in example (3) 

that was discussed earlier. The adverbial phrase fī �arīq-i-hā ‘on its way’ at the initial 

position of sentence (3o) signals a boundary point between [P4] and [P5]. This is because 

it marks a shift in the argument structure from evaluating the American company, 

Halliburton, in [P4], to concluding the text by summarizing the author’s argument as a 

whole. These fronted adverbials that introduce new paragraphs, thus, denote 

“discontinuity and a shift to a new context” (Khalil 2000, 109).  

Because of their strong association with discontinuity in texts, fronted adverbials, 

as well as other linguistic signals of discontinuity such as back references to previous 

sentences and deictics, are taken to be strong indicators of paragraph boundaries in the 

present study. However, discourse markers are not used in our analysis to signal 

discontinuity in text. Although these linguistic devices are “among the primary indicators 

of discourse segment boundaries,” as Grosz and Sidner indicate (1986, 177),62 they are 

not among the linguistic signals employed in this study to indicate paragraph boundaries 

because no inventory of such markers exists in Arabic yet.   

                                                 
62 See also Brinton (1996, 6); Hoey (1994, 44); and Lenk (1998, 38). 
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To determine the points of discontinuities in text, our analysis, therefore, is guided 

by some linguistic signals, such as fronted adverbial clauses and phrases. It is important 

to note, however, that although linguistic signals, are considered “wide discourse 

phenomenon” (Bakker 1993, 776); texts do not always “provide such explicit guidelines 

to help the analyst select chunks of discourse for study,” as Brown and Yule (1986, 69) 

put it. The surest guide to unit boundaries, therefore, Callow (1998) emphasizes, “is 

always referential and purposive cohesion within the proposed units, and contrast with 

adjacent units.” Yet, strong supporting evidence can be provided by boundary-marking 

devices (214). 

 

e- Word Order and Discontinuity 

A further indication of discontinuity in discourse is word order. In languages that 

display word-order variation, the change is usually pragmatically motivated (see Hopper 

1985, 124; Givón 1988, 249, 275; Myhill 1985, 197; Payne 1995, 455). When a language 

exhibits word-order alternate, Khalil (2000) points out, “it is necessary to look at the 

discourse function of word-order variants. The question to be asked is about the 

communicative function of one rather than another” (157).  

It has been recorded in predominantly verb-initial languages like Biblical Hebrew, 

Chamorro, Spanish, Tzotzil, Chorti, Tagalog, Ute and Yagua, that word-order may signal 

continuity or discontinuity in text (see Cooreman 1992, 243; Downing 1995, 10; Givón 

1983, 19; Hopper 1985, 140; Khalil 2000, 158; Longacre 1995, 353; Payne 1995, 454, 

461). The post-verbal position of the subject correlates with event-sequences or 
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succession of actions, thus, Givón (1983) states, this position “codes ‘neutral,’ unmarked 

and continuous topic” (34). On the contrary, the SV order “constitutes a very strong 

discontinuity strategy” because it correlates in most cases with the initiation of a new 

discourse sub-unit denoting “a marked theme shift” (Khalil 2000, 159; see also Downing 

1995, 10; Givón 1983, 33; Longacre 1995, 352; Payne 1995, 461; Hopper 1985, 140). 

Placing the subject before the verb, Givón (1988) notes, is “twice as frequent in the 

thematically discontinuous paragraph initial position” than it is in “the thematically 

continuous paragraph medial position” (257).  

Unlike English, which grammatically requires the subject to be in pre-verbal 

position, as Givón indicates (1983, 29),  Arabic is a flexible word-order language. The 

basic word-order in Modern Written Arabic is considered to be VSO, but SVO, VOS, and 

OVS are also possible patterns that are encountered under certain conditions (see Khalil 

2000, 135; Parkinson 1981, 25; Suleiman 1989, 216). Because words follow meanings in 

the speaker’s mind, as al-Jurjānī (1984, 40) says, these shifts in word order are meaning 

sensitive and not arbitrary. Arabic grammar, Suleiman (1989) points out, recognizes this 

“close relationship between syntax and semantics” and maintains “that all changes in the 

internal structures of Arabic sentences are motivated by a desire to express a certain 

meaning other than the one conveyed through the basic order” (215).  

The functional differences which Modern Written Arabic displays between VS 

and SV word-order, however, although pragmatically motivated, are “relatively fixed” 

(Holes 1995, 208; see also Bateson 2003, 45; Khalil 2000, 157). While VS order is 

considered to be stylistically the neutral, unmarked structure, SV is the marked, emphatic 
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and non-neutral one (see Khalil 2000, 135, 160; Parkinson 1981, 25, 29; Pashova 2003, 

23, 26; Persson 2002, 45; Ryding 2005, 65, 66; Suleiman 1989, 222; Thalji 1986, 111). 

The most obvious function for preposing the subject, Suleiman (1989) states, “is 

emphasis, in which more weight and importance accrue to the preposed sentence 

element” (222) (see also Pashova 2003, 26). Other pragmatic functions associated with 

this structure are: specification and particularity, showing importance, increasing the 

readers sense of involvement,  and refuting a claim (Suleiman 1989, 215, 223; Watson 

1999, 169). 

  Similar to other languages with pragmatically-controlled flexible word-order, 

word order shift between VS and SV in Modern Written Arabic also codes continuity or 

discontinuity (Khalil 2000, 159). The unmarked verb-initial sentence in Arabic “is 

essentially non-evaluative,” while the marked subject-initial sentence “is essentially 

evaluative, promoting a transition-rheme communicative thrust” (Hatim 1989, 143). 

Pashova (2003), who investigated the functions of the VS/SV alternation in a corpus of 

modern Arabic texts, calls attention to the strong relationship between the occurrence of 

the SV word-order in sentence-initial position and discontinuity in Arabic text. The 

subject, he notes, precedes the verb “at a major thematic boundary” (25). Whereas “the 

main discourse factor connected with VS order is chronological sequentiality,” he adds  

(14),  SV order “may be attributed to topic change” (33). To illustrate this discontinuity 

force of the SV word-order, consider the two examples below: 
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(5) 
 

 [5] [P1] 45 'jV دت+O ،2لL-)2 ا-D �^j79)ا F3 �^)+:)ت ا+CL9)3,] ا kآ'-J يT)ا kV2)ا F3
 ، وا(aOr,4 ا(aA+ر J-'آ2ا، �a@ ?L3  %ن ا%ز�5 أآa'و (4O +6) �-aJ 0@0i.[5b] 4A دور

  A-).63+م ا(0و`� إY ا(L\2ء (L'دح، وا$G-<+ر أ$2أ 2Qر ا(GB,7+ت a$ 45+ب وه\2م
  

  [5c] [P2]�'-J+aA)0ك اqV2ا68?ر، وه7+ أQ 4,@'j^)2د@�، أ3^0 ا:B)ا .[5d] ى'D h)T)و 
�^j79)ار ا'^G$Y <:B@ 45 Pا('@+ض، وآ <LO رخ+q)ا(6\2م ا H9BDو.[5e] م+A` �LA(5و 

F$+,$ P^p Y6?، و) �,V0اq5 Y أن 'jV. [5f] '6S F3 ?6:5 0ونa@ 45 h)وأول 45 @:'ف ذ
PBO.64 

 
[P1] [5a] At a time when complicated regional issues are inching towards 

resolution, Qatar is once again back to searching for a role that it can 
play. [5b] However, since this time the crisis is greater and all the major 
players have started maneuvering, Doha is left with nothing but explicit 
slander to resort to, reminding us of the worst forms of insults and 
condemnations that took place during the 1960s in the Middle East. 
 

[P2] [5c] The maneuvering done by the Major Player, i.e. Saudi Arabia, 
has led the Qataris to losing their reason. [5d] Therefore, we see and 
hear their blatant attack on Riyadh and against all those seeking to 
stabilize the region.[5e] The problem with the Qatari leadership is that it 
lacks credibility and political weight. [5f] The first to attest to this are 
the parties that seem to be in good terms with Doha. 
 
  

(6) 
 

 [6a] [P1] 0ود ا(\0ل` �$+B` �,O+9Giا +@+>V 7+ولGJ ت+^L` <LO P:C)وزت ردود ا+\J 0^)
 (5 4A+ [6c] . وهF أ25ر GBJ-� ا(7^+ش 8)0i PAي[6b] .`2ل ا(9<29ن وu'@^� ا(9:+(\�

`0ث ه2 إ6S+ر $,R ا(2GCى GC@ FD2@�CLJ �5+D'8 F3'ض أن @2Aن (] t(,+ت aI# أe'ى 
 65.%دا1]

 
 [6d] [P2]:@ '5%ا اT529ً+ و4,8 هO +@0,9)م واrO]ا P1+$4,8 و �Vr:)ا F3 ا',aآ rLe sA

4,Dا(^2ا hLJ ق+,$ F3 مrO]ا P9O ت+,)t4 و,Dا(^2ا.  [6e] �,5r$ت إ+,qWS 0ىqGJ نl3
PLW)ا اT6) FL:3 0,B\J 2م هrO]ا <LO �8+V')52,� (�969 اVو. [6f] [G68+\5 ?GJ ?) +5 '5وه2 أ 

 �,)} s$�,$ 263 ?B-8نو+a)+u 6+ `'آ�J09GOا FG)ا hLG) �68+(5 �8+V')وا #a>)45.66 ا 
 

                                                 
63 Text 13, P 1, S 1, 2.  
64 Text 13, P 2, S 3-6.  
65 Text 1, P 3, S 7-9. 
66 Text 1, P 4, S 10-12. 
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[P1] [6a] Reactions to episodes that deal with sensitive social issues have 
exceeded the lines of normal debate that may oppose the content and 
approach. [6b] These are actually matters that are worthy of serious 
discussion. [6c] However, what happened was the brandishing of the 
fatwa sword against a television program that supposedly has other 
mechanisms to control its performance. 
 

[P2] [6d] This reflects a substantial defect in the relation between the 
media in general, and the laws and media function within the framework 
of these laws. [6e] For Islamists and nationalists to take on the task of 
censorship upon themselves is the physical embodiment of this defect. 
[6f] If not firmly and decisively addressed, this matter could lead to the 
establishment of a control mechanism similar to the one relied upon by 
the Taliban. 
  
 

 
In sentences [5c] and [6d], the SV word-order indicates a major boundary in the 

text marking the end of one point and initiating a new point in the text structure. In 

example (5), this boundary marks the end of the introduction of the text and the 

beginning of the thesis that the author wants to argue for. However, the boundary in 

example (6) divides the thesis from the author’s evaluation of this thesis. Note that 

placing the subject at sentence initial position, not only realizes a topic shift, but also 

highlights the main point of the new segment. Highlighting this point signals the 

relevance of the initiated topic to the development of the text as a whole and thereby 

maintains coherence across paragraph boundaries (Downing 1995, 10; Holes 1995, 209; 

Levinsohn 1994, 7; Wilkendorf 1994, 25). 

The correlation between subject preposing and discontinuity of topic renders this 

word order typical of evaluative, argumentative texts, like the ones investigated in this 

study. While in both types of text, argumentative and narrative “the VS order can be said 
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to be the basic, pragmatically unmarked order” 67 (Pashova 2003, 37), argumentative 

writing, Holes (1995) points out, “tends to contain a high proportion of sentences with 

SV order whereas there is a strong tendency in narratives, and newspaper reporting, for 

VS” (205). This is because, on the one hand, it adds emphasis to these evaluative texts, 

and on the other hand, it is employed, as we have seen in our examples, to terminate one 

point and highlight the beginning of another in an argument (Hatim 1989, 139).  

Since “SV syntax is one important feature of Arabic argumentative discourse,” as 

Hatim (1997, 163) states, and since it is in this type of texts that this word-order “is more 

extensively used to mark a change of topic and/or theme,” as Pashova (2003, 37) puts it, 

this study, therefore, takes the SV order as a strong indication of paragraph boundaries.   

 

4.2.3 Identifying Sentence Boundaries  

Functioning within the top-down approach, the present study moves from 

identifying the paragraphs in text, to examining the lower level of text structure, i.e. the 

sentence.  The sentence, as has been argued, has a special status as the basic unit of text 

structure. Not only are sentences “one of the most obvious, most strongly signaled of 

linguistic units,” as Chafé (1979, 162) puts it, but they are also “the highest unit of 

grammatical structure.” This makes the sentence, Halliday and Hasan (1976) argue, a 

“pivotal entity” for text analysis (8).  

In order to identify the sentence as a unit of text structure in the Arabic data, this 

study needs to set criteria for determining sentence boundaries. Unlike the paragraph 

                                                 
67 This is because, Pashova (2003) maintains, VS order  “is used also under conditions that favor SV order, 
whereas the opposite does not hold” (37). 
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whose means of identification could be applied across languages, the means for 

identifying sentences, however, is more language specific. This is because determining 

paragraph boundaries, though guided by some linguistic signals, is mainly based on 

conceptual and functional grounds. While it is true that languages organize their 

schematic categories, which correspond to the functions performed by the paragraphs 

such as: introduction, setting, argument, etc., differently, the categories themselves, 

however, are similar across languages. Sentence boundaries, on the other hand, are 

usually determined differently among languages since these limits are tied to the 

sentences’ grammatical structure which is governed by grammatical roles that vary 

among languages.   

In what follows, the study first discusses the status of the sentence in modern 

Arabic linguistics, then tries to shed some light on its treatment in the Arabic traditional 

grammar. This will pave the way for establishing criteria for identifying sentence 

boundaries in the data.   

 

a- The Sentence in Modern Arabic Linguistics 

Important as it is, the sentence still eludes a structural definition in modern Arabic 

studies. This situation forced some analysts to confine themselves to the unit of the clause 

when describing their data. el-Shiyab (1990), for example, argues that selecting the 

sentence as the basic unit of analysis “does cause problems in Arabic” (149). In order to 

avoid “any kind of confusion,” he adopts the clause as the “minimal unit for the analysis” 

in his studies (1995, 241).  
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This difficulty in defining the sentence is usually ascribed to the unreliability of 

the punctuation marks in written Arabic. In Arabic, punctuation is considered an 

innovation under the influence of European languages and was not introduced to the 

language until the first decade of the 19th century. This European punctuation system is 

not a reliable source for defining the Arabic sentence because, until now,  it is not fully 

standardized in Arabic (Abdulaziz 1986, 18; Ditters 1991, 213; Meiseles 1979, 289; 

Stetkevych 2006, 96; Van Mol 2003, 142). 

Whereas English employs punctuation systematically in writing, Ghazala (2004) 

argues, Arabic writers use it “poorly and haphazardly, by way of decoration,” or 

sometimes disregard it completely (230). To examine the usage of punctuation in Modern 

Standard Arabic,  Khafaji (2001) compared the prescriptive rules of punctuation in 

Arabic textbooks to actual use in a modern text and the intuition of Arabic teachers. He 

concluded that there is a “wide range of discrepancy among native writers of Arabic” in 

the way they employ punctuation marks in text (16). Although writers of modern literary 

and journalistic Arabic make use of the punctuation system, Meiseles (1979) explains,  

they use it in “such a random way that makes it impossible to claim for any systematic 

norm” (289).    

This “highly variable and idiosyncratic” usage of full stops and commas in Arabic 

writing, Holes (1995) argues, “does not in fact matter” because Arabic has its own 

“native system of textual chunking which relies on coordinating and subordinating 

conjunctions which perform the dual role of signaling formally the beginnings and 

endings of sentence groups, and indicating the nature of the logical and functional 
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relationships between them” (204). However, While he disagrees with Stetkevych’s 

(2006) claim that this system no longer functions as a punctuation device in narrative 

text, he admits that this is true in the expository text which may be going through “a stage 

of transition” from the older system of  “sentence coordination by conjunctive particle,” 

to a new system which relies mainly on “linking phrases” (223). Sa�adeddin (1987) also 

maintains that the “Arabic morphologised punctuation system” was disregarded in favor 

of the Western punctuation system, this he states: “entails the superimposition of drastic 

changes on Arabic texts causing them a loss in their experiential validity” (183). 

This inconsistency in employing  the punctuation system, however, is not the only 

difficulty facing modern Arabic linguists in their attempts to describe the sentence as a 

unit of text structure. They claim that the Arabic sentence is also hard to define because 

of its length. el-Shiyab (1990), for instance, indicates that it is “very hard to draw the line 

between what a sentence or a clause is” in an Arabic text. This, he argues, is because “the 

sentence in Arabic is very long” and “contains among its constituents many adverbial 

clauses” (149).  

 

b- Traditional Treatment of the Sentence 

While modern Arabic linguists, as we have seen, avoid dealing with the sentence 

as a unit of text structure, traditional Arabic grammarians, however, gave serious 

attention to this concept. The sentence is regarded as a central concept in the traditional 

Arabic grammatical theory because it is the ultimate structure in which this theory 

operates. Trying to delimit it and specify its boundaries occupied many Arab 
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grammarians in order to establish it as a unit within which they can work. When 

examining their definition of the sentence, however, one encounter two grammatical 

terms, kalām and jumlah, whose implication is often confused. Although the history of 

the two syntactical terms is beyond the scope of this study, it is important, however, to 

investigate how traditional Arabic grammarians defined the notion of “sentence” as it is 

perceived in modern linguistics, regardless of the different technical terms they used.  

The term Jumlah, as defined by �Ibn Hišām (1964), �Ibn Jinnī (1983), and al-

Zama	šarī (n.d.), “implies a structure with predicative relation between its constituents: 

subject placed in front mubtada�, with �abar that is predicated of it, or verb predicated or 

attributed to its agent” (Goldenberg 1988, 57). They do not associate this predicative 

construction, i.e. the jumlah, with �ifādah ‘being informative.’ The jumlah, they also 

indicate, may occur in the position of mufrad ‘a single word’ and is considered 

syntactically equivalent to it (54).68 Moreover, the term Jumlah is commonly used to refer 

to dependent clauses like jumlat al-šar� ‘protasis,’ jumlat al-jawāb ‘apodosis,’ jumlat al-

qasam ‘oath’ or jumlat al-�ilah ‘relative clause,’ which do not stand the test of �ifādah 

‘being informative.’   

On the other hand, kalām is “a unit of speech which is independent, informative 

mufīd and capable of standing alone.” �Ibn Jinnī (1983) states that “any unit of speech 

independent by itself from which one picks the fruit of its meaning, that is kalām” 69 

(Goldenberg 1988, 56). kalām and jumlah, according to the grammarians’ definitions, 

therefore, are two different concepts. This is the conclusion drawn by �Ibn Hišām (1964) 
                                                 
68 �Ibn Hišām (1964) states that al jumlah “ د'C9)ا P-5 P-J” ‘occurs in the position of a single word’ (2:382).  
 �C) PA3” (�Ibn Jinnī 1983, 1:17) ا$BC78 P^G] و 9p [75 k,7i'ة 7:5+� 263 آrم“ 69
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after examining the two concepts. He says:  “Thereby you realize that they [kalām and 

jumlah] are not synonyms as many people think”70 (2:374).  

The confusion between kalām and jumlah, however, “could arise from contexts 

where a kernel sentence forming a complete grammatical structure, standing alone, and 

making sense, is said to be kalām and also jumlah” (58). A kernel sentence, such as �anā 

�abībah ‘I am a doctor,’ is, on the one hand, a predicative construction, and hence 

represents a jumlah. On the other hand, unlike a usual jumlah which has predication but is 

not informative, the kernel sentence is informative and capable of standing alone; 

therefore it also represents kalām. So, when �Ibn Jinnī (1983) concludes his above 

definition of kalām saying: “It [kalām] is what the grammarians call al-jumalah”71 (1:17), 

his words, taken out of context, may imply that the two terms, i.e.  kalām and jumlah, are 

synonymous. However, what he is actually referring to is one of these cases where the 

two, kalām and jumlah, are comparable because “the jumlah [in this case] is complete and 

independent.” 

There are then two conditions for a structure to be considered kalām in the Arabic 

traditional grammar: to be syntactically independent and semantically informative or 

communicative (�Abd al-La�īf 1996, 24; �Amāyrah 1984, 78) . The Arabic conception of 

kalām as a grammatical term, for many grammarians, Goldenberg (1988) points out, 

“approaches what is commonly regarded-- in linguistic literature- as a sentence” (58). 

                                                 
70 “ B,) +96Dأ h) '6N@ اT68 45 ا(7+سو ',f2ه9] آG@ +9اد4,3 آ'G98 + ” (�Ibn Hišām 1964, 2:374) 
71 “ ا(Tي @9B,] ا(7-2@2ن ا(\�L9) ا(rAم(و ه2  ” (�Ibn Jinnī 1983, 1:17) 
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The term jumlah, on the other hand, whose main condition is said to be no other than 

predication, is very similar to what is considered a clause in modern linguistics.72 

  

c- The Arabic Sentence: A Basic Unit of Analysis 

Despite the difficulties ascribed to defining the sentence in Modern Written 

Arabic, the present study takes the sentence to be its basic unit of analysis for two 

reasons. First, the goal of this study is to examine the function of a group of linguistic 

items that operate at the discourse level and are attested to mostly occupy the sentence 

initial position. Therefore, determining the onset of the sentences in the data where 

discourse markers occur is essential for the study to reach its goal.   

The second reason for adopting the sentence here concerns the need to give more 

attention to this important unit of text structure in modern Arabic linguistic studies. 

Throughout the linguistic tradition in general, the sentence, Chafé (1994) points out, has 

been considered very important “that it has been the basic unit of grammatical study from 

ancient times to the present” (140). It is also because of the importance of the sentence 

that traditional Arabic grammarians made  serious efforts for defining it. However, 

despite its attested significance in the linguistic studies, the sentence has been avoided by 

                                                 
72 Traditional Arabic Grammarians distinguishes between two types of clause on the basis of the nature of 
the clause-initial word.72 Accordingly, “clauses introduced with verbs are called verbal clauses (jumalh 

fi�liyyah), whereas clauses with the subject in sentence-initial position are called nominal clauses (jumlah 

ismiyyah), regardless of whether or not the clause as such contains a verbal predicate” (Persson 2002, 28). 
Some modern Arab linguists, however, have argued against this  theoretical distinction of sentence 
(�Amāyrah 1984, 81).  In the teaching of Arabic as a foreign language, “a different distinction is often used 
for classifying Arabic sentences. This distinction is based on whether or not the sentence contains a verb. 
The term “equational sentence” is used to refer to verbless predication. The term “verbal sentence” refers to 
predications that contain a verb” (Ryding 2005, 65).   
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many modern Arabic linguists in their studies claiming that it is a problematic unit in 

Arabic. They ascribe the difficulty in defining the Arabic sentence, as we have seen, to 

the “unusual” length of this unit in written Arabic as well as the unreliability of its 

punctuation system.     

However, the fact that many Arab writers choose to make their sentences long is 

not a reason to discard a useful concept as the sentence. In English, for example, although 

the sentence “may be fully as long as the paragraph,” as Longacre (1976, 281) indicates, 

this, however, does not pose any obstacle for distinguishing its boundaries. Chafé and 

Danielewicz  (1987) show that in English academic writing “a relatively normal 

distribution of sentence lengths centered around a mean of 24 words” (105). Longacre 

(1992) considers this an option to the writer that enables him to convey a message 

through his style. “When propositions that could have been presented seriatim as separate 

sentences are combined into sentences which display internal coordination or 

subordination,” he argue, “the text producer’s discourse strategy is at work here” (114).   

On the other hand, the fact that the European punctuation system cannot be relied 

on for identifying sentence boundaries in Arabic, does not mean that Arabic lacks other 

means to do so. The uncertainty usually associated with attempts to determine the limits 

of this unit in Arabic could be disputed by Lyons’ assertion (1977)  that sentence 

segmentation in any language is “far from being a matter of arbitrary decision” (624). 

Native speakers of any language, he maintains, are normally able to recognize the 

sentences in any written text in their language. What they need, however, is to pay 

attention to the signals provided by the grammatical system in their particular language.  
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In my view, defining the sentence as a unit of text structure is viewed as being 

problematic in modern Arabic linguistic studies, because no clear criterion for such 

definition has been set in modern Arabic studies yet. In order to identify the sentence 

boundaries that are necessary for the segmentation process, therefore, this study needs to 

set a clear criterion on which an operational definition of the Arabic sentence can be 

based. A useful point to start from is the definition provided by traditional Arabic 

grammar for kalām, which “approaches what is commonly regarded-- in linguistic 

literature-- as a sentence”  as pointed out by Goldenberg (1988, 58), as well as the 

modern linguistic view of the sentence.   

The sentence boundaries in the present study, therefore, are determined on 

syntactic and semantic grounds. Drawing on both traditional Arabic grammarians’ and 

modern linguists’ views of the sentence, two criteria are taken into consideration for 

defining the sentence: its structural independency and its capability of communicating a 

complete thought. In traditional Arabic grammar, as discussed earlier, kalām, which 

corresponds to the sentence, is any independent structure that is capable of standing alone 

and communicating a complete meaning (see �Abd al-La�īf 1996, 24; �Amāyrah 1984, 

78).  

Modern linguists, on the other hand, realize the importance of taking both the 

syntactic and semantic criteria into consideration when defining the sentence. Halliday 

(2004) states that “two basic systems determine how one clause is related to another” to 

form a sentence: “the degree of interdependency, or taxis” and “the logico-semantic 

relations” (373). Chafé  (1979) also considers “syntactic closure” as one manifestation of 
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sentencehood, while the other is “expressing a complete thought” (162, 163). A modern 

Arab linguist, �umaydah (1997), moreover, suggests a definition of the sentence that 

takes both its structure and meaning into consideration. A sentence, he states, “is a chain 

of elements that are tied together in accordance to the grammatical structure rules, to 

convey a complete intended meaning” (131).  

Accordingly, in the present study, the sentence is an “independent structure” 

(Allerton 1969, 29) which communicates “a complete thought” (Chafé 1979, 162) that 

“can fulfill some rhetorical purpose, significantly contributing to the overall rhetorical 

purpose of the text” (Hatim and Mason 1990, 173). Example (7) demonstrates what a 

sentence is in this study:    

(7) 
 

 [7a]  �,uا'V29@0)ا k-aQأ�Ldإ(,] أ [\G@ يT)م ا+N7)ا F8,]، 8-,� ا(,2م ه'dو [,V'S ،?)+:)ا 
�,uا'V29@0)ا 'qO ~,:D 7+ ا(,2مD4 ا(^2ل اA9@. [7b] '@0^J �B` ،�,uا'V29@0)0 ا:J ?) 

ا(e ،4@',fA,+رًا e 4,8,+رات، آ9+ آ+ن اG` '5%> اs5% ا(^'@�، 8^0ر 5+ أk-aQ، آ9+ أرى 
 45 +ًO2D،?G-)2ل إ(> آ,+ن وا`0، 8^,?  إذاا-J ?)+O F3 اط'WDY0ان ا@'@ H9G\9)ا(0و(� وا kD+آ 

�^$+7G5 ت+^Lj75آ�، و'G(5.73 
 

[7a] Democracy today has become the system of choice for ‘most’ of the 
world – both eastern and western countries alike – so that one may say 
we live in the age of democracy. [7b] As many would believe, 
Democracy is no longer one of the choices, as was the case until very 
recently, but has rather become inevitable if the state and society seek to 
join a world that has transformed into a single entity with shared values 
and consistent visions.  

 

In the above example, the word sequence in [7b] represents a sentence because it 

is structurally independent, it communicates a complete thought, and it serves a specific 

rhetorical function. Structurally, this is a conditional sentence that consists of two clauses 

                                                 
73 Text 23, P 1, S 1, 2.  
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connected with the particle �i	ā ‘if.’ Each of these two clauses consists of a main 

predicative structure in addition to other optional constituents that are connected to it by 

dependency relations as will be further explained shortly. This conditional sentence, on 

the other hand, expresses two dependent ideas that convey one complete thought since 

the validity of one of these ideas depends on the validity of the other. Besides its 

independency and informativity, sentence [7b] also serves a rhetorical function. It 

actually clarifies and explains what was meant by the proposition mentioned in sentence 

[7a].  

 

d- The Syntactic Criterion 

Since this study is operating on the discourse level, it employs the term 

“sentence” in the “text sentence,” i.e. in context, and not the “system sentence,” out of 

context, sense. However,  while discourse analyst works within the concept of “text 

sentence,” Brown and Yule (1986) argue,  he usually takes the insights provided by 

“sentence-grammarians” into consideration (20). The system, as Halliday (2004) explains 

“is the potential that lies behind the text” (33). Unlike spoken language, where the “text 

sentence” and “system sentence” do not correspond because of “syntactically incomplete 

sentences, ellipses and what we would call anacolutha in traditional grammar, i.e. when a 

sentence starts with one type of syntactic structure and ends in another” (Kammensjö 

2005, 85),  in written language, the correspondence between the two is rather close 

(Lyons 1977, 624). This indicates that the grammatical criterion is an essential base for 

segmenting the text into its basic units. 
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When defined in terms of its internal structure, the sentence is said to be 

“structurally independent.” What is meant by “the structural independence” of a unit, 

Allerton (1969) explains, considering the nature of the high-level units within which it 

operates, is “its freedom of occurrence relative to its neighbors” (30). The term 

independence,” then he argues, should be interpreted as meaning “not only ‘not 

dependent on another element’ but also ‘not depended on by another element’, or ‘not 

involved in a chain of dependence’” (32). So defining the sentence as “a minimum 

structurally independent sequence,” implies that “the sentence candidate must be 

omissible leaving behind no non-sentences” (42). 

This dependence relation that binds the sentence together as a unit is an essential 

concept in Arabic grammar. Owens (1984) argues that, in Arabic grammar, the notion of 

dependency is used “to account for the overall coherency of the parts of a sentence” (25). 

Arabic, Ryding (2005) points out, “can be seen as a language that has a network of 

dependency relations in every phrase, clause or sentence” (57). According to the 

dependency relation that “determines how one clause is related to another in a sentence” 

(Halliday 2004, 373), sentences in written Arabic are classified into three types: simple, 

compound, and complex. Recognizing the component parts of the sentences facilitates 

determining their boundaries on syntactic grounds.  

Grammatically speaking, the simple one clause sentence is the minimum form of 

the sentence as a unit. In Arabic, this sentence could be “verbless,” consisting of subject 

and predicate, i.e. al-�arīq-u �awīl-un ‘the road is long,’ or “verbal,” consisting of a verb 

and its subject and sometimes a direct object, i.e. ya�mil-u al-safīr-u risālat-an ‘The 
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ambassador is carrying a letter’ (Ryding 2005, 58-65). The compound sentences, on the 

other hand, consist of more than one predication in which the coordination relationship 

between the clauses “may or may not be expressed by a conjunction.” While these 

coordinated clauses form independent predicative structures, they, however, “indicate the 

development of one idea” (Cantarino 1975, 3:2). Here is an example of a compound 

sentence:  

(8) 
 

[8a] 'BC@ �5زrG5 '5%ا HVوا F3 +6Dأ Yإ ،�Iر+:G5 0وaJ �prf)ا(9)+ه0 ا �Tأّن ه ?dر <LO و 
+ً>:8 +6>:8 .[Jق ذا+,B)ا F3 07رجJ و.  

[8b] 6,+ُرDأي ا�,W@ر+G)ت ا+D+@0L) �,B$�9)0ة ا(9:,+ر@� واO+^)ا [8c] �A(Jو�3  و F7@0)ا �Lj9)ا P
  74.ا(97+ذج ا(9G\9:,� وا(2LBآ,� ا(\0@0ة

  
[8a] Although the three examples seem to be in contradiction of one 

another, they, however, constitute a pattern where they explain one 
another. They form a sequence that falls within the same context, i.e. 

[8b] the collapse of the standard and institutional foundation of historical 
religions, [8c] and the formation of the religious absolute in accordance 
with new societal and behavioral models. 
 
 

In example (8) the two coordinated clauses, [8b] and [8c], are connected with the 

conjunction wa ‘and.’ Although structurally, they consist of two independent 

predications, semantically, however, they build up one idea which provides an 

explanation for a previous proposition in [8a].    

The complex sentence, which is the third type of the Arabic sentence, on the other 

hand, consists of a main clause and one or more dependent clauses. These dependent 

clauses are syntactically dominated by the main clause, and hence not able to function 

alone as complete sentences. They are conjoined to the main clause by “a variety of 

                                                 
74 Text 4, P 2, S 4-6. 
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particles or function-specific phrases” (Holes 1995, 215). In terms of the function they 

perform within the complex sentence, dependent clauses can be divided into four types: 

nominal, relative (or adjectival), adverbial, and conditional.   

A nominal clause may function as sentential subject or complement of the main 

clause predicate. If it is a statement, it is usually introduced by one of the 

complementizers �an, �anna, or �inna, whereas the particles �in, �i	ā and law introduce 

reported questions. While relative, or adjectival, clauses function as modifiers of nouns in 

the main clause, and are placed directly after the noun they refer to, adverbial clauses act 

as circumstantial elements of the predicate of the main clause or the entire propositions. 

They usually mark peripheral relations such as: cause, purpose, time, manner, result, 

reason, concession (Holes 2005, 232-237). Conditional sentences, on the other hand, 

consist of two clauses, in which the validity of one depends on the validity of the other. 

The following four examples illustrate the four types of independent clauses in the 

complex sentence:  

(9) Dependent nominal clause: 
 

 [9a]و @\�م ا(,2,79ن[9b]  0ةD+B9)+8 6+ت و @-<' (6+ ا(79+خi2G)ا �Tي هTK@ 45 أّن ه7+ك 
 75.ا(27:9@� و ا(9+د@�

 
[9a] Yemenis assert [9b] that these inclinations are fostered by some 

outside power which facilitates its growth through moral and financial 
support. 

 
(10) Dependent relative clause: 
 

 [10a] +,i2)2@0@%ا �K) +6Dإ[10b]@'5ا(:0و و ه�@�9 أ <LO ر+qGDY6+ اG965 0 أّن^G:J FG)ا  +A
4,C:>GB9)م ا+ND �5+Vو إ �$'jKG9)76.ا 

                                                 
75 Text 7, P 4, S 12.  
76 Text 9, P 2, S 3. 
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[10a] It is the discourse of ideology [10b] that believes its mission is to 

triumph over the enemy, defeat the arrogant America and create a 
system for the powerless. 
 

(11) Dependent adverbial clause (reason): 
 

 [11a] +CB:J �52A-)ء ا+K)|8 �)+jJ �,uا'V29@0)ا �Iوا(9:+ر [11b] ب+q�7)ا hL9J Y +6D%
[u+^$] FD2D+^)77.ا  

  
[11a] The democratic resistance is illegitimately demanding the abolition 

of the government [11b] since it does not have the legal quorum to do 
so.  
 

(12) Dependent adverbial clause (time):  
  

 [12a]و `9+س �G3 4,8 �5'A9)ا �A5 ق+CJا T75 [12b]  �,>^2اء آI%2د@2ن (0ا1'ة ا:B)د ا+O
0@0i 45 �,L:G)و ا P,L-GL).78 

 
 

[12a] Since the Fatah-Hamas Mecca agreement, [12b] the Saudis have 
returned to the spotlight for analysis and comment.  

  
 
(13) Dependent conditional clause:  
 

 [13a] دق و+Q PA(8 اق و':)ا F3 أ@0@6? 45 أوراق F3 +5 0امWG$ا <LO ا(:'ب �CJو (2 ا
FO+9i [13b] 0ة-G9)ت ا+@Y2)ون 498 6,3? ا'e}7] اO �\O +9,3 2ا-\D +98'L3 .79 

 
[13a] Had the Arabs agreed to honestly and jointly use whatever cards 

they have in their hands in Iraq, [13b] perhaps they would have 
succeeded in achieving what others, including the United States, have 
failed to achieve. 

 

The sentence in example (9) consists of a main clause [9a] and an independent 

clause [9b]. This independent clause that is introduced by the complementizer �anna 

functions here as a complement for the main clause. In the complex sentence presented in 

                                                 
77 Text 20, P 3, S 9. 
78 Text 12, P 1, S 1. 
79 Text 11, P 3, S 10. 
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example (10), however, the predicate of the main clause [10a] is modified by the relative 

clause [10b] which comes directly after it. Examples (11) and (12), on the other hand, 

illustrate the independent adverbial clause that function as the circumstance of complex 

sentence. While the adverbial clause in [11b] acts as a reason for the proposition 

expressed in the main clause [11a], the preposed adverbial clause [12a] indicates the time 

of the proposition presented in the main clause [12b]. The last example, example (13), 

demonstrates a complex sentence that consists of two clauses connected with the 

conditional particle law ‘if.’ In this sentence, the validity of the conditional clause [13b] 

depends on the validity of the main clause [13a].  

 While grammarians were able to specify the minimum, obligatory constituents of 

a sentence, the subject and its predicate and the verb and its agent, they could not 

determine its maximum limits. However, affirms �Abd al-La�īf (1996), “they indicated the 

entities that depend on the main predicate of the sentence and usually occupy peripheral 

slots” (48). A sentence can be expanded or lengthened through the addition of optional 

grammatical elements, known in Arabic traditional grammar as fa�lah ‘extras,’  which 

modify the idea stated by the basic components of the sentence. Accordingly, the two 

main constituents in the predicative relation in addition to any other optional constituent 

that is connected to them such as: direct object maf��ūl bihi, reason maf��ūl li-�ajlihi, 

accompaniment maf��ūl ma�ahu, cognate accusative maf��ūl mu�laq, circumstantial 

complements �arf and �āl , and modifiers tawābi�, are all within the boundaries of the 

sentence.  
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e- The Semantic Criterion 

 Besides the structural interdependency within the sentence, Halliday (2004) 

points out, “the logico-semantic relations”  that bind its constituents form the second 

system that determines sentence boundaries (373). In Arabic grammatical tradition, the 

communicative value of the sentence is considered an essential aspect of its 

sentencehood. When defining the sentence, kalām, �Ibn Hišām (1964) stipulates that it 

should be mufīd communicative by intention (Goldenberg 1988, 60). “mufīd,” he states 

“being that which denotes a meaning after which it is proper to be silent” 80  (374, 490).     

For a unit to be considered a sentence, Chafé (1979) argues, it is not enough to 

demonstrate  structural  independency. Besides the “Syntactic closure,” it should also 

express a complete thought (162). A sentence boundary can only be drawn when “a focus 

has been successfully verbalized” (169). This focus, he explains, is a “basic unit of 

memory that represents the amount of information to which a person can devote his 

central attention at any one time,” and “which appear in language as sentences, 

syntactically closed” (180).  

The  semantic and syntactic aspects of the sentence are actually complementary. 

The grammatical structure of the sentence which is its main source of cohesiveness is the 

means to achieve its communicative purpose. When we say that a sentence communicates 

a complete meaning, this means, as �Amāyrah (1984) points out, that each of its 

constituent carries part of this meaning (79). The sentence as a whole, for al-Jurjānī 

(1984), conveys one intended meaning, which is the outcome of the interaction of the 

                                                 
80“[,LO 2تAB)4 اB-@ <7:5 <LO 0“  ,”5+ دلq^)+8 0,C9)م ه2 ا(^2ل اrA)ا” (�Ibn Hišām 1964, 2: 374, 490) 
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meanings and structure of its constituents (316). The following example demonstrates 

this inevitable dependency between the grammatical structure of the sentence and its 

capability to express a complete thought: 

(14) 
 

08اء 0Vر اآ�6i 45 [7A) 'a أe'ى @32' (�دارة اr` �,A@'5% و$6Gi+` 4,8 +j+ ا(0اLe,� إ(> إ 
45 ا(G\+وب Q2J H5,+ت �O29\5 درا$� ا(:'اق، ا(FG دkO إ(> 9J�5' دو(F `2ل ا(:'اق، 
وا(> `2ار 6u H5 'S+a5'ان ود5)�، و4,8 ر6Gad+ ا(W+ر0O F3 �,iم إ08اء 5'وJ �D\+� أu'اف 

  hLJ 'BCJ 0V.81 ا(9'وB7@ ،+6aD+i 45 +C:I �D-� 08ور� إ(> CL5+ت O+(^� أe'ى
  

But on the other hand, it provides the US administration with a 
compromise between its internal need to demonstrate a larger measure of 
response to the recommendations of the Iraq Study Group, which called 
for an international conference on Iraq and for a direct dialogue with 
Tehran and Damascus, and its external desire not to demonstrate any 
flexibility toward parties that might interpret this flexibility as a weakness 
on its part which is then applied to other pending issues. 

    

In example (14), the writer states one of the ways in which Baghdad’s  

international conference could be significant for the US administration. This conference, 

the sentence explains, provides the administration with a chance to achieve two 

objectives: to show more consideration to the Iraqi’s study group recommendations, and 

rule out any possibility to be perceived as becoming more tolerant regarding other issues. 

In order to convey this meaning, the sentence provides a specific explanation of 

each of these objectives. It first modifies taw�iyāt ‘recommendations’ of the Iraq study 

group, to which the US wants to be more considerate, using the relative clause, allatī da�at 

�ilā… ‘which called for…,’ and then elaborating this clause with the prepositional phrase 

wa-�ilā �iwār-in mubāšir-in… ‘and for a direct dialogue… .’ The sentence, moreover, goes 

                                                 
81 Text 21, P 1, S 4.  
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on to describe the parties �a�rāf, which the US does not want to show any flexibility, 

modifying it with the indefinite adjectival clause qad tufassir-u tilk-a al-murūnat-a �a�f-

an ‘which might interpret this flexibility as a weakness,’ and then continues to explain 

this �a�f-an ‘weakness’ with another adjectival clause yansa�ib-u bi-dawr-i-hi �ilā 

malaffāt-in �āliqat-in �u�rā ‘which is then applied to other pending issues.’  

Although semantic analysis “is naturally more of a subjective affair, since 

relationships of content exist only in the minds of language users” as Kammensjö (2005) 

puts it, it is however, an essential means to identify sentence boundaries. A sentence then, 

is an independent unit whose components are bonded syntactically and semantically in 

order to perform a communicative meaning that contributes to the overall rhetorical 

purpose of the text. 

Since the syntactic form and semantic content interplay to define the sentence as a 

unit of text, the present study takes both the structure and the meaning into consideration 

for segmenting the data into its basic units, sentences. However, although the sentence is 

viewed as being syntactically and semantically independent, it is important to bear in 

mind that “dependence, both functional and syntactic, is not an absolute discrete property 

but rather a matter of degree.” There is no sentence in connected, coherent discourse that 

is “100% independent of its local ‘linear’ or even global ‘hierarchical’ context. This is 

after all, the very definition of coherence” (Givón 2001, 327).  
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4.2.4 Summary 

To sum up, in the segmentation process, the paragraph is identified mainly 

according to discontinuity in content and function. A paragraph boundary occurs when 

there is a break in the continuity of topic, and a certain point in the argument has been 

fulfilled. Graphic layout, linguistic signals and word order are considered to be helping 

devices that confirm the perceptible division. To identify divisions among sentences, on 

the other hand, a syntactic-semantic criterion is employed. A sentence boundary is drawn 

when a grammatically-independent structure communicates a complete thought. Both 

structure and meaning define the sentence as a unit of text and determine its boundaries. 

Consequently, all boundaries in texts are marked either (P) or (S). (P) stands for 

paragraph breaks, while (S) stands for boundaries between sentences, the basic units of 

analysis. 

  

4.3 Identifying Functional Relations Among Units of Text  

4.3.1 Introduction 

Besides the assumption that texts are hierarchically organized, viewing the text as 

a structure of relations is also another assumption underlying the analysis process in the 

present study. It is assumed, as discussed before, that what is communicated in a text is 

more than the semantic content of the individual text segments. This is because the 

relationship between sentences and larger discourse units forms an essential part of this 

communicated meaning (Cawsey 1990, 77; Hovy 1990, 19). Identifying these relations, 

therefore, is the second step in the analytical model employed for analyzing the data in 
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this study. While the previous section discussed the means employed for segmenting the 

text into paragraphs and sentences, this section will describe the global and local 

functional relations in text by means of the two analytical tools that were introduced in 

the previous chapter, i.e. the Text-type Theory and the Rhetorical Structure Theory 

(RST).   

However, it is important to stress again that the segmentation process, which is 

the first step in the analytical model, does not take place independently from the process 

of identifying the relations among segments in text. Rather, the two processes occur 

simultaneously. This is because identifying paragraph boundaries, as we have seen, is 

mainly based on the realization of the functions performed by these paragraphs as unified 

units of text structure. Since the schematic categories that form the organizational plan of 

text correspond to these functions that paragraphs serve in text, determining paragraph 

boundaries is actually a process that involves realizing the organizational plan of the text 

at the same time. The same could be said about the identification of sentences in text. 

Sentences’ boundaries are determined by means of their structure and meaning. Once the 

meaning that the author wants to convey in the sentence is realized, the intention behind 

expressing this meaning at this point in the text should also become clear.  

In what follows, according to the top-down approach adopted in this study, the 

section starts by discussing how Hatim’s text-type model, modified by el-Shiyab’s model 

of editorials’ structure, works as an analytical tool for establishing the text global 

organizational plan. After describing the text’s global relations, the study turns to 
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examine how RST is employed to describe the functional relations holding the text’s 

sentences at the local level.  

 

4.3.2 Identifying Relations at the Global Level 

a- The Present Study and Hatim’s Model 

Hatim’s (1997) model of argumentative text-type, that is employed to identify the 

patterns of text organization fits the data of this study in two ways. The first relates to the 

theoretical background on which his typology is based. In Hatim’s (1997) typology, texts 

are classified according to their predominant rhetorical purpose. He argues that the 

purpose of expository text is to explain, inform, or sometimes entertain, and the purpose 

of argumentative text is to persuade to the writer’s viewpoint, whereas the purpose of 

instructional text is to regulate how people act or think. The communicative purpose is 

involved here and the text producer’s intention is the determining factor in distinguishing 

between text-types. This is consistent with the assumptions underlying the present study.   

Basing his description of organizational patterns involved in the argumentative type 

on his extensive investigation of both Arabic and English argumentative texts is another 

reason for employing Hatim’s (1997) model in this study. In his typology, he proposes 

two different forms of text organization for argumentative texts, the counter-

argumentation and the through-argumentation, capturing the differences between 

structural patterns favored in the two languages.  

The general structure of argumentative text consists of a thesis and supporting 

arguments. However, there are variations in the structural patterns of  the two subtypes. 
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Whereas the structural format for counter-argumentation displays the opponent’s claim 

followed by a counter-claim, a substantiation supporting the counter-claim, and finally a 

conclusion. In through-argumentation the thesis is cited to be argued through with no 

explicit reference to adversary. This is followed by substantiation and then conclusion. 

The patterns of the argumentative two subtypes could be represented in figure 4.1. and 

4.2. 

 

Figure 4.1. Counter-argumentation (Adopted from Hatim 1997) 

COUNTER-ARGUMENT 

                                |  ̶̶ ̶ ̶̶ Thesis cited to be opposed   

                                |  ̶̶ ̶ ̶ Opposition                              |  ̶̶ ̶ ̶Substantiation of counter-claim 

                                |  ̶̶ ̶ ̶̶Conclusion 

                              
 

Figure 4.2. Through-argumentation (Adopted from Hatim 1997)                 

THROUGH-ARGUMENT 

                                |  ̶̶ ̶ ̶̶ Thesis to be supported  

                                |  ̶̶ ̶ ̶  Substantiation                               |  ̶̶ ̶ ̶ Conclusion 

 
                  

The two argumentative forms, Hatim (1997) explains, are not equally available 

for all language users to choose from; rather, the preference for one or the other is 

culture-specific. Although using through-argumentation to argue for an idea is familiar to 

many languages, using this same strategy to argue against an idea is culturally bound to 
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modern written Arabic. When arguing against an opponent’s view, English shows a 

noticeable tendency towards counter-argumentation, whereas most present-day Arab 

writers use through argumentation to argue against and for a position. This trend prevails 

in current rhetorical practice, Hatim (1989) argues, despite the fact that old rhetoricians, 

such as Qudāmah bin Ja�far, “discuss and recommend counter-argumentation as an 

effective persuasive device in the rhetoric of Arabic” (28). Counter-argumentation in 

modern Arabic, however, is exclusively found in the writings of “Western-educated 

Arabs and those well-versed in classical Arabic rhetoric” (1997, 160).   

The mode of arguing by explicitly including the opponent’s view, which is 

common in languages such as English, is thus uncommon for most modern Arab readers. 

This is due to the fact that the Arab reader expects to find the text  producer’s thesis cited 

first and not the opponent’s. On the other hand, using through-argumentation to argue 

against an idea is considered problematic for English readers who expect a counter-

argument structure in such a situation.  

This tendency to adopt a more direct argumentative style in modern Arabic 

writing, Hatim (1997) notes, could be explained by cultural factors, such as freedom of 

speech and social norms. By ignoring the opponent’s claim, the text producer is actually 

complying with the social and political rules in his culture which disapprove of any sort 

of confrontation with opponents (el-Shiyab 1990, 330).       

Although all text-types are culture-bound, argumentative texts in particular are 

more sensitive to cultural differences (Longacre 1996; Van Dijk 1989). These differences 

are acknowledged by many studies in contrastive rhetoric (see for example Hinds 1983; 
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Johnstone 1983, 1990; Kaplan 1966; Maynard 1996; Sapir 1956; el-Shiyab 1990) . The 

means languages use to present their argumentative texts are different, they argue, 

because argumentation is shaped by the culture and social conventions of a particular 

community. According to Kaplan (1966) and Johnstone (1983, 1990), the native speaker 

of a particular language employs a structural pattern, a rhetoric and a sequence of thought 

which are different from those of other languages, and this creates problems for 

communication across cultures. The culture of the message sender, says Callow (1998), 

“pervades the message from beginning to end because his mind is rooted in his own 

culture, in all its thought patterns and values” (171).   

Just as Hatim focuses on describing the organizational structure of argumentative 

texts that is preferred by most modern Arab writers, al-Odadi (1996) and el-Shiyab 

(1990) also describe the relations realized in modern Arabic writing texts, but at the 

microstructural level. Relations employed by Arabic argumentative texts are found to be 

causal relations just as those used in English argumentative texts. However, despite the 

similarities between the two, al-Odadi (1996) points out, evaluative and interpretive 

relations are predominant in the Arabic texts while elaboration is the leading relation in 

the English texts. Mann and Thomson (1992) refer to this when they state that “different 

set of relations are displayed in text according to cultures” (46). Thus, cultural differences 

are apparent not only in the structural organization of texts, but also in their micro-level 

relations. Whorf (1956) suggests that languages organize their ideas differently 

“depending upon what relationship they hold to be important” (233).  
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b- Text-type and Genre 

Just as text-types are global frameworks with socio-culturally fixed patterns of 

organization, genres, are also “conventionalized forms” of texts that are associated with 

typical organizational patterns. However, unlike text-types, genres usually serve specific 

communicative purposes that are involved in “particular social occasions” (Hatim 1997, 

31). These communicative purposes are identified and mutually understood by the 

members of a language community in a specific culture. Any disregard for the “generic 

conventions,” therefore, “leads to opting out of the genre and is noticed by members of 

the community as odd” (Bhatia 2004, 23). Editorials, scientific articles, political 

speeches, sales promotion letters, news reports, book reviews, abstracts, etc. are few 

examples of genres that have been identified in different cultures. Every language 

community, says Bhatia (2004), “has its own typical sets of genres, which are used by 

most of its members to achieve a social goal” (54).  

Genres and text-types, thus, are not the same. As communicative forms of 

language that relate to social practices and have specific communicative purposes to 

serve, genres utilize different text types to achieve their goals. While some genres are 

usually associated with a typical text-type, like editorials that utilize argumentation as 

their text format and news reports that use narrative text type focus, there are yet other 

genres like novels that can be written in the form of narrative text-type as well as 

argumentative or exploratory text-type. The differences between text-types and genres, 

Östman (1999) states, “clearly need to be taken into account in any linguistic analysis” 

(78).  
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Newspaper opinion articles, as discussed before, represent a media genre that 

usually employs argumentative text-type. When the writer lays his opinion, in an opinion 

article, this should always be supported by reasons and justifications and therefore 

exhibits argumentative structure. However, while they employ argumentative text-type 

strategy, opinion articles also display specific generic features. Just as a specific text-type 

governs the schematic structure of a text and identifies it with certain characteristics, so 

does a social situation in a specific culture.   

As a genre, newspaper opinion articles, has rarely been investigated. No specific 

definition or description of the structure or features of this media genre, as we mentioned 

previously, is found. However, based on the analysis of opinion articles in the present 

study, it has been realized that many of the features they display resemble the ones 

usually attributed to editorials. Although editorials are usually written by one writer, i.e. 

the chief editor, opinion articles are written by different writers, the similarities between 

the two, nevertheless, are overwhelming in their purpose, language and structure.  

Both writers of editorials and opinion articles are expected to express their 

opinions and views on current issues and argue for them. The style of the two, moreover, 

is generally characterized as being evaluative with a persuasive intent because they aim at 

influencing the readers’ attitudes and beliefs. These similarities in goal, content, and 

organizational structure, are also reflected in the syntactic structures and linguistic 

choices that they both employ. Opinion articles, Khalil (2000) notes, are similar to 

editorials “in their persuasive intent” (23). el-Shiyab (1990), on the other hand, defines 

editorials as “statements of opinion” (68).     
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While text-type models usually describe the most common organizational 

structures associated with each type in general; specific genres that utilize these text 

strategies, however, may display slightly different schemas depending on their specific 

purpose. For this reason, Hatim’s (1997) argumentative text structure that is employed in 

this study to identify the text’s global relations is modified according to el-Shiyab’s 

(1990) model of Arabic editorials structure. The lack of material that has been produced 

on the structure of opinion articles, as well as the striking similarities that this genre 

displays with editorials justify this decision. 

In his study, el-Shiyab (1990) investigates the structure of Arabic editorials in 

order to identify the structural constituents of this genre, and then compares it to the 

structure of English editorials. Based on his analysis, he argues that Arabic editorials, as a 

genre that utilizes argumentative text-type, have “specific characteristics that distinguish 

their structure” (251). He presents the main categories that he identifies in the structure of 

this genre in four stages: Background information that serves as an introduction, thesis 

and its evaluation, substantiation to support the thesis, and conclusion. These main 

categories of Arabic editorial’s structure are presented in figure 4.3.   

  

Figure 4.3. el-Shiyab’s (1990) Model of the Generic Structure of Arabic Editorials                              |  ̶̶ ̶ ̶̶ Background information   

                                |  ̶̶ ̶ ̶ Thesis/evaluation                              |  ̶̶ ̶ ̶Substantiation 

                                |  ̶̶ ̶ ̶̶Conclusion 
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It is clear that these four stages of el-Shiyab’s (1990) model of the Arabic 

editorials’ organizational structure fit well with Hatim’s (1997) general model of 

argumentative text. Therefore, they are employed as an analytical tool to describe the 

patterns of text organization of the opinion articles examined in this study.  

According to el-Shiyab’s (1990) model, the first schematic category in the text 

structure is the background information. The text producer, he explains, usually provides 

this information in the first stage in order to orient himself and the reader to what he is 

going to talk about. This introductory stage is an essential part of the message, as Callow 

(1998) argues, because it “sets the message in the larger social context and relates both 

the message itself and the message sender to the addressee” (164). In this study, most of 

the opinion articles examined start with this structural category of text organization. It has 

been noticed, however, that the introductory information not only provides the needed 

context for understanding the message but also serves to attract the readers’ attention to 

the topic. Here are three examples, (15), (16), and (17), to illustrate how opinion articles 

in the data are introduced: 

 
(15) 
 

q79'م، آ+ن أ$2aع ا%$2aع ا( .V P@2-J ?G@ +5 +ًa)+d<+@+ 5-ّ̂� إ(> 5+دة ا`2LAL3 �,)+CGر@�
F9)+:)ت 2,8م ا(9'أة اY+CG`Y46 . اV2^` 4O �1+^`52+ت وL:98 ء+B7)ا kV'dا ا():+ر أTه k-Jو

وواV:46 ا(Tي 0Jّل ا%رV+م وا(H1+V2 ا(,52,� ا(D FG:,)6+ أD] 5+ زال G5'د@ً+ وأن Ti +ً7B-Jر@ً+ (? 
0:8 [,LO أ'j@ .W5 F3 R7:)9,,� واG)ا +@+-I ء+B7)ا k)رات ا%رض93+ زا+V RLG.  +7J2C@ Yو

آ,kJ+8 R ا(9'أة F3 8:; ا(�u+79 ا(l9زوF3 �5 ا(0ول ا(:'�7L) �,-I �,8اO+ت وأ`,+D+ ه30ً+ 
 S+a5.82'ًا 3,]

 
More often than not, rightfully deserving causes are converted into 
folkloric festivities. Last week marked the International Women’s Day 

                                                 
82 Text 2, P 1, S 1-5. 
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celebrations. Under this raised slogan, women were flooded with 
information and facts about their rights and the realities that the figures 
and day-to-day occurrences reveal are still retrogressive and have yet to 
witness any radical improvement. Women still fall victim to 
discrimination and violence throughout the world. We should not overlook 
the fact that women in crises-laden areas in the Arab world have become 
victims of conflicts and sometimes were even used as direct targets in 
these disputes.  

 
(16) 

 
D �qV F63\+ح �i+-8 %ن J'وى و BJ'د PA(J.  +6L,Q+CJ 05@�7 دG5+8 F8'O ?L` �)+` F8,+ز 

 و (? @:0 $'ًا أن دF8 و LO +,78 +6`+\D> أ$s ا$G'اJ,\,� و إرادة .8|$6+ب و 2JاPQ و ا$9G'ار
ات و 78+ء ا(W,+ل و آ+ن هTا ا(79+خ ا(Ti �Q'3 '`+Bب ه+�L\) �L1 ا9fG$Y+ر .�aLQ و إدارة T3+Dة
[,3'G)و ا �`+,B)و  .و ا ،�Vr9:)ل 45 ا()'آ+ت ا(:+(9,� ا+Jأر �,La^GB9)ا(09@�7 ا �Tءت إ(> ه+i و

ا{Yف 45 ا(C) 4,-5+j'ص ا(f'اء و ا(:,~ ا(A'@?، و ا('اF3 4,ad 78+ء F5+qO Pa^GB5 و 
'5+K5 . kD'GD]ت ا(9+ل و اY+\5 F3 �qqWG9)ا(09ن ا h)ذ Pi% kqqe م و وrO]و ا

+6BCD F8د Peه+ دا',d . �@د+qGVا �VrjDY ح+GC9)2ب 8+(^,�9 ا(9<+�3 اLj9)ا �qWG)و آ+ن ا
 83.آa'ى

 
The city of Dubai represents an Arab dream. It is a success story that 
needs to be told in detail continually. It is no longer a secret that Dubai 
and its success were built upon strategic foundations, a strong will, and an 
effective leadership. This wonderful atmosphere has been a great 
opportunity that attracts investments, tourism, and recreation. Multitudes 
of giant international companies, therefore, came to this flourishing city, 
as well as thousands of ambitious people seeking wealth and a comfortable 
lifestyle and wanting to build a bright future for themselves. To enable 
this, specialized cities within Dubai were established in the fields of 
finance, internet, media, and so on. The required specialization of added 
value is the key to a great economical surge. 

 
 
(17) 

 
  F3 '9G$ا [Dا Yان إ',\L)و ?)+:L) �7�9j5 �K) د+\D ا`09ي FDا'@]ا s,1')ح ا'j@ 45 أن Y08

75+f)آ'ى اT)ا �a$+798 [8+je F3 �\7(G9)ا [GK)إ@'ان F3 �,5r$]2رة اfL) 4@'(:)84.� وا 
  

Instead of adopting a reassuring tone to set the world and his neighbors at 
ease, Iranian President Ahmadinejad persisted in using the same 

                                                 
83 Text 8, P 1, S 1-7. 
84 Text 9, P 1, S 1. 
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inflammatory language when he gave his speech marking the 28th 
anniversary of Iran's Islamic Revolution. 

 

After setting the stage for the topic that will be discussed, the text producer then 

presents his thesis as the second stage of the text structure, and at the same time, in most 

cases, evaluating the topic positively or negatively. It is possible, however, el-Shiyab 

(1990) points out, that the thesis may be presented implicitly within references to 

background information. This is followed in the third stage of the analytical model by a 

substantiation of the claim presented in the thesis. These two stages, the second and the 

third, form the main body of the text structure in el-Shiyab’s (1990) model. In the opinion 

articles analyzed in this study, however, it has been noticed that the text producers not 

only express their stand when presenting the thesis, but they also try to stress the point of 

the argument after providing their evidence. In some cases, they may devote a whole 

paragraph to stress the significance of their point in light of this evidence. The following 

example illustrates these stages of text structure: 85  

 
(18)  
 

 [P1]+6J06S 0@0ةO �9ND% �^8+$ ت+K) 45 �WB7GB5 ،رة'A5 ،�j7-5 �K) Fه �,Dا[@'ا �KL)ا 
0 أن 6G965+ اqGDY+ر LO> إ�K) +6D ا{@0و@i2)2,+ ا(G:J FG^. ا(a)'@� واl5 �@+6D k6GD$+و@�

�$'jKG9)ا +A@'5ا(:0و وه�@�9 أV4 وإ,C:>GB9)م ا+ND �5+ . ت+K) 45 �)0:55-2رة و �K) Fوه
+6aaB8 +N79+ 8+هp �,D+BD]ا k:3ود �@'(a)6+ اJ06S 0@0ةO �,i2)2@0@t.86 

 
 [P2]0^)�,D+9)%ا(7+ز@� ا k8'i  ى'e%اق ا'O%�6 اi25ا F3 FD+9)%ا(:'ق ا �,i2)2@0@t. 

  وu'ح ا(jG'ف.+ل ا(S+C,� وآh)T `.ة ا`0 ا%O'اق �Le �,^8 <LO ا�واGO^0ت B8,+د
4,u+jBC)ة ا'A3 F)ا(0و F5r$]ورة أن @�6م ، ا'Iوا[@9+ن و 'CA)وا(9:'آ� ا%ز(,� 4,8 ا

LJ+^@م 8^,� ا%د@+ن وr$]6+ا,LO 45ث ا� ا%رض و'@ <G` +6. ة+$l5 kD+A3 11'a9Ga$ . PGVو 

                                                 
85 Examples (2) and (3) in this chapter also illustrates the organizational patterns of opinion articles’ 
structure.  
86 Text 9, P 2, S 2-4. 
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B9)0ادا%8'@+ء اK87:+ء إ(> ا('@+ض وQ 45 4,9L.�,D2,6q)ا k`'uا و �:S ة'A3  ر+GW9)ا �
+,D0)2ب ا:S �,^8 0I.�8ا(:'و �,i2)2@0@t 4,B` 0امQ ح'uو  ��6 5+ ا$9+i25ا F3 �@'q7:)ا 

:'آ� p? اP^GD إ(> أu'و`� 07i ا('`F3 49 25ا07i �6i ا(),j+ن، و5 ".ا(C'س ا(9\2س "8ـ
Pu+a)0 اI 'qG7,$ يT)87.ا(-� ا 

  
   [P3]Pا45 `� آ �^@'j)+8 'AC@ ن أن+BDإ [a$+7J FG) . ن إدارة+BD45 `� أي إ s,) 4A)

ا(H9G\9 وا(0و(� و3'ض رأ@] 8+(^2ة LO> ا(7+س 8+$? ا(0@4 أو ا(:'ق او ا(T9ه�، واGOY^+د l8ن 
� 3+(:+. ا(a)'@� هF3 F `'ب دا�91، هF `'ب أد@+ن وG:5^0ات وأ7i+س)+q9)45 ا �AaS 2ه ?)

�Le0اG9)98:�ل .ا ?GJ 4 أنA9@ Y ?5%4 %@�  وإدارة اA9@ Y [D7+ع اGVY4 63? ا(:+(? واO
  i2)2@0@t.88,� أن FKLJ ا{e'@4 وان CJ'ض S'و6u+ 8+(^2ة

 
[P1] The Iranian discourse is archaic and repetitive; it is derived from 

former languages of numerous regimes witnessed by mankind that ended 
in tragedy. It is the discourse of ideology that believes its mission is to 
triumph over the enemy, defeat the arrogant America and create a 
system for the powerless. It is a corrupted and modified language of the 
many ideological languages in the history of mankind for which 
mankind has paid dearly. 
 

[P1] German Nazism tested the ideology of the German race versus all 
other races. It believed in the superiority of one race over all others. The 
same is true of fascism. International Islamic extremism also put forth 
the two-camp idea, the eternal battle between faith and disbelief, and the 
necessity that Islam defeats all other religions, vanquishing them until 
God inherits the earth and everyone on it. Thus came the 9/11 tragedy, 
and innocent Muslims from Sanaa to Riyadh and Baghdad were killed. 
Zionism proposed the idea of God’s chosen people versus all the other 
peoples of the world. Saddam Hussein promoted the racist ideology of 
Arabism over the so-called ‘Persian Magi’. Then he proceeded to foster 
the notions of God’s soldiers against Satan’s legions and the battle of 
good that will triumph over evil.  
 

[P2] Every human being has the right to think in the manner that best suits 
him. However, no one has the right to control society and the state and 
forcefully impose his opinion on people in the name of religion, race or 
doctrinal belief under the assumption that mankind is engaged in a 
permanent war of religions, beliefs and races. The world is a network of 
interrelated interests. Thus, the management of nations cannot take place 
in isolation from understanding the world and the conviction that a 
particular ideology can abolish all others and impose its terms by force. 
 

                                                 
87 Text 9, P 3, S 5-13. 
88 Text 9, P 4, S 14-17. 
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The three paragraphs in example (18) constitute the body of an opinion article. 

The introductory paragraph that provides background information for this text is found in 

example (17). After providing a context for his text, as illustrated in example (17), the 

author starts making his point and arguing for it. In the first paragraph here, he presents 

his thesis stating that the discourse used by Iran in communicating with the world is 

unacceptable and will only lead to disaster. In order to support his negative evaluation of 

the Iranians’ discourse, in [P2], the author provides examples of other regimes in history 

that used the same type of discourse and failed. Then, in the third paragraph, he evaluates 

the validity of his point again, but now in view of the evidence that he has already 

presented, stressing that a discourse, that is based on an ideology that wants to impose its 

terms on others, like the one used by the regimes he mentioned, cannot work in a world 

of interrelated  interests.  

The final stage in el-Shiyab’s (1990) model, is the conclusion. In this stage, the 

text producer concludes his text either by summarizing the main points of his argument, 

or drawing some inferences and implication, or he may also give the reader advice or 

recommendation. The main function of this stage of text organization is to offer a last 

thought making it clear that the text is heading to its end. Here is an example to show 

how the text in example (18) is concluded by drawing some inferences and giving some 

recommendations: 

 
(19) 
 

 [P4] k5+V5,+د@4 ا(-'ب، وأ F3 +D2,L5 4,D+9p 45 'fأآ �@'(a)ا k:3ا(7+ز@� 0:8 أن د k6GD0 ا^)
D2,6q)ا [J'C-8 0امQ <6GD0ه?، وا@'(J4 و@'e}ض 2,8ت ا+^Dب أ+B` <LO +6G)دو �,
وه2 أ�LjG@ '5 . إ@'ان ا(2fرة 2Jاl5 [iز6V+ ا(G+ر@FW إذا (? GJ-2ل إ(> إ@'ان ا(0و(�.  ا()6,'ة
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'e�)ات وTL) 0@0اi +ً963و ، FLWG)وا HI2اG)ا 45 ا',f9,� وا(0و(,� وآ,LV]963ً+ (29از@4 ا(^2ى ا 
GD4 اO^:9)ا +,D0)ت اrA(5 P` نl8 د+^GOYوا +D%خ ا+Cت+,i2)2@0@t 8-'ب ?GJ 4 أنA9@ 0ة .

 �aW)إ(> ا �i+-8 ا(27و@�إ@'ان �D+$'GL) +6Gi+` 45 'f69+ .أآ,LV6+ وإDا',i �^f) �i+-8 Fوه 
4@'e}ء ا+I6+ [رGi+` 45 'f5+ . أآ+O 4@'(Oو �,D+9p PaV 0مWGBJ 4 أنA9@ آ+ن FG)ا �KL)وا

9O 45Q 8+(<'ورة kB,) 2رةf)ور3<7+ +(' ا +D0D+O +965 ا',fآ ',KJ يT)ا ا(�45 اT6) �-
h)T8 اف'GOY89.ا 

  
[P4] Nazism was annihilated after humanity paid the price of over 80 

million who fell in the battlefields; Zionism has built its state on the 
ruins of the homes of others and at the expense of their displacement; 
and Saddam ended up in his famous hole. Revolutionary Iran will 
confront its historical dilemma if it does not transform into Iran the state. 
This is a matter that requires a sound understanding of oneself and of 
others, an understanding of the regional and international balances of 
power, a great deal of modesty and dismissing the belief that the world’s 
complicated problems can be solved using ideological wars. Iran is in 
more need of bread than it is of nuclear arsenals. It needs the trust of its 
neighbors and the region at large over pleasing others. The language that 
might have been appropriate prior to the 28 years of the revolution is not 
necessarily suitable for this age, which is in a state of continuous flux no 
matter how much we resist or refuse to recognize that. 

 

It is important to note here that most of the texts in the data of this study use the 

through-argumentation strategy to argue whether for or against an idea. This 

argumentation form could be noticed in example (18). While the use of this form of 

argumentation seems to dominate in the data, there are, however, few texts that employ 

the counter-argumentation strategy. This confirms Hatim’s (1997) findings regarding the 

use of these two forms of argumentation in Modern Written Arabic. Example (20) 

demonstrates a text using the counter-argumentation strategy. Notice how the author 

displays the opponent’s claim in sentences [20a] and [20b] followed by a counter-claim 

in [20c], and then a substantiation supporting the counter-claim in [P2]: 

 

                                                 
89 Text 9, P 5, S 18-25. 
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(20)  
 

 [20a] [P1]  450ه+ ا{راء\@ FG)2د@�، وا:B)ا �,iر+W)ا �$+,B)4 اO 01ة وا(9)26رة+B)ا 
درا$+ت 7J)'ه+ اBDY+ن `F3 <G 8:; ا(O2aj9+ت ا('$9,� ا(B:2د@�، Y+^5 4O rً>3ت و

د@� LO kAB9J> ا(0وام �Cq8 ا(af+ت و0Oم ن ا(B,+$� ا(W+رi,� ا(B:2ا(q-+�3 ا(B:2د@�، أ
LO �@2د:B)ا(0و(� ا s,$lJ T75 +6\6D <LO �N3+-5 k,^8و ،',KG)ا <G`0ا(:�@� وaO hL9)0 ا@ <

 ا(7f+ء ا%$+سهTا ا('أي F3 ا(B,+$� ا(W+ر�AL99L) �,i ا(:'8,� ا(B:2د@� هF3 [30  [20b] .ا(,2م
$+,B)ار ا'^G$Yا �CQ 0,آlJو �$+,B)ا �Tه <LO+6B,$lJ T75 �@2د:B)ا [(,:J يT)ا F.  ]20c[ 

  F3 [7A).90 واHV ا�LB@ '5Y هT� ا(0و(� و$,+$6G+ ا(W+رi,� `^ً+ 965ً+ وه2 ا(297 وا(2jGر
   

[P2]  0\@ �AL99L) �,iر+W)ا �$+,BL) �V6+3+(9'اD27ات أB)ا F3 06تS ة',e%ا F3 �,O2D �L^D 
F3 +05اه kLQ6+ وG,\,Jا'G$0ا�اaO hL9)06 اO �@�:)0اaO 48 . �,iر+W)ا �$+,B)ا kL^GD+3 

� ا(> ا(a9+درة وا(2L$',,KGب اNGDY+رأا(B:2د@� 45 ,i'G)وا  .KJ ا(\2ه'ي ',KG)ا اT6) +ً:aJو ',
�$+,B)ا �Tه H5 4@'e}ا Fu+:J. P07 آO ح'j@ يT)ال ا�B)�8 آ+ن ا+B)ا FC3 9,� ه2 ز�5 أ,LVإ

� أ5+ ا(,2م �B)+3ال أ .'د 295ل (-P ا%ز5+ت ا(B:2د@� 5\ آlن"5+ذا D'@0 45 ا('@+ض؟"aQ
 وهTا ا(�هF3 0 ا(�7ول ا(> $+`� ا(a9+درة وا(4O +ً\J+D 4A@ ?) ',,KG "5+ذا J'@0 ا(B:2د@�؟"

d,+ب Q+7O' هTا ا(0ور، وا9D+ %ن ا(0ور ا(2Lj9ب 45 ا(B,+$� ا(W+رF3 �,i ا(FI+9 آ+ن 
 �LjG@.91 هTا ا(27ع وا(^0ر 45 ا(G-'ك

  
   

[P1] [20a] Among the famous mainstream opinions about Saudi foreign 
policy that can also be found in Saudi official newspapers, as well as in 
articles and studies published by the Saudi press, is that the Saudi 
foreign policy has always been characterized by constancy and 
invariability, and it has maintained its attitude since the establishment of 
the Saudi State by King Abdul Aziz until today. [20b] This opinion is 
primarily aimed at praising Saudi foreign policy and underlying the 
political stability that Saudi has been living in since its foundation. [20c] 
However,  it actually deprives this State and its foreign policy of an 
important right, namely, improvement. 
 

[P2] Any observer of Saudi foreign policy easily realizes that it has 
witnessed a quantum leap in its strategy over the past years. The  peak 
was reached under the reign of King Abdullah bin Abdel Aziz. Saudi 
foreign policy has shifted from the attitude of 'waiting and devising' to 
'taking the initiative and changing'. As a result of this substantial change, 
the others' attitude toward this policy has also changed. Before, the 
question that used to be asked whenever a regional crisis emerged was: 
'What do we need from Riyadh?'. As though Saudi was a mere financier 
to resolve crises. But today, the question has become: 'What does Saudi 
want?' The earlier refusal to take the initiative and make changes was 

                                                 
90 Text 37, P 1, S 1-3. 
91 Text 37, P 2, S 4-10. 
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not due to the absence of the elements of that role, but that foreign 
policy in the past required this limited kind of role. 

 
 

 
4.3.3 Identifying Relations at Local Level 

RST and the Data 

In order to describe the functional relations that hold sentences in text together, 

the present study employs RST. In the previous chapter, this theory was introduced and 

the reasons behind adopting it in this study were highlighted. This section, however, goes 

further to explain how this analytical tool functions, first in general, then in relation to the 

data of this study.  

In RST, there are two major types of text structuring relations: nucleus-satellite 

and multi-nucleus. Whereas the former implies hierarchical relation, the latter represents 

the simple joining together of independent sentences. Mann and Thompson (1987) 

observes that most adjacent segments have a more central part, the nucleus, which is 

considered to be more prominent to the writer’s purpose than the other part, the satellite. 

In most cases, this relation is simple consisting only of one nucleus and one satellite, but 

there may also be cases where several satellites are related to one single nucleus. On the 

other hand, to describe the relations combining adjacent units of the same importance, 

three multi-nucleus relations, in which all the parts are marked as nuclei, are identified: 

“sequence”, “contrast” and “joint”. Figure 4.4. illustrates how these relations work: 
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Figure 4.4. Examples of Types of Relations (Adopted from  
                   Mann and Thompson 1988)  

 
 
                                                               
  
 
                         circumstance           motivation       enablement                    contrast  
 
 
 
 
           
                                                                                      
 
                                                                                       
                                  sequence        sequence                                    joint  
 
 
                                                                            
                                                              

RST, as mentioned before, considers the writer’s intentions as central in the 

process of describing the functions served by the sentences in text. The set of relations 

proposed by this theory, therefore, are described according to the effect they produce on 

the reader as presumably intended by the writer. Taking the writer’s intended 

communicative goals as their point of departure for interpreting these relations, Mann and 

Thompson (1988) provides detailed description of each relation in terms of: (1) 

constraints on the  nucleus, denoted by N, (2)  constraints on the satellite, denoted by S,  

(3) constraints on the combination of nucleus and satellite, (4) the effect. For example, 

the ‘evidence’  relation is defined as follows (Mann and Thompson 1988):   

 
Relation name: EVIDENCE 
Constraints on N  (the claim): The reader possibly does not already believe the 
claim. 
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Constraints on S (the evidence): The reader either already believes the satellite or 
will find it credible.  
Constraints on the combination of N and S: As the reader understands the evidence, 
the reader’s belief in the claim will increase. 
The effect: The reader beliefs the claim. 
Locus of the effect: N 

 

There are, however, no constraints on the order of the nucleus or satellite in the 

development of the  text. The relation could go in either direction according to the 

ordering of ideas by the author. But for some relations like: antithesis, concession, 

background, circumstance, and conditional the tendency is S � N, whereas the tendency 

is N  S for relations such as: elaboration, enablement, evidence, purpose, justify, and 

restatement.  

 Table 4.1. describes the majority of nucleus-satellite relations that are introduced 

in the RST in order to show how they are identified. This table will be followed by 

examples from the data of this study to illustrate the way they function in natural text.   

 

Table 4.1. Nucleus-satellite Relations (Adopted from Siepmann (2005)  
                  with Modifications)  
 

 

Relation name  

 

 

Nucleus 

 

 

Satellite 

 
Antithesis  
 
 

Ideas favored by the author Ideas disfavored by the author 

Concession 
 
 

Situation affirmed by author Situation which is apparently 
inconsistent but also affirmed by 
author 
 
 

Circumstance  
 
 

Text expressing the events or ideas 
occurring in the interpretive contexts  

An interpretive context of situation or 
time 
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Table 4.1. Continued  
 
 

Relation name  
 

 

Nucleus 
 

 

Satellite 
 

 
Solutionhood 
 
 

 
A situation or method supporting full 
or partial satisfaction of the need 
 
 

 
A question, request, problem, or other 
expressed need 

Elaboration 
 
 

Basic information Additional information 

Background 
 
 

Text whose understanding is being 
facilitated 
 
 

Text for facilitating understanding 

Enablement 
 
 

An action Information intended to aid the reader 
in performing an action 
 
 

Motivation 
 
 

An action  Information intended to increase the 
reader’s desire to perform the action 
 
 

Evidence 
 
 

A claim  Information intended to increase the 
reader’s belief in the claim 
 
 

Justify 
 
 

Text Information supporting the writer’s 
right to express the text 
 
 

Volitional Cause  
 
 
 

A situation  Another situation which causes the 
first one, by someone’s deliberate 
action 
 
 
 

Non-Volitional Cause (reason) 
 
 
 
 

A situation Another situation which causes the 
first  one, but not by anyone’s 
deliberate action 

Volitional Result 
 
 
 
 

A situation  Another situation which is caused by 
that one, by someone’s deliberate 
action   
 
 
 

Non-Volitional Result 
 
 
 
 
 

A situation Another situation which is caused by 
that one, but not by anyone’s 
deliberate action 
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Table 4.1. Continued 
 
 

Relation name  
 

 

Nucleus 
 

 

Satellite 
 

 
Purpose 
 
 

 
An intended situation 

 
The intent behind the situation 
 
 
 

Condition Action or situation whose occurrence 
results from the occurrence of the 
conditioning situation 
 
 

Conditioning situation 

Otherwise Action or situation whose occurrence 
results from the lack of occurrence of 
the conditioning situation 
 
 

Conditioning situation 

Interpretation 
 
 

A situation An interpretation of the situation 

Evaluation 
 
 

A situation An evaluative comment about the 
situation 

Restatement 
 
 

A situation A re-expression of the situation 

Summary 
 
 

Text A short summary of the text 

Sequence  
(In this relation, both segments are 
considered nuclei) 
 
 
 

Text   A successive text 

Contrast 
(In this relation, both segments are 
considered nuclei) 

Situation which is compared with 
another situation that is (a) identical 
with another situation in at least some 
respects, (b) similar to, or different 
from, another situation in a few 
respects 
 
 
 

Situation which is compared with 
another situation that is (a) identical 
with another situation in at least some 
respects, (b) similar to, or different 
from, another situation in a few 
respects 

Joint 
(In this relation, all segments are 
considered nuclei) 
 

Text   No relation is claimed to hold 
between the multi-nuclei 
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Here are examples of the relations identified between sentences in the opinion 

articles analyzed in this study. The  nucleus is denoted by N while the satellite is referred 

to  by S. 

 
(21) Antithesis 
 

 [S] �)+ه [iو F3 �,52^)5,� واr$]ت ا+O+9\)ت وا+,qW()ا hLJ ي `'كT)أن ا 'aا%آ �LA(9)ا
+,765 lje 4A@ ?) ن+`'$.[S+^D 4A9@ '5وه2 أ .[G(V+75 �\J P8 . 

 [N] +675 �,L:3 تr>:9) F8':)م اrO]0ي اqG) �C,7:)ت ه2 ا(9^+و�5 ا+O+9\)ا hLJ إن 5+ `'ك
>V0 ا(9'أة وI R7:)رة وا+O0)9:+ت اG\9)ي وا'q9)ا H9G\9)ا F3 P9G:J ة',fآ �A1+S +@+

 45 هTا "3t+ت"\7J+:9G+ 45 ا(:'FC7D +5 +ًa)+d +77A) +ً529O �,8 و2iده+ k-J ذر@:� D^+ء 5
 92.ا(27ع

 
[S] The greater problem lies behind the driving force that led these 

Islamists and loyal nationalists against Hala Sarhan. A fact that can, or 
rather should, be discussed. 

[N] What motivated those groups is the fierce resistance against Arab 
media attempts to deal with actual problems, which include prostitution 
and violence against women, in addition to a multitude of thorny issues 
that afflict Egyptian and Arab societies in general. However most of the 
time we deny their existence under the claim that our societies are free 
of such ‘plagues’. 
 
 

(22) Concession 
 

[S] P45 `� آ[a$+7J FG)ا �^@'j)+8 'AC@ ن أن+BDإ .  
[N] 4@0)ا(7+س 8+$? ا <LO وا(0و(� و3'ض رأ@] 8+(^2ة H9G\9)ن إدارة ا+BD45 `� أي إ s,) 4A) 

أو ا(:'ق او ا(T9ه�، واGOY^+د l8ن ا(a)'@� هF3 F `'ب دا�91، هF `'ب أد@+ن وG:5^0ات 
 93.وأ7i+س

 
[S] Every human being has the right to think in the manner that best suits 

him. 
[N] But no one has the right to control society and the state and 
forcefully impose his opinion on people in the name of religion, race 
or doctrinal belief under the assumption that mankind is engaged in a 
permanent war of religions, beliefs and races. 

 

                                                 
92 Text 1, P 6, S 16-19. 
93 Text 9, P 4, S 14, 15. 
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(23) Solutionhood 
 

 [S]^GB9)ا ',d ي'j^)2ك اLB)ح ا'(@ h)ذ Pآ?,. �`+u]ا T75 �`م ا(0و+A` 2كL$ 2وإن آ+ن ه 
  .8+%ب، J\+� ا('@+ض

 [N] F$+,B)ا P9:)ا �LQي ه2 25ا'j^)2ك اLB)ا اTه <LO Pf5%وا P>3%أن ا('د ا F:,aj)و45 ا
 94.ا(Tي J^2م 8] ا('@+ض

 
[S] All this accounts for Qatar's evasive behavior, which has been its usual 

behavior towards Riyadh since the ousting of its former Emir. 
[N] Of course, the best and ideal response to this behavior is for Riyadh to 

continue its political work. 
 

(24) Elaboration 
 

[N]  ,1و�5رخ إ$'ا 'AC5 ،وي+D'8 FL@5:'إ FLs@8+ر F3 �8+$ ',C$8،وف، و+Gا آ'e�5 �Gآ + 
(�2Q(,� ا(2fر@�  "+ر I\� ه+rq3 [,3 �qe �L1 آ+r5، أp"ا(^+�LJ ا(D+@0+ت"27:8ان 
�,5r$]ا(,2م"ا �,D+BD]75] ا FD+:J يT)ا 'a06@0 ا%آG)ه+ ا'aGOا FG)ا .  

 [S]2)28'GDYا(0را$+ت ا F3 �\1و`� را'u8] 45 أ+Gآ F3 وي+D'8 �Lj7@ده+ أن و+C5 ،�,i
 FV2p2)4 6963+ ا%`+دي اO �\J+7)ا �,D1,� ا(:0وا+qVY6+ اJ2راqG8 �,9GJ �,8+GA)ت ا+D+@0)ا

8 +6AB9Jو �^,^-L)[,3 �^,^-)دا1'ة ا 'q-J F:i'5 �7.95 
 

[N] Eli Barnavi, a well-known Israeli thinker and historian and former 
ambassador to Paris, recently published a book entitled “Murderous 
Religions” which was met with a lot of controversy. In his book, he 
dedicated an entire chapter to the notion of ‘revolutionary Islamic 
fundamentalism’, which he considers to be the biggest threat currently 
facing humanity. 

[S] Barnavi launches his book from a common anthropological notion 
which states that Revealed Religions are characterized by aggressive and 
exclusionary visions, which are resultant of an understanding that is 
marked by certitude, a unilateral perception of truth and the adherence to 
a referential text in which that truth is embodied. 

 

(25) Background 
 

 [N]F3 F5r$]4 ا(7+�1 اO أ@+م PaV �,BD'C)�3 ا+-q)وآ+(� ا kL^D [Ga)+j5 ~`2)ا [,aD 'q5 
 �,ajG8"�8ه"`0ّ ا(-'ا �@'q9)5,� اrO]ا <LO 6) [5+6Jآ�"+ 8ـ+(� $'`+ن 0:8 ا'a3" 45 �^L` 

  .D'8+5\6+ ا(FD2@�CLG وا(7J FG+و(RL5 +6,3 k ا(O0+رة
 [S]�Lq)ف واre 45 ا(,0 وا(^0م Hj^8 F>^@ [^,ajG8 ~`2)0 ا,B)ا �)+u يT)96.و`0ّ ا(-'ا�8 ا 

                                                 
94 Text 13, P 7, S 27-29. 
95 Text 5, P 1,2, S 1, 2. 
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[N] A few days ago, Agence France-Presse (AFP) quoted Egyptian 

Islamist Nabih al Wahsh demanding the imposition of the ‘hirabah’ 
penalty on Egyptian media figure, Hala Sarhan, whom he accused of 
fabricating an episode of her television talk show that dealt with 
prostitution.  

[S] The penalty that Mr. al Wahsh demanded to be applied was cross 
amputation, i.e. severing the right hand and the left foot, followed by 
crucifixion. 

 

(26) Enablement 
 

 [N]�)2ل إ(> إ@'ان ا(0و-GJ ?) إذا FW@ر+G)6+ اVزl5 [i2اJ 2رةf)إ@'ان ا.  
 [S]'e�)ات وTL) 0@0اi +ً963 �LjG@ '5ا ، ووه2 أ',f9,� وا(0و(,� وآ,LV]963ً+ (29از@4 ا(^2ى ا 

0ة @4A9 أن GJ? 45 ا(2GاHI وا(4O FLWG اCGD+خ ا%D+ واGOY^+د l8ن `5 P)rAت ا(D0,+ ا(9:^
2)2@0@t ت8-'ب+,i.97 

 
[N] Revolutionary Iran will confront its historical dilemma if it does not 

transform into Iran the state. 
[S] This is a matter that requires a sound understanding of oneself and of 

others, an understanding of the regional and international balances of 
power, a great deal of modesty and dismissing the belief that the world’s 
complicated problems can be solved using ideological wars. 

 

(27) Evidence 
 

[N]   �,A,)2p+A)4 أن ا,aJ ،ت+D+@0)ا ?)+O �L\5 [J'(D +BD'3 F3 F7@0)ا HI2)ء `2ل ا+GCG$ا 'et F3
0V 2نAJ د+AJ�B,7A)ا k7a8 k9BJ +9)+u FG)ا(0و(� ا F3 ت'B-Dا .  

 [S] 2ن,A,)2p+6? آDون أ'aG:@ 45 �aBD وز+\G@ Y م ا(79)2رة+Vا%ر �B-351 45 �1+9)ا F3 
 P8+^5 ن+AB)7,+ت 45 67,8? 67ا,:aB)ا HLj5 F3 8 F3 ةrq)ا <LO 2نa{ا(9+�1 3^# @2ا F3 

3 4,@r5 �prp 45 PV2م ا%`0 أي أ@ �B,7A)اFBD'.98 
 

[N] A recent survey of the religious situation in France published by ‘Le 

Monde des Religions’ magazine, revealed that Catholicism appears to 
have declined in the state that has long been called the ‘Daughter of the 
Church.’ 

                                                                                                                                                  
96 Text 1, P 1, S 1, 2. 
97 Text 9, P 5, S 21, 22. 
98 Text 4, P 1, S 1, 2. 
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[S] According to the published figures, those who are considered Catholics 
constitute no more than 51 percent of the population, compared with 
what stood at 67 percent in the 1970s. Only a miniscule 8 percent 
regularly attend Sunday services, that is less than 3 million French. 

 
 
(28) Justify 
 

 [N] Fا(:'اق ه F3 9'ةGB9)ا F$+,B)وا FC1+j)6,' اjG)أز�5 ا F3 4,,^,^-)ا(^+دة ا �^`r5 إن
  .ا(-P ا(-^,^F ا(Tي @qGW' ا(kV2 وا(0م

 [S] أي F3 ?6BCDl8 وا'u+W@ 4)7+ء وai ?4 ه,,D09)2ن اLG^@ 4@T)ا �:,Sء ا(^+دة 45 $�7 وYه� Pf5
ن AB:8'ه? و(u+W@ 4'وا 6BCDl8? $,<-2. 25ا6i+ت H5 ا(^2ات ا(-52A,� أو ا5Y,'آ,�

 99.وq5+(-6? ا()qW,� آB@ ?6D2:2ن 45 اPi 78+ء 5\0 و2CDذ l8ي 49p آ+ن
 

[N] The pursuit of the true leaders in the ongoing crisis of political and 
sectarian genocide in Iraq is indeed the only real solution that can save 
time and blood.  

[S] Such leaders, Sunni or Shia, who murder innocent civilians are 
cowards and will not put themselves at the risk of any confrontation with 
the government or US forces. They will sacrifice their troops but not 
hazard their own lives or personal interests, because their goal is to build 
glory and influence at any cost. 

 

(29) Reason 
 

 [N]#,Ba)ا ?LB9)4 اu2ن ا(29اO F3 آ+ن ا�.  
 [S]�>V+7G5و P8 �Iر+:G5 �,7@وى د+GC) �,-I 263.100 
 

[N] God have mercy on the simple Muslim citizen. 
[S] He is the victim of conflicting and often contradictory religious fatwas 

‘Islamic decrees.’ 
  

 
 
(30) Non-Volitional result 
 

 [N]0qVر، وه7+ أ+aA)ك ا'-J?682اQ 4,@'j^)2د@�، أ3^0 ا:B)ا .  
 [S]�^j79)ار ا'^G$Y <:B@ 45 Pا('@+ض، وآ <LO رخ+q)ا(6\2م ا H9BDى و'D h)T)101.و 
 

                                                 
99 Text 19, P 3, S 6-8. 
100 Text 10, P 1, S 1, 2. 
101 Text 13, P 2, S 3, 4. 
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[N] The maneuvering done by the Major Player, i.e. Saudi Arabia, has led 
the Qataris to losing their reason. 

[S] Therefore, we see and hear their blatant attack on Riyadh and against 
all those seeking to stabilize the region. 

 

(31) Purpose 
 

 [N]رة+p]ل ا+:G3Y PّKGB@ +D27اO ا(9'أة +@+>V kJ+8. 
 [S]269رi إ(> 95+%ة ?NO%ا �75+ أو $2ادrOإ P,9@�ا'd �LQ F3 Fه +@+>V F3  ��1

 102.وره+8]
 

[N] Women’s issues have become the title of a cause that is used to elicit 
sensationalism. 

[S] Most of our media outlets are biased and tend to tell people what they 
want to hear when it comes to issues that are the considered taboos. 

 

(32) Otherwise 
 

 [S]9)+3�[)re 45 د'C)ا H,jGB@ ،29سL5 HV8^� إ(> وا+B)�9 ا(^,? اi'J Fه �B$ �T95+ر$� ه 
  .ا(-^2ق وhLJ ا(-'@+ت

 [N]م+N7)7> 68+ اKJ2ر، وG$0)ل 68+ ا+V 2) <G` ،+ً�,S F7:J Y +6D|3 Y103.وإ 
 

[S] Institutionalization is the translation of the these values into reality 
which enables individuals to practice their rights and freedoms.  

[N] Otherwise, they are just empty words that mean nothing being said but 
not practiced. 

  

(33) Interpretation 
 

 [N]61+qV4 إO رTG:J +A@'5ن أl8 2ل^L) ى'eأ �^@'u '9J�9)0و اa@ ،+,)4 دوO �,)ا(9)+رآ� ا(0و +
TG:J 45 دون أن ،FVن ا(:'اl()ا+,L:3 ر.  

 [S] [CQ28 '9J�9)اج ا'e|a35درة+a �G7G$ FG)52+$,� اL80)ات ا',BCG)ا ?N:5 45 0-)ا ?G@ �,Vا'O 
 [CQ28 �4 إ}6+رO�,A@'5درة أ+a5.104 

 
[N] Internationally, the conference looks like another way for saying that 

the United States is apologizing for excluding international participation 
in the Iraqi issue without actually apologizing. 

                                                 
102 Text 2, P 3, S 13, 14. 
103 Text 23, P 12, S 61, 62. 
104 Text 21, P 4, S 14, 15. 
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[S] Producing the conference as an Iraqi “initiative” will prevent the 
diplomatic interpretations that would result from its looking as being an 
American “initiative.” 

 

 
(34) Evaluation 
 

 [N] #,-5 Peء $2اء 45 دا+B7)ا <LO ا(99+رس R7:)ا ?\` F3 P1+ع ه+CJ4 ارO 0ث-GJ م+V3+%ر
+6iر+e أو �L1+:)7,� 8:\�ه+ . ا,jBLC)ا �jLB)اف ا'GOا P{ F3 PG^)أ`,+ن إ(> ا F3 Pq@ R7O
  .4O 5:+(\� ا5%'

 [S]�9V+CG5ة و',je �,>V +6D�3.إ+-q)ت اY7+وJ F3 +ً,L:3 ًا�,` PK(J ?) +67A) مrO]105. وا  
 

[N] Figures reveal a massive rise in violence against women whether 
within or outside their families. It is a violence that sometimes can lead 
to death; something the Palestinian Authority has admitted its failure to 
remedy as a situation. 

[S] Although it is a critical issue that is on steady escalation, still, it has 
failed to occupy the relevant space in media and press coverage. 
 
 

(35) Restatement 
 

  .GC+وى د@G5 �,7:+رP8 �I و2O F3 .) �,-I 263 �>V+7G5ن ا(29ا4u ا(LB9? ا(Ba,#آ+ن ا�
 [N]0J +6Lوآ<L,L8 rQو FO.  
 [S][)2$م ا� و$�7 رrآ <LO 09G:J +6D2ل إ^J +6L106.وآ 
 

God have mercy on the simple Muslim citizen. He is the victim of 
conflicting and often contradictory religious fatwas ‘Islamic decrees.’ 
[N] All of which claim to be related to Laila.107 
[S] All of which claim to be genuine and based on the Quran and the 

Prophet’s Sunnah. 
 

 
(36) Sequence 
 

 [N] FD2D+^)ب ا+q7)ا hL9J Y +6D% ،+CB:J �52A-)ء ا+K)|8 �)+jJ �,uا'V29@0)ا �Iوا(9:+ر
+6u+^$].  

                                                 
105 Text 2, P 5, S 24-27. 
106 Text 10, P 1, S 1- 4. 
107 This is a name of a beautiful woman, from pre-Islamic times, which is used figuratively to represent  
something  very precious that everyone wants to be associated with.   
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 [N]^)م إ(> ا+AG`Y�52 08ل اA-)ة 5^' ا'Q+-9) +دهYأو P$'J ?p2نD+.108 
 

[N] The democratic resistance is illegitimately demanding the abolition of 
the government since it does not have the legal quorum to do so. 

[N] Then it sends  its sons to lay siege to government headquarters instead 
of resorting to the law. 

 
(37) Contrast 
 

 [N] 2ل إن^@ <G` ،6'انu <)6+ إG8ا('@+ض 28ا P:\J 4 أنj7S2ا) �\@ Y [Dا �J+A)ا R,>@و
  . 8+(7+ر، وأ5,'آ+ ا(FG $2ف G-J'قا(B:2د@,2a:L@ 4ن

 [N] �,`+GG3ا [GaG9+ آ) sا 5:+آTوه"k$28 4j7Sوان "ا(2ا ،�A5 ق+CJ2دي 0:8 ا:B)4 ا(0ور اO 
4j7Sوا <LO 2م 98+ آ+ن^J 109. ا(^,+م 8]ا('@+ض 

 
[N] The writer adds that Washington should not make Riyadh its gateway 

to Tehran, until he says that the Saudis are playing with fire and this will 
cause the US to get burnt. 

[N] Such comments are contrary to the Washington Post editorial that 
talked about the Saudi role following the Mecca Declaration, saying that 
Riyadh is doing what Washington should have done. 
 
 

(38) Joint 
 

 [N]ا P{ F3 [J'$أ F8'@ R,آ 'Q+:9)ا ?LB9)ن ا+BD]4 ا,AB5 وى+GC)ا F3 ت+>V+7G)
  .وا6GiY+دات

 [N]Oا P{ F3 [)0@' أ25ا@ R,5,� �965 آr$إ Hiد 5'ا+^G،�@28ر kB,) �@ر+\G)27ك اa)أن ا   F3
+:G)د@7,� �965 أ@<+ ا Hiم 3,] 5'ا'-J kV27ك ا('28@�وa)9,] اBJ +5 H5 P5.  

[N][dت 3'ا+Vأو F>^@ R,آ .  
[N]'3+B@ R,110. آ 
 

[N] Poor contemporary Muslim; how is he to raise his family in the storm 
of fatwa contradictions?  

[N] How can he manage his money when some significant Islamic 
authorities allow dealing with  commercial banks while others prohibit  
that because they see these banks as usurious. 

[N] How can he spend his free time. 
[N] How can he travel. 

 

                                                 
108 Text 20, P 3, S 9, 10. 
109 Text 12, P 1, S 3 , 4. 
110 Text 10, P 4, S 25- 28. 
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Using RST to describe the functional relations at the local level in this study 

shows the predominance of some relations, i.e. interpretation, concession, evaluation, 

reason, evidence, and elaboration, over other relations in the data. This is, actually,  

consistent with the findings of al-Odadi (1996) and el-Shiyab (1990). In their studies, as 

we have seen, they found that causal, evaluative, and interpretive relations are highly 

recurring  relations in Modern Written Arabic argumentative texts that they examined. 

On the other hand, some of the relations proposed by RST are rarely encountered 

in the data of this study, while others are not used at all. Relations like motivation, 

condition, volitional cause, and circumstance, for example, are not found in the data, 

whereas the use of relations such as joint, purpose, restatement, and summary has proven 

to be very limited. Other relations, however,  though identified in the data of this study, 

are not listed in  Mann and Thompson’s (1988) set of relations. These relations that are 

not identified by the RST, but are needed in this study to describe the functions 

performed by some sentences in the data are, therefore, added to the analytical tool. The 

following examples illustrate these additional relations:  

  
(39) Affirmation  
 

 [N][S+^D 4A9@ '5و ه2 أ.  
 [S][G(V+75 �\J P8.111  

 
[N] This is a fact that could be discussed. 
[S] Or rather, should be discussed. 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
111 Text 1, P 6, S 17, 18. 
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(40) Emphatic elaboration 
 

 [N]6+@� اD F3 4,)'8 F3 0ت^O �,L,1ت ا%ورو8,� ا[$'ا+Vr:)078وة `2ل ا FG5)+رآ F3 ،2عa$%
O r52ن أ^L:@ 2اD+آ +a@'^J 4,,L,1ا(9)+رآ,4 ا[$'ا P45 أن آ k(0هDم اrB)ا �je �29$ +5 <L

 .ا(B:2د@�
[S] [D+3 ،P,1ا%5' 8|$'ا �L:J +5 8^0ر [Dا <LO 2ا @�آ0ون ا(0وامD+4 آ@T)2د، اA,L)ء ا+>Oأ <G`و 

2ا LO> اCJ+ق �A5 4,8 `9+س 7pأFS 45 +5ء 4A9@ 0,i أن @FJl 45 ا(�AL99 ا(:'8,� ا(B:2د@�، 
� وaO'وا 4O د69O? (ـ G3موrB)ا �je6+ ا('@+ضGOر FG)112. ا 

 
[N] Attending a seminar on European-Israeli relations, in Berlin over the 

weekend, I was surprised that almost all Israeli participants pinned so 
much hope on what they called “The Saudi Peace Plan.”  

[S] Even Likudniks, who had always maintained that, as far as Israel was 
concerned, nothing good would ever come out of Saudi Arabia, praised 
the Mecca agreement between Hamas and Fatah and expressed support 
for the “Peace Plan” promoted by Riyadh. 
 

(41) Comment 
 

 [N] <LO ب'K)م واr$]0ام 4,8 اq)ا ا(97# 45 5^+ر�8 اTر ه+aGO4 اO 4,L1+CG9)2ان 8:; اG@ ?)
  .D-2 ه�(L) FL:3 Pe05 �8+f98 F-2ار 4,8 ا%LV,+ت ا(i+69'ة وا(K'ب

 [S]ل ا(-2ار+AS45 أ PAS 2ه R7:)اع وا'q)أن ا 'aG:@ 45 إذا آ+ن ه7+ك Y113.إ 
 

[N] Some optimists have not hesitated to consider this comical approach to 
the clash between Islam and the West as a gateway to dialogue between 
immigrant minorities and the West. 

[S] Unless conflict and violence are considered to be one mode of 
communication.  
 

(42) Disjunction 
 

[N],آ Yأن ا(:0و وإ ',BCJ 4A9@ R,,7,jBLCL) �aB7)+8 ،[BCD 'e}ا F7,jBLC)4 8+ت ه2 ا R)+W9)ا 
  (] F3 ا('أي ا(F$+,B؟

 [S] �aB7)+8 0`وا ?Vا(> ا(:0و ر FD+7aL)ا(2زراء ا s,12,7رة رB)2ل �3اد ا-J R,9^+و�5أو آL) 
HaG)ب ا� و45 5:] 45 ا�` F3 �Lf9G5 7+نa) F3 �,5r$Y114؟ا 

  
[N] If that is not the case, how does one explain that the enemy for the 

Palestinian now is the other Palestinian, who holds a different political 
opinion? 

                                                 
112 Text 24, P 2, S 3, 4. 
113 Text 3, P 5, S 17, 18. 
114 Text 6, P 1, S 3, 4. 
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[S] How can one explain the fact that Lebanon's Prime Minister, Fouad 
Siniora has become the number one enemy for the Islamic resistance, 
represented by Hezbollah and its followers? 
 

 
What has been realized in the data of this study regarding RST confirms the 

assumptions underlying this theory. Mann and Thompson (1988), as mentioned earlier, 

assume that relations in texts differ according to the text-type and the culture in which the 

text operates. The high recurrence of a set of relations in a certain text, they assert, is a 

clear indication of the influence of its type and culture. It is, therefore, the text type and 

culture that determine the kind of relations displayed in the text. This is why they leave 

their set of relations open for change and modification so that it could better serve the 

data under analysis no matter what the culture or language is. 

One more thing realized when describing the local relations in text is the existence 

of some kind of hierarchical organization within the paragraph itself. It has been noticed 

that more than one sentence in the paragraph may form a unified sequence that relates, as 

a whole, in a particular way to the proposition in the previous sentence. This is what 

Mann and Thompson (1988) refer to as several satellites relating to one single nucleus 

creating a hierarchical structure within the paragraph. Here is an example to demonstrate 

this point: 

(43)  
 

 [43a] آ�'` kB,) ،PQ+-)9'د اGL) RQ26+ ا(,2,79ن، آ,LO �Lj@ +9آ Fp2-)�7 اG3و
LG> 5+  @52+، و`0q 45 ا(^F^8 90 2004 إذ V+د 08ر ا(0@4 ا(-9J Fp2'دا 0i.[43b] �7$@0ة

�,-I �1+9:8ا%ر <LO 0@�@.[43c] م+O 0@0i 45 9'دG)�7 اG3 دت+O2005 و'GC)  4O 0@�J ة
 45 'f4 $^# 6,3+ أآ,O2a$%280ا r,GV.  [43d] PaV 45 م+O 2CO +675 �GD �D0ه kp0` +و0:8ه
  115.ا('s,1 ا(,F79 8-� ا(9G9'د@4

                                                 
115 Text 7, P 2, S 3- 6. 
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[43a] The current rebellion in Yemen, which is called ‘Al Houthi’s 

sedition’ by Yemenis, is by no means a new movement. [43b] Badr al 
Din al Houthi led the rebellion in 2004 which lasted 90 days, killing 
over 400 victims. [43c] In 2005, the rebellion erupted again and lasted a 
period of two weeks in which over 280 lives were claimed as a result of 
the clashes. [43d] This was followed by a ceasefire which resulted in the 
Yemeni president pardoning the rebels. 

 

In example (43), sentences [43b] to [43d] present successive events that are 

connected by the “sequence” relation. The three sentences, however, form a unified 

sequence that serves as evidence to support the writer’s claim in sentence [43a]. This is 

because they provide information that is “intended to increase the reader’s belief in the 

claim.”  

 

4.3.4 Summary 

This section explain how the functional relations at the global and local levels of 

text structure are identified by means of the two analytical tools used in this study, i.e. 

Text-type Theory and RST. On the one hand, it shows how the organizational patterns of 

Hatim’s (1997) argumentative text-type, modified by el-Shiyab’s (1990) more detailed 

model of Arabic editorials’ text structure, are employed to describe text’s global 

relations. On the other hand, it demonstrates how RST provides a framework for 

describing the local relations between text’s low-level segments. To illustrate the way 

both theories work within the model provided in this study, examples of the analysis 

process under which the data go were presented.  
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4.3.5 Difficulty of this Approach 

Applying the analytical framework adopted in the this study, as described above, 

has not been a simple task.  

At this stage of the analysis, the present study identifies the relations between the 

segments of text mainly by means of the text’s organizational structure. This is why it 

employs two analytical models to describe the relations that hold between the global level 

and local level segments. Hatim’s (1997) argumentative text’s organizational structure is 

used to describe global relations whereas local relations are described by the Rhetorical 

Structure Theory. Because the study seeks to describe these relations in order to examine 

the environment in which discourse markers occur, it does not take discourse markers as 

indicators of this environment. This means that the relations between segments are taken 

as indicators of discourse markers’ functions and not the opposite.  

It should be pointed out, however, that this analytical strategy does not contradict 

the fundamental assumption underlying this study, i.e. that discourse markers are crucial 

devices for signaling the underlying coherence relations. Identifying relations between 

segments of texts in this study by means of the text organizational structure only, without 

utilizing discourse markers, does not mean that discourse markers are dispensable 

elements in signaling these relations. This is because, although discourse markers are 

crucial devices for signaling the relations between segments, these expressions are not the 

only means for recognizing these relations. Rather, the macro and micro structure of 

texts, as has been mentioned previously, are also important components that contribute to 

the text’s global and local coherence.  
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On the other hand, focusing theoretically on the organizational structure of text as 

the grounds for interpreting how segments relate to each other and to the text as a whole 

does not mean that the effect of the presence of discourse markers on this interpretation is 

avoidable in application. The presence of discourse markers in any text segment will 

always influence the segment’s function because they are part of it and contribute to its 

meaning in various degrees. This, however, does not affect the validity of the analysis 

since the analysis goal is to describe the discourse markers’ environment, and the 

discourse markers presence in any segment is actually part of this environment. So the 

study describes the functions of the segments as a whole with the discourse markers 

being part of them. As Hoey (1983) puts it “just as the conjuncts are described chiefly as 

signals of relations, so also relations are described chiefly as a way of clarifying the 

nature of conjuncts” (21).  

Another thing that one should bear in mind when employing this analytical 

framework is that “a perfect taxonomy of relationships is not devisable, because at its 

best, a taxonomy can only cover some of the most conspicuous functional components 

pertaining to the data” (Kammensjö 2005, 185). And just as there is no one perfect  

model of text relations, there is also no one definitive way of analyzing relations in text. 

On the one hand, determining how one unit relates to another is not always precise . It is 

possible, for example, that one sentence presents a reason to clarify the proposition in a 

previous sentence. This reason, however, may also be viewed as a way to justify the 

previous proposition. The following example illustrates this point:  
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(44)  
 

   [N]#,Ba)ا ?LB9)4 اu2ن ا(29اO F3 آ+ن ا�.  
 [S]�>V+7G5و P8 �Iر+:G5 �,7@وى د+GC) �,-I 263.116 
 

[N] God have mercy on the simple Muslim citizen. 
[S] He is the victim of conflicting and often contradictory religious fatwas 

‘Islamic decrees.’ 
 

On the other hand, the analyst’s description of the textual units and their function 

depends essentially on his interpretation of the text being examined.  Mann and 

Thompson (1988) refer  to this inevitable subjectivity of text analysis and emphasize that 

a human analyst can not escape it when making judgments about the functions of text 

parts. “Such judgments are necessarily subjective,” they state, “since they are made only 

by human beings who communicate, on the basis of what they know about their culture, 

their society, and their language” (1992, 52).    

 

4.4 The Identification of Discourse Markers  

4.4.1 Introduction 

Identifying discourse markers at units’ boundaries is the final step in analyzing 

the data in this study. Halliday’s (2004) model of thematic structure was introduced in the 

previous chapter as a means to determine what items in the sentence-initial position could 

qualify as discourse markers. However, since Halliday’s description of the initial 

thematic slot is based on English data, it is important, therefore, before applying this tool 

                                                 
116 Text 10, P 1, S1, 2. 
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to the Arabic data, to examine the consistency of this notion, the initial thematic slot, with 

the Arabic language. This is what the following section focuses on.  

 

4.4.2 Arabic and Halliday’s Thematic Structure  

According to Halliday (2004), in all languages, the clause displays the character 

of a message. Thematic structure is the form of organization that manages the flow of 

discourse as a message by orienting the clause and locating it within its context. Different 

languages, however, realize this structure in different ways, Halliday (2004) argues. 

While Theme is indicated by means of specific particles in some languages, like the 

particle –wa in Japanese that thematises what comes after it, in other languages, like 

English, this function is realized by the first position in the clause.  

Halliday’s description of the thematic structure of the clause, as mentioned 

previously, is based on his observation of message structure in English. Applying his 

model of thematic analysis to the Arabic data in this study, therefore, needs to be justified 

in order to avoid what Kammensjö (2005) describes as “obvious risk of anglicizing” the 

Arabic message structure (101). What needs to be examined here is the possibility of 

Arabic being among the languages that signal the thematic status of an item by placing it 

in the initial position. If this is the case, and Arabic seems to use a similar strategy like 

English for realizing the thematic structure, then Halliday’s model of thematic analysis 

could be applied to the Arabic data.    

Signalling thematic status by association with initial position in some languages 

like English is based on the assumption that initial position is significant. Theme is a 
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sentential and discoursal phenomenon that governs the interpretation of the clause locally 

and the progression of the text globally. Associating this key function with the first 

position in the clause is a clear indication of the special significance that this position 

carries in these languages. A language like Arabic which regards the beginning of the 

sentence as a strategically important position for realizing the different meanings that 

word-order variations convey, therefore, a good reason for locating the Theme in this 

slot.     

Thematic status, on the other hand, is not associated with grammatical status. That 

the most common type of topical Theme in English is realized by the grammatical subject 

does not confine this function to the subject. According to Halliday (2004), any element 

of the experiential structure, whether it is process, participant, or circumstance, regardless 

of its grammatical status can be chosen to function as topical Theme. Just like subjects, 

therefore, verbs are possible elements in this position. This, Halliday (2004) points out, is 

realized in the Theme of imperative clauses in English. While “the imperative is the only 

type of clause in which the predicator is regularly found as Theme,” he maintains, “this is 

not impossible in other moods” (77). This means that realizing the Theme as the initial 

position in a language like Arabic that has VS as its basic word-order does not pose any 

problems to Halliday’s (2004) model of thematic structure.   

While the grammatical status of an item does not affect its capability to function 

as a starting point for the clause as a message, it, indicates the state of the topical Theme 

as marked or unmarked. The markedness value given to the Theme in a certain language 

depends on the word-order system which governs how this language organizes its 
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constituents grammatically. In a language like English, where the basic word order is 

subject-verb-object the Theme is marked whenever the element chosen for the initial 

position is something other than the subject. When the subject, however, is chosen as the 

Theme, it is considered an unmarked case. On the contrary, the subject in the initial 

position indicates a marked case in Arabic which has verb-subject-object as its basic 

unmarked word-order, whereas the thematic verb signals a neutral, unmarked case.     

The idea of signaling the item in the initial position as marked or unmarked in 

Halliday’s model of thematic structure, actually fits languages with word-order variation 

better than languages with fixed word-order. The model permits text-producer to choose 

the topical Theme that best conveys his/her meaning, and based on the element chosen, as 

mentioned before, the function of Theme becomes marked or unmarked. This variation in 

meaning that is based on alternating between elements in the sentence-initial position is 

consistent with the way that word-order system in Arabic works. The fact that Arabic 

pragmatically alternates between word-order in the initial position in order to achieve 

different meanings, such as continuity, importance, and specification, is completely 

consistent with the notion of markedness and unmarkedness in the thematic model 

introduced by Halliday (2004)..  

Since Arabic seems to realize thematic status by initial position in the clause or 

sentence, it is, therefore, obvious that Halliday’s model of thematic analysis can be 

applied to the Arabic data. It is noteworthy here, however, to mention that Arabic 

sometimes signals its topical Theme in the initial position by means of two particles 

framing the Theme. Although Arabic sometimes uses a particle such as �ammā ‘as for’ to 
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signal the topical Theme, this is an optional rather than obligatory choice. It is similar to 

the English use of explicit particles such as as for, with regard to in order to announce the 

Theme. This, Halliday (2004) points out, “has the effect of focusing the Theme,” and this 

is why Kammensjö (2005) refers to it as “topicalized Theme” (155).  In Arabic, however, 

a topicalized Theme requires the presence of a particle, such as fa, that marks the 

boundary between the Theme and Rheme. This special case of Theme in Arabic in which 

the topicalized Theme is framed between two particles deviates from Halliday’s 

description of the thematic slot where all the markers precede the topical Theme.117  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
117 The framing structure that Arabic utilizes to emphasize the Theme will be further explained in Chapter 
five.  
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CHAPTER 5 

OUTCOME OF THE ANALYSIS 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the process undertaken for analyzing the data as well as 

the analytical tools employed for this reason were discussed. This is followed in this 

chapter by presenting the outcome of this analysis. It is the goal of the present study, as 

mentioned earlier, to identify the discourse markers in the data and describe their 

function. Thus, while the prior chapter provides the means for reaching this goal, the 

present chapter introduces the identified markers and examines their function in their 

natural environment by associating them with the functional relations realized in the 

environment where they were identified. In order to present a coherent description of the 

functions served by these markers, a functional classification of these items is suggested.  

In this chapter, an overview of the discourse markers identified in this study will 

be presented, then a description of their function will be provided. The chapter will end 

with general remarks concerning discourse markers in the data.  

 

5.2 Overview of Discourse Markers in this Study 

This overview of discourse markers identified in this study’s data provides a 

general idea of these items as a group before describing specific functions of members of 

this group. Since the study starts with the assumption that discourse markers share 

common features that set them apart as a distinctive group, as has been realized by many 

studies in discourse markers literature, the general description of discourse markers 
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identified in this study is presented in relation to these features. This section, therefore, 

describes discourse markers in the data with regard to their five main characteristics: 

multi-categoriality, nontruth-conditionality, weak clause association, connectivity, and 

initiality.  

 

5.2.1 Multi-categoriality  

Discourse markers identified in this study’s data are not structurally unified. 

Rather, they constitute a structurally “heterogeneous set” whose members are derived 

from different grammatical categories, as Brinton (1996, 34) puts it. This is, as mentioned 

before, a common feature of discourse markers that has been attested by many studies in 

discourse markers literature. Although the grammatical forms from which discourse 

markers derive are not within the scope of the present study, referring to these forms is 

important for understanding the nature of the discourse markers group.  

The analysis shows that the discourse markers group in this study includes the 

following word classes: coordinating conjunctions, e.g. wa ‘and,’ fa ‘then, since,’ �aw 

‘or,’ �am ‘or,’ �umma ‘then,’ and bal ‘rather, but rather;’ particles, e.g. wa-�illā ‘otherwise, 

or else,’ �ay �anna ‘that is,’ �amma…fa ‘as for,’ �inna ‘certainly, indeed,’ lākin(na)118 

‘however, but,’ �attā ‘in order to;’ adverbs, e.g. hāka	ā ‘in such a way,’ �ay�an ‘also,’ 

ma�alan ‘for instance,’ �ay�u ‘where;’ adverbial phrases, e.g. min �amma ‘after that,’ bi-l-

tālī ‘consequently, therefore’, kamā ‘just as,’ wa min hunā ‘from here;’  and clauses, e.g. 

                                                 
118 Many researchers argue that  lākin(na) ‘but’ is not included in the coordinating set of particles in Arabic. 
This is because this particle, i.e. lākin(na), is frequently preceded by the coordinating conjunction wa ‘and,’ 
while, as Beeston (1973/1974) puts it, “no two coordinating particles can be used  in immediate 
juxtaposition” (167). (see also Holes 1995, 217).  
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la-qad �a�bat-a al-wāqi�-u �anna ‘reality has proven that,’ wa-lā yafūt-u-nā ‘we should not 

miss,’ �a�taqid-u �anna and ‘I think that.’ That discourse markers are drawn from these 

different grammatical word classes implies that each member of the discourse markers 

group has a structurally identical counterpart that serves an intersentential  role. The 

members of the discourse markers’ group, however, are not the same as their structurally 

identical source forms. Discourse markers, as discourse markers studies confirm, mostly 

appear sentence initially, become detached from their host sentence both structurally and 

semantically, and are governed by the pragmatic force of the text rather than the 

grammatical structure of the sentence. These new features that these linguistic items 

acquire give them a distinctive status as a linguistic group and make them distinguishable 

from their original sources.  

It has been realized from the analysis process in the present study that the 

difference between discourse markers and their structurally identical counterparts is often 

noticeable. The discourse marker wa-lākin ‘however, but’ for instance, could be 

distinguished from its intersentential original form although the two seem to perform a 

similar function. The following examples demonstrate this point : 

(1) 
 

 �:\C9)ر ا(�9@0 45 ا(-^+�1 ا+>-G$Y �j-5 <)إ F9)+:)2ّل @2م ا(9'أة ا-J4A)و) wa- lākin( 
 .H@'$ PA(8119 وre 45 '8+Oل 0Dوات واO+9Gi+ت و`L^+ت D^+ش

 
The International Women’s Day has become an occasion for revealing real 
and painful facts, (wa-lākin) but in a hasty and brief manner during 
symposiums, meetings, and seminars. 

 
 

                                                 
119 Text 2, P 2, S 6. 
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(2) 
 

[2a] 0@0i 45 'jV دت+O ،2لL-)2 ا-D �^j79)ا F3 �^)+:)ت ا+CL9)3,] ا kآ'-J يT)ا kV2)ا F3 
أآa'، وا(aOr,4 ا(aA+ر J-'آ2ا، L3?  %ن ا%ز�5  (wa-lākin)و(4O +6) �-aJ.[2b] 4A دور

Yم ا(0و`� إ+A-) �a@ب وه\2م+a$ 45 7+ت,GB)2ر اQ ر أ$2أ+>-G$دح، وا'L) 2ء\L)120. ا 
 

[2a] At a time when complicated regional issues are inching towards 
resolution, Qatar is once again back to searching for a role that it can 
play.[2b] (wa-lākin) However, since this time the crisis is greater and all 
the major players have started maneuvering, Doha is left with nothing 
but explicit slander to resort to, reminding us of the worst forms of 
insults and condemnations that took place during the 1960s in the 
Middle East. 
   

 
In example (1), the particle wa-lākin ‘but’ introduces a prepositional phrase that 

describes the manner in which the tragic facts about women are presented on Women’s 

Day. While the sentence starts with a statement indicating that these tragic facts are 

usually discussed on this day, the author, however, goes on, using the adversative 

particle, to confirm that the nature of this discussion is far from being a real one because 

of its fast and superficial manner. The discourse marker wa-lākin ‘however, but’ that 

introduces sentence [2b], on the other hand, although conveys also an adversative relation 

signaling a  contrast between the meaning in sentence [2b] and the meaning conveyed by 

sentence [2a], it, however, displays different characteristics from its intersentential 

counterpart. The position of the discourse marker wa-lākin ‘however, but’ at the sentence 

onset, as well as its  structural and semantic detachment from its host sentence gives it a 

distinctive status.   

                                                 
120 Text 13, P 1, S 1,2. 
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The distinction between discourse markers and their original forms becomes yet 

more obvious when the two items display different functional meanings. Consider, for 

instance, the functional meaning of  �attā in the following two examples: 

(3) 
   

ا%آ,0 أن (7a+ن وjBL3,4 وا(:'اق وF3 k:V ا(�C ا[@'اFD ا(Tي @'@k,GCJ 0 ا(26@� ا(:'8,�، 
� ا(2fرة ا('اد@A+(,� ا[@'اF3 �,D ا(2AG) ،�^j79ن ا@'ان ا(CGB9,0 ا%ول 45 هTا )+Q F3 +6L:iو

 ،F8':)4 اu2)ء ا+-Dأ F3 �ilG9)اع ا'q)ا<G`) �attā(45 F)ا(0و H9G\9)أ5,'آ+ وا H79J  [,i2J 
@'ABO �8'I6+ ا(27ويOو'(4 5O Hiا'GG) +6) �121. 

 
Indeed, Lebanon, Palestine, and Iraq have been entrapped by Iran, which 
is striving to fragment the Arab identity and make it serve the Iranian 
radical revolution in the region. Iran is the primary beneficiary of this 
fierce conflict in the Arab World (�attā) in order to prevent the US and the 
international community from striking it to give up its nuclear project. 

 
(4) 

  
 [4a]   �@+6D F3 4,)'8 F3 0ت^O �,L,1ت ا%ورو8,� ا[$'ا+Vr:)078وة `2ل ا FG5)+رآ F3و
29$ +5 <L� 2a$ع، ا0Dه)k 45 أن آP ا(9)+رآ,4 ا[$'اa@'^J 4,,L,1+ آ+2Dا @:L^2ن أO r5ا%

 أO<+ء ا(2A,Lد، ا(T@4 آ+2Dا @�آ0ون ا(0وام )wa-�attā (و`�je.[4b] <G ا(rBم ا(B:2د@�
 ،P,1ا%5' 8|$'ا �L:J +5 8^0ر [Dا <LO[D|3 �,8':)ا �AL99)45 ا FJl@ 4 أنA9@ 0,i ءFS 45 +5 

:B)69? (ـ أ2د@�، اO4 دO وا'aOو �G34,8 `9+س و �A5 ق+CJا <LO 27اpمrB)ا �je +6GOر FG)ا 
 .122ا('@+ض

 
[4a] Attending a seminar on European-Israeli relations, in Berlin over the 

weekend, I was surprised that almost all Israeli participants pinned so 
much hope on what they called “The Saudi Peace Plan.” [4b] (�attā) 
Even Likudniks, who had always maintained that, as far as Israel was 
concerned, nothing good would ever come out of Saudi Arabia, praised 
the Mecca agreement between Hamas and Fatah and expressed support 
for the “Peace Plan” promoted by Riyadh. 
 
   

The particle �attā ‘in order to’ that introduces the adverbial dependent clause in 

example (3)  indicates that this clause provides a purpose for the main clause. However, 

                                                 
121 Text 46,  P 7, S 22. 
122 Text 24, P 2, S 3, 4. 
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�attā ‘even’ that appears at the onset of sentence [4b] in example (4), is a discourse 

marker that does not belong structurally to the sentence it introduces. Its function is to 

signal an emphatic additive relation between its host sentence [4b] and the preceding one 

[4a].  

It is clear from the above examples, therefore, that discourse markers are different 

and distinguishable from their original forms. However, it should be noted here that what 

seems to be a similar function performed by the two different items, as examples (1) and 

(2) display, is actually not the same. This is because it is performed by two different 

items that have different features. On the one hand, performing this function while 

occurring sentence-initially, as discourse markers do, gives the function of the discourse 

marker a different scope. On the other hand, being outside the grammatical structure and 

semantic core of the sentence means that the discourse marker is functioning through the 

writer’s intentions rather than the grammatical structure. This makes the nature of the 

relation signaled by the discourse marker substantially different from the one signaled by 

its intersentential form. The relationship that discourse markers express to signal 

“interpretive dependencies between propositions,” Schiffrin (2001) affirms, is 

“qualitatively different” from the type of relation that their counterparts express through 

the medium of the sentence grammatical structure (56). 

Although differentiating discourse markers from their intersentential source forms 

when identifying discourse markers in the data has proven to be non problematic in 

general, nevertheless, some instances where drawing the line between the two was not 

easy. This is evident when trying to differentiate the discourse markers ka	ālika 
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‘likewise, furthermore’ and hāka	ā ‘thus, and so’ from their adverbial counterparts. 

Consider the following examples:  

(5) 
 

 [5a]  0^)�,D+9)%ا(7+ز@� ا k8'i  ى'e%اق ا'O%�6 اi25ا F3 FD+9)%ا(:'ق ا �,i2)2@0@t.[5b] 
+ل  `)ālika	wa-ka( وآh)T [5c]. ا%O'اق �Le �,^8 <LO ا�أ`0ة واGO^0ت B8,+د

�,S+C)123.ا  
   

[5a] German Nazism tested the ideology of the German race versus all 
other races. [5b] It believed in the superiority of one race over all 
others.[5c] (wa-ka	ālika) The same way is fascism. 
 

(6) 
  

 [6a]  �@'q5 �adوه7+ك ر "e�)2\"7AG)ك اrG5ا F3  0دت 0:8 ا(�@+رة\J ،�@ا(27و +,i2)2
 �,9:Jو H,$2G) ?ه+CJ آ'ةT5 H,V2Jرك إ(> رو$,+، و+a5 F7B` ي'q9)ا s,1'L) ة',e%ا
 P,10:8 ر3; إ$'ا +ًQ2qe ،�@ا(27و �V+jL) F9LB)0ام اWG$Y5\+ل ا F3 4,G)ون 4,8 ا(0و+:G)ا

AG)ر ا+(GD0 45 ا-)ا �,V+CJا <LO H,V2G)ا �,I+9)27ات اB)2ال اu�@ا(27و +,i2)27 [6b] .h)Tآ 
)ka	ālika(27و)ا RL9)2اء اI%4 اO 0,:a8 s,) ي ا(\�ا1'ي.[6c]0د\G5 ?@0V RL5 263 .124  
  

[6a] Egypt is also timidly manifesting a desire to possess nuclear 
technology. This wish was renewed after Egyptian President Hosni 
Mubarak's visit to Russia, where he signed a memorandum of 
understanding to extend and deepen bilateral cooperation between the 
two countries in the field of peaceful nuclear energy. This is particularly 
relevant especially since Israel has refused to sign the Non-Proliferation 
Treaty (NPT) for years.[6b] (ka	ālika) Likewise, the Algerian nuclear 
record is not something concealed from public opinion. [6c] Since it is 
an old and renewable file. 

 
(7) 
 

 [7a]   ',L8 45<)ا(> ا()'ق إ 'N7@ H,9\)ء، ا+CL-)ا FV+a8 5'ورًا ،FD2A$2)',87+ر وp28ش ا(> أ 
(9Lf5 ،PC^9+ 08ا 2Q F3رة وز@' د507O sJ',8 ',9O +6O+3+ آ+ن ا%و$# N798+ر ا$'اP,1 ا

 @FCA أن @N7' ا(> [7c]. ا(\Y H,9 @'ى S,�ً+[7b].@'ا�V ا(79+ورات ا(<F3 �9W ا(\Y2ن
+6G,i2)2@0@0ة واO+q)2ر@� اuا'a5r) �50e ،9+ري:G$Yر@� ا+G)6? اLGB,) [Leدا        

[6d].اTAه) hāka	ā()ا <LO 125.:'اق 08أت ا(-'ب  
 

                                                 
123 Text 9, P 3, S 5-7. 
124 Text 47, P 3, S 11-13. 
125 Text 42, P 1, 2, S 1-4. 
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[7a] Blair, Bush, Aznar and Berlusconi, as well as the rest of the allies, are 
looking at the Middle East through Israeli capped binoculars, just like 
the Israeli Defense Minister, Amir Peretz, who was inspecting his troops' 
maneuvers in the Golan with his binoculars' lens caps firmly in place, as 
his published pictures show.[7b] No one can see anything. [7c] It is 
enough  to look within oneself in order to be inspired by the colonial 
history, which is to the advantage of the emerging Empire and its 
ideology.[6d] (hāka	ā) This is how the war on Iraq started. 

 
(8) 

  
 [8a]   ت ـ+D+@0)6+@� `'ب اD T75 �,VruYا �L`'9)1598ا'(O 45+f)6+@� ا(^'ن اD <)ـ إ .[8b]  

 ?LB)ا �C-8 Pن ا(29آ+,A)ا Fه FG)ا �f@0-)ا �,D09)26م ا(0و(� اC5 ق+faD+8 �L`'9)ا �T9,� هGJو
45 ا9GDY+ء ا(:^0ي وا$G,:+ب ا(27Gع ا(F7@0 وا(FC1+j ا%هFL ا(Tي @^I F>G'ورة ا(G-'ر 

+6) �B,7A)ع ا+>eوإ �,$+,B)ا �jLBL) �^Lj9)ا �jLB)ا s@'AG8.[8c]   
TAاوه) wa-hāka	ā( kB,) FG)0و(� اL) �^Lj9)ا �jLB)4 اO ا',a:J F6)]26م ا(-� اC5 '6{ 

[,3 FVru%0 ا:a)ا <LO +6G,O'S F3 2م^J P8 4@0)ا H5 رض+:J F3.126 
 

 [8a] The first stage, which commenced at the end of the Wars of Religion 
(AD 1598) and lasted to the end of the 18th Century.[8b] This stage is 
characterized by the emergence of the concept of the modern civil state 
as the entity assigned to maintain civil peace, which necessitates the 
riddance of ideological affiliation and assimilation of religious and 
sectarian diversity by granting absolute authority to political authority 
and submitting the Church to it.[8c] (hāka	ā) Thus, the notion of divine 
right appeared as a manifestation of the absolute authority of the state, 
which is not in contradiction with religion but rather derives legitimacy 
from it by virtue of its absolute dimension. 

 
   

The above examples illustrate the difference between ka	ālika ‘likewise, 

furthermore’ and hāka	ā ‘thus, and so’ as discourse markers that are detached from the 

sentence structure and their adverbial source forms ka	ālika ‘the same way, like that,’ 

and hāka	ā ‘in such a way, this is how’ which are part of the proposition they introduce. 

In examples (5) and (7), the two preposed adverbials ka	ālika ‘the same way, like that,’ 

and hāka	ā ‘in such a way, this is how’ could easily be mistaken for the discourse 

                                                 
126 Text 4, P 4, S 12-14. 
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markers that structurally resemble them. This is because these demonstratives of ‘vague 

reference,’ as Holes (1995, 155) calls them, while serving as adverbs of manner, they also 

refer back to the whole preceding proposition at the same time. In Halliday’s (2004) 

cohesion theory, such items are referred to as “anaphoric references.” This type of 

reference, Halliday (2004) indicates, points ‘backwards’ “to a referent that has already 

been introduced and is thus part of the text’s system of meanings” (552). Occurring 

sentence initially, however, makes these adverbials look similar to their discourse 

markers counterparts.  

In such a case, the thematic structure analysis becomes very crucial for 

differentiating these adverbials from their structurally similar forms that function as 

discourse markers. In the thematic structure theory, as has been explained before, 

constituents preceding the topical Theme in the thematic-slot are identified as discourse 

markers because they are outside the propositional meaning of the sentence.  Therefore, 

the thematic structure analysis that shows the thematic status of the items under 

consideration indicates whether these items are adverbials that form part of the 

propositional core of the sentence or discourse markers that are outside this propositional 

meaning.  

In examples (5) and (7), the two preposed adverbials ka	ālika ‘the same way, like 

that,’ and hāka	ā ‘in such a way, this is how’ form part of the propositional core of the 

sentences they introduce. This is because the two adverbials represent the topical Themes 

of sentences [5c] and [7d] respectively. While in sentence [5c], ka	ālika is the topical 
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Theme of an equational sentence, hāka	ā, in sentence [7d] is a topical Theme that is a 

preposed adverbial indicating the manner in which the war started.  

However, unlike the the preposed adverbials ka	ālika ‘the same way, like that,’ 

and hāka	ā ‘in such a way, this is how’ that represent the topical Themes of sentences 

[5c] and [7d] respectively, the discourse markers ka	ālika ‘likewise, furthermore’ and 

hāka	ā ‘thus, and so’ constitute the pre-topical Theme position in examples (6) and (8) 

respectively. This is because the two discourse markers ka	ālika ‘likewise, furthermore’ 

and hāka	ā ‘thus, and so’ in examples (6) and (8) do not belong structurally or 

semantically to the sentence they introduce. According to the thematic structure analysis, 

the thematic slot in sentence [6b] starts from ka	ālika and extends to include the phrase 

al-malaff-u al-nawawiyy-u al-jazā�iriyy-u ‘the Algerian nuclear record.’ This phrase 

represents the topical Theme in the thematic slot because it is the first element in the 

sentence that has experiential function, i.e. the participant. however, ka	ālika that 

precedes the topical Theme occupies the pre-topical Theme position, and hence is 

identified as a discourse marker that is outside the propositional meaning of the sentence. 

Likewise, wa-hāka	ā that introduces sentence [8c] is also a discourse marker because it 

precedes the topical Theme �ahar-a ‘appeared’ in the thematic slot of this sentence.  

The thematic structure analysis, on the one hand, shows that the two adverbials 

ka	ālika ‘the same way, like that,’ and hāka	ā ‘in such a way, this is how’ that introduce 

sentences [5c] and [7d] respectively form part of the propositional meaning of the 

sentences they introduce. On the other hand, this analysis indicates that the discourse 

markers ka	ālika ‘likewise, furthermore’ and hāka	ā ‘thus, and so’ constitute the pre-
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topical Theme position in examples (6) and (8) respectively. Therefore, this analysis is a 

very useful menas to distinguish discourse markers rom their original counterparts.   

 

5.2.2 Nontruth-conditionality and Loose Clause Association  

In the present study, only sentence-initial items that are nontruth-conditional and 

loosely attached to the sentence’s structure are regarded as discourse markers. Because 

nontruth-conditionality and loose clause associations are considered criterial features of 

discourse markers by most researchers in discourse markers literature, these two 

characteristics play a central role in identifying the discourse marker status of the 

members of this group. To say that discourse markers are nontruth conditional and 

structurally detached means, as mentioned previously, that these items are outside the 

propositional content as well as the syntactic structure of their host sentences.  

Accordingly, items that occur sentence initially but constitute part of the 

sentence’s propositional content and grammatical structure are excluded from the 

discourse markers’ group in this study. Particles that introduce preposed adverbial 

clauses,127 such as baynamā ‘while,’ �indamā ‘when,’ mahmā ‘no matter how/what,’ �ay�u 

�anna ‘since,’ likay ‘in order to,’ ma�a �anna  ‘despite the fact that, although’ bimā �anna 

‘since,’ raġma (�anna) ‘despite the fact, nevertheless,’ are, therefore, not considered 

discourse markers. Because they link the dependent clauses that they introduce to the 

                                                 
127 These particles are adverbial expressions that are usually used to “link clauses by specifying how one 
clause is related to another” in terms of time, manner, concession, reason, etc. (Ryding 2005, 414; see also 
Kinberg 2001; Holes 1995).  
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main clauses, these particles constitute part of the complex sentences’ structure and 

meaning. Here are some examples that illustrate the use of such particles:   

(9)  
 

+97,8) baynamā( 4@0)ءة ا(9^+و�5 أو ا+aO k-J FDا'@Yا Pd2G)09د واG)4 اO �@0-)ا Hj^7@ Y 
Q+رت J:'ف j75^� ا(9G'آ� ا('F3  FB,1 ا(j79^� ا(:'2q8 �,8رة واI-�،وqD'ة ا(<:C+ء 

 ،F:,()ل اr6)+8 ا ا(-'اكT6)4,jBL3 <G` 0 45 ا(:'اقG9@ يT)128.وا 
 

(baynamā) While talk of Iranian expansion and penetration in the Arab 
region, under the cause of resistance, religion, and supporting the weak, 
continues, the central area for these activities has come to be known as the 
Shiaa crescent, extending from Iraq to Palestine. 

 
(10) 

  
 أرادت إ$'اP,1 ا(G-0ث 4O ا(a9+درة ا(:'a5 ،�,8+درة ا(0aO hL9 ا� 0aO 48 )507O) �indamā+و

'jV kLه+\J +5 129.ا(:�@�، أول  
 

(�indamā) When Israel wanted to discuss King Abdullah's peace initiative, 
Qatar was the first to be ignored. 

 
(11) 

 
+965  (mahmā)k,a)ا 'Q0ق أq@ 4) ،+68'I و ا@'ان أو�K) +ًjje �0ادOإ FCD <LO ;,8%ا 

 0:8 +ً7LO 2ش @\6'ونa) 4,,8ء ا%ورو+CL-)8:; ا H9B@ 2وه F�75+e4 و�d <LO 27ات$ 
ا(:'اق، F3 ?6u2^B8 �3 ا(�8TA ا%5,'آ,� ا(aA'ى `2ل أ$L-� ا(50+ر ا()+P5 (0ى 0Qام 

4,B`.130  
  

(mahmā) No matter how the White House insists on denying that it is 
preparing for an invasion of Iran or an assault on it, Khamenei will not 
believe this while he listens to some of Bush's European allies declaring 
publicly, after 4 years of the invasion of Iraqi, about how they fell into the 
pit of America's grand lie about Saddam Hussein's supposed WMDs. 

 
(12) 

 

                                                 
128 Text 7, P 1, S 1. 
129 Text 13, P 3, S 11. 
130 Text 49, P 5, S 15. 
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ا(�Or ا%آa'، وهF3 2 هT� ا(-+(� ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة T@ Yه� وF3  )�ay�u �anna (`,� أن و
?6V7+دe درة+K9) ة',fون `2ا�3 آ'e}4 @\0 ا) ،�-Iدرة وا+a5 [Ga:i.131  

 
(�ay�u �annā) And since the biggest player-- in this case the United States-- 
would not introduce a clear initiative then the others would not have many 
incentives for leaving their trenches. 

 
(13) 

  
 7J<� هT� ا(a9+درات وGJ-2ل إ(> 5)+ر@Y ،�,^,^` P9O H 08 وأن LJ^> ا`D+>G+ )FA)) likayو

 �,O'()9+ `2ل ا,^O Y0i F67@ ،P-L) F^,^` وع'(ر 5+uإ F3 +6C{2@ +,)9,+ ودو,LVإ ،�q-)وا
J FG)ا ،�,D09)ا �,V0 ا(0و(� ا(:'ا,,(J Pa$ 0ل 78+ء `2لi �)+q) PQ2اC)دم ا'@ 'B\آ P9:

�,9,LV]132.ا  
 

(likay) For these initiatives to mature and turn into real action plans, they 
must be regionally and internationally embraced as real plans for solutions 
that end a futile argument about legitimacy and quotas in favor of a 
constructive argument about the means of building the Iraqi civilian state 
that acts as a bridge which fills regional chasms. 

 
(14) 

  
`a(@ +5 kp0] اDY)^+ق أ ]ا[@'اs] FDاGDY^+دات ا(2ا$:� (B,+$+ت اH5) ma�a �anna( ,1') أنو

F3  [، (',,KJ 4A� j5 ',d'وح، آAGJ Y F'ر 0Q F78 �8'\Jر]F3 إ@'ان [F3 ا(a'(9+ن
  133.]ا(:'اق

 
(ma�a �anna) Despite the fact that the growing criticism of the Iranian 
president's policies have led to what could be seen as a parliamentarian 
division in Iran, a change of leadership has been ruled out due to the 
concerns of repeating the Sadr scenario in Iraq. 

 
(15) 

  
Y @\2ز %ي (FD+7a أن @B+ه? F3 ا6D,+ر اqGV+د وFKa7@ ،[7u اbimā �anna(  P9:) (]98+ أDو

 LO.134> إ8^+ء 8:; ا(7aL8 �^f+ن
 

                                                 
131 Text 21, P 6, S 21. 
132 Text 21, P 8, S 31. 
133 Text 28, P 4, S 10.  The words between brackets are added to clearify the meaning. They are not in the 
original text.   
134 Text 31, P 6, S12. 
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(bimā �anna) Since it is not conceivable for a Lebanese to contribute to the 
collapse of his national economy, efforts must be exerted to preserve some 
confidence in Lebanon. 

 
 
(16) 
 

45  اGO'اض وز@' ا(30+ع ا5Y,'آF رو8'ت aO <LO sG,d+رات J28,4، 3|ن )raġma (رd?و
 4@T)ادارة 28ش، ا F3 4 ا(\0د,N3+-9)و(,4 45 3'@� ا�B9)ج ا+G7G$Yا اTه �O�@ 2ك 3,] أنA(9)ا
 Yا(:+(?، و ',q5 <)6? ا(<,^� اJ'ND ر+aGOYا F3 TelJ �,)دو �$+,$ <LO ?6Q'` 2نCW@ Y

� F3 ا(79,6\7J أن �$+,B)ا �T6) 0رVُ 2ن اذا:D+9@ 4O �iر+W)ا():2ب ا Pa^GB5 <LO �"j)ا�O+" 
 135.ا5Y,'آ,�

 
(raġma) Despite US Defense Secretary Robert Gates’ objection to Putin’s 
statements, it is unlikely that they will bother any of the neoconservative 
officials of the Bush administration, who do not hide their wish to enforce 
an international policy that suits their narrow vision of the fate of this 
world, and they do not mind, if such policy is met with success, 
dominating the future of those peoples who disobey them. 

 
  

When the adverbial clauses are preposed to the initial position of their complex 

sentences, as in examples (9) to (16), the particles that introduce them may be confused 

with discourse markers. However, the obvious role that these particles serve in linking the 

dependent adverbial clauses that they introduce to the main clauses of the complex 

sentences indicates that these items are not discourse markers but rather part of the 

structure and meaning of their host sentences. The same could be said about particles that 

introduce conditional clauses in complex sentences, such as �i	ā and law both meaning 

‘if.’ Because these particles are structurally and semantically tied to the sentences that 

they introduce, they are not included in the discourse markers’ group of this study either.   

                                                 
135 Text 33, P 1, S 2.  
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The difference between these particles that introduce dependent clauses and the 

discourse markers could be further illustrated by comparing the function of kamā in the 

two following examples:  

 
 
(17) 
 

 [17a]  نl(L) '-)80,' اG)وا �,Dr^:)ة ا'N7)4 اO +,B$�5 ا',a:J +ره+aGO+8 �,D+9L:)3+('ؤ@� ا
iYا F$+,B)27@'اGL) �,9,^)�52 اN79)ا F3 س'K7J FO+9G.[17b][7O +,B$�5 +6Lq3 4A9@ Yو . 

[17c]آ9+و) kamā ( �)lB9)3|ن ا ،�,D+9L:)9+(] ا('ا01ة `2ل اOأ F3 [,S2d P,$4 5+ر,a@ 
,$+,B)ا(0@7,� ا�prp P`0 5'ت 98'اV +8أورو F3 �.136 

 
[17a] Secular vision, considering that it is an institutional expression of the 

rational view and the free management of the sociopolitical affair, is part 
of the enlightenment's system of values; [17b] hence it is institutionally 
inextricable from it. [17c] (kamā) As Marcel Gauchet illustrates in his 
pioneering works on secularism, the political-religious question in 
Europe passed through three stages. 
 

(18) 
  

 [18a]  7GJ ا(0@7,� ا(2ا`0ة �O+9\)ا <G`ن+A9)ا(�5+ن وا �B-8 +6CV25ا ;V+.[18b] 2انe]+3 
 +66i4 وO ا(9'أة 'CBJ ا%ر8:,7+ت 8-'�5 أن F3 2اG3أ 'q5 F3 29نLB9)9وأنا:J  F3 P

�jLGW9)52,� اA-)ا[دارات ا.[18c] +9آ) kamā(ء+>^)6+ ا(7,+�8 وا,LO 25ا'` .[18d] 
� H5 ا[$rم B)+8,+واaGO'وا اKGS+ل ا(9'أة@'Q PA(8 رض+:G@ �$.137 

 
[18a] Even within a single religious group there exist contradictory stands 

depending on the time and place. [18b] Back in the 1940s, the Muslim 
Brotherhood (MB) in Egypt issued a fatwa that prohibited women from 
uncovering their faces or working in mixed gender governmental 
departments. [18c] (kamā) Furthermore, the MB denied women judiciary 
and prosecution practices. [18d] Their involvement in politics was also 
considered to be blatantly inconsistent with Islam. 

  
     

It is clear that kamā is performing two different roles in the above examples. In 

example (17), kamā ‘as, like’ is a particle that links the preposed adverbial clause of 

                                                 
136 Text 4, P 4, S 9-11. 
137 Text 10, P 3, S 14-17. 
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manner that it introduces to the main clause of the complex sentence [17c]. This particle, 

therefore, is part of the complex sentence’s structure and meaning. kamā ‘likewise, 

furthermore’ in example (18), however, is structurally and semantically outside the 

propositional meaning of the sentence. Its function here is to indicate that the sentence 

[18c] that it introduces elaborates on the proposition in sentence [18b].  

Moreover, just as the particles that introduce adverbial clauses are excluded from 

the group of discourse markers in this study because they form part of the meaning and 

structure of their sentences, so are the fronted adverbial expressions and phrases. When 

thematized, such adverbials, become similar to discourse markers because of their textual 

function in marking shifts between segments of text (Givón 2001, 330; Thompson, 

Longacre, and Hwang 2007, 295). However, unlike discourse markers, fronted adverbials 

contribute to the propositional meaning of the sentences that they introduce by setting 

them in a certain  time, place, or manner. Consider the following examples: 

(19) 
 

  �$+,B)ا F3   (fī al-siyāsah) 6,'ةS �)2^5 0اءك " ه7+كO2 أG`4 اA) ،ءك+V0Q2 أG`ا
'f138."أآ 
 

In politics, there is a famous proverb: keep your friends close but your 
enemies closer. 
 

(20) 
 

أ اYه9G+م F3  (fī al-wilāyāt-i al-mutta�idat-i al-yawm)08 ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة ا(,2م
 [D27اO 0@0i Fه+A3 FA@'5أ PBLB98"'()ص آ0,52@+ 5-2ر ا+e".139 

 

                                                 
138 Text 12, P 2, S 5. 
139 Text 3, P 4, S 8.  
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Today, in the United States, attention has been directed towards a new 
American comedy series entitled “The Axis of Evil Comedy Tour 
Special,”  

  

The two preposed adverbial phrases fī al-siyāsah ‘in politics’ and fī al-wilāyāt-i al-

mutta�idat-i al-yawm ‘Today, in the United States’ that appear at the head of the 

sentences in examples (19) and (20) respectively are not discourse markers. This is 

because each of these adverbial phrases provides settings for its proposition by locating it 

in a certain context of time, place or manner (see Holes 1995, 208; Levinsohn 1994, 111). 

Therefore, unlike discourse markers, these items, do contribute to the propositional 

content of their sentences. This is also the case in  examples (5) and (7)140 where the 

thematic analysis indicates that the preposed adverbials ka	ālika ‘the same way, like 

that,’ and hāka	ā ‘in such a way, this is how’ are part of the propositional meaning of the 

sentences that they introduce and hence are not discourse markers. 

On the other hand, not only do nontruth-conditionality and loose clause 

association characteristics of discourse markers justify the exclusion of some items that 

may be confused with discourse markers from the discourse markers’ group, but these 

two criterial features also explain why some items that do not seem to belong to this 

group are considered discourse markers. Sentence initial items such as wa-l-�aqīqat-u 

�anna ‘the truth is,’ lā šakka �anna ‘there is no doubt that, undoubtedly’ wa-min al-wā�i�-i 

�anna ‘it is evident that,’ that seem to be in a dependency relation with the rest of their 

sentences are included in the discourse markers group in this study because they are 

proven to be outside their sentences’ propositional content and structure. Such clauses 

                                                 
140 Look page 246.  
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and phrases, Johnstone (1990) points out, are “not part of the propositional core of the 

sentence at all but a separate element which serves an exclusively connecting function” 

(221).  The following examples illustrate this point:  

 
 
(21) 
 

 F3 �@ر Yأن) lā rayb-a fī �anna()ا #W)ا H,3ر HV0,52@+ وا(2اA)4,8 ا PQ+C. [,3'G)أن ا Yإ 
LQ ء+(D] 09G:J 4 أنA9@ FG)ن إ`0ى ا(^27ات ا+D2A@ 0V ه�+AC)ت وا+O+9\)إ@\+8,� 4,8 ا �

�CLGW9)141.ا 
 

(lā rayba fī �anna) Undoubtedly, the line between comedy and reality is 
thin. However, entertainment and humor can act as a channel to establish a 
positive connection between various groups. 

 
(22) 

 
 `al-�amr-u al-mu�īr-u li-l-i�timām-i �uwa �anna( P (ا%5' ا(r) ',f9ه9G+م ه2 أن

kV ا(Tي آ+ن 3,] ا(:+P5 ا(FC3  �-Lq5 F3 FD+AB ا(2. 2ا`0ة آ+ن راF3 +\1 إ$'اP,1 أrQا(0و(� ا(
@r5 7+عVإ P5أ <LO ،P,132,+ت 8+(6\'ة إ(> إ$'اB)ر "رض ا(9,:+دأ",4 ا(,26د ا+qDأّ@0 أ ،

 I .142? ا(<�C ا(K'8,� وjV+ع �dة 2q8رة S+a5'ة"إ$'اP,1 ا(aA'ى"
 

(al-�amr-u al-mu�īr-u li-l-i�timām-i �uwa �anna) Interestingly, the one-state 
solution was originally popular in Israel. At a time when the demographic 
factor worked in favor of Israel, sustained by the hope of persuading 
millions of Soviet Jews to come and settle in the" promised land", the 
partisans of Greater Israel advocated a direct annexation of the West Bank 
and Gaza. 

  
  

According to the syntactic analysis, the two expressions, lā rayb-a fī �anna 

‘undoubtedly, there is no doubt that’ and al-�amr-u al-mu�īr-u li-l-i�timām-i �uwa �anna 

‘Interestingly,’ that appear at the head of the sentences in examples (21) and (22) 

respectively form part of these sentences’ meaning and structure. Syntactically, these 

                                                 
141 Text 3, P 6, S 19, 20. 
142 Text 24, P 7, S 27, 28. 
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expressions represent the main clauses of the sentences that they introduce, and hence are 

considered part of the dependency relation that forms the structure of their complex 

sentences.  

However, the Thematic structure analysis,143 which provides a means for 

determining what is inside or outside the propositional core of the sentence, shows that 

these initial clauses are not the Themes of the sentences that they introduce. Rather, they 

occupy the pre-topical Theme position which is the place where discourse markers 

usually occur. The Theme in example (21), according to this analysis, is al-�a��-a al-fā�il-

a bayna al-kūmīdiyā wa-l-wāqi�-i ‘the line between comedy and reality,’ and �all-a al-

dawlat-i al-wā�idat-i ‘the one-state solution’ in example (22). In such cases, Halliday 

(2004), explains, as mentioned previously, the entire main clause forms part of the Theme 

while the dependent clause is divided between the Theme and the Rheme. Because the 

two expressions lā rayb-a fī �anna ‘undoubtedly, there is no doubt that’ and al-�amr-u al-

mu�īr-u li-l-i�timām-i �uwa �anna ‘Interestingly,’ that introduce the sentences in examples 

(21) and (22) respectively occur in the pre-topical Theme slot, they are outside the 

propositional core of the sentence and hence they are considered discourse markers.   

 Nevertheless, there are some occurrences of similar phrases and clauses that, 

although appear at the onset of their host sentences, are not counted as discourse markers. 

This is because, in these cases, the thematic analysis indicates that these expressions do 

constitute part of the sentences’ structure. This is evident in the following examples:  

                                                 
143 This analysis that is based on Halliday’s (2004) thematic theory determines the Theme of the sentenece 
under analysis. Thus, in this study, what precedes the topical Theme in the thematic-slot is considered a 
discourse marker.  
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(23) 
 

�LK7J ا(B:2د@� 6BCD <LO+، أو أن 2JآKL) P,' إدارة (wa-min al-�aba�-i �an)  و45 ا(:�a أن
 144.أ675+ وq5+(-6+، و`P ا(q'اO+ت ا(0J FGور `TelJ +97,8 +6)2 دور ا(CG9'ج

  
(wa-min-l-�aba�i �an) It would be absurd for Saudi Arabia to isolate itself 
or to rely upon others to manage its security and interests, and solve the 
conflicts that are taking place in the region while it stands by and watches. 

 
(24) 

 
r:3 ردة+a)ا(-'ب ا k6GDأن. ا �:q)و45 ا  (wa-min al-�a�b-i �an) kVو F3 +6J2دO 06(D

�@'V.145 
 

It is true that the Cold War is over. (wa-min al-�aba�-i �an) And it is 
unlikely to see its return soon. 

  
    

Although the two phrases, wa-min al-�aba�-i �an ‘it would be absurd to’ and wa-

min al-�a�b-i �an ‘and it is unlikely to,’ that introduce the sentences in examples (23) and 

(24) respectively seem to be very similar to the expressions mentioned in examples (21) 

and (22), they are not discourse markers. While the clauses that introduce examples (21) 

and (22) occupy the pre-topical Theme position in their sentences, the phrases in 

examples (23) and (24) represent the Themes of the sentences that they introduce, and 

thus constitute part of the core meaning of these sentences. According to this semantic 

analysis, such phrases, although they seem to function as discourse markers, are actually 

not discourse markers. .  

One more important point that should be mentioned here, is that while all the 

markers identified in this study are outside the propositional content as well as the 

syntactic structure of their host sentences, some of them, however, though semantically 

                                                 
144 Text 12, P 3, S 11. 
145 Text 33, P 6, S 20, 21. 
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and structurally detached, “impose limits on the structure” of the sentence they introduce 

(Fraser 1996, 184). Some discourse markers like �inna ‘certainly, indeed’ and lākin(na) 

‘but,’ for example, must be followed by a noun or pronoun, while others like fa-qad 

‘since, for’ requires that the following item be a perfect verb.  

  

5.2.3 Connectivity 

Based on the two different roles that they serve in text, the discourse markers 

identified in the data of this study can be divided into two broad categories: textual 

discourse markers and interpersonal discourse markers. While connecting units of text by 

marking relationships between them is the main role served by textual markers, the main 

function that interpersonal markers perform is to express the author’s attitude and to 

achieve intimacy between him and the reader. Whereas fa ‘since, for, so, thus’ �aw ‘or,’ 

bal ‘rather, but rather,’ �ay �anna ‘that is, li	ā ‘hence, therefore,’ and min �amma ‘hence, 

therefore’ are examples of the members found in the textual markers category, la-qad 

�a�bat-a al-wāqi�-u �anna ‘reality has proven that,’ wa-lā yafūt-u-nā ‘we should not miss,’ 

�a�taqid-u �anna ‘I think that,’ and lā rayb-a fī �anna ‘there is no doubt that, undoubtedly,’ 

represent the type of markers included in the interpersonal markers category.       

The difference in the role  performed by these two types of discourse markers has 

been recognized by many studies in the discourse markers’ literature, such as: Andersen’s 

(2001), Brinton’s (1996), Fraser’s (1996), Halliday’s (2004), Hasselgård’s (2004) and 

Östman’s (1995). “I came to the conclusion that discourse markers, what I call in this 

study pragmatic markers,” Brinton (1996) states, “can be defined, despite the variety of 
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forms included and the multitude of functions proposed, by two main functions, which 

fall into the categories that Halliday has termed ‘textual’ and ‘interpersonal’”(2). 

However, for some researchers, like Blakemore (2002) and Fraser (1996), as 

mentioned before, only expressions that serve textual roles are regarded as discourse 

markers. Interpersonal expressions, however, are excluded from the discourse markers 

group because, Fraser (1996) argues, they do not mark a sequential discourse relationship  

whereas connectivity is a criterial characteristic for determining the discourse marker 

status of any element (391). Moreover, for Blakemore (2002) and Fraser (1996) who 

view discourse markers as being void of meaning, interpersonal expressions that encode 

conceptual meaning cannot be included in this group.  

In this study, however, just as in Brinton’s (1996) study, the discourse markers 

group consists of both the textual and the interpersonal markers identified in the data. 

Interpersonal markers are considered part of this group because, in my view, they display 

all the features ascribed to discourse markers in the literature. On the one hand, although 

these items express conceptual meaning, the meaning they express, however, does not 

form part of the propositional content of their host sentences. This is evident in examples 

(21) and (22) above where the two expressions, lā rayb-a fī �anna ‘there is no doubt that, 

undoubtedly’ and al-�amr-u al-mu�īr-u li-l-i�timām-i �uwa �anna ‘interestingly,’ that occur 

at the head of their sentences are structurally and semantically detached from these 

sentences. Since the conceptual meaning that these interpersonal markers express is 

outside the sentences’ propositional core and structure, this meaning, does not affect the 

discourse marker status of these items.  Besides, not only do these expressions reside 
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outside the sentences’ meaning and structure, just as textual markers do, but they also 

cluster with these textual markers at the onset of the sentences they introduce.  

On the other hand, although connecting text units is not the function usually 

associated with interpersonal expressions, these expressions display another type of 

connectivity in text. While textual markers connect segments of text by marking the 

relationships between them, interpersonal markers establish relations that create 

connectivity between the participants in the communicative act, i.e. the writer, the reader 

and the text. Therefore, it is because of the discourse markers’ characteristics that the 

interpersonal expressions display that these expressions are regarded as part of the 

discourse markers’ group. However, since the type of connectivity created in text by 

these expressions is different from the one signaled by the textual markers, the members 

of the discourse markers group is divided, according to this difference in function, into 

two categories: the textual markers and the interpersonal markers.   

It should be noted, however, that this difference between the textual and the 

interpersonal markers is not decisive. This is because the members of each category 

actually perform, as Brinton (1996) points out, a “two-fold” function in the textual and 

interpersonal domains simultaneously (39). The distinction between the two categories, 

however, is based on the predominant function that the members of each category serve. 

Therefore, although the main function of textual markers is to connect segments of text, 

these markers are at the same time important in signaling the author’s intentions and 

plans. All discourse markers, Andersen (2001) argues, express a degree of subjectivity 
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since their function is to convey the author’s intentions on how the message progresses 

(60).  

On the other hand, interpersonal discourse markers that are predominantly 

associated with interactive and evaluative functions may also indicate relations between 

segments of texts. While the interpersonal marker it is clear that, for example, Siepmann 

(2005) argues, is an emphatic marker because it implies “certainty and emphasizes the 

force of the proposition;” it also signals that the proposition it introduces is inferred from 

the previous one (86). The following examples from the data of this study also illustrate 

this point:  

(25) 
 

 [25a]   4@0)وا �,D+9L:)رض ا+:J 4O �,8':)ا%د8,+ت ا F3 �:1+()2رة اq)در ه7+ 8'3; ا+a7)و
و2N75 45.[25b]  45ر آ2ن اl(D �,D+9L:)ت e +6GCq8,+را 4O r@08 ،�B,7AL) +>,^D ا(0@4

� أنI)ا(2اwa-min al-wā�i�-i �anna(  <LO �,BD'C)�8 ا'\G)9,? ا:G) 2ر @:2دqG)ا اTه 
 ا(�O27G9، ا(J k3'O FG\+رب K5+@'ة 4A9@ Y ا�Geا(F3 +6 هT� ا(Q2qW,� ا(V+,B+ت ا%ور8,�

ا(J FG:2د (aj,:� 5)'وع ا(27G@' ا(BCD FBD'C]، ا(Tي أ�KaQ Te 5:+د@� (F3 4@0L ا(kV2 ا(Tي 
 F$+,B)ح اrQ]�6 اD ي�,L\D]27@' اG)ا hL$و F7@ح دrQإ PAS FD+9)%27@' اG)ا Teأ

� H5 ا(0@4)+qG9)146.ا 
 

[25a] Let us proceed with the rejection of the prevalent image in Arabic 
literature of the contradiction between secularism and religion in view of 
the fact that secularism emerged as an antithesis to the Church and an 
alternative to religion. [25b] (wa-min al-wā�i�-i �anna) It is evident that 
such a conception comes as a result of generalizing the French 
experience to the various other European contexts that differed in their 
experiences and which cannot be boiled down to this individual feature 
that was the outcome of the nature of the French Enlightenment 
experience. During this  time, the situation in France had an anti-religion 
character, whereas the German enlightenment experience assumed one 
of religious reform, while the English enlightenment took on what was a 
reconciliation between political reform and religion. 
 

 

                                                 
146 Text 4, P 3, S 7, 8. 
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(26) 
 

 [26a]   F3 ،H,8+$أ PaV k-\D 4,q)أ5,'آ,� أن ا �,BB\J در+q5 kC(آ ،[Jذا kV2)ا F3و
�,O+7jQ9+ر اVأ P9O ل+j8ح @06ف إ(> إrB) �8'\J اء'iإ.[26b] أن F3 hS Yو(wa-la 

šakk-a fī �anna)  0V 2قaB9)ا ',d 2قCG)ا اTه Pf5 �,ا%و$+ط ا%5,'آ F3 ًا'Oر ذ+p147.أ 
 

[26a] Meanwhile, American spying sources uncovered that China 
succeeded weeks before in testing an anti-satellite weapon. [26b] (wa-la 

šakk-a fī �anna) There is no doubt that, this unprecedented superiority 
made the US milieus panic.   
 

 
The main role of the two interpersonal markers, wa-min al-wā�i�-i �anna ‘it is 

evident that’ and wa-la šakk-a fī �anna ‘there is no doubt that, undoubtedly’ that introduce 

sentences [25b] and [26b] respectively is to express the authors’ attitude towards his 

message. It could be realized, however, that these two expressions may also indicate, 

though implicitly, how their propositions are related to the previous ones. Therefore, 

while the former seems to signal that the proposition following it is a justification for the 

previous proposition, there is an indication in the latter that the following proposition is 

an evaluation of the preceding situation. 

In this study, however, only the predominant function of the discourse markers 

are taken into consideration. Once a discourse marker is classified according to its 

predominant function in text, as a textual or an interpersonal marker, no reference will be 

made to its other marginal role. While this is true for discourse markers that function at 

the local level of text, however, at the text’s global level, as will be discussed later, 

sometimes it becomes hard to draw the line between the textual and interpersonal 

functions of these expressions.  

                                                 
147 Text 30, P 6, S 25, 26. 
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5.2.4 Initiality 

All discourse markers identified in the present study are sentence-initial items. 

The tendency of discourse markers to appear at the onset of their host sentences, as many 

discourse markers’ studies indicate, is one of the “most noticeable features” that the 

members of this group display (Lenk 1998, 51; see also Fraser 1996; Hansen 1997; 

Redeker 1991). Although some of these expressions, it has been argued, may 

occasionally appear in other positions in the sentence with functions similar to those they 

serve initially, it is the initial position of the sentence that these items favor; and 

therefore, it is the place where they are most likely found. Because discourse markers 

“are used to restrict the contextual interpretation of an utterance,” as Schourup (1999, 

233) puts it, the sentence onset, which is a significant point for the organization of text 

structure, is the most appropriate place in which these expressions can fulfill their role.  

The data in this study show that discourse markers not only favor the sentence 

initial position, but they also have a strong tendency to cluster at this place. Of 1276 text 

units introduced by discourse markers, 274 units start with multiple markers. While most 

of these multiple markers consist of a combination of two elements, like fa-ma�alan 

‘since for instance’ and wa-ka	ālika ‘and furthermore,’ some of them include a cluster of 

three discourse markers, such as wa-�alayhi �a�taqid-u �anna ‘and accordingly I think 

that.’ Clustering at the onset of the sentence is a characteristic of discourse markers that 

has been recognized by many studies in discourse markers literature. Whenever more 

than one of these items is present in the sentence, Schourup (1999) points out,  they 

“frequently cluster at utterance onset” (233); and when they do, Hansen (1997) adds, 
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“there are at least some restrictions on their order of occurrence” (157). In English, 

Halliday’s (2004) study indicates, the most frequent order of the items that occupy the 

thematic slot, which is, as discussed before, the initial position of the sentence that is 

shared by the discourse markers and the topical Theme, is: textual-interpersonal- 

experiential.  

This same order of the Thematic slot constituents that Halliday’s (2004) English 

data display is also realized in the Arabic data of this study. In this study, the data show 

that the Thematic slot typically starts with textual markers followed by interpersonal 

markers. This slot is then closed by the topical Theme, which is the first element in the  

sentence that has experiential function. Consider the following examples:  

 
(27) 
 

� أنI4 45 ا(2اA)) lākin min al-wā�i�-i �anna(,+ 45 دول  $^)+O ت آ+ن+:V2G)ا R
�^j79)7+ناa)148. و    

 
(lākin min al-wā�i�-i �anna) However, it is evident that the expectations of 
the regional states and Lebanon were high. 

 
 
(28) 

 
 ا(qWG,�  ا(A9+8'ة اY@'اD,� ا(N+ه'@�، aO' ا(lGآ,LO 0> 25ا�5+D'8 �LQ)ā tabdū	T))liا 0aJو 

واLO 0@0(G)> ا(^0رات ا(:V ',d ،�@'AB+درة LO> اCe+ء 6u �-8'ان W5 4O'ج $2اء F3 ا(:'اق 
 +6$+CDط ا+^G)ا H,jGBJ 4,` <)6+ اCCW@ 6+ او,LO 2طK>)ا RV2@ [L:) ،4,jBL3 7+ن اوa) او

 5.149\0دا
 

(li	ā tabdū) Therefore, it seems that the apparent Iranian defiance, 
reflected in its decision to resume uranium enrichment activities and exult 
its military capabilities cannot conceal Iran's search for a way out in Iraq, 

                                                 
148 Text 12, P 6, S 27. 
149 Text 28, P 4, S 8. 
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Lebanon, or Palestine, hoping that this would eliminate or ease the 
pressures on it and give it an opportunity to catch its breath. 

 
(29) 

 
 150. ا(B:2د@,2a:L@ Y 4ن 8+(7+ر)wa-�alayhi �a�taqid-u �anna (وLO,] اGO^0 أن 

 
(wa-�alayhi �a�taqid-u �anna) Therefore, I think that the Saudis are not 
playing with fire. 
 
 
As the above examples demonstrate, the constituents of the Thematic slot follow 

the textual-interpersonal-experiential order. In examples (27) and (28), the topical 

Themes saqf-a al-tawaqqu�āt-i ‘the expectations’ and al-mukābarat-u al-�īrāniyyat-u al-

�āhiriyyat-u ‘the apparent Iranian defiance’ are preceded by the two-element multiple 

markers lākin min al-wā�i�-i �anna ‘however, it is evident that’ and li	ā tabdū ‘therefore it 

seems that’ respectively. Both of these two multiple markers start with textual markers 

lākin ‘however, but’ and li	ā ‘thus, therefore’ followed by interpersonal markers min al-

wā�i�-i �anna ‘it is evident that’ and tabdū ‘it seems that.’ The Thematic slot constituents 

in example (29) also show a similar order. In this example, the three-element multiple 

marker wa-�alayhi �a�taqid-u �anna ‘and therefore I think that,’ which consists of two 

textual markers wa ‘and’ and �alayhi ‘thus, therefore in addition to an interpersonal one 

�a�taqid-u �anna ‘I think that,’ is followed by the first experiential element in the sentence, 

i.e. al-su�ūdiyy-ūna ‘the Saudis.’  

Members of the textual markers group that cluster at the onset of the sentence, on 

the other hand, are, also restricted by a typical order. According to the data examined in 

                                                 
150 Text 12, P 4, S 15. 
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this study, this order is based on the structural form of these elements. The textual 

markers, therefore, are combine in the following order: coordinating conjunctions, e.g. 

wa ‘and,’ fa ‘then,’ and bal ‘rather, but rather,’ particles, e.g. �ay ‘that is, in other words,’ 

�inna ‘certainly , indeed,’ lākin(na) ‘however, but,’ and �attā ‘even,’ adverbials, e.g. 

hāka	ā ‘thus, and so,’ ay�an ‘also,’ and ma�alan ‘for instance.’ Here are some examples 

that illustrate the order in which textual markers cluster: 

 
(30) 
 

 rًf93  (fa-ma�alan )�,8'K)ا �C>)ة وا�d F3 F7,jBLC)ا H9G\9)ا Peء دا+B7)ا HIو Tel7).151  
 

(fa-ma�alan) An example is women in Palestinian society, both in the 
Gaza Strip and the West Bank. 

 
 
(31) 

 
 @32' (�دارة اr` �,A@'5% و$4,8 +j )�6i 45 [7A) )lākinna-hu min jihat-in�u�rā أe'ى

6Gi+` kO+ ا(0اLe,� إ(> إ08اء 0Vر اآa' 45 ا(G\+وب Q2J H5,+ت �O29\5 درا$� ا(:'اق، ا(FG د
 F3 �,iر+W)6+ اGadو4,8 ر ،�(6'ان ود5u H5 'S+a5 2ار` <)2ل ا(:'اق، وا` F)9' دوJ�5 <)إ
0Oم إ08اء 5'وJ �D\+� أu'اف hLJ 'BCJ 0V ا(9'وB7@ ،+6aD+i 45 +C:I �D-� 08ور� إ(> CL5+ت 

  O.152+(^� أe'ى
  

(lākinna min jihat-in�u�rā) But on the other hand, it provides the US 
administration with a compromise between its internal need to 
demonstrate a larger measure of response to the recommendations of the 
Iraq Study Group, which called for an international conference on Iraq and 
for a direct dialogue with Tehran and Damascus, and its external desire not 
to demonstrate any flexibility toward parties that might interpret this 
flexibility as a weakness on its part which is then applied to other pending 
issues. 

  

 

                                                 
151 Text 2, P 6, S 23.  
152 Text 21, P 1, S 4.  
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(32) 

<G`و  (wa-�attā) '5%ا �L:J +5 8^0ر [Dا <LO 2ا @�آ0ون ا(0وامD+4 آ@T)2د، اA,L)ء ا+>Oأ
27pا LO> اCJ+ق �A5 أ8|$'اFS 45 +5 [D+3 ،P,1ء 4A9@ 0,i أن @FJl 45 ا(�AL99 ا(:'8,� ا(B:2د@�، 

� وaO'وا 4O د69O? (ـ G3م4,8 `9+س وrB)ا �je6+ ا('@+ضGOر FG)153. ا   
   

(wa-�attā) Even Likudniks, who had always maintained that, as far as 
Israel was concerned, nothing good would ever come out of Saudi Arabia, 
praised the Mecca agreement between Hamas and Fatah and expressed 
support for the “Peace Plan” promoted by Riyadh. 

 

When more than one textual marker are combined together, as the above 

examples show, it is the form of the marker that determines its position in the cluster. 

Therefore, markers that are derived from coordinating conjunctions, such as wa ‘and’ and 

fa ‘since, for’ in examples (30) and (32), are placed first. These are followed by markers 

whose original forms are particles, like �attā ‘even’ in example (32). Then, as it is evident 

from examples (30) and (31) markers with adverbial origins, i.e. ma�alan ‘for instance 

and min jihat-in�u�rā ‘on the other hand,’ are positioned at the end of the textual markers 

cluster.  

It has been noticed, however, that the textual-interpersonal-experiential order that 

the constitutions of the Thematic slot in Arabic normally follow may be altered in certain 

situations. This happens when the topical Theme, i.e. the experiential element in the 

thematic slot, is framed between two discourse markers. This linguistic phenomenon 

associated with the cluster of markers in Arabic, therefore, is actually a deviation, as 

mentioned previously, from Halliday’s (2004) description of the thematic slot where all 

                                                 
153 Text 24, P 2, S 3, 4. 
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the markers precede the topical Theme. The following examples illustrate this framing 

phenomenon:  

 
(33) 
 

  5.154\'د 06G\5ون F3 هT� ا(D0,+(ammā…fa) 6?  3 ا(a)'أ5+
  

(�ammā…fa) As for human beings, they can merely make individual efforts 
and judgments.  

 
 
 
(34) 

  
4A) 6'انu [BCD kV2)ا F3،(lākinna … fī al-waqt-i nafs-i-hi) H5 ت+VrO kAaS 

^j79)ا F3 �7e+B)ز5+ت اYاف ا'u7+ناaL8 4 5'ورا,jBL3 <)155.�، 45 ا(:'اق ا  
 

(lākinna … fī al-waqt-i nafs-i-hi) However, Tehran has at the same time 
established relations with the parties involved in the region's hot crises, 
namely Iraq, Palestine, and Lebanon. 

 
 

(35) 
   
ه7+ك L (wa… �alay-nā al-�i�tirāf-u �anna)  4,CV25,7+ اGOY'اف أنF3O ا(-+(� ا(:'اV,� و

 a@'d.156,4 5+رN:5 +96$? ا(:2اQ? ا(:'8,�
 

(wa… �alay-nā al-�i�tirāf-u �anna)) As for the Iraqi issue, we must admit 
that most Arab capitals have adopted one of two "strange" positions. 

 
 
(36) 

  
ا(:Q ',\CG) �aG'اO+ت أ2je 0ّSرة 06S +95� ا(:+(? `lG)+8  (wa ….bi-l-ta�kīd-i) <Gآ,F0 هو

 157.ا(,2م
 

                                                 
154 Text 23, P 9, S 46. 
155 Text 26, P 1, S 4. 
156 Text 11, P 4, S 8. 
157 Text 17, P 10, S 44. 
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(wa ….bi-l-ta�kīd-i) This will undoubtedly cause the eruption of conflicts 
that are more serious than any of the others that the world had ever 
witnessed.   

 
 

 The above examples show that the topical Theme may be framed between either 

two textual markers or a textual and an interpersonal marker. In examples (33) and (34), 

the topical Themes, i.e. al-bašar-u ‘human beings’ and �ahrān-a ‘Tehran,’ are placed 

between �ammā…fa ‘as for’ and lākinna…fī al-waqt-i nafs-i-hi ‘however…at the same 

time’ respectively. The topical Themes, i.e. fī al-�ālat-i al-�irāqiyyat-i ‘the Iraqi issue’ and 

hiya ‘it,’ in examples (35) and (36), however, are positioned between wa… �alay-nā al-

�i�tirāf-u �anna) ‘and…we must admit that’ and wa….bi-l-ta�kīd-i ‘and…undoubtedly’ 

respectively.  This means that this linguistic phenomenon only changes the position of the 

experiential element whereas the textual-interpersonal order of the discourse markers 

remains the same.  

It is clear from examples (33) to (36) that setting the topical Theme apart from the 

rest of the sentence by means of two markers framing it is a linguistic technique that is 

used to highlight the framed element and to put it in focus. Because of the role that the 

markers preceding the framed topical Themes serve in focusing these experiential 

elements, Kammensjö (2005) refers to such markers as “topicalizers” (156). The closing 

markers, on the other hand, which are placed directly after the topical Themes, and 

closing thereby the thematic slot, are considered “demarcation devices” because they 

mark the boundary between the Theme and the Rheme (Kammensjö 2005, 156; see also 

Kinberg 2001, 44; Ryding 2005, 68). The data in this study show that the most frequent 

markers used as topicalizers in the framing structure are: wa ‘and,’ fa ‘since, for’ and 
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�ammā ‘as for,’ whereas the most frequent markers that function in this structure as 

closers for the thematic slot are the two textual markers: fa  and �ay�an ‘also.’ 

It has been realized, however, that the experiential topical Themes are not the only 

elements that may be framed by discourse markers at the onset of the sentence. Rather, a 

textual or an interpersonal discourse marker may also be framed by positioning it 

between two textual markers. In this case, the framing phenomenon has the effect of 

separating the pre-topical items, i.e. the discourse markers, from the structure of the 

sentence they introduce (Blue 1977, 5). This phenomenon could be noticed in the 

following examples:  

(37) 
 

3 [,LOب و':)+ (wa-�alayhi fa) �a@')وا h()وا �L^)45 ا +,D0)2ن (0@6? ا(-0ود اA@ 6? أن) �-@
[,LO 4,91+^)وا P\W9)ا P\B)ا اT4 45 هN)158.وإ$+ءة ا 

 
(wa-�alayhi fa) Therefore, Arabs have the right to feel the minimal amount 
of concern and suspicion regarding the shameful record and those in 
charge of it.  

 
(38) 
 

3 h)ذ H5و ?L (wa-ma�a 	ālika fa) kآ'J6^'ت و^J P8 ،+ً70ة $+آ-G9)2ات ا%5? اV ك'-J
 k-J +(G,D'8'$ HI0 وV 45%ا sL\5 6+، 0:8 أن آ+نG965 8,� [آ9+ل'q)2ات ا^L) ا(9\+ل

r$ kO�D 0Vح H,9i ا(4,9G79 (\,~ ا(2a$�7 ا(-9+@� ا(0و(,�، و0:8 أن آ+2V kDات ا%5? ا(G9-0ة 
'8'$ �7@05 P25ر@,2ن أه �,L,3 FBD'C)ن ا(\7'ال اl9u و0:8 أن ،h$'6)وا [Dl8 +(G,D �9p 0:@ ?)

 2WL) �a$.159ف
 

(wa-ma�a 	ālika fa) Despite that, the UN troops did not move a muscle, but 
retreated and left the area for the Serbian forces to complete their mission 
after the Security Council had placed Srebrenica under international 
protection, and after the UN troops had disarmed everyone belonging to 
the Bosnia/Herzegovinian army, and after the French General Philippe 

                                                 
158 Text 6, P 6, S 25. 
159 Text 29, P 6, S 29. 
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Morillon assured the people of the town of Srebrenica that there is nothing 
left to fear. 

 
(39) 

 
[Jذا kV2)ا F3 0\Dو  (wa-najid-u fi al-waqt-i 	āt-i-hi) 0I 2نJ2q@ 4,9LB9)2ان اe]ا

FG@2A)9+ن ا)'a)ا F3 160.`^2ق ا(9'أة 
 

(wa-najid-u fi al-waqt-i 	āt-i-hi) Yet at the same time, we find the Muslim 
Brotherhood voting against women’s rights in the Kuwaiti parliament. 

 
(40) 
  

هT� اqGOY+5+ت وا(NG+ه'ات و0Oم ا(,^,4 (wa-lisū�i al-�a��-i fa-�inna)  و(2Bء ا(-� 3|ن
ا(BJ F$+,B+ه? F3 ا6D,+ر اqGVY+د، ان آ+ن H75 �@'u 45 ا(B,+`� ا(:'0O25 F3 �,8 ا%O,+د أم 

 161.'آ�PS �@'u 45 ا(-'آ� اqGVY+د@� F3 و$# J\+ري ا$�i �j^Gءًا 965ً+ 45 هT� ا(-
 

(wa-lisū�i al-�a��-i fa-�inna) It is also unfortunate that sit-ins, 
demonstrations, and political uncertainty are directly contributing to the 
economic collapse; either in the form of warding off Arab tourists in the 
holiday season, or through paralyzing the economic activities in the 
country's commercial center, where most of these economic activities take 
place. 

  
  

In examples (37) and (38), each of the two textual markers �alayhi ‘thus, 

therefore’  and ma�a 	ālika ‘despite that’ is framed between the two textual markers wa 

and fa. On the other hand, the two interpersonal markers najid-u ‘we find’ and lisū�i al-

�a��-i fa-�inna ‘it is unfortunate’ in examples (39) and (40) are positioned between wa… fi 

al-waqt-i 	āt-i-hi ‘and yet at the same time’ and wa…fa-�inna ‘and…that’  respectively. In 

the data, however, we found three occurrences of discourse markers cluster, such as al-

marjuww-u �i	an �an ‘what is hoped for therefore,’ which, although similar to the framed 

structures,  are missing the topicalizer marker. This results, as can be seen, in a discourse 

                                                 
160 Text 10, P 3, S 20. 
161 Text 31, P 5, S 11. 
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markers cluster in which the interpersonal precedes the textual. This order, however, is 

not found in any other clustered markers.  

One more thing that should be pointed out regarding the discourse markers cluster 

is the fact that this procedure is only structural. While markers are combined structurally 

at the initial position of the sentence, the different markers within this combination seem 

to function independently. Multiple markers, Hasselgård (2004) points out, “can 

potentially mark several discourse relations at the same time” (65). The only exception 

found in the data is when the fa closes the framed structure. In this case, fa does not 

signal any intersentential relation but rather functions merely as a boundary marker that 

separates either the Thematic slot or the discourse markers from the rest of the sentence.  

 

5.3 Functional Classifications  

While the previous section provides a general overview of the group of discourse 

markers that are identified in the present study, this section presents a description of the 

functions served by the members of this group. To this effect, a functional classification 

of the frequent discourse markers identified in newspaper opinion articles is suggested.  

Therefore, after associating discourse markers with the functional relations that 

are realized in the environment in which they occur, items that are found to perform 

similar functions are grouped under one functional category. Discourse markers that are 

found to perform more than one function, however, are categorized according to their 

predominant function. Members of each functional category are then described in terms 

of their frequency, the relations that they signal, and the information in their environment 
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that is relevant to their function. Because these categories are based on the 

functions served by discourse markers at the text level, neither the structural forms of 

these markers nor their grammatical description given in grammar references are 

discussed here. This kind of information is provided only if it is essential for explaining 

the textual role of these discourse markers.  

However, when classifying discourse markers according to their function in text, 

it is important that the distribution of these items in relation to the different text levels be 

taken into consideration. This is because the scope of discourse markers functions is 

determined by this distribution. The following section, therefore, describes discourse 

markers that are identified at each of the two levels of text structure, i.e. the sentence and 

the paragraph, independently. Because of its special status, however, the discourse 

marker wa ‘and,’ is excepted from this distinction, and hence is treated at the beginning 

of the section as being a local-global discourse marker. After describing the function of 

wa,’ the section goes on to describe the functions of the discourse markers that occur at 

the local level of text structure, and then to examine the functions served by discourse 

markers at the text’s global level.  

Two things should be borne in mind, however, regarding the functions and 

classifications suggested for discourse markers in the present study. The first thing 

concerns the inevitable subjectivity of this process. Like any study based on discourse 

analysis, this study cannot escape a degree of subjectivity. Although  the functional 

description presented and the classification proposed in this study result from an 

analytical process that is based on a well established theoretical background, they are 
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inevitably influenced by the analyst’s semantic-pragmatic interpretation of the texts. The 

idea that such judgments “can be done totally objectively, i.e. without the interference of 

personal interpretation,” Kammensjö (2005) points out, “is a deception” (107). This is 

because the analyst’s culture, language, personal world-view, and experience are always 

present in this process influencing his cognitive interpretation of the analyzed material.  

The other thing that needs to be taken into consideration is the fact that genre, 

text-type, and individual style of the authors are factors that may affect the choice and 

frequency of discourse markers in any text (Dooley and Levinsohn 2001, 12). If they are 

not controlled, these factors, may pose problems for the findings of the analysis of any 

study of discourse markers. In the present study, however, all the texts examined are 

chosen from one specific genre, i.e. newspaper opinion articles, and from one specific 

type, i.e. argumentative text-type, in order to eliminate the impact of these two factors on 

the accuracy of the findings of the study. The discourse markers identified and described 

in this study, therefore, are the discourse markers that are usually used in this particular 

genre, i.e. newspaper opinion article, and this particular text-type, i.e. argumentative text-

type.  

On the other hand, the study also tries to eliminate the impact of the writers’ 

individual styles on the outcome of the analysis by examining articles that are written by 

28 different writers. Examining different styles makes it possible to differentiate between 

the norm and the individual usage of these items. Therefore, discourse markers that occur 
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less than three times in the data162 are not included in the group of discourse markers in 

this study. As a reference for future research, however, they are listed in the final section 

of this chapter.   

 

5.3.1 The Discourse Marker of Continuity: wa 

The analysis of the data shows that wa ‘and’ is a discourse marker with a special 

status. On the one hand, wa is indisputably of the highest frequency of all discourse 

markers in the data. About 45% of all the texts boundaries and 57% of the boundaries that 

start with discourse markers are introduced by wa. Out of its 727 occurrences, wa occurs 

530 times alone and 197 times combined with other discourse markers. On the other 

hand, unlike other discourse markers in the data, wa frequently appears at both sentence 

and paragraph boundaries. Six hundred fourty eight sentences and 79 paragraphs in the 

data are introduced with this discourse marker. Although other discourse markers, such as 

fa ‘since, for, so, thus,’ �inna ‘certainly, indeed,’ and �ammā…fa ‘as for,’ are also found to 

introduce both sentence and paragraph in the data, these markers, however, usually 

display a preference to occur either locally or globally as will be discussed later. This is 

why wa is the only discourse marker that is regarded as a local-global discourse marker.  

Moreover, not only does wa frequently occur at the onset of sentences and 

paragraphs, but its occurrences are also associated with various functional relations at 

                                                 
162 Discourse markers that appear less than three times in the data are mostly the expressions preferred by 
one author.  In some cases, however, the two occurrences of a discourse marker in the data are used by two 
different authors. What is interesting in  these cases is that the two authors that use the same low frequent 
discourse marker write in the same newspaper.   
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both levels. Here are some examples that illustrate some of the relations associated with 

wa at the sentence level:  

 
(41) 
 

[41a]   ن+G9)+B5 �,-,B9)4 ا(,26د@� وا,G,)2Q%أن ا �,-q)ا ',d 45 [Dرة إ(> أ+S]+8 در+a7)و
F3 ا%`0اث ا(:�C,7 ا(FG ه�ت ا(:+(? F3  (wa)و u. [41b],�و49I +967,i0J HV ا(N7? ا(0@9^'ا

 163.ا(27Bات ا%e,'ة 8,+ن آ+ف LO> ز@R هT� ا(q9+درة
 

[41a] First, however, it must be mentioned that the claim that Jewish and 
Christian fundamentalism have been tamed within democratic systems is 
a false allegation.[41b] (wa) Violent events that have erupted and shaken 
the world in recent years contain enough evidence to negate the 
aforementioned premise. 
 

(42) 
   

[42a]   263 عأ5+ ا%$+س ا%ول�D [D+A5|8 s,) +@2,D6'@+ دV +D+,6+ آGCq8 �)4 ا(0وO �$ا(^0ا 
4@0L) FVre%0 ا(\2ه' ا,B\J ،4,j,$2)ا F-,B9)0@4 ا(,26دي وا,L^G)ا sAO <LO. [42b] و    

)  wa  (�,7@0)8+(^2ل 8+(0و(� ا �9B@ +5 �,5r$]ا �,:@'(G)�52 ا(^,9,� أو اN79)ا F3 s,).164  
 

[42a] The first rudiment is eliminating the sanctity attributed to the state 
since it is an oppressive and worldly entity that cannot reflect the moral 
essence of religion, unlike traditional Jewish and Christian medieval 
communities. [42b] (wa) Neither the Islamic value system nor Islamic 
legislation call for a religious state. 

 
(43) 
 

 [43a]F3 F5r$]4 ا(7+�1 اO أ@+م PaV �,BD'C)�3 ا+-q)وآ+(� ا kL^D [Ga)+j5 ~`2)ا [,aD 'q5 
 �,ajG8"�8ه"`0ّ ا(-'ا �@'q9)5,� اrO]ا <LO 6+5] (6+ 8ـJآ�"+(� $'`+ن 0:8 ا'a3" 45 �^L` 

`0ّ ا(-'ا�8 ا(Tي u+(� (wa)  وD'8. [43b]+5\6+ ا(FD2@�CLG وا(7J FG+و(RL5 +6,3 k ا(O0+رة
 B.165,0 ا(Hj^8 F>^@ [^,ajG8 ~`2 ا(,0 وا(^0م re 45ف وا(�Lqا(
 

[43a] A few days ago, Agence France-Presse (AFP) quoted Egyptian 
Islamist Nabih al Wahsh demanding the imposition of the ‘hirabah’ 
penalty on Egyptian media figure, Hala Sarhan, whom he accused of 
fabricating an episode of her television talk show that dealt with 

                                                 
163 Text 5, P 6, S 14, 15. 
164 Text 5, P 9, S 26, 27. 
165 Text 1, P1, S 1, 2. 
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prostitution. [43b] (wa) The penalty that Mr. al Wahsh demanded to be 
applied was cross amputation, i.e. severing the right hand and the left 
foot, followed by crucifixion. 
 

(44) 
 

[44a] 2ل إ(> إ@'ان ا(0و(�إ@'ا-GJ ?) إذا FW@ر+G)6+ اVزl5 [i2اJ 2رةf)ن ا. [44b]و)  wa ( 2ه
'e�)ات وTL) 0@0اi +ً963 �LjG@ '5ا 45 ، وأ',f9,� وا(0و(,� وآ,LV]963ً+ (29از@4 ا(^2ى ا 

0ة @4A9 أن GJ? 8-'ب ا(2GاHI وا(4O FLWG اCGD+خ ا%D+ واGOY^+د l8ن `5 P)rAت ا(D0,+ ا(9:^
0@tت+,i2)2@.166 
 

[44a] Revolutionary Iran will confront its historical dilemma if it does not 
transform into Iran the state. [44b] (wa) This is a matter that requires a 
sound understanding of oneself and of others, an understanding of the 
regional and international balances of power, a great deal of modesty 
and dismissing the belief that the world’s complicated problems can be 
solved using ideological wars. 
 

(45) 
  

[45a] @05 �06(J يT)ا F)+-)9'د اG)أ5+ اFp2-)ا hL9)0 اaO �0ة 3,^2د:Q �7 .[45b] و) wa ( 2ه
ز0aJ �5و K5+@'ة أO'اض هT� ا% )wa (و[45c] . 4 ا(-Fp2 ا(Tي V+د ا(9G'د ا(P\DFD+f 08ر ا(0@

+6LaV +9O +5+9J.167  
 

[45a] As for The current rebellion that has broken out in Yemen’s Saada 
province, it  is led by Abd al Malik al Houthi, [45b] the son of Badr al 
Din al Houthi who led the second revolt.[45c] (wa) However, the 
manifestations of this crisis seem to be very different from the ones that 
preceded it. 
 

 
As the above examples show, wa may introduce sentences that perform different 

functions in text.  In sentences [41b], [42b], [43b], [44b], [45b], and [45c], wa, correlates 

with the functional relations evidence, reason, background, enablement, background, and 

antithesis respectively. These relations, however, are only some of the functional 

relations that are found to correlate with sentence-initial wa in the data. The great number 

                                                 
166 Text 9, P5, S 21, 22. 
167 Text 7, P 3, S 7- 9. 
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of functions performed by sentences introduced by this discourse marker indicates that it 

is not actually the wa that is signaling these relations between segments. Rather, it is the 

meaning of the two propositions, as Cantarino (1975) points out, that “reveals” the actual 

nature of the connection (3:39). What wa is doing here, however, is signaling the 

continuity of the flow of ideas in the texts “without implying any closer, more logical 

relationships” (11).   

On the other hand, the analysis shows that the discourse marker wa also 

introduces paragraphs serving different roles at the global level of texts. Consider, for 

instance, the two following examples:  

)46(  
  

 [P1] Yا P,9)ا اTم آّ'س هrO]دي ا'J <)إ 'S�J FG)ت ا+,j:9)45 ا ',fA)إه9+(] ا 'aO F)+CG`
 وهF ا(G7) �,^LG9+1\6+ ا(S+a9'ة .إ6D+ ا(<-,� ا%و(> F3 ا%ز5+ت (-�N ا6OY0D+. أوI+ع ا(9'أة
وا(9'أة F3 R7:J . ا(9'أة �O+9i 0@'J +507O �qGKJ اGDY^+م �O+9i 45 أe'ى .وd,' ا(S+a9'ة

 وا%رV+م J sA:J'د@ً+ F3 أوRLGW5 <LO +6O+I ا(2GB9@+ت F3 .)9G\5)+7J+:9G\5:+ت ا('i+ل 
 .N:5? أQ^+ع ا%رض

  
[P2] و) wa (+67,:8 �)+` 07O RV2G)4 اA9@ ،م ا(:+مrA)ا F3 ق'KD Y <G`. HIو Tel7) rًf93 

�,8'K)ا �C>)ة وا�d F3 F7,jBLC)ا H9G\9)ا Peء دا+B7)ا . F3 P1+ع ه+CJ4 ارO 0ث-GJ م+V3+%ر
R7:) . F3 Pq@ R7O ا(99+رس LO> ا(B7+ء $2اء 45 داPe 5-,# ا(:+�L1 أو e+ر6i+`\? ا

إV +6D<,� . أ`,+ن إ(> ا(^P{ F3 PG اGO'اف ا(�jLB ا(jBLC,7,� 8:\�ه+ 4O 5:+(\� ا5%'
�9V+CG5ة و',je.مrO]�3 وا+-q)ت اY7+وJ F3 +ً,L:3 ًا�,` PK(J ?) +67A) .168 

 
[P1] Media outlets have only served to reinforce this celebratory trend 

through their neglect of the signs pointing towards the deteriorated 
circumstances that confront women. In times of crises, indeed, women 
are the first to be victimized. They are the recipients of both direct and 
indirect consequences of these crises. Women are raped when a group 
seeks to avenge itself on another. It is they who are subjected to violence 
in our patriarchal social system. The figures confirm these facts on every 
level on a global scale.  
 

                                                 
168 Tex 2, P 5, 6, S 16- 27. 
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[P2] (wa) However, so as to avoid overgeneralizations let us focus on a 
particular case. An example is women in Palestinian society, both in the 
Gaza Strip and the West Bank. Figures reveal a massive rise in violence 
against women whether within or outside their families. It is a violence 
that sometimes can lead to death; something the Palestinian Authority 
has admitted its failure to remedy as a situation. Although it is certainly 
a critical issue that is on a steady escalation, still, it has failed to occupy 
relevant space in media and press coverage. 
 
 

(47) 
 

 [P1] 8 9+مGهY0ة ا(,2م 08أ ا-G9)ت ا+@Y2)ا F3 [D27اO 0@0i Fه+A3 Fأ5,'آ PBLB9" ص+e
وا(PBLB9 آ0a@ +9و 27O 45ا8 ?A6G@ [D)PA آ0,52ي A98 <9B@ +95+3-� . "آ0,52@+ 5-2ر ا()'

,2i sرج 28ش �a^` F3 5+ 0:8 ه\9+ت ا[ره+ب أو 5-2ر ا()ّ' و�3 5+ `0دJ] إدارة ا('1
'a9Ga$ 45 '(O دي+-)ا .,Lf99)45 ا �O29\9) �a$ آ+ن �V'3 kB$5,� أن أr$2ل إQ4 45 أ

 ا(0,52A@� وO k50V'وD F3 �,`'B5 +ًI,2@2رك وTi F3 k-\Dب 269iر "5-2ر ا()'"
�,8'O 2لQأ ',d 45 Fأ5,'آ . ?LB9)ا Fا%5,'آ Fه+AC)ا Pf99)5+ @^2ل ا �B-80 "وaO 4@د

وهTا ا(P,9 . ، 3|ن ا(\269ر ا%5,'آF3 �d'@ F ا9G$Y+ع إ(> AD+ت 4O ا%ae+ر وD)'ا6J+"ا�
D-2 ا(WB'@� 45 ا%ae+ر @0aو s,C7GL) �i+` �8+f98 45 ا`G^+ن kCO+I 75] أae+ر ��u+e أو 

 F3 ?6+، 95+ $+ه)rKG$6+ واf8 <LO �,ا(:0@0 45 ا(^27ات ا%5,'آ k86,3+ دأ �)+a5>5 �CO+
?LB9)ا F8':)ا('ه+ب 45 ا. 

  
 [P2]و) wa ( +@0,52A)ا ا(27ع 45 اTه Pf5 529ً+ 78\+حO ب'K)0ة أو ا-G9)ت ا+@Y2)ا F3 9+مGهYا

@0V 45 Ha7رة هTا ا(27ع 45 ا(a'اL^J <LO �5,� ا(G)�7 4,8 أu'اف G3+^p,4 أTe ا(0qام 967,8+ 
+ًC,7O <-75 .ر ه+aGO4 اO 4,L1+CG9)2ان 8:; اG@ ?) مr$]0ام 4,8 اq)ا ا(97# 45 5^+ر�8 اT

 إY إذا آ+ن .وا(K'ب D <LO-2 ه�(L) FL:3 Pe05 �8+f98 F-2ار 4,8 ا%LV,+ت ا(i+69'ة وا(K'ب
 169.ه7+ك aG:@ 45' أن ا(q'اع وا(:R7 هPAS 2 45 أAS+ل ا(-2ار

 

[P1] Today in the United States, attention has been directed towards a new 
American comedy series entitled "The Axis of Evil Comedy Tour 
Special." As apparent from the title, the series satirizes the so-called 
fight against terror or the axis of evil, as defined by the Bush 
administration in the post-9/11 era. A group of actors of Muslim 
background had set up a team of comedians, naming themselves "the 
axis of evil," and held shows in NY, attracting an American audience of 
non-Middle Eastern descent. According to Dean Abdallah, a comedian 
of Arab descent, the American audience wants to hear jokes about the 
news. This tendency to mock the news seems to be a way to vent anger 
that has been maximized by false or exaggerated news aired and 

                                                 
169 Text 3, P 4, 5, S 8- 17. 
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exploited by several American channels, which has contributed 
significantly to Arabphobia and Islamophobia. 
 

[P2] (wa) American interest and the West in general in this type of 
comedy stems from the ability of these kinds of shows to reduce tension 
between the two cultures whre clash has taken a violent turn. Some 
optimists have not hesitated to consider this comical approach to the 
clash between Islam and the West a gateway to dialogue between 
immigrant minorities and the West, unless conflict and violence are 
considered one mode of communication. 

 

 In the above examples, (46) and (47), wa appears at the onset of two paragraphs 

that have two different roles in the text organizational structure. While [P2] in example 

(46) functions as a substantiation that supports the author’s argument, [P2] in example 

(47), is an evaluation of the support laid in the paragraph preceding it. The occurrence of 

wa at the onset of these two paragraphs, however, though it correlates with two different 

textual  functions, is an indication of one thing, i.e. the continuation of an ongoing idea.  

In example (46), the support presented in [P2] does not introduce a totally new 

idea that is different from the one presented in [P1], but rather refocuses the reader’s 

attention to one aspect of the same idea. Likewise, because [P2] in example (47) operates 

as an evaluation of the idea presented in [P1], the break between the two paragraphs is 

not complete. In both examples, therefore, wa is the device that makes the continuity of 

the same idea possible despite the existence of a paragraph boundary. wa appears 

between two chunks of texts, Cantarino (1975) points out, when the division “is not 

intended as a complete break” in the ongoing idea (19).   

The correlation between wa and the different types of local and global functional 

relations, therefore, does not indicate that this discourse marker has the widest variety of 
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functions. Rather, it suggests that wa functions as a discourse marker that indicates 

continuity of ideas and hence maintains the flow of the text. At the sentence, paragraph 

and discourse levels, al-Batal (1990) points out, wa indicates “that the argument or 

discussion is still ongoing with no major breaks” (246). Since this textual function that 

wa performs in Arabic is not usually found in other languages, when translating into other 

languages such as English, this continuity marker is often omitted, Khalil (2000, 142) 

adds. 

An indication of the continuity function of wa at the text level is the tendency this 

discourse marker shows to cluster with some discourse markers more than others. It has 

been noticed in the data of this study that, although wa may combine with all types of 

discourse markers, it, however, prefers inferential/resultative discourse markers, i.e. that 

denote result such as min �amma ‘thus, therefore,’ over explanatory discourse markers, 

such as �ay �anna ‘that is’ or contrastive discourse markers, such as ġayra �anna ‘however, 

but.’ This tendency is actually consistent with the role of wa as a marker of continuity in 

text. In the inferential process, where one idea emerges from another, there is a move in 

the flow of text, and thus the environment calls for wa.  However, explanatory discourse 

markers, which expand a preceding idea, indicate that there is a stop at that particular 

point of text that they are expanding. Contrastive discourse markers, on the other hand, 

mark a return to a previous point in the text in order to interpret the coming point. These 

two environments, therefore, are not favored by the continuity marker wa.    

Another indication that wa functions mainly as a continuity marker at the 

discourse level is the fact that this discourse marker rarely introduces paragraphs that 
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serve as conclusions. The data analysis shows that only two of the 79 paragraph-initial 

occurrences of wa introduce concluding paragraphs. As the final stage in the texts’ 

organizational structure, the conclusion is usually clearly marked off from the rest of the 

text in order to highlight the last thoughts of the author. The role of wa is to smooth 

transition between stages of text structure. Thus, The conclusion is not a point of the text 

where it commonly occurs.    

While signaling continuity in text is the dominant function of the discourse 

marker wa, this marker may also serve a more specific function as an additive discourse 

marker. Signaling continuity in text is a more general function than indicating that one 

segment is adding new information to a previous segment. This is because continuity is 

concerned with the flow or break of ideas in the text regardless of the type of 

relationships between text segments. Although continuity is sensitive to these relations, 

e.g. a resultative relation indicates continuity more than the interpretation relation, it is, 

however not tied to any specific relation. The additive function, on the other hand, as will 

be seen, usually correlates with the elaboration relation which indicates that one segment 

of text is adding new information to a preceding segment. The data analysis shows that 

out of the 727 occurrences of wa that are associated with all possible sorts of functional 

relations, 36% of them correlate specifically with the elaboration relation. It is worth 

mentioning here that Kammensjö’s study (2005) also finds that 37% of the uses of wa in 

her data “are purely additive” (185).   

 It has been noticed, however, that wa usually performs an additive function when 

the sentences it connects form a unified whole that serves to support or describe a 
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previous idea. These sentences that are loosely connected by wa, i.e. with no particular 

logical or hierarchical organization, relate either to a previous proposition in the same 

paragraph or to a previous paragraph in the text. Here are two examples to illustrate this 

additive function of wa: 

(48) 
 

[48a]  دي'J <)إ 'S�J FG)ت ا+,j:9)45 ا ',fA)ا [)+إه9 'aO F)+CG`Yا P,9)ا اTم آّ'س هrO]ا
وهF ا(LG9^,�  [48c] .إ6D+ ا(<-,� ا%و(> F3 ا%ز5+ت (-�N ا6OY0D+[48b] . أوI+ع ا(9'أة

ا(9'أة �O+9i 0@'J +507O �qGKJ اGDY^+م G7). [48d]  �O+9i 45+1\6+ ا(S+a9'ة وd,' ا(S+a9'ة
'eىأ .[48e]  ل+i')9:+ت اG\5 F3 R7:J 7+(وا(9'أةJ+:9G\5( .[48f] +ً@د'J sA:J م+Vوا%ر 

 F3.170 أوRLGW5 <LO +6O+I ا(2GB9@+ت N:5 F3? أQ^+ع ا%رض
 

[48a] Media outlets have only served to reinforce this celebratory trend 
through their neglect of the signs pointing towards the deteriorated 
circumstances that confront women. [48b] In times of crises, indeed, 
women are the first to be victimized. [48c] They are the recipients of 
both direct and indirect consequences of these crises. [48d] Women are 
raped when a group seeks to avenge itself on another. [48e] It is they 
who are subjected to violence in our patriarchal social system. [48f] the 
figures confirm these facts on every level on a global scale. 
 
 

(49) 
 

]49a [0^)�,D+9)%ا(7+ز@� ا k8'i   اق'O%�6 اi25ا F3 FD+9)%ا(:'ق ا �,i2)2@0@t
+ل  وآh)T `[49c].ة ا`0 ا%O'اق �Le �,^8 <LO ا� واGO^0ت B8,+د[49b].ا%e'ى
�,S+C)ا.[49d]ف'jG)ح ا'u4 و,u+jBC)ة ا'A3 F)ا(0و F5r$]ا  ، 'CA)وا(9:'آ� ا%ز(,� 4,8 ا

G` +6> @'ث ا� ا%رض وr$ 45م 8^,� ا%د@+ن و@^+LJوا[@9+ن وI'ورة أن @�6م ا[
+6,LO.[49e] ة+$l5 kD+A3 11'a9Ga$ .[49f]B9)ا%8'@+ء ا PGV7:+ء إ(> ا('@+ض  وQ 45 4,9L
 [49h].� ا(GW9+ر S �,^8 0I:2ب ا(D0,+ وk`'u ا(A3 �,D2,6q'ة S:� ا[49g].و0K8اد

ا(C'س  " 25ا�6i 5+ ا$9+� 8ـ ا(:F3 �@'q7وu'ح 0Qام `i2)2@0@t 4,B,� ا(:'و�8
  171".ا(9\2س

 
[49a] German Nazism tested the ideology of the German race versus all 

other races. [49b] It believed in the superiority of one race over all 
others.[49c] The same is true of fascism.[49d] International Islamic 
extremism also put forth the two-camp idea, the eternal battle between 

                                                 
170 Text 2, P 5, S 16- 21. 
171 Text 9, P 3, S 5-12. 
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faith and disbelief, and the necessity that Islam defeats all other 
religions, vanquishing them until God inherits the earth and everyone on 
it. [49e] Thus came the 9/11 tragedy. [49f] Innocent Muslims from 
Sanaa to Riyadh and Baghdad were killed. [49g] Zionism proposed the 
idea of God’s chosen people versus all the other peoples of the world. 
[49h] Saddam Hussein promoted the racist ideology of Arabism over the 
so-called ‘Persian Magi.’ 

 

In example (48), sentences [48b] to [48f] form a unified whole that provides 

evidence to support the claim in sentence [48a]. wa serves here to signal that each of 

these propositions elaborates on the previous one in order to create a complete supporting 

idea.  Sentences [49a] to [49h] in example (49), however, form a paragraph that functions 

as a whole to support the author’s claim in the previous paragraph. In order to support his 

claim, i.e. that the Iranians’ discourse will fail, the author provides several examples of 

failed regimes in history that used the same type of discourse. These examples are 

connected by the additive wa because each of them represents a piece of information that 

is added to form the evidence as a whole. wa, therefore, as Holes (1995) puts it, “acts as a 

neutral link” between pieces of new information (220).  

   

5.3.2 Discourse Markers at the Local Level  

The analysis of the data in this study shows that about 85% of sentence 

boundaries are introduced by discourse markers. In this section, discourse markers that 

appear at the local level of texts are classified and their functions are described. As 

mentioned earlier, there are two different types of discourse markers, i.e. textual and 

interpersonal discourse markers. These two general categories of discourse markers 

signal two different types of relations in text. Therefore, in this section, the study suggests 
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different functional classifications for the members of each of these distinct categories at 

the local level of text.  

 

a- Textual Discourse Markers at the Local Level 

Textual discourse markers, as has been discussed earlier, predominantly signal 

functional relations between segments of text structure. Since this section focuses on 

local textual discourse markers, it is concerned only with functional relations that are 

identified between sentences. Based on the type of relations that they signal between 

sentences, local textual discourse markers in the data of this study are classified as 

follows: additive discourse markers, contrastive discourse markers, explanatory discourse 

markers, inferential discourse markers, sequential discourse markers, alternative 

discourse markers, exceptive discourse markers, and background discourse makers.172 

 

1- Additive Discourse Markers 

Discourse markers that are included in this category are those that correlate with 

elaboration functional relation. This relation indicates that one sentence adds new 

information to the previous sentence. It should be pointed out, however, that wa is not 

listed under this category because discourse markers in this study, as mentioned before, 

are categorized according to their dominant function. Although wa serves as an additive 

marker, its dominant function is to signal continuity in text. The following table shows 

                                                 
172 Most of these classifications are adopted from the names of the relations that are commonly used in text 
linguistics literature.   
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the additive markers found in the data, their meaning(s), their frequency and the type of 

relation(s) they encode:  

 

Table 5.1. Additive Discourse Markers  

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Correlated 

relation 

 أ@<ً+
 

�ay�an 

 
Also 

 
18 

 
Elaboration 

 
آ9+ أن�/ آ9+  

 
 

kamā/kamā 
�anna 

 

Likewise, 
furthermore 

 

16 
 
 

Elaboration 
 
 

أRI / إI+3ً� إ(>
/إ(> ذ(h أن�  
 h)أن(@<+ف إ(> ذ(  

 
 

 
�i�āfatan �ilā/ 
�a�if �ilā 	ālika 

�anna/ yu�āf-u 
�ilā 	ālika 

(�anna) 
 

In addition (to), 
moreover 

 
 
 

6 
 
 
 
 

Elaboration 
 
 
 
 

 4O rً>3 أن�
 

fa�lan �an �anna 

 

Besides 
 

4 
 

Elaboration 
 

<Gّ` 
 

�attā 
 

Even 
 

5 
 

Emphatic 
elaboration 

h)Tآ ka	ālika 
Likewise, 

furthermore 
5 Elaboration 

 

 

As table 5.1. shows, among the predominantly additive discourse markers found 

in the data, �ay�an ‘also’ is the most frequent one. This discourse marker never occurs 

alone in the data, and only in three of its 18 occurrences does it not form part of a framing 

structure. In the 15 framing structures of which �ay�an is part, however, it functions as a 

closer, i.e. the marker that closes the thematic slot. The topicalizers of these structures are 

either wa ‘and,’ 11 times, e.g. see example (50), lākin(na) ‘however, but,’ 3 times, e.g. 
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lākinna al-�a�ī�-a �ay�an 173 ‘but what is true also,’ and bal ‘rather, but rather,’ one time, 

e.g. bal yaqta�ī �ay�an
174 ‘but rather it requires also.’ Here is an example where �ay�an is 

used twice clustering with wa, one time precede directly by the wa while in the second 

time framing a verbal clause with the wa. 

 
(50) 
 

]50a [+>@وأ) wa-�ay�an(N-L)ا hLJ F3  F3 مr$]2خ ا,S وى+G3 ت'J2اJ �"�D+G$Yا" 
6iا(29ا �D2WB) +:aJ ،�:,()0 اI +ه',dو�ن وا()++jLB)6+ 4,8 اJ50. [� أو 8'ودb[ آ' وT@

� (,�7  آ,R اF3 [D إ`0ى G3'ات ا(2G3 ki'e �D06ى 45 اD+G$Y)wa…�ay�an (أ@<+ا(2ردي 
 �D+\.175 وGJ-0ث 4O ا(),:� �KL8 ود@�ا(
 

[50a] (wa-�ay�an) Also at that time, there were frequent anti-Shia fatwas 
issued by the chief religious leaders in “Istanbul” and other cities 
depending on how hot or cold the confrontation was between the Sultan 
and Shah. [50b] (wa…-�ay�an) Al Wardi also mentions that during a 
truce, a fatwa was issued in Istanbul using friendly language about the 
Shia. 
 
 

Another additive discourse marker in the data is kamā ‘likewise, furthermore.’ 

Because eight of the 16 occurrences of kamā are accompanied with �anna, kamā �anna is 

considered a variant of this discourse marker. �anna is a complementizer, Holes (1995) 

points out,  that is equivalent in its function to ‘that’ in English (226). Placing �anna, after 

the discourse marker kamā makes it possible for this marker to precede a noun or a 

pronoun, as in example (51). Otherwise, kamā  can only introduce a verb phrase.176 

Notice the additive function of kamā �anna in example (51) where it signals that sentence 

[51b] is adding new information or details to sentence [51a].   

                                                 
173 Text 41, P 3, 16. 
174 Text 6, P 4, S 16. 
175 Text 25, P 9, S 50, 51. 
176 “The expression kamā, Ryding (2005)  indicates, “is normally followed directly by a verb” ( 374). 
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(51) 
 

]51a[ 4,q)+3 - 45 'f0 6,3+ أآi2@و +ًD'V '(O �:8أر PaV مr$]6+ اLeد FG)0 30 ا\B5 R)أ 
 J 0V'ى أD] 45 ا(C9,0 (6+ آVrO �B+ت e+رH5 �,i دول إ$L5 - �,5r,2ن F7,Q ?LB5 30(ـ

 ا%LV,+ت )kamā �anna (آ9+ أن ]51b [.دوO'8,� ذات 2CDذ اqGV+دي ود@d F7,' 5-0و
 4,q)ا F3 �9LB9)ا– �,D2D+^)د@� وا+qGVYوا �,$+,B)6+ اV2^-) ?>45 ه FD+:J FG)ا – �i+-8 
  177.إ(> Q+D' (^<+@+ه+

  
[51a] China, where Islam arrived 14 centuries ago, and where there are 

more than 30,000 mosques for 30 million Chinese Muslims, considers 
that it is beneficial for it to establish relations with extremely 
economically and religiously powerful Arab and Islamic countries. [51b] 
(kamā �anna) Furthermore, Muslim minorities in China, who are 
suffering from political, economic, and legal abuses, also need support 
in their issues. 
 

 
�i�āfatan �ilā ‘in addition (to), moreover,’ and  fa�lan �an �anna ‘besides,’ are also 

additive discourse markers that are associated with the elaboration functional relation in 

the data. These two discourse markers not only appear at the onset of sentences, but they 

also introduce paragraphs. Each of them occurs twice at the global level. While the latter 

has only one form in the data, the former has two other variants �a�if �ilā 	ālika �anna  and 

yu�āf-u �ilā 	ālika (�anna) . However, of the three variants of this discourse marker, 

�i�āfatan �ilā, which occurs four times, is the most frequent one. Here are two examples 

illustrating the additive function of the two discourse markers, i.e. �i�āfatan �ilā  and 

fa�lan �an �anna. 

 
(52) 
 

� F3 ذ(aO h' ار$+ل )�i�āfatan �ilā (إI+�3 إ(>)+Q 0ا�aO FLO F79,)ا s,1')ا �adر 
 F3 sL\9)ك 4,8 دول ا'G(5 F\,Le �5+D'8 �5+V] FO0ا)ا �,\,LW)0 (^'ار ا(^�9 ا,@lJ رات+Sا

<-I%0 ا,O �a$+798 �+^)ي أT)8] ا+je لre ،�,9LB)ا(27و@� ا �V+j)5.178\+ل ا 

                                                 
177 Text 30, P 10, S 43, 44. 
178 Text 47, P 3, S 9. 
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(�i�āfatan �ilā) In addition, during his Eid al-Adha speech, Yemeni 
President Ali Abdullah Saleh has expressed the same desire by sending 
signs of support to the decision of the GCC summit that calls for the 
setting up a joint Gulf program in the field of peaceful nuclear energy.  

 
 
(53) 
 

 ]53a [4A) 23,] ه hS Y يT)أن ا ':(GBJ اه�7 08أت')2د@� ا:B)ا �$+,B)2رة 5+ @\'ي  اje
FLeأ675+ ا(0ا <LO] .53b[ 456+ وJ6+ وادواG,\,Jا'G$ت ا',KJ +7ه] .53c[ D4 اO rً>3+6 

)fa�lan �an �anna( P5+O 0امWG$ر وا+NGDr) �)+,9)6+ اG:,au 45 ',fء آFS 4O k)7+زJ 
  179.+ا(��L-L` F3 45 ا(^<+@

 
[53a] However, there is no doubt that the current Saudi policy began to 

sense the danger of what was happening to its internal security.[53b] 
Hence, Saudi changed its strategy and tools.[53c] (fa�lan �an �anna) 
Besides, it also relinquished a great deal of its nature that is inclined to 
waiting and using the factor of time to find solutions to problems. 
 
 

Elaboration relation has also been found to correlate with two other discourse 

markers in the data, i.e. ka	ālika ‘likewise, furthermore,’ and �attā ‘even.’ While none of 

the occurrences of kamā ‘likewise, furthermore,’ �i�āfatan �ilā ‘in addition (to), moreover,’ 

and  fa�lan �an �anna ‘besides’ is accompanied with wa ‘and’, the data show that ka	ālika 

and �attā do cluster with wa in some of their occurrences.  

What distinguishes �attā, however, from the other additive discourse markers in 

the data is the emphasis it places on the information added by the proposition it 

introduces. This marker may have developed this emphatic effect from the basic form 

from which it derives. The intersentential original form of �attā, Cantarino (1975) 

indicates, has empathic meaning that is “used to amplify the validity of the verbal action 

in the main clause: “to the point of …,” “to such an extent that …” (3: 93). It should be 
                                                 
179 Text 37, P 4, S 23-25. 
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noted that all the six occurrences of �attā, the five times sentence-initial and one time 

paragraph-initial, are followed by nouns. While example (54) illustrates the emphatic 

additive function of this discourse marker, the function of ka	ālika as an additive 

discourse marker could be seen in example (7) above.  

 
(54) 
 

]54a [ Fa:()ا R@')ا F8'j5 0`6:5+ أ PO+CJ 2ن و�5$,6+ أنJ'a,)+آ� ه'S 0ى أ3:+لq) وآ+ن
FA@'5%25$,^,� 27:8ان ا �D2اj$0ر اQ2ن"، واJ'a,)+ت ه+O+9Gi�3 ا'd 5\�رة[54b] 

C)+W5 4O+ت ا()'آ� وأO<+ء sL\5 إدار6J+ و5:+وD,6? 45 وآ+P9-J kD أFD+d 7:8+و@4 
 ا(qL9^+ت ا(0Q <LO HI2J FGا5+ت ا(B,+رات 45 )G`) �attā> [54c].ا(B+$� اA@'5%+ن

H5 �,qD +6) آ+ن RLW)2ن اJ'a,)+180.ه  
 

 
[54a] The conduct of Halliburton led one American country musician to 

record an album naming it ‘Halliburton Boardroom Massacre.’[54b] 
This album consists of songs named after the company's violations, 
members of the board of directors, and their American politician 
accomplices.[54c] (�attā) Even bumper stickers appearing on cars took 
part in the anti-Halliburton theme. 
 

    

2- Contrastive Discourse Markers 

This functional category comprises of five subcategories of discourse markers: 

contrastive/concessive discourse markers, contrastive/argumentative discourse markers, 

contrastive/affirmative discourse markers, contrastive/additive discourse markers, and 

contrastive/comparative discourse markers. Under these subcategories fall discourse 

markers that are associated with the following functional relations: 181concession, 

otherwise, affirmation, contrast, and comparison. Although these discourse markers 

                                                 
180 Text 8, P 3, S 17-19. 
181 For the list of relations introduced by Mann and Thompson (1988) see chapter three. 
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signal different types of functional relations, all the relations they signal have one similar 

feature: that they establish some kind of contrast between the two propositions that they 

connect. However, because the contrastive meaning that these relations establish is 

expressed in different ways, it produces different effects. The following Table lists 

contrastive discourse markers that are found in the data along with the relations that they 

signal.   

 

 

Table 5.2. Contrastive Discourse Markers  
 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Correlated 

relation 

 4ْA) /�4A)  
 

lākin/ lākinna 

 
64 

 إYّ أن�
 

�illā �anna 

 
8 

 d,' أن�
 

 
ġayra �anna 

 
7 

 bayda �anna 0,8 أن�

 
However, but 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4 

 
Concession 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 و إYّ ف
 

 

wa-�illā fa 

 

 

 
Otherwise, 

or else 
 

9 
 

Otherwise 
 

P8 / P8 Y/  
 P8 إن�
 
 

bal/lā bal/ bal 

�inna 

 

 

Rather, but 
rather 

 
 

16 
 
 

Affirmation 
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Table 5.2. Continued 
 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Correlated 

relation 

 ف...أ5+ 
 
  

�ammā…fa 

 

 

As for 
 
 

13 
Contrast 

 
 

[Jذا kV2)ا F3 / F3
[BCD kV2)ا 

 
  

fī al-waqt-i 

nafs-i-hi/ 

fī al-waqt-i 	āt-
i-hi 

Meanwhile, at 
the same time 

 
 

6 
 
 

Comparison 
 
 

 

 

Concessive discourse markers form one subcategory of the contrastive discourse 

markers functional category.  Discourse markers that are included in this class, i.e. 

lākin/lākinna, �illā �anna, ġayra �anna and bayda �anna all meaning ‘however, but,’ 

correlate with the concession functional relation. This relation means that a proposition 

contrasts with a previous proposition in some way without terminating the truth of this 

previous proposition. In this relation, the writer first introduces a proposition upon which 

there is agreement between him and his opponent. Then, in the second proposition he 

presents the idea that he adopts which contrasts with but does not eliminate the truth of 

the first one. This strategy has the effect of emphasizing the second proposition since it 

presents this proposition as being the more valid one in contrast with the first proposition. 

Consider for instance the following example: 
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(55)  
 

]55a [P45 `� آ[a$+7J FG)ا �^@'j)+8 'AC@ ن أن+BDإ .] 55b[ 4A) (lākin) 45 `� أي s,) 
إBD+ن إدارة ا(H9G\9 وا(0و(� و3'ض رأ@] 8+(^2ة LO> ا(7+س 8+$? ا(0@4 أو ا(:'ق او ا(T9ه�، 

 182.واGOY^+د l8ن ا(a)'@� هF3 F `'ب دا�91، هF `'ب أد@+ن وG:5^0ات وأ7i+س
 

[55a] Every human being has the right to think in the manner that best 
suits him.[55b] (lākin) But no one has the right to control society and the 
state and forcefully impose his opinion on people in the name of 
religion, race or doctrinal belief under the assumption that mankind is 
engaged in a permanent war of religions, beliefs, and races. 

 

In example (55), the writer admits the truth of the proposition presented in 

sentence [55a], but then introduces proposition [55b], which contrasts with the previous 

one, as having more validity. The concession relation between the two sentences is 

signaled here by the discourse marker lākin. This type of discourse markers, as Spemann 

(2005) puts it, alerts “readers to a reversal in perspective or result despite an adverse or 

promising condition which was mentioned or implied in the previous discourse” (89). 

Concessive discourse markers, the data show, are always preceded by declarative 

statements like the one presented in sentence [55a]. This is because the first propositions 

in the concession relation usually express agreement. These declarative statements, 

however, it has been noticed, range from expressing probability to making strong 

assertions. yabdū �anna ‘it seems that,’ �a�ī�-un �anna ‘it is true that,’ la-qad (tajāwaz-at) 

‘certainly (it exceeded)’ lā rayb-a fī �anna ‘there is no doubt that’ undoubtedly’ are 

examples of such statements.  

                                                 
182 Text 9, P 4, S 14, 15. 
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Among the four concessive discourse markers found in the data, lākin/lākinna is 

the most frequent one. lākin/lākinna appears at the onset of 64 sentences and six  

paragraphs. Out of the 70 occurrences of this discourse marker in the data, lākin occurs 

25 times while lākinna occurs 45 times. The use of either of the two variants of this 

discourse marker is determined by the structure of the following sentence. This structure, 

however, seems to be based merely on stylistic reasons. The data show that lākin can be 

followed by verbs, preposed adverbial clauses, and nouns, whereas lākinna can only 

precede nouns and pronouns.  

While none of the three concessive discourse markers, �illā �anna, ġayra �anna and 

bayda �anna occur with wa in the data (see table 5.2. above), 30 occurrences of 

lākin/lākinna are preceded by wa. The use of wa with lākin/lākinna, as Kammensjö (2005) 

suggests, seems to be a matter of style. lākin/lākinna is also the only concessive discourse 

marker that clusters with discourse markers other than the wa; �ay�an ‘also,’ fī al-waqt-i 

nafs-i-hi ‘meanwhile,’ la�alla ‘perhaps’ are some of the discourse markers that 

lākin/lākinna is found to precede.  

The contrastive/argumentative discourse marker wa-�illā fa ‘otherwise, or else’ 

that is associated with the otherwise functional relation also has the effect of emphasizing 

a proposition by means of contrasting it with another proposition. However, while 

concessive discourse markers signal contrast that increases the validity of the second 

proposition, the contrast signaled by the contrastive/argumentative discourse marker wa-

�illā fa places the emphasis on the first proposition. When two sentences are connected by 

wa-�illā fa, the content of the first is emphasized by presenting the negative consequences 
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of the contrastive or adversative situation in the second sentence. It is because of this 

contrastive and argumentative nature of the function served by wa-�illā fa that this 

discourse marker is called contrastive/argumentative marker. The structure of the 

discourse marker, wa-�illā fa, it should be noted, consists of the three words: wa, �illā, and 

fa, because this is how it appears in all its occurrences in the data. Here are two examples 

to illustrate the function of this discourse marker: 

 
(56) 
 

]56a[ <G` '5%رات، آ9+ آ+ن ا+,e 4,8 رًا+,e ،4@',fA)0@' ا^J �B` ،�,uا'V29@0)0 ا:J ?) 
اs5% ا(^'@�، 8^0ر 5+ أk-aQ، آ9+ أرى O2Dً+ 45 ا(-G?، إذا آ+kD ا(0و(� وا(H9G\9 @'@0ان 

 F6 3 وإG(5 ?,^8 ].56b [Y'آ�، وLj75^+ت 7G5+$^�اWDY'اط J ?)+O F3-2ل إ(> آ,+ن وا`0،
(wa-�illā fa)�)�:)183. ا 

 
[56a] Democracy is no longer, it is believed, one of the choices as was the 

case until very recently, but has rather become something of an 
inevitability if the state and society seek to join a world that has 
transformed into a single entity with shared values and consistent 
visions. [56b] (wa-�illā fa) Otherwise there would be isolation. 
 

 
(57) 

 
]57a [+aGSYا F3 F$+,B)ا P5+:)4 اO ~G3 ،45 ا%`2ال ',fآ F3 H8+j)ت ذات ا+Oا'q)آ+ت وا

F7@0)57. [اb[ 3 Y9+وإ (wa-�illā fa)+9` �9N75 رب+^J h) 'BC@ يT)7,�"س  اB)ا"ND H5  م+
  184"؟ا(�Kaq ا(7,9W,�"إ@'ان ذي 

 
[57a] In most cases, it is the political factor that is behind the clashes and 

conflicts of religious character. [57b] (wa-�illā fa) Otherwise, how else 
could one explain the convergence between the “Sunni” Hamas 
movement and the “Khomeini” regime of Iran. 

  
    

                                                 
183 Text 23, P 1, S 2, 3. 
184 Text 25, P 2, S 5, 6. 
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It is clear that the argumentative/contrastive discourse marker wa-�illā fa in the 

two above examples, i.e. (56) and (57), serves to validate the propositions preceding it. In 

example (56), the negative consequence of not adopting democracy is presented in 

sentence [56b] in order to confirm the validity of proposition [56a] that stresses the 

importance of democracy. On the other hand, in example (57), the validity of the 

proposition introduced in [57a] is argued for by presenting the invalidity of the 

contrastive situation in sentence [57b]. If political interests were not a central factor 

behind the actions taken by religious groups then the “convergence between the “Sunni” 

Hamas movement and the “Khomeini” regime of Iran” would be inexplicable. It is, 

therefore, the invalidity of the contrastive/adversative situation presented in the second 

sentence that confirms the validity of the content introduced in the first sentence. 

Another discourse marker that is included in the contrastive discourse marker 

category is bal ‘rather, but rather.’ Although this discourse marker correlates with 

affirmation functional relation, it is listed under the subcategory contrastive/affirmative 

discourse marker because of the contrastive/adversative effect it creates between the two 

propositions it connects. However, it is not the relation between the two propositions 

connected by bal that conveys this contrastive/adversative meaning, rather it is an effect 

of bal itself. Unlike the concession and otherwise functional relations which indicate that 

one proposition contrasts with another, in the affirmation relation with which bal is 

associated, the second proposition is an assertion of the first. bal connects these two 

propositions that are in agreement creating pseudo-contrast between them by means of its 

contrastive effect. When the reader sees bal, he expects a contrastive or adversative 
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proposition to follow, but instead he finds a stronger assertion. This strategy draws the 

reader’s attention to the importance of the content of these two propositions. The function 

of this discourse marker is illustrated in the following example. 

(58) 
 

]58a [ �@ّذاك أن 5'آ�"'@'-G)�9 اNّ75 " و"�G3 ا(> "`'آ� k)t +96a:() Fّ7u2)ا P9:)ا F3 
 GJ'ّدد، ا(,2م، F3 ا%و$+ط ا('اد@A+(ّ,�، ا58b[ P8 Y (lā bal) +675 Fّ5r$][. و29IراB-D+ر

dو Fّ7,jBLC)ا ،Fّ5r$]ا ',dول و+jJ 2ت:D ،Fّ7,jBLC)ا ',"�G3",Vو  Yل إ+^J Y kD+6+ آJدا+
 RQو F3"41+W)و " ا"P,9:)185".ا 

 
[58a] The fame that Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) and Fateh 

had as being the central bodies for the Palestinian national struggle has 
declined. [58b] (lā bal) Today, in radical circles, both Islamic and non-
Islamic, Palestinian or non-Palestinian, they are being described in a way 
that was only used to describe 'traitors' and 'agents.' 

   

In the above example, notice that there is no contrast between the meanings 

conveyed by the two propositions [58a] and [58b] that are connected by lā bal. Rather, 

the meaning of sentence [58b] confirms what is stated in sentence [58a]. The contrast 

denoted by lā bal, however,  draws attention to the fact that the writer wants to put more 

emphasis on what has been said in the first proposition. Holes (1995) describes the 

function of bal very accurately when he says that it is “simultaneously affirmatory and 

adversative.” This discourse marker, he explains, “affirms the truth of the proposition in 

Sen1 but at the same time introduces another in Sen2 which gives a more accurate, 

appropriate, or detailed description of the same state of affairs” (224).  

It should be noted, however, that although the meaning of example (58) does not 

require using any discourse marker equivalent to bal when it is translated, ‘rather, but 

                                                 
185 Text 35, P 1, S 2, 3.  
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rather’ are usually the English contextual equivalent of this discourse marker. Another 

thing that should be pointed out here is that the form lā bal, that is used in this example, is 

a variant of the discourse marker bal. bal �inna, moreover, as table 5.2. shows, is also 

another variant of this marker. While lā that precedes bal adds more emphasis to the 

contrastive meaning of this discourse marker, �inna that follows bal makes it possible for 

this discourse marker to precede nouns or pronouns.  

�ammā…fa in table 5.2. is also a discourse marker that has a contrastive function. 

It occurs 13 times sentence-initially and 14 times at the paragraph onset. At the sentence 

level, this contrastive/additive discourse marker connects two propositions that introduce 

two different aspects of one idea. In order for two sentences to be connected by 

�ammā…fa, the content of the two sentences must be related to each other. While it is the 

difference between the two aspects of the idea that creates the contrastive effect in this 

structure, their being part of one entity, however, is what conveys the additive meaning. 

Here is an example to illustrate this contrastive/additive function of the discourse marker 

�ammā…fa. 

 
(59) 
 

]59a [KJ ا(\2ه'ي ',KG)ا اT6) +ً:aJو�$+,B)ا �Tه H5 4@'e}ا Fu+:J ',].59b[ �8 آ+ن+B)ا FC3 
 P07 آO ح'j@ يT)ال ا�B)9,� ه2 ز�5 أا,LV0 45 ا('@+ض؟"إ@'D 59".[5+ذاc[نl2د@�  آ:B)ا 
� أ �B)+ (�ammā…fa)ال3 ا(,2م أ59d[ +5.[5\'د 295ل (-P ا%ز5+تaQ" 0@'J 5+ذا

 186"ا(B:2د@�؟
 

[59a] As a result of this substantial change, the others' attitude toward this 
policy has also changed. [59b] Before, the question that used to be asked 
whenever a regional crisis emerged was: 'What do we need from 
Riyadh?' [59c] As though Saudi was a mere financier to resolve 

                                                 
186 Text 37, P 2, S 6-9.  
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crises.[59d] (�ammā…fa) As for today, the question has become: 'What 
does Saudia want?  

 

It is clear that the two propositions connected by �ammā…fa in example (59), i.e. 

[59b] and [59d], present two phases in one process, i.e. the change that took place in the 

Saudi foreign policy. This idea that a change has indeed occurred, however, is expressed 

by two propositions; sentence [59b] describes the situation before the change whereas 

sentence [59d] focuses on the situation after the change happened. The contrast between 

the two propositions makes the meaning more prominent, but the fact that they add to 

each other is what presents the two propositions as one complete idea.   

It is important to note, moreover, that the emphatic function �ammā…fa serving 

within the sentence as a topicalizer relates to its contrastive/additive textual function. As 

has been discussed earlier, �ammā…fa  is one of the most frequent discourse markers that 

are used to front and highlight the topical Theme. It is, in fact, the emphatic effect of 

highlighting the topical Theme by framing it between the topicalizer �ammā and its closer 

fa, that creates the contrast between the two propositions connected by the discourse 

marker �ammā…fa.  

The last discourse marker in the contrastive functional category in table 5.2. is fī 

al-waqt-i nafs-i-hi ‘meanwhile, at the same time.” Although this discourse marker may 

suggest a temporal relation of simultaneity between the two propositions it connects, this 

temporal meaning, however, is overridden by the comparative meaning of this discourse 

marker. Consider, for instance, the function of fī al-waqt-i 	āt-i-hi, which is a variant of 

this discourse marker, in the following example. 
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(60) 
 

]60a[ 7GJ ا(0@7,� ا(2ا`0ة �O+9\)ا <G`ن+A9)ا(�5+ن وا �B-8 +6CV25ا ;V+] .60b[ 2انe]+3 
+66i4 وO ا(9'أة 'CBJ ا%ر8:,7+ت 8-'�5 أن F3 2اG3أ 'q5 F3 29نLB9)9أن  وا:J  F3 P

�jLGW9)52,� اA-)60. [ا[دارات اc[6+ ا(7,+�8 وا(^<+ء,LO آ9+ `'25ا ].60d[ وا'aGOوا 
� H5 ا[$rماKGS+ل ا(9'أة 8+(@'Q PA)8 رض+:G@ �$+,B.] 60e[ 4O +6BCD �O+9\دت ا(+Oو 

RV29)ا اT60. [هf[ 49,)وا 'q5 F3 2انe�) �,8�-)ا(^2ا1? ا <LO 4)�7@ ء+B7)ا k-aQوأ 
2eان ا[ ( āt-i-hi	 wa-najid-u fī al-waqt-i)  وF3 0\D ا(kV2 ذاJ]  ]60g [.وd,'ه+

F3 0 `^2ق ا(9'أةI 2نJ2q@ 4,9LB9)اFG@2A)9+ن ا)'a)187. ا 
  

 [60a] Even within a single religious group there exist contradictory stands 
depending on the time and place. [60b] Back in the 1940s, the Muslim 
Brotherhood (MB) in Egypt issued a fatwa that prohibited women from 
uncovering their faces or working in mixed gender governmental 
departments. [60c] Furthermore, the MB denied women judiciary and 
prosecution practices. [60d] Their involvement in politics was also 
considered to be blatantly inconsistent with Islam. [60e] The MB, 
however, backed down on its stand. [60f] Since that time, women’s 
names started to appear on the party’s lists in Egypt, Yemen, and 
elsewhere. [60g] (wa- fī al-waqt-i 	āt-i-hi) Yet at the same time, we find 
the Muslim Brotherhood voting against women’s rights in the Kuwaiti 
parliament. 
 
 

Despite the temporal simultaneity that may be sensed between the two 

propositions  [60f] and [60g] that are connected by the discourse marker wa- fī al-waqt-i 

	āt-i-hi in the above example, it is not the temporal relation, however, that is in focus 

here. Rather, what is in focus is the comparative effect that this relation produces. The 

role of the discourse marker wa- fī al-waqt-i 	āt-i-hi here is not to locate the two 

sentences in a certain time context but to set a certain comparative point where the 

adversative relation between the two sentences becomes clear. There is, therefore, a 

comparative meaning emerging from the temporal meaning of this discourse marker 

rendering the first insignificant.  

                                                 
187 Text 10, P 3, S 14-20. 
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3- Explanatory Discourse Markers 

Discourse markers that fall under this functional category indicate that the 

proposition they introduce provides an explanation for the proposition preceding it. Based 

on the range of the functional relations that these discourse markers signal, however, 

some of them, i.e. fa and fa-qad ‘since, for,’ serve a general explanatory role while 

others, i.e. �i	 ‘since, for,’ �u�ū�an �anna ‘especially that,’ �ay ‘that is,’ mā ya�nī  �anna ‘this 

means that,’ fa-ma�alan ‘for instance,’ have more specific explanatory functions. Table  

5.3. shows the explanatory discourse markers that are identified in the data as well as the 

functional relations with which they are associated.  

 

Table 5.3. Explanatory Discourse Markers  

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Correlated 
relation(s) 

 ف
 
 

fa 

 
 

 
Since, for, so, 

thus 
 
 

150 
 
 
 

 
Reason, 

Evidence, 
interpretation, 

result 
 

0^3+FI+9)ا P:C)ا  
 

fa-qad+ perfect 

verb 

Since, for 
 

16 
 

Reason, 
evidence, 

interpretation 
 

إْذ أّن/ إذ  
 
 َ

�i	/�i	 �anna 
 
 

Since, for 
 
 

18 
 
 

Reason 
 
 

 Q2qeً+ أن�
  
 

�u�ū�an �anna 
 
 

Especially that 
 
 

13 
 
 

Reason 
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Table 5.3. Continued  

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Correlated 
relation(s) 

أي أن�/ أي  
 
 

�ay/�ay �anna 

 

 

 
That is, i.e., in 

other words 
 
 

14 
 
 

 
Interpretation 

 
 
 

ذ(F7:@ h / 7:98> أّن
F7:@ +5 أّن/ أّن  

 
 

bima�nā �anna/ 
	ālika ya�nī  

�anna/ mā ya�nī  
�anna 

 

This means that 
 
 
 

6 
 
 

Interpretation 
 
 
 

rًf93 
 

fa-ma�alan 

 

For instance 
 

4 
Evidence 

 
 

 

With its 150 occurrences, as table 5.3. demonstrates, fa ‘since, for, so, thus’ is the 

second most frequent discourse marker in the data. Moreover, it should be noted that this 

discourse marker also appears 15 times at the initial position of paragraphs. This 

discourse marker is regarded as having a general explanatory role because of the various 

explanatory functional relations that it signals. The analysis shows that fa introduces 

propositions that serve to explain previous propositions by means of providing a rationale 

or reason, presenting an example or evidence, or just by giving an explanation that is 

based on the writer’s interpretation of the situation. The following examples illustrate 

these diverse explanatory functions of fa.  
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(61) 
 

]a61 [#,Ba)ا ?LB9)4 اu2ن ا(29اO F3 آ+ن ا� .]b61[ 326)fa (�,7@وى د+GC) �,-I �Iر+:G5 
�>V+7G5و P8.188 

 
[61a] God have mercy on the simple Muslim citizen. [61b] (fa) He is the 

victim of conflicting and often contradictory religious fatwas ‘Islamic 
decrees.’ 
 

(62) 
 

]62a[ 7GJ ا(0@7,� ا(2ا`0ة �O+9\)ا <G`ن+A9)ا(�5+ن وا �B-8 +6CV25ا ;V+] .62b[ 32انe]+ 
)fa(+66i4 وO 9'أة)ا 'CBJ ا%ر8:,7+ت 8-'�5 أن F3 2اG3أ 'q5 F3 29نLB9)9أن  و ا:J  F3 P

�jLGW9)52,� اA-)62. [ا[دارات اc[6+ ا(7,+�8 وا(^<+ء,LO آ9+ `'25ا ].62d[ وا'aGOوا 
� H5 ا[$rم@'Q PA)8 رض+:G@ �$+,B(+8 ل ا(9'أة+KGS62 [.اe[+6BCD �O+9\)دت ا+O4  وO 

RV29)ا اT62. [هf[ 49,)وا 'q5 F3 2انe�) �,8�-)ا(^2ا1? ا <LO 4)�7@ ء+B7)ا k-aQوأ 
 189.وd,'ه+

  
 [62a] Even within a single religious group there exist contradictory stands 

depending on the time and place. [62b] (fa) Back in the 1940s, the 
Muslim Brotherhood (MB) in Egypt issued a fatwa that prohibited 
women from uncovering their faces or working in mixed gender 
governmental departments. [62c] Furthermore, the MB denied women 
judiciary and prosecution practices. [62d] Their involvement in politics 
was also considered to be blatantly inconsistent with Islam. [60e] The 
MB, however, backed down on its stand. [62f] Since that time, women’s 
names started to appear on the party’s lists in Egypt, Yemen, and 
elsewhere.  
 

 
(63) 

 
]63a [J�5 م ا(0و`� @2م+A` <CGeا R,7+ رأ@7+ آLوآs@93' 8+ر.] 63b[ 0ادK8 F3 [BCD '5%وا .

]63c[3 ?6) fa( 45 0امQ �`+uق `'ب إrjDا T75 ،اق':)+8 �GW@ +5 Pآ F3 0ر ا()^+قq5 
?6,I190.أرا 

 
[63a] We all saw Qatar's absence from the Paris III conference. [63b] The 

same applies to Baghdad. [63c] They are the source of dissension in all 
that relates to Iraq from the start of the war to the ousting of Saddam 
from its soil. 

                                                 
188 Text 10, P 1, S 1, 2. 
189 Text 10, P 3, S 14-19. 
190 Text 13, P 4, S 15-17. 
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In examples (61), (62), and (63), fa introduces propositions that provide 

explanation for previous propositions. This explanatory role, however, is performed by 

means of presenting a reason in sentence [61b], an example/evidence in sentence [62b],  

and an explanation provided by the writer in sentence [63c]. When translating into 

English, as it is clear in these three examples, there seems to be no need for an explicit 

equivalent discourse marker to perform the function served by fa in Arabic. It should be 

pointed out that many modern Arabic linguists, e.g. Cantarino (1975, 24); Holes (1995, 

220); Khalil (2000, 190); Sarig (1995, 11); and Van Mol (2003, 200), have noticed this 

explanatory role that fa plays at the discourse level.  

Similarly, fa-qad ‘since, for,’ that precedes the simple past verb-form, is also a 

general explanatory discourse marker. This discourse marker, the analysis shows, is 

actually in “complementary distribution” with fa (Sarig 1995, 11). Just like fa, it appears 

at the onset of sentences that provide reason, evidence or interpretation for previous 

sentences. However, while fa-qad introduces sentences opening with perfect verbs, fa 

appears at any other environment with the exception of the onset of sentences starting 

with imperfect verbs. This means that neither of  these two explanatory discourse markers 

precedes verbs in the imperfect form. Because it functions as a distinct discourse marker, 

fa-qad is regarded here as a compound word.191 Consider the function of this discourse 

marker in the following example. 

 
                                                 
191 It should be noted, Khalil (2000) points out, that the use of the particle fa-qad  was not referred to in 
traditional Arabic grammar (191). However, “linguistic literature which discusses contemporary written 
Arabic,” Sarig (1995) states, “regards the functionals wa-qad, fa-qad, and la-qad, as compounds consisting 
of the conjunctions wa, fa, or the intensifying particle la with the particle qad, which denotes aspect and 
mode in the verbal system of written Arabic” (8).  
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(64) 
 

]64a[ s5%+8 ا(:+(? آ9+ آ+ن F3 98+ @\'ي rًه+i F7,q)4 اu0 ا(29ا:@ ?L3 .]64b[ ^30) fa-

qad ( �,7,q)�52 اA-)ا k5+V- Pf9@ 2�9، وهBD 2ن,La)ا H8ور +ًD2,L8 +6D+A$ 0دO وز+\@ FG)ا 
� آf,' 45 ا%28اب ا(f^+3,� ا(FG آ+F3 �ً^LK5 kD ا(B+�8، (0ر�i أن - A$ s9e+ن ا(:+(? GC8 

0Wام (G9-0ة F3 5\+ل ا$8G:; ا(0را$+ت J),' إ(> أن ا(2CGJ 0V 4,qق LO +ًa@'V> ا(Y2@+ت ا
kD'GD]192.ا  

  
[64a] The Chinese man is no longer ignorant of what is going on in the 

world, as was the case in the past. [64b] (fa-qad) China, whose 
population exceeds 1.25 billion, which is one-fifth of the world’s 
population, opened many cultural doors that were closed in the past; to 
the extent that some studies point out that the number of internet users in 
China may exceed that in the US. 
 
 

In example (64), sentence [64b] provides a reason or rationale to explain sentence 

[64a]. Notice that sentence [64b] that is introduced by the explanatory discourse marker 

fa-qad starts with a verb in the simple past, i.e. qāma-t bi-fat�-i ‘opened.’ What further 

confirms that the explanatory markers fa and fa-qad are in complementary distribution, is 

the fact that fa seems to loose its explanatory meaning when it precedes a verb. When 

followed by a verb, whether in the perfect or imperfect form, fa acquires a resultative 

meaning that resembles the English ‘so, thus.’ The data show that the discourse marker 

fa-prefixing a verb, denotes that the proposition it introduces is a result from the previous 

proposition. fourteen of this discourse marker’s 150 sentence-initial occurrences are 

followed by verbs and thus signal a resultative relation. The following example 

demonstrates the function of fa as a discourse marker that signals result. 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
192 Text 30, P 8, S 34, 35. 
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(65) 
 

]65a[ف'jG)ح ا'u4 و,u+jBC)ة ا'A3 F)ا(0و F5r$]وا[@9+ن ،  ا 'CA)وا(9:'آ� ا%ز(,� 4,8 ا
LJ+^@م 8^,� ا%د@+ن وr$]ورة أن @�6م ا'I6+و,LO 45ث ا� ا%رض و'@ <G` +6.[65b] 

3kD+A) fa( ة+$l5 11'a9Ga$ .193 
  

[65a] International Islamic extremism also put forth the two-camp idea, 
the eternal battle between faith and disbelief, and the necessity that Islam 
defeats all other religions, vanquishing them until God inherits the earth 
and everyone on it. [65b] (fa) Thus came the 9/11 tragedy. 
 
 

Notice that fa in example (65) is followed by the verb kān-a-t ‘was, came, 

happened.’ It is clear that fa in this example indicates that the proposition it introduces, 

i.e. [65b], is a result from the previous proposition, i.e. [65a]. The logical sequence 

expressed by this discourse marker, therefore, as Van  Mol (2003) says, may progress in 

two directions, from a cause to its effect or from a situation back to its cause (200). It 

should be noted, however, that fa may also function as a closer for the Thematic slot in a 

framing structure, as has been discussed before. In this case, however, this device is 

considered either a constituent of another discourse marker, e.g. �ammā…fa, wa-�illā fa, or 

merely a demarcation device that separates the Thematic slot or the discourse markers 

from the rest of the sentence.  

Other than fa and fa-qad, all the discourse markers that are included in the 

explanatory functional category in table 5.3. denote specific explicative functional 

relations. The two discourse markers �i	/�i	 �anna ‘since, for,’ and �u�ū�an �anna ‘especially  

that,’ are found to signal a reason or rationale relation that explain or justify a previous 

                                                 
193 Text 9, P 3, S 8, 9. 
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proposition. Examples (66) and (67) illustrate this logical/explanatory function of these 

discourse markers.  

 
(66) 
 

]66a[و ]26د ا,L) 9+حB)ا F3 ?6CV25 �WLG@3+ و'jJ PVه7+ك أ@<+ 45 ه? ا F3 ء+^a)+8 4,,L,1ا'$
 �aq,$ +5"ى'aA)4 ا,jBL3] ."66b[إذ ) �i	( �,O+9\)وا(:2دة ا �,D+AB)ا P5ا(:2ا P>C8 

�,LVا(,26د أ �aq,$ 7+نa)7,,4 45 ا%ردن و,jBLC)4 ا,�ir).194  
 

[66a] The less radical ones, however, are prepared to allow Israeli Jews to 
remain in what would be a Greater Palestine. [66b] (�i	) For the 
demographic factors and a massive return of Palestinian refugees 
especially from Jordan and Lebanon, they would soon be in a minority. 
 

 
(67) 
  

]67a[ ,e F3 Pe0G)+3P6B)8+%5' ا s,) 4,O'aG9)رات ا+] .67b[ أن +ًQ2qe 
)�u�ū�an�anna(0`0:8ًا $,+$,ً+ 0:8 ا Teأ �,L9:)ا �Tه ?,N7J  2لL@45 ا '(O دي+-)اث ا
"'a9Ga$."195 
 

[67a] Interference in the donors' choices is not easy. [67b] (�u�ū�an�anna) 
Especially that organizing this process has taken on a political dimension 
after the September 11 attacks. 
 
  

In example (66), �i	 precedes sentence [66b] which states the reason or motives 

for the previous sentence [66a]. Similarly, �u�ū�an �anna that appears at the onset of 

sentence [67b] provides a rationale or justification for the  preceding proposition [67a]. It 

is important to note, however, that �u�ū�an �anna is regarded here as a discourse marker 

rather than an adverbial particle linking two clauses because, in my view, all the 13 

occurrences of this word introduce propositions that show independence in their meaning 

and structure.    

                                                 
194 Text 24, P 6, S 25, 26. 
195 Text 38, P 3, S 16, 17. 
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�ay/�ay �anna ‘that is, i.e., in other words,’ and  bima�nā �anna/ 	ālika ya�nī  �anna/ 

mā ya�nī �anna ‘this means that,’ are also discourse markers that serve specific 

explanatory functions (see table 5.3). While �i	/�i	 �anna and �u�ū�an �anna signal a causal 

relation, the two explanatory discourse markers �ay and mā ya�nī �anna and their variants 

denote an interpretation functional relation. The propositions that they introduce, the 

analysis shows, serve to clarify what is stated in the previous propositions. The following 

examples illustrate this explicative function of these discourse markers. 

 
(68)  
 

]68a [0 وV[D2آ �Q+e �,9أه �@'qG)0ى اJارYه+5~ ا(^�9 ا <LO 0رQ  F^@'3Yد ا+-Jr) ة',e
) F7:@ +5[) mā ya�nī �anna أ68b[ D [. 4,8 أO<+1]"ا(\269ر@� ا(q-'او@�"ا(Tي @<? 

� ]ا%4,5 ا(:+م (�5? ا(G9-0ة[G3و ،�Vا%3+ر Fu+:J [,)ل إt يT)ر ا+B9)�3 7,8] و4,8 ا+B5 HIو 
�,O'()+8 �,9LB)2@� اBG)0@0ًا @'ه4 اi ًاTC75�,)196. ا(0و 

 
[68a] This declaration has particular importance because it was made at 

the margin of the last African Union (AU) summit, which included the 
Sahrawian Republic among its members. [68b] (mā ya�nī �anna) This 
means that he [the UN Secretary General] distanced himself from the 
AU's way of handling the issue and paved a new way for a peaceful 
settlement linked to international legitimacy. 

 
 
(69) 

  
]69a[ 9'اتJ�9)ا �Tه F3 �`r@ُان 8أن و'@] +6+5J�9 اp �7$ 4,9LB5 4,8 H,(G)7)' اJ +6Dl .

]69b[ أي أن) �ay �anna( �:,() FaهT9)ا �D+\)+8 9+مGهY4 اO ;,C@ FDا'@Yا Pe0G)ا 
4@'e�) 06@0اJ �aq,) ،197.ا(:'ب 

 
[69a] It is noticeable that, in these conferences, Iran is accused of 

spreading the Shiite doctrine among Sunnis. [69b] (�ay �anna) In other 
words, the Iranian intervention is much more than a mere interest in the 
doctrinal aspect of Shiite Arabs that has now become a threat to others. 

 

                                                 
196 Text 44, P 2, S 5, 6. 
197 Text 27, P 2, S 5, 6. 
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The last discourse marker in this category as presented in table 5.3. is fa-ma�alan 

‘for instance.’ This explanatory discourse marker introduces sentences that present 

examples to support the proposition preceding them. Because all four occurrences of this 

discourse marker in the data are preceded by fa, fa is regarded as a constituent of this 

discourse marker form. Here is an example that shows the explanatory role of this 

discourse marker.  

 
(70)  
  

]70a [07 `+(� 8:,67+ وO RV2G)4 اA9@ ،م ا(:+مrA)ا F3 ق'KD Y <G`] .70b[ rًf93 )fa-

ma�alan (�,8'K)ا �C>)ة وا�d F3 F7,jBLC)ا H9G\9)ا Peء دا+B7)ا HIو Tel7).198  
 

[70a] However, so as to avoid overgeneralizations let us focus on a 
particular case. [70b] (fa-ma�alan) An example is women in Palestinian 
society, both in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank. 
 

 

4- Inferential Discourse Markers  

Discourse markers that are included in this category introduce propositions that 

come as results or conclusions from previous propositions. These discourse markers, 

therefore, correlate either with result or conclusion functional relations. Because both of 

these relations indicate that the truth of the second proposition follows from the truth of 

the first, discourse markers that signal these relations are called inferential discourse 

markers. Inferential discourse markers that are found in the data of this study are listed in 

table 5.4. below.  

 

                                                 
198 Text 2, P 6, S 22, 23.  
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Table 5.4. Inferential Discourse Markers  

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Correlated 

relation 

 
h)T)  
 

 

li	ālika 
 

 
10 

  (Tا
 

li	ā 
 

3 
 

 (T6ا
 

lihā	ā 
 

6 

�?pَ 45  
 

min �amma 
 

6 
 

 45 ه7+
 

min hunā 
 

4 
 

[,LO 
 

�alayhi 
 

5 
 

F)+G)+8 
 
  
 

bi-l-tālī 
 
 
 

Thus, therefore 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5 
 
 
 

Result 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 هTAا
 
  

hāka	ā 
 
 

Thus, and so 
 
 

4 
 
 

Result 
 
 

 إذًا
  

�i	an 

 
Thus, therefore, 

so 
3 Conclusion 

 

 

All the occurrences of the discourse markers: li	ālika, li	ā, lihā	ā, min �amma, min 

hunā, �alayhi, bi-l-tālī, and hāka	ā in the data, as table 5.4. shows, are associated with the 

result functional relation. These inferential/resultative discourse markers signal that the 

sentences they introduce are logical results or consequences of previous sentences. On the 

other hand, the three occurrences of �i	an, which is the ninth discourse marker in this 

category, denote that the following proposition presents a conclusion to what has been 
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said previously. To distinguish this discourse marker from the other members in the 

inferential group, it is referred to as an inferential/concluding discourse marker.  

It should be pointed out, moreover, that fa ‘so, thus’ may also indicate a 

resultative relation when it precedes a verb, as mentioned earlier. However, because the 

inferential function is not its predominant role in text, fa is not included in this functional 

category. Examples (71), (72), and (73) illustrate the resultative function of some 

inferential discourse markers. Example (74), on the other hand, shows how �i	an 

functions to conclude the two points that are discussed in the three sentences preceding 

the sentence it introduces. 

 
(71) 
 

]71a[ �'-J0qVر، وه7+ أ+aA)2ا68?ك اQ 4,@'j^)2د@�، أ3^0 ا:B)ا . [71b]h)T)و) wa-

li	ālika(�^j79)ار ا'^G$Y <:B@ 45 Pا('@+ض، وآ <LO رخ+q)ا(6\2م ا H9BDى و'D .199 
 

[71a] The maneuvering done by the Major Player, i.e. Saudi Arabia, has 
led the Qataris to losing their reason. [71b] (wa-li	ālika) Therefore, we 
see and hear their blatant attack on Riyadh and against all those seeking 
to stabilize the region. 
 

(72) 
 

]72a[ )ة ا',e%5-+و(� 28ش ا P(3 4,,$+,B)4 وا,@'AB:)4 ا,LL-9)45 ا ',a0د آO �i'@و �B1+,
 �,^-J F3أيFي ا5,'آ'ABO ب+-BDY 069J ا(:'اق F3 �)2a^5 ار'^G$ا �i72 [. درb[ 
3 ،[,LOنو|) wa-�alayhi fa( 4) و$# ا{نYا()'ق ا F3 �,V0q)0 اV+C)ا F5,'آYف ا'j)ا 

 ،<LO درًا+V 2نA@أو F8':)اع ا'qL) F9L$ P` �,^-J ،F3 دًا+i - F3 FL,1ا'$Yأي ا kVو 
�@'V.200 

 
[72a] Many military analysts and politicians believe that Bush will fail in 

his latest desperate attempt to achieve acceptable stability in Iraq that 
will prepare for the withdrawal of American military forces. [72b] (wa-

�alayhi fa) Therefore, America, which lacks credibility in the Middle 

                                                 
199 Text 13, P 2, S 3, 4. 
200 Text 48, P 4, S 18, 19. 
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East, will be incapable of, or not sincere in, achieving a peaceful 
solution for the Arab-Israeli conflict any time soon. 
 

 
(73) 
 

]73a [?)+:)ا اTء 45 ه�i 29ا أ.وا(:'بL:@ 6? أن,LO أو أن [JrO+CJا ا(:+(? وTء 45 ه�i ?6D .
]73b[ 3 F)+G)+8وr) wa-bi-l-tālī fa(أ Y6? إ) 4A9@ تrO+CG)ا �Tءًا 45 ه�i 2اD2A@ 201.ن  
  

[73a] Arabs are a part of this world, or they must acknowledge that they 
are part of it and of its interactions. [73b] (wa-bi-l-tālī fa) Therefore, they 
have to be part of these interactions. 
 

 
(74) 
 

]74a[ 7ّA)ّدان+>G5 ن+u+a`ا، إT96+، 23ق ه] .74b[ ن+GBآ+:G9)ه9+ ا+G:,au ،Yً763+ك، أّو 
-G)2ار@� اJ F3 26:5د ',d 2-D <LO ن+G,3+\G9)تا+C)+] .74c [ط وه+a`أن إ ،+ً,D+p ،ب "7+ك�`

 وا(W'وج ا(2Bرّي، وp 45ّ?، وا$jG'ادًا، 2O 4Oدة 5,)+ل 2Oن 4O ?i+D 1559 ا(^'ار "ا�
ا(Tي Iّ? " اFّ8+WGDY ا('FّO+8ا(a$" R)+-G+ب ا[`a+ط ا(L9ُّ? 2:8ن V,+م ا(> (7a+ن، 9,3+ أ`0 أ

 ،إذًا] Fّ5] .74d اGSY'اآFّ وا(-�ب ا(G^0ّ"ا(Pa^GB9"وJّ,+ر " أP5"ا(> `'آ� " `�ب ا�"
)�	an (j9)6+زّ@� اGDY7+1ّ,�را1-� اf)ا �Vr:)ا �Tرا1-� ه �^L.202  
 

[74a] Moreover, their frustrations are contradictory. [74b] First, their 
opposite and mutually hostile natures are unprecedented in the history of 
alliances. [74c] Second, Hezbollah's frustration is due to Resolution 
1559 and the Syrian withdrawal which led to Michel Aoun's return to 
Lebanon  while one of the causes of Aoun's well-known frustration was 
the creation of the “four-party electoral coalition” that put Hezbollah 
together with the “Amal” Movement, the “Future” Movement and the 
Socialist Progressive Party. [74d] (�i	an) Therefore, the smell of absolute 
opportunism dominates this bilateral relation. 

 

Because the function of �i	an differs from the other discourse markers in the 

inferential group, this discourse marker, unlike other members in this group, does not 

combine with wa, i.e. the discourse marker of continuity. The data show that all the 

inferential discourse markers except �i	an may cluster with wa. This is actually consistent 

                                                 
201 Text 23, P 2, S 8-10. 
202 Text 36, P 2, S 4-7. 
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with the function that �i	an serves as a marker of conclusion relation. A concluding 

proposition or paragraph indicates that a final point in a discussion has been reached. The 

onset of this proposition or paragraph, therefore, is not a position that the continuity 

discourse marker wa, favors.  

  

5- Other Functional Categories of Discourse Markers 

Sequential, alternative, exceptive, and background discourse markers are four 

additional categories that describe the functions served by some of the discourse markers 

identified in this study. Each of these functional categories, however, includes only one 

member. Table 5.5. lists the discourse markers that fall under these groups.  

 

Table 5.5 Sequential, Alternative, Exceptive, and Background Discourse Markers  

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Correlated 

relation 

?ّpُ 
 

�umma 
 

 
Then 

 

 
8 
 

 
Sequence 

 

 أو
 

�aw 
 

 
Or 

 

 
9 
 

 
Disjunction 

 
 إYّ إذا

 
 

�illā �i	ā 
 
 

Except if, unless 
 
 

3 
 
 

Comment 
 
 

0Vو+FI+9)ا P:C)ا  
 
 

wa-qad+perfect 

verb 

 

And 
 
 

18 
 
 

Background 
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The first discourse marker in table 5.5. is the sequential discourse marker �umma 

‘then.’ This discourse marker signals a temporal sequence relation in its eight sentence-

initial occurrences in the data. In these cases, �umma indicates that the action in the 

sentence it introduces takes place after the action in the previous sentence has been 

completed. The following example illustrates this function of �umma.    

 
(74) 
 

]74a [�8ا(:'و �,i2)2@0@t 4,B` 0امQ ح'u8ـو ��6 5+ ا$9+i25ا F3 �@'q7:)س  " ا'C)ا
 اP^GD إ(> أu'و`� 07i ا('`F3 49 25ا07i �6i ا(),j+ن، p (�umma)? [74b]".ا(9\2س

  203.:'آ� ا(-� ا(Tي $,0I 'qG7 ا(Pu+aو5
 

[74a] Saddam Hussein promoted the racist ideology of Arabism over the 
so-called ‘Persian Magi’. [74b] (�umma) Then he proceeded to foster the 
notions of God’s soldiers against Satan’s legions and the battle of good 
that will triumph over evil.  

 

Sentence-initial �umma, as example (74) shows, signals a temporal sequence. It 

denotes that the action in sentence [74b] comes later in time than the action in sentence 

[74a]. When this discourse marker occurs at the global level of text, however, it seems to 

lose its temporal aspect. The one occurrence of �umma at the onset of a paragraph in the 

data denotes a logical rather than temporal sequence.204 

�aw ‘or,’ which is the second discourse marker in table 5.5., correlates with 

disjunction functional relations in the nine times occurring in the data. This discourse 

marker introduces a proposition that presents an alternative to the preceding proposition. 

The alternative proposition, however, does not exclude the previous proposition but 

                                                 
203 Text 9, P 3, S12, 13. 
204 See text 29, P 4, where �umma denotes that the paragraph it opens conveys an idea that logically follows 
the idea presented in the previous paragraph.  
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rather adds another possibility or option to it. The data show that the sentences introduced 

by �aw may be affirmative or interrogative. Here are two examples where this alternative 

discourse marker precedes interrogative and affirmative sentences.  

(75) 
 

]75a [أن ا(:0و ',BCJ 4A9@ R,آ Y7,,وإ,jBLCL) �aB7)+8 ،[BCD 'e}ا F7,jBLC)4 8+ت ه2 ا 
 آ,J R-2ل �3اد ا(2,7Bرة رs,1 ا(2زراء )�aw (أو ]75b [ ا(F$+,B؟ا(R)+W9 (] F3 ا('أي

 �aB7)+8 0`وا ?Vا(> ا(:0و ر FD+7aL)9^+و�5اL) [:5 45ب ا� و�` F3 �Lf9G5 7+نa) F3 �,5r$Yا 
HaG)205؟45 ا  

  
[75a] If that is not the case, how does one explain that the enemy for the 

Palestinian now is the other Palestinian, who holds a different political 
opinion? [75b] (�aw) Or how can one explain the fact that Lebanon's 
Prime Minister, Fouad Siniora has become the number one enemy for 
the Islamic resistance, represented by Hezbollah and its followers? 
 

(76) 
 

]76a [ �3+I7ّ9:� إG5 �,8'O إ(> دول]2ويD �5+D'8 كrG57+ 45 اLO [ �adرا Fوه]3,] $'ا .[
]76b[أو  (aw)+,a,) Pf5 +6GjL$ <LO +ً32e 29ح ا(27ويj)4 اO FLWG)ا k7LO206. دول أ 
 

[76a] Moreover, there are some Arab countries which do not openly show 
any interest and yet wish to own such a program. [76b] (aw) Or other 
countries which have openly abandoned their nuclear ambitions for fear 
of losing their sovereignty, such as Libya. 
 

 
The third discourse marker in table 5.5. is the exceptive discourse marker �illā �i	ā 

‘except if, unless.’ In the three occurrences of this discourse marker, it introduces 

sentences that comment on the content of the previous sentences. In this structure, the 

writer confirms the content of the first sentence by presenting an unacceptable contrastive 

situation in the second sentence. This contrastive situation is presented in the form of a 

comment that is introduced by �illā �i	ā. The exceptive meaning of �illā �i	ā adds 

                                                 
205 Text 6, P 1, S 3, 4. 
206 Text 47, P 3, S 13, 14. 
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prominence to this comment conveying the writer’s strong disapproval of it. The 

rhetorical exceptive function of �illā �i	ā is illustrated in the following example.  

(77) 
 

]77a [ ب'K)م واr$]0ام 4,8 اq)ا ا(97# 45 5^+ر�8 اTر ه+aGO4 اO 4,L1+CG9)2ان 8:; اG@ ?)
 إY إذا] D <LO. ] 77b-2 ه�(L) FL:3 Pe05 �8+f98 F-2ار 4,8 ا%LV,+ت ا(i+69'ة وا(K'ب

(�illā �i	ā)ل ا(-2ار+AS45 أ PAS 2ه R7:)اع وا'q)أن ا 'aG:@ 45 207. آ+ن ه7+ك 
 

[77a] Some optimists have not hesitated to consider this comical approach 
to the clash between Islam and the West a gateway to dialogue between 
immigrant minorities and the West, [77b] (�illā �i	ā) unless conflict and 
violence are considered one mode of communication.  
 
 

The last discourse marker in table 5.5 is the background discourse marker wa-qad 

‘and.’ Just as fa-qad, wa-qad, that is followed by the verb in the simple past form, is 

regarded as a compound discourse marker because of the distinctive function it serves at 

the discourse level. The data show that this discourse marker introduces propositions that 

provide background information for preceding propositions. Whenever this discourse 

marker occurs at the onset of a sentence, it seems that the flow of the text stops at that 

particular point to provide information against which  the previous proposition should be 

interpreted. Consider the following examples:  

 
(78) 
 

]78a [F8':)م اrO]ا F3 0@0\)8+%5' ا s,) 8-� ا(9'أة R7:)ق (^<+@+ ا'jG)أن ا �,-Q .
]78b[ 0Vو (wa-qad) FL1+:)ا R7:)2ل ا` k9q)0ار اi 'Bآ F3 تY8:; ا(9-+و k9ه+$ 

 (7J 4A+ول هT� ا(^<+@+ (? @HjGB ا(C7+ذ إ(> 5+ وراء ا(jW+8+ت ]78c [.وا(9G,,� 8-� ا(9'أة
'K)ا <I237\� و(G9)208.ا�1ا  

  

                                                 
207 Text 3, P 5, S 17, 18. 
208 Text 2, P 3, S 10- 12. 
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[78a] It’s true that dealing with matters relating to violence against women 
is not a novel issue in the Arab media. [78b] (wa-qad) Some attempts 
have contributed to cracking the wall of silence that surrounds violence, 
domestic abuse, and discrimination against women. [78c] However, 
dealing with these issues does not go beyond overzealous discourse and 
chaotic instincts.  
 

 
(79) 

 
]79a[  T75 k56+ ه�D% ،rA(5 ح'jJ 0:J ?) �,-,B9)ا �,)+A@2(,� ا('ادQ%ه� إ(> أن اT@ [Dأ Yإ

 آ+kD ا(�D+@0 ا(T75 �,-,B9 (wa-qad) و2qO] .79b[ 0Vر ا[rQح وا(F3 '@27G أورو8+
 �@+6D F3 <>3ي أT)4 ا('و`,� وا(�75,� ا,GjLBL) F1+7f)2ره+ اqG8 �79L:)ور اTi P9-J +6Jl(D

 J ?G3 .209-,,0� وL^J,? أ}+'3�79c[. [> إqV+ء ا(0@4 45 ا(9\+ل ا(:F529ا(j9+ف إ(
 

[79a] However, the author argues that radical Christian fundamentalism no 
longer poses a problem because it was vanquished during Europe’s 
reform and enlightenment ages. [79b] (wa-qad) Since its inception, 
Christianity has contained the seeds of secularity with its dual view of 
authority, the spiritual and the temporal which led at the end to the 
exclusion of religion from the public domain. [79c] This rendered it 
neutral and powerless. 
 
 

In examples (78) and (79), wa-qad locates the propositions that it introduces at a 

time prior to the propositions preceding it. In other words, the flow of the text seems to 

move backward rather than forward. The background information encoded in the 

proposition introduced by wa-qad is expected to increase the understanding of the 

previous proposition. wa-qad, therefore, signals that propositions [78a] and [79a] should 

be interpreted in light of the background information provided in propositions [78b] and 

[79b] respectively. In English, however, Hatim (1997) points out, propositions 

functioning as background information do not need to be signaled by an explicit 

discourse marker (71).  

                                                 
209 Text 5, P 2, S 4- 6.  
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b. Interpersonal Discourse Markers at the Local Level 

This section that focuses on discourse markers at the local level of text started 

with describing the functions served by textual discourse markers. Now, it moves to 

describe the functions performed by the other type of local discourse markers, namely the 

interpersonal discourse markers. Unlike textual discourse markers, interpersonal 

discourse markers, as has been mentioned previously, are members of the discourse 

markers group whose contribution to text structure is very limited. While marking the 

relations between segments of texts is the predominant function of textual markers, the 

main function of interpersonal markers is to establish relations between the participants in 

the communicative situation, i.e. the writer, the reader, and the text. Because of the 

difference in the nature of the relations marked by these two types of discourse markers, 

these relations cannot be described with the same analytical tool.  

While the descriptive tool employed for describing the relations signaled by 

textual discourse markers is the Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST), it is the conceptual 

meaning of the interpersonal discourse markers that guides the description of the relations 

created by these expressions. RST, which describes how segments of texts relate to each 

other, provides a useful tool for examining the relations between segments that textual 

discourse markers mark. However, although this analytical tool describes the 

environment in which interpersonal discourse markers occur, it does not explain how 

these expressions affect their environment. The RST’s description of the relations 

identified between sentences in the data of this study, for example, shows that 

interpersonal discourse markers are mostly associated with two types of functional 
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relations: interpretation and evaluation. This description, although provides information 

about the environment in which interpersonal discourse markers usually appear, does not 

capture their contribution to this environment. This is because marking relations between 

segments of texts is not the main function of interpersonal discourse markers. The main 

function of these expressions that should be described, however, is the type of relations 

that they establish between the author and the text on the one hand, and between the 

author and the reader on the other hand.  

In order to describe the type of relations established by interpersonal discourse 

markers, it is not the relations between segments of text that should be examined but 

rather the conceptual meaning of these expressions. Interpersonal discourse markers, as 

mentioned previously, have conceptual meaning, which specifies the message that they 

convey, and pragmatic function, which indicates that this message functions as a 

comment on the basic message. It is, however, the conceptual meaning of interpersonal 

discourse markers that guides the analysis of the pragmatic function of these expressions. 

This is because examining the message expressed by interpersonal discourse markers is 

what explains the effect that these expressions have on the basic message. Consider the 

following example. 

 
(80) 
 

 [80a]  k-\D 4,q)أ5,'آ,� أن ا �,BB\J در+q5 kC(آ ،[Jذا kV2)ا F3و F3 ،H,8+$أ PaV 
�,O+7jQ9+ر اVأ P9O ل+j8ح @06ف إ(> إrB) �8'\J اء'iإ.[80b] أن F3 hS Yو(wa-lā 

šakk-a fī �anna)  0V 2قaB9)ا ',d 2قCG)ا اTه Pf5 �,ا%و$+ط ا%5,'آ F3 ًا'Oر ذ+p210.أ 
 

                                                 
210 Text 30, P 6, S 25 ,26. 
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[80a] Meanwhile, American spying sources uncovered that China 
succeeded weeks before in testing an anti-satellite weapon. [80b] (wa- lā 
šakk-a fī �anna) There is no doubt that this unprecedented superiority 
made the US milieus panic.   

     

Notice that the main function served by the interpersonal discourse marker wa-lā 

šakk-a fī �anna ‘there is no doubt that, undoubtedly’ in example (80) is to establish a 

relation between the writer and the content of sentence [80b]. This expression encodes an 

entire message that signals the writer’s attitude towards the proposition that this marker 

introduces. To determine the pragmatic function that this discourse marker performs by 

commenting on the basic message, therefore, it is the conceptual meaning of the 

interpersonal discourse marker wa-lā šakk-a fī �anna that should be examined. The 

conceptual meaning of this expression, i.e. that the writer has no doubt, is actually what 

indicates that wa- lā šakk-a fī �anna signals the writer’s certainty of the truth of the 

proposition in [80b].  

Based on their conceptual meanings, interpersonal discourse markers that are 

identified in the data of this study have been found to perform two main functions: 

subjective function and interactive function. Subjective discourse markers, as Brinton 

(1996) points out, are writer-oriented because they express the writer’s attitudes and 

evaluations of the message. On the other hand, interactive discourse markers, whose 

function is to establish intimacy between the writer and the reader, he adds, are reader-

oriented.  
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1. Subjective Discourse Markers 

Under this functional category fall interpersonal discourse markers that signal to 

the reader that the propositions that follow are to be taken from the writer’s perspective. 

These are discourse markers that create relation between the writer and the 

communicated proposition by expressing to the reader how the writer perceives this 

proposition. They either convey the writer’s evaluation or attitude towards the content of 

the sentence or just present the sentence from his point of view. Consider the 

interpersonal discourse markers listed in tables 5.6. and 5.7. below.  

 

Table 5.6.  Discourse Markers that Express Certainty 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 

ا(Tي / F3 hS Y أّن
 hS Y 3,] ه2 أّن

 
 

 

lā šakk-a fī 
�anna/al-la	ī lā 
šakk-a fīhi huwa 

�anna 
 

There is no 
doubt that, 

undoubtedly 
 

2 
 
 
 

  /lG)+8آ,0/ ا%آ,0 أّن
 45 ا(�9آ0 أّن

 
 
 
 

al-�akīd-u 
�anna/bi-l-

ta�kīd-i/min al-

mu�akkad-i 

�anna 

 

Surely, definitely 
 
 
 
 
 

3 
 
 
 
 
 

 `^,^ً�/  ا(-^,^� أّن
 
 
 

al-�aqīqat-u 

�anna/ �aqīqat-

an 

 

The truth is, 
truly 

 
 

2 
 
 
 

i'9)أْن45 ا �/  
� أّنiا%ر 

 
 

min al-

murajja�-i �an/ 
al-�arja�-u 

�anna 

It is more likely 
 
 
 

2 
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Table 5.6. Continued  

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 

� ه2 أّن,-q)ا 
 

 

al-�a�ī�-u huwa 

�anna 

 

The truth is, the 
reality is 

1 

� أنI45 ا(2ا/ّ 
� أّنIوا 

 

 

 

min al-wā�i�-i 
�anna/ wā�i�-un 

�anna 

 
 

It is evident that, 
it is clear that 

 

5 
 
 

/  (^0 أkap ا(2اHV أّن
HVا(2ا F3 / HVوا F3

 ا5%'
 
 

 

la-qad �a�bat-a 

al-wāqi�-u 

�anna/fī al- 

wāqi�-i/ fī  
wāqi�-i al-�amr-

i 

 
Reality has 

proven that, in 
fact, as a matter 

of fact 
 
 

3 
 
 
 
 

 إّن
 

�inna 

 

2 

0^) 
 

la-qad 

 

Certainly , 
indeed 

 
 3 

 4O F7d ا(^2ل أّن
 

 
ġaniyy-un �an al-

qawl-i �anna 

 

It goes without 
saying 

1 
 

 Q+ر 5:'و3ً+ أّن
 

 
�ār-a ma�rūf-an 

�anna 

 

It became known 
that 

1 
 

 45 ا(F:,aj أّن
 

 

min al-�abī�iyy-i 

�anna 

 

Naturally, 
obviously 

1 
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Table 5.6. Continued 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 

(,s /  (? @:0 $'ًا أّن
 $'ًا أّن

 

 

lam ya�ud sirr-

an �anna/laysa 

sirr-an �anna 

 

It is no longer a 
secret, it is 

obvious 

2 
 

 

 

Table 5.7. Discourse Markers that Express Probability 

Discourse marker Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 

 
P:) 

 

 

la�alla 

 

 
10 

 
 ر98+

 
rubbamā 

 

5 
 

 45 ا(P9G-9 أْن
  

min al-

mu�tamal-i  �an 
 

2 
 

0V)+5<+رع P:3( 
qad+ imperfect 

verb 

Perhaps 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 7 

 
 

 

The interpersonal discourse markers in tables 5.6. and 5.7. serve to evaluate the 

content of the sentences introducing them. Through these expressions the writer signals to 

the reader how he perceives the upcoming message. Using the discourse markers that 

express certainty, i.e. expressions in table 5.6., has the effect of emphasizing the content 

of the communicated proposition. However, discourse markers in table 5.7. that express 

probability are used to suggest or recommend the idea in the upcoming proposition. 
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It should be pointed out that the discourse markers in table 5.6. that writers use to 

validate propositions are actually of two types. The first type includes the nine first 

expressions listed in this table. These are discourse markers that express the writer’s 

certainty in a straightforward manner. However, this certainty is expressed implicitly by 

the last four expressions in table 5.6., i.e. ġaniyy-un �an al-qawl-i �anna, �ār-a ma�rūf-an 

�anna, min al-�abī�iyy-i �anna, lam ya�ud sirr-an �anna/laysa sirr-an �anna. Instead of 

confirming the content of the sentence explicitly, the writer introduces this content as an 

obvious fact that is generally accepted. Introducing the proposition as a self-evident fact 

that does not need to be argued for expresses the writer’s confidence of the validity of 

this proposition.    

Another set of discourse markers that are used to evaluate the message are listed 

in table 5.8. Just as the discourse markers in tables 5.6. and 5.7., the discourse markers in 

table 5.8 express the writer’s attitude or evaluation of the following proposition. What is 

different about these expressions, however, is that they convey the writer’s attitude in a 

more involved manner. In these evaluative personal comments, the writer encodes his 

opinion in a personal form using expressive words that indicate his emotional attitude 

towards the topic.   

 

Table 5.8. Discourse Markers that Encode Evaluative Personal Comments 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 

45 ا(TBاBD �i,+ن 
 `^,^� أّن

 

min al-sa	ājat-i 

nisyān-u 

�aqīqat-a �anna 

It would be naïve 
to forget the fact 

that 

1 
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Table 5.8. Continued 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 

 ا(WBL) ',f9'@� أّن
 
 

 

al-mu�īr-u li-l-

su�riyyat-i 

�anna 

 

What is ironic is 
that 

 

2 
 
 

 إl5 +6D$+ة rً:3 أْن
 

 
�inna-hā ma�sāt-

un fi�l-an �an 

 

It is truly a 
tragedy 

1 
 

+ً:au 
 

�ab�an 

 

Of course 1 

 أe,'ًا
 

�a�īran 

 
At last 1 

(lAّن/ آlّن  

 

ka�anna/la- 

ka�anna 

 

As if 
 

5 
 

 

 

The last type of the subjective discourse markers that are found in the data of this 

study are expressions that present the communicated proposition from the writer’s angle. 

These discourse markers do not evaluate or judge the content of the proposition but rather 

simply introduce it as a point of view. They signal to the reader that what is upcoming is 

the writer’s view of the topic in hand. These expressions are listed in table 5.9. below.   
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Table 5.9. Discourse Markers that Introduce the Writer’s Point of View   

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 

 أGO^0 أن
 

�a�taqid-u �anna 

 
I think that 1 

 @6N' أّن
 

ya�har-u �anna 

 

1 

@0aو أّن/  @0aو  
 

 

yabdū/yabdū 
�anna 

 

It seems that 
 
 
 
 

2 
 

ا(r@ / �`r9`� أّن 
 أّن

 

yulā�a�-u 
�anna/al-

mulā�a�-u 

�anna 

It is noticed that 
 
 

3 
 
 

 

 

2. Interactive Discourse Markers  

The other function that interpersonal discourse markers serve in the data of this 

study is to establish relations between the writer and the reader within the context of the 

text. So, not only does the writer use subjective expressions that show his involvement in 

the communicative situation, but he also makes the reader part of this situation by using 

interactive discourse markers. Discourse markers that fall under this functional category 

are employed by the writer to involve the reader in the communicative act in three 

different ways: by appealing to the reader, by attracting his attention, or by interactively 

guiding the reader’s interpretation of the text. These three different types of interactive 

discourse markers are listed in tables 5.10., 5.11., and 5.12.  below.  
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Table 5.10. Discourse Markers that Appeal to the Reader 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 

+7J2C@ Y 
 

 

lā yafūt-u-nā 
 
 

 
We should not 

miss 
 

1 
 

<B7D 7+ أن) R,آ/  
<B7D Y 

 

 

kayfa lanā �an 

nansā/ lā nansā 
 
 

How could we 
forget 

 

2 
 

R,7+ رأ@7+ آLآ/  
 رأ@7+ آ,R أّن

 D 4-D'ى آ,R أّن
 

 

kull-u-nā ra�aynā 
kayfa/ ra�aynā 

kayfa�anna/na�nu 

narā kayfa�anna 
 

We all saw how 
 
 
 

3 
 
 
 

 اLO +D0GO> أّن
 

i�tad-nā �alā 
�anna 

 
We have become 

accustomed to 
1 

+D2Oد 
 

da�ū-nā 
 

Let us 1 

(7+ ه7+ أKGBD Y'ب 
 أّن

 

lanā hunā �allā 
nastaġrib-a �anna 

 

We should not 
be surprised that 

1 

 h->9)45 ا s,)أ
 ا(FAa9 أْن

 
�alaysa min al-

mu��ik-i al-

mubkī �an 

 

Is it not 
pathetically 
ironic that 

1 
 
 

هP 45 ا(:0ل و 
 ا(B9+واة أْن

 

 

hal min al-�adl-i 

wa-l-musāwāt-i 
�an 

 

Is it justice and 
equality that 

 

1 
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Table 5.11. Discourse Markers that Attract the Attention of the Reader  

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 

 ا%ه? أّن

 

al-�ahamm-u 

�anna 

 

Most importantly 2 

  /ه+ هF/ه+ه2
4-D +ه 

 

hā huwa/ hā 
hiya/ hā na�nu 

 

Look, behold 
 
 

5 
 
 

ا(C9+ر�V ا(^+�91 ه7+ 
 هF أّن

 

al-mufāraqat-u 

al-qā�imat-u 

hunā hiya �anna 

 

 
Ironically 

 
 

 

1 
 

 

d 'f'ا�8 أْنا%آ  
 

al-�ak�ar-u 

ġarābat-an �an 

 

What is even 
stranger is that 

 

1 
 
 

 Jُ'ى
 

turā 
 

I wonder 
 

1 
 

 

 

Table 5.12. Discourse Markers that Guide the Interpretation Process  

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
 

Function 

 @LO Tel> ا(9'ء أن
 F3 ا(-aB+ن أن

 
 

�alā al-mar�i �an 

ya��u	-a fī al-

�usbān-i �an 

 

 

 
It should be 
taken into 

consideration 
that 

 
 

 
1 
 
 
 

 

Evaluation 
 
 
 
 

 <LO �Iوا P,)ا دTه
 أّن

 

hā	ā dalīl-un 

wā�i�-un�alā 
�anna 

 

This is a clear 
evidence that 

 

1 
 
 

Evaluation 
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Table 5.12. Continued 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
 

Function 

 �u+B8 PA8 �aB)ا
 ه2 أّن

 

al-sabab-u 

bikull-i basā�at-

in huwa �anna 

 

The reason 
simply is that 

 

 
1 
 
 

Reason 
 

 @�S' ذ(h إ(> أّن
 

 

yu�aššir-u 	ālika 

�ilā �anna 

 

This indicates 
that 

 
1 
 
 

Interpretation 
 

 أ0:8 45 هTا
 

 
�ab�ad-u min 

hā	ā 
 

Moreover, 
beyond that 

 
1 
 
 

 23ق هTا
 

fawqa hā	ā 
 

 
Moreover, 

beyond that 
 

 
1 
 
 

Emphatic/ 
elaboration 

 
 
 
 
 

 ا(G7,\� أن�
 

 

al-natījat-u 

�anna 

 

The result is  that 
 

 
1 
 
 

Evaluation 
 

� أّن,-Q 
 

 
�a�ī�-un �anna 

 

 

It is true that 
 

 
5 
 
 

Interpretation 
 

@FKa7 ا(TGآ,' ه7+ 
T@ُ +95آ' أن�/ l8ن�  

 
 
 

 

yanbaġī al-

ta	kīr-u hunā 
bi-�anna/ min-

mā yu	karu 
�anna 

 

2 
 
 
 

�a$+798 ا(-0@� 
4O...ف  

 

bi-munāsabat-i 

al-�adī�-i �an … 
fa 

 

It is noteworthy 
here that 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 
 
 

Background 
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Notice how the discourse markers in table 5.10. try to reach to the reader and 

involve him in the communicative situation. The writer talks about “we” in expressions 

such as lā yafūt-u-nā ‘we should not miss,’ i�tad-nā �alā �anna ‘we have become 

accustomed to’ to signal to the reader that they both, the reader and he, relate to the 

message in the same way and share the same views about it. Another way of relating the 

message to the reader is by using rhetorical questions and emotionally-loaded words that 

appeal to him, e.g. kayfa lanā �an nansā ‘how could we forget,’ �alaysa min al-mu��ik-i 

al-mubkī �an ‘is it not pathetically ironic that.’  

While interactive discourse markers that appeal to the reader focus on establishing 

intimacy and shared attitudes with him about the text, the two other types of interactive 

discourse markers, that are listed in tables 5.11. and 5.12., are more concerned with 

managing the way the reader interprets the text. On the one hand, table 5.11. shows 

interactive discourse markers that serve to alert the reader or draw his attention to an 

important point in the coming proposition. The discourse markers in table 5.12., on the 

other hand, give the reader a hint of how to interpret the following proposition in relation 

to what has gone before. These two types of interactive discourse markers are referred to 

as discourse markers of notification.  

Discourse markers of notification, therefore, serve an interactive functions that 

resemble functions served by textual discourse markers. Like textual discourse markers, 

discourse markers of notification guide the reader’s interpretation of the text. However, 

unlike textual markers, these interactive markers have a strong interpersonal effect in 

addition to their textual role. The writer’s voice in these interactive expressions is very 
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clear. This gives emphasis to the presence of the writer and highlights his role in 

managing the flow of text. The similar yet different way in which these two types of 

discourse markers function shows how the communicative force of discourse markers 

could be manipulated in many ways to serve the writer’s communicative goals.  

A final thing that should be pointed out regarding the interpersonal discourse 

markers in general relates to the interpersonal nature of this type of discourse markers. It 

has been noticed that the interpersonal character of interpersonal discourse markers has 

an effect on  the form and function of these expressions. On the one hand, there is great 

variability in the forms of the members of the interpersonal discourse markers group, as 

tables 5.6. to 5.12. show. While the individual style of the writer, as has been mentioned 

before, plays an important role in determining the type of discourse markers that he uses 

in text, the impact of the writer’s individual style becomes more obvious in the choice of 

interpersonal discourse markers. Because these expressions convey the writer’s attitudes 

and establish interactive relations between him and his reader, the writer’s style has 

strong influence on the form of this type of discourse markers. However, despite the 

variable forms of these expressions, they are all found to serve two specific functions in 

text: subjective and interactive functions. Therefore, although the variable forms of 

interpersonal discourse markers necessitate including expressions that occur even one 

time, unlike textual discourse markers, the similarity in the function served by these items 

justifies this inclusion.  

The subjective and interactive nature of the interpersonal discourse markers not 

only affect the form of these items, but it also has impact on the way they function. These 
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expressions create relations that connect the different components of the communicative 

situation, i.e. the writer, the reader, and the text. The components of the communicative 

situation interact with each other in a very complicated way. This makes it difficult to 

draw the line between the functions served by subjective and interactive discourse 

markers. Subjective discourse markers, such as la-qad �a�bat-a al-wāqi�-u �anna ‘reality 

has proven that’ and �inna-hā ma�sāt-un fi�l-an �an ‘it is truly a tragedy,’ for example, that 

express the writer’s attitude towards the message are actually performing this role to 

communicate something to the reader. On the other hand, interactive discourse markers 

like �alaysa min al-mu��ik-i al-mubkī �an ‘is it not pathetically ironic that’ and yanbaġī al-

ta	kīr-u hunā bi-�anna ‘it is noteworthy here that’ that reach to the reader are also 

conveying the writer’s view on the message. Therefore, the distinction between the 

functions served by the two functional categories of interpersonal discourse markers is 

not as decisive as it is between the functional categories of textual discourse markers. 

This should be borne in mind because it may result in classifying the members of the 

interpersonal discourse markers differently in different studies.   

 

5.3.3 Discourse Markers at the  Global Level  

While discourse markers that appear at the onset of the sentences are the focus of 

the previous section, this section is concerned with discourse markers that occur 

paragraph-initially. The analysis shows that about 54% of paragraph boundaries that are 

identified in the data of this study are introduced with discourse markers. These discourse 

markers occur at the onset of paragraphs mark boundaries between the different stages of 
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text structure and provide logical links for bringing these stages together as one 

unified text. It is, therefore, the text organizational structure and how each stage in this 

structure relates to the previous stage that should be examined in order to describe the 

functions served by paragraph-initial discourse markers.  

Hatim’s (1997) model of argumentative text-type structure that is modified by el-

Shiyab’s (1990) model of Arabic editorials structure, as discussed previously, provides a 

useful tool for examining the text organizational structure of the opinion articles analyzed 

in this study. The analysis shows that the main stages of the opinion articles’ 

organizational structure are: background, thesis, evaluation, substantiation, evaluation, 

and conclusion. Since paragraph-initial discourse markers signal the relations between 

these stages of text structure, in this section, the functions of these markers are described 

in relation to the stages of text structure that they introduce. The functions served by 

textual and interpersonal discourse markers are described separately here at the text’s 

global level as they were at the text’s local level. However, because drawing the line 

between the functions of these two categories of discourse markers, i.e. the textual and 

interpersonal, sometimes becomes hard at the global level, this issue is discussed at the 

end of the section.  

 

a- Textual Discourse Markers at the Global Level 

Textual discourse markers that occur at the onset of paragraphs in texts signal 

how the texts move from one stage of the organizational structure to the next stage. The 

functions of these discourse markers, therefore, are described here by associating them 
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with stages of text structure they mark. Table 5.13. lists paragraph-initial textual 

discourse markers that are found in the data of this study along with the structural stages 

that they signal. As this table shows, most textual discourse markers that are found at 

paragraph boundaries are similar to those that appear at the sentence initial position. To 

show the relation between the local and global functions of textual discourse markers, 

these markers are grouped in table 5.13. according to the functions that they serve at the 

sentence level.   

 

Table 5.13. Textual Discourse Markers that Occur Paragraph-initial  

Sentence-
initial 

function 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurren-
ces 

Stage of text 
structure 

 إI+3ً� إ(>
[Lآ h)ذ/  

@<+ف إ(> 
 ذ(h أن

 
�i�āfatan �ilā 
	ālika kull-i-

hi/yu�āf-u �ilā 
	ālika �anna 

 

In addition to 
all that, 

moreover 
 

2 
 
 
 

 4O rً>3
 أن�

 

fa�lan �an 

�anna 

 

Besides 
 

2 
 

 
Additive 
discourse 
markers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

<Gّ` 
 

 
�attā 

 
 

Even 
 

1 
 

 
Substantiation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Sequential 
discourse 
marker 

 

?ّpُ �umma Moreover 1 Substantiation 
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Table 5.13. Continued  

Sentence-
initial 

function 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurren-
ces 

Stage of text 
structure 

 (Tا
 

li	ā 
 

1 

 45 ه7+
 

min hunā 
 

1 

F)+G)+8 
 

bi-l-tālī 
 

Thus, therefore 
 
 
 
 
 
 1 

 
Inferential/ 
resultative 
discourse 
markers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 هTAا
  

 

hāka	ā 
 
 

Thus, and so 
 

1 
 

Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 4ْA) /�4A)  
 

lākin/lākinna 

 
6 

 
Contrastive/ 
concessive 
discourse 
markers 

 
 d ġayra �anna,' أن�

However, but 
 
 
 2 

Thesis/ 
Evaluation 

 
 

 
Contrastive/ 

additive 
discourse 
marker 

 

 ف...أ5+ 
 
 
  

ammā…fa 

 

 

 

As for 
 
 
 

14 
 
 
 

Evaluation/ 
Substantiation 

 
 

 
Explanatory 

discourse 
marker 

 

 ف
 
 

fa 

 

 

Since, for 
 
 

15 
 
 

Substantiation 
 
 

 
 

Inferential/ 
conclusive 
discourse 
markers 

 

 إذًا
 
  

i	an 

 

 

Thus, therefore, 
so 
 

3 
 
 

Conclusion 
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Table 5.13. Continued   

Sentence-
initial 

function 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurren-
ces 

Stage of text 
structure 

 �QrW)ا
�Qre /أّن

ا(^2ل 
�Qre /إّن

 ا%5' إّن
  

 

al-�ulā�at-u 

�anna/�ulā�at-

u al-qawl-i 

�inna/�ulā�at-u 

al-�amr-i �inna 

 

 

To sum up, in 
summary 

 
 
 
 

3 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Not found at 

sentence 
level 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

'et مrA8  
 

bi-kalām-in 

�ā�ar-a 

In other words 1 

Conclusion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Table 5.13. shows that the three sentence-initial additive discourse markers 

�i�āfatan �ilā 	ālika kull-i-hi/yu�āf-u �ilā 	ālika �anna ‘in addition to all that, moreover,’ 

fa�lan �an �anna ‘besides’ and �attā ‘even’ appear five times paragraph-initially. In all the 

five occurrences of these discourse markers at the global level of text, they introduce 

paragraphs that function as substantiation. This is the stage of text structure where the 

writer presents evidence to support the viewpoint that he adopts in the thesis. It has been 

noticed, however, that the paragraphs that these markers open function as either the 

second or third substantiation stage in the text’s organizational structure. Occurring at 

these points of text structure where the writer’s argument continues to develop means that 

these discourse markers denote the continuation of an ongoing topic. They signal that the 

substantiation stage that they introduce is an additional step in the development of the 

writer’s argument. The discourse markers i�āfatan �ilā 	ālika kull-i-hi/yu�āf-u �ilā 	ālika 
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�anna, fa�lan �an �anna and �attā, therefore, function as markers of continuity at the 

global level of text structure. The following example demonstrates the continuity function 

of the i�āfatan �ilā 	ālika kull-i-hi when it occurs paragraph-initially.  

 
(81) 
 

 [Lآ h)3ً� إ(> ذ+Iإ،( i�āfatan �ilā 	ālika kull-i-hi)0^3   ح+GCD4 إ(> ا,A8 �52A` k:$
<LO +6,7u25ا[,LO 49,6J 0 أن@'J يT)ا(:+(? ا .  F3 98+ @\'ي rًه+i F7,q)4 اu0 ا(29ا:@ ?L3

s5%+8 7,�  3^0. ا(:+(? آ9+ آ+ن,q)�52 اA-)ا k5+V- 2ن,La)ا H8ور +ًD2,L8 +6D+A$ 0دO وز+\@ FG)ا 
e Pf9@ 2�9، وهBD ?)+:)ن ا+A$ s9- ،�8+B)ا F3 �ً^LK5 kD+آ FG)3,� ا+^f)45 ا%28اب ا ',fآ �GC8 

(G9-0ة F3 5\+ل (0ر�i أن 8:; ا(0را$+ت J),' إ(> أن ا(2CGJ 0V 4,qق LO +ًa@'V> ا(Y2@+ت ا
kD'GD]0ام اWG$ت . ا+@Y2)وز ا+\GJ 4 أن,qL) HV2G@ [D|3 ،�Tة ا(�@+دة ه',J9'ت وG$وإذا 5+ ا

. 0O �,` 45د F50WGB5 ا[G3 F3 kD'GD'ة GJ Y\+وز ا(�B-8 4,G7B هT� ا(0را$+تا(G9-0ة 
$Y [,Oذرا FV'()ق اr9:)3,] ا �GC@ يT)ا kV2)ا F3 اTء هF\@ ?)+:)ء ا+-Dأ Pح 45 آ+,B)ل ا+a^G

 45 'fأآ FI+9)4 ا(:+م ا,q)ا kLa^G$8|@'ادات $,+`,� 120`,� ا h)د ذ+O ،� L5,2ن $+1
 r8 .211@,4 دوYر10(ـ6O29\5+ @^+رب ا

  
  

(i�āfatan �ilā 	ālika kull-i-hi) Moreover, the Chinese government urged its 
people to open to the world, which it wants to control. The Chinese man is 
no longer ignorant of what is going on in the world, as was the case in the 
past. China, whose population exceeds 1.25 billion, which is one fifth of 
the world’s population, opened many cultural doors that were closed in the 
past, to the extent that some studies point out that the number of internet 
users in China may exceed that in the US. If this increasing rate continues, 
China may surpass the US in the number of internet users in two years' 
time according to these studies. This comes at a time when China opens its 
doors for tourists from all over the world. Last year, more than 120 million 
tourists visited the Eastern giant which made the revenues reach about $10 
billion. 
 

Example (81) is a paragraph that represents a substantiation stage in the text 

organizational structure. In this paragraph, the writer supports the claim he presents in the 

thesis that China is rising as an international power. The evidence introduced in this 

paragraph, however, is the fourth time that the writer provides an evidence in the text to 

                                                 
211 Text 30, P 8, S 33-38. 
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support his argument. The discourse marker i�āfatan �ilā 	ālika kull-i-hi that opens this 

paragraph, therefore, indicates that what is coming is a continuation of the current 

argument.  

Another sentence-initial discourse marker that denotes continuity when occurring 

paragraph-initially is �umma ‘moreover.’ The only time that this discourse marker appears 

paragraph-initially in the data is when it marks the boundary between two substantiation 

stages in the text’s organizational structure. Unlike sentence-initial �umma which denotes 

a temporal sequence, as mentioned previously, �umma, that occurs at the onset of the 

paragraph, signals logical sequence between two points of argumentation. This means 

that the role of this discourse marker at the global level of text is to signal continuity in 

the development of an argument.  

The four sentence-initial inferential discourse markers li	ā, min hunā, bi-l-tālī all 

meaning ‘thus, therefore’ and hāka	ā ‘thus, and so’ also indicate continuity when they 

occur paragraph-initially. The analysis shows that each of these discourse markers 

appears only one time at the onset of a paragraph in the data. In the four times they occur  

paragraph-initially, however, li	ā, min hunā, bi-l-tālī and hāka	ā introduce paragraphs that 

evaluate evidence presented in previous paragraphs. The function of these discourse 

markers that occur at the boundary between a point and its evaluation, therefore, is to 

signal continuity by showing the logical relevance of the following paragraph to the 

previous one. Consider the logical continuity signaled by paragraph-initial li	ā in the 

following example.  
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(82) 
 

 0aJو ا(A9+8'ة اY@'اD,� ا(N+ه'@�، aO' ا(lGآ,LO 0> 25اD'8 �LQ+�5 ا(qWG,� وا0@0(G) )ā	T)) liا
LO> ا(^0رات ا(:V ',d ،�@'AB+درة LO> اCe+ء 6u �-8'ان W5 4O'ج $2اء F3 ا(:'اق او (7a+ن 

 وهF .او RV2@ [L:) ،4,jBL3 ا(<2Kط LO,6+ او @6CCW+ ا(> `,H,jGBJ 4 ا(G^+ط اCD+$6+ 5\0دا
08أت (L^J F3 h)T,? ا}+3' ا('s,1 ا`09ي D\+د ا(Tي 8+ت ا(fA,' 45 ا(�B9و(,4 اY@'اG:@ 4,,D'23ن 
 ?) Fده? 9,3+ هr8 <LO ا(:^82+ت kO'ّ$95+ @\� و 'fاآ �+aGDYرت ا+p26رة اG9)ا [CVن 25اl8

 ا(:Vr+ت D F3 0:8 PqJ)+6u+ ا(27وي ا(> ا(�L`'9 ا(J+-@'qJ +68 F`2J FG]، وان J)0د� e'ب
H5 اورو8+ وا(:+(? ا(:'F8 وأO+ده+ ا(> �j^D ا(Y2) ،'Cq ا(T3+7ة ا(6u +6G-G3 FG'ان J F3)+وره+ 

 اGDY^+دات ا(2ا$:� (B,+$+ت ا('s,1 ا`5 kp0+ @)a] اDY)^+ق F3 أنوH5 . ا(-+(H5 F ا('@+ض
@'اD 'aG:@ FD\+د N7)+3+م اY. ا(a'(9+ن، (',,KJ 4A� j5 ',d'وح، آAGJ Y F'ر 0Q F78 �8'\Jر
[jaIو [GDدة دوز+O5' اY0ى ا:G@ 4) اT) ،+6) 0واO s,)2رة وf)212.ا48 ا 

 
(li	ā) Therefore, it seems that the apparent Iranian defiance, reflected in its 
decision to resume uranium enrichment activities and exult its military 
capabilities, cannot conceal Iran's search for a way out in Iraq, Lebanon, 
or Palestine, hoping that this would eliminate or ease the pressures on it 
and give it an opportunity to catch its breath. Along this line, Iran has 
began clipping the wings of President Ahmadinejad, of whom many 
Iranian officials began to acknowledge that his impulsiveness has drawn 
too much attention and accelerated the sanctions imposed on their country, 
which has not yet reached the nuclear stage that Ahmadinejad implies in 
his statements. Moreover, Nejad's  hard-line attitude undermined Iran's ties 
with Europe and the Arab world, pushing it back to square one, except for 
the window of opportunity that Tehran opened with its ongoing dialogue 
with Riyadh.While growing criticism of the Iranian president's policies 
have led to what could be seen as a parliamentarian division in Iran, a 
change of leadership has been ruled out due to the concerns of repeating 
the Sadr scenario in Iraq. The Iranian regime sees Ahmadinejad as a 
product, not an enemy, of the revolution. The issue, therefore, is only a 
matter of calibration and modification. 

 
 

In example (82), the paragraph introduced by the discourse marker li	ā evaluates 

the substantiations that the writer presents in the previous paragraphs. In this text, the 

writer states in the thesis that Iran is worried and confused although its actions implies 

otherwise. Then, in the following paragraphs, he argues for this claim by presenting a 

                                                 
212 Text 28, P 4, S 8-12. 
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number of reasons that prove Iran's anxiety. The above paragraph, i.e. example (82), then 

follows to evaluate the validity of the writer’s substantiations in supporting his argument. 

li	ā that appears at the initial position of this evaluative paragraph, therefore, signals 

continuity by indicating that the evaluation presented in this paragraph is logically 

inferred from the evidence presented in the  previous paragraphs.  

lākin/lākinna, ġayra �anna both meaning ‘however, but’ are also sentence-initial 

discourse markers that appear paragraph-initially. However, these two sentence-initial 

discourse markers do not denote continuity when they occur at the onset of a paragraph. 

At the global level of text structure, lākin/lākinna and ġayra �anna either open a paragraph 

where the thesis is introduced or a paragraph that functions as an evaluation stage in the 

text organizational structure. The thesis presented in the paragraphs that these discourse 

markers introduce, however, is not a thesis that is cited to be argued through but rather a 

thesis that presents the writer’s counter-argument. In the counter-argumentation style, as 

discussed previously, the writer introduces generally agreed-upon information followed 

by the writer’s counter-claim. This means that lākin/lākinna and ġayra �anna signal that 

there is a turn from a stage where an agreed-upon claim is presented to a stage where the 

writer presents his counter-claim. The function of these markers, therefore, is to mark a 

point where the writer refocuses the reader’s attention from one aspect of the topic which 

is generally agreed upon to another aspect of the same topic which the writer adopts. On 

the other hand, when these two discourse markers introduce an evaluation stage, their 

function is also to refocus the reader’s attention to a new aspect of a topic.  This is 

because in these cases lākin/lākinna and ġayra �anna mark a boundary between two 
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evaluation stages in which the writer evaluates two different aspects of one topic. Here is 

an example that illustrates the refocusing function of lākin when it introduces a paragraph 

that presents the writer’s counter-argument.   

 
(83) 
  

[P1]ز+,G5+8 F8'O ?L` �)+` F805@�7 د PA(J   . د'BJ وى و'J ن% �i+-8 ح+\D �qV F63
و (? @:0 $'ًا أن دF8 و LO +,78 +6`+\D> أ$6L,Q+CJ . s+ 8|$6+ب و 2JاPQ و ا$9G'ار
7+خ ا(Ti �Q'3 '`+Bب ه+�L\) �L1 و آ+ن هTا ا(9. ا$G'اJ,\,� و إرادة �aLQ و إدارة T3+Dة

[,3'G)و ا �`+,B)ل و ا+,W)9+رات و 78+ء اfG$Yل 45 . ا+Jأر �,La^GB9)ا(09@�7 ا �Tءت إ(> ه+i و
 4,adو ا('ا ،?@'A)اء و ا(:,~ ا'f)ص ا'C) 4,-5+j)ف 45 اY}و ا ،�Vr9:)ا()'آ+ت ا(:+(9,� ا

'5+K5 و F5+qO Pa^GB5 78+ء F3 .)ا h)ذ Pi% kqqe ت ا(9+ل وY+\5 F3 �qqWG9)09ن ا
+6BCD F8د Peه+ دا',d م وrO]و ا kD'GD]2ب 8+(^,�9 ا(9<+�3 . و اLj9)ا �qWG)و آ+ن ا

 213.ا(GC9+ح �VrjDY اqGV+د@� آa'ى
 

 [P2] 4A) و) wa-lākin (�:1ا')2رة اq)ا �T9+ل هi 'A:@ ًا'e�5 Pq` +-,aV +�,S . ',d ءFS
^S P'آ� ه+(,2J'aن اA@'5%,� 45 5^'ه+ ا('FB,1 098@�7 ه,L3 4G$2^0 أe�5 4LO'ًا 2a^5 .D 4Oل

و @\Fء هTا ا(^'ار BAJ �@Y28 . 0:8+س اA@'5%,� إ(> 05@�7 دF8 8+[5+رات ا(:'8,� ا(G9-0ة
 +68'6J F3 آ�ة'G9)0ه+ و اI �6i29)6+5+ت ا(^2@� اJYا �aB8 س'KD2A)ا H5 آ�'(L) ة 5'ة+D+:5

',d +6GL5+:5 ت 8+(:'اق 45 ا(<'ا�1 و+^Cq)0@0 45 اO <LO +6)2q` و �Q+W)ا(:+د@� و ا 
�@0,L^G)ت ا+B3+79)ت و ا+qV+79)+8 45 دون ا(9'ور 'S+a9)ا R,LAG)ا 'aO. ب+a$ون أ',fA)و@:,0 ا 

 �Vr:)ا hLJ»�Q+W)ا « #C7)آ+ت ا'Sو ،FA@'5Yا(\,~ ا H5 �Vr9:)ا H@آ� 8+(9)+ر'(L)
5Yا s,1')�1 ا+D 2ذCD <)ى، ا'aA)آ� ا'(L) +B,1ي آ+ن رT)وا ،F7,(J h@0ل د\L) ',f9)ا FA@'

� H5 ا('s,1 28ش F3 اWGD+8+ت O+مS'G@ أن PaV2000.214 
    

 

[P1] The city of Dubai represents an Arab dream. It is a success story that 
needs to be told in detail continually. It is no longer a secret that Dubai 
and its success were built upon strategic foundations, a strong will, and 
an effective leadership. This wonderful atmosphere is a great 
opportunity that attracts investments, tourism, and recreation. Multitudes 
of giant international companies, therefore, came to this flourishing city, 
as well as thousands of ambitious people seeking wealth and a 
comfortable lifestyle and wanting to build a bright future for themselves. 
To enable this, specialized cities within Dubai were established in the 
fields of finance, internet, media, and so on.  The required specialization 
of added value is the key to a great economical surge. 
 

                                                 
213 Text 8, P 1, S 1-7. 
214 Text 8, P 2, S 8- 12.  
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[P2] (wa-lākin) However, recently, something terrible took place that 
changed that picture. Something really unacceptable. The announcement 
was made that the headquarters of the American company, Halliburton, 
would move from Houston, Texas in the USA to Dubai in the UAE. This 
decision comes after the company suffered at the hands of Congress 
because of the strong accusations of tax evasion made against it and for 
receiving "special" and "unusual" treatment and acquiring a number of 
deals in Iraq through direct commissioning without going through the 
usual competition. Many people attribute the reasons behind the 
company’s special relations with gigantic projects with the US army and 
large oil companies to the influence of the controversial American Vice- 
President Dick Cheney who was the Chairman of Halliburton before 
running in the US elections with President Bush in 2000.  

 

In example (83), lākin appears at the boundary between the background and thesis 

stages of the text organization. In [P1], the writer provides a context for the text by 

presenting background information about Dubai’s achievements. This information, 

however, also serve to create a ground for agreement between the writer and his reader. 

Then, in [P2], the writer presents his counter-argument that he will argue for in the 

following paragraphs. The discourse marker lākin that introduces the thesis in [P2], 

therefore, marks a refocus from an agreed-upon aspect of the topic, i.e. that Dubai is a 

model of success, to a contrastive aspect of the same topic which the writer adopts, i.e. 

that there is something unpleasant disturbing this success.    

ammā…fa ‘as for’ is another sentence-initial discourse marker that marks a 

refocusing point in the text flow when it occurs at the paragraph onset. Just as 

lākin/lākinna and ġayra �anna signal that the writer is redirecting the reader’s attention to 

another aspect of the same topic that he is discussing; so does ammā…fa. This discourse 

marker that occurs 14 times paragraph-initially is found to introduce either a 

substantiation or an evaluation stage of text structure. In both cases, however, ammā…fa 
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signals that there is a turn to a new aspect of the same topic being discussed. It marks a 

boundary either between two substantiation stages in which the writer discusses two 

different aspects of the same evidence, or two evaluation stages where two aspects of the 

same topic are evaluated. The following example illustrates how ammā…fa refocuses the 

reader’s attention to another aspect of the topic being evaluated.  

 
(84)  
 

]P1[ �$ ؟',KGJ0@0ة وi ت+O+7V و(2@+ت أمYا F3 #aWJ 0:8 [,LO �8+iYا kV4 و-J ?) 4 .الA)و 
4) �Oر+BG9)6+ ا(9-�529 واpوأ`0ا �^j79)اr@2u �8+i]ا 'NG7J  . Te% �i+-8 �7 وا(:'بB)ا

 ا$G'اLO ',je F\,J> ا(J" �`+B-'ك"V'ار أ(,? و(4A `+$? و2Lj5ب 9675+ أ5+م e,+ر 
�,Vا(:'ا .FV'O أو أ$+س FaهT5 أ$+س <LO ك'-G)ر 5+ 4,8 ا+,e.215 

 
]P2[ا إذا ،F:,()ا(-'اك ا H5 2ازنJ و5-+و(� ا@\+د FaهT5 أ$+س <LO 2م  آ+ن ا(-'اكO09)

� 8+ب ا(G:+ون و8^2ة J H5'آ,+G3 ر $2ى+,e 45 2ن ه7+كA@ 4) ،ا@'ان PaV 45 268س. 
 F3 0اده+ ا(^2يG5وا 'q52د@� و:B)ردن واYا H5 6+ ا(\,0ةJ+VrOو F7B)6+ اL^p 45 دة+CG$Yوا

 .(G^J FG'ب `0وده+ H5 ا@'ان 6BCD+دول t$,+ ا(j$2> ذات اOY'اق ا(G'آ,� 6G,a)+d F3+ وا
Tا ا(وه �,>V ل+Cdإ F>G^@ 5+"ا(:'و�8"27ع 45 ا(-'اك kV2) . ل+eا@<+ اد F>G^@و P8 

 ND'ا (-+(� ا('@�a وا()h ا(P1+6 4,8 اYآ'اد وهTا $,2Aن B8 ',d +@0-J,#. اYآ'اد F3 ا(9:+د(� 
 216.واJY'اك

 
]P3[ +5سأ'C)اع 5+ 4,8 ا(:'ب وا'Q 2رN75 F3 �,>^)ا k,^8 ه+ن 3 اذا')+) ammā…fa( 

@4,,Vء ا(),:� ا(:'ب، وا(:'اr^O 2اءG`ورة ا'I <LO +91+V 2نA@ 4 \� أن@T)0@0ا، وا-J ?675 
 وه7+ك ا2Qات �G5ا@0ة 7a) F3+ن وا(:'اق J ?675),' ا(> . 8+(<'ورة اY@'اFD"ا(aG@ Y"09:2ن 

F8+\@ا PA(8 +6)rKG$2ب اLj5 �:,()ا@'ان و$+1' ا �:,S 4,8 +5 3.217\2ة 
 

[P1] Is this a state of confused priorities or new and changing convictions? 
This question is yet to be answered. However, this region with all its 
chaotic events will not wait much longer for an answer. The Sunnis and 
the Arabs need to make a painful but crucial decision vis-à-vis strategic 
and dangerous “movements” on the Iraqi scene. The decision is between 
movement based on sectarianism or ethnicity. 
 

[P2] If it is based upon the former, and upon attempting to create a balance 
with the Shia activity that is backed by the Iranian infatuation, there will 

                                                 
215 Text 6, P 3, S 8-12. 
216 Text 6, P 4, S 13-17. 
217 Text 6, P 5, S 18,19.  
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be no other choice but to open the door to cooperation with Turkey. This 
will result in benefiting from its Sunni magnitude and sound relations 
with Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and Egypt as well as its expansion in Central 
Asian countries, a large part of which are of Turkish ethnicity, yet it 
shares its borders with Iran. Such “movement” requires overlooking the 
issue of “Arabism.” It also requires introducing the Kurds into the 
equation. This will be no easy challenge owing to mistrust between 
Kurds and Turks.  
 

[P3] (ammā…fa) If the issue remains in perspective of a conflict between 
Arabs and Persians, then the game must be based on including rational 
Shia Arabs, specifically Iraqis, who do not follow the Iranian “wave”. 
There are rising Shia voices in Lebanon and Iraq that demonstrate that 
there is a widening gap between the Shia of Iran and the rest of the Shia, 
a factor that should be used positively. 
 

 
The three paragraphs in example (84) represent the thesis and an evaluation of this 

thesis. In [P1], the writer introduces his viewpoint stating that a strategic step should be 

taken in order to end the chaotic situation in the region. This step, however, could be 

based either on sectarianism or ethnicity. In the following two paragraphs, i.e. [P2] and 

[P3], the writer then evaluates these two choices. The boundary between [P2] and [P3] is 

marked by ammā…fa to distinguish between two stages of evaluation in which two 

aspects of the same topic are evaluated.  

The explanatory discourse marker fa ‘since, for’ is also a sentence-initial 

discourse marker that appears paragraph-initially in the data. This discourse marker, 

however, does not refocus the reader’s attention to another aspect of the same topic, but 

rather marks a shift to a new topic. Twelve of the 15 paragraph-initial occurrences of fa 

introduce substantiation stages of text structure. The three other occurrences mark 

evaluation and conclusion. Because the 12 substantiation-initial occurrences show 
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consistency in the function they perform, the other three occurrences are not taken into 

consideration. 

The analysis shows that in the 13 cases where fa appears at the initial position of a 

substantiation stage of text structure, this substantiation paragraph follows a stage of the 

text structure where the thesis or its evaluation are presented. This means that fa marks 

the opening of the argumentation part in the text structure. It indicates that the text is 

moving from the part in which the writer presents his opinion to a different part in which 

he starts supporting this opinion. Therefore, paragraph-initial fa marks a point of topic 

change in the text development. However, it indicates at the same time how the new topic 

relates to the previous one. It signals that the upcoming stage provides a rationale that 

supports the claim presented in the previous stage. The following example illustrates the 

function of fa as an introducer of the part of text where the argumentation is presented.  

  
(85) 
 

]P1[  مrB)ر ا+B5 h@'-J F9+ل ا(^�9، وهO0ول أi <LO 2نAG$ �a6GL5 �,8'O +@+>V ثrp
ا(Pj:9 4,8 ا(jBLC,7,,4 واY$'اL,1,,4، و�Le `+(� 45 ا(2Gا�3 4,8 اuY'اف ا(F3 �LO+C ا(:'اق 

�^D+W)ا [G57+ن 45 أزa) اج'eا(^<+@+  .وإ �T6) P` ?0ه@ F3 s,) 0وا ان^GOا(:'ب اذا ا �jW@
�a6GL9)218.ا  

  
]P2[ 376+ك) fa( Fا()'ق ا%و$#؛ وه F3 مrB)ا �,L9O �+\J 675+ ا(:'ب �Lj7@ �,$+$0ة اO+V 

4@+aG)ف واrGeYا H79J 0ةO+V Fه FG)درة ا(:'8,� ا+a9)ا . �T6) �@و'G)ا(:'ب ه2 ا [i+G-@ يT)وا
 0Oد 45  وP,A(J +675 و03 45.ا(a9+درة وا(^,+م �L9-8 د52L8+$,� وا$:� LO> أLO> ا(2GB9@+ت

ا(^+دة ا(:'ب (�@+رة ا(:2اQ? ا(aA'ى F3 وا4j7S و2A$25 و(07ن وA8,4 وd,'ه+ 45 أPi ا@\+د 
 �T68 اف'GOr) 4,,L,1ا'$Yا H3درة ا(:'8,� ود+a9)0ة اO+V <LO �,>^)ا P-) F)دو ?eز

 219.ا(a9+درة
 

[P1] The following three burning issues will be on the agenda of the 
upcoming Arab summit: bringing the interrupted peace process between 

                                                 
218 Text 11, P 2, S 1,2. 
219 Text 11, P 3, S 5-7. 
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the Palestinians and Israelis back on course, creating a state of 
conformity between effective parties in Iraq, and helping Lebanon 
emerge from the crisis that is gripping it. Arabs would be making a 
mistake if they assume that there is nothing they can do to solve these 
issues.  
 

[P2] (fa) The Arab initiative serves as a fundamental base for Arab action 
toward peace in the Middle East and prevents disagreement or 
discrepancy. Arabs need to promote this initiative and to launch a broad 
diplomatic campaign at the highest echelons. This includes the formation 
of a delegation of Arab leaders to visit major world capitals such as 
Washington, Moscow, London, Beijing, and others, in an effort to build 
international momentum toward resolving the Palestinian-Israeli issue 
based on the Arab initiative, and making the Israelis recognize this 
initiative. 

 

In example (85), The writer presents his thesis in [P1] and then starts arguing for 

his point of view in [P2] that follows. This means that fa marks a boundary point in the 

text structure where the topic changes from stating an opinion to supporting this opinion. 

fa, however, not only marks a shift to a new topic, but it also provides information on 

how the new topic relates to the previous one. It indicates that the upcoming paragraph 

provides the rationale for the opinion stated in the thesis.   

i	an ‘thus, therefore, so’ is another sentence-initial discourse marker that marks a 

shift to a new topic when it appears paragraph-initially. In the three times that this 

discourse marker occurs at the paragraph-initial position in the data it introduces 

paragraphs that function as the conclusion stage in the text structure. Conclusion is an 

important stage of text structure that indicates reaching the final point in a discussion. 

This means that i	an signals a point in the text organizational structure where there is a 

shift from the stages in which the writer develops his arguments and evaluates them to a 

stage where he places his final thoughts. Table 5.13. shows, moreover, that there are also 
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two other textual discourse markers that open conclusions in the data of this study. These 

discourse markers al-�ulā�at-u �anna/�ulā�at-u al-qawl-i �inna/�ulā�at-u al-�amr-i �inna ‘to 

sum up, in summary’ bi-kalām-in �ā�ar-a ‘in other words’ that introduce conclusions in 

text also indicate a shift in the text flow although they do not occur sentence-initially. The 

following example illustrates how i	an marks that there is a shift towards the end of the 

text.  

 
(86) 
 

-G,� %ي  هT� هF ا(7a,� ا(G.، وه2 ا(^+2Dنا(�B$�9 هF ا(f^+�3، وهF ا(L:G,?، وهF )an	i (إذًا
�-i+D �,uا'V29@�8 د'\J. +6$+$أ HIأو `+ول و ،F8'O H9G\5 أي F3 �,7a)ا �Tه Pf5 '32GJ P63 

AJ [G8+i5-+و(� إ P:) ؟ $�الF8'O م+ND أي'et 5^+ل F3 2.220ن  
  

(i	an) Therefore, it is culture, education, institutionalization and law that 
matters. These are the infrastructure that a successful democratic 
experience requires. Thus, is this infrastructure available to any Arab 
society? Has any Arab regime sought to lay down its foundations? This 
question remains to be answered in another article.  

 

Example (86) is the last paragraph in a text that tries to answer this question: why 

does the application of democracy fail in the Arab world when it succeeds in other 

countries? The writer argues that applying democracy fails in the Arab world because 

these countries only apply the form of democracy without seeking to establish a solid 

bases for its application. In his opinion, democracy is a political system that needs four 

basis to flourish: culture, education, institutionalization, and law. The writer goes on to 

argue for his point by explaining the importance of each of these four elements in 

implementing democracy. In the concluding paragraph that is presented in example (86), 

                                                 
220 Text 23, P 16, S 87-89. 
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the writer signals that he is reaching the end of his argument. He opens this paragraph 

with the discourse marker i	an to signal a shift from the part of the text in which he 

argues for his viewpoint to the final part in which he presents his final thoughts to close 

the argument.  

To sum up, it is clear from the above discussion that the local and global functions 

served by the discourse markers listed in table 5.13. are similar in their nature but 

different in their scope. The additive, sequential, and resultative functions that the 

discourse markers �i�āfatan �ilā 	ālika kull-i-hi/yu�āf-u �ilā 	ālika �anna, fa�lan �an �anna,  

�attā, �umma, li	ā, min hunā, bi-l-tālī and hāka	ā signa,l when occurring sentence-initially, 

are consistent with the continuity function that these markers perform at the paragraph 

level. Although continuity is a general notion that is not tied to specific relations, it shows 

consistency with some relations, such as elaboration, sequence, and result, more than 

other relations, such as contrast, conclusion, and reason, as discussed previously.  

Moreover, the function that the contrastive discourse markers lākin/lākinna, ġayra 

�anna and ammā…fa serve at the sentence-initial position is consistent with the function 

that they serve when occurring paragraph-initially. These markers that signal contrast 

between two propositions at the sentence level serve at the global level to mark a 

boundary between two paragraphs that discuss two aspects of one topic. The contrastive 

role that these discourse markers serve at the sentence level is consistent with the 

refocusing role that they perform at the paragraph level because at both levels these 

discourse markers signal a point of distinction between two related but different aspects 

of one topic. 
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The explanatory function served by fa and the concluding function served by i	an 

at the initial position of the sentence is also consistent with the topic change function 

performed by these two discourse markers at the onset of the paragraph.  fa that functions 

as an explanatory discourse marker when introducing sentences, signals a shift to the 

argumentation part in the text structure when occurring paragraph-initially. However, 

when marking the shift to a new topic at the global level, fa also signals how the new 

topic provides a rationale to the previous part of the text. At both the local and global 

levels of text, therefore, fa indicates that the following unit provides a rationale for the 

previous one. On the other hand, the concluding function that i	an performs at the onset 

of the sentence is consistent with its function at the paragraph boundary to set the final 

thoughts of the writer apart from the rest of the text.   

 

b- Interpersonal Discourse Markers at the Global Level 

The main function of interpersonal discourse markers that occur sentence-initially 

is to establish relations between the writer, the reader, and the text. This type of discourse 

markers, as has been discussed, also have a minor textual role that is dominated by its 

interpersonal function at the sentence level. While the analysis shows that most of the 

interpersonal discourse markers that appear at paragraph boundaries are similar to the 

ones that appear sentence-initially, it also indicates that there is some difference in the 

function performed by these items at the paragraph level. When examining the function 

of interpersonal discourse markers at the paragraph level, it was found that the minor 
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textual role that these items display at the sentence level becomes more noticeable when 

they occur paragraph-initially. 

Because of the obvious textual function performed by interpersonal discourse 

markers at the onset of paragraphs, both the stages of text structure that these discourse 

markers signal and the conceptual meaning that they convey are taken into consideration 

in describing the functions of these items. Tables 5.14. and 5.15., therefore, list the 

paragraph-initial interpersonal discourse markers that are found in the data of this study 

along with the conceptual meaning they express and the structural stages that they mark. 

 

Table 5.14. Subjective Discourse Markers that Occur Paragraph-initial  

Sentence-
initial 

function 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurren-
ces 

Stage of text 
structure 

/ hS Y أّن
 F3 hS Y

Y +5 /أّن
 hS 3,] أّن

 

 

lā šakk-a 

�anna/lā šakk-

a fī �anna/mā 
lā šakk-a fīhi 

�anna 
 

There is no 
doubt that, 

undoubtedly 
 
 

5 
 
 
 
 

 إّن
 

�inna 

 

11 

0^) 
 

la-qad 

 

Certainly, 
indeed 

 
 11 

 
Thesis, 

evaluation, 
conclusion 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ّنا%آ,0 أ  

 

al-�akīd-u 
�anna 

 

 
Surely, 

definitely 
 

4 

Discourse 
markers of 
certainty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Yر@� أّن
 

lā rayb-a 

�anna 

 

There is no 
doubt that, 

undoubtedly 

2 
 
 

 
Evaluation, 
conclusion 
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Table 5.14 Continued  

Sentence-
initial 

function 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurren-
ces 

Stage of text 
structure 

 �I45 ا(2ا
[Dّأ 
 

min al-wā�i�-i 
�anna-hu 

 

 
It is evident 

that, it is clear 
that 

 

1 
 
 

Conclusion 
 
 

 ا(2اHV أّن
 

al-wāqi�-u 

�anna 

 
As a matter of 

fact 
 

3 
 

 
Discourse 
markers of 
certainty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 0ّ8Y أّن
 

 

lā budd-a 

�anna 

 

It is certain that 
 

1 
 

Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 

 ر98+
 

rubbamā 
 

3 
 

Discourse 
markers of 
probability 

 
 
 
 

 
0V)+ P:3

 )5<+رع
 
 

 

qad+ 

imperfect verb 

 

 

 
Perhaps 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2 
 
 

Thesis 
 
 
 
 
 

 Yأدري
 

 

lā �adrī 
 
 

 
I wonder 

 
 

1 
 

 
 ',f9)ا

 (�$> أّن
 
 

Al-mu�īr-u li-

l-�asā �anna 

 

Sadly 
 
 

1 
 
 

 
(2Bء ا(-� 

 3|ّن
 
 

li-sū�-i al-

�a��-i fa-�inna 

 

Unfortunately 
 
 

1 
 
 

Evaluative 
personal 

comments 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 45
ا(KGB9'ب 

 أّن

min al-

mustaġrab-i  

�anna 

It is surprising 
that 

 

1 
 
 

Evaluation 
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Table 5.14. Continued 

Sentence-
initial 

function 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurren-
ces 

Stage of text 
structure 

Writer’s 
point of view 

 

 
@0aو /@0aو

 أّن
 
 

yabdū/yabdū 
�anna 

 

It seems that 
 
 

3 
 
 

Evaluation 
 
 

 

 

Table 5.15. Interactive Discourse Markers that Occur Paragraph-initial  

Sentence-
initial 

function 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurren-
ces 

Stage of text 
structure 

 F3 ',f9)ا
ا5%' 

ا%5' /أّن
 ',f9)ا

(rه9G+م ه2 
ا%5' /أّن

 ',f9)ا
 ا{e' أّن

 
  

 

al-mu�īr-u fi 

al-�amr-i 

�anna/al-�amr-

u al-mu�īr-u 

li-l-�ihtimām-i 

huwa �anna/ 

al-�amr-u al-

mu�īr-u al-

�ā�ar-u �anna 

 

 

What is 
interesting 

about the matter 
is that 

 
 
 
 
 
 

3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thesis, 
evaluation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ا(�Bال 
ا(�Bال /ه2

 ا(j9'وح
 
 

 

al-su�āl-u 

huwa/ al-

su�āl-u al-

ma�rū�-u 

 

 

The question is 
 
 
 
 

2 
 
 
 
 

Attention-
getting 

discourse 
markers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5+ @796+ ه7+ 
 ه2
 

 

mā yahumm-

u-nā hunā huwa 
 
 

What is 
interesting here 

is 

1 
 
 

Thesis 
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Table 5.15. Continued 

Sentence- 
initial 

function 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurren-
ces 

Stage of text 
structure 

 �Vر+C9)ا
ا(^+�91 
 Fه +ً,)+`

 أّن

 

al-mufāraqat-

u al-qā�imat-u 

�āliyy-an hiya 

�anna 

 

Ironically 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 

 'fا%آ
 أه9,� أّن

 

 

al-�ak�ar-u 

�ahamiyyat-an 

�anna 

 

 

Most 
importantly 

 
 

1 
 
 
 

 F3 �@'K)ا
 ا%5' أّن

 

 

al-ġarīb-u fī 
al-�amr-i 

�anna 

 

Oddly 
 
 

1 
 
 

 ا(k3r أّن
 

 

al-lāfit-u 

�anna 

 

What is 
interesting is 

2 
 

 
 �LA(9)ا
 هF أّن

 

 

al-muškilat-u 

hiya �anna 

 

The problem is 
that 

1 
 

Attention-
getting 

discourse 
markers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a7+در 
S]+8+رة 
 إ(> أّن

 

li-nubādir-a 

bi-l-�išārat-i 

�ilā �anna 

 

Firsly, it must 
be mentioned 

that 
 

2 
 
 
 

Discourse 
marker that 

guides 
interpretation 

 

� أن,-Q 
 
 
 

�a�ī�-un �anna 

 

 

 

It is true that 
 
 
 

3 
 
 
 

Discourse 
markers that 
appeal to the 

reader 

 +7,LO
اGOY'اف 

 أّن
 

�alaynā al-

i�tirāf-u �anna 

 

 

We should 
admit that 

 
 

1 
 
 
 

Evaluation 
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It is clear from the above two tables, i.e. 5.14. and 5.15., that the interpersonal 

discourse markers that appear at paragraph initial positions in the data of this study are 

similar to those that are identified sentence-initially. Moreover, just as the sentence-initial 

interpersonal discourse markers are found to convey two different conceptual meanings: 

subjective and interactive, so are paragraph-initial interpersonal discourse markers.  

Table 5.14. shows that subjective interpersonal discourse markers that appear at 

paragraph initial positions either express the writer’s evaluation of the content of the 

paragraph or present the topic from his point-of-view. The analysis indicates that 

discourse markers that express the writer’s certainty of the content of the paragraph, 

whether they are emphatic expressions or personal comments, occur 42 times in the data. 

Out of the 42 occurrences of these markers, three open a thesis stage of text structure, 24 

an evaluation stage, and 15 a conclusion stage. On the other hand, all five occurrences of 

discourse markers of probability in the data appear at the onset of a thesis stage of text 

structure. Discourse markers that present the message from the writer’s viewpoint, 

however, occur only three times opening an evaluation stage of text structure.   

On the other hand, table 5.15. demonstrates that most of the interactive discourse 

markers that are identified at paragraph-initial positions in the data serve an attention-

getting function. The analysis shows that out of the 18 paragraph-initial occurrences of 

interactive discourse markers in the data, 14 occurrences serve to draw the attention of 

the reader to an important point in the following paragraph. These attention-getting 

discourse markers appear four times at the onset of a thesis stage in the text structure 

while they occur ten times at the initial position of  an evaluation stage. The four other 
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occurrences of interactive discourse markers at the paragraph initial position appear at the 

onset of an evaluation stage either to appeal to the reader or to guide his interpretation.  

According to the above two tables, therefore, the only stages of text structure that 

interpersonal discourse markers, whether subjective or interactive, are associated with 

are: thesis, evaluation, and conclusion. This means that interpersonal discourse markers 

that occur paragraph-initially in the data mostly open prominent stages in the text 

organizational structure that the writer usually wants to emphasize and highlight.   

On the one hand, subjective discourse markers that appear paragraph-initially are 

found to mark the onset of thesis, evaluation and conclusion stages of text structure 

signaling a topic change at these points. These discourse markers, therefore, serve to set 

important text stages off while at the same time signaling the importance of their content. 

In fact, it seems that it is the emphatic force of the subjective discourse markers that 

produce the strong textual shift at these major points of text structure. Consider how the 

subjective discourse markers in the following examples signal topic shifts by means of 

their emphatic effect.  

 
(87) 
 

]P1[ ,$+,B)ا(^,+دات ا �^`r5 4O ?6Jون 8^2اl7,$ ?6D0اد أK8 F3 5,'آ,2نYف ا'GOا �u2رG9)ا �
�,L-9)ت ا+,(,L,9)ا 'ABO 45 ة'S+a5 4,LO+C)ا �^:GG$ +6Dوأ ،R7:)ا F3.  2مA-5 �$+,$ �Tوه

3+(^+دة O+دة . P(C)+8 +6,LO إن آ+ن ا(06ف P:C)+8 إ6D+ء ا(:R7 ا(Tي أ$+ل ا(fA,' 45 ا(50+ء
kD+6? 965+ آjje T,C7J Pi6? 45 اO+aJا RqD PGV 4 إنCi ?6) 6+ز@2ن و(4 @'فGD45 ، ا

  CqJ.221,� ا(2qWم، أو D)' ا(I2C>، أو إrOن ا(-'ب
  
]P2[ إّن (�inna) F3 9'ةGB9)ا F$+,B)وا FC1+j)6,' اjG)أز�5 ا F3 4,,^,^-)ا(^+دة ا �^`r5 

Pf5 ه�Yء ا(^+دة 45 $�7 وS,:� ا(T@4 . ا(:'اق هF ا(-P ا(-^,^F ا(Tي @qGW' ا(kV2 وا(0م
F3 ?6BCDl8 أي 25ا6i+ت H5 ا(^2ات ا(-52A,� أو @^2LGن ا(D09,,4 ه? 7ai+ء و(u+W@ 4'وا 

                                                 
221 Text 19, P 1, S1-4. 
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$,<-2ن AB:8'ه? و(u+W@ 4'وا 6BCDl8? وq5+(-6? ا()qW,� آB@ ?6D2:2ن 45 . ا5Y,'آ,�
 222.اPi 78+ء 5\0 و2CDذ l8ي 49p آ+ن

 
[P1] Americans in Baghdad have admitted that their forces will stop 

pursuing political leaders that are implicated in violence and will track 
the culprits of the militia soldiers directly. This policy is doomed to fail 
if indeed the aim is to end the violence that has already spilled much 
blood. Leaders are usually opportunists. Thus, they would not care if 
half their supporters died while executing their plans, whatever they may 
be, from eliminating opponents to spreading chaos, or declaring wars.  

 
[P2] (inna) The pursuit of the real leaders in the ongoing crisis of political 

and sectarian genocide in Iraq is indeed the only real solution that can 
save time and blood. Such leaders, Sunni or Shia, who murder innocent 
civilians are cowards and will not put themselves at the risk of any 
confrontation with the government or US forces. They will sacrifice 
their troops but not hazard their own lives or personal interests, because 
their goal is to build glory and influence at any cost. 
 

 
(88) 

  
]P1[ كrG52 إ(> اD'@ 9,�ا%ردنLB)اض ا'd�) �@ا(27و �V+j)ا . FDا%رد Pان ا(:+ه +ًQ2qe 

 F3 �LّBJ ق+a$ 0وث` �aK5 45 �'@T-J ?dر <LO ،�+\JYا اTإ(> ه �9ّ) FD+f)0ا� اaO hL9)ا
�^j79)6+ت دول . اi2J 0@ا�J 0:8 ،#$ا()'ق ا%و �^j75 F3 �a:L)0 اO2اV ',KJ F7:@ +5 2وه
 �^j79)ا�5 ا(27و@�ا'a)ك اrG52 درا$� ا-D.  �)+Q 0ا�aO FLO F79,)ا s,1')ا �ad�3 إ(> ر+Iإ

F3 ذ(aO h' ار$+ل اS+رات lJ@,0 (^'ار ا(^�9 ا(LW,\,� ا(0ا5 F\,Le �5+D'8 �5+V] FO)G'ك 
 0,O �a$+798 �+^)ي أT)8] ا+je لre ،�,9LB)ا(27و@� ا �V+j)5\+ل ا F3 sL\9)4,8 دول ا

<-I%وه7.ا  �@'q5 �adك ر+"e�)2\" 0دت 0:8 ا(�@+رة\J ،�@ا(27و +,i2)27AG)ك اrG5ا F3 
 �,9:Jو H,$2G) ?ه+CJ آ'ةT5 H,V2Jرك إ(> رو$,+، و+a5 F7B` ي'q9)ا s,1'L) ة',e%ا
 P,10:8 ر3; إ$'ا +ًQ2qe ،�@ا(27و �V+jL) F9LB)0ام اWG$Y5\+ل ا F3 4,G)ون 4,8 ا(0و+:G)ا

آh)T ا(LO H,V2G.  RL9> اV+CJ,� ا(-0 45 اGD)+ر ا(i2)27AG,+ ا(27و@�2uال ا(27Bات ا(I+9,� ا(
إ(> دول 7ّ9G5 �,8'O:�  إG5 ?@0V RL5 263. �3+I\0د. ي ا(\�ا1'ي (,4O 0,:a8 s ا%2Iاءا(27و

�adرا Fوه.,a,) Pf5 +6GjL$ <LO +ً32e 29ح ا(27ويj)4 اO FLWG)ا k7LO223.+ أو دول أ  
  
]P2[ أّن F3 hS Y) lā šakk-a fī �anna( ام�G)Y0م اO 0آlJ ت 0:8 ان',KJ �,8':)07ة اi%ا 

)+8 FDا(7)+ط ا(27ويا[@'ا RV2) ا(9-0دة �L69.P9O F3 ا()'وع F7:@ +5 " Pp+95" +9)+u أن 
Tه hLG9J �@'a:)ه+ا(0و(� ا+je <LO ',BJ ح، وا@'انrB)8,� .ا ا'O �)4 دو@'(O 45 'fو8^+ء أآ 

7^G)ا �Tه+ ,� ا(27و@�45 دون ه'ND F3 'aG:@ �aQ9+" ا,Bi +ًa,O ". كrG5ق ا+a$ '9G$وإذا ا
 �)+-5 Y +7D|3 ،�,9L$ وإن آ+ن %ه0اف <G` ،#$ا()'ق ا%و �^j75 F3 �@ا(27و +,i2)27AG)ا

                                                 
222 Text 19, P 2, S 5-7.  
223 Text 47, P 3, S 6-14 
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 ~,:7$"+@0,iا'J " FGLa7V 9+"ذآ'ى,Sو " ه,'و"DFزاآ+d+، " PO+C5 ر+\CDا �`+Q +5و
"P,82D',(J"�,8و �,-Q 45 آ2ارث F$و')ل ا+,i%675+ ا FD+:J ال�J Y رًا+pt kCLّe ،�,.224  
  

[P1] Jordan is aspiring to possess nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. 
Especially that King Abdullah II made some hints about such 
orientation, although he also warned of the perceived repercussions of a 
nuclear race in the region. This means that the rules of the game in the 
Middle East have to change, now that so many countries in the region 
intend to look at developing such programs. In addition, during his Eid 
al-Adha speech, Yemeni President Ali Abdullah Saleh has expressed the 
same desire by sending signs of support to the decision of the GCC 
summit that calls for setting up a joint Gulf program in the field of 
peaceful nuclear energy. Egypt is also timidly manifesting a desire to 
possess nuclear technology. This wish was renewed after Egyptian 
President Hosni Mubarak's visit to Russia, where he signed a 
memorandum of understanding to extend and deepen bilateral 
cooperation between the two countries in the field of peaceful nuclear 
energy. This is particularly relevant especially that Israel has refused to 
sign the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) for years. Likewise, the 
Algerian nuclear record is not something concealed from public opinion, 
since it is an old and renewable file. Moreover, there are some Arab 
countries which do not openly show any interest and yet wish to own 
such a program. Or some countries which have openly abandoned their 
nuclear ambitions for fear of losing their sovereignty, such as Libya. 
 
 

[P2] (lā šakk-a fī �anna) There is no doubt that the Arab agenda has 
changed after it became clear that Iran would not meet the deadline it 
had been given to halt its nuclear activities. This means that a similar 
action will be taken by Arab countries since the Jewish State possess this 
weapon and Iran pursues the same path. Therefore, that more than 20 
Arab countries remain without this nuclear technology is something that 
these countries consider a fatal defect. If the nuclear technology race in 
the Middle East continues, even for peaceful purposes, it will inevitably 
revive the memories of the two bombs dropped over Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki, and the health and environment crises resulting from the 
explosion at the Russian reactor of Chernobyl, whose consequences still 
affect subsequent generations.  

 

                                                 
224 Text 47, P 4, S 15-18. 
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It is clear that there is a topic change in [P2] in both examples (87) and (88). In 

example (87), the subjective discourse marker �inna ‘certainly, indeed’ that opens [P2] 

marks a boundary point between a background stage that locates the text in its context 

and a stage of text structure in which the writer presents his thesis. However, the 

subjective discourse marker lā šakk-a fī �anna ‘there is no doubt that, undoubtedly’ that 

introduces [P2] in example (88), marks a boundary point between a substantiation stage 

in which the writer presents evidence to argue for his point of view and an evaluation 

stage in which he stresses the significance of his viewpoint in light of this evidence. In 

both of these examples, the emphatic force of the subjective discourse markers not only 

signals an obvious topic change at the boundary point where they occur,  but it also 

emphasizes the importance of the topic that is being initiated.  

On the other hand, interactive discourse markers that occur at paragraph 

boundaries serve to refocus the reader’s attention to a specific point of a current topic. 

These discourse markers are also found to perform this textual function at the onset of 

two stages of text structure that are usually highlighted: thesis and evaluation. There is, 

however, a strong relation between the textual role that the interactive discourse markers 

serve and their interactive function. The analysis shows, as has been mentioned earlier, 

that most of the interactive discourse markers that appear paragraph-initially are 

discourse markers of notification, i.e. attention-getting discourse markers. It seems, 

therefore, that it is the interactive attention-getting effect of these discourse markers that 

creates their refocusing textual force. The close relation between the interactive function 

of discourse markers of notification and the function served by textual discourse markers 
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was also realized at the local level of text structure, as has been mentioned previously. 

The following examples illustrate the attention-getting/refocusing interpersonal/textual 

role of the paragraph-initial discourse markers of notification.   

 
(89) 
 

]P1[  4 أن,aJ ،ت+D+@0)ا ?)+O �L\5 [J'(D +BD'3 F3 F7@0)ا HI2)ء `2ل ا+GCG$ا 'et F3
k7a8 k9BJ +9)+u FG)ا(0و(� ا F3 ت'B-D0 اV 2نAJ د+AJ �,A,)2p+A)ا�B,7A)م  . ا+Vا%ر �B-3

 F3 67 F3 ا(9+�1 45 ا(AB+ن P8+^5 51ا(79)2رة G@ Y\+وز aG:@ 45 �aBD'ون أ6D? آ+A,)2p,2ن 
 F3 ا(9+�1 3^# @2ا}2aن LO> ا(rqة F3 ا(�B,7A @2م ا%`0 أي أHLj58 PV ا(aB:,7,+ت 45 67,8? 

FBD'3 4,@r5 �prp 45.225  
 
]P2[  '5%ا F3 ',f9)أّنا (al-mu�īr-u fi al-�amr-i �anna)  F3 �,A,)2p+A)ا �B,7A)6,+ر اDا 

BD'3+ ا(Tي ه2 }+ه'ة F3 �5+O أور8+ واآGa] }+ه'J+ن 0aJوان G5:+رH5 4,GI هTا ا(9)06 
 �,B7)ا <LO �a@'K)ا(0@7,� ا(\0@0ة ا R12اj)ر ا+(GDوا ،FD+9L:)م ا+N7)�6 أز�5 اi 45 +9رز ه+a)ا

هT� ا(9)+ه0 ا(0aJ �prfو G5:+ر�I، إY أF3 +6D واHV ا%5' وLO> رd? أن  .ا(F$2^j ا(L^G,0ي
+>:8 +6>:8 'BC@ �5زrG5.[Jق ذا+,B)ا F3 07رجJو . �,B$�9)0ة ا(9:,+ر@� واO+^)6,+ر اDأي ا 

 D+@0L).226+ت ا(G+ر@W,� وJ)PA ا(�Lj9 ا(F7@0 و�3 ا(97+ذج ا(9G\9:,� وا(2LBآ,� ا(\0@0ة
 

[P1] A recent survey of the religious situation in France published by ‘Le 

Monde des Religions’ magazine, revealed that Catholicism appears to 
have declined in the state that has long been hailed the ‘Daughter of the 
Church.’ According to the published figures, those who consider 
themselves Catholics constitute no more than 51 percent of the 
population, compared with what stood at 67 percent in the 1970s. Only a 
miniscule 8 percent regularly attend Sunday services – that is, less than 3 
million French. 

 
[P2] (al-mu�īr-u fi al-�amr-i �anna) What is interesting about the matter is 

that the decline of the Catholic Church in France – which is also a 
general European phenomenon – coincided with two phenomena that 
seem to be contradictory to this striking scene, namely, the crisis of the 
secular system and the spread of religious sects that are alien to the 
traditional ritual fabric. Although the three examples seem to contradict 
one another, they do, in fact, constitute a pattern where they explain one 
another. And they fall within the same context. That is the collapse of 
the standard and institutional foundation of historical religions, and the 

                                                 
225 Text 4, P 1, S 1, 2. 
226 Text 4, P 2, S 3-6. 
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formation of the religious absolute in accordance with new societal and 
behavioral models. 
 
 

(90) 
 

]P1[  4,)و�B9)ا ;:a) '^@ 8'ي s,1')0ا@� آ+ن اa)ا T752م 8+('3; وA-5 [آ'-J نl8 7+نa) F3
�9A-9L) 2ريB)ي . اT)2ري اB)ا �D+\)45 ا �Lj8 ا(-'@'ي H5 2ار-L) �0اد:G$2ن اA@ 0Vو

 �)lB9)0 ا,,-J4 و,,D+7aL)ق 4,8 ا+CJ4 اO نrOY�9 ا('@+ض واV <)2ل اQ2L) kV2)ا �B0 آ@'@
+ء (\+ن (0رس 2I25ع T63ا ه2 7:5> اrOن ا(7,+ت واD). ا(\2ه'@� وهF ا(�9A-9 ا(0و(,�

�,7u�52 و`0ة وA` ر+uإ F3 Pj:9)ا �Lf)ا <LO ار'Q]ا H5 �,)�9 ا(0وA-9)227.ا 
  

]P2[ أّن Fه �LA(9)وا (wa-l-muškilat-u hiya �anna)  +9آ F2ر@� ا(,2م هB)52+$,� اLa@0)ا
وهF، آF3 +9 ا(FI+9 ا(^'@�، (? �qJ ا(> ر$+(� . 1559آ+PaV kD ا(LO k@2qG> ا(^'ار 

s,1 ا(i FBD'C+ك S,'اك ا(GB5 +6L^D FG)+ر� ا(F$+52La@0 25ر@2d sردو D+GD25,,] `2ل ا('
�^j79)ار ا'^G$ا <LO P9:)ورة ا'I . FG)ورو8,� اY9+ء إزاء ا('$+(� اQ �,$+52La@0)ا �Tوه

 �$+,B)ا �B75 +6L9`�(5د <)ا +DY2$ ',,3+e �,iر+W)ا(:'8,� .ا �AL99)ا �1+qD H9BJ Yو 
1� `6GC,L+ ا@'ان `2ل I'ورة ا(^2aل �9A-9)+8 أ6D+آq5 . +9'ا(B:2د@� و+qD H9BJ Y 

 228.ا(0و(,�
 

[P1] Since the very beginning, Berry confessed to some Lebanese 
statesmen that his actions were bound by the Syrian rejection of the 
tribunal. Given that, his willingness to engage in a dialogue with Hariri 
may be at the request of Syria, which is seeking to buy time until the 
Riyadh summit is held, an inter-Lebanese agreement is announced, and 
the essential issue of the international tribunal is put aside. This is the 
point behind declaring intentions and setting up committees to study the 
issue of the international tribunal, while at the same time insisting on 
retaining the obstructing third in the framework of a national unity 
government. 
 

 [P2] (al-muškilat-u hiya �anna) The problem is that Syria's diplomacy 
today is the same diplomacy as before the vote on UN Resolution 1559. 
As in the recent past, this diplomacy did not listen to French President 
Jacques Chirac's message, which was delivered by his Diplomatic 
Advisor Maurice Gourdault-Montagne, about the necessary action to 
stabilize the region. The Syrian diplomacy is also deaf to the European 
message conveyed to Damascus by EU foreign policy chief Javier 
Solana. It does not heed the advice of Saudi Arabia and Egypt, either. 
Moreover, it has failed to apply the advice of its ally, Iran, about the 
necessity to accept the international tribunal. 

                                                 
227 Text 32, P 3, S 14-18. 
228 Text 32, P 5, S 19-22. 
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The discourse markers of notification that introduce [P2] in both examples (89) 

and (90) indicate that the writer wants to redirect the attention of the reader to a specific 

aspect of the topic being discussed. The discourse marker al-mu�īr-u fi al-�amr-i �anna 

‘what is interesting about the matter is that’ that opens [P2] in example (89) serves to 

refocus the reader’s attention from the general information introduced in the background 

stage of text structure to a specific point that is related to this information but has more 

importance because it represents the writer’s thesis. In example (90), however, the 

discourse marker wa-l-muškilat-u hiya �anna ‘the problem is that’ marks a point where 

the writer wants to refocus the reader’s attention from a substantiation stage in which 

evidence is presented to an evaluation stage where the significance of this evidence is 

emphasized.  

Both subjective/evaluative and interactive/attention-getting discourse markers, 

therefore, mark important points in text progression. However, these two types of 

interpersonal discourse markers employ different strategies to signal this importance. 

Subjective/evaluative discourse markers that occur at the onset of thesis, evaluation, or 

conclusion stages mark a topic change at the points where they occur. The emphatic force 

of these discourse markers set off the paragraphs that they introduce, marking them as 

prominent parts in the text’s organizational structure. On the other hand, 

interactive/attention-getting discourse markers, that open thesis or evaluation stages only, 

serve to redirect the reader’s attention to an important point in a current topic. They 

indicate that the upcoming stage is related to but more important than the previous one. 

Therefore, unlike the evaluative discourse markers that signal importance by setting the  
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following paragraph off, attention-getting discourse markers signal that the content of the 

following paragraph is important in relation to the information provided in the previous 

paragraph. Both of these strategies that the two different types of interpersonal discourse 

markers employ, however, signal that there is a move in the text structure toward an 

important point in the text structure.  

 

c- The Functions of Global Discourse Markers  

It is clear from the discussion in the above two sections that the textual and 

interpersonal discourse markers that occur at paragraph boundaries in the data serve three 

main textual functions: continuity, refocus, and change of topic. While continuity is 

indicated only by textual discourse markers, refocusing attention, and marking topic 

change in text could be signaled by both textual and interpersonal discourse markers. 

The analysis shows that continuity in the development of an argument could be 

signaled by additive, sequential, or inferential textual discourse markers. Additive and 

sequential paragraph-initial discourse markers mostly open paragraphs that function 

either as the second or third substantiation stage in the text’s organizational structure. 

Occurring at this point of text structure means that these markers signal continuation in 

the development of an ongoing argument. Paragraph-initial inferential discourse markers, 

on the other hand, mark the onset of a paragraph that evaluates the content of a previous 

paragraph. These markers indicate that the evaluation in the following paragraph is a 

logical consequence that is inferred from the content of the previous paragraph and hence 

is a continuation of it. It should be pointed out, moreover, that wa, i.e. the local-global 
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discourse marker of continuity, also serves a continuity function at the global level of 

text.  

Another global function that paragraph-initial discourse markers serve is 

refocusing the reader’s attention to a point that is relevant to the discussion. However, 

unlike continuity that is signaled only by textual paragraph-initial discourse markers, 

refocusing the attention of the reader is a global function that both textual and 

interpersonal paragraph-initial discourse markers perform. This function is performed by 

textual contrastive discourse markers as well as interpersonal discourse markers of 

notification. On the one hand, paragraph-initial contrastive discourse markers appear at a 

boundary point between two paragraphs that discuss two different aspects of one topic. 

Therefore, they serve to refocus the reader’s attention from one aspect of a topic to 

another aspect of  the same topic. On the other hand, discourse markers of notification 

that occur at the onset of paragraphs that serve as thesis or evaluation refocus the reader’s 

attention to the following point by signaling the importance of this point in relation to the 

previous one.   

The third global function that discourse markers perform at the onset of 

paragraphs is signaling a topic change. Just as the refocusing function, the topic change 

function is also performed by textual and interpersonal paragraph-initial discourse 

markers. On the one hand, textual discourse markers that indicate topic change at the 

global level of text are of two types: explanatory and conclusive discourse markers. fa 

‘since, for,’ which is the only explanatory discourse marker that occurs paragraph- 

initially in the data, often opens the first substantiation paragraph in the text. This means 
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that this discourse marker marks a point in the text structure where the topic changes 

from introducing an opinion to supporting this opinion. While fa is the only explanatory 

discourse marker that appears at paragraph onset in the data, there are, however, three 

conclusive discourse markers that occur paragraph-initially. i	an ‘thus, therefore, so,’ al-

�ulā�at-u �anna/�ulā�at-u al-qawl-i �inna/�ulā�at-u al-�amr-i �inna ‘to sum up, in 

summary,’ bi-kalām-in �ā�ar-a ‘in other words’ are conclusive discourse markers that 

signal a shift to the final stage of the text  structure where the writer puts his final 

thoughts in order to close his argument. On the other hand, evaluative interpersonal 

discourse markers also signal points of topic change in the text structure. These markers 

that open thesis, evaluation, or conclusion paragraphs emphasize the importance of the 

structural stages that they introduce by marking them as points of topic change.   

Interpersonal discourse markers, therefore, display a clear textual function at the 

paragraph level. However, the textual function that these markers perform is not exactly 

the same as the textual function performed by textual discourse markers. In addition to 

the textual function that paragraph-initial interpersonal discourse markers serve, these 

markers still have their original interpersonal effect. This means that although 

interpersonal discourse markers, just as textual discourse markers, signal a refocus or 

change of topic at paragraph boundaries, the evaluative or attention-getting meaning of 

these interpersonal markers produce an additional effect that is not created by the textual 

discourse markers. In other words, paragraph-initial interpersonal discourse markers play 

a double role at the text global level. While maintaining their evaluative or attention-
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getting effect, these markers use the force of this effect to signal boundaries in the text 

organizational structure.   

The emphatic textual role of paragraph-initial interpersonal discourse markers 

renders these markers very effective devices for marking major turns in the text 

organizational structure. Interpersonal discourse markers, the analysis shows, have more 

tendency to occur paragraph-initially than occurring sentence initially. While 20% of 

paragraph boundaries in the data are introduced with interpersonal discourse markers, 

these markers introduce only 8% of sentence boundaries in the data. However, when 

interpersonal discourse markers appear at the onset of paragraphs, they mainly introduce 

thesis, evaluation, or conclusion stages, which are major stages of text structure. These 

discourse markers note a topic change or refocus attention at these points while at the 

same time highlighting the importance of their content. In fact, the analysis shows that 

interpersonal discourse markers form 60% of discourse markers that introduce thesis 

paragraphs, 66% of discourse markers that introduce evaluation paragraphs and 70% of 

discourse markers that introduce conclusion paragraphs.  

It should be pointed out, however, that among the interpersonal discourse markers 

that occur paragraph initially, laqad and �inna both meaning ‘certainly, indeed’ are found 

to have the highest frequency as table 5.14. demonstrates. On the other hand, in addition 

to the interpersonal discourse markers, the textual discourse marker ammā... fa also shows 

a tendency to occur paragraph-initially. While 4% of paragraph boundaries in the data are 

introduced with ammā... fa ‘as for,’ only 1% of sentence boundaries start with this 

discourse marker. This, however, does not apply to the discourse marker fa ‘since, for,’ 
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although its paragraph-initial occurrences are more than those of ammā... fa, because of 

the high frequency of fa at the sentence-initial position.    

 

5.4 General Remarks on Discourse Markers in this Study   

After introducing an overview of discourse markers identified in the data of this 

study and describing the functions performed by these items at both sentence and 

paragraph boundaries, this section presents some final remarks regarding the analysis and 

description of discourse markers in the present study.  

The analysis and description of discourse markers in the previous section of this 

chapter show that each discourse marker in the data consistently correlates with one 

functional relation, e.g. li	ālika ‘thus, therefore’ always correlates with a result relation. 

This means that the descriptive tool which this study employs for describing the functions 

of discourse markers provides an effective means for distinguishing between the 

functions of discourse markers that signal different functional relations. For example, 

li	ālika ‘thus, therefore’ that correlates with a result relation performs a different function 

from �ay�an ‘also’ that is associated with elaboration relation. However, the analysis also 

shows that usually more than one discourse marker is associated with the same functional 

relation. For example, �ay�an ‘also,’ kamā/kamā �anna, ka	ālika ‘likewise, furthermore’ 

and �i�āfatan �ilā ‘in addition, moreover’ are all associated with the elaboration functional 

relation. This indicates that although the functional relations with which discourse 

markers correlate could differentiate between discourse markers of different functions, 

these relations do not differentiating between discourse markers that perform similar 
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functions. Therefore, all the additive discourse markers, with the exception of �attā ‘even’ 

whose meaning adds emphatic effect to its function, are found to perform the same 

additive function because they are all associated with the elaboration relation. Similarly, 

because all the resultative discourse markers correlate with a result relation, they are all 

described as having a resultative function. It should be noted, however, that in the case of 

contrastive discourse markers the different effects of contrastive relation, i.e. concession, 

otherwise, contrast, and comparison, provide a means for differentiating between the 

members of this functional category.      

Another thing that the analysis and description of discourse markers in the 

previous section shows is the similarity between discourse markers that occur at the local 

and global levels of text structure. The analysis also shows that not only are discourse 

markers that appear paragraph-initially the same as discourse markers that appear 

sentence initially, but they also perform functions that are consistent with their sentence-

initial functions. For example, the continuity function that additive sentence-initial 

discourse markers serve at paragraph boundaries is consistent with, though more general 

than, their local additive function. Likewise, in addition to the textual role that 

interpersonal discourse markers perform at paragraph boundaries, these items preserve 

their sentence-initial interpersonal effect. However, although the analysis in this study 

does not provide any evidence of discourse markers functioning exclusively at one level 

of text rather than the other, it shows that there are some discourse markers that display 

more tendency to occur locally, e.g. fa ‘since, for’ and lākin/lākinna ‘however, but,’ while 
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others display more tendency to occur at the text’s global level, e.g. laqad, �inna both 

meaning ‘certainly, indeed’ and ammā... fa ‘as for.’  

Furthermore, the analysis and description of discourse markers in this chapter 

show that most of the discourse markers that appear at the onset of sentences or 

paragraphs do not serve any other role other than discourse markers when occurring at 

this position. For example, the only status that lākin/lākinna ‘however, but,’ �ay�an ‘also’ 

and fa-qad ‘since, for, so, thus,’ constitute at the initial position of a sentence or 

paragraph is the discourse marker status.  However, there are some discourse markers, 

such as kamā, ka	ālika both meaning ‘likewise, furthermore,’ �attā ‘even’ and hāka	ā 

‘thus, and so,’ that may display either a discourse marker status or an adverbial status 

when they occur sentence or paragraph initially. This indicates that these items are still 

undergoing the process of grammaticalization or pragmaticalization, and thus the 

discourse marker and the form from which it originates exist simultaneously performing 

two different functions at the same initial position.  

One more thing that the analysis and description of discourse markers in the 

previous section show concerns the meaning of discourse markers in this study. The 

analysis shows that some discourse markers identified in the data display only a 

pragmatic meaning whereas others encode both conceptual and pragmatic meaning. 

Discourse markers like lākin/lākinna ‘however, but,’ fa ‘since, for, so, thus,’ �inna 

‘certainly, indeed,’ �i	 �anna ‘since, for’ and wa-�illā fa ‘otherwise, or else,’ for example, 

have only pragmatic meaning that is defined according to the functions that these items 

perform. However,  yu�āf-u �ilā 	ālika (�anna) ‘in addition to, moreover,’ min hunā ‘thus, 
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therefore,’ bima�nā �anna ‘this means that,’ fa�lan �an �anna ‘besides’ and fī al-waqt-i 

nafs-i-hi ‘meanwhile, at the same time’ are examples of discourse markers that encode 

conceptual meaning besides their pragmatic meaning. Similarly, interpersonal discourse 

markers display both conceptual and pragmatic meaning encoding a message and 

signaling at the same time that this message that they encode is to be taken as a comment 

on the main message.  The pragmatic meaning of discourse markers that have conceptual 

and pragmatic meaning, it has been noticed, is closely tied to their conceptual meaning, 

and is usually influenced by it.  

A final point that should be mentioned here concerns the frequency of some 

discourse markers in the data of this study. The description of discourse markers in this 

chapter shows that the most frequent discourse markers used in the data, other than the 

discourse marker of continuity wa, are the concessive/contrastive discourse marker 

lākin/lākinna ‘however, but’ and the explanatory discourse marker fa ‘since, for.’ On the 

other hand, the least frequent discourse markers in the data are those listed in table 5.16. 

below. Due to their low frequency, as mentioned earlier, these discourse markers are not 

included in the discourse markers’ group in this study. However, these items are listed 

here as a reference for future research. 

 

Table 5.16. Discourse Markers that Appear Less than Three Times in the Data  

Discourse marker Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
 

Correlated relation 

 �a�īran أe,'ًا
 

Lastly 
 

 
1 
 

Numeration 
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Table 5.16. Continued  

Discourse marker Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
 

Correlated relation 

Yًأو 
 

�awwalan 

 

Firstly 2 Numeration 

+ً,D+p 
 

�āniyan 

 

Secondly 
 

1 
 

Numeration 
 

 ذاك أن�
 

	āka �anna 

 

 
That is because 

 

 
1 
 

 
Reason 

 

�,` 
 

�ay�u 

 

Since 
 

2 
 

 
Reason 

 

h)ذ <LO 78+ء 
 

 

binā�-an �alā 
	ālika 

 

According to 
that 

 
1 
 
 

Result 
 

h)T8 
 

bi	ālika 

 

Thus 
 

2 
 

 
Result 

 

h)ذ Pi45 أ 
 

 

min �ajl-i 

	ālika 

 

Because of that 
 

1 
 

Result 
 

h)Tآ [D% 
 

 

li�anna-hu 

ka	ālika 

 

Because of that 
 

1 
 

Result 
 

 �6i 45 أe'ى
 

 

min jihat-in 

�u�rā 
 

On the other 
hand 

2 
 

Contrastive 
 

+9Dإ 
 

�innamā 
 

But 
 

2 
 

 
Concession 

 

 LO> أن
 

�alā �anna 

 
But 

 
1 
 

 
Concession 
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Table 5.16. Continued 

Discourse marker Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
 

Correlated relation 

dر <LOف h)ذ ?  
 

�alā raġmi 
	ālika fa 

Despite that 
 

1 
 

Concession 

 H5 ذ(h ف

 

 

ma�a 	ālika 

fa 

 

Despite that 

 
 

1 
 
 

 
Concession 

 

 هTا
 

hā	ā 
 

This 
 

1 
 

 @\Fء هTا
 

yajī�-u hā	ā 
 

This comes 
 

1 
 

Refocus/elaboration 
 
 
 

 D+ه,4O h أن�
 

 

nāhīka �an 
�anna 

 

Moreover 
 

 
1 
 
 

Elaboration 
 

 أم
 

�am 

 

Or 
 

2 
 

 
Disjunction 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

6.1 Introduction 

The main purpose of the present study is to identify discourse markers in Arabic 

newspaper opinion articles, and examine how these items function at two levels of text 

structure, namely the sentence and the paragraph. To this end, the study takes the text 

rather than the discourse markers themselves as its point of departure. It focuses on the 

structure of texts as a means for identifying discourse markers in the data and describing 

the environment in which they occur. Therefore, there are two main parts in this study: 

the first part focuses on analyzing and describing the texts in the data, whereas the second 

part focuses on describing how discourse markers function in their natural environment in 

these texts. The description of discourse markers that the second part of the study 

presents is based on the analysis that the texts undergo in the first part of the study.  

In the first part of the study, a three-step analytical model is employed for 

analyzing the texts. The analysis starts by segmenting the texts into paragraphs and 

sentences in order to determine the onset of these units where discourse markers usually 

occur. A top-down approach is employed in the segmentation process since it is the 

organizational plan of the text that guides the development of ideas in the text. The 

second step in the analysis after identifying the boundaries of the texts’ units is to 

describe the semantic/pragmatic relations that connect these units at each of the two 

levels of text structure, i.e. the sentence and the paragraph. Rhetorical Structure Theory is 

used to describe how sentences relate to each other, and Text-type Theory is employed to 
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describe how paragraphs relate to each other. Both of these relation-based frameworks 

represent the text structuring relations from the perspective of the text-producer, taking 

his intended communicative goals as the means for interpreting these relations. In the 

third step of the analysis, discourse markers are identified in the data. Halliday’s (2005) 

model of thematic structure analysis provides a tool to distinguish discourse markers, 

which are not part of the propositional and grammatical core of their host sentences, from 

other initial items that are semantically and structurally part of the sentence.  

After identifying discourse markers in the data and describing the environment in 

which they occur in the first part of the study, the second part proceeds to describe how 

these items operate at both sentence and paragraph boundaries. This description is based 

on the textual environment in which discourse markers occur and on their contribution to 

this environment. In order to provide a coherent description of the role discourse markers 

play at the text level, a functional classification of these items is suggested at each level 

of text structure, i.e. the sentence and the paragraph.   

This chapter presents final thoughts that conclude the analysis and description in 

the present study. It summarizes the important findings of the analysis in the study, refers 

to the study’s limitations, and gives some suggestions for future research. From the 

concluding points presented in this chapter, it becomes clear that the analysis and 

description in this study answer the questions that the study wanted to investigate. 
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6.2 Concluding Remarks  

This section highlights the main findings of the analysis undertaken in the present 

study. It should be emphasized, however, that these findings are the outcome of analyzing 

a specific type of text in a specific language, i.e. Arabic newspaper opinion articles. 

Therefore, they should not be generalized, but rather viewed in relation to the text-type 

and the language which they represent. The choice, frequency and distribution of 

discourse markers, it has been attested in discourse markers literature, differ according to 

the language and text-type in which they operate. Representing one type of text in one 

language renders the findings of this study more accurate, reliable, and useful for 

comparison in future research.   

In order to summarize the findings of the present study, this section focuses on 

three main points: the description of discourse markers in the data, the function of 

discourse markers in the data, and the description of the texts in the data. These points are 

highlighted because they are the center of the analysis, and thus they represent the main 

contributions of this study. 

One important contribution of this study is identifying discourse markers in the 

data and describing the main characteristics that distinguish them as a group. The analysis 

of the data indicates that discourse markers come from different grammatical word 

classes. These word classes include: coordinating conjunctions, e.g. fa ‘then, since,’ aw 

‘or’ and bal ‘rather, but rather,’ particles, e.g. �ay �anna ‘that is,’ amma…fa ‘as for’ and 

�inna ‘certainly, indeed,’ adverbs, e.g. �ay�an ‘also,’ ma�alan ‘for instance’ and �ay�u 

‘where,’ adverbial phrases, e.g. min �amma ‘after that,’ bi-l-tālī ‘consequently, therefore’ 
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and wa min hunā ‘from here,’  and clauses, e.g. la-qad �a�bat-a al-wāqi�-u �anna ‘reality has 

proven that,’ wa-lā yafūt-u-nā ‘we should not miss’ and �a�taqid-u �anna ‘I think that.’ 

However, these items comprise a distinctive group whose members are distinguishable 

from the different forms from which they are derived. What distinguishes the members of 

this discourse markers group is their preference to occur at the initial position of the 

sentence, their loose attachment, whether structurally or semantically, to the sentences 

they introduce and their association with the pragmatic force of the text rather than the 

grammatical structure of the sentence.   

One of the most noticeable features that distinguishes discourse markers is their 

preference to occur sentence-initially. Some of these expressions, the analysis indicates, 

may occasionally appear in other positions in the sentence where they are set apart from 

the sentence by commas. However, the initial position of the sentence is the place where 

these items are most likely to be found. In order to set a clear criterion for identifying 

discourse markers in this study, only discourse markers that occur sentence-initially are 

taken into consideration. Identifying the items that are included in this group pave the 

way for future research to examine what motivates the occasional occurrence of these 

items elsewhere in the sentence.  

Occurring at the sentence-initial position, therefore, is one strong indication of the 

discourse marker status of the members of this group. For example, the only status that 

lākin/lākinna ‘however, but,’ �ay�an ‘also’ and fa-qad ‘since, for, so, thus,’ constitute at 

the initial position of a sentence is the discourse marker status. However, there are 

members of the discourse markers group such as kamā, ka	ālika both meaning ‘likewise, 
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furthermore,’ �attā ‘even’ and hāka	ā ‘thus, and so,’ whose occurrence at the onset of the 

sentence is not enough to distinguish them as discourse markers from their original 

adverbial forms. This is because these items are still undergoing the process of 

grammaticalization or pragmaticalization, and thus the discourse marker and the form 

from which it originates exist simultaneously performing two different functions at the 

initial position.  

Moreover, not only do discourse markers favor the sentence initial position, but 

they also have a strong tendency to cluster at this position. Out of the 1276 text units 

introduced by discourse markers in the data, 274 units start with multiple markers. In this 

cluster, textual discourse markers, such as fa ‘since, for, so, thus’ aw ‘or,’ bal ‘rather, but 

rather,’ �ay �anna ‘that is,’ typically precede interpersonal discourse markers, such as la-

qad �a�bat-a al-wāqi�-u �anna ‘reality has proven that,’ wa-lā yafūt-u-nā ‘we should not 

miss,’ �a�taqid-u �anna ‘I think that.’ This cluster is then followed by the topical Theme, 

which is the first element in the sentence that has experiential function. This textual-

interpersonal-experiential order of the constituents of the thematic slot in the Arabic data 

of this study is similar to the order realized by Halliday (2004) in his English data. 

However, unlike Halliday’s (2004) English data, the data of this study show that the 

topical Theme may also be positioned between either two textual discourse markers or a 

textual discourse marker and an interpersonal discourse marker. Setting the topical 

Theme apart from the rest of the sentence by means of two markers framing it is a 

linguistic technique that Arabic employs to highlight the framed element in order to put it 

in focus. This framing structure, it should be pointed out, may also be used to frame a 
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discourse marker between two other discourse markers forming a cluster of three 

discourse markers.  

  Another characteristic that distinguishes the members of the discourse markers 

group is their occurrence outside the propositional content as well as the syntactic 

structure of their host sentences. This feature differentiates discourse markers from items 

that occur sentence-initially but constitute part of the sentence’s propositional content and 

grammatical structure. Therefore, particles such as baynamā ‘while,’ �indamā ‘when,’ 

likay ‘in order to,’ ma�a �anna  ‘despite the fact that, although’ bimā �anna ‘since,’ raġma 

(�anna) ‘despite the fact, nevertheless’ and �i	ā and law both meaning ‘if’ that introduce 

preposed adverbial clauses or conditional clauses are not included in the discourse 

markers group. Because these particles link the dependent clauses that they introduce to 

the main clauses in complex sentences, these particles constitute part of the complex 

sentences’ structure and meaning. On the other hand, fronted adverbial clauses and 

phrases are also excluded from the discourse markers group because they form part of the 

meaning and structure of the sentences they introduce, setting them in certain time, place, 

or manner. It should be noted, however, that some discourse markers are semantically 

and grammatically detached from their host sentences, and impose structural restrictions 

on the linguistic environment in which they occur. For example, �inna ‘certainly, indeed’ 

and lākin(na) ‘however, but,’ must be followed by a noun or pronoun, while fa-qad 

‘since, for’ requires that the following item be a perfect verb.     

What also distinguishes discourse markers is the fact that the use of these items is 

governed by the pragmatic force of the text rather than the grammatical structure of the 
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sentence. Because these expressions are neither part of the propositional content of the 

sentence nor tied to the sentence grammatical structure, they are considered to be 

“syntactically and semantically optional” (Schourup 1999, 231). However, discourse 

markers are pragmatically obligatory tools for text processing. In order to produce 

acceptable, natural, and communicatively effective texts, text-producers are required to 

use discourse markers in a certain way that is expected and accepted by their text-

receivers. However, the choice, frequency, and distribution of discourse markers that 

render texts acceptable and natural differ among languages. This means that discourse 

markers are governed by the pragmatic norms of the language in which they operate.   

In the data, discourse markers that are distinguished by their sentence-initial 

position, their structural and semantic detachment from their host sentences, and their 

association with the pragmatic force of the text fall into two main categories: textual and 

interpersonal discourse markers. The members of the two categories operate on the 

textual and interpersonal domains simultaneously; however, the distinction between the 

two categories is based on the predominant function of their members. On the one hand, 

while textual discourse markers, such as bal ‘rather, but rather’ and li	ā ‘hence, 

therefore,’ predominantly signal relations between segments of texts, they also indicate 

how the text-producer perceives these relations, how he structures his text, and how he 

intends to develop his ideas. On the other hand, interpersonal discourse markers, such as 

wa-lā yafūt-u-nā ‘we should not miss’ and lā rayb-a fī �anna ‘there is no doubt that, 

undoubtedly,’ predominantly signal the text-producers’ attitudes, evaluations, plans, and 

social relations with the text-receivers, but they also indicate how the propositions they 
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introduce relate to the previous ones. In this study, however, only the predominant 

function of the discourse markers are taken into consideration. It should be noted that 

most textual discourse markers in this study encode only pragmatic meaning, e.g. 

lākin/lākinna ‘however, but,’ fa ‘since, for, so, thus,’ �inna ‘certainly, indeed,’ though 

there are some with conceptual meaning, e.g. yu�āf-u �ilā 	ālika (�anna) ‘in addition to, 

moreover,’ min hunā ‘thus, therefore,’ bima�nā �anna ‘this means that,’ whereas all 

interpersonal discourse markers display both conceptual and pragmatic meaning.    

Another important contribution of this study is describing the function of 

discourse markers at two levels of the text structure, i.e. the sentence and the paragraph. 

The study finds regularities in the use of discourse markers at each of the two textual 

levels. In order to provide a coherent description of the functions served by these items, 

functional categories are suggested. Then, the discourse markers that are found to 

perform similar functions are grouped under one functional category.  

At the local level, i.e. sentence boundaries, textual discourse markers are classified 

according to the type of relations that they signal as follows: additive discourse markers, 

contrastive discourse markers, explanatory discourse markers, inferential discourse 

markers, sequential discourse markers, alternative discourse markers, exceptive discourse 

markers, and background discourse makers. Most of these discourse markers are found to 

perform one consistent function in all their occurrences in the data. However, wa 

‘continuity, and’ serves both continuity and additive functions and fa ‘since, for, so, thus’ 

performs explanatory and inferential functions. The two multi-functional discourse 

markers are categorized according to their predominant function, which is the former for 
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each. The analysis shows that the most frequent local textual discourse markers employed 

in the data of this study, other than the local-global discourse marker of continuity wa, are 

the concessive/contrastive discourse marker lākin/lākinna ‘however, but’ and the 

explanatory discourse marker fa ‘since, for.’  

On the other hand, the two main functions served by interpersonal discourse 

markers at the sentence boundaries are: subjective and interactive functions. Under the 

subjective category fall two types of the interpersonal discourse markers: discourse 

markers that convey the text-producer’s evaluation or attitude towards the content of the 

sentence, and discourse markers that present the sentence from the text-producer’s point 

of view. The interactive category, on the other hand, includes three types: discourse 

markers that appeal to the reader, attention-getting discourse markers, and discourse 

markers that interactively guide the reader’s interpretation. The analysis indicates that the 

most frequent local interpersonal discourse markers employed in the data of this study are 

the subjective/evaluative discourse markers. It should be pointed out that the description 

of the interpersonal discourse markers’ functions at the local level is based on the 

conceptual meanings of these expressions rather than associating them with functional 

relations. This is because marking relations between sentences is not the main function of 

these expressions.  

At the global level, i.e. paragraph boundaries, the difference between the functions 

performed by textual and interpersonal discourse markers becomes vague. Both textual 

and interpersonal discourse markers that occur at paragraph boundaries in the data serve 

three main textual functions: continuity, refocus, and change of topic. While continuity is 
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signaled only by textual discourse markers, refocusing attention and marking topic 

change in text could be signaled by both textual and interpersonal discourse markers. 

Interpersonal discourse markers, therefore, display a clear textual function at the 

paragraph level. However, the textual function that they perform is different from the 

textual function performed by textual discourse markers because it is reinforced by their 

interpersonal effect. Paragraph-initial interpersonal discourse markers maintain their 

interpersonal effect while at the same time employ the force of this effect to signal textual 

boundaries. This emphatic textual role of paragraph-initial interpersonal discourse 

markers renders these expressions very effective devices for marking major turns in the 

text organizational structure. The analysis shows that these items form 60% of the 

discourse markers that introduce thesis paragraphs, 66% of the discourse markers that 

introduce evaluation paragraphs and 70% of the discourse markers that introduce 

conclusion paragraphs.  

After describing the functions performed by discourse markers at the local and 

global levels of texts, the study examines how the items at the two levels relate to each 

other. The analysis shows that discourse markers that occur at the paragraph initial 

position are similar to those that appear at the sentence initial position. �attā ‘even,’ fa 

‘since, for, so, thus,’ li	ā ‘thus, therefore,’ lākin/lākinna ‘however, but,’ �inna ‘certainly, 

indeed,’ and �ammā…fa ‘as for’ are examples of discourse markers that occur at both 

local and global levels. It should be indicated, however, that other discourse markers that 

do not occur paragraph-initially in the data, such as ka	ālika ‘likewise, furthermore’ and 

�illā �anna ‘however, but,’ may have the potential to occur at this position since other 
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members of their functional category do, such as �attā ‘even’ and lākin/lākinna ‘however, 

but.’ However, further research is needed in this area to verify this assumption. 

It has been found also that there is consistency between the global and local 

functions of discourse markers that occur at both levels. The functions served by these 

markers at paragraph boundaries are consistent with, though different from, the functions 

these same items serve at the sentence boundaries. For example, the continuity function 

that the discourse markers yu�āf-u �ilā 	ālika �anna, fa�lan �an �anna,  �attā, �umma, li	ā, 

min hunā, bi-l-tālī and hāka	ā signal at the paragraph level is consistent with the additive, 

sequential and resultative functions that these markers serve when occurring sentence-

initially. While it is true that continuity is a general notion that is not tied to specific 

relations; this function, the analysis shows, correlates with the elaboration, sequence, and 

result relations more than any other relations, such as contrast, conclusion and reason. 

Another example is the consistency between the functions that the contrastive discourse 

markers lākin/lākinna, ġayra �anna and ammā…fa serve at the onset of paragraphs and the 

functions that they serve at the sentence-initial position. These markers signal contrast 

between two propositions at the sentence level while at the global level they mark the 

boundary between two paragraphs that discuss two aspects of one topic. The refocusing 

role that these discourse markers perform at the paragraph level is consistent with the 

contrastive role that they serve at the sentence level because at both levels these items 

signal a point of distinction between two related yet different aspects of one topic.  

However, although many discourse markers are found to introduce both sentences 

and paragraphs in the data, wa, the discourse marker of continuity, is the only discourse 
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marker that is regarded as a local-global discourse marker in this study. On the one hand, 

wa occurs frequently at both sentence and paragraph boundaries whereas other discourse 

markers that occur at both levels in the data show a tendency to occur at one level more 

than the other. Taking only wa that signals continuity in the data into account, while 

disregarding additive wa ‘and,’ shows that this discourse marker introduces 30% of the 

sentence boundaries and 25% of the paragraph boundaries in the data.  This means that 

37% of the sentences that start with discourse markers and 41% of the paragraphs that 

open with discourse markers are introduced with the continuity wa. Other discourse 

markers that occur at both sentence and paragraph boundaries either show preference to 

occur sentence-initially, such as fa ‘since, for’ and lākin/lākinna ‘however, but,’ or show a 

tendency to occur paragraph-initially, such as laqad, �inna both meaning ‘certainly, 

indeed’ and ammā... fa ‘as for.’ However, it should be noted that, for some of these 

discourse markers that occur at both levels, their low frequency in the data makes it hard 

to determine their tendency, such as fa�lan �an �anna ‘besides,’ �attā ‘even,’ li	ā, min 

hunā, bi-l-tālī all meaning ‘thus, therefore’ and hāka	ā ‘thus, and so.’ Moreover, some of 

the discourse markers that do not appear paragraph-initially in the data but occur more 

than 15 times sentence-initially, such as �ay�an ‘also,’ kamā �anna ‘likewise, 

furthermore,’ fa-qad ‘since, for,’ may be regarded as having local tendency. On the other 

hand, while the functions served by discourse markers at the paragraph onset are 

consistent with the functions these markers serve sentence-initially, wa, is the only 

discourse marker that performs the same function, i.e. continuity, at both levels. This 
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unique discourse marker, therefore, seems to cross the boundaries of text levels taking the 

text as a whole as its domain.   

The third area to which the present study contributes relates to the description of the 

texts it analyzes. This contribution could be summarized in three points. The first point 

concerns the segmentation of texts into units and the way the units’ boundaries are 

determined. Because of the long sentences that written Arabic usually displays and the 

unreliability of the punctuation marks employed in them, the study proposes a syntactic 

and semantic criteria for determining sentence boundaries in the data. In this study, both 

structure and meaning define the sentence as a unit of text and determine its boundaries. 

Therefore, a sentence boundary is drawn when a grammatically-independent structure 

communicates a complete thought. This definition of the sentence draws on both 

traditional Arabic grammarians and modern linguists views of the sentence. It should be 

pointed out here that the analysis of the data in this study confirms that sentences in 

written Arabic are considerably long. In some extreme cases, sentences may reach 70-80 

words. However, it has been noticed that the length of sentences depends primarily on the 

individual style of the text-producer.  

While the study employs a syntactic-semantic criterion to identify sentences in the 

data, it draws on the conceptual unity of the paragraph for determining paragraph 

boundaries. Whenever two sequences of texts are perceived to have two different topics, 

and perform two different functions, there is a boundary. However, based on the findings 

of many studies in text linguistics, the present study also takes preposed adverbials and 

word order alternation into consideration as helping devices for indicating paragraph 
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boundaries. The analysis in this study confirms the strong relation that preposed 

adverbials and word order alternation have with paragraph boundaries. Seventy five 

percent of the paragraphs that are not introduced with discourse markers in the data start 

either with fronted adverbial clauses or phrases or with preposed subjects.  

The second point relates to the structure of the texts that are analyzed in the present 

study. A by-product of the investigation undertaken in this study is describing the 

structure of newspaper opinion articles. Providing a description of the structure of the 

text-type analyzed in this study is one step in establishing models for different written 

Arabic text-types. As mentioned previously, as a genre, newspaper opinion articles have 

rarely been investigated, and thus no specific description of the structure of this type of 

text is found in the literature. In this study, however,  in order to identify and describe 

discourse markers in the data, both the global and local structures of 50 newspaper 

opinion articles are examined.  

At the global level, the analysis shows that the organizational structure of 

newspaper opinion articles adheres to the following pattern: background, thesis, 

evaluation, substantiation, evaluation, and conclusion. On the other hand, the analysis of 

the functional relations at the local level in the texts analyzed in this study shows the 

predominance of the following relations: interpretation, evidence, concession, evaluation, 

reason, and elaboration. This is consistent with the findings of al-Odadi’s (1996) and el-

Shiyab’s (1990) studies. In their studies, they find that causal, evaluative, and interpretive 

relations are the highly recurring relations in the Modern Written Arabic argumentative 

texts they examined. According to Mann and Thompson (1988), relations in texts differ 
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according to the text-type and the culture in which the texts operate. The high recurrence 

of a set of relations in a certain text, they assert, is a clear indication of the influence of its 

type and culture. It should be pointed out here that Mann, Matthiessen, and Thompson 

(1992) consider most of the relations that dominate newspaper opinion articles to be 

predominantly pragmatic (45).   

Lastly, we summarize the way the analyzed texts in this study employ discourse 

markers. In order to produce natural and communicatively effective texts, different 

languages and text-types employ discourse markers differently whether with regard to the 

type marker preferred, or with regard to their frequency or distribution. The analysis of 

Arabic newspaper opinion articles in this study indicates that discourse markers are 

highly frequent in these texts. Seventy eight percent of the unit boundaries in the data 

start with discourse markers. Furthermore, 22% of these units start with more than one 

discourse marker. Discourse markers, however, are more frequent at the sentence 

boundaries than they are at paragraph boundaries. While 85% of sentences in the texts are 

introduced with discourse markers, 54% of paragraphs start with these items. The 

analysis also shows that the most frequent discourse markers used in Arabic newspaper 

opinion articles examined in this study are: the continuity discourse marker wa, additive 

discourse markers, explanatory discourse markers, and interpersonal discourse markers. 

Twenty nine percent of the unit boundaries in the data start with the continuity wa, 19% 

with additive discourse markers, 15% with explanatory discourse markers, and 11% with 

interpersonal discourse markers. Interpersonal discourse markers, as mentioned 
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previously, are found more frequently at the global level, where they introduce major 

stages of the text structure: thesis, evaluative, and conclusion.  

The high frequency of discourse markers in Arabic newspaper opinion articles as 

well as the type of discourse markers used in this type of text, i.e. the continuity, the 

explanatory, and the interpersonal discourse markers, indicate a high degree of writers 

involvement in texts. They are always managing the readers’ interpretation, interacting 

with them, reflecting on the message and expressing their attitudes and viewpoints. It 

seems that the writers of Arabic newspaper opinion articles depend heavily on discourse 

markers as a communicative strategy to emphasize their involvement due to the 

importance of this factor in achieving natural and effective texts in their specific culture. 

Nevertheless, this rate of use could also be attributed to the evaluative and persuasive 

nature of the texts under investigation. A degree of involvement and evaluativeness is 

usually expected and accepted in argumentative text-types like the opinion articles 

analyzed in this study. In order to find out how the choice and frequency of discourse 

markers affect the involvement of writers in their texts; the use of discourse markers 

should be examined in other Arabic text-types; and then their use should be compared 

with the use of discourse markers in newspaper opinion articles. Moreover, comparing 

the use of discourse markers used in newspaper opinion articles with similar items that 

are used in the same text-type in other languages could show the difference in the 

communicative strategies used in these languages for persuasion.  

It is clear from the above discussion that the present study is an important 

contribution to modern Arabic linguistics studies. Not only does it contribute to the 
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discourse markers literature in Arabic, but it also adds a deep insight into the field of 

Arabic discourse analysis.  

On the one hand, this study is the first systematic work that investigates discourse 

markers from a discourse perspective in Modern Written Arabic. As mentioned 

previously, while Kammensjö’s (2005) study is an important contribution to discourse 

markers research in Formal Spoken Arabic, in Modern Written Arabic, discourse markers 

have not yet been investigated thoroughly from a discourse perspective. By identifying 

these items and describing the main characteristics that distinguish them as a group in one 

type of Arabic text, i.e. newspaper opinion articles, this study makes the first step in 

creating an  inventory for discourse markers in Modern Written Arabic. Future studies of 

discourse markers in other text types in Arabic could add to this inventory and refine it. It 

is also essential to note that this study sheds light on framing which is an important 

characteristic of Arabic discourse markers that is not found in English. This phenomenon 

associated with the cluster of discourse markers at the onset of units in Arabic is a 

linguistic technique that the language uses to highlight the importance of the framed 

elements.  

On the other hand, the detailed description that the present study provides for the 

way discourse markers function at sentence and paragraph boundaries is an important 

contribution to the study of text in general, as well as to text studies across languages. As 

discussed before, discourse markers are key elements in text production and perception. 

However, the type, frequency, and distribution of these items that render texts acceptable 

and natural differ among languages. Therefore, the description provided by the present 
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study of how to use discourse markers and where to use them helps L2 learners of Arabic 

produce more natural and effective Arabic texts. It also gives them guidelines for better 

perception of the Arabic texts that they read, and more understanding of the writers’ 

intentions. Moreover, the description of discourse markers in this study is also useful for 

translators from and into Arabic. It gives them insight into how these items are used in 

Arabic, and how they differ from discourse markers in other languages.  

Furthermore, the present study is an important contribution to the field of discourse 

analysis in Arabic. The description it provides for Arabic texts, paragraphs, and sentences 

is a useful tool for future research that focuses on analyzing Arabic texts. Its 

comprehensive description of the organizational structure of one type of Arabic text, i.e. 

newspaper opinion articles, is an essential step in establishing models for different Arabic 

text-types. Moreover, describing the various textual strategies that Arabic uses for 

marking paragraph and sentence boundaries gives insight into the way that Arabic texts 

could be segmented for investigation purposes.  

One more contribution of the present work to the study of text in Arabic is shedding 

light on the way arguments develop in Arabic texts. Because different cultures argue 

differently, the organizational structure of the argumentative text-type usually varies 

across cultures. Examining the global and local organizational structure of newspaper 

opinion articles, which are argumentative in nature, allows one to perceive how 

arguments are developed in the Arabic argumentative text. This makes it possible to 

examine how argumentation in Arabic culture differs from argumentation in other 
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languages. Such comparative studies may explain misunderstandings that occur in cross-

cultural communication.   

   

6.3 Limitations 

It is clear from the concluding remarks discussed above that the analysis undertaken 

in the present study fulfills the study’s goals and answers its questions. However, this 

study still has its limitations. One limitation is its focus on one text-type only, i.e. 

newspaper opinion articles, for examining the functions of discourse markers in modern 

written Arabic texts. Although it may be seen as a limitation in the study, the focus on 

one text-type for examining the functions of discourse markers is essential to ensure the 

consistency of the analysis’ results. Many studies of discourse markers indicate that the 

choice, use and frequency of discourse markers differ according to text-type (see Brown 

and Yule 1986; Khalil 2000; Östman 1995).  

Another limitation in the present study relates to the analytical tool that it employs 

for describing the functional relations between sentences, i.e. RST. This tool, the analysis 

shows, fails to distinguish between the functions of discourse markers that perform 

similar roles. More than one discourse marker is found to correlate with the same 

functional relation. For example, �ay�an ‘also,’ kamā/kamā �anna, ka	ālika ‘likewise, 

furthermore’ and �i�āfatan �ilā ‘in addition, moreover’ are all associated with the 

elaboration functional relation. While the descriptive tool shows that all of these 

discourse markers serve the additive function because they all correlate with the 
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elaboration relation, it does not explain why some environments prefer one of these 

additive discourse markers over another.               

A final limitation in this study relates to the inevitable subjectivity of the analytical 

process it undertakes. Like any other analytical study, this study cannot escape a degree 

of subjectivity. Although the segmentation, description and classifications presented in 

this study result from an analytical process that is based on a well-established theoretical 

background, these processes are inevitably influenced by the analyst’s semantic-

pragmatic interpretation of the texts. The idea that such judgments “can be done totally 

objectively, i.e. without the interference of personal interpretation,” Kammensjö (2005) 

points out, “is a deception” (107). This is because the analyst’s culture, language, 

personal world-view and experience are always present in this process influencing his 

cognitive interpretation of the analyzed material.  

 

6.4 Implications for Future Research 

The present study identifies discourse markers in newspaper opinion articles and 

describes the function of these expressions at two levels of text structure, i.e. the sentence 

and the paragraph. While this study identifies and describes discourse markers in one 

type of Arabic text, it paves the way for future research in other Arabic text-types. Future 

research could examine discourse markers in other Arabic text-types to describe their 

function, the type preferred by text-type, and their frequency and distribution. Comparing 

the use of discourse markers in different Arabic texts could provide more comprehensive 

understanding of the role that these items play in the production and perception of Arabic 
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texts in general. Moreover, the use of discourse markers in Arabic texts could be 

compared to the use of items that perform similar functions in other languages. This is 

important for cross-cultural communication because discourse markers, as mentioned 

previously, pose a challenge for L2 learners and translators.  

Another area that is worth investigating is the way discourse markers emerge and 

the process by which they develop. Examining a variety of Arabic texts from different 

time-periods shows when and how discourse markers come to perform this role at the 

discourse level. This may give more insight into the current function of these items, and  

may also shed some light on the differences between discourse markers that have similar 

functions.  

In short, despite their importance in text production and perception, discourse 

markers as a linguistic phenomenon are rarely investigated in modern Arabic linguistic 

literature. Therefore, the areas of investigation regarding this phenomenon are wide open.     
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APPENDEX-A 
 

A LIST OF DISCOURSE MARKERS IDENTIFIED IN  
NEWSPAPER OPINION ARTICLES  

 
 

Table 1. Textual Discourse Markers that Occur Sentence-initial  

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Functional 
category 

 أ@<ً+
 

 
�ay�an 

 
 

Also 
 

18 
 

Additive 
discourse markers 

 

آ9+ أن�/ آ9+  
 
 

kamā/kamā 
�anna 

 

Likewise, 
furthermore 

 

16 
 
 

 

أRI / إI+3ً� إ(>
/إ(> ذ(h أن�  
 h)أن(@<+ف إ(> ذ(  

 
 
 

�i�āfatan �ilā/ 
�a�if �ilā 	ālika 

�anna/ yu�āf-u 
�ilā 	ālika 

(�anna) 
 

In addition (to), 
moreover 

 
 
 
 

6 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 4O rً>3 أن�
 

 

fa�lan �an �anna 

 

 

 
Besides 

 
 

4 
 

 

<Gّ` 
 

�attā 
 

Even 
 

5 
 

 

h)Tآ 
 

ka	ālika 

 
Likewise, 

furthermore 
5 
 

 

 4ْA) /�4A)  
 

lākin/ lākinna 

 

 
However, but 

 

 
64 
 

Contrastive 
discourse markers 

 إYّ أن�
 

�illā �anna 

 
 

8 
 

 

',dأن�  
 

ġayra �anna 

 
 

7 
 

 

 0,8 أن�
 

bayda �anna 

 
 

4 
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Table 1. Continued  
 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Functional 
category 

 و إYّ ف
 

 

wa-�illā fa 

 

 

 
Otherwise, 

or else 
 

 
9 
 
 

Contrastive 
discourse 
markers 

P8 / P8 Y/  
 P8 إن�
 
 

bal/lā bal/ bal 

�inna 

 

 

Rather, but 
rather 

 
 

16 
 
 
 

 
 

 ف...أ5+ 
 
  

�ammā…fa 

 

 

As for 
 
 

13 
 
 

 

[Jذا kV2)ا F3 / F3
[BCD kV2)ا 

 
  

fī al-waqt-i 

nafs-i-hi/ 

fī al-waqt-i 	āt-
i-hi 

Meanwhile, at 
the same time 

 
 

6 
 
 
 

 

 ف
 

fa 

 
Since, for, so, 

thus 
150 

 

 
Explanatory 

discourse 
markers 

0^3+FI+9)ا P:C)ا  
 

fa-qad+ perfect 

verb 

Since, for 
 

16 
 

 

إْذ أّن/ إذ  
 

�i	/�i	 �anna 
 

 
Since, for 

 
 

18 
 

 

 Q2qeً+ أن�
  
 

�u�ū�an �anna 
 
 

Especially that 
 
 

13 
 
 

 

أي أن�/ أي  
 
 

�ay/�ay �anna 

 

 

That is, i.e., in 
other words 

 

14 
 
 

 

ذ(F7:@ h / 7:98> أّن
F7:@ +5 أّن/ أّن  

 
 
 

bima�nā �anna/ 
	ālika ya�nī  

�anna/ mā ya�nī  
�anna 

 

This means that 
 
 
 
 

6 
 
 
 
 

 

rًf93 
 

fa-ma�alan 

 

For instance 
 

4 
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Table 1. Continued  

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Functional 
category 

h)T) 
 

li	ālika 
 

Thus, therefore 
 

10 
 

 
Inferential 
discourse 
markers 

  (Tا
 

li	ā 
 

 
3 
 

 

 (T6ا
 

lihā	ā 
 

 
6 
 

 

�?pَ 45  
 

min �amma 
 

 
6 
 

 

 45 ه7+
 

min hunā 
 

 
4 
 

 

[,LO 
 

�alayhi 
 

 
5 
 

 

 
F)+G)+8 
 

 

bi-l-tālī 
 

 
 

5 
 

 

 
 هTAا
 
  

 

hāka	ā 
 
 

 
Thus, and so 

 
 

 
4 
 
 

 

 إذًا
  

�i	an 

 
Thus, therefore, 

so 
3 
 

 

?ّpُ 
 

 
�umma 

 
 

 
Then 

 
 

 
8 
 
 

 
Sequential 
discourse 
marker 

 أو
 

�aw 
 

 
Or 

 

 
9 
 

 
Alternative 
discourse 
marker 

 إYّ إذا
 
 

�illā �i	ā 
 
 

Except if, unless 
 
 

 
3 
 
 
 

 
Exceptive 
discourse 
marker 

 
0Vو+FI+9)ا P:C)ا  

 
 

wa-qad+perfect 

verb 

 

And 
 
 

18 
 
 

Background 
discourse 
marker 
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Table 2.  Interpersonal Discourse Markers that Occur Sentence-initial 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Functional 
category 

ا(Tي / F3 hS Y أّن
 hS Y 3,] ه2 أّن

 
 

 
There is no 
doubt that, 

undoubtedly 
 
 

 

lā šakk-a fī 
�anna/al-la	ī lā 
šakk-a fīhi huwa 

�anna 
 

2 
 
 
 

 
Discourse 

markers that 
express 
certainty 

 

  /lG)+8آ,0/ ا%آ,0 أّن
 45 ا(�9آ0 أّن

 
 
 
 

Surely, 
definitely 

 
 
 
 

al-�akīd-u 
�anna/bi-l-

ta�kīd-i/min al-

mu�akkad-i 

�anna 

 

3 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 ً�`^,^/  ا(-^,^� أّن
 
 
 

The truth is, 
truly 

 
 

al-�aqīqat-u 

�anna/ �aqīqat-

an 

 

2 
 
 
 

 

� أْنi'9)45 ا/  
� أّنiا%ر 

 
 

It is more 
likely 

 
 

min al-

murajja�-i �an/ 
al-�arja�-u 

�anna 

2 
 
 
 

 

� ه2 أّن,-q)ا 
 

 

al-�a�ī�-u 

huwa �anna 

 

The truth is, 
the reality is 

1 
 

 

 
� أنI45 ا(2ا/ّ 

�Iأّنوا  
 

 

min al-wā�i�-i 
�anna/ wā�i�-un 

�anna 

 
It is evident 

that, it is clear 
that 

5 
 

 

 
/  (^0 أkap ا(2اHV أّن

HVا(2ا F3 / HVوا F3
 ا5%'

 
 

 

 

la-qad �a�bat-a 

al-wāqi�-u 

�anna/fī al- 

wāqi�-i/ fī  
wāqi�-i al-�amr-

i 

 
 

Reality has 
proven that, in 

fact, as a 
matter of fact 

 
 

3 
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Table 2.  Continued 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Functional 
category 

 إّن
 
 

 
�inna 

 

 

 

Certainly, 
indeed 

 

2 
 
 

 
Discourse 

markers that 
express 
certainty 

0^) la-qad  3  

 4O F7d ا(^2ل أّن
 

 
ġaniyy-un �an al-

qawl-i �anna 

 

It goes without 
saying 

1 
 

 

 Q+ر 5:'و3ً+ أّن
 

 
�ār-a ma�rūf-an 

�anna 

 

It became 
known that 

1 
 

 

 45 ا(F:,aj أّن
 

 

min al-�abī�iyy-

i �anna 

 

Naturally, 
obviously 

1 
 

 

(,s /  (? @:0 $'ًا أّن
 $'ًا أّن

 

 

lam ya�ud sirr-

an �anna/laysa 

sirr-an �anna 

 

It is no longer 
a secret, it is 

obvious 

2 
 
 

 

P:) 
 

la�alla 

 

Perhaps 
 

 
10 

 
 

 
Discourse 

markers that 
express 

probability 

 ر98+
 

rubbamā 
 

 
 
5 
 

 

 45 ا(P9G-9 أْن
  

 

min al-

mu�tamal-i  �an 
 

 
2 
 

 

0V)+5<+رع P:3( 
 

qad+ imperfect 

verb 

 7  
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Table 2.  Continued 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Functional 
category 

45 ا(TBاBD �i,+ن 
 `^,^� أّن

 
 

min al-sa	ājat-

i nisyān-u 

�aqīqat-a �anna 

 

It would be 
naïve to forget 

the fact that 
 

1 
 
 
 

 
Discourse 

markers that 
encode 

evaluative 
personal 

comments 

f9)أّنا �@'WBL) ',  
 
 

 

al-mu�īr-u li-l-

su�riyyat-i 

�anna 

 

What is ironic 
is that 

2 
 

 

 إl5 +6D$+ة rً:3 أْن
 

 
 

�inna-hā 
ma�sāt-un fi�l-

an �an 

 

 
It is truly a 

tragedy 
 

1 
 

 

+ً:au 
 

�ab�an 

 

Of course 1  

 أe,'ًا
 

�a�īran 

 
At last 1  

(lAّن/ آlّن  
 

 

ka�anna/la 

ka�anna 

 

As if 
 

5 
 

 

 أGO^0 أن
 
 

 
�a�taqid-u �anna 

 

 

 

I think that 
 
 

1 
 
 

 
Discourse 

markers that 
introduce 

the writer’s 
point of view 

 @6N' أّن
 

ya�har-u �anna 

 

 
 

It seems that 
 
 

1  
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Table 2.  Continued 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Functional 
category 

@0aو أّن/  @0aو  
 
 

 

yabdū/yabdū 
�anna 

 

 

It seems that 
 
 

2 
 
 

 
Discourse 

markers that 
introduce 

the writer’s 
point of view 

ا(r@ / �`r9`� أّن 
 أّن
 

 

yulā�a�-u 
�anna/al-

mulā�a�-u �anna 

 

It is noticed 
that 

 

3 
 
 

 

+7J2C@ Y 
 

 

lā yafūt-u-nā 
 
 

 
We should not 

miss 
 

1 
 

 
Discourse 

markers that 
appeal to the 

reader 

<B7D 7+ أن) R,آ/  
<B7D Y 

 

 

kayfa lanā �an 

nansā/ lā nansā 
 
 

How could we 
forget 

 

2 
 
 

 

R,7+ رأ@7+ آLآ/  
 رأ@7+ آ,R أّن

 D 4-D'ى آ,R أّن
 

 

kull-u-nā ra�aynā 
kayfa/ ra�aynā 

kayfa�anna/na�nu 

narā kayfa�anna 
 

We all saw 
how 

 

3 
 
 

 

 اLO +D0GO> أّن
 

 

i�tad-nā �alā 
�anna 

 

 
We have 
become 

accustomed to 

1 
 

 

+D2Oد 
 

da�ū-nā 
 

Let us 1  

(7+ ه7+ أKGBD Y'ب 
 أّن

 

lanā hunā �allā 
nastaġrib-a �anna 

 

 

We should not 
be surprised 

that 

1 
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Table 2.  Continued 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Functional 
category 

 h->9)45 ا s,)أ
 ا(FAa9 أْن

 

 
�alaysa min al-

mu��ik-i al-

mubkī �an 

 

Is it not 
pathetically 
ironic that 

1 
 
 

 
Discourse 

markers that 
appeal to the 

reader 

هP 45 ا(:0ل و 
 ا(B9+واة أْن

 

 

hal min al-�adl-i 

wa-l-musāwāt-i 
�an 

 

Is it justice and 
equality that 

 

1 
 
 

 

 ا%ه? أّن
 
 

al-�ahamm-u 

�anna 

 

Most 
importantly 

 

2 
 
 

 
Discourse 

markers that 
attract the 
attention 

of the reader 
  /ه+ هF/ه+ه2

4-D +ه 
 

hā huwa/ hā hiya/ 
hā na�nu 

 

Look, behold 
 
 

5 
 
 

 

ا(C9+ر�V ا(^+�91 ه7+ 
 هF أّن

 

 

al-mufāraqat-u 

al-qā�imat-u hunā 
hiya �anna 

 

 
Ironically 

 
 
 

1 
 
 

 

 ا%آd 'f'ا�8 أْن
 
 

al-�ak�ar-u 

ġarābat-an �an 

 

What is even 
stranger is that 

 

1 
 
 

 

 Jُ'ى
 

turā 
 

I wonder 1  

 Tel@ ا(9'ء أن <LO
 F3 ا(-aB+ن أن

 
 
 

�alā al-mar�i �an 

ya��u	-a fī al-

�usbān-i �an 

 

 

 
It should be 
taken into 

consideration 
that 

 
 

1 
 
 
 
 

Discourse 
markers that 

guide the 
interpretation 

process 
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Table 2.  Continued 

Discourse marker & variable(s) Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Functional 
category 

 P,)ا دTه �Iوا
 LO> أّن

 
 

 

hā	ā dalīl-un 

wā�i�-un�alā 
�anna 

 

 

This is a clear 
evidence that 

 
 

 
1 
 
 
 
 

 
Discourse 

markers that 
guide the 

interpretation 
process 

 �u+B8 PA8 �aB)ا
 ه2 أّن

 

 

al-sabab-u 

bikull-i basā�at-in 

huwa �anna 

 

The reason 
simply is that 

 

1 
 
 

 

h إ(> أّن@�S' ذ(  
 

 

yu�aššir-u 	ālika 

�ilā �anna 

 

This indicates 
that 

 
1 
 
 

 

 أ0:8 45 هTا
 

�ab�ad-u min hā	ā 
 

Moreover, 
beyond that 

 
1 
 

 

 23ق هTا
 

fawqa hā	ā 
 

 
Moreover, 

beyond that 
 

 
1 
 
 

 

 ا(G7,\� أن�
 

 

al-natījat-u �anna 

 

 

The result is  
that 

 
1 
 
 

 

� أّن,-Q 
 

�a�ī�-un �anna 

 

It is true that 
 

5 
 

 

 
@FKa7 ا(TGآ,' ه7+ 

T@ُ +95آ' أن�/ l8ن�  
 
 

 

yanbaġī al-ta	kīr-

u hunā bi-�anna/ 

min-mā yu	karu 
�anna 

 
It is 

noteworthy 
here that 

 

2 
 

 
 

�a$+798 ا(-0@� 
4O...ف  

 

bi-munāsabat-i 

al-�adī�-i �an … 
fa 

 
1 
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Table 3.  Textual Discourse Markers that Occur Paragraph-initial 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
Function 

Textual 
stage 

 h)3ً� إ(> ذ+Iإ
[Lف إ(> /آ+>@

 ذ(h أّن
 

 
�i�āfatan �ilā 
	ālika kull-i-

hi/yu�āf-u �ilā 
	ālika �anna 

 

In addition to 
all that, 

moreover 
 

2 
 
 
 

 
Discourse 
markers of 
continuity 

 
 
 

Evaluation/ 
Support 

 
 
 

 4O rً>3 أّن
 َ

 

fa�lan �an 

�anna 

 

Besides 
 

2 
 

  

<Gّ` 
 

 
�attā 

 
 

Even 
 

 
1 
 
 

  

?ّpُ �umma Moreover 1   

 (Tا
 

 

li	ā 
 
 

 
Thus, 

therefore 
 

1 
 

  

 45 ه7+
 

min hunā 
 

 
 

1 
 

  

F)+G)+8 
 

bi-l-tālī 
 

 
 

1 
 

  

 هTAا
  

hāka	ā 
 

Thus, and so 
 

1 
 

  

 4ْA) /�4A)  
 
 

 

lākin/lākinna 

 

 

 

However, but 
 
 

 
6 
 
 
 

Discourse 
markers that 

refocus 
attention 

 
Thesis/ 

evaluation/ 
Support 

 
 

 d,' أن�
 

ġayra �anna 

 
 

2 
 

  

 
 ف...أ5+ 

  
ammā…fa As for 

 
14 
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Table 3.  Continued 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
 

Function 
Textual 

stage 

 ف
 
 
 
 

fa 
 
 
 
 

Since, for 
 
 
 
 

15 
 
 
 
 

 
Discourse 
markers 

that 
indicate 

topic 
change 

Opens 
support 
stages 

 
 

 an	i  إذًا
 

Thus, 
therefore, so 

 
3 
 

 
 

Marks 
conclusion 

 �QrW)ا
 �Qre/أّن

ا(^2ل 
�Qre /إّن

 ا%5' إّن
  

 

al-�ulā�at-u 

�anna/�ulā�at-u 

al-qawl-i 

�inna/�ulā�at-u 

al-�amr-i �inna 

 

 

To sum up, in 
summary 

 
 
 
 

3 
 
 
 
 
 

  

'et مrA8  
 

bi-kalām-in 

�ā�ar-a 

In other words 1   

 

Table 4.  Interpersonal Discourse Markers that Occur Paragraph-initial 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
 

Function 
Textual 

stage 

hS Y / Y أّن
 F3 hS

hS Y +5 /أّن
 3,] أّن

 

 

lā šakk-a 

�anna/lā šakk-a 

fī �anna/mā lā 
šakk-a fīhi 
�anna 

 

There is no 
doubt that, 

undoubtedly 
 
 

5 
 
 
 
 

 
Discourse 
markers 

that 
indicate 

topic 
change 

Mark 
thesis/ 

evaluation/ 
conclusion 

 

 إّن
 

�inna 

 

Certainly, 
indeed 

11 
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Table 4.  Continued 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
 

Function 
Textual 

stage 

0^) 
 
 
 

 

la-qad 

 

 

 

 

Certainly, 
indeed 

 
 
 

11 
 
 
 
 

 
Discourse 
markers 

that 
indicate 

topic 
change 

Mark 
thesis/ 

evaluation/ 
conclusion 

 

 ا%آ,0 أّن
 

 

al-�akīd-u 
�anna 

 

 
Surely, 

definitely 
 

4 
 

 

 
Mark 

evaluation, 
conclusion 

 
 Yر@� أّن

 
 
 

lā rayb-a �anna 

 

 

 

There is no 
doubt that, 

undoubtedly 
 

2 
 
 
 

  

 �I45 ا(2ا
Dّأ[  
 

min al-wā�i�-i 
�anna-hu 

 

 
It is evident 

that, it is clear 
that 

 

1 
 
 

 
Marks 

Conclusion 
 

 ا(2اHV أّن
 

al-wāqi�-u 

�anna 

 
As a matter of 

fact 
 

3 
 

 
Mark 

evaluation 

 0ّ8Y أّن
 

 

lā budd-a 

�anna 

 

It is certain 
that 

1 
 

  

 ر98+
 

 

rubbamā 
 
 

 
Perhaps 

 
 

3 
 

 
Mark 
thesis 

 
0V)+ P:3

 )5<+رع
 

 

qad+ imperfect 

verb 

 

 
2 
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Table 4.  Continued 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
 

Function 
Textual 

stage 

 Yأدري
 
 
 
 

 

lā �adrī 
 
 
 
 
 

 
I wonder 

 
 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
 

 
Discourse 
markers 

that 
indicate 

topic 
change 

Mark 
evaluation 

 
 
 

 
 <$�) ',f9)ا

 أّن
 
 

Al-mu�īr-u li-l-

�asā �anna 

 

Sadly 
 
 

1 
 
 

 
 
 

 
(2Bء ا(-� 

 3|ّن
 
 

li-sū�-i al-�a��-
i fa-�inna 

 

Unfortunately 
 
 

1 
 
 

  

 45
ا(KGB9'ب 

 أّن

min al-

mustaġrab-i  

�anna 

It is surprising 
that 

 

1 
 
 

  

 
@0aو أّن/@0aو  

 
 

 

yabdū/yabdū 
�anna 

 

It seems that 
 

3 
 

  

 F3 ',f9)ا
ا5%' 

ا%5' /أّن
 ',f9)ا

(rه9G+م ه2 
ا%5' /أّن

 'e}ا ',f9)ا
 أّن
 
  

 

al-mu�īr-u fi al-

�amr-i 

�anna/al-�amr-

u al-mu�īr-u li-

l-�ihtimām-i 

huwa �anna/ 

al-�amr-u al-

mu�īr-u al-

�ā�ar-u �anna 

 

What is 
interesting 
about the 

matter is that 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Discourse 
markers 

that 
refocus 

attention 
 
 
 
 
 

Mark 
thesis/ 

evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ا(�Bال 

ا(�Bال /ه2
 ا(j9'وح

 

al-su�āl-u 

huwa/ al-su�āl-
u al-ma�rū�-u 

The question 
is 

2 
 

 
Mark thesis 
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Table 4.  Continued 

Discourse marker & 
variable(s) 

Meaning 
No. of 

occurrences 
 

Function 
Textual 

stage 

5+ @796+ ه7+ 
 ه2
 
 
 

 

mā yahumm-u-

nā hunā huwa 
 
 
 
 

What is 
interesting 

here is 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
 

 
Discourse 
markers 

that 
refocus 

attention 
 

Mark thesis 
 
 
 
 

 �Vر+C9)ا
ا(^+�91 `+(,+ً 
 هF أّن

 

 

al-mufāraqat-u 

al-qā�imat-u 

�āliyy-an hiya 

�anna 

 

Ironically 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 

 

Mark 
Evaluation 

 
 

ا%آf' أه9,� 
 أّن
 

 

al-�ak�ar-u 

�ahamiyyat-an 

�anna 

 

 

Most 
importantly 

 
 

1 
 
 
 

  

 F3 �@'K)ا
 ا%5' أّن

 

al-ġarīb-u fī al-

�amr-i �anna 

 

Oddly 
 
 

1 
 
 

  

 ا(k3r أّن
 

al-lāfit-u �anna 

 

What is 
interesting is 

2   

 
 Fه �LA(9)ا

 أّن
 

 

al-muškilat-u 

hiya �anna 

 

The problem 
is that 

1 
 

  

(a7+در 
S]+8+رة إ(> 

 أّن
 

li-nubādir-a bi-

l-�išārat-i �ilā 
�anna 

 

Firsly, it must 
be mentioned 

that 
 

2 
 
 
 

  

� أن,-Q 
 

�a�ī�-un �anna 

 

 
It is true that 

 
3   

 +7,LO
اGOY'اف 

 أّن

�alaynā al-

i�tirāf-u �anna 

we should 
admit that 

1   
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APPENDEX-B 
 

ARABIC TEXTS 
 

Text (1) 

 (i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#) 
 

10309 ا(:0د a3 2007'ا@' 18 هـ 1428 5-ـ'م 30اY`ـ0   
 إ6S+ر $,R ا(2GCى F3 وi] ا[rOم

 0L^5 +D+@د 

» `0ّ ا(-'اaD 'q5 F3 F5r»�8,] ا(kL^D �,ajG8 [Ga)+j5 ~`2 وآ+(� ا(q-+�3 ا(PaV �,BD'C أ@+م 4O ا(7+�1 ا[$
`D'8 45 �^L+5\6+ ا(FD2@�CLG وا(7J FG+و(a3 « RL5 +6,3 k'آ�«LO> ا[5rO,� ا(q9'@� ه+(� $'`+ن 0:8 ا6J+5] (6+ 8ـ

+ V+ل وLO> 5. و`0ّ ا(-'ا�8 ا(Tي u+(� ا(B,0 ا(Hj^8 F>^@ [^,ajG8 ~`2 ا(,0 وا(^0م re 45ف وا(�Lq. ا(O0+رة
 F3 FO'S �iا ا(-0ّ واT�5 ه+V3|ن إ ،�,Vreأ H1راT8 ت ا(\0د+D+7C)0 اI +@+>V H3'8 '6GSي اT)ا ،F5r$]ا(7+�1 ا

5ّ' هTا ا(aW' 5'ور ا(A'ام F3 $,+ق ا(<\� ا(f9+رة `2ل ا[5rO,� ا(T9آ2رة . 25ا�6i ا(T@4 @7)'ون ا(C-)+ء
,G3 6+داتS kI'O FG)ة ا',e%5\6+ ا+D'8 ت+^L`ت و+j-5 <LO 4 أن }6'نfa) +5رة و+O0)ا F3 4L9:@ 46D4 أLV ت+

�@'q9)5,� اrO]ا [GCD '5ا()6+دات وه2 أ hLJ ء+^) �)+a5 46) k:36+ دDl8 496 ه+(� $'`+نG@ ى'eأ.  
 4,,5r$]ى 45 ا'eأ �V2i [,)إ k9>Dص 8-� ه+(� $'`+ن 3^0 ا+q^)ال ا�D|8 �)+u 45 �0`4 ا(2`~ وA@ ?)

T)2روا(^52,,4 اaf)وا P@2)+8 4 ه0دوا@.  
(^J 0\+وزت ردود ا(L` <LO P:C^+ت 7GJ+ول V<+@+ اB` �,O+9Gi+$� `0ود ا(\0ل `2ل ا(9<29ن وu'@^� ا(9:+(\� 

وهF أ25ر GBJ-� ا(7^+ش 8)0i PAي، (4A 5+ `0ث ه2 إ6S+ر $,R ا(2GCى GC@ FD2@�CLJ �5+D'8 F3'ض أن @2Aن (] 
@:rLe sA آa,'ا F3 ا(:�Vr 4,8 و$+P1 ا[rOم وا(529O +@0,9ً+ و4,8 ا(^2اD,4 هTا اt . '5%(,+ت aI# أe'ى %دا1]

4,Dا(^2ا hLJ ق+,$ F3 مrO]ا P9O ت+,)tو.  
 ?GJ ?) +5 '5وه2 أ PLW)ا اT6) FL:3 0,B\J 2م هrO]ا <LO �8+V')52,� (�969 اV5,� وr$ت إ+,qWS 0ىqGJ نl3

 #a>)45 ا �,)} s$�,$ 263 ?B-8و [G68+\5ن+a)+u 6+ `'آ�J09GOا FG)ا hLG) �68+(5 �8+V')وا.  
�-,-Q ',d �,D2@�CLJ 6+داتS ء+^) Y+5 4,I+^J 46D4 إLV ت+,G3 ثrp أن F3 �WLGJ �,>V ه7+ك .  

  !F3 ?A-@ 45 هTAا V<,�؟
F5rO]ا P9:)0@0ة 45 اi 2@+تGB9) �a25اآ ',d ال�J Y �,8':)ت ا+:@'(G)ا.  

 hLJ ا()qW,+ت وا(\O+9+ت ا[$5r,� وا(^F3 �,52 وi] ه+(� $'`+ن (? @lje 4A 765,+ ا�LA(9) ا%آa' أن ا(Tي `'ك
[G(V+75 �\J P8 [S+^D 4A9@ '5وه2 أ . F8':)م اrO]0ي اqG) �C,7:)ت ه2 ا(9^+و�5 ا+O+9\)ا hLJ إن 5+ `'ك

H9G\9)ا F3 P9G:J ة',fآ �A1+S +@+>V0 ا(9'أة وI R7:)رة وا+O0)675+ ا �,L:3 تr>:9) 9:+تG\9)ي وا'q9)ا 
 45 +7J+:9G\5 ء+^D �:@ذر k-J +2دهiو FC7D +5 +ًa)+d +77A) +ً529O �,8':)3+ت«اt «ا ا(27عT45 ه.  
 اY$+ءة إ(> V,? ا(H9G\9«و» D)' ا(C-)+ء«ا(6G? ا(FG أ6S'ه+ ا(2a)+j9ن 98-+آ�9 ه+(� $'`+ن `2D 45 ',8+:J kL9ع 

[G^,^` ',d <LO �ي وإ}6+ر'q9)ا«J ة ، أي أن',je �,O+9Giت اr>:5 �\)+:5 �^@'u F3 دل+\J Y ت+,qW()ا hL
  .P8 هJ F'3; و2iد hLJ ا(r>:9ت أrQ وaG:J' أن �D|8 F>^@ +6`'uال ا(^q+ص a)+u �^@'u <LO+ن

 k-J +ً>@68+ أ Y2a^5و P8 +67O +J2AB5 تrA(5 +8^+ؤه F)+G)+80اول ا(:+م وG)رج ا+e +7J+5أز <^aJ 2ب أنLj9)ن اlوآ
+u �L1»�80 ا(-'ا`« ! 
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Text (2) 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(   

10330 ا(:0د  2007 5+رس 11 هـ CQ 1428ـ' 21اY`ـ0   
!`KJ Y <G'ق ا(^<,� F3 �3 اTG8Yال: @2م ا(9'أة  
 0L^5 +D+@د 

  .V P@2-J ?G@ +5 +ًa)+d<+@+ 5-ّ̂� إ(> 5+دة ا`2LAL3 �,)+CGر@�
CG`Y2ع اa$م، آ+ن أ'q79)2ع اa$%اF9)+:)ت 2,8م ا(9'أة اY+ . �1+^`52+ت وL:98 ء+B7)ا kV'dا ا():+ر أTه k-Jو

46V2^` 4O وواV:46 ا(Tي 0Jّل ا%رV+م وا(H1+V2 ا(,52,� ا(D FG:,)6+ أD] 5+ زال G5'د@ً+ وأن Ti +ً7B-Jر@ً+ (? @j'أ 
0:8 [,LO .رات ا%رض+V RLGW5 F3 R7:)9,,� واG)ا +@+-I ء+B7)ا k)93+ زا .C@ Y8:; و F3 ا(9'أة kJ+8 R,7+ آJ2

  .ا(�u+79 ا(l9زوF3 �5 ا(0ول ا(:'�7L) �,-I �,8اO+ت وأ`,+D+ هS+a5 +ً30'ًا 6,3+
J-2ّل @2م ا(9'أة ا(:+(F9 إ(> G$Y �j-5-<+ر ا(�9@0 45 ا(-^+�1 ا(C9\:� وH@'$ PA(8 4A) وre 45 '8+Oل 

 l8س 8] 45 اه9G+م ا(q-+�3 وا[rOم 0O+V <LOة وau:ً+ آ+ن (0D .Y �,qD �,>^Lوات واO+9Gi+ت و`L^+ت D^+ش
+7J+:9G\5 [,D+:J HV07 واO +ً@0i RV2G)ا s,)آ+ر ا(:+8' وTG$Yا.  

46^-8 R7O 9+رس@ s9e 4,8 45 ا5'أة .  
HVا ا(2اTس 68+ 45 هl8 Y �q` +7G^j79).  

F8':)م اrO]ا F3 0@0\)8+%5' ا s,) 8-� ا(9'أة R7:)ق (^<+@+ ا'jG)أن ا �,-Q. تY8:; ا(9-+و k90 $+هVو 
(7J 4A+ول هT� ا(^<+@+ (? @HjGB ا(C7+ذ إ(> 5+ وراء . F3 آ0i 'Bار ا(k9q `2ل ا(:R7 ا(:+FL1 وا(9G,,� 8-� ا(9'أة

  .ا(jW+8+ت ا(G9)7\� وI23> ا(K'ا�1
  . V kJ+8<+@+ ا(9'أة 27OاG3Y PّKGB@ +D:+ل ا[p+رة

i إ(> 95+%ة ?NO%ا �75+ أو $2ادrOإ P,9@[8+وره �ا�1'd �LQ F3 Fه +@+>V F3 269ر.  
 0,O <)ب إ'Vأ �a$+79)ا �T45 ه P:i45 5<+7,5] و [d'3أ F9)+:)2م ا(9'أة ا@ <LO F)+CG`Yا [i2)ا �,LKJ أن hS Y

+7G^j75 F3 ا(:+(? أو F3 66+ $2اءi2اJ FG)ع ا(9'أة وا%ز5+ت ا+Iأو F3 P5lGL) �j-5 +675.  
`Yا P,9)ا اTم آّ'س هrO]ع ا(9'أةا+Iدي أو'J <)إ 'S�J FG)ت ا+,j:9)45 ا ',fA)إه9+(] ا 'aO F)+CG . �,->)6+ اDإ

+6OY0Dا �N-) ا%ز5+ت F3 <)ة.ا%و'S+a9)ا ',dة و'S+a9)1\6+ ا+G7) �,^LG9)ا Fوه .  �O+9i 0@'J +507O �qGKJ ا(9'أة
 وا%رV+م J sA:J'د@ً+ F3 أو7J+:9G\5(. <LO +6O+I+(وا(9'أة 9G\5 F3 R7:J:+ت ا('i+ل . اGDY^+م �O+9i 45 أe'ى

 rًf93 .و`KD Y <G'ق F3 ا(rAم ا(:+م، @4A9 ا(RLGW5. +67,:8 �)+` 07O RV2G ا(2GB9@+ت N:5 F3? أQ^+ع ا%رض
�,8'K)ا �C>)ة وا�d F3 F7,jBLC)ا H9G\9)ا Peء دا+B7)ا HIو Tel7) . ?\` F3 P1+ع ه+CJ4 ارO 0ث-GJ م+V3+%ر

O ا(99+رس R7:)6+اiر+e أو �L1+:)5-,# ا Peء $2اء 45 دا+B7)ا <L . P{ F3 PG^)أ`,+ن إ(> ا F3 Pq@ R7O
 (PK(J ?) +67A `,�ًا F3 +ً,L:3 .إje �,>V +6D,'ة و�9V+CG5. اGO'اف ا(�jLB ا(jBLC,7,� 8:\�ه+ 4O 5:+(\� ا5%'

  .7J+وYت ا(q-+�3 وا[rOم
Fن ا%و(2@� هl8 مrA)ا اTه <LO +ً:@'$ 0 @'ّدVP,1ا$'ا H5 �6iا(29ا �,jKJ F3  . k$'آ �,L,1ا'$Yأن ا(^2ات ا �,-Q

�` 4O مrO]ا P1+$7+و(] وGJ '5وه2 أ Yً+Cuوأ Yً+iًء ور+BD 4,7,jBLC)8-� ا �C,7O 95+ر$+ت . <B7D 7+ أن) R,A3
  .ن `,+07O 46Jه+ا(:0د ا(P1+6 45 ا(B7+ء ا(jBLC,7,+ت ا(-2اP5 ا(2LاFJ إ5+ أLO 4a\D> `2ا�i ا$'اL,1,� أو 3^0

وأن @'آّ� ا[rOم 2BV <LOة . (4A اDY)K+ل 8+(�7اع H5 ا$'اF7:@ Y P,1 إCd+ل aAJ'D +5] R7O 45 4-D وa@ Y'ر�
  .7J+:9G\5+ وا(99+ر$+ت ا()+ذة ا(�aAJ'9 8-� ا(B7+ء (4 @7:30+ %ن Pّ>D ا(Q 4O �@'j'اO+ت آa'ى أe'ى
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Text (3) 
)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  
 
10337 ا(:0د 2007 5+رس 18 هـ CQ 1428ـ' Y28`ـ0 ا  

 }'3+ء
 0L^5 +D+@د 

  هACL) 4A9@ P+ه� أن O +5 �^-J\�ت 7O] ا(B,+$� ؟
0a@ 0Vو ا(�Bال j,BaJ,ً+ إ(> `2D 45 �L>:98 �L:G@ 4,` +ًQ2qe ،+5 0ّع رأب ا(0qع 4,8 ا(:+(? ا[$F5r وا(K'ب 

\5 F3 �9LB9)50+ج ا(\+(,+ت ا(:'8,� واD9:+ت ا(69\'أو اG . 0@ا�G9)ال ه2 ا(7\+ح ا�B)ا اTإ(> ه H30@ +5 أن Yإ
(rBLB9ت D2@�CLJ,� أ5,'آ,� وأورو7GJ �,8+ول واHV ا(F3 4,9LB9 ا(K'ب وD\+ح Lf95,4 45 أ2Qل إ$7J F3 �,5r+ول 

'e+$ �)+V F3 F8'K)وا F5r$]9:,4 اG\9)4,8 ا �Vr:)ا �,)+ASإ.  
q)ا H8+G9) 4A9@ ،25از #e <LO 45 ?A6G)ا <LO ?1+V �8+GA)ا F3 0@0i #9D 8'وز �`r@ �3 ا%ورو8,� وا%5,'آ,� أن+-

ا(aG+س �VrO ا(K)+8 ?LB9'ب و$-� هT� ا(:�Vr 45 �3 ا(2Wف وا('@�a إ(> 0O+Vة J^2م LO> ا(PO+CG اF8+\@Y و(2 
�@'WB)ا 'aO .  

3 �C,-Q F3 rf9»رد@+ن+K)ت » اr\9) +ً\@و'J أُت'V �,D+j@'a)ورة 5:'�3 ا'I 4,8 +5 �50@ 4,9LB9)7> 8^<+@+ ا:J
PJ+^)وا R,7:)ا ?LB9L) �,j97)2رة اq)آ0,52ي ا PA(8 0^G7J رات+a:8 ?LB9)ا 'e}ا اTه .  

وا(e" . PBLB9+ص آ0,52@+ 5-2ر ا()'"PBLB9 أ5,'آA3 F+ه27O 0@0i FاF3 [D ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة ا(,2م 08أ اYه9G+م 8
?A6G@ [D27اO 45 0وa@ +9آ s,1')إدارة ا [Jره+ب أو 5-2ر ا()ّ' و�3 5+ `0د]3-� ا+A98 <9B@ +95 آ0,52ي PA(8 

'a9Ga$ 45 '(O دي+-)5+ 0:8 ه\9+ت ا �a^` F3 2رج 28شi .,Lf99)45 ا �O29\9) �a$ 5,� آ+نr$2ل إQ4 45 أ
 �V'3 kB$69"5-2ر ا()'"أن أi بTi F3 k-\D2@2رك و,D F3 �,`'B5 +ًIو'O k50V0,52@� وA)ا  F2ر أ5,'آ

�,8'O 2لQأ ',d 45 . ?LB9)ا Fا%5,'آ Fه+AC)ا Pf99)5+ @^2ل ا �B-80 ا�"وaO 4@د" F3|ن ا(\269ر ا%5,'آ ،
+6Jا'(Dر و+ae%4 اO ت+AD <)9+ع إG$Yا F3 �d'@ . s,C7GL) �i+` �8+f98 0وa@ ر+ae%45 ا �@'WB)2 ا-D P,9)ا اTوه

)+a5 أو ��u+e ر+ae75] أ kCO+I ن+^G`6+، 95+ $+ه? 45 ا)rKG$6+ واf8 <LO �,ا(:0@0 45 ا(^27ات ا%5,'آ k86,3+ دأ �
 F3?LB9)ا F8':)ا('ه+ب 45 ا �CO+>5.   

واYه9G+م F3 ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة أو ا(K'ب 529Oً+ 78\+ح Pf5 هTا ا(27ع 45 ا(0V 45 Ha7@ +@0,52Aرة هTا ا(27ع 45 
e4 أ,G3+^p اف'u�7 4,8 أ(G)ا �,L^J <LO �5ا'a)ا+ًC,7O <-75 +967,8 0امq)ا T . ر+aGO4 اO 4,L1+CG9)2ان 8:; اG@ ?)

هTا ا(97# 45 5^+ر�8 ا(0qام 4,8 ا[$rم وا(K'ب D <LO-2 ه�(L) FL:3 Pe05 �8+f98 F-2ار 4,8 ا%LV,+ت ا(i+69'ة 
  .  إY إذا آ+ن ه7+ك aG:@ 45' أن ا(q'اع وا(:R7 هPAS 2 45 أAS+ل ا(-2ار.وا(K'ب

 F3 �@ر Yا(أن #W)ا H,3ر HV0,52@+ وا(2اA)4,8 ا PQ+C. 4A9@ FG)ن إ`0ى ا(^27ات ا+D2A@ 0V ه�+AC)3,] وا'G)أن ا Yإ 
LQ ء+(D] 09G:J أن�CLGW9)ت ا+O+9\)ا%5,'آ,,4 إ(> .� إ@\+8,� 4,8 ا �+aGDا kGC) 'a9Ga$ أن ه\9+ت +ًQ2qe 

� ا(9^+ر�8 ا(�jBa9 (�25ر BJ+ه? R,CWJ F3 `\? ورPf5 +98 هT. ا(\+(,+ت ا(:'8,� وا(2aB5 ',d 2-D <LO �9LB9ق
 .ا('ه+ب 45 ا(:'F8 وا(LB9? ا(Tي 8+ت ه+F3 +ًBi ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة وأورو8+
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Text (4) 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

 s9,ـW)10278 ا(:0د 2007 @7+@' 18 هـ 1427 ذو ا(-\ـ� 28ا  
  45 ا(2aا�8 ا(:2O .. �,D+9Lدة ا(0@4
8+� ا(B,0 و(0 ا  

et F3' ا$GCG+ء `2ل ا(HI2 اO �L\5 [J'(D +BD'3 F3 F7@0)+(? ا(D+@0+ت، aJ,4 أن ا(AJ �,A,)2p+A+د 2AJن 0V اB-D'ت  
�B,7A)ا k7a8 k9BJ +9)+u FG)ا(0و(� ا F3.  2ن,A,)2p+6? آDون أ'aG:@ 45 �aBD وز+\G@ Y م ا(79)2رة+Vا%ر �B-351 

 P8+^5 ن+AB)ا(9+�1 45 ا F367HLj5 F3  ?67,8 45 7,+ت,:aB)2م 8 ا@ �B,7A)ا F3 ةrq)ا <LO 2نa{ا(9+�1 3^# @2ا F3 
FBD'3 4,@r5 �prp 45 PVا%`0 أي أ .  

 ا6D,+ر ا(�B,7A ا(BD'3 F3 �,A,)2p+A+ ا(Tي ه2 }+ه'ة F3 �5+O أور8+ واآGa] }+ه'J+ن 0aJوان أّنا(F3 ',f9 ا5%' 
 �6i 45 +9رز ه+a)ا ا(9)06 اTه H5 4,GIر+:G5 <LO �a@'K)ا(0@7,� ا(\0@0ة ا R12اj)ر ا+(GDوا ،FD+9L:)م ا+N7)أز�5 ا

وLO> رd? أن هT� ا(9)+ه0 ا(0aJ �prfو G5:+ر�I، إY أF3 +6D واHV اrG5 '5%زBC@ �5'  .ا(B7,� ا(F$2^j ا(L^G,0ي
+>:8 +6>:8.[Jق ذا+,B)ا F3 07رجJت ا. و+D+@0L) �,B$�9)0ة ا(9:,+ر@� واO+^)6,+ر اDأي ا  �Lj9)ا PA(Jو �,W@ر+G)

  . ا(F7@0 و�3 ا(97+ذج ا(9G\9:,� وا(2LBآ,� ا(\0@0ة
و(a7+در ه7+ 8'3; ا(2qرة ا()+F3 �:1 ا%د8,+ت ا(:'J 4O �,8:+رض ا(:D+9L,� وا(2N75 45 4@0ر آ2ن اl(D �,D+9L:)ت 

  . e +6GCq8,+را 4O r@08 ،�B,7AL) +>,^D ا(0@4
9:G) 2ر @:2دqG)ا اTأن ه �Iرب و45 ا(2ا+\J k3'O FG)ا ،�O27G9)ت ا%ور8,� ا+V+,B)ا <LO �,BD'C)�8 ا'\G)ا ?,

 �KaQ Teي أT)ا ،[BCD FBD'C)27@' اG)وع ا'(5 �:,aj) 2د:J FG)ا �,Q2qW)ا �Tه F3 +6)ا�Ge4 اA9@ Y ة'@+K5
�6D ي�,L\D]27@' اG)ا hL$و F7@ح دrQإ PAS FD+9)%27@' اG)ا Teي أT)ا kV2)ا F3 4@0L) �@5:+د F$+,B)ح اrQ]ا 

� H5 ا(0@4)+qG9)ا .  
 F3 س'K7J FO+9GiYا F$+,B)ن اl(L) '-)80,' اG)وا �,Dr^:)ة ا'N7)4 اO +,B$�5 ا',a:J +ره+aGO+8 �,D+9L:)3+('ؤ@� ا

'@27GL) �,9,^)�52 اN79)7].اO +,B$�5 +6Lq3 4A9@ Yو . ،�,D+9L:)9+(] ا('ا01ة `2ل اOأ F3 [,S2d P,$4 5+ر,a@ +9وآ
|3,$+,B)ا(0@7,� ا �)lB9)ن ا�prp P`0 5'ت 98'اV +8أورو F3 �.   
و9GJ,� هT� ا(faD+8 �L`'9+ق .  ـ إ(> 6D+@� ا(^'ن ا(O 45+f)'1598ا(�L`'9 ا6D T75 �,VruY+@� `'ب ا(D+@0+ت ـ * 

-G)ورة ا'I F>G^@ يT)ا FLا%ه ?LB)ا �C-8 Pن ا(29آ+,A)ا Fه FG)ا �f@0-)ا �,D09)26م ا(0و(� اC5 9+ءGDYر 45 ا'
+6) �B,7A)ع ا+>eوإ �,$+,B)ا �jLBL) �^Lj9)ا �jLB)ا s@'AG8 FC1+j)وا F7@0)27ع اG)ب ا+:,G$ا(:^0ي وا .  

 F3 2م^J P8 4@0)ا H5 رض+:J F3 kB,) FG)0و(� اL) �^Lj9)ا �jLB)4 اO ا',a:J F6)]26م ا(-� اC5 '6{ اTAوه
[,3 FVru%0 ا:a)ا <LO +6G,O'S.  

\269ر@� ا(a,L'ا(,� 45 08ا@� ا(^'ن ا(O H$+G)' و6G9$+ ا%$+$,� هF ا(PqC ا(FB$�9 4,8 ا(�B,7A ا(�L`'9 ا(* 
3|ذا آ+kD ا(�L`'9 اVruY,� 98+ 5,�ه+ . وا(0و(� F3 $,+ق ا(-0ا�p ا(^+D2D,�، ا(2L8 FGرت 7p+1,� ا(H9G\9 ا(FD09 وا(0و(�

B\L) +@2را أ`+دqJ sA:J F$+,BL) F7@0)2ع ا>e 45 }+ه'ة �,ajV k$'0 آV �,)ا'a,L)ا �N-L)3|ن ا ،F$+,B)ا ?
 �,O+9\)ا(0ا1'ة ا F3 0@0ةiFD09)ا P^-)وا F$+,B)ا P^-)ا(0@7,� .4,8 ا �B$�9)4,8 ا PqC)4 اA99)0ا 45 اd ?p 45و 

�,$+,B)ا �B$�9)وا .  
 إ(> 5-2ر ا(H9G\9 ا(jV FD09,:� 4,8 ا(0@4 وا(0و(� BD'3 F3+ وJ-2ل ا(�B,7A: إY أن هTا ا(PqC اTe أ9G5 Y+AS+@�ة

 FD09)ر ا(:^0 اTi F3 +79>G5 �aQ8-,� أ ،+A@'5أ F3 F$+,B)ا P^-)ا(> ا �B,7A)ا F3 FD09)ا(0ور ا P^Dو +,D+j@'8 F3
FVre%2ه'ه+ اi �,` 45 4A)ا(:^0ي، و F$2^j)6:8+ ا+u �,` 45 Y .  

B-D+ر ا(q'اع ا(P@2j 4,8 ا(�B,7A وا(0و(� و@'ى S2d,] أن ا(9G\9:+ت ا%ورو0V �,8 د�f)+p �N-) F3 kLe 0:8 ا
�f@0-)ا �,$+,B)�3 ا+^fL) [i29)ا �j79)ي آ+ن اT)ا .  

وا(C9+ر�V ا(^+�91 `+(,+ ه2 اF3 [D ا(kV2 ا(Tي `B? هTا ا(q'اع B` <LO+ب ا(�B,7A 3^0ت ا(0و(� ا(:D+9L,� ا('ه+ن 
4A@ ?) ?B-)ا اTر أن ه+aGO+8 ،�,$+,B)6+ اG,LO+3 ?N7@ ي آ+نT)ا(:^,0ة ا Fوه �B,7AL) �,>@2:G)ا �D+@0)8^,+م ا Yإ ?G,) 

ا(^52,� ا(D09,� ا(FG ا$k50WG ا(^+25س ا(rjIr) [BCD F7@0ع �C,{2)+8 ا(:^0@� ا[دi+5,� ا(u FG+(9+ أد6J+ ا(D+@0+ت 
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�,W@ر+G)ا .  
+,B)ه,? ا+C9)9,� @^2ل أن اS آ+رل FD+9)%ا FD2D+^)2ف واBL,C)2ر آ+ن اN79)ا اTت 45 هY2^5 2ى$ kB,) �,D09)ا �,$

FD09)ا F$+,B)ا 'AC)ا �AJ'5 Fه FG)دة ا+,B)6+ 5^2(� اG50^5 F3و ،�BaGL5 �,J2هY . Hiا'Jدة و+,B)26م اC5 ر+B-D+a3
+6BCD �,7@0)ا �)+B9)ا �d+,Q 0دت\J �,52^)ا(0و(� ا . ،F$+,B)ا P^-)ا F3 ?A-G)2دة ا(0@4 إ(> اO +7ا%5' ه F7:@ Yو

[)2-J +9Dت ا(:'@^� وإ+,uا(0@9^'ا F3 <G` �,52^)06د ا(2`0ات اGJ <G)1,� ا+CADYت ا+O�7L) TK5 03ان وا`0 إ(> را F3 
  . وإ(> را03 دY(� و$2Lك 0:8 اB-D+ر اi2)2@0@Y,+ت ا(f@0-G,� ا(A,'ى

G)ا(-^,^� ا kafJ 4@0G)0@0ة 45 اi 9+طDا('$9,� ا(9\+ل أ5+م 8'وز أ �B,7A)6,+ر اDا �BC@ +79+ء و45 هLO +9+ آ'ره)+u F
  .اi2)28'GDY,+ ، وهF إن ا(�Lj9)+8 �Lq هF ا(a:0 ا(2`,0 ا(9D F3 k8+f# ا9GiY+ع ا[FD+BD اG(9)'ك
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Text (5) 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

10323 ا(:0د 2007 5+رس 4 هـ CQ 1428ـ' 14اY`ـ0   
7fG$Y+ء ا[$F5rا%2Q(,+ت ا(0@7,� وأ$2jرة ا  

 ا(B,0 و(0 أ8+� 

ا(D+@0+ت " 27:8ان + آe�5 �G'ا آFL،8+G 5:'وف، و$F3 �8+$ ',C 8+ر@s إ@D'8 FL+وي، AC5' و�5رخ إ$'ا1, 
�LJ+^)ا"pأ ،r5+آ rq3 [,3 �qe �L1+ه �\I 5,� "+رr$]2ر@� اf)2(,� اQ�)" يT)ا 'a06@0 ا%آG)ه+ ا'aGOا FG)ا 

 �,D+BD]75] ا FD+:Jا(,2م.  
 �,9GJ �,8+GA)ت ا+D+@0)ده+ أن ا+C5 ،�,i2)28'GDYا(0را$+ت ا F3 �\1و`� را'u8] 45 أ+Gآ F3 وي+D'8 �Lj7@و

8 +6AB9Jو �^,^-L) FV2p2)4 6963+ ا%`+دي اO �\J+7)ا �,D1,� ا(:0وا+qVY6+ اJ2راqG8 دا1'ة 'q-J F:i'5 �7
 وأ$+(,� `,+ة، أو ا(D+@0+ت ا[d'@^,� ا('وV �,D+5'ب (CBLC+ت O,~$,2@� ا(FG هF أ P8+^5 F3 ا(D+@0+ت ا{.ا(-^,^� 3,]

FO+9GiYا ?B\)ت ا+,)t 45 �,)t 4 $2ىAJ ?) FG)ا(^0@�9 ا.  
 T75 k56+ ه�D% ،rA(5 ح'jJ 0:J ?) �,-,B9)ا �,)+A@2(,� ا('ادQ%ه� إ(> أن اT@ [Dأ Y27@' إG)ح واrQ]2ر اqO

-,� Ti P9-J +6Jl(D T75ور ا(:2qG8 �79Lره+ ا(GjLBL) F1+7f,4 ا('و`,� وا(�75,�  و0V آ+kD ا(�D+@0 ا(F3.,B9 أورو8+
  . J ?G3-,,0� وL^J,? أ}+3'�.> إqV+ء ا(0@4 45 ا(9\+ل ا(:F529ا(Tي أ6D F3 <>3+@� ا(j9+ف إ(

>G`ا FG)ا �,D2,6q)م ا(0و(� ا+,^) �\,GD +08وره k50 ه�V �@ا(,26د �,)+A@2(,� ا('ادQ%49 آ9+ @'ى أن اI +6G7
 k50@'، 5+ داqGL) �L8+V ',d +6D% 06د أ`0اJ Y ،�)5:�و �O�D <)6+ إG)2-3 ،�,u6+ ا(0@9^'اLوه,+آ �,$+,B)6+ اG@�5ر

FD229ح آu 52,� 08ونV �D+@ا(,26د@� د .   
'ة F3 آP أز5+ت 2Q%+3(,� ا('اد@A+(,� ا[$�aB7)+8 Pf9J �,5r (] ا7fG$Y+ء ا%و`F3 0 ا(L^G,0 ا(�B5 ،F8+GAو(,6G+ }+ه

R7:)ا1? ا[ره+ب وا'i Pا(:+(? وآ .  
و(�4 آ+ن D'8+وي @'3; ا(lGو@rت ا('اN) �\1+ه'ة ا%2Q(,� ا(2fر@� ا[$5r,� ـ ا(9^+ر�8 ا(2B$,2اqGV+د@� 
 F3 �\1ى را'eو`� أ'u4 أO H30ا@ [Dأ Yـ، إ �,\,Jا'G$Yا �,W@ر+G)اع ا(-<+رات وا(9^+ر�8 ا'Q �`و'uوأ

Yده+ أن ا%د8,+ت ا+C5 ،�^,G:)ا �,Vا'(G$»زقl5 « 4@0)م 6,3+ 4,8 ا+qCDا Y FG)ا(2`,0ة ا �D+@0)ا [D2إ(> آ Hiم راr$]ا
  . وا(B,+$�، وA5 Y+ن D+9L:L) [,3,� 45 `,� هL) s@'AJ F^,? ا[D+BD,� ا(-'ة

@B)+8 +6Cq+ذ�i ا(FG » `2ار ا(-<+رات«و@D'8 �LW+وي 45 آG+8] ا(0qاF5 إ(> �a)+j5 ا(K'ب 8'3; 5^2(� 
 �,D2A)ا(-<+رة ا ?,V Fه FG)�79 اL:)27@' واG)ا ?,V <LO 27عG)أو(2@� `� ا <LO 2م^J +6D245 `,� آ �C,WB)وا

 �6i25ا F3 �,D2D+^)3,� وا+^f)9] ا,V 4O 30+عL) 0@0i 45 95+ر$� ا(-'ب ?L:G8 [a)+j@ +9آ ،�f@0-)ا» �,S+C)ا
�,5r$]ا« .  

�6B9)ا �,L:G)45 ه79+ ا s,) F8'K)م اrO]ا F3 +:$و8+ وا+\J k,^) +6D0و أa@ FG)وي ا+D'8 �`و'uأ <LO ) FBD'C)ا
�e%ا <LO( �'aGO98+ أ F5r$]ف ا'jG)ه'ة ا+{ ',BCG8 +675 �L:G9)ا �D+\)ا <LO 2فV2)7+ اaB` +9Dوإ ،

,B9)4 ا(,26د@� وا,G,)2Q%ا P8+^5 F3 مr$]ا F3 �$+,B)4,8 ا(:^,0ة وا F9+هG)ا �,Q2qe �,-»4,G9)+B9)ا«.  
  +6Jر ا(9^2(� ذا'AJ �,5r$]ه+ت ا+\JYأن ا Fا(^+�91 ه7+ ه �Vر+C9)ان ا(:<2ي 4,8 ا(0@4 (وا'GVYا �,Q2qe

�$+,B)وا ( ت+O+aGG$Y+8 �,Oوا ',d ة'@+K5 �,CLe 45 9^+ر�8 وإن)ا �T6) �,1ا'i]وا �@'N7)ا.  
 2Q%أن ا �,-q)ا ',d 45 [Dرة إ(> أ+S]+8 در+a7)و ?N7)49 اI +967,i0J HVن و+G9)+B5 �,-,B9)4 ا(,26د@� وا,G,)

`'ب .  وF3 ا%`0اث ا(:�C,7 ا(FG ه�ت ا(:+(? F3 ا(27Bات ا%e,'ة 8,+ن آ+ف LO> ز@R هT� ا(q9+درة.u,�ا(0@9^'ا
�,8'q)ا �,BوآTp2(,� ا%رQ%6,3+ ا kaaBJ FG)ن ا+^La)ذ.ا FG)ا P,1إ$'ا F3 �@2(,� ا(,26دQ%ا1? ا'iو I 6+ ه�G,-

  .رs,1 ا(2زراء ا%$�a را4,8
06(D +93� F3 ا(2اHV هR,{2J 2 ا(^+25س ا%F)2Q ا(F3 F7@0 اG$Y'اJ,\,+ت ا(B,+$,� ا(FG أTKGJ k-aQى 45 
 �52N75ا(0@4 آ:^,0ة و kqV2 أ) <G` [a\-J ا(^+�91 أن �,B$�9)�79 اL:L) 4A9@ Y +95 ،�,QrW)ا +,i2)2G,9)ا

   . +مu^2$,� 45 ا(9\+ل ا(:
وk7jCJ 0V ا(�32BL,C ا(,26د@� اA@'5%,� ا(9:'و�3 `�7 أرB9e PaV kD,4 $�7 إ(> هTا اa5 ،'5%,�7 أ@+م ا(-'ب ا(a+ردة 
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أن Q'اع ا(:+(? ا(-' 0I ا0aG$Yاد ا(),0V FO2 و(0 اJ\+ه+ 7G5+5,+ إ(> lJو@P هTا ا(q'اع �B-8 اrjQY`+ت 
إD] ا(9)06 ا(Tي 2I28 [B9LDح je F3+ب ا('CL) . s,1<+ء ا(:F529ا(2O 45 #9D [7O ?\D +95 ،�,7@0دة ا(0@4 

�,I2G)ج (�9@0 45 ا+G-@ Y +98 28ش F)+-)ا FA@'5%ا .  
وG7GBD +5\] 45 هTا ا(s,) 'S�9 ر2iع ا(N7+م ا(V2,G'اF3 Fu ا(K'ب أو اB-D+ر ا(:D+9L,� وإJ +9D'آ� ا(N7'ة 

 ا[F1+qV ا(Tي ا'aGO� D'8+وي 2iه' ا(W9,+ل ا(F7@0 ا(2$,# اG$Y'اJ,\,� إ(> اsCD F3 'eY ا(^+25س ا(26jري
�، 2qG@ +5 sAO <LOر D'8+وي وا%2Q(,2ن ا[$2,5rن، أن   .ا(W@ ?) FG'ج 75] ا[$rم 0:8,-q)45 ا s,)و

�,$+,B)ا �,O'()6,3+ ا(0@4 5^52+ت ا 'AG-@و F$+,B)+8 ن 6,3+ ا(:^0ي'G^@ FG)ا(2`,0ة ا �D+@0)م ه2 اr$]ا.  
l8 +79,LBJ H9ن آP ا(9G\9:+ت ا(�j,$2 اGV'ن J +6,3+ر@W,+ ا(a$% F$+,B)+8 F7@0+ب 5:'وs,) �3 هTا 5\+ل ذآ'ه+ 3

 Fه FG)ا F$+,B)ن اl(L) �@'(a)ة ا[دارة ا'AC) 4,@4 ا(<'ور,,:i'9)ا%$+$,4 ا HIو [D2A8 �Geم اr$]أن ا Yإ
 �,D+9L:L) �^,9:)ا �,CLW)6+ ا%@(اG7-S 5+ وراء F3�,i2)2@0 .(  

  4@0L) FVre%0 ا(\2ه' ا,B\J [D+A5|8 s,) +@2,D6'@+ دV +D+,6+ آGCq8 �)4 ا(0وO �$ع ا(^0ا�D 263 أ5+ ا%$+س ا%ول
)4,j,$2)ا F-,B9)0@4 ا(,26دي وا,L^G)ا sAO <LO .( �9B@ +5 �,5r$]ا �,:@'(G)�52 ا(^,9,� أو اN79)ا F3 s,)و

و(,s 5:+@,' ا(^,? ) 7:98> ا%J,^+( أن هT� ا(u�J �52N79'ه+ V,? ا(2LBك ا%aGO+8  FVre+ر.8+(^2ل 8+(0و(� ا(0@7,�
 P129ن ا%واLAG9)6+ء وا^C)ي ر3<] اT)ا(^0@? ا FD+D2,)2ر اqG)+8 �,D09)ا) F3 Yإ �^-GJ Y �L,>C)ا ?,V نl8 أي ا(^2ل

\+ل ا%(2ه,� و5\+ل ا(�LW، ا(Tي ا$�G7G و@s$lG هTا ا(LO RV29> ا(PqC ا(\Tري F3 د@+�D ا(2G`,0 4,8 5). ا(09@�7
  .ا%�5 ا%واP1 أن �Sون ا(�jLB و0V+:J �,:I@� و(,kB 45 أ2Qل ا(:^,0ة وأ$+$,+ت ا(9LO [75 4@0+ء

O 'q-7J+دة (0ى ا(^+AS]+3) F3 +68 4,L1+ل F3 Pf9G@ Y ا(�Bال اGOY,+دي ا(2i28 �L:G9د F3 �,$+,$ �@'ND ا[$rم 
  ) اة ا(FG هa5 F+دئ أa5�L5+S �,Vre+دئ ا(:0ل وا(B9+و

وا(9,�ة ا(aA'ى (97L# . وإF3 'N7)+8 +9D �75(� ا(0و(� آA,+ن @-9D �C# ا9GiY+ع اG(9)'ك F3 ا(i'9:,� ا(0@7,�
�0,B\J Y8^0$,� ا(0@4 و 'p0G)7] اA9@ Y +@'(8 +aBه+ آ'aGOا [Dه2 أ P19+ء ا%�5 ا%واLO [963 +9آ F5r$]ا .  

 h)ف ذre s,)و(,4وlG9)ة أو $2ء 63? اrK)ا Hj7J 2ى$ .  
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Text (6) 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

 kـaB)ا@' 3 هـ 1428 5-ـ'م 15ا'a3 2007 10294 ا(:0د  

 45 ا(Tي أدار ا(�LQ2a ؟

 F(AaS 4,B` 

� S [(,:J:2ب اPA(8 �^j79)! اJ\+ه+ت ا(F3 �LQ2a ا(:+(? ا(:'KJ F8,'تIوا HVا واTهH30Jو F52@ [i+GD  . Yوإ
 ا(F3 [) R)+W9 ا('أي ا(F$+,B؟   BCD]"ا{e'"4 8+ت ه2 ا(jBLCL) �aB7)+8 ، F7,jBLC,7,,"ا(:0و"آ,BCJ 4A9@ R,' أن 

 �aB7)+8 0`وا ?Vا(> ا(:0و ر FD+7aL)ا(2زراء ا s,12,7رة رB)2ل �3اد ا-J R,9^+و�5«أو آL) « 7+نa) F3 �,5r$Yا
45 5:] 45 ا(HaG؟ أو k)2-J ا(B:2د@� j^) �aB7)+8' و6Gj-5+ ا(C<+1,� 5-2ر آP 5+ هF3 �Lf9G5 ،FaL$ 2 `�ب ا� و

 s@',8 29ن,S FL,1ا'$Yا ?,O�)ل ا+a^G$Y ة+C()ا <LO 5+ت+BG8Y2 اL:J3,] ا%ذرع و �GCJ يT)ا kV2)ذات ا F3) اب'O
a,+ وP,D ا$B-G+ن J)+د وا(2K7A و28رآ,F3 +7 دو`� ا(:'ب ؟ أو آ,R 8+ت ا('I+ اF^@'3Y (L,) 5\�رة D+V+ اYو(>

 �9Q+O أن R,9,:+؟ وآi ب'O F78 45 ?و(2@+ت أم » ا(:'ب«3+$2 أهYا F3 #aWJ 61+ ا@'ان؟+CL` ?أه kJ+8 �(5د
 'NG7J 4) �Oر+BG9)6+ ا(9-�529 واpوأ`0ا �^j79)4 اA)0:8 ، و [,LO �8+iYا kV4 و-J ?) ؟ $�ال',KGJ0@0ة وi ت+O+7V

@2u �8+i]اr . ر+,e 2ب 9675+ أ5+مLj54 `+$? وA)ار أ(,? و'V Te% �i+-8 �7 وا(:'بB)ك«ا'-J « F\,Jا'G$ا
�,Vا(:'ا �`+B)ا <LO ',je .FV'O أو أ$+س FaهT5 أ$+س <LO ك'-G)ر 5+ 4,8 ا+,e . أ$+س <LO اذا آ+ن ا(-'اك

� T5هFa و5-+و(� ا@\+د 2Jازن H5 ا(-'اك ا(),:F، ا(2O09م 268س PaV 45 ا@'ان،G3 ر $2ى+,e 45 2ن ه7+كA@ 4) 
8+ب ا(G:+ون و8^2ة J H5'آ,+ واCG$Y+دة 6L^p 45+ ا(F7B و6J+VrO+ ا(\,0ة H5 اYردن وا(B:2د@� وq5' وا0G5اده+ 

ا(^2ي F3 دول t$,+ ا(j$2> ذات اOY'اق ا(G'آ,� 6G,a)+d F3+ وا(G^J FG'ب `0وده+ H5 ا@'ان 6BCD+، وهTا ا(27ع 45 
dإ F>G^@ ا(-'اك �,>V ل+C»�8ا(9:+د(� » ا(:'و F3 آ'ادYل ا+eا@<+ اد F>G^@و P8 +5 kV2)) +@0-J 2نA,$ اTوه

#,B8 ',d (اك'JYآ'اد واY4,8 ا P1+6)ا h()وا �a@')ا (-+(� ا'ND . 4,8 +5 اع'Q 2رN75 F3 �,>^)ا k,^8 أ5+ اذا
:� ا(:'ب، وا(:'اJ ?675 4,,V-0@0ا، ا(:'ب وا(C'س 3+('ه+ن @\� أن @2Aن I <LO +91+V'ورة ا`2Gاء r^Oء ا(),

اY@'اFD 8+(<'ورة، وه7+ك ا2Qات �G5ا@0ة 7a) F3+ن وا(:'اق J ?675),' ا(> 3\2ة 5+ 4,8 » ا(09«وا(aG@ Y 4@T:2ن 
F8+\@ا PA(8 +6)rKG$2ب اLj5 �:,()ا@'ان و$+1' ا �:,S .  
F إ`0اث �KS و5-+وYت اره+F3 �,8 ا(B5 k@2A+ه9+ت 3. آ)B` R+ب ا(2fرة اY@'اF3 �,D ا(j79^� ا(> ا(,2م 5),4

 ،�,Jي %راض إ5+را'ABO لrG`7+ن وا(:'اق، اa)2دان وا(,49 وB)4 وا,jBL3 F3 �7GC)ا �,ilJ ،4@'-a)2د@� وا:B)وا
 وLO,] 3+(:'ب @-� (6? أن @2Aن (0@6? ا(-0ود ا(D0,+ 45 ا(^�L وا()h .+ب وre �KSل 25ا$? ا(-� ا(9-'�5اره

  . ة ا(4N 45 هTا ا(P\B ا(P\W9 وا(^+LO 4,91,]وا('@�a وإ$+ء
45 ا(Tي أدار اJ\+ه+ت ا(�LQ2a وd,'ه+؟ 45 ا(Tي Le# اYوراق وd,' : و(a@ 4A^> ا(�Bال ا(Tي @C'ض BCD] 5\0دا

 �L\W58+ت �5(�9 و+iY؟ اHVء و08ل ا(29ا+V0QYا �D+e F3 0اءOYا HIوو �$+,B)+8 4@0)ا #Le يT)6+، 45 اa,J'J
G` +67A)�82وLj5 +9 . F3 ?ه+BG) +,$+,$ +6J+ه+\Jا ',,KJ 0,:@ م وه+ ه2 ا(,2م+@Y2م 45 ا@ F3 �LQ2a)2ا اO'Geا(:'ب ا

?6G,G(J�9@^6? وJ .  
 �J Yال F3 أCD+$6+ اYو(>، و`0ة اJY\+ه+ت وP9GAJ ?) +67@+aJ 0:8 ، وhL9@ Y ا(9'ا�V $2ء ا(O0+ء 8+(^2ل 2007

 . »O+aJ] وأرD+ ا(ru+8 Pu+a وارز7V+ ا7Gi+8]ا(6L? أرD+ ا(-� `^+ وارز7V+ ا«
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Text (7) 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  
10317 ا(:0د a3 2007'ا@' 26 هـ CQ 1428ـ' 08ا7pY,ـ4   
!»ا(W+زوق«ا(r6ل و  

 F(AaS 4,B` 

 ا(j79^� ا(:'Hj^7@ Y +97,8F3 �,8 ا(-4O �@0 ا(09Gد وا(Pd2G اY@'اaO k-J FD+ءة ا(9^+و�5 أو ا(0@4 وqD'ة ا(<:C+ء 
،�-I2رة واq8  ،F:,()ل اr6)+8 ا ا(-'اكT6) FB,1')9'آ� اG)ا �^j75 ف':J رت+Q <G` 0 45 ا(:'اقG9@ يT)وا

4,jBL3. �,7:9)ا �^j79)ا F3 �,D8'ات ا[@'ا+W9)2م و8^2ة 45 اO05 0,9` ',d +06 `'اآ(J ى'eأ �^j75 أن ه7+ك Yإ 
29ا6i+ت ا(:jG5 �O29\5 4,8 �C,7'�3 45 أaJ+ع ا(T9ه� ا(�@0ي 0I وهF ا(,49، ا�i25 06(J FG) `+دة 45 ا(

�52A-)0@0ة. اi آ�'` kB,) ،PQ+-)9'د اGL) RQ26+ ا(,2,79ن، آ,LO �Lj@ +9آ Fp2-)�7 اG3د 08ر ا(0@4 .و+V إذ 
د 45  وO+دت �7G3 ا(LO 0@�@ +5 <LG.'9G> ا%رI �1+9:8-,� @52+، و`0q 45 ا(^F^8 90 2004ا(-9J Fp2'دا �7$ 

 و0:8ه+ `kp0 هO 2CO +675 �GD �D0+م GC) 280 r,GV. 45'ة 4O 0@�J ا%$O2a,4 $^# 6,3+ أآO 0@0i2005 45 'f+م 
 وهQ �7. P\D 2:0ة 3,^2د� 0aO ا(hL9 ا(-Fp2أ5+ ا(9G'د ا(-+(F ا(Tي J)06� PaV .@05 ا('s,1 ا(,F79 8-� ا(9G9'د@4

FD+f)9'د اG)د ا+V يT)ا Fp2-)ا%و. 08ر ا(0@4 ا �Tاض ه'O6+أLaV +9O +5+9J ة'@+K5 0وaJ �59+ت .زq8 2دiو �>G@ اذ 
Fiر+W)ا Pe0G)ا .�^j79)ا F3 �,$ء دو(� 3+ر+(D] +6i2J +6) دد أن'G@ �@'$ آ+ت'-J 2دi4 وO وا(-0@� 5-29م  !

�,iر+e 6+تi 45 +,GBi2) +9Oد <^LG@ Fp2-)وأن ا .  

 و@-<' (6+ ا(79+خ 0D+B9)+8ة ا(27:9@� وا(9+د@�، وآP ا%GJ H8+Q\] و@\�م ا(,2,79ن أن ه7+ك TK@ 45ي هT� ا(6i2G+ت
 @<+ف إ(> . Le,�، وا(LO ',plG> ا%وI+ع 2Q+6,3ب إ@'ان و5)'و6O+ ا(9:'وف F3 Pe0G)+8 ا()�ون ا(:'8,� ا(0ا

:G)ء ا+jd k-J ا@'ان <LO �82B-9)رات ا+,G)4 (�`�اب وا,aBG79)4 ا,,Vأن (\2ء ا(:0@0 45 ا(:'ا h)ذ ?,L:G)وا ?L
�,D6+ت ا[@'اi2G)ا ?Oد <LO 0O+$ . ،Fp2-)ع ا+aJ2ف أCQ F3 4,,Vا'O 4,LJ+^5 2دiا(,79,� و R-q)ا k-I0 أوVو

?675 'e}ا ;:a)ل ا+^GO�3 إ(> ا+I6?، إ) �fi ف+(Gاآ ?Jو.  �,)9+ت ا(29ا,N7GL) دة 78+ء+Oوه7+ك 45 @^2ل إن ه7+ك إ 
وا(,PaV 45 06S 49 أD)�j واI-� (L),:� اQ-+ب . »ا()a+ب ا(45�9«[@'ان F3 ا(,49، وF3 5^�50 ذ(h `'آ� 

Pf5 �`+B)ا <LO 6'ت و8^2ة{ FG)ا �,$+,B)9:+ت ا\G)679+ ا%`�اب واI 45ر$,� ه7+ك، و+C)2ل اQYب : ا�`
 ا(2fرة ا[$5r,�، `�ب ا�، `�ب ا(-�، اJ-+د ا(^2ى ا():a,�، ا(,79,�، وا{ن (? @�a 45 هT� ا(O29\9+ت $2ى

  . `�ب ا(-� واJ-+د ا(^2ى ا():a,� ا(,79,�
وه7+ك دO F$+52L8'اFV ا$F3 Pa^G ا(GC'ة ا(Q+7O �,I+9' أ$+$,� F3 `'آ� ا(-V �79>G5 Fp2,+دات F3 ا(L,9,),+ت 
 FD2ري ا[@'اf)س ا'-L) �:8+J �,)+GV ات'AB:5 F3 0اi �CfA5�50 و^G5 ت+a@0رJ [,^LJ ?675 ',a0د آO 00 أآVو ،�-LB9)ا

O H5 08ر �L,3 'Q+7) 8'ات+W9L) �^Lj9)6+ اG,:aJل ا(:)'ات 45 ا%8'@+ء و+,Gd+8 �Dا(-'آ� ا[ره+8,� ا(09ا Fوه
�,Dا[@'ا.(  Y ',je PA(8 49,)ا F3 HI2)2ر اjG@ ،+6GLJ FG)ت ا+,O0اG)وا F$ر+C)ل اr6)2رات اjG8 PA)ل ا+K(Dا H5 

[Lه+\J أو [)+Cd4 إA9@ .إ@'ا [L:CJ +98 ا(7+س PK(Dا FJl@ يT)6827? اi F3 FCW)ا PLBG)7+$,4 اG5 ?دهr8 9+لS F3 ن
�\O�5 �50qآ!  
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Text (8) 

 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

 kـaB)ـ' 27اCQ 1428 10336 ا(:0د 2007 5+رس 17 هـ  
 F80 دBi F3 ?$ 
 F(AaS 4,B` 

 �7@05 PA(J»F8د «BJوى و'J ن% �i+-8 ح+\D �qV F63 ،ز+,G5+8 F8'O ?L` �)+` PQ2اJ6+ 8+$6+ب وL,Q+CJ د'
وآ+ن هTا . و(? @:0 $'ا أن دF8 وLO +,78 +6`+\D> أ$s ورؤ@� ا$G'اJ,\,� وإرادة �aLQ وإدارة T3+Dة. وا$9G'ار

ا(79+خ ا(Ti �Q'3 '`+Bب ه+�L\) �L1 ا9fG$Y+رات و78+ء ا(W,+ل وا(B,+`� وا(G'3,]، وi+ءت ا(> هT� ا(09@�7 
ا(:+(9,� ا(:�Vr9، وا{Yف 45 ا(C) 4,-5+j'ص ا(f'اء وا(:,~ ا(A'@?، وا('اF3 4,ad ا(La^GB9,� أرJ+ل 45 ا()'آ+ت 
'5+K5و F5+qO Pa^GB5 م . 78+ءrOYوا kD'GDYت ا(9+ل واY+\5 F3 �qqWG9)ا(09ن ا h)ذ Pi% kqqeو

و(a . +�,S 4A'ىوd,'ه+ داPe د6BCD F8+، وآ+ن ا(�qWG ا(2Lj9ب 8+(^,�9 ا(9<+�3 ا(GC9+ح �VrjDY اqGV+د@� آ
L3^0 أe�5 4LO'ا S P^D 4O'آ� ! e�5 Pq` +-,aV'ا @:9i 'A+ل هTا ا(2qرة ا('اFS ،�:1ء 2a^5 ',dل

اA@'5%,� 45 5^'ه+ ا('FB,1 098@�7 ه,BAJ �@Y28 4G$2+س اA@'5Y,� ا(> 05@�7 دF8 8+[5+رات ا(:'8,� » ه+(,2J'aن«
(L) ة 5'ة+D+:5 0:8 ا ا(^'ارTء هF\@0ة، و-G9)آ�ة ا'G9)0ه+ واI �6i29)6+5+ت ا(^2@� اJYا �aB8 س'KD2A)ا H5 آ�'

 ',d +6GL5+:56'68+ 45 ا(<'ا�1 وJ F3»�@و» ا(:+د»�Q+W)ا « 'aO ت 8+(:'اق+^Cq)ا(:0@0 45 ا <LO +6)2q`و
�@0,L^G)ت ا+B3+79)ت وا+qV+79)+8 45 دون ا(9'ور 'S+a9)ا R,LAG)ا .  

 �Vr:)ا hLJ ب+a$ون أ',fA)و@:,0 ا»�Q+W)ا « #C7)آ+ت ا'Sو ،FA@'5Yا(\,~ ا H5 �Vr9:)ا H@آ� 8+(9)+ر'(L)
 H5 �S'G@ أن PaV آ�'(L) +B,1ي آ+ن رT)وا ،F7,(J h@0ل د\L) ',f9)ا FA@'5Yا s,1')�1 ا+D 2ذCD <)ى، ا'aA)ا

ر@F3 H وهT� ا()'آ� GDY kI':J^+دات 2B8ء اrKG$Yل L3^0 آkaB 5)+. 2000ا('s,1 28ش F3 اWGD+8+ت O+م 
� . ا(:'اق و`0ه+ l8آO 45 'f)'@D2,L8 4+ 45 ا(0وYرات، 69N:5+ آ+ن 45 دون qV+75+تI+3 FA@'5ب أ+Gآ F3و

3<+1� » أ07iة ه+(,2J'aن«27:8ان  F3 +6u2رJ0ار 68+ ا()'آ�، وJ FG)ا �,)+$Y0@0 45 ا(\0(,+ت وا:L) [C)�5 ق'jJ
'u+8ب %$+(,� أ'V6] أ,a(J �B-8 kD+آ Fوى ، وه+S�5ور'G-5 �,9)+O آ�'S <)�9، 675+ اN79)وآ+ن . ة ا(\'@�9 ا

 �D2اj$0ر اQوا ،FA@'5%ا Fa:()ا R@')ا F8'j5 0`6:5+ أ PO+CJ 2ن و�5$,6+ أنJ'a,)+آ� ه'S 0ى أ3:+لq)
وآ+P9-J kD أFD+d 7:8+و@C)+W5 4O 4+ت ا()'آ� وأO<+ء » 5\�رة d'�3 اO+9Gi+ت ه+(,2J'aن«25$,^,� 27:8ان 

6Jإدار sL\5ن+A@'5%ا �$+B)6? 45 ا,Dآ+ن . + و5:+و RLW)رات 45 ا+,B)0ا5+ت اQ <LO HI2J FG)ت ا+^qL9)ا <G`
 H5 �,qD +6)»2نJ'a,)+ه « [,LO 2بGA5 �qL5 '(GD0 ا^L3»2نJ'a,)+6) 2تQ ،�9N79)�9 ا@'\L) 2تQ« . إن

� (:+(? ا%9O+ل F3 أ9J +A@'5+5+، آJ +9)�O29\5 PA ا,a^)ا [i2)ا F2ن هJ'a,)+ه �aB7)+8 ءF()4 ا(\0د ذات ا,N3+-9)
�$+,B)م . (:+(? ا+O kB$lJ �9@0V آ�'S 2نJ'a,)+و45 1919ه ،F$+$أ PA(8 #C7)5\+ل ا F3 6+ 5'آ�اu+(D وآ+ن ،

 45 'fأآ F3 '(G7G) k:$2J ?p70 +6\6D 2`~ ه+�1 و8+ت) k)2-J ة',e%27ات اB)ا F3 +67A)دو(� `2ل ا(:+(?، و 
reY45 ا +,)+e داريYقا .  

 �jWJ 8] ا(:'ب 'WC@ H@08 FLa^GB5 �6Dم و'G-5 إداري P@08 P,A(G) +6^@'u F3»F8ن » دl8 +6)2a^8 +6D0ت أ^GOإذا ا
  .(6J',B9+ ا(6a9'ة» G-5'م«2AJن 5^'ا (2J'a,)+6ن $R,>G أي FSء 
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Text (9) 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

10304 ا(:0د a3 2007'ا@' 13 هـ 1428 5-ـ'م 25ا(prfـ+ء   
F3 0@0i Y ذآ'ى ا(2fرة .. إ@'ان   

 F:8')أ`09 ا 

 F3 �\7(G9)ا [GK) F3 '9G$ا [Dا Yان إ',\L)و ?)+:L) �7�9j5 �K) د+\D ا`09ي FDا'@]ا s,1')ح ا'j@ 45 أن Y08
  .�a$+798 [8+je ا(Tآ'ى ا(f+�75 وا(:)'@2fL) 4رة ا[$F3 �,5r إ@'ان 

 ا(a)'@� واK) 45 �WB7GB5 �@+6D k6GD+ت $+0O �9ND% �^8@0ة 6J06S+ا(�KL ا[@'اD,� هA5 ،�j7-5 �K) F'رة، 
وإV+�5 » ا(jKG9'$�«وه�@�9 أA@'5+ » ا(:0و«إ�K) +6D ا{@0و@i2)2,+ ا(G:J FG^0 أن 6G965+ اqGDY+ر l5 . <LO$+و@�

4,C:>GB9)م ا+ND .]ا k:3ود �@'(a)6+ اJ06S 0@0ةO �,i2)2@0@t ت+K) 45 �)0:55-2رة و �K) Fوه +N79+ 8+هp �,D+BD
 +6aaB8.  

(^k8'i 0 ا(7+ز@� ا%(i2)2@0@t �,D+9,� ا(:'ق ا%(F3 FD+9 25ا�6i ا%O'اق ا%e'ى، واGO^0ت B8,+دة ا`0 ا%O'اق 
4,u+jBC)ة ا'A3 F)ا(0و F5r$]ف ا'jG)ح ا'uو ،�,S+C)ل ا+` h)Tا�، وآ �Le �,^8 <LO . 4,8 �,)وا(9:'آ� ا%ز

 11رة أن @�6م ا[$rم 8^,� ا%د@+ن و@^+G` +6LJ> @'ث ا� ا%رض وl5 kD+A3 ،+6,LO 45$+ة ا(CA' وا[@9+ن وI'و
 0I ر+GW9)ا� ا �:S ة'A3 �,D2,6q)ا k`'u0اد، وK87:+ء إ(> ا('@+ض وQ 45 4,9LB9)ا%8'@+ء ا PGVو ،'a9Ga$

�6i25ا F3 �@'q7:)ا(:'و�8 ا �,i2)2@0@t 4,B` 0امQ ح'uو ،+,D0)2ب ا:S �,^88ـ �س ا(9\2س« 5+ ا$9+'C)ا « ?p
Pu+a)0 اI 'qG7,$ يT)ن، و5:'آ� ا(-� ا+j,()07 اi �6i25ا F3 49`')07 اi �`و'uإ(> أ P^GDا.  

[a$+7J FG)ا �^@'j)+8 'AC@ ن أن+BDإ Pوا(0و(� و3'ض رأ@] . 45 `� آ H9G\9)ن إدارة ا+BD45 `� أي إ s,) 4A)
ا(T9ه�، واGOY^+د l8ن ا(a)'@� هF3 F `'ب دا�91، هF `'ب أد@+ن 8+(^2ة LO> ا(7+س 8+$? ا(0@4 أو ا(:'ق او 

� ا(0G9ا�Le، وإدارة ا4A9@ Y ?5% أن GJ? 98:�ل 4O 63? ا(:+(? . وG:5^0ات وأ7i+س)+q9)45 ا �AaS 23+(:+(? ه
  .وا7GVY+ع اi2)2@0@t �@% 4A9@ Y [D,� أن FKLJ ا{e'@4 وان CJ'ض S'و6u+ 8+(^2ة 

ز@� 0:8 أن دk:3 ا(a)'@� أآF3 +D2,L5 4,D+9p 45 'f 5,+د@4 ا(-'ب، وأk5+V ا(D2,6q,� دو(LO +6G> (^0 اk6GD ا(7+
إ@'ان ا(2fرة 2Jاl5 [iز6V+ ا(G+ر@FW إذا (? .  `B+ب أD^+ض 2,8ت ا{e'@4 وJ)'@0ه?، وا0Q <6GDام J'C-8] ا()6,'ة

 963ً+ (29از@4 ا(^2ى ا[LV,9,� وا(0و(,� وآf,'ا ، وe'وه2 أ0i +ً963 �LjG@ '5@0ا (TLات و(�. GJ-2ل إ(> إ@'ان ا(0و(�
. 0ة @4A9 أن GJ? 8-'ب i2)2@0@t,+ت45 ا(2GاHI وا(4O FLWG اCGD+خ ا%D+ واGOY^+د l8ن `5 P)rAت ا(D0,+ ا(9:^

 �aW)إ(> ا �i+-8 ا(27و@�إ@'ان �D+$'GL) +6Gi+` 45 'f6.أآGi+` 45 'f69+ أآ,LV6+ وإDا',i �^f) �i+-8 Fء  وه+Iر] +
4@'e}ا .Q 8+(<'ورة kB,) 2رةf)9' اO 45 +5+O 4@'(Oو �,D+9p PaV 0مWGBJ 4 أنA9@ آ+ن FG)ا �KL)ا +(واT6) �-

h)T8 اف'GOYور3<7+ ا +D0D+O +965 ا',fآ ',KJ يT)ا(�45 ا .  
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Text (10) 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

10337 ا(:0د 2007 5+رس 18 هـ CQ 1428ـ' 28اY`ـ0   
 ا(LB9? ا(F3 #,Ba `'ب ا(GC+وى

 F:8')أ`09 ا  

 #,Ba)ا ?LB9)4 اu2ن ا(29اO F3 آ+ن ا�.�>V+7G5و P8 �Iر+:G5 �,7@وى د+GC) �,-I 263 . rQو FO0J +6Lوآ 
<L,L8. ا(^<,� ا(2ا`0ة F3 ;V+7G)45 ا �iإ(> در PqJ +6Dأ ?dم ا� و$�7 ر$2(] رrآ <LO 09G:J +6D2ل إ^J +6Lوآ 

 PA(8و �(0هL) ',f5!..  
[L:3 +6,LO �\@ Y و5+ @\� أو FO+9GiYوا F$+,B)45 ا(9'أة ودوره+ ا RV29)ا Fوا`0ة 3^# ه �,>V Tel7) .  

(2G3 +7@0ى 8)lن H75 ا(9'أة V 45,+دة ا(B,+رة وه2G3 Fى 0O+V 45 +6CV25 09GBJة O'S,� هF $0 ا(TراH1 ، وإrdق أي 
^G:@ +90ة آBC5 [75 FJlJ 4 أنA9@ 45 8+ب 'f4 أآ,,:G8 ار'V 'q5 F3 0رQ 4,52@ PaVو ،RV2)ا اT27ن هaG@ 45 0

prp,4 ا5'أة hL$ F3 ا(^<+ء و@:G^0 أQ-+ب هT� ا(2GCى أن ا(9'أة آ+('F)2J +6) �-@ Pi ا(^<+ء P8 وا(Y2@� ا(:+�5 
(> e+رج ا(-0ود دون و0Q +,a,) F3ر V'ار PaV أ$2aع H798 ا(9'أة 45 ا(CB' إ. و(F3 ?6@0 ذ(h `\� و8'اه,4 آf,'ة

و2iد 5-'م FO'S (6+، رd? أن رs,1 ا(0و(� B@ Y+3' إY و0O [:5د آa,' 45 ا(-+ر$+ت ا(2LاB@ FJ+3'ن دون 
  !!5-+ر465

 وهt 2@� ا� 4LOl3 ،F:D+Q أن 45 `� "ا()'ق ا%و$# "0 ا(9'اHi ا(aA'ى V �7@05 F3? (ـو@2م أJ #^3 s5-0ث ا`
`G> ا(\P8  . �O+9 وأI+ف أن ا(9'أة @4A9 أن �q75 <)2GJ وY@� ا(C^,].(0و(� وا(^<+ءا(9'أة إ5+�5 ا(rqة ور1+$� ا

7GJ نا(0@7,� ا(2ا`0ة+A9)ا(�5+ن وا �B-8 +6CV25ا ;V+. ا%ر8:,7+ت 8-'�5 أن F3 2اG3أ 'q5 F3 29نLB9)2ان اe]+3 
9:J 66+ وانi4 وO ا(9'أة 'CBJ�jLGW9)52,� اA-)ا[دارات ا F3 P. 6+ ا(7,+�8 وا(^<+ء آ9+ `'25ا,LO. وا'aGOوا 

� H5 ا[$rم@'Q PA)8 رض+:G@ �$+,B(+8 ل ا(9'أة+KGSء . ا+B7)ا k-aQوأ RV29)ا اT4 هO +6BCD �O+9\)دت ا+Oو
وF3 0\D ا(kV2 ذاJ] ا[2eان ا(2J2q@ 4,9LB9ن LO 4)�7@ . 0I> ا(^2ا1? ا(-�2e�) �,8ان q5 F3' وا(,49 وd,'ه+

+9)'a)ا F3 2ق ا(9'أة^`FG@2A)ن ا.  
و5+ذا @P:C ا[BD+ن . 5+ذا @4A9 أن @P:C ا(LB9? ا(Ba,# إذا آ+kD ا(V+7G<+ت PqJ إ(> 05اه+ ا%F3 <LO ا(^<,� ا(2ا`0ة

 �@2a7)�7 اB)ن واt'^)2ص اqD <LO 9+دGOYن ا+,O0@ [>,^Dو RV29)0 أن اiإذا و #,Ba)ا!!  
 آ,R @0@' أ25ا(] V+7. F3<+ت F3 ا(GC+وى وا6GiY+دات(AB5G,4 ا[BD+ن ا(LB9? ا(Q+:9' آ,F8'@ R أ$'J] P{ F3 ا

+:G)د@7,� �965 أ@<+ ا Hiم 3,] 5'ا'-J kVو F3 ،�@28ر kB,) �@ر+\G)27ك اa)5,� �965 أن اr$إ Hiد 5'ا+^GOا P{ P5
 إY »ا(A+3'ة« 763+ك 45 @-'م ا(CB' إ(> ا(0ول . آ,B@ R+3'. آ,F>^@ R أوV+ت 3'ا9BJ +5 H5.[d,] ا(27aك ا('28@�

 �965 Hi6+ 5'اLات وآ'A79)45 ا h)ذ 'aG:@ 45 9+ع إ(> ا(29$,^> وه7+كG$Yا PL-@ 45 2ى، وه7+كq^)ورة ا'>L)
 [,aD �7$ب ا� و+G6+ 45 آG,:i'5 09GBJ +6D0 أ^G:J +6Lوآ!..  
PqG$ 4@0ري إ(> أD Y2م و@ Pآ 'aAJ ى'aآ �LA(5 +6Dإ.  
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Text (11) 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

 kـaB)ول 05اYا H10343 ا(:0د 2007 5+رس 24 هـ 1428 ر8,ـ  
 ا(7\+ح ا(�9V ..4A99 ا('@+ض
 F:8')أ`09 ا  

LO �8 ا(:'ب+BG@ ا('@+ض@\� أن F3 �,8':)ح ا(^�9 ا+\D0@6?، وان .> إ@l8 ت ا(:'بrA(5 P` ان HV2ا)ا kap0 أ^L3 
9� (L^2ى ا(W+ر7J �,i+ز(4O ?6 دوره? F3 ا(a9+درة و`P اrA(9)ت CG)+8+ه? ه2 اB@و F$+,B)اغ ا'C)ا �LW@ يT)

Pe0G)+8 .  
 4,,7,jBLC)4,8 ا Pj:9)م اrB)ر ا+B5 h@'-J F9+ل ا(^�9، وهO0ول أi <LO 2نAG$ �a6GL5 �,8'O +@+>V ثrp

�^D+W)ا [G57+ن 45 أزa) اج'eا(:'اق وإ F3 �LO+C)اف ا'uY2ا�3 4,8 اG)45 ا �)+` �Le4، و,,L,1ا'$Yوا.  
:'ب اذا اGO^0وا ان (,F3 s @0ه? `T6) P� ا(^<+@+ ا(�a6GL9، 763+ك 0O+Vة ا$+$,� @�Lj7 675+ ا(:'ب +\J� �jW@ ا(

4@+aG)ف واrGeYا H79J 0ةO+V Fه FG)درة ا(:'8,� ا+a9)ا Fا()'ق ا%و$#؛ وه F3 مrB)ا �,L9O . ا(:'ب [i+G-@ يT)وا
ا$:� LO> أLO> ا(2GB9@+ت وJ +675)P,A و0O 45 03د 45 ا(^+دة ه2 ا(G'و@� (T6� ا(a9+درة وا(^,+م �L9-8 د52L8+$,� و

ا(:'ب (�@+رة ا(:2اQ? ا(aA'ى F3 وا4j7S و2A$25 و(07ن وA8,4 وd,'ه+ 45 أPi ا@\+د زe? دو(P-) F ا(^<,� 
  .0O+V <LOة ا(a9+درة ا(:'8,� ودH3 اY$'اGOr) 4,,L,1'اف T68� ا(a9+درة

وه9+ اRV25 +5 . ف أن ه7+ك a@'d 4,CV25,4 5+رN:5 +96$? ا(:2اQ? ا(:'8,�وF3 ا(-+(� ا(:'اLO �,V,7+ اGOY'ا
 Pe0G)ا RV25 ا(:'اق، او F3 2ا�3، وإه9+ل 5+ @-0ثG)45 ا �)+` �LW) �,Vاف ا(:'ا'uYا �+\J ك'-G)0م اOج و'CG)ا

45 اوراق F3 ا(:'اق  و(2 ا�CJ ا(:'ب LO> ا$0WGام F3 +5 ا@O08 h. ?6@0? اu'اف 9J+رس ا(^PG وا(:R7ا(FaLB؛ وذ(
 وا�LjG@ '5% ا(<G. #K-0ةو8)Q PA+دق وD +98'L3 FO+9i\-2ا 7O �\O +9,3] ا{e'ون 498 6,3? ا(Y2@+ت ا(9

FVن ا(:'اl()ا F3 9'ةGB9)6+ اJre0J RV2) ا@'ان H5 ?ه+CG)وا.  
+$�O+jG ا(:'ب ا(CG+ه? H5 اF3 +5 ا(-+(� ا(0L3 �,D+7aLى ا(:2اQ? ا(:'8,� اوراق LO #KI> اuY'اف ا(D+7aL,�، و8

$2ر@+ (6CV25 ',,KG+ 45 اYز�5، وJ-0@0 ا(-0ود وaJ+دل ا(CB'اء 7a) H5+ن و�Le `+(� 45 ا(f^�، و@4A9 ان GJ-'ك 
ا(:2اQ? ا(:'8,� و0WGBJم ا6J+,D+A5+ ا(B,+$,� واqGVY+د@� (H30 ا(D+7aL,,4 ا(> 5+01ة C5+وI+ت P-) �,1+6D اrA(9)ت 

  . ا(9:^0ة
-\D 0^)R1+j)9' اJ�5 F3 �,LهY4 0:8 ا(-'ب ا,,D+7aL)ا H9i F3 �@2د:B)ا k . ،و`9+س �G3 4,8 �A5 9+عGiا �\Dو

93+ ا(Tي @H79 45 ان P9:J ا(:2اQ? ا(:'9G\5 �,8:� و8|رادة Q+دP-) �V ا(q'اO+ت ا(509'ة، وا(4O RV2G اGOY^+د 
  . ا(:'ب LO> 25ا�6i ا6BCD? وV<+@+ه?l8ن 5)6L-@ +7JrA+ ا{e'ون، و5-+و(� اO+دة ا(D+A5+8 �^f,+ت
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Text (12) 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

10325 ا(:0د 2007 5+رس 6 هـ CQ 1428ـ' 16ا(prfـ+ء   
 هP ا(B:2د@2ن @2a:Lن 8+(7+ر؟

  u+رق ا(-0,9 

� و`9+س، O+د ا(B:2د@2ن (0ا1'ة ا%2Iاء، آ^<,� (P,L-GL واG3 4,8 �5'A9)ا �A5 ق+CJا T750@0i 45 ،�,L:G) . H5و
 Fأ5,'آ �L:5 �Gا%5' إ(> أن آ PQض، و+@'L) د+\D أ`09ي FDا[@'ا s,1')ز@+رة ا» F3 �965 �^j75 Pآ F3

HaGJ 4j7S2د، ووا^J ن ا('@+ضl0و ا%5' وآa@ #$ا()'ق ا%و«.  
2:B)2ل إن ا^@ <G` ،6'انu <)6+ إG8ا('@+ض 28ا P:\J 4 أنj7S2ا) �\@ Y [Dا �J+A)ا R,>@2نوa:L@ 4,@8+(7+ر، د 

 4O ا(0ور ا(B:2دي 0:8 اCJ+ق �A5، "ا(2اk$28 4j7S" وهTا 5:+آs (9+ آGaG] اGG3+`,� .وأ5,'آ+ ا(FG $2ف G-J'ق
  .وان ا('@+ض J^2م 98+ آ+ن LO> وا4j7S ا(^,+م 8]

\:P أV0Q+ءك ، 7:98> اD] 98^0ار J +5»ا`2G أV0Q+ءك، (4A، ا`2G أ0Oاءك أآF3»'f ا(B,+$� ه7+ك 6S �)2^5,'ة 
P:i+3 ،h75 4,8'^5 أ0Oاءك h75 4,a@'V أآG-G) 'f+ط 675?، وا(^+0Oة ا%$+$,� أن ا(Hj^@ Y F$+,B ا(\2Bر، 9693+ 

�,CLe 27اتV kD+2 آ) <G`و ،PQ2اGL) 27اتV <LO ظ+C-)08 45 ا r3 ا(:0اوات kD+آ.  
%رض، @LO sA:7,6+، `,� دوره+ ا(F7@0، ا(B:2د@� هF ا(2je <LO ~,:J FGط ا(7+ر F3 ا(j79^�، و5+ @-0ث LO> ا

و45 ا(:�a أن �LK7J ا(B:2د@� 6BCD <LO+، أو أن 2JآKL) P,' إدارة أ675+ وq5+(-6+، و`P . وا(F$+,B، واqGVY+دي
  . aALL3,' دور، @^G<,] `\9]. ا(q'اO+ت ا(0J FGور `TelJ +97,8 +6)2 دور ا(CG9'ج

 reل ا%`+د@� ا()Q% �,qW-+ب ا(^'ار، 507O+ آk7 اGO^0 8+ن $�a أن آkaG هTا ا('أي، 6i +9Lf5'ت 8] 45
�^j79)ا +@+>V 2ب `,+لLj9)4 دوره+ اO 0:GaJ �@2د:B)ا .�O+7V PA8 4 $,+$� ا('@+ضO ا(,2م H3ا أداT)و.  

^GOا [,LO2ن 8+(7+روa:L@ Y 4,@2د:B)2(6+.0 أن ا` �V')ة ا'f68? ا(�ار 45 آ+Q�106 45 أJ و(2ن+-@ P8  .75 F3 +7G^j
 F3 #^BG$ �:9()، أو أن ا�3|5+ أن @-'ق @0 �ذ+^D] 0`ا Pe0G@ ?) 4,3، وان'j)0 ا()9:� 45 اVا(:'8,� ه7+ك 45 أو

  . `^P 45 ا(a+رود
4A9@ Y أن @G'ك (7a+ن q:L) +:J'5+8+ت ا(B,+$,� ا(GKJ FG+ل، وJ'@0 ا(j,B'ة e <LO,'ات ا(raد، و@:2د (7a+ن إ(> 

و4A9@ Y أن GJ'ك ا('@+ض L$ 4,jBL3:� 0,8 إ@'ان، أو أن �6J Y ا(LO ?1+B7> . ب ا%هL,�ا(-'@� ا(aA,'، أي ا(-'
'et ف'j) 25ال F:,Sف، و'j) 25ال F7$ 4,8 �^j79)ا ?B^7J 4 أنA9@ Y6'ان، وu 45 Y0اد إK8 . م'G-J 08 أن Y

  . 4u2)+3 23ق ا(\H,9. ا%وu+ن
 hL9)�9 ا('@+ض 4,8 اV 0:8 ',fA)0ث ا-@ Y 0V+\O�5 أ5'ا s,) اTوه ،FDا[@'ا s,1')0 ا(:�@� واaO 48 0 ا�aO ،

+,$+,$.�^j79)45 دول ا +,)+O ت آ+ن+:V2G)ا R^$ أن �I4 45 ا(2اA) 7+نa)أن ه7+ك . و <LO �Iوا P,)ا دTوه 
P8+^9)+8 6'انu �+\J F0 ا%5,'آ,:qG)وا ،�^j79)ا F3 2ك إ@'انL$ 45 'jW)+8 2را:S.  

0V 4j7Sوا kD+ه2 أن إذا آ �u+B8 PA8 �aB)ا ا(0ور، واT68 أن @^2م 'et ف'u <L:3 ،+,$+52L8ك د'-GJ Y رت أن'V 
  . ا(-'ب 2je 'etات ا(52L80+$,�، و(,s أو(6+

 ،+61+9$l8 ء+,S%ا F9B@ ،�@'Q Pi2دي ر:B)ا hL9)+3 ،2د@2ن:B)ا ا(0ور ا(,2م ه? اTه �:) <LO 5^0رة 'fوا%آ
F3 0@0ةi +8'` 0@'J Y 32'ه? وا('@+ضJ ?) �,` ،+6)2^` اف'uأ <LO �@2وD �)08و Pa^J Y �@2د:B)آ9+ أن ا ،�^j79)ا 

 إ@'ان 45 أوراق ا(2fرة، O+:S]+8 R,A3+ت ا(27و@�؟
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Text (13) 
 
 

10337 ا(:0د 2007 5+رس 18 هـ CQ 1428ـ' 28اY`ـ0   

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

'jV .. ر ا%ز5+ت+\J 
  u+رق ا(-0,9 

 kV2)ا F3 4A)4 دور، وO +6) �-aJ ،0@0i 45 ،'jV دت+O ،2لL-)2 ا-D �^j79)ا F3 �^)+:)ت ا+CL9)3,] ا kآ'-J يT)ا
%ن ا%ز�5 أآa'، وا(aOr,4 ا(aA+ر J-'آ2ا، A-) �a@ ?L3+م ا(0و`� إY ا(L\2ء (L'دح، وا$G-<+ر أ$2أ 2Qر ا(GB,7+ت 

  .a$ 45+ب وه\2م
0qVر، وه7+ أ+aA)ك ا'-J 0^32د@�، أ:B)2ا68? اQ 4,@'j^)ا. Pا('@+ض، وآ <LO رخ+q)ا(6\2م ا H9BDى و'D h)T)و 

�^j79)ار ا'^G$Y <:B@ 45 . 0ونa@ 45 h)وأول 45 @:'ف ذ ،F$+,$ P^p Y6?، و) �,V0اq5 Y أن 'jV م+A` �LA(5و
PBO '6S F3 ?6:5.  

,'آ,�، و@2p0-Gن G@ 4O-0ث ا(^j'@2ن 4O ا(:'و�8 وا(G-'@' وا(7<+ل وLO> أر6I? اآ0O+V 'aة ABO'@� أ5
 ?,N7J [,3 Pe0@ 2@0,3 6+زi <)ا(0و`� إ k)2-J 0Vا%د@+ن و F3 �5+BG)0ة«اO+^)�529» اB9)ر ا+A3%ا �a) [Gu'Sأ .

 H5 ون+:G)ا �aB8 2ن\B5 26? 45 ه,L$0ة«و45 5'اO+^)ا«.  
,7,jBLC)4 ا(^<,� اO 2نp0-G@P,145 @6'ول إ(> إ$'ا 'fوه? أآ �.P,1507+ أرادت إ$'اOدرة  و+a9)4 اO 0ث-G)ا 

'jV kLه+\J +5 0 ا(:�@�، أولaO 48 0 ا�aO hL9)درة ا+a5 ،�,8':)ا.  
وF3 ا(kV2 ا(Tي @A` [,3 '6N+م ا(0و`� `'7a) <LO ?6Q+ن، P^7J ا(^P8+7 ا(Tآ,� 45 أراI,6? إ(> إ$'اP,1 إ8+ن `'ب 

+52@ 4,prf)وا �prf)ا .Dل ا+u يT)ا 'q7)4 اO 'jV ',50ث أ-G@ +507Oو <G` ،[G,iر+e '@7+ن، آ+ن وزa) F3 �ر+NG
وهP^7@ ،[J'1+u F3 2 إ(> ا[$'اL,1,,4 أدق ا(P,Q+CG 0:8 ا(9J�9' ا(Tي F3 0^O 8,'وت إ8+ن ا(-'ب ا%e,'ة، وا(Tي 

P,1إ(,] 45 إ$'ا PQو.  
-5 �$+,$ 4O RLGWJ Y 8,'وت F3 ?6G$+,$ kD+7+ن، آa) Pa^GB5 <LO 2فW)4 اO 2ن@'j^)0ث ا-G@ +507Oو �j» 28أ

 63? .وا0K8 F3 [BCD '5%اد. 93' 8+ر@sوآ7L+ رأ@7+ آ,R اA` <CGe+م ا(0و`� @2م J�5. `,� ا(P,L>G وا(0O «�,,6Gس
?6,I0ام 45 أراQ �`+uق `'ب إrjDا T75 ،8+(:'اق �GW@ +5 Pآ F3 0ر ا()^+قq5.  

+6G,V0اq5و ،F$+,B)2ق `\69+ اC@ 4 دورO �-aJ FG)ا 'jV �Tه ..jBLC)ا(,2م ا ،�A5 ق+CJ0:8 ا P>3ل أ+` F3 2,7ن,
  وا(:'اV,2ن @V+7)2ن ا(q9+(-� ا(7u2,� و08أت و23ده?

u+^GJ' إ(> ا('@+ض، وا[@'اD,2ن أزا`2ا ا(j$2+ء 45 $2ر@,4 وd,'ه? و2J+8ا وi2) +6i] H5 ا(B:2د@,4، 3+(^<+@+ 
  . و `A+65+ا(aA,'ة G-J+ج إ(> $+$� و(,J s\+ر أز5+ت، أو دول A@+5'وD23+ت Pf5 ا(0و`� أ

�,D2د@� ـ إ@'ا:$ �LN5 k-J 0ة,C59'ة وf5 2نAJ 0V Y2L` 2نf-a@ 2ن,D+7aL)ا F)+G)+87+ور، . وJو Hiا'J P,1وإ$'ا
وGJ-'ك 45 أPi 5'اRL5 �:i ا(a9+درة ا(:'8,�، ا(6G`'u FG+ ا(B:2د@�، وا%5,'آ,2ن @G-'آ2ن H5 ا('@+ض 45 

�^j79)ا F3 �^)+:)ت ا+CL9)ا hLJ Pآ Piأ.',e2د@�وأ:B)ا F3 �,8':)5)+رف ا(^�9 ا <LO 4-D ا. 

^GB9)ا ',d ي'j^)2ك اLB)ح ا'(@ h)ذ Pا('@+ض.,? آ �+\J ،8+%ب �`+u]ا T75 �`م ا(0و+A` 2كL$ 2وإن آ+ن ه  .
. و45 ا(F:,aj أن ا('د اP>3% واLO Pf5%> هTا ا(2LBك ا(^j'ي ه2 25ا�LQ ا(:P9 ا(F$+,B ا(Tي J^2م 8] ا('@+ض

  .F3 5-,# و(p�J 4'، 07:3 ا()0ا2V 01اD,4 ا(aj,:� هF ا(A-J FG? و@:2د ا(PA إ(> `\jV 'j^3[9'ة 
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Text (14) 
 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

 kـaB)10280 ا(:0د 2007 @7+@' 20 هـ 1428 5-ـ'م 01ا  
 ر25ز وأ$9+ء و5:+ن

 �LCu 48 0:$  

:8 F3 H^@ 0V FI+9)45 ا ?L:G@ Y 45ر@�، و+G)ن أ$,' ا+BD]ا [J98'ارا FI+9)وز ا+\G@ Y 45و ،�+@+je1] و+jeأ ;
[p0ا`l8 raA5 <^a@ .�@ر+G)7+@+ اp F3 'أ08 ا(0ه ~:@ Pa^GB9)إ(> ا HLjG@ Y 45.  

 [D% ا(9:^2ف �,Lq)ر ا+:S �L:@ أو P9-@ أو �GA@ 45 Pآ �V+:@ 2نD+V ا%@+م `2ل 3'ض �Tه +,D+9)أ F3 0لi ر+p
(> `'ب O+(9,� 505'ة راح 2G$ +6G,-Iن L5,2ن إBD+ن 0Oا ا(BW+1' ا(9+د@� وا(BC7,� @'�5 إ(> ا(7+ز@�، ا(V FG+دت إ

  .وd,'ه+
 �,Lq)�8 ا+f98 ?6) �aB7)+8 ا(9:^2ف �,Lq)+3 ،?0ه^G:5 <LO +@0:J ا(9:^2ف �,Lq)ا P9` ?@'\J F3 ا(076وس رأوا

وا(CG+ؤل T75 أآYt �prp 45 'fف B9L) P8 ،�7$,-,,4 وا(r6ل 4,9LB9L) �aB7)+8، 263 رF7:@ �5 ا(W,' وا()s9 وا(^2ة 
 �,a7i%+8 ا(9:^2ف �,Lq)إن ا$? ا)SWASTIKA ( F7:J0@�9 و^)ا(076@� ا �,G@'ABD+B)ا �KL)ء 45 ا+i» P9O

',W)2ق . »اCG)5,� وا+B)وا(-'ب وا(50+ر و5:+داة ا �'AL) �5إ(> ر P,9\)ا ا('�5 اTأن ا(7+ز@,4 `2(2ا ه ',d
  .ا(:q7'ي (L:'ق ا{ري

 '@0qJ 0@'J إ@'ان k55+ دا F8':)+8 [G,9BJ 4O 7+زلGD 4)آ+ن ا$9] دو5+ 3+ر$,+، و �,LW)7+ أن ا,BD ،�@ر+G)ا F3
k,a)ل اt 0اO F8'O 25+ ه PA) +64 آ'هL:J2رة وf)ن ـ أي . ا+G$2زe F63 ،8+(:'ب �LQ يl8 +6G,9BJ ن 2795ع+GB8'O

� أن ا(2Laش (GBS2L8 ?6+ن، وه7+ك آ,-Q ،ن، 5+ أرض ا(\27ب+G$ 2مV PA)ن، و+GBD+9آ'Jن و+GBA,i+uن، و+G$د'
  !!G$ Y+ن LO ?6) �,8'O> أرض 3+رس و(i 2+ءوا LQ 09-98> ا� LO,] و$L? ود@0O :[7ا ا(:'ب

(4AD ?) 2 أ$'ى ا(G+ر@� وا(A) �$+,B+ن أ0iر 78+ أن jBL3 F9BD,4 إ$'اP,1، 3|$'اP,1 أ`0 أ$9+ء FaD ا� @:^2ب، 
D2@ �9L4 آ,jBL3و�,D+5رو P1+a^) �,D+ . ',,KG)ا F3 ',ACG)ا 'aG:D +7D|3 ،�,W@ر+G)9,+ت 8+%`0اث اBG)ط ا+aJرY 4A)و

�D+,eا و'C6+ آJ+,9B5ا� (2ط .. 8+%$9+ء و FaD ?$ا '(G7@ ?) م((9+ذاrB)ا [,LO ( ء+,aD%ا P77,8+ أ$9+ء آ kO+S +9Lf5
  ؟)أ28 (2ط(؟ هJ P:'ف أ`0ا ا9$] )rBم LO+:,9i,6? ا((@R$2 و@:^2ب وإ8'اه,? و5-09 وB,O> و$25> 

 �,9BJ PQح أ'(J kD'GDYا 'aO �iذ+$ P1+$ت ر'(GDوا$+ن«ا'A)ا« �ad4 رO 'a:@ Fa,LQ ?$ا [Dأ R,وآ ،
ر$+P1 أe'ى . F3 أآP ا(4,9LB9 ا(T@4 @'�5 ا(r6ل (-<+ر6J? ود@67?، آV 0V k7'أت أن ا(BD'3 �,9BG,�» ا(q7+رى«

 RJا(26ا 'aO ت'p+AJ [,LO 45 ا('$2ل [J+52$'8 �6أG$ي اT)ا F9+رآDا(0ا ',J+A@ر+A)298ت ر$+م ا '(aJ �)ا(\2ا
  !!ا(rBم `'T@ +95 ،+Vآ' أن ا('$52+ت آ+�C,-Q F3 �:9\5 kD دا9D+رآ,� ('$+0O 4,5ة

 ?6D29B@ �:,()4 ا,,C1+j)�7 أن اB)ف ا'O ،�,C1+j)ا(7:'ات ا 'qO F3»�Qا(27ا «k,a)ل اt 2اaQ+D 45 ا(:0اءـ أي  !
278 أ2J+5 �,5ا 9i,:+، .. أي 45 ر3<2ا F78 �:@+a5 أLO �,5> ا(�3rW: »روا3;«ا(jG9'23ن 45 ا(29B@ �7Bن ا(),:� 

9i,:+، و�D Y 4-Dال 2WDض 5:'آ� CQ,4 وا(\P9 وآ'r8ء ) LO,6? ا(rBم(وأaQ-2ا ر9,5+، وآTا tل k,8 ا('$2ل 
�,C)%ا F3!!  

ا(jG9'23ن 45 ا(\+aD,4 @'ون F3 إ@'ان r5ذا ! (F3 �7B رPi ا0aO [9$ ا� la$ 48اH,(G) اqGe'� ا(rKة 45 أهP ا
FC1+u ف'jJي و'A3 PBر@�، وآ+GL) 0,L8 ال�Ge، وا�2(ر@� 5+J ?6)و ،�:,(L).  

 �C,-Q H5 �L8+^5 F3»�$+,B)ا « 'ai وي و8,+ن+Vا(�ر �:q5 282ي 4,8 أL:)4 اB` FVا(:'ا 'AC9)وى ا+$ ،�,G@2A)ا
� ا(�رV+وي !! ا(:2Lي Y2Q <�9$غ زرV+وي ا(),:�. @' ا(0اLe,� ا(�52A` F3 �8+B ا(\:C'يY2Qغ وزaQأ Pه

  وY2Qغ J+ر@W+ ورKaL) 4@�5<+ء O �L`'5 F3'اق ا(I2C> ا(C1+j,�؟؟
 'fأآ FI+9)ا F3 ~,:@ +79)+O 4A)و ،FI+9)دروس ا Pه+\G@ PV+O 45 s,)ر@�، و+G)ا F$+7G8 ه7+ك 45 @7+دي s,)

i2@ +95ا(^+دم Pa^GB9L) [:LjJ 45 'fو@-4 إ(> ا(^0@? أآ ،'I+-)ا F3 0 .. '$%ا اT9+ذج هDو ،FI+9)4 أ$'ى ا-D
 .و2Qر� r8 +77,8 `0ود
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Text (15) 
 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

 kـaB)ا@' 3 هـ 1428 5-ـ'م 15ا'a3 2007 10294 ا(:0د  
+7) H,(G)ا 

 �LCu 48 0:$  

8 [,LO 0وك 3+دعO kن @^+ل إذا آ'ه% P6\)+»[BCD 0وO Pا(\+ه« .  
أ$2ق هTا ا(Pf9 وأS +D+هO 0,+ن LO> ا(aK+ء ا(:'F8 ا(Tي @�qL اH,(G) 8|@'ان BV'ا وai'ا، h)T8 4,50^5 ه0@� 

  . �6i 45 أe'ى» وY@� ا(jG9L)»[,^C'4,3 45 ا(),:� �6i 45 و[@'ان 
 ^@'3 4,8 �jLB)ا <LO اع'qا%رض ا(:'8,� آ F38,+ و'O 08أ H,(G)ا(-^,^� (49 @^'أ ا Fه �Tه ،~@'V �L,aV 45 4,

ا(G+ر@� G8\'د، آ+ن ه7+ك H@+S �@'3 ـ أي Q+D' ـ F78 ه+t 45 ?Sل ا(k,a وF78 H@+S �@'3 أ5,� و6LaV 45? 45 ا(CLW+ء 
�)+u F848 أ FLO 0اO . FG)ا Rj)ا �:V25 F3ء وr8'آ F3 +6J+$l5 �9V kD+دا5,� آ Y+ASاع أ'q)ا اTه Te0 أVو

  . C-) �-8T5 4O,0 ر$2ل ا� ا(-FLO 48 4,B وأهL]أ$C'ت 
 +9@0Vو ،F$+,B)ا [CV25ن وا(-0@�، 5+ @:�ز رأ@] وt'^)9675+، 45 ا(0@4 وا P09 آG$اع 4,8 3'@^,4 ا'q)ا 08أ اTAه

P,V :»[iا(0@4 `9+ل أو« . [CV29) آ,0اlJ +ه�@�:J <LO ف'u Pه' `'ص آ+N98 'e}4 اO �@'3 P9+@� آJ ?p
  . ا(Tي J-2ل S,�+ 3),�+ إ(> T5ه� د@F7ا(F$+,B، و

 �T4 `2ل ه,^@'C)ا rاث آ'J F3 ت+aGA9)�9 اJ P,Q+CJ نl8 �,-Q ،F7B)وا F:,()4، ا,^@'C)ر 08ا@� ا+qGe+8 اTAه
4,^@'C)ف 4,8 اrGeYا F3 وا`0ا F^8 '4 ا(\2هA)2راق 967,8+، وC)ا..  

'q5 Pf5 �)إن دو P8 ،�@'V kVو <G` �,:,S 4AJ ?) إ@'ان F3 +,7$ kaهT9J ?p ،F9u+C)ا 'q:)ا F3 k:,(J 
ا(:2qر ا(r`^�، وإذا آD +7'ى F3 إ@'ان ا(,2م 29u`+ وأ2J +O+9u$:,� 9:8+1? ا(F)r9، 3|ن ا(2G$:,2ن آ+2Dا @2BaLن 

  .. J+ج ا(j+ووس أ@+م ا()+�، وآKJ +5 P,' هF3 2 ا(F3 Y '6N9 ا(\2ه'
F:,S 2 8|@'ان، وF3 ذ(P6i h و}L? آa,' (L),:�، 3|@'ان هF دو(� ا(aK+ء وا(jG'ف وا(\P6 @-+ول ر8# آP 5+ ه 

 0I أي ،[,^C)ا �@Y0 وI ا(2ن�@ Y2ا وCV45 3^6+ء ا(),:� و �^`+B)ا �,a)+K)وا ،'A3دة و+aOه� وT5 H,(G)و$,+$�، وا
� دD,2@�، وY @�ا(2ن @q'ون LO> رو`,� ا(i'9:,� ود@6G,7+ وJ:0ده+، )+q5 Piه� 45 أT9)ا s,,BJ +5 sAO <LO

 FLO �,5r$]2رة اfL) <LO%0 اS'9)ـ أي ا [,^C)ا �@Y28 #aJ'@ Y F:,S 06G\5 رب أي+-J FG)45 8] إ@'ان ا(0و(� ا�J
F�75+e .  

وJ 0V:'ض 2qeم إ@'ان 45 ا(C^6+ء ا(),:� إ(> ا[ره+ب وا[qV+ء وا6jIY+د، وF-aQ ?675 ا(FL,Cj ـ ا4,5%  
�@t�8 (-�ب ا�، و+B)ا(:+م اh)T8 ار'V]ا <(W@ ',e%ا� ـ وإن آ+ن ا P>3 4,B` 09-5 <G`ي و'NG75 0 .  ا�Vو

 +8+Gف آ'Oأ k@2A)ا FC3 ،0(,4 45 ا(),:� (�ره+بG:9)4 ا,@r5و �,C\7)06ي ا(09ر$� اG\5 45 ض �5+ت':J)�:,S (
6D% FI+9? آ2aGا آG+8+ت 2I':J 4@0Jا (06GL@0 وا(PaV 45 0,O2 ا(29ا(,4 [@'ان 45 أ78+ء و67u? وT5ه6a? ا(R,q ا(

 'e}ا ;:a)�8، وا+GA)4 اO RV2Jو lCADا ;:a)ا ،FD+7aL)ا():� ا <LO اب'e 45 �'i +5ا� و`�8] و 'qD 4B`
ور8# ا[ره+2,8ن 45 ا(),:� أA3+ر ا(T9ه� وa5+د1] . d,' أ$2Lب 9LV]، وا()\:+ن 2AB9Jا 298اG` ?6CV> ا{ن

T9)0 ا78+ء اI �@2رJ+Gرات دآ+:(8h) P@2)+3 Yا():+رات وإ �Tه F7aJ h,LO6?، وBCDه� أ ...  
إن ا(),:� �i+-8 إ(> J T^7@ 45),:6?، و�i+-8 إ(> ا(-9+@� 45 ا[ره+ب ا(Tي @2I':Gن (]، و@-2i+Gن إ(> ا():2ر 

 �O+7^)ا ا():2ر واTه Pf55,�، وr$]6? اGD+A5و F:,aj)6? اD+A5 زوا�:@ FA) ?6D+uأو Pe0@6? 8+%45 وا(-'@� دا)
H$2G)29ح واj)07ة إ@'ان ا(0و(� واiأ <LO 2يj7@ يT)ا FDا[@'ا #W)ا <LO �@'j)ا Hj^@ 3|ن 45 . $2ف Yوإ

 F3 �:,()6+ `+5,� اDl8 FO0J FG)ان ا'@] F:,()ا l\L@ أن ?V+CG@ يT)ا FC1+j)ب ا+j^G$Yن وا+^G`Yا P{ F3 F:,aj)ا
B)�52 (6+ دوا6:3+ اO�9)ا(-9+@� ا �Tا(),:,�ا(:+(?، وه Y �,$+,.  
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Text (16) 
 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

 kـaB)ـ' 27اCQ 1428 10336 ا(:0د 2007 5+رس 17 هـ  
+7J2رQ4 و-Dه? و 

 �LCu 48 0:$  

 k@2A)+8 F8':)ا ':(L) 4,j8+a)0 ا(:�@� اaO �aGA5 F3 0وةD آ+ن ا%ول ،FI+9)2ع اa$%96,3+ ا kرآ+S ن+p0`
+6D27اO7+ أ5+م ا(«: وJ2رQب'K« �,LW)ا �^j75و k@2A)ور ا�J �,A@'5أآ+د@9,� أ �O29\5 H5 2ار` F3 FD+f)وا ،

 F3 +,L:)0را$+ت اL) �5+D'8 49I ،�,8':)ا �,qW()63? ا F3 [,LO �,آ'G)5+ @\� ا <LO ف':GL) 4,:8+G9)ا P8+^Jو
4j7S2رج واi �:5+i.  

9D+ اaGDY+� إ(> ا%PQ، و5'د ذ(2Q �)lB5 �-$ �,L^O hر7J+ أ5+م ا(K'ب ه2س $,GL) +7,LO 'j'آ,� LO> ا(2qرة دو
@lآa\:@ +5 P]، و@saL 5+ @:\� «ا(-+(� ا(C'د@� LO> ا(-+(� ا(\O+9,�، أي أ�WS +7Dl8 'ACD +7D وا`0 @\� أن 

، آ9+ أن 5'د اYه9G+م 2q)+8رة أF3 +6LQ اGOY^+د 4A9@ +7Dl8 أن 2q8 '6NDرة (L:+(? ا(W+رsAO <LO Fi 5+ »ا(7+س
,LO 4-D ،0اع ا(:+(? ا(,2مe �,D+A5|8 4N)2ل اa^9)0 45 ا:@ ?L3 ،ى'eأ �,`+D 45 sC7L) 0اعeو ،�,`+D 45 ?ا وهTوه ،[

 �\` P,-GB9)45 ا �aQآ9+ أ ،h@0@ 4,8 H9iا(:+(? أ H>@ يT)ا kD'GDY2ح، واGC9)ء ا+>C)ا ?)+O <LO FاآTG)وا
  .ا(�52L:9 أو J)2@66+ (49 @7)0ه+ `^+

O^0ة «أي ا(26س 2q8ر7J+ أ5+م ا(K'ب ـ وا(K'ب J-0@0ا، ه2 » ا()T»FLAي @D +7:30-4 ا(26س و(:P ا(�aB ا{e' ا(
+i2اW)4 @:^0ون ا(07وات »ا,,D+8+,)أرى ا Yا، و',f6? آJ2رq8 2(2نK(5 ل ـ+f9)ا P,a$ <LO أرى ا%(9+ن ـ r3 ،

وjK@ +5« . Y,6+ ا(K'8+ل«s وا(I+-9'ات (2Q P,9\GرPA)+3 ،?6J @0رك أن ا(2qرة اA:D+س (�PQ، وl8ن ا()9
أدري (9+ذا 2Q +796Jر7J+ أ5+م ا(K'ب J-0@0ا، s,) ?)+:)+3 آd [L'8+، 763+ك ا()'ق ا(Tي @:+دل أI:+ف ا(K'ب 0Oدا 

Fu+jB3 « H5«وB5+`�، وه7+ك ا()9+ل وا(\27ب، (4A رV+78+ ا(2Gت 2O0@ 45 PaV 45ن Q F3 ?6Dl8'اع $'05ي 
75+ و75+ه\7+ ا(G'28@� و$+$7G+ وN75'و2L9-@ ،+Dن ا(K'ب q5 45 [,3 4-D +5+�1 أد7J+,8+ وإrO. »ا(A+3'«ا(K'ب 

ا%08ي H5 ا(K'ب، (F3 ?67A ا(BCD kV2] @-+و(2ن أن » ا(\6+دي«وaAD+ت، و@6D P,) ?69N:5 �)+j+ر 0q)+8ام 
�«@2L9\Gا أ5+م هTا ا(K'ب ,a^)ا«.  

 ا(K'8,�، و7p F3+@+ آ65r? ـ 9LJ,-+ وS ،+-@'qJ+رك F3 ا(07وة O'ب ـ d'ب، أي O'ب @-2L9ن B7i,+ت ا(0ول
ه\2م LO> هTا ا(K'ب ا(N+(? ا(Tي @)2� 2Qرة ا(:'ب وا(4,9LB9، وا(-^,^� أن ه�Yء @:+2Dن 9J,,�ا F3 دو(6? 

ا(\0@0ة، 5'د� إ(> ه\9+ت $a9Ga'، وإ(> 0Oم 0Vرة V,+دات ا(H,5+\9 ا(:'8,� وا[$F3 �,5r ا(K'ب LO> إ}6+ر روح 
 �5+BG)و48 ا F3اT^)4 وا,B` 0امQ 4 أ@0وا@T)4,3، 67,8? ا'jG9)ا PaV 45 ـ +O2u 2ا ـCjGe6? اDإ P8 ،�,8'K)دو(6? ا F3

 ،�,I+9)0اد ا(:^2د ا%ر8:� اG5ا <LO +7J2رQ [@2(G) F8'K)م اrO�) �>7@ Y +7,:5 2اLAS �prf)ء اYدن، وه�Y
(FD+f 8|$^+ط ا(j+1'ات ا(D09,� وG@2I2C8] ورGD2O] ا(B,+$,�، ا%ول 8-'و8] و�dواJ] ا(:fa,� و5^+8'� ا(\O+9,�، وا

  ...ا(FG ا0G5ت 45 ا(aLC,4 و`t <G@'(07ا وA,D+را2dا، أY 48 +5دن 3-0ث وY `'ج
 ?6D0اL8 ?,Vو �,LQ%6? اJ+3+^p 4,8 اوج�J �Le F3 2اL(3و ،�,iازدوا �LA(5 2ن(,:@ ،ب'K)ا F3 2ن(,:@ 4@T)ب ا':)ا

2V <LOاD,4 و0L8 ?,Vا6D? ا%hLG3 ،�,LQ 05ر$� a:GBJ « ;3'J#«6? 4,8 `,4 و�qV 'et أ3'اد ا(\0@0ة، و@W'ج 75
أن D HLWJ^+68+ أ5+م D+j@'8 F3 +6J+a)+u,+، وJ �LCu'@0 3'ض زي ر@+LO FI> آ07ا، و5l@ kٍC5' اG$Y'ا(,+ت أن 

+BD'3 F3 �,5r$]ا()'@:� ا �,ajG8 �)+j@ 2لaW5ن، و'GBG@..@ 0V اTإ(�، وه F3 5:+ن�) +O2305 526+ أوC5 2نA
J)2@] ا(:'ب وا(F3 4,9LB9 ا(K'ب، و(4A ا(WJ ?) H,5+\9'ج NG5+ه'ة Y 48 0Iدن، و(? 0qJر V,+دا6J+ ا(2G3 �,7@0ى 

  .CAG8,'� وY 8|ه0ار د5]، و(? NGJ+ه' G8 �a)+j5:�@� ا(-'@+ت ا(D09,� آ0a9أ @2Gاءم وV,? ا(K'ب
sA:)ا s,)2رة، وq)ا sA:@ PQ%ا ،[BC78 0أa@ أن [,L:3 ،4@'e}أ5+م ا [J2رQ 4,B-Jام ا(:+(?، و'G`و45 @7)0 ا ،

[J2رq8 Y.  
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Text (17) 
 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

10289  2007 @7+@' 29 هـ 1428 5-ـ'م 11ا7pY,ـ4   دا(:0   
 ا(F$�9 إ(> D\+`+ت ru :P@2-J �O+7Qق ا(2اHV وا(26C9م

'ة ا(W+رi,� اA@'5%,�، آ0D2ا(,�ا را@s، و2GA,3 4,8ر إJ~ 5,'، أ$G+ذ ا(re F3 �KLف D 'S+a5 ',d)l 4,8 وز@
 �9L2ل 7:5> آ` ،+,D+CLB78 �:5+i F3 �,7,q)ا»wei-ji « ،�,7,q)ا �KL)ذ ا+G$أ [)+V +98 �f@ أن F3 PV+O ّدد'G@ 4)

 +5 <LO 09تGO4 اA)7,�، و,q)أ ا'^J Y +6Dأ k3'GOا s@أّن را �Qّ+e»+6) P,V «ز�5 ه2 أّن ا�) F7,q)ا R,Q2G)
»wei-ji « F7:J FG)وا»�Q'C)وا 'jW)ا« k)+Vو ،»�Q'C)2ّر اjD 7+ أن,LOو P,9i ',a:J اTه« . �KL)ذ ا+G$4ّ أA)و

-wei«ا(2GA,3 �,7,qر V ',5+ل إّن �O+7Q آ+D 0V �L5)lت `2ل هT� ا(�d+,q ا(:+ر@� 4O ا(q-� وا(�Vّ0 `,� أّآ0 أّن 
ji « F7:J»أز�5 `^,^�، أز[,G)2 ا-D 0ار-DY+8 0أ ا%25رaJ 4,` ،ة',je �5« . ،�9LAL) F^,^-)ق 4,8 ا(7:9> ا'C)وا

ا(FL9ء 2jW)+8رة، و4,8 ا(7:9> ا(Tي BL) [L^D ?ّJ,0ة را@s، ا(8 la:9+(C'ص، @)a] إ(> `0i 0,:8 0ًّا ا(C'ق 4,8 5+ @\'ي 
'C)ي، وه2 ا'\@ [Dl8 s@0ة را,B)م اrOإ ?ّG@ +5ا()'ق ا%و$# و F3 Fا(^,+م 68+ آ �\@ FG)2ات اjW)4,8 ا [Jق ذا

@2Aن ا()'ق ا%و$# وا(:+(? أآf' أ75ً+ وا$G^'ارًا، و4,8 5+ @^+ل (BL,0ة را@s أD] @\� ا(^,+م 8] آ2A@ Fن ا()'ق 
� F7,Q 45 دون أن 2AJن q)+8 �:,LI,7,� . ا%و$# أآf' أ75ً+ وا$G^'ارًاLjq5 �9i'G) 2ّعjGJ s@0ة را,B)9+ أّن اA3

G3 أو [G3+^pو [a:S ف':J Y3]، و':J Y #$2ل ()'ق أوL` HI28 2ّعjGJ +ً>@أ F63 ،+ً`2@ً+ 3+دK) lًje h)T8 �AJ'
 45 4,@r9)8-,+ة ا(:)'ات 45 ا �,A@'5%ا �$+,B)6+ اG^-)أ FG)ة ا+$l9)ا ?\` <G` ف':J Yو ،[J+7829`+ت أ78+1] وu

 LO �@',50J> ا(:'اق، أو re 45ل ا(O0? ا(5r-0ود وا(Tي أ78+1] وJ+78] $2اء 8)re 45 'S+a5 PAل `'ب د25@�
4,jBL3 F3 0ّ ا(:'بI �,L,1ا[$'ا FV':)6,' اjG)ت ا+$+,$ F3 ا(,2م `0ّ ا()'اآ� PQو . s@را �ا'J يT)3+(:'اق ا

�  0Vم @0aو �G5ً% وه+د1ً+، و@u 4G5 <LO '3+B@ 45 <LO �:q+1'ة وز@'ة ا(W+رi,� ا(LO 4537000Qّ+W> ارCJ+ع 
أن @P,ّWG 5+ذا @:F7 ا(:R7 وا(^PG وا(RjW واD:0ام ا%45 ا(Cu�) �Lj9+ل وا(B7+ء وا('i+ل ا(:'اV,,4، إذ آ,BL) R,0ة 

 Fدرة ا(:'اق آ+K5 ;3ي رT)ح 065ي `�9ة، واrQ ل+Cu%ا �,au Rje F7:@ ف 5+ذا':J أن �,iر+W)وز@'ة ا
F ذ(h (�وGi] ا(FG دk:3 آhL9J +5 Pّ آF @:,0� ا(2Cu+Wن إ(,0O+B@ +6 ا%Cu+ل ا(V'G-9,4 78,'ان اrG`Yل، و5+ذا @:7

آ9+ و0Oوا F3 ا(,2م ا(Ol3 ،F)+G+دو� L5 �fّiُ^+ة LO> 8+ب O,+دJ]، وه2 وا`0 45 �5+ت ا%au+ء وا(:9L+ء وأ$+TJة ا(\+5:� 
[Jذا ',q9)2ا اVY 4@T)4 ا,,Vا(:'ا .@'i [J'(D +9ّO ة'A3 �,iر+W)0ة وز@'ة ا,B)0ى ا) Pّن وهl8 �9@+J 4Q 2d+A,S 0ة

qO+8+ت F3 �5'\5 ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة PLBGJ إ(> ا(\,~ اFA@'5%، وأّن ه7+ك p2J,^ً+ ا(,2م (2i2د qO+8+ت 5\'�5 
د2eل أO<+ء qO+8+ت F3 ا(\,~ «kLLBJ إ(> ا(\,~ J^2م 8+رAJ+ب ا(\'اF3 ?1 25اHV ا(�50W، و675+ ا(:'اق، %ّن 

 . »^2د إ(> اGD)+ر q:L) F9)+O+8+ت 45 ا(^2ا0O اA@'5%,� ا(G79)'ة F3 ا(:+(?اF3 4A9@ FA@'5% ا(67+@� أن @

 [J7] آ+ري $+25ر 0:8 ز@+رL:@ +5 4,8 ق'C)+8 [,aS �,7,q)ا �KL)ذ ا+G$7,�، و63? أ,qL) s@0ة را,B)ق 4,8 63? ا'C)وا
,L,18'ات ا[$'ا+W9)در ا+q5 45 +6) P^7@ +5 4,86+ن، وCQأ F3 �V+j)2(,0 اJ �j-5� . s,1�1 ر+D ،وآ+ري $+25ر

sL\5 ا(:Vr+ت ا(W+رD F3 �,i,2@2رك وا(Tي آ+ن O<2ًا sL\5 F3 ا%45 ا(^06O F3 F52 ا('s,1 آ2G7,Lن وa5:2ث 
 +@+>V F3 ص+W)ا s,1')ر ا(27وي«ا+(GDYد�5، »ا+^)27ات اB)ا F3 �La7^)ا �O+7q) 0 أّن إ@'ان (0@6+ ا(^0رة^G:@ ?) ،

H5 ;V+7G@ [9,,^J 4ّA)4 وO 0ث-GJ FG)وا �,L,1ا'$]رات ا+aWG$Y0@'ات ا^J »�,7^J �aGO « اTه+ إ@'ان ه'a:J 4 أنA9@
هG:@ P^0 أن ا[$'اL,1,,4 ه? ا(T@4 : و2iاLO +ً8> $�ال. ا(:+م، وأّن إ@'ان @4A9 أن re �La7V �G7Jل G7$,4 أو rpث

 ?:D ار `2ل إ@'ان؟ @^2لTD]س ا'i 2نVّ0@»,:8 0ة-G9)ت ا+@Y2)+3 4 أنA9@ +,$ورو ،�,Iورا �:D+V +80ة، وأورو
و(LO 4A> ا(9'ء أن @F3 Tel ا(-aB+ن أّن أ$J .. F3 �-L:+رض أ$2D �-Lو@� F3 إ@'ان و(J Y +67A'اه+ آ67+@� ا(:+(?

�^j79)ا F3 �-L$%ا �T6) FL,1ر ا[$'ا+AG`Yا <LO 'p�J إ@'ان $2ف« .  

+DY2$ ',,3+e 4,8 5+ آ+ن [Jا ه2 ذاTق ه'C)45 وا HVأرض ا(2ا <LO �0i4 و4,8 5+ و,jBL3 F3 HVا(2ا [D0 أ^G:@ 
إ0Qُ [Dم `,4 زار ا(09ن ا(:'F3 �,8 ا(<�C ا(LO �,8'K> ا(<C+ف ا()'7u2GB5 :» 45 �,V+ت إ$'اV 0^3 ،�,L,1+ل
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 �i+-87+ت وu2GB9)0م 2ّ978 اQُ ،ي(ا(^0س'q7:)ا PqC)0ار اi (2,7,jBLC)0ه+ ا@'@ FG)ق ا%رض ا'GW@ يT)ن وا
� ه2 أD] »آ0و(�,-q)ن«، وا+j,G$Yا �)+q) +6aLB@2,7ن و,jBLC)6+ اAL9@ FG)4,8 . »@^<? ا%رض ا [Jق ه2 ذا'C)وا

 PK(D27ان، إذ ا:)ب $2ى ا+GA)ا F3 26مC5 ة أو'A3 �@أ ~V+7J ?) FG)وا 'Jآ+ر F9,i ب+Gت `2ل آ',pأ FG)ا(<\� ا
[$'اq7:)+8 FL,1'ي 4,68t ',d 8+(2اHV ا(i�) FL:C'اءات ا(\R,A8 H,9 ُ@^0م رs,1 أ9BJ <LO FA@'5,� ا(N7+م ا

ا(:q7'@� ا(,52,� ا(J FG^2م 68+ إ$'ا0ّI P,1 ا(jBLC,7,,4 وL9O,+ت ا(6jG,' ا(:'0ّI FVه?، وJ +5-<'� ا(,2م 45 
 kCje 32,� 0:8 أنA)98+ 3,] ا [Lآ F7,jBLC)اث ا'G)ا Rje Pi45 أ <G`و <qV%0 ا\B9)ا <LO ءr,G$Yا Piأ

وH,jGB@ Y 45 ا(G-^� 45 . (09ن، وا{p+ر، وا(29$,^>، وا(s8r9، وا(l9آY2ت ا(FO0ّG) �,7,jBLC أ6D+ @26د@�ا
 45 4,,L,11^,4 ا[$'ا+B)ا H75 2ري أ73,'ي `2ل@ FL,1ا[$'ا �J+A)ا [aGل ا(:'ب، (,^'أ 5+ آ+,` P,1إ$'ا �@'q7O

� أ73,'ي F3 أTe رآ+ب jBL3,7,,4 وH75 ا(jBLC,7,,4 45 ا(F3 ',B ا(I0 أوV2ن، و,L,168+ ا[$'ا ',B@ FG)ت ا+V'j
F3 �)+^5 ا(A+وD+8 'GD~ ا[i'اءات ا(:q7'@� ا[$'اL,1,� ا(RLGWJ FG أ`,+Dً+ وjGJ+�8 أ`,+Dً+ أe'ى H5 إi'اءات ND+م 

  . ا%8+ر27i F3 0,Jب أ3'@^,+

4 ا(:+(? ا(P,ّWG9 ا(Tي @<7ّQ ;:8 H+ع وا(2jWرة F3 ا(C9+ر�V ا()0@0ة 4,8 ا(2اHV وplJ,' ا(B,+$+ت LO,]، و8,
 R7:)45 ا ?LN5 �CD F3 H,9\)ا Pe0J �,pت آ+ر+Oا�Dت د25@� و+Oا'Q <)2د ا(:+(? إ^J +6Dأ F6? 3,] هBCDأ �$+,B)ا

وا(9'ّو2iن (a:; ا(C9+ه,? @'ون F3 ا(:+(? F8'd ?)+O ،4,9)+O @'@0 درء . وا[ره+ب L:@ Y? أ`0 آ,C,� ا(W'وج 75]
O ر+je%ر وا(:^82+تا+q-)ل وا(-'وب واrG`Yا �\,GD داد `0ّة�J ت+Oا'Q F3 Pe0@ ?LB5 'et ?)+Oو45 . 7]، و

أPi ا(2Q2ل إ(> ا%ه0اف ا(FG @'$69+ ا(WLJ ?ّG@ ;:a,� ا()'ق ا%و$# �GW5 �L9\8(�، أو @S �,WLJ ?ّG:2ب أو 
Y2^9)ا ;:a8 H$+()م اr$]ا ?)+O #,97J ا(-+آ? أو �W(8 أ5? أو دول �B5r5 0ر 45 ه7+ وه7+ك 45 دونqJ ت

و0V 08أGD s9LD +D+�1 هT� ا(C9+رV+ت 4,8 ا(B,+$+ت ا(LO �,ّ7a9> . ا(2اHV ا(T6) FL:C� ا():2ب وا(0Laان وا%5? وا(f^+3+ت
ا(2ه?، و4,8 ا(2اHV ا(F3 FL:C آG+8+ت وإi'اءات @\� أن i ',fJ'س ا[TDار (0ى آPّ ا(-'@LO 4,q> ا%$'ة 

7J)' 5+ آaG] ا(FC-q ) 2007- 1-22(63+ هi F'@0ة ا(K+رد@+ن ا(D+j@'a,� . ا(4,75�9 28`0ة q5,'ه+ا[D+BD,� و
 �D2@ ا%$9' إ(> «آ+ري �W()ء(� ا+B5 9+لG`ا Pq@ 0Vرات، و+j9)ا F3 �)ء+B9L) �I'O 'fأآ ;,a)ا ',d أّن

(OT' 45 اrG5ك إ@'ان أ$L-� وه+ هF 8:; ا(0ول J^2ل إّن $�a ا. »O)'ة أI:+ف ا`9G+ل B5+ء(� ا()�W ا8%,;
، f@ Y +97,8,' اrG5ك إ$'اL$�) P,1-� ا(27و@� Pf5 هTا ا():2ر 2W)+8ف (0ى ا(:+(? »إ@'ان 2D»'@'S 0L8و@�، ه2 أّن 

»P,12د (0ى إ$'اq^9)2ا . »واCV2G@ ?) k$2ر ا(26(2آ+ADإ H79@ ار'V وع'(م 98rO]ا P1+$2ا وLKS 4@T)ء اYوه�
q7'@� ا(7+زّ@� kLGV ا(,26د وا(:'ب وا(4,9LB9 وا(2a(07@,4 وا('وس، و(? @2GCGLا إ(> `^,^� أّن ا(7+ز@� 07O `^,^� أّن ا(:

 +@+-I 6? ا(,2مD|3 29نLB9)0ّ ا(,26د وا('وس وا%ورو8,,4، أ5+ ا(:'ب واI +691ا'i k6GD5ً+ وا+O 4,G$ T75 k5�6Dا
 1rO? (a)'@� ا(,2م آF3 +9 ا(G+ر@�، و ا(GJ FG:'ض (6+ اا(:d ،�@'q7,' ا(7+ز@� هT� ا(9'ة، ا(�B9و(� 4O ا(2Aارث

 Pa^GB9)ا F3 ة',jW)6+ اV+3t <LO 7+نpا RLGW@ Y و$9+ت Yً+ASأ TelJ 08أت F5r$]4,9 وا(0@4 اLB9)0ّ اI �@'q7:)ا
'ب وا[$rم، هP ا(K«إّن آ+Pf5 +ًaJ هh@'7 إم 8'ودر، آF3 �G د@' Yً+^5 PK,aS 27:8ان . إذا Jُ +5'آk 45 دون 5:+(\�

C5+د� أّن أي ا`G'ام (4,9LB9L أو (a7ّ,6? أو (:+دا6J? أو (-<+ر6J? وJ+ر@6W? ه2 د(,LO P> ا�6Dام » !LBGBD 4-D?؟
هP اG`Y'ام وا(G:+@~ ه9+ ا%$2Lب «ا(K'ب أ5+م ا(4,9LB9، وهTا أ2a^5 ',d '5ل (�J+AL ا(Tي @BG+ءل F3 ا(9^+ل 

� (p H5 P5+:GL^+3+ت qGJ'ف ,-q)؟ا~@+:J ام أو'G`6+ 45 دون اG6i 45« . F5r$]4 ا(0@4 اO [Lآ [f@0` و98+ أّن
 �Tه HVووا ،~@+:G)ام وا'G`Y5,� 0:8م اr$]�3 ا+^f)6+5] اJ4,8 ا �Vر+C9)ذه7,ً+ ا ~,:@ [Dأ �I4,9 493 ا(2اLB9)وا

وآ'ا�5 ا[BD+ن K8ّ; ا(4O 'N7 ا(f^+�3 ا(:+(9,� 8\2ه'ه+ و6G:,au+ ا(FG أQّ'ت T75 08ا@� ا(2O0ة (LO +6> `^2ق 
�a`')وا(9:'�3 ا ?L:)3+ق اt ?)+:)2ن ا,O أ5+م k-G3 FG)وا ،s7\)2ن واL)ا(0@4 وا(:'ق وا .  

هT� ا(C9+رV+ت 4,8 ا(2ه? ا(TهF7 وا(2اHV ا(FL:C (0ى 7ّQ+ع ا('أي وا(^'ار �Jدي إ(> D +5)06� ا(,2م 45 ه\�9 
 وهlG)+8 Fآ,0 ا(:Q ',\CG) �aG'اO+ت أ2je 0ّSرة 06S +95� .نS �@'q7O'$� و45 ا(-'وب واrG`Yل وا(:0وا

وه4A9@ P ا():2ر Dl9j)+8,�7 إذا آ+ن ا(C+رق 4,8 ا(2اHV ا(9:+ش و2qJ 4,8@' هTا ا(2ا7ّq) HV+ع . ا(:+(? `G> ا(,2م
qJ P26م؟ وهC9)وا HVق `^,^,� 4,8 ا(2اru �)+` 4O ?ّ7@ ًا',je +ًV3+ر �aQ26م ا(^'ار ا%ه? 8+(:+(? أC9)ا اTه H,7

 4A9@ ت+Oا'Q F3 'fوأآ 'f2ر@# ا(:+(? أآG) �,7هT)وه+م ا�) �f,ae �O+7Q 4O ?i+D FL:C)ا HV4 ا(2اO 0ًاi RLGW9)ا
� 8+(9:'�3 وا(-�9A؟ وهP ه7+ك je' أآa' 45 أن @D 'ّq+�1 رs,1 ا(^2ّة LّB9)ا P^:)ا ?,A-J ?ّJ 2) �)26B8 +6a7ّ\J

H9\@ +97,8 ا(:+(? G5ّ'8] أّن ) 2007- 1-25ا(2اD «) k$28 4j7S\+`+ت ه+P\ّB@ »�L1 ا%F3 ?NO ا(:+(? l8ّن ا(:'اق
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أودت 8\2ه' وه0ف ا(-,+ة آ9+ @:ّ'63+ آPّ ا(a)'؟ إّن ا(S�9'ات J +6:,9i),' إ(> أّن » آ+رpً� ره,�a«ا(:'اق @:,~ 
,ّKJ ��@'iّدة و+i �CV28 ?L-)4 اA9@ P63 ،?LN9)ا �C7)إ(> ا [i2)و 'S+8 ?)+:)78+ء ا% 'eّlJ 0V kV2)ر، أم أّن ا+B9)ا '

 7L,i+ آF @)06وا Pf5 هT� ا(�CV2 ا(<'ور@� ا(,2م؟ 
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Text (18) 
 
 

 kـaB)10273 ا(:0د 2007 @7+@' 13 هـ 1427 ذو ا(-\ـ� 23ا  
 (i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#)

F3 أي V'ن @:,)2ن ا(,2م؟: ا(:'ب  
 p'@+ ا()6'ي 

 ا(:+(? ا(:'rD F8`� أن ا(:P9 ا(BCD 45 PAS 0V F3+^f] وا4O 0qJ �6i أوD+u] وO'وG8] اGeY'اV+ت 98'اi:� أد8,+ت
 [aS [Dأ +D0i2) [,3 +7^V7+، وه2 أ5' (2 دJ+,` 45 �D+\)ا اTط ه+j-D+8 ء+OدYف `^ً+ ا+-i]2ن 45 اA,3 ،ا(9<+دة

J ،F75'اl\LD +D إ(> e# ا(30+ع ا(2AS [faD F3+^fا2G5 +DاJ F3 'J+ر@7W+، 3:+دة J 07O'اi:7+ ا(F$+,B واqGVY+دي وا%
 F3 4A@ ?)ه?؟ أ',dوا48 `�م و F8'O 480ون واLe 480 واS48 رY F3':9)ا �)lG)آ+ن ا <G93 ،+7J+i+G7G$7+ واJr,L-Jو

#V+BGJ R12اj)2ك اL50م و^GJ �,D+a$Yب، وا(^2ات ا'K9)وا s)0D%ر@� ا+J 45 ة',e%ا(:26د ا !,i '6{ <G5و P
ا(267ض ا(F3+^f 45 أf5+ل ا(j6j+وي واFD+K3% و0aO 09-5� وا(2AاآFa، إ(> (FCj ا(B,0 وB` [u,4 وا(-q'ي 

F8ل ا%وروrG`Yا �>aV F3 �,8':)ا ?Q2ع ا(:2اVز45 و F3 4A@ ?)6?؟ أ)+f5ر@� ! وأ+J 0:8 +78 P` ؟ أ(? 1967و5+ذا
$lG)دت ا+O0ر@\,� أJ �,3+^p �:iز ا(�6@�9 `'آ� 5'ا'CJ+6)2q3 <)2اGJ k)و5+ زا F8':)ي ا'AC)ا s, ! +73'Q 3|ذا

 +7@2G7+ 0:8 أن اآG,O2I25 <LO P,)6+ دJ'aD ع+CJأن ار +ًu+aGOا 'aGOا FG)1,+ت وا(27اح ا+Aa)4 }+ه'ة اO 'N7)ا
 ?\` F3 0ة,qV ?d2ت ا(:'ب إ@+ه+، ورQ �Oات و5:�و�3 إذاT)ا ?,W>J 8+ت+GA8»27ن و3+ة ا(:'ب؟L:@ <G5 « �7ار)

FD+aV، ووRQ أواe' ا(^'ن ا(:)'@4 45�8 ا(�6ا1? ا(:'8,�، رd? هTا وذاك و$2اهFKa7@ ،+9 أن H>D إ7i+GD+ ا(AC'ي 
F3»[>:8 <LO « 2LW@ Y إu+ر� ا(FBC7 ا(F:,aj آ'د S P:3:2ري `,+ل ا(-+(� ا(:'8,�، وB7D Y> آ,R أن ا(9)06 

  .45 78+ء GB@ F3+^p-� ا[S+دة
ا(-67O �@0+ وq8'ا`�، 2jJ 07:3ر 29D ا(jW+ب ا(F3+^f ا(:'re 45 F8ل ا(�W7 دون أن LO> أن ه7+ك `^,^� @\� 

@2jJ [a`+qر Pp+95 أو 5^+رب (\2ا�D ا(H9G\9 ا%e'ى، p�5 FJlJ'ات هT� ا(-0ا�p ا(d �CGBG3 �@'AC'ا�1 ا(\9+ه,' 
�065د 45 وND �6i'ه+، أو a:8+رة ا(�N3+-9، و6:30J+ إ(> ا(9G'د واqGOY+م jG)+8'ف ا(6C) PW9? ا(0@4، وا(Tي ه2 

 P,)08 ،+ً,O+9Giوا +ً@'A3 +61+9Dوإ �,La^)أو ا �,C@')9:+ت ا\G)ب ا+:,G$ا F3 Ff@0-G)ا F7u2)2ر ا(9)'وع اqV ،�Iأو
 H5 0م^G@ Y F$+,$ م+ND وأي ،�,D09)4 اO 0ة,:a)ا(7+1,� وا �u+79)ا F3 '(G7J +5 'f0@4 أآ)+8 �C-GL9)ا R7:)9+ل اOأن أ

',ND آ�'` F3 وع ا(267ض'(6+ض 5iو0:8 إ rًf5 إ@'ان FC3 ،�\,G7)ا �Tإ(> ه Pq,$ FO+9GiYدي وا+qGVYا [@
 [Dأ Yد@� إ(> `0 5+، إ+qGVYا �L\:L) [:3د H5 <G`7] وA)و ،'et ي'qO P@08 ?@0^J <LO �+()م ا+ND P9O ،0قq5

LjJ H5 [L:3 +5:+ت ا(^2ى اO+9GiY,� و�aB8 ا$0aGاد� ا(^F:9 وB3+د� ا(F$+,B وا(a,'وV'ا9G@ ?) ،Fu+ش 
 P@0a)0ت ا@l3 ،[3أه0ا �B` P6+ وآ,O278 [,LO kaL^Dا FG)9+ده+، واeإ F3 ?6+ أو $+ه^Luأ FG)ا hLJ د@�، $2اء+qGVYوا

2GJ 0V +ً,8'd +98ور +ًf@0` +ً9,L:J �9L:G5�8 و+S +ًaWD أن �,-Q ،2رةf)م ا+,V ;7+هJ ?) PV%ا <LO 0د، أو(G9)ا F7@0)ا <)
 H8+j)ت ذات ا+,aq:)69+ اA-J +9D9:,� ا(<+ر�8 إG\9)ا �V,+دة ا(-'آ+ت ا(0@7,� إن F3 إ@'ان أو d,'ه+، d,' أن ا()'ا1

FO+9GiYوا(97+ء وا(:0ل ا ?,L:G)3'ص ا [Jوز+\J +5 +ًa)+d يT)وا ،[BCD <LO �LK9)0وي اa)أو ا FC@')ا(\9+ه,'ي ا.  
F3 �5 ا(-)2د+WI +Dر+aGOا F3 +DTe3|ذا أ 'Q+7O ال�:Dا ?p ،2دانB)وا(\�ا1' وا 'q9آ FD+AB)6+ اL^f8 ف':J دr8 

 s,,BJ 6+، 3|نD+uرج أو+e <)6+ إJ'\68+ وه+-BDا ا(27ع 45 ا(\29ع، ور98+ اT4 هO +6:3'Jو F3+^f)ا FD09)ع ا+j^)ا
,B)ا Fu+:G)66+ إ(> ا,i2J 45 اء'dإ 'a2ن أآA@ ا(-+د FaLB)ه+ 8+('3; ا',ulJو �@'fا%آ hLJ +6a)+j5 +59'، أf9)ا F$+

 �,D09)7,� اa)ا <^aG) ،ءY2)ء وا+^a)6? اBCD% 9+ؤه+ إن أرادواO6+ ز,LO ف�:@ FG)�9 اK7)ا F63 +6Liخ 45 أ'qJ FG)ا
 ،?A-)ا <LO +67,:J ،+6:5 �75+>G5 2ىV <)6+ إL@2-Jا(-<'@� و ',d6+ ا(-<'@� وJ+�3 0,`2J 4O ة�i+O �,8':)ا

 P8+^5 F32ن (0@7+ وAG,3 ،2لL-)6? اJ+@'N78 2نLqّC@ 4,C^f5 45 �-@'S ،h8'9)2ب واL^9)ا FO+9GiYا HI2)ا اTه
و@)'`2ن ا%$a+ب، 2N-@ r3ن 8^ّ'اء (LO ?6> ا(<�C ا%e'ى، وآ2aGA@ ?6Dlن (6G^aj? و45 `2(6+، وآlن 

P أ�Ld ا(C^f9,4 وd,'ه? ا(0@9^'اa6G$ �,u# 45 ا(9B+ء 6J0O+V s,$lJ PaV+ ا(-<+ر@� ا(�aLq، وهBC@ +5 2' أ@<ً+ 5,
 #e <)0د إ(G9)ا F7@0)09 اL) 4,)ا(29ا ',d 45»�)0 ر25زه+ »ا(0وI �^8+$ �L`'5 F3 2اD+6? آD4 @\2ز أ@T)وا ،

� h$+9G8 +ً76J'5 ا(0و(� وPAS 0^3 ،+6G$+,$ �7L^O (6? ا(2ا�9A` HV اGe,+ر aQ2ده? أiن وl8 ?6GO+7^) +9D0ه+، إIو
[,LO وا('ه+ن F9$')ا �D+\)اPeو45 ا(0ا ،[`rQإ �,^-G8 9+مGهYوا ،.  
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 4,B-Jو �jL) 2رjG8و ،�L�j:9)0 ا,)+^G)ا3+ت وا'W)ا <LO 9,� و`'بLO �>678 4@�5ود F)+-)7+ ا(^'ن اLa^G$2 ا)
 F9-J 4,Dو8^2ا ،FI+9)زات ا(^'ن ا+\Dري ا+\@ FO+7Q 0م^G86+، وL6i3^'ه+ و �iودر �,a:()ت ا+^aj)أ`2ال ا

رi+(7+، وG-J'م إ6G,D+BD? و`'@+6J?، وj8'ق و25اrQت و2Iا8# 5'ور و7L:3 2) ،�5+O �3+ND+ ... .أCu+(7+ وBD+71+ و
ذ(h آL] أو S,�ً+ 75]، (9+ ا$LO +7N^,G> 45 @:,~ 77,8+ و@^J �CLWG5 ��C8 Pa^+وم a5+دئ ا[$rم jG8'63+، آJ +9^+وم 

@T75 4 3\' ا(2O0ة `,+ل 45 أ4LO إ$Pa^@ ?L3 [5r ا(a9+دئ ا(G^50,�، و(P3+KJ +9 آf,' 45 ا[$�6D 4O 4,,5r ا(0
 �'aGOوا ،[D+9@ن إt'^)ا»+ًV+CDًا و'C0 آSة »أ'I+-)ا ��,a)ـ إ(> ا FNCL)ا s,)ـ و FJ+,-)ا F:9G\9)2(] ا-J ?G@ إ(> أن ،

0q)45 8+ب ا s,) [L:)4,7، وpYو`0ود ا �,`rQا(0و(�، و ?,)+:Jا(0@4 و ?,V H5 +6C,AJدا68+ وt69+ وND4 وO ء+i +5 �3
إذا رأ@k ا(:'ب @29NG7ن u F3+28ر ('آ2ب «: FS25 د@+ن، وز@' ا(30+ع ا[$'اFL,1 ا(250ي ا(V 4,` �8+B+ل

'jW)+8 ':Sl$ T107O ،ص+a)ا«.  
@�jW ا(:'ب إذا 2qJروا أ6D? د2Leا 0i +5+O@0ا 98\'د KJ,' ا('F3 ?V ا(G^2@? ا(27Bي، 2Ce 0:a3ت أ2Iاء 

' l8ن 7CLWJ+ ا(:2J F9Lأم $,+7CLWG) F5+ ا(:^FL ا(2,7aي، وl8ن أوO +ًO+I'8,� ـ LaV,� وC1+u,� اY+CG`Yت، LO,7+ ا(TGآ
 ،+7)+` �WL,) 0امQ 0امO06 إ(5 FCA,3 ،�N-L)ا <G` +78 ?A-GJ8'ة، و+K)إ(> ا(^'ون ا F9G7J k)0اد@� ـ 5+ زاaG$وا

^F وا(�Gا2LB)+8 [5ك ا(-<+ري، و(,�C)+8 sاO+ت O+(? ا(,2م @:9L:8 [J+V+u �a] وA3'� ا(F\679 وا(j79: آ�9L أe,'ة
 �,qW()+8 Yم، و+^GDYت اY2j82@�«وL6C)ة» ا'\-G9)أو ا.  
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Text (19) 
 
  

10283 ا(:0د 2007 @7+@' 23 هـ 1428 5-ـ'م 04ا(prfـ+ء   
)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

0,a:)ا Y دة+B)2ا ا^`Y 
0aO 0S ا('`49 ا('ا  

 �^:GG$ +6Dوأ ،R7:)ا F3 �u2رG9)ا �,$+,B)ا(^,+دات ا �^`r5 4O ?6Jون 8^2اl7,$ ?6D0اد أK8 F3 5,'آ,2نYف ا'GOا
�,L-9)ت ا+,(,L,9)ا 'ABO 45 ة'S+a5 4,LO+C)ا.  R7:)6+ء اDإ P:C)+8 إن آ+ن ا(06ف P(C)+8 +6,LO 2مA-5 �$+,$ �Tوه

 ا6GD+ز@2ن و(4 @'ف (4Ci ?6 إن RqD PGV ا6O+aJ? 45 ا6jje T,C7J Pi? 3+(^+دة O+دة. ا(Tي أ$+ل ا(fA,' 45 ا(50+ء
kD+ن ا(-'ب، 965+ آrOأو إ ،<I2C)ا '(D 2م، أوqW)ا �,CqJ 45.  ',6jG)أز�5 ا F3 4,,^,^-)ا(^+دة ا �^`r5 إن 

^+دة 45 $�7 وPf5 �:,S ه�Yء ا(. ا(FC1+j وا(F$+,B ا(9GB9'ة F3 ا(:'اق هF ا(-P ا(-^,^F ا(Tي @qGW' ا(kV2 وا(0م
$,<-2ن . ا(2LG^@ 4@Tن ا(D09,,4 ه? 7ai+ء و(u+W@ 4'وا F3 ?6BCDl8 أي 25ا6i+ت H5 ا(^2ات ا(-52A,� أو ا5Y,'آ,�

  .AB:8'ه? و(u+W@ 4'وا 6BCDl8? وq5+(-6? ا()qW,� آB@ ?6D2:2ن 45 اPi 78+ء 5\0 و2CDذ l8ي 49p آ+ن
6G$ا P(3 �,I+9)ا%ز5+ت ا F3 +7@أن رأ �a$6+وJدا+,^) �,$+,B)ا �@+O0L) دة+O 'WB@ [D% ت+,(,L,9)0اف ا . R,ورأ@7+ آ

  .ان R@2WJ ا(�O+5+ت @-^� ه�D0 23ر@� وو$+u+ت O+(,� ا(2GB9ى وJ:06ات آf,'ة

.  ا5Y,'آ,2ن أ2jOا `�D+q (^+دة ا(L,9,),+ت ا(-52A,�، آ9+ اGO'23ا 2aaBJ ،h)T8ا، آ9+ رأ@F3 ،+7 ا(I2C> ا(^+�91
 �D+i PA3G@ 0 أن@'@R@2WG)6,' واjG)ت وا+,CqG)+8 4,7 45 .^0مu29اL) ي'B^)6\,' اG)ت ا+,L9O أن R,ى آ'D 4-Dو 

  .أ`,+�6i ?61ت ا(:+�9Q (-+(� `'ب 5'وCQ 'NG7J �O+رة اrjDYق
 ،+,L:)ا(^,+دات ا �a$+-5 4O 0:G8ا ،�,V�52 ا(:'اA-)ا �Lu <LO 78+ء ،[Dا [J+-@'qJ F3 F5,'آYا �D+\)7] و@^2ل اA)

�52A-)ا <LO �82B-5 kD+وان آ <G` ت+,(,L,9)ا �`r@ ا أن',eر أ'V . دة+V �@+9` F3 9+5+ $2اءJ 2جOأ �j75 اTوه
 F3 0@0\)ا F$+,B)م ا+N7)+8 �jaJ'5 +6D% #^3 ،ا(7+س PG^J ت+,(,L,5 ك'J F3 h)ذ PaVو ،PG^)ا F3 Pd2J �8+qO

  .ا(:'اق
$+,B)ا �B$�9)ا F3 4,u'W79)ا <LO �i3+(2ا F5'\5 45 2نD+^)+8 +5ا�G)وا +u+a>Dا 'f2ا أآD2A@ ا(\0@0ة أن �,

+6,LO 6+ وا(^<+ءG^`r5 �,O'S <LO فre Yم، و+N7)0 إ$^+ط ا@'J FG)ا ،�(`2G9)9'دة اG9)ا �Iا(9:+ر . �aBJ 0Vو
> �L`'5 اGGV+ل ا(2ABت LO> ا(L,9,),+ت ا('F3 �,9$ ا(HI2 ا%آf' $2ءا ا(,2م، وا(Tي @\�6 ـ آ9+ ذآ'ت PaV 45 ـ إ(

ان ا`0ا 4A9@ Y ان @0اi 4O H3'ا1? ا[ره+N7J 45 4,,8,? ا(^+0Oة وا(9:+ر�I . وا$:� و$,F3 �aBG ا6D,+ر آP ا(N7+م
[BCD ره+ب]95+ر$� ا F3 ا(0و(� ا(\0@0ة <LO 282نB-9)ط ا'W7@ ر أن'aJ Y ?691ا'i 4A) ،+ه',dو �,f:a)ا .

O+^)ا �Lj5 FaL@ ل+GGVYا F3 ?6uا'WDي اT)وي، وا+Vا(�ر �:q5 280 رأ$] ا^C@ أن PaV +69,O2ت زQ �0ة ا(Tي 8
  . `� LO> اGGVY+ل واa)+d 0^GD,� ا(4O ?6O+7G5Y �7B اWDY'اط F3 ا(-'ب

 ،F)+-)ل ا+GGVYا F3 �u2رG9)ا(^,+دات ا �+\J+8 F^,^`و �@'Q PA(8 +6`+55,'آ,� رYوا �,Vا':)ا(^2ات ا [i2J ?) إْن
و0iوا 2CD [,3ذا $,+$,+، ور98+ 5'ا8-+ت 5+(,� . ف ا(:R7، %ن 0q5ر ا(:R7 ه2 45 ا(B+دة Y ا(:r30,a أF3 P5 إ@^+

F6G7@ 4) اع'Q F3 4,دآ+آ k-G3 FG)ت ا+,(,L,9)ر ا+\�G$0 ا@'J �,iر+eو �,Leاف دا'u45 أ.  
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Text (20) 
 

  
 kـaB)ول 05اYا H10343 ا(:0د 2007 5+رس 24 هـ 1428 ر8,ـ  

)'i 45#$0ة ا()'ق ا%و@(  
 $W'@� ا(V29@0'ا7a) F3 �,u+ن

 0S0 ا('`49 ا('اaO 

0i2J دول 6Dl8 'e+CJ+ د@V29'اu,�، وأe'ى kB,) +6Dl8 '^J آh)T، وأA-J Y kD? إLO Y> 45 ا`AG? إ(> ا(07qوق 
F8+WGDYا.  

6@ ?) 4A) ،[8و`'و [J+Vأ$2أ أو F3 <G` �,uا'V29@0)ا [J2رq8 hB9G@ +91دا P{ 7+نa)و �,uا'V29@0)ا FD+:9)أ`0 ا ?(
s,1')+3 ا(Tي 3'ض 8^+ء� 8+(^2ة @:,' . (^2S 0ه2ه+ و2L:iه+ W$ P-5'@� ا(\H,9. آP:3 +9 ا(7a) F3 ;:a+ن ا(,2م
+6,3 hA(@و �,O'()�52 اA-)ه2 45 @^2م . ا ،�,uا'V29@0L) ا%ول F5+-)2ن اA@ ض أن'GC@ يT)9+ن، ا)'a)ا s,1ور
وا(9:+ر�I ا(V29@0'اK)|8 �)+jJ �,u+ء ا(-Y +6D% ،+CB:J �52A . (27اب 45 ا9GiY+ع08ور ا()'Fu ا(H79,3 �,B ا

  .hL9J ا(q7+ب ا(^+P$'J ?p ،+6u+^$] FD2D أوYده+ (Q+-9'ة 5^' ا(-�52A 08ل اAG`Y+م إ(> ا(^+2Dن
�@'WB)ا P-5 �,8':)ت ا+D+9)'a)ا RQ <)إ FD+7aL)9+ن ا)'a)ا ?I ُh)T8 . أن ;:a)4، و45 (^0 أراد ا,,D+7aL)45 ا 'WB@

 s,) s,1ون 68+، ر'e+CJ FG)ا ?AG,uد@9^'ا Fه �Tن `+(] @^2ل، ه+B)و �,DrO �)�65 +6L:\8 �\73 ،?6G,uا'V29@د
2Dاب ا():� ا(jGB@ ?) FD+7aL,:2ا . s,1'8، و5:+ر9J �aWG75 �I+رس ا(06G@0 08ل ا(k@2qG، و0I FD+9)'8 ا(a'(9+ن

`+(� . Y sL\9 @'@0 ا(2O0ة إ(> ا9GiY+ع، و@LO 'q> إ8^+ء 8+ب ا(0Q25 sL\9اأن @:^0وا �BLi، %ن رs,1 ا(
 P:3 H,jGB@ 0`أ Y9+ع، وGiY4 45 ا,,D+9)'a)9+ن ا)'a)ا s,1ر H79@ أن ،[Lا(:+(? آ F3 ت+D+9)'a)ر@� ا+J F3 �a@'d

�0I ءFS .9@0)ا(-'آ� ا H798 ،�,75%�6ة اi%أو ا ،'AB:)أن @^2م ا <LO +D0GOي 3^0 اT)ا(27اب ا s,1ر Y ،�,uا'V2
?6:5+V Y �:()ا FLf95 Pf95و ،Fuا'V29@0)ا P9:)ا F5+` [Dض ا'GC@.  

 �,O'S ',d �52A-)ا(-�، (,^2ل إن ا ?,L$ 2رG9'س، آ+(0آG5 F$+,$5:�، و+i ذ+G$ج أ'W@ أن [Lا آTب 45 ه'dوأ
KL> 3^# %ن أ`0ا @:G^0 أن a:S Y,� (6+؟ هTAا؟ وQ <G5+رت ا(-52A+ت J. %ن O+jV+ وا$:+ 45 ا():� G:@ Y'ف 68+

وR$�5 أن @GGW? رG-5 Pi'م آ+(-� `,+J] ا(L,) �,$+,B:� دور ا(a9'ر (a@ ،<I2CL'ر ا{ن ا(2O0ة [$^+ط 
�,D2D+V ',d �Cq8 �52A-)ط . ا+^$] FCA@ Y [7A) ،FD2D+V P9O �52A-)ا F3 4 ا(9)+رآ�O �I7+ع ا(9:+رG5+3
آ9+ أن 5-+و(� $0 ا(T3+79 وا(G<,,� . � اG:@ [D^0 أن ه7+ك d +,a:S +O+jV,' راض 67O+ا(-V 2) <G` ،�52A+ل ا(-

LO> ا(2زراء J Y:0و آai F3 �a$ <^a,$ +,\jL8 r9O +6D2,4 ا(9:+ر�I، وآH75 h)T رs,1 ا(a'(9+ن زr5ء� 
F8+,7)4 45 95+ر$� `^6? ا,,D+9)'a)ا .aLd%0ا إن ه7+ك 5:'آ� $,+$,� 4,8 اd 4 @^+ل) P9:)ا د@0ن اT63 ،�,LV%وا �,

 45 'W$و ،F)ح ه�'B5 F3 s1آ:'ا �$+B)8:; ا R{وو Fuا'V29@0)ا ',a:G)ا �2S 0^) 4 @^+لA) ،F$+,B)ا
�,uا'V29@0)ا [G8'\J 45و ،[Lآ H9G\9)7+ن . اa) FC318 �$ر $2ى `9+@� ا(99+ر+,e 45 0i2@ Yو ،�C1+u 

،+6\1+GD H5 2نCLGW@ 4@TL) <G` �,uا'V29@0)ا()+رعا F3 7+زعG)ا(2`,0 45 ا F5+-)6+ اD%  .  
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Text (21)  
  
  

10330 ا(:0د 2007 5+رس 11 هـ CQ 1428ـ' 21اY`ـ0   
)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

ه2A@ Pن �Q'3 ('دم ا(2ّ6ة؟: 0K8 '9J�5اد  
 '8+i �,a` '8+i 

6i2J s+، و(,s 8+(<'ورة �O+7V، (0ى 263 أو9J�9L) .A:@ Y' ا(0و(F ا(Tي 0K8 F3 0^Oاد أs5، أآ�K5 45 'fى
ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة l8ن `P ا(�L>:9 ا(:'اJ2J 'aO ?G@ Y 0V �,V,' ا%2iاء H5 ا(j,-9,4 وا(aO P8 ،+68 4,,7:9' `2ار 

�,A@'5%ا RV4 ا(29اO اف 0:8ا'u%ا 'fأآ H5 <G` ه+دئ . +j$و r` �,A@'5%ى @32' (�دارة ا'e�6 أi 45 [7A)
0اLe,� إ(> إ08اء 0Vر اآa' 45 ا(G\+وب Q2J H5,+ت �O29\5 درا$� ا(:'اق، ا(FG دkO إ(> 6Gi+` 4,8 '9J�5+ ا(

دو(F `2ل ا(:'اق، وا(> `2ار 6u H5 'S+a5'ان ود5)�، و4,8 ر6Gad+ ا(W+ر0O F3 �,iم إ08اء 5'وJ �D\+� أu'اف 
 (0a@ h)Tو هTا ا(F3 '9J�9 ا(2N79ر .hLJ 'BCJ 0V ا(9'وB7@ ،+6aD+i 45 +C:I �D-� 08ور� إ(> CL5+ت O+(^� أe'ى

اH5 +NC-G5 +9d+7J ،FA@'5% آr ا(4,6i2G، و(2A,$ [D|3 h)Tن ا9J�5 45 PV' دو(LO ،F> ا%D 45 PV+`,� ا(2GB9ى 
F9,LV9' إJ�5 45 'a3,]، واآ FL,f9G)ا .  

'aJ Fآ �,V�52 ا(:'اA-L) 0ة,i �Q'3 '9J�9)0و اa@ +,Vا'Oa9)5�8+م ا TelJ +6Dأ <LO 40 أن آ+ن ا(:'اق .+درةه:a3 
 وY08 45 أن @H>W ."ات �LO+3ذ" @Pe0 ا(,2م ا(u <LO  [CQ28 '9J�9+وYت D^+ش ا{2I25"،4@'eع"5\'د 

 ا(-�52A ا(:'اV,� رk-8 ا0G8اء CQ 'aO^� إe'اج ا(9J�9'، وe. 'aO'@4، 263 @-<' أ07iة ا(7^+ش (07i%?6ات ا{
، وj^8:6+ ا(LO �@'j> 5-+وYت 0Jو@P ا(^<,� ا(:'اV,�، وا(J FG'ى 6,3+ ا�GDاع اGO'اف F3 +6^-8 F79I ا(a9+درة

ا(LO +3+CG> ا(:L9,� ا(0@9^'اu,�، و(LO <^a@ 4A,6+ أن 2AJن �A7-)+8 �:G9G5 ا(A+3,� [دارة هT� ا(a9+درة، وا$9fG+ره+ 
�,ajG)ا HI25 +6J+i'W5 H>@ +98و ،'aاآ �  .W)+8'وج 8'8 +675

'9J�9)0و اa@ ،+,9,LVإ �+\J+8 ا'e�5 �`+B)6+ اJ06S FG)آ+ت ا'-G)2ات واjW)0د 45 اO H5 +9d+7G5 »�106G)ا « F3
RLGW5 ا(CL9+ت، hLJ +9,$ Y ا(FG 8'زت 6,3+ د52L8+$,� $:2د@� D)kBAO ،�j إ(> `0 آB` ',a+$,� ا@\+8,� 

ا 8-'ا0O+qG5 <LO Fq:GBJ �1ة J\+� 5^+و�5 ا(W,+رات ا(Dr^Or,� وا()'ر ا(q5 45 '@+jG9+در G5:0دة T75ر
ور2A@ +98ن ا(G'`+ل ا(:'+\J+8 F8� 0K8اد وPaV أ$�9V 45 4,O2a ا('@+ض ا(:'8,� 08ا@� J-2ل F3 +5 ا(Fu+:G . ا[Cu+ء

ا(:'H5 F8 ا()lن ا(:'اFV 0:8 زH@'^J 45 P@2u 45 ا(Tات، LO �Lj@ +5 �aB8,] آf,' 45 ا(B,+$,,4 وا(C^f9,4 ا(:'ب 
 .» (^�K1+$ �9 [@'انا(4O FLWG ا(:'اق (,2Aن«

دو(,+، @0aو ا(u '9J�9'@^� أe'ى (L^2ل l8ن أTG:J +A@'5ر 4O إqV+61+ ا(9)+رآ� ا(0و(,� 4O ا()lن ا(:'اFV، 45 دون 
TG:J أن+,L:3 ر . [CQ28 '9J�9)اج ا'e|a35درة+a 4O �G7G$ FG)52+$,� اL80)ات ا',BCG)ا ?N:5 45 0-)ا ?G@ �,Vا'O 

 [CQ28 �درة أ5'إ}6+ر+a5�,A@. 0ة-G9)ت ا+@Y2)إ}6+ر ا +a)+d �7\J �,)+-)ا �,A@'5%دارة ا]�6 اD أن +Q2qe 
، رGD +98,\� »ا()'وط«LO> ا{e'@4، و6N5 P>3' 45 @\+زف HI28 » ا(a9+درات«6N98' 45 @\+زف 8:'ض 

  .ا(B,+$,� ا(0و(,�(L) 4A9@ +9) 'Q+V ?6C^2ة ا(:9N> ا(2`,0ة أن J^2م 26C5 �aLd P{ F3 [8م ا(^2ة LO> ا(2BG@+ت 
 '9J�9)0و اa@ ،ب+a$%ا �Tه PA)و»�Q'3 « ت+,j:5 +6aLQ F3و ،�^j79)ت ا+,j:9) 0@0ةi وع 8^'اءة'(L) �,J25ا

 �Q'C)ا �T2@? ه^J F3 �K)+a9)0م اO 45 08 Y ،�,)+:)ت ا+:V2G)ا R^$ RLe ار'\Dr) +aB-J 4A)و ،FVا(:'ا HVا(2ا
Ga,آ'J F3 0وaJ +6D% ،+6,LO 7+ءa)وا[J+V'GC5 'fAJ �@'u F3 #^3 2ة وا`0ةje F3'N)6:8+ ا+uو �I'GC9)6+ اJ07i6+ وأ .

 ��,8 F3 �^f)0ر 45 اV 7+ءa) �Q'3 '9J�9)0و اa@h()2ده+ اB@ .)إ Pe0G$ [3ا'u3|ن أ ،h)Tآ [D%ل 45  و+O 8^0ر [,
 و`,� أن ا(NG7 . �Or' 08رو�N+ر a5+درة ا{e'، ا(9 وهT� ا()2Aك $�Gدي (^0ر 45 ا(�C-G وGDY.ا()2Aك ا(aG9+د(�

ا%آa'، وهF3 2 هT� ا(-+(� ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة T@ Yه� وa5 [Ga:i F3+درة واI-�، (4 @\0 ا{e'ون `2ا�3 آf,'ة 
?6V7+دe درة+K9).  

 PA(8و ،�,BC7)0د 45 ا(:^0 اO P`و ،F9,LV]ا F$+52L80)ا(-'اك ا ',ulG) �Q'3 ا%`2ال H,9i F3 PN@ '9J�9)4 اA)و
O^0ة ا(L^+ء اFA@'5Y ا[@'اu <LO FD+و(� وا`0ة 5)'و6O+ ا%$+$F ه2 ا(2BG@�، وO^0ة ا(L^+ء ا(:'اFV ـ e+ص 

�,Vا(:'ا �,>^L) 7+ءةa)2ل اL-)ا ?O6+ دOو(� وا`0ة 5)'و+u <LO F8':)ا . T75 ا(:'اق P{ 0^)2003 اع'q) �`+$ 
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) +,pآ+ر +AC$ k\GDأ �,L-59,� ودو(,� و,LV2ح 4,8 ارادات إGC5 ط+^D P,\BG) P1+$و PG^)50,' واG)ا �aQ50+ء، 0:8 أن أL
 [G50 آ'ا,:GB@ 6,3+ إ(> أن �9j@ آ+ن FG)ا �N-L)4 ا,O F3 +D2-j5 FVن ا(:'ا+BD]0ا اK3 ،2مqW)0 اI �,$+,$
ا(P:C8 ،�D2-j9 إ(K+1] 45 ا(9:+د(� ا(B,+$,� وJ)ّ,�] ا(G9'اآ? H5 $27ات �L@2u 45 ا(-A? ا()F)29، و@T6) 4A9ا 
ا(9J�9' أن @V �\)+:5 F3 ?6B<,� هTا ا[BD+ن aO' ا(N7' إ(> هG@2] ا[D+BD,�، 98:�ل 4O أي ه�aBGA5 �@2 أو 

  .C5'و�I أe'ى
وإذا آ+�9V kD ا('@+ض ا(B:2د@� ا[@'ا0V �,D أدت إ(> CJ+ه9+ت `^,^,� و`\2O 45 k9ا0O P5م ا(f^�، وهF أ25ر 5+ 

3 ،HVأرض ا(2ا <LO +ه'aGWD 7+ أن,LO �52 زالA` <:BJ �,Leدا �,Vا'O درات+a5 H5 ?d+7GJ 0V �,9,LV]درة ا+a9)ن ا|
� 5:] ا(\H,9 راLO 4,I> 5+ `^^2� 45 `0ود دF3 +,D ا%PV، و@0Kو aq@ P` 2رة 5)'وعLaذه+، (+WJإ(> ا FA)+9)ا

>J آ�'G(5 �,9,LVإرادة إ ،FVا':)0 اB\)+8 +,52@ hGCJ FG)�3 ا'jG9)ت ا+O+9\)0 اI اع'q)ء أ5+م 5+ 5:] ا+>C)ا �,
FVن ا(0م ا(:'ا+@'i 0I rه+BJ 08ا .  

 +@0-J [i2اJ +6D|3 ،ت+`+B)8:; ا <LO 0م^G)8:; ا k^^` وإن FG)6+ ا%75,�، اGje F3 +50V F>9J FA)+9)�52 اA`
H5 +a:Q إQ'ار O+9i+ت ا(:LO R7> ا(a'هl8 �7ن I+` PN,$ +6C7O'ا F3 ا(-,+ة ا(D09,� ا(:'اV,�، وH5 }26ر 

8+ت $,+$,� داLe,� `2ل او(2@+ت ا(�jW، وJ\+ذب أFA@'5 ـ O'اFV `2ل 0i@� أي 45 ا(9I F3 4,3'j+ن J\+ذ
+6`+\D . �9BJ Y �)2,$ P{ F3 �,$+,B)2@+ت اBG)ا �K)ا(^2ة و �K) 4,8 �iورة ا(�9او'I �52A-)ا �T0رك هJ h)T)و

> إD+A5,� ا(-2D+V �W@ +9,3 �L-Lن اfGi+ث ا(a:�، أ08ا �79,68 ا(29اRV ا(�V07WG9 وا(-+دة، وJ ?J [,LO^0@? إS+رات إ(
 �B$�9)ا F3 �8+B)ط ا(\,~ ا+aI �5د <LO P9:)�7، واB)96,~ اG) �L,$245 ا(:'ب آ ;:a)ا �ي 8+ت @'اT)ا

ا(:AB'@� ا(\0@0ة، P9-@ +98 �5@0ا 45 ا(�Dl9j `2ل ا(G'آ,�a ا(:^+01@� وا(C1+j,� واT6) �,7pY� ا(�B$�9، وD+9>8+ت 
و(FA . � (:0ا(� 2Jز@H ا(29ارد و(r@0:Gت د$2Gر@� 3re,� أe'ى، وFq^J Y �,-)+qJ �$+,B8 أو F7fGBJ أ`0اد$2Gر@

7J<� هT� ا(a9+درات وGJ-2ل إ(> 5)+ر@Y ،�,^,^` P9O H 08 وأن LJ^> ا`D+>G+ إLV,9,+ ودو(,+ @F3 +6C{2 إu+ر 
) ،�q-)وا �,O'()9+ `2ل ا,^O Y0i F67@ ،P-L) F^,^` وع'(5 �,Vا':)0 ا(0و(� ا,,(J Pa$ 0ل 78+ء `2لi �)+q

J FG)ا ،�,D09)9,�ا,LV]ا PQ2اC)دم ا'@ 'B\آ P9:.'9J�9L) F$+$%ا ه2 ا(0ور اTوه  .  
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Text (22)  
 

 
 s9,ـW)ا@' 15 هـ 1428 5-ـ'م 27ا'a3 2007 10306 ا(:0د  

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

 ا(:�ء ا(�9دوج
F80 و(,0 أS'5  

ا(2BG@� : ، `+(� اD:0ام وزن آ9+ @)06 ا(,2م1919(? @)06 ا(9)'ق ا(:'T75 ،F8 ا6D,+ر ا[a5'ا2uر@� ا(:O �,D+9f+م 
ا(J �,7,jBLC'اوح NGD+8 +6D+A5+ر ap+ت ا(rBم ا(F7,jBLC ـ ا(F7,jBLC، ا(-+(� ا(:'ا�J �,Vداد J'د@+ NGD+8+ر CJ+ه? 

HI ا(G@ FD+7aL\]، وإن a8#ء، V 2-D,+م 7p+1,� $7,� ـ TCD +5 RB7J 0V �,:,S، وO ?) +5'اFV ـ O'ا0a@ Y FVو a@'V+، وا(2
 ،R1+j)ق ا+CJ0:8، 45 ا TC7@57+نaL) F3 �75�9)ح ا(:^0ة ا'u 0,:@ +9 : 0ة^O»�@26)ا ا(» اT6) �,52^)1] 4,8 ا+G)0 اLa

  . ا(K'ب وا()'ق
و(,� ا('اه�7، أن �D+9I 09GBJ ا$G^'اره+ 45 ا(2C7ذ وآP ذ(h @-0ث GC@ �^j75 F3'ض، P{ F3 25از@4 ا(^2ى ا(0

ا%5,'آaS F] ا%`+دي F3 ا()'ق ا%و$#، ا%5' ا(Tي @l8 F`2ن ا(PLW ا('اهF3 4 ا$G^'ار ا(j79^� ه2 اA:D+س 
[BCD F2ذ ا%5,'آC7)ا F3 'aأآ PLW) 'S+a5 .  

2,78ي (? @:f@0` 0+ اG3'اLeP « 0:8 +,I«وا(2اHV أن ا(-J 4O �@0:'ض ا(2C7ذ ا%5,'آF3 F ا()'ق ا%و$# إ(> 
 s,1أن ر <G` ،�,Vا(:'ا �`+B)ا <LO �,75%وا �,$+,B)2رات اjG)ا»�,iر+W)ت ا+Vr:L) Fا%5,'آ sL\9)رد »ا+(G@ر ،

وذه� ه+س إ(> أ0:8 45 ذa(G8 h),6] ا(6D« . �L`'9+@� ا(:06 ا%5,'آF«ه+س، اaGO' أن J +5)06� ا(j79^� `+(,+ ه2 
('اهF3 �7 ا()'ق ا%و$# �L`'98 ا6D,+ر ا(2C7ذ@4 ا(FBD'C وا(F3 FD+j@'a ا()'ق ا%و$# F3 أO^+ب ا%5,'آ,� ا

�,D+f)ا(-'ب ا(:+(9,� ا .  
 s,1ج ر+G7G$ا �aG$ر98+ ا»�,iر+W)ت ا+Vr:L) Fا%5,'آ sL\9)2ذ »اC7L) 0ا:aGB5 0:@ ?) ا',q5 ،27ات$ H>a8 ،

ان 6GD+$'J+ ا(27و@� وO+دت رو$,+ إ(> (:� دور ا(^2ة ا(:+(9,� ا(D+f,� ا%5,'آF3 F ا(j79^� ـ Q2qe+ إذا 2uرت إ@'
�^j79)ا F3.  

 F3 F2ذ ا%5,'آC7)ا �a@'I H30@ ن% 'j>9)ا HV25 F3 ا(:'ب �aq@ ا(-+(� أن �Tه F3 �G3r)ا �Vر+C9)أن ا Yإ
��ّO...+>@ذّ(] أ F3و .  

J ?) #$ا()'ق ا%و F3 [iأو <LO F2ذ ا%5,'آC7)0@? @2م آ+ن ا^J 4 @52+ 8<'ورةj7Sوا ':(»ةl3+A5 « 0ولL) 'آTJ
 �D+e F3 �C7q9)0(�، واG:9)61+«ا(:'8,� ا+V0Qأ« �Tأن ه ?dر ،�a:G9)6+ اGV0اQ 45 [,D+:J +5 ;:8 +6,LO 2ض:J ،

 ?6G,>V �@2BG) +,O+9i +6,LO �CG5 وض'O ح'u F3 ،�,8':)9'ات ا(^�9 اJ�5 ر+uإ F3 +Q2qe ،'q^J ?) ا(0ول
  . ا(:'و8,,4 وD^�9 ا[$A3»�J+9S «4,,5r+ن G7i +5 Pi] 0Q 45ا6GV+ (�5,'آ,,4 ...  ا(^<,� ا(jBLC,7,�ا%م، أي

 ،0@0i 45 ،�I':5 �)0G:9)ا(0ول ا(:'8,� ا k-aQا%23ل، 3^0 أ �aGO <LO F2ذ ا%5,'آC7)ا �aQأ5+ ا(,2م، و0:8 أن أ
9� L9O 45,� ا[N78 �`+u+م 0Qام `B,4 إ(> D)' وإذا (? @:e 0+3,+ أن وا�a@'I H30) .?) 4j7S أ23(] أ@<+jJ 

� 2CD �@�:Jذه+ 3,]، 3^0 )+q) �^j79)ا F3 HVا%5' ا(2ا P@0aJ <)إ k:LjJ +5 ا()'ق ا%و$# 8^0ر F3 �,uا(0@9^'ا
`0qت T,C7J 45 ا(PqC ا%ول 45 هTا ا(B,7+ر@BAO �1+GD 2,� إذ kaQ ا[0q8 �`+uام `J �D+e F3 4,B:�@� ا(2C7ذ 

@'اB` <LO FD+ب ا(2C7ذ ا%5,'آF و`CL` k)2ّ+ء إ@'ان ا(),:� F3 ا(:'اق و(7a+ن، إ(> ا(CGB9,0 ا%ول 45 ا6D,+ر ا[
[5+ND .  

� أD] 8^0ر G@ +5'ا2CD Hiذ ا('2i s,1رج 28ش داPe ا(KD2A'س ا%5,'آF 8^0ر C@ +5^0 ا(k,a ا8%,; I45 ا(2ا
(� 0aJو ا%@+م ا(06O 45 �,^aG9 ا('s,1 28ش B9L) �-S'5+ه�9 وP{ F3 هT� ا(9:+د. 0VرB` <LO [J? أز5+ت ا(W+رج

��@�:J 2ضO #$ا()'ق ا%و F3 F2ذ ا%5,'آC7)ا Pآ�J F3 .ؤل+BG)ا �q@ [,LOو : <LO +�aO F2ذ ا%5,'آC7)إذا آ+ن ا
� إدارة ... ا(:'ب F3 أوج 5\0�)+q) P9:@ Y 45�)ا P5+O أن +Q2qe ،?6,LO 'aأآ +�aO �ر+B-Dا �aq@ 0^328ش .

وذ(F3 ،F7:@ h `+ل ا$9G'ار اB-D+ر 2CDذ ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة F3 ا()'ق ا%و$# وPQ2J إ@'ان إ(> r$ '@2jJح 
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� 5+ آ+ن @:'ف r6)+8ل ا(:'F8 ا(qW,� هYr إ@'ا0a@ +,Dأ 6u F3'انaq@ 0ا أن:aGB5 2نA@ 4) [D2وي، أD ... F6G7@و
 .F3 ا(<+`,� ا(\a) �,827,'وت
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Text (23)  
 

)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

10295 ا(:0د a3 2007'ا@' 4 هـ 1428 5-ـ'م 16اY`ـ0   
�,uا'V29@0)4 اO �@0-)ا F3..  

 J'آF ا(-09 

ا(:+(?، V'S,] و4A9@ �,-8 ،[,8'd ا(^2ل ا7D+ ا(,2م » أ�Ld«أk-aQ ا(V29@0'اu,� ا(,2م هF ا(N7+م ا(Tي @G\] إ(,] 
�,uا'V29@0)ا 'qO ~,:D . <G` '5%رات، آ9+ آ+ن ا+,e 4,8 رًا+,e ،4@',fA)0@' ا^J �B` ،�,uا'V29@0)0 ا:J ?)

اs5% ا(^'@�، 8^0ر 5+ أk-aQ، آ9+ أرى O2Dً+ 45 ا(-G?، إذا آ+kD ا(0و(� وا(H9G\9 @'@0ان اWDY'اط J ?)+O F3-2ل 
  . (<29ر J ?) ?)+O F3:0 3,] ا(:�(� e,+رًا وp 45? ا.وإF63 Y ا(:�G(5 ?,^8  .�)'آ�، وLj75^+ت 7G5+$^�إ(> آ,+ن وا`0،

 <LO ظ+C-)ا <LO 0رةV 'fم ا%آ+N7)ا F6+ هDأ +ً,W@ر+J kGap6+ أD|3 ،'q:)ا اTروح ه Fه �,uا'V29@0)4 آ2ن اO و8:,0ًا
 وذ(�B` h ا(G\'�8 ا(V29@0'اu,� آF3 k^au +9 أ5,'آ+ وأورو8+ ا(F3 FO+9GiY. ،�,8'K ا(09ى ا(P@2jا(LB? ا

ذا 5+ آ+2V <LO �B$�5 kDا0O، أو 2V �,G-J �,78@�، و(,kB 5\'د 95+ر$� TelJ �,1�i ا(d ;:a,' ا(Q2qe ،?69+ إ
 ;:a)ك ا'GJا ا(:+(?. ا%ه?وTء 45 ه�i 29ا أ.وا(:'بL:@ 6? أن,LO أو أن [JrO+CJا ا(:+(? وTء 45 ه�i ?6D. F)+G)+8و 

Y إذا آ+ن ا(<29ر ه2 ا(W,+ر، وهe 2,+ر e Y 45,+ر (] F3  إ.ن @2D2Aا �iءًا 45 هT� ا(rO+CGت4A9@ r3 (6? إY أ
  .6D+@� ا(j9+ف

$�ال ا(V29@0'اu,� هTا دا2f@ +5 +ً91ر F3 ذهF7، وأD+ أرى ا(G\+رب ا(V29@0'اF3 �,u د@+ر ا(:'ب، وهrً:3 F 5\'د 
2Dا 45 ا(K'ب أو J 45\+رب، CJ)P و6GJ+وى وا`0ة 0:8 ا%e'ى، 9,3+ هN:5 F3 �-i+D F? د@+ر ا{e'@4، $2اء آ+

ا()'ق، وإن kL(3 5'ة J'5 P(CJ Y F63,4، وإن $^kj 5'ة J +6D|3:2د (267Lض CGB5 ،0@0i 45,0ة 45 أje+ء 
�8'\J 0:J ?) FG)�8 ا'\G)ح ا+\D <LO �99q5و ،FI+9)ا .  

  (9+ذا @C)ajJ P,� ا(V29@0'اr8 F3 �,uد ا(:'ب 9,3+ هF3 �-i+D F د@+ر ا{e'@4؟ 
 0V ',a2اب، $�ال آi �)2اب، أو 5-+وi 45 +ً>:8 4A)و ،[,LO �8+i]5-+و(� ا F3 �Li+O �)+^5 45 'fج إ(> أآ+G-@

  .0O 45 ',eم ا(\2اب
 Pأن آ F3 49A@ 0و أن ا(\2ابa@»رب+\G)ه� » ا+G5 'AB:)ا �L@ أن PaV kD+آ FG)ا hLJ ا(:'8,�، $2اء �,uا'V29@0)ا

3 'AB:)ع ا+,I 0:8 رت+Q FG)ا hLJ أو ،�$+,B)ول أن ا+-J ?) +67A)و ،rًAS �,uا'V29@0)ا k$5+ر ،�$+,B)ه� ا+G5 F
�$+,B)ا PaV H9G\9)ا F3 +ه'@T\J �@'u 4O +9'ارهG$ا PCA@ +98 ،�,uا'V29@0L) �W$ورا �,^,^` �,G-J �,78 �(7Jُ .

4,aJ +50:8 ر 5+ @\'ي'a@ رTO r3 ، 2ط^B)وا P(C)ا F3 'AB:)ا PaV +5 رب+\G) رTO h)+7وإذا آ+ن ه'AB:)ا P(3  .
 ،+ًQ2qe �,$+,B)�9 اND%529ً+، واO �,$+,B)ا(-,+ة ا Fه h)T07 إ(,6+، وآGB@ �,G-J �,78 2م دون^@ Y د ا(^2ي+qGVYا

V29@0)+3'اu,�، وا(V29@0'اu,� ا(a,L'ا(,� . وا(V29@0'اND �,u+م $,+$GB@ Y F^,? دون G-J �,78,� هF أ$+س آP 78+ء
� و`�B، 8^0ر 5+ أ6D+ أ$2Lب `,+ة، و$2Lك اJ ?,^GBJ Y �3+^f8 'u�5 ،4,:5 FO+9Gi-0@0ًا، (,kB 95+ر$� $,+$,
+6Dدو �,uا'V29@0)ا(99+ر$� ا . Y �,G-J �,7aت آ+B$�5ت وrQت و25اY+qJج إ(> ا+G-@ �Lj79)د ا+qGVYوآ9+ أن ا

�AaS P^7) أو ،�,G-J �,78 <)ج إ+G-@ �,uا'V29@0)78+ء ا h)TA3 ،+6D4 ا(297 08وA9@ H,jGBJ Y FG)45 ا%25ر ا 
+6D45 دو �,uا'V29@0)6+ . اq,WLJ 4A9@ 4A)0ة أ25ر، وO 45 ،�,uا'V29@0L) �,G-G)7,� اa)ا P^7) أو ،�Aa()ا �T2ن هAGJ
Fأر8:� أرآ+ن ه F3 :2نD+^)وا �B$l9)وا ?,L:G)�3 وا+^f)ا . F9,L:J م+NDو ،F)ا'a,) P^Oو ،�,uا'V29@�3 د+^p 0ونa3

F3 ا(2C7س PaV ا(:^2ل، وPO+3 FD05 H9G\5، وND+م u�@ FD2D+V' ا(PO+CG 4,8 و`0ات ا(H9G\9 @�رع هT� ا(^,? 
و@-F9 `'آ6G+ وا$4A9@ Y [D|3 ،+6G,)r^G ا(-4O �@0 د@V29'اG` ،�,u> (2 آ+ن ه7+ك 07Qوق اGV'اع، أو آ+ن ه7+ك 

� دون �AaS 45 ا(j'ق ا(\,0ة، أو أ`�اب واWGD+8+ت دور@�، وذ(Pf98 h 5+ أ4A9@ Y [D أن @2Aن ه7+ك اqGV+د i+D
  .$�LBL 45 ا(29ا�D ا(^+درة LO> اG$Y,:+ب

f)+3^+�3 ا(V29@0'اu,�، وا(:^P ا(a,L'ا(F ا(Tي 4A9@ Y ا(-4O �@0 د@V29'اu,� 08وD]، ه9+ ا%$+س %ي 95+ر$� 
Fuا'V29@أي 78+ء د F3 و`\' ا%$+س ،�-i+D �,uا'V29@0. دO ?,V 45 2نAGJ �3+^f)ا �Tا(-'@� ه ?,V +69أه P:) ،ة

RQ28 ا(C'د أ$+س آP (، وا(C'د@� )F3 ا(29ا�7u وأ5+م ا(^+2Dن(، وا(B9+واة )`'@� ا(-'آ� F3 إu+ر ا(^+2Dن(
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H9G\5( �@0د:G)ا(-,+ة(، وا �:,au +6CQ28( �5+BG)وا ،) [D+9@ض إ'C8 0`% �` Y 4A)9+ن 98+ @)+ء، و@]ا �` PAL)
4@'e}ا <LO .( ?,^)ا �Tا(67+@�و45 ه F3 �q9)ا sCD F3 �qJ +6Lى آ'eأ �,O'3 ?,V �fa7J �,$+$%ا . �Tو45 ه

L:3> أ$+س V,�9 ا(-'@�، J^2م `'@� ا(^2ل وا(G:9^0 . ا(^,?، ا(FO'C 675+ واPA(GJ ،FB,1') ا(^O+7+ت وا(99+ر$+ت
�,D05 ه+ 45 `'@+ت',dو ،H9\G)وا .FG)�7 اuة ا(29ا'A3 2م^J ،واة+B9)�9 ا,V أ$+س <LOو ،�f@0` �)دو ?,^GBJ Y 

 Y h)ذ ',K8د، و'C)وا �jLB)4,8 ا �Vr:)ا F3 �,:i'9)ا F�7 هu2ن ا(29اAJ دون أن ،h)ذ ',d أو kD+آ �,uا'V29@د
وLO> أ$+س V,�9 ا(C'د@�، J^2م A3'ة ا[D+BD,� وآ'ا�5 ا[BD+ن، C)+3'د 4A9@ . F3 أن 2AJن دو(� 8+(7:9> ا(-0@�

 (�BD+ن، 8:,0ًا 4O ا(A)TC+ت ا(CBLC,�، وا(lGو@rت ا[@i2)2@0,�، ا(LO F>^J FG> ا[BD+ن ا(67+@� ه2 ا(A,+ن ا(29L9س
 وهTAا أراد (6+ أن . هTAا �Le ا� ا(D0,+.وLO> أ$+س V,�9 ا(G:0د@�، J^2م A3'ة أن اrGeYف ه2 ا%$+س. 8+$? ا[BD+ن

وا`0ة، وG:5^0ًا وا`0ًا، و(2ن ا(-,+ة 2L8ن وا`Y 0 (2ن 2AJن، وإA) Y+ن V+درًا T75 ا%زل LO> أن @\:P آP ا(7+س أ�5 
�',d .، وأ�9+ل � و`0A)ة أن ا'A3 2م^J ،�5+BG)�9 ا,V أ$+س <LOا(-�و Y3] إ':@ Y �Lj9)ن ا(-� ا.'(a)63?  أ5+ ا 

+,D0)ا �Tه F3 06ونG\5 5\'د.�^Lj5 �^,^` +6Dأ ?O2 ز) <G` �,aB7)ا [G^,^` PA) .B)6+د واGiYا اTوراء  وه F:
ا(-^,^�، ه2 أ$+س آP `<+رة e+(0ة وذات F3 �9,V ا(G+ر@�، وإD|3 Y] ا(2ABن وا()PL وp 45? ا(<,+ع d F3,+ه� 

  .ا(G+ر@�
+6J+^Lj75 �3أ$+$6+، وو <LO �91+V ��(7G)2ع 45 اD h)+72ن هA@ 2د دون أنBJ49,6 وJ 4 (6+ أنA9@ Y �3+^f)ا �Tه .

A)0دة، و:G5 0@0ةO ��(7G)ت ا+B$�5 'Kq)ا T75 ا(:^2ل <O'@ يT)ا ،F9,L:G)م ا+N7)ًا ه2 ا',plJ +ه'f4 أه69+، وأآ
'aA)ا <G`و . Y [D0وa3 ،?ه2 ا%ه ?,L:G)م ا+ND 4A)و ،��(7G)ا F3 �965 ت+B$�5 ،+ه',dم وrO]وا �@+O0)وا ،�L1+:)ا

269ر@G] ا(LO �,)+f9> أ$+س ND+م (^0 أV+م أ2ur3ن B$�5 .i+ت أe'ى V+درة LO> ا(plG,' ا(2i'9، وا(f^+�3 ا(KGa9+ة
Q F9,L:J+رم، G965] ا(C'ز وزرع ا(^,? F3 ا('ؤوس، و269i F3 +796@ +5ر@� أ2ur3ن هlJ 2آ,0ه+ LO> أهND �,9+م 
. ا(GCq8 ،?,L:G] ا(:29د ا(C^'ي (0Lو(� وV,69+، و(,s ا(^,? ا(FG آ+ن أ2ur3ن @B:> إ(,6+ و@269i F7aر@LO [G> أ$+6$+

 هND h)+7+م د@V29'اFu 95ُ+رس F3 ا%LO>، وV,? د@V29'ا2q75 �,uص F3 +6,LO ا(2G$0ر، وآ+kD إذ `G> (2 آ+ن
P(C)ا Pآ P(C)2ن اAG$ �@+67)7]، 3|ن اO 4L:5 29+ ه) �>V+75 ى'e9ً+ أ,V 4^LJ ?,L:G)ت ا+B$�5.  

Jو ',N7J 2ن 5\'دAJ 0و أن:J Y +6Lا(^,? آ �T29سوهL5 HVإ(> وا ?i'GJ ?) ا(9 و45.\'@0 إن Pe0J +7ه � F3 �B$
 95+ر$� هT� ا(-^2ق و�B$ hLJ ه�9i'J F ا(^,? ا(B+8^� إ(> وا29L5 HVس، @H,jGB ا(C'د re 45(]�3+(9. ا(9)06

وا(�B$l9 ه�i +6CQ28 ،+7ءًا 45 ا(7a,� .  وإV 2) <G` ،+ً�,S F7:J Y +6D|3 Y+ل 68+ ا(2G$0ر، و7KJ> 68+ ا(N7+م.ا(-'@+ت
�,uا'V29@0L) �,G-G)3,] ا HG9G@ ،PO+3و H$وا FD05 H9G\5 2دi45 و 'fأآ F7:J Y ،�,)+J �,V23 �,$+,$ ت+B$�5 Y ،

وآPV +9L 3<+ء . ا(C'د، آ-� V2^` 45]، 8-'@� ا(4O ',a:G ذا8 [J)G> ا(P1+$2، وB\J,0 هTا ا(a:G,' إ(> وا29L5 HVس
\G)ح ا+\D �Q'3 kD+آ ،FLا%ه H9G\9)وازداد 3<+ء ا ،�,$+,B)ا �jLB)ا'aوأآ 'aأآ �,uا'V29@0)�8 ا' . H9G\9)+3

ا(FD09 هF3 2 ا(67+@� ا(�9i'G ا(A) �,L:C+�3 ا(^,? ا(B+8^�، $2اء آGD +7-0ث V 4O,? ا(-'@� أو ا(C'د@� أو ا(G:0د@� أو 
+ً,9L$ًا `'ًا و',a:J [J4 ذاO ',a:G)ا F3 0`أ PA) �`+G5 �Q'C)واة، 45 `,� أن ا+B9)أو ا �5+BG)0 . اS5+ (^0 آ+ن أ

F3 ا(G\'�8 ا(V29@0'اu,� ا%5,'آ,� F3 08ا@+ت 6O'O'J+، هhLJ 2 ا('وح ا(O2jG,� (0ى » ا(,2J sAآTi»P,Cب 
ا(29ا4u ا%5,'آF، ا(30J FG:] إ(> أن @^2م 7a)+8+ء دون أن @2Aن h)T8 +ً5�L5، وه2 أ5' 5+ آ+ن (,Y2) ?,^GB أن 3<+ء 

$+,B)ا �jLB)45 3<+ء ا 'aآ+ن أآ FD09)ا H9G\9)أورو8+ ا F3 ة+,-L) +ًC7e PAS يT)ا ،F$+,B)ء، أي ا+>C)ا اTه ،�,
P,C2آJ.  

 HG9GJ 4 أنA9@ Y ،2آ,+ت 5-0دةL$ى و'eأ ?,V 45 +967O ع'CG@ +5و �B$l5�3 و+^p 45 ،ا%25ر �Tه P4، آA)و
2D+^)+3 ،�CLGW9)ا H9G\9)4,8 و`0ات ا PO+CG)ا 'u�@ا(-'آ� و ?N7@ 2نD+V ء دون+^a)ار وا'^G$Y+8 FaهT)ن ه2 ا(^,0 ا

�@'d]ا �C$r32ن وur38:,67+. آ9+ ذه� أ <I2C)ا F2ن هD+V 0د@� دون:G)4 . 3+(-'@� وا,O F2ن هD+V د@� دون'C)وا
�,D+D%2ن. اD+^)واة 0:5و�5 دون إ(�ام ا+B9)أو ذاك، . وا PA()ا اT68 �LW5ب و+D اع'Q 2م، ه+O PA(8 H9G\9)وا

 ا(hLJ PA) 'u�9 ا(^,?، وه2، وهTا ه2 ا%ه?، ا(-+hLG) F5 ا(^,?، و08وY [D 7:5> %ي ا(^+2Dن هFCG7@ +507O .2 ا(^+2Dن
  . FSء

h)0:8 ذ �,ajG)4 ا,` �pإ(> آ+ر k)2-J وإن ،rًAS �-,-Q 4,7,) ',9@دrC) �)2^5 h)+7ا ا(7:9>، هT682ل (,4,7 . و^@
A)ا(^2ل، و F3 �-5 267,7+، وه^J �\@ h)T)و ،�,)+d �9,V �@'-)6+ إن اd'3أ [D677+، 45 `,� أV 4,` �@'-)�7 اe [7

و`^,^� هTا أ2G-5 45 . �8'\GL) �aB7)+8 F:,au '5اه+، و(? @:0 ه7+ك 45 `'@� إY `'@� ا(-�ب ا(2`,0 وا%و`0
4O ا(G,32B,� اPA(J Y FG) أي 45 ا(^,? ا(G9-0ث �i ،+ًCDt +67Oءًا 6G3+^p 45+ ا(B,+$,� أو ا(9G\9:,�، و(GD +77A-0ث ه7+ 

�CLGW5 2نAJ ض 6,3+ أن'GC@ُ أو ،�CLGW5 �8'\J.  
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هT� هF ا(7a,� ا(G-G,� %ي J\'�8 د@V29'اP63 ،�-i+D �,u : إذًا هF ا(f^+�3، وهF ا(L:G,?، وهF ا(�B$l9، وه2 ا(^+2Dن
2AJ [G8+i5-+و(� إ P:) ؟ $�الF8'O م+ND أ$+$6+ أي HIأو `+ول و ،F8'O H9G\5 أي F3 �,7a)ا �Tه Pf5 '32GJ ن

'et 5^+ل F3. 
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Text (24)  
 
 
)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  

10335 ا(:0د 2007 5+رس 16 هـ CQ 1428ـ' 26ا(\9:ـ�   
0i(,� ا(0و(� ا(aA'ى وا(0و(G,4 .. إ$'اP,1 وا(:'ب  

 أu ',5+ه'ي 

Y ا`+ت'GVY45 ا �C1+u 4O �@2د:B)ا(:'8,� ا �AL99)ا kC(507+ آO27ات و$ s9e PaV مrB)ا �,L9O 7+ف�G$
 F3 ،ون'N7@ 4,,L,1و(,4 ا[$'ا�B9)أن ا ',d ،+5+9J �1إ5+ را3<� أو 75+و �,L,1ردود ا%3:+ل ا[$'ا kD+آ ،�CV2G9)ا

�,9O �CD �@+6D F3 ;52@ يT)ره+ ا(<2ء ا(2`,0 ا+aGO+8 +6BCD ا`+ت'GVYا �C1+u <)إ ،F)+-)ا kV2)ا.  
رو8,� ا[$'اO �,L,1^0ت 8 F3'(,6D F3 4+@� ا%$2aع، ا0Dه)k 45 أن آP وF3 5)+رآFG 078وة `2ل ا(:Vr+ت ا%و

 �29$ +5 <LO r52ن أ^L:@ 2اD+آ +a@'^J 4,,L,12د@�"ا(9)+رآ,4 ا[$'ا:B)م اrB)ا �je." 4@T)2د، اA,L)ء ا+>Oأ <G`و 
 4A9@ 0,i ءFS 45 +5 [D+3 ،P,1ا%5' 8|$'ا �L:J +5 8^0ر [Dا <LO 2ا @�آ0ون ا(0وامD+ا(:'8,� آ �AL99)45 ا FJl@ أن

� وaO'وا 4O د69O? (ـ  LO> اCJ+ق �A5 8,أ27pاا(B:2د@�، G3م"4 `9+س وrB)ا �je"6+ ا('@+ضGOر FG)ا .  
و@i'G? }26ر وزارة ا(W+رD+p �,i,� . وY ر@� أن ا(G-2ل F3 ا(RV29 ا[$'اFL,1 @:2د 1�i,+ إ(> KI# إدارة 28ش

$+,BL) FB,1')ره+ ا(0769س ا+aGO+8 FL,1اه� 45 ا(�7اع ا[$'ا�D 'fأآ RV25 <)0ة، إ-G9)ت ا+@Y2L) �,iر+W)ا �
F7,jBLC)45 . ا +a@'^J ا(9)'وط ',d ?O0)ا <LO 09G:J ،رون+S P{ F3 ،P,16,3+ إ$'ا kD+آ FG)ا%@+م ا hLJ k)0 وVو

  .2iرج دL8,2 28ش
�i+O �52Aة V ',32J 4O,+دة @D ،�,52+ه,4O ?A وا%آf' أه9,� أن إ$'اF3 +6BCD 0\J P,1 25ا�6i أز�5 $,+$,� 6,3+ ا(-

) إ(> ا%5+م(3^0 3+ز @26د أو(9'ت وC)+-J] آV �\)+:5 . +9@0<,� ا(rBم H5 ا(jBLC,7,,4 ا(FG هV F<,� `,+ة أو 25ت
 ،P,1إ(> أن إ$'ا ',(@ �I0أ واa5 <LO 09تGOا FG)رون ا+S �je T,C7G8 0Oر و+uإ F3 ة',e%8+ت ا+WGDYا F3

+ ا(qG79'ة F3 ا(-'ب، P9-GJ ا(�B9و(,� 9D �d+,Q F3# ا(rBم ا(Tي @4A9 أن J:,~ 3,] وا(jBLC,2,7ن aGO+8+ره
  . $2@�، إن (? @4A آL:3 4,^@0q> ا%PV آ\+ر@4

R)�5 4O �-aJ FG)ا kB)2 اLL@0Dت 8,'ا+,qWS 45 وا`0ة [a(@ [D+3 �,D4 ا()+روO +9@0آ R)+-J <LWJ وأ`0 . وإذا
ا(FG اaGe'ه+ ا(�45، وهF $,+$� » اNGDY+ر ـ ا(G-0ث ـ اNGDY+ر ـ ا(G-0ث«(:2دة إ(> $,+$� ا(W,+رات @F3 Pf9G ا

?$+` 0^O لre 2يV HV25 F3 ،مrB)ا �^-J ?) +6D45 أ ?d')ا <LO ،P,1إ$'ا kL:i FG)5,' ا+S إ$-+ق . Pf9Jو
F8+\@ء اFS 0وث` P5أ <LO 52+$,� @26د 8+راكL8د #,(7J F3 'e}ر ا+,W)ا.  

 ',d4,u'(8 [G$4 95+رA9@ 4@ر+,W)4 ا@T45 ه r95+ر$� : أن آ <LO در+V 2يV Fأ5,'آ h@'S 2دiآ+ن ا%ول و
� أن ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة، ا(LGa9,� 8-'68+ ا%هL,� . ا(^2ة وا(2C7ذ O'\8+ت آ+2A@ +507O �,3ن ذ(I h'ور@+Iو45 ا(2ا

0q5اl(8 �,Vن أ@� GC) �,>V'ة O 4O P^J Y+4,5 ا(B,+$,� ا(HV25 F3 kB,) ،�Q+W @�ه�d+,Q <LO +6L $,+$+ت ذات 
�prp أو.  

وآ+ن ا()'ط ا(FD+f و2iد 2a^) 0:GB5 F7,jBL3 h@'Sل و2iد إ$'اP,1 آ-^,^�، وراF3 �d ا(9)+رآ� C5 F3+وI+ت 
  .05@0ة (? P:CJ ا(B-G) ',fA,4 أوI+ع $A+ن ا(<�C ا(K'8,� و�dة

� V k-J,+دة 09-5G3 PQ2اJ +97,8 [Dا �I5+ و45 ا(2ا FG)ة، 3+ن `9+س، ا+j:5 �^,^-آ P,12د إ$'اiر و+aGOس ا+aO 
h)ذ P:CJ Y ،F7,jBLC)ا(9)06 ا <LO 49,6J ال�J.  

ور2A@ +98ن اCJ+ق 0V �A5 أCI> 8:; ا(29Kض RV25 <LO `9+س J\+� هT� ا(^<,� ا(-+$�9، إY أن ا(2ad'@ 4@Tن 
  . (P8+^9 45 ا(W# ا(V F34,jBL3 Pa^GB98 �L:G@ +9,3 PQ+C'اءة 5+ 4,8 ا(2jBر @0رآ2ن أن `9+س $F3 PNG ا(\�ء ا

  . F3 0\D وا`2i 45 0ا�D هTا ا(W# ا(PQ+C `'آ+ت $,+$,� ودو2O0J Y إ(> ا(-P ا(^+LO ?1> أ$+س إV+�5 دو(� وا`0ة
T) ،�@�8وا(6+ آ0و(� @26د [G)إزا �\J +,W@ر+J +9L{ kD+آ P,1�5 دو(� إ$'ا+Vأن إ F3 �WLGJو �-Iء واYا `\� ه�

 آ,H8'5 'G52L 45 5000 آ,H8'5 'G52L اPA(J FG) دو(� إ$'اP,1 ا(,2م @\� أن @69I ?G+ إ(> 322000|ن ا(ـ
  .ا%رض، وهB5 F+`� ا(<�C ا(K'8,� وjV+ع �dة، K8'ض J)P,A دو(� وا`0ة

:2دوا إ(> ا(�9@0ون ا%آP-) +3'jJ 'f ا(0و(� ا(2ا`0ة @q'ون LO> أن a)+d,� ا(,26د @\� أن @K+دروا ا(j79^� و@
$'اL,1,,4 ه7+ك أ@<+ 45 ه? اjJ PV'3+ و@F3 ?6CV25 �WLG ا(9B+ح (L,26د ا[و .وu+ن ا%LQ,� {8+61? أو أ$63r?ا%
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 �aq,$ +5 F3 ء+^a)+8"ى'aA)4 ا,jBL3." 45 4,,7,jBLC)4 ا,�ir) �,O+9\)وا(:2دة ا �,D+AB)ا P5ا(:2ا P>C8 إذ 
�,LVا(,26د أ �aq,$ 7+نa)ا%ردن و .  

 FC3 ا(kV2 ا(Tي آ+ن 3,] ا(:+P5 . 2ا`0ة آ+ن راF3 +\1 إ$'اP,1 أ5rQ' ا(r) ',f9ه9G+م ه2 أن `P ا(0و(� ا(ا%
@r5 7+عVإ P5أ <LO ،P,1إ$'ا �-Lq5 F3 FD+AB)32,+ت 8+(6\'ة إ(> اB)ر "رض ا(9,:+دأ",4 ا(,26د ا+qDأّ@0 أ ،

  . S'ة I? ا(<�C ا(K'8,� وjV+ع �dة 2q8رة a5+"إ$'اP,1 ا(aA'ى"
 �aBD ;3'J �Vر+C9L) 4A)ي 80وT)ا kV2)ا F3 ،ا(0و(� ا(2ا`0ة �K,Q 4ا('اه kV2)ا F3 4,,L,1ا(9+�1 45 ا[$'ا F3 

4,,7,jBLC)0 (6+ و$# ا,@lG)ا �aBD [,3 0@ا�GJ) . �aBD ت إ(> أن+OrjG$Y�1 ا+GD 'et ',(J45 ن+A$ 45 �1+9)ا F3 
� `'آ� `9+س F3 ا(<�C ا(�K,Q 0@�J �,8'K ا(0و(� ا(2ا`0ة، )+q) ?6J2اQl8 4 أد(2ا@T)4 ا,ae+7)ا �aBD +a@'^J Fوه

�^8+B)8+ت ا+WGDYا .(  
، 7fG$+8+ء ا(K9'ب وsD2J، ا(-P ا(^+LO ?1> إV+�5 دو(� وا`0ة، وا{ن (,a,+ هF 1967ا@0ت ا(0ول ا(:'O +:,9i �,8+م 

 ;3'J FG)5:� ا(0ول ا(:'8,� ا+i F3 ء+>O%4ا(2`,0ة 45 4,8 ا(0ول ا,G)�5 دو+Vإ P` . ',d �)0 أ@� دو@�J ?) +9آ
�-I2رة واq8 ا(0و(� ا(2ا`0ة P` �9LB5 . ا(0ول 'AB:9) �9,O6+ زBCD �q7J ا('اه4 أن kV2)ا F3 ول إ@'ان+-Jو

P-)ا اT6) 4@0@�9)9+م إ(> ا>DY+8 +@7+ع $2رVإ F3 P5lJ�5 دو(� وا`0ة، و+V] ا(�9@0ة .  
 Y+aV0ت إi2د@� و:B)م اrB)ا �je �jW)ا �Tه kD+4، وآ,G)ء دو+(Dأ$+س إ <LO ?1+^)ا P-L) H$0 ا(2ا,@lG)ا sA:J +6D%

Q 0V+دF3 +6,LO kV ا(0aا@� �9V 8,'وت ا(:'s9e PaV �,8 $27ات وو0iت lJ@,0ا 45 دول O'8,� و�9LB5 8+رزة reل 
)6' ا(\+ري، ر9i]+8 +98+ع، ا%$+H,8 ا%e,'ة ا(B+8^�، و45 ا(�9آ0 أن J\'ى ا(q9+دF3 +6,LO �V وY kV`� 45 ا(

� أن J\'ى ا(q9+دLO �V,6+ 5'ة أe'ى 9i]+8+ع F3 . �9V F3 +a@'^J ا(^�9 ا(:'8,� ا(F3 �a^J'9 ا('@+ضi'9)و45 ا
  .  دو(� ذات أJ57�9LB5 �,aLd)+رك 6,3+ 

TB)45 ا [L:) 4A)2ى، وGB9)ا اT68 4,G)ا(0و �K,q) Fa:()وا F$+52L80)0 ا,@lG)ن `^,^� أن (? @-0ث أن آ+ن ا+,BD �iا
 P5+:G@ ?) إذا F6G7J أن P9G-9)45 ا [Dة ز75,� 5-0دة، إذ أ'G3 +6) ،ى'e%درات ا+a9)ن اlS +6DlS ،�@2د:B)درة ا+a9)ا

او$6D% kL(3 2L+ آ+kD أ�L`'8 [aS آ+ن @\� أن @G? ا(CG+وض 8)lن آ�j-5 P 45 . 6:5+ ا(j'3+ن 8+(\0@� ا(rز�5
  . J-0د Lj5^+ و6G6i+ ا(F3 +6J+j-5�,1+67 ا(kV2 ا(Tي (? 

 sCD F3 �^f)ا F7aJم وrB)ا H7qJ أن ا(0ول kapر@� ا+G)م، واrB)ا H7Q PaV �^f)78+ء ا F3 �,$+$%ة ا'AC)49 اAJ
  ا(J ،kV2'ى، آ,4A9@ R أن 2AJن (u F3 �^p h@0'ف r$ [8 h:9\@ Yم؟ 
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Text (25)  
 

 
)i 45'@0ة ا()'ق ا%و$#(  
f)ـ+ء اpr19 10269 ا(:0د 2007 @7+@' 9 هـ 1427 ذو ا(-\ـ�  

 �,C1+j)ا ..�$+,B)2ف ا,uو!  
 5)+ري ا(Tا@0ي 

 s9S 5-09 065ي P`ا('ا �,(L) ب+Gآ ',f@ ن أن+A5]+8 آ+ن P�7، هe+B)ا �,$+,B)وف ا'N)ا �Tه ',d F3 +72 آ)
  ا(V F3 Y0i 4@0+ه'ة ا%زه' و$,D0+ ا(-B,4؟ 

� O2I25+ إAS+(,+ وA1+S+، ورأى هTا ا(),� ا(),:F ا(aQأ ،F7@0)0ال اGOY2ر اQ H32رة 45 أرQ Pf9@ يT)ا ،FD+7aL
  !آPAS [8+G 45 أAS+ل اT9)+8 ',(aG)ه� ا(),:rV 45 �:LV F3 Fع ا[$rم ا(J «F7B'و@�«ا(r8 F3 ;:aد ا(�D+7A، أن 

?6BJ يT)وا ،�^j79)ا F3 F$+,B)ن ا+,LK)وف وا'N)ا �Tه ',d F3 +7آ+ن (2 آ P6? وا3'، هB8 �0,:qJ F3 إ@'ان 
  !A5]+8+ن أن @f+ر هTا ا(\0ل ا(F7@0، وا(G+ر@FW، واFO+9GiY، `2ل ا(T9ه� ا(),:F، أو `2ل T5ه� أهP ا(�7B ؟

+aGSYا F3 F$+,B)ا P5+:)4 اO ~G3 ،45 ا%`2ال ',fآ F3F7@0)ا H8+j)ت ذات ا+Oا'q)آ+ت وا. 'BC@ يT)93+ ا Yوإ 
 �9N75 رب+^J h) 7,�(`9+سB)ا (ND H5 م إ@'ان ذي+)�,7,9W)ا �Kaq)ا (2ان ؟e]0ة اD+B5 �O'$ PaV 45 h) 'BC@ أو 

(�2eان ا(F3 4,9LB9 » ر�52A` s,1 ا(PN«ا(T75 F7,9WL) 4,9LB9 أن آ+ن F3 8+ر@s، آF3 +9 اGO'ا3+ت @0D R$2ا 
 �5+D'8 F3 [:5 2رq75 09`ء ا+^) �B` ،?)+:)ا»'q:)ا <LO 0ه+S « kVو F3�8+$.  

 F5r$]7+ اW@ر+J <LO +CVو s,)ر@�، و+G)ا F3 �,aهT9)وا �,C1+j)3+ت اrW)45 ا ',f2د آVه2 و F$+,B)اع ا'q)ا
�B`و.  

و8+(:2دة ا(> J+ر@7W+ ا[$F5r، وا(> ر`> ا(rWف ا(),:F ا(F7B، ا(Tي اH5 H)0D 08ا@� أول $F3 'j ا(G+ر@� 
PA(8 '\CDم، واr$]ا FaD 0:8 و3+ة F5r$]ا �5,+ 'j(@ '9G$و5:+و@�، وا FLO 4,8 ى'aA)�7 اGC)5:+رك ا F3 د25ي 

4,GCI <)5,� إr$]اآ'ة اT)9,�ان ... ا) +ً:aJ 2رfJ06أ ا%25ر وJ ،ءFS ',KG@ ?) ،'Q+:9)إ(> @752+ ا �a^-)ا hLJ T75
4,3'j)ا(^2ى 4,8 ا.  

.  ا(C1+j,�، وا(G+ر@� @D'aW+ ا(F3 ',fA هTا ا(0qدا(q'اع ا(F$+,B، وا(06G@0 ا(S+a9'، ه9+ أآa' 5+ @-'ك 5,+� ا%د8,+ت
» i+(0@'ان«و45 ذ(L5 h-�9 ا(q'اع 4,8 ا(:D+9f,,4 وا(hLJ ،4,@2Cq ا(L9-�9 ا(FG دk7S 08ا@6G+ ا(F3 �L1+6 5:'آ�

 �7$ sjBdأ F3 �3 1514ا()6,'ة+^f)س ا'A52@� وCq)ا(0و(� ا s$�5 ،2يCq)ا P,O+9$إ �د@� 4,8 ا()+r,5 
4,8 ا(jLB+ن ا(:L$ FD+9f,? ا%ول، وهF ا(9:'آ� ا(FG آ+ن داH3 ا(jLB+ن $L,? ا%ول 6,3+ ه2 `)' ا(2Cq@�، و

 وا(F3 �@'K ا%5' أن 0i ا%$'ة ا(S k-J ،H$2G. ،�@2Cq:+ر ا(C1+j,� ا(),:,�ا(2Cq@� ا(L) �-5+j» ا[a5'ا2uر@�«
08أت $G)+8 [G)r-2ل إ(> ا(T9ه� ا(),:F، و0G)+8 ?p  �3ر@� .اYردFL,8، آ+ن زاه0ا 32Q,+ $7,+ا(FCQ F)2 ا(0@4 

  .J:^,0ات Pq7) ،�7,:5 إ(> (-�N ا()+� إP,O+9$ ا(2Cqي
8+(� ا()+� اJ F3 P,O+9$),:]، وH9V ا(�7B، وD)' ا(T9ه� F3 إ@'ان، وF3 H9u ا(:'اق وF3 ا%راFI ا(9\+ورة 

` �52L:9)ا(:'اق دوا3:] ا F3 [:9j)�6 ا()'ق وا()9+ل، وi 45 ان'@]�$ت ا(9^0+aG:)ا �,.  
آ+ن @G'ا$H5 P ا()+� ا(2Cqي، وآ+ن » 8+@�@0«وا%5' ا(f9,' ا{F3 'e ا(^�q، أن وا(0 ا(jLB+ن $L,? ا%ول، وه2 

 0I �+()ي @^2م 8] اT)ا H9^)4 اO ء+aD%ت ا'J2اJ +9)2@,4، وCq)2ب 75+ز(� اi28 ':(@ 4A@ ?)و ،�CBLC)وا ':(L) +a-5
9f:)ن ا+jLB)�7، 08أ اB)4 اA) ،[G,O4 رO ن+jLB)و(,� ا�B5 ?A-8 ،�7B)ا <LO 0اءGOY0م اO8+('�3 و [-q7@ FD+

ا(jLB+ن $L,? ا%ول (? @4A @'ى ا%5' آh)T، وآ+ن J^0@'� أن اa5Y'ا2uر@� اje PA(J �@2Cq)'ا `^,^,+ LO> ا(0و(� 
$:F إP,O+9$ إ(> 32J,' أرI,� ا(:D+9f,�، وأن `9+$� ا()+� D F3)' ا(�K,q ا(G9)0دة 45 اF3 FJlJ H,(G) إu+ر 

�@2Cq)09د ا(0و(� اG) �91r5 �,3+^p .FO+9GiYوا F7@0)+8 F$+,B)ا haG(@ +7وه . PV أو ،�a$ 3'98+ آ+ن PQ%ا F3و
45 4,8 ا%$a+ب، اGe,+ر أ$rف إH,(GL) P,O+9$ ، وs@'AJ إP,O+9$ (] ، ا(si+6 ا(F3 ، F$+,B $,+ق �Le ه2@� 

\0@0ة ، هJ �@2^2م LO> ا(9G+@� ا(T9هFa واrGeYف F3 ا(i'9:,� ا(G+ر@W,� وا(Tاآ'ة ا(a5�) �,3+^p �,L-9'ا2uر@� ا(
�CLGW9)9+ل أدوات ا(26@� اAG$ا Pi0ود (6+، ... 45 أ` Y ،+6J'fآ <LO ،ن+BD]9+ع اul3 ،h)ب ذ'KGBD Y و(7+ ه7+ أن
�jLB)+8 ن'G^J 4,` ،+6,LO 5-'5+ت Yو.  

,D+9f:)ا �\D ،ل+` Pآ <LO F3 kL{ �`2GC9)اع ا'q)�6 اai 4A) ،�,)+-)ا �0ود` F3 2يCq)09د اG)ة ا'Q+-5 F3 2ن
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 'aV '9:@8+(),:�، و PA7,3 FD+9f:)ن ا+jLB)ا Pe0@ �7، و5'ةB)+8 PA7,3 0ادK8 <)2ي اCq)ا �ا()+ Pe0@ ا(:'اق، 93'ة
 �C,7` F8ا،أTAوه .  

G` ، +6,3> و(2 آ+ن a@'^J +,D+9LO+ ، ه7V 2+ة F52V F$+,$ H$2J إ@'ان، أ@+ آ+ن ا(N7+م ا(-+آ? » دو(�«ا�aB7)+8 H,(G) (ـ
 <LO +5آ0 دو�J FG)7,� اu2)2ات ا(),:,� اQ%أه9,� ا kD+ا(:'اق، و45 ه7+ آ F3 اتT)+8و ، �,Dرج ا(-0ود ا[@'ا+e

  .ا%رضq8'ف ا(B\J 4O 'N7,0 هTا ا(C'ق LO> .. »ا(2Cqي«ا(9G,,� 4,8 اH,(G) ا(:'F8 واH,(G) ا[@'اFD أو 
 [8+Gآ F3 F3+Q')7+ 5:'وف اp0-@»�@0ادKa)أو ه2 » ا('$+(� ا ،FD+9LO Pi2ي، وه2 رL68 �+S آ+ن R,2رك «آJ+Jأ

(H5 [7A ذ(h آ+ن 0S@0 ا(q7'ة (-2زة ا(R\7 و(WL# ا(),:F ا(aJ'9# 8|@'ان %$a+ب $,+$,� H5 ،�G-8 اD] » إ@'ان
P:G(@ [G5'8 '5% 98-'ك ا(29jح ا(G` ،F$+,B> و(2 08ا (7+ ذا آ+ن @-+رب 9LO+ء ا(0@4 ا(),:� F3 ا(0اPe، أي أن ا

  .�KaQ د@7,� 8:,0ة
�`+G9)ا%وراق ا PA8 4,@2Cq)9+ن `+ر28ا اfO F78 4,urB3 ، 4,@2Cq)+8 2راq-5 4A@ ?) '5%ا اTه. F3 0تGSوا 

 و(h)T 3|ن أآf' .+ 675\,� وآ+D+9f:).8'` kD,,4 `'ب ا(GC+وى ا(aG9+د(�hLJ ا(�L`'9 45 ا(q'اع 4,8 ا(2Cq@,4 وا
 FG)�3، وا'jG9)ا%د8,+ت ا(),:,� ا»k7C^p « Pf5 ،ى'aA)ا [J+O2$25 [G-75و H,(G)2ار«اD%ذات » 8-+ر ا FBL\9L)

 FG)0ات اL\9)ا�a^-)ا hLG) F9G7J ،�1+9)ه�ت ا+D. � Q2qe+ ان .ا(FBL\9 آ9O P'� (9+ أu+ق آG8+G] وه2 أ75 2) '5
آ9+ ) دو(FB$�5 FG( ا%5' ا(Tي @0ل LO> و2iد 06i .إY آG+8+ وا`0ا 45 آ�G ا(s,) FBL\9» 8-+ر ا%2Dار«آG+ب 

9� ا(> ذ(FLO h ا(2رديL@.  
 F3 مr$]2خ ا,S وى+G3 ت'J2اJ �N-L)ا hLJ F3 +>@وأ»�D+G$Y6» اiا(29ا �D2WB) +:aJ ،�:,()0 اI +ه',dأو و �

F3 [D إ`0ى G3'ات ا(2G3 ki'e �D06ى 45 ا�D+G$Y (,�7  و@Tآ' ا(2ردي أ@<+ آ,R ا.8'ود6J+ 4,8 ا(jLB+ن وا()+�
 k8'e +9) ?p ا(�D06 وJ2J' ا(HI2 5\0دا 4,8 ا(j'4,3، اkL:GS `'ب ا(GC+وى .\+�D وGJ-0ث 4O ا(),:� �KL8 ود@�ا(

  .5\0دا
 s9-J (] دD +D2O),' إ(> ا(^'@� وا(-+I'، 93)'وع ا(G^'@� 4,8 ا(�7B وا(),:�! (9+ذا GD-0ث 4O ا(FI+9 ا(a:,0؟

S,2خ ا%زه' q5 F3'، و�O+9i ا[2eان `,97+ آ+ن اPf9@ Y H,(G) ه�aB7)+8 ،�,$+,$ �@2 (),2خ ا%زه' Pf5 ا(),� 
2GLSت، أو @F3 +,$+,$ +C,L` Pf9 ا(\O+9+ت ذات ا(�67 ا(-'آ2D �O+9i Pf5 Fاب 2CQي، ا(Tي أ(^> I+-5'ة 6S,'ة 

  .O'8+@� ا[2eان F3 ا(^+ه'ة أول ا(B9W,7+ت
ND' (6+ ا[2eان ا(29LB9ن 28د، آ0D R$2@ �@0` F3 +9ا، » ا[$5r,� ا(-'آ,�«`,k-\D +97 ا(2fرة ا(7,9W,� و

 4,8 �7e+$ا(-'ب، 8+ردة و k:)0D6+، واBCD '@0qJ 0@'J 2رةf)ا k-aQ4 `,97+ أA) ،6'انj) 2انe]و23د ا 'aeو
ADا ،'et ف'u 45 F7,9W)ف ، و4,8 إ@'ان ا'u 45 وا(:'اق �,LW)�6، اiوع ا(29ا'(0م 5^Jو ،�@'^G)5)'وع ا lC

و(4A . وu+^J'ت ا%د8,+ت ا(aG9+د(� ا(i+6J FG? ا(j'ف ا{07GB5 'eة ا(> ارث ا(q'اع ا(P@2j 4,8 ا(�7B وا(),:�
 �@'^G)ا �K) دت+O ،�)دو �aqJ 2رةf)2رة، و08أت اf)ل ا+iر �:Jو ،+^`Y ?A-)إ(> ا FD+\7B3ر PQأ@<+، `,97+ و

هTا `G> ا�LA(5 k:)0D ا(:'اق، ود6S « kLe' ا(:PB«4,8 ا(:+(? ا(F7B وا(:+(? ا(),:F، و}p�@' « P^+�3 ا(G^«و
ـ 8+(7:9> ا(H,(GL) F$+,B » ا(r6ل ا(),:F«إ@'ان أ`09ي D\+د 8^2ة LO> ا(W# وأ(^LO +6LN8 k> رi+(6+ ه7+ك، و�8غ 

  ...ـ `G> اkf:aD 5:+رك ا(FI+9 5\0دا 
@0i Pq3 �@08ا F3 4 ا{ن-D 4@0)+8 �,Lj5 kD+2(6+، آq3 Pآ F3 ،�@+A` F7,� ا(),:,�، وهB)ا �@+A-)2ل اq3 45 0
�,J2هr)3+ت اrW)وا(:^+01 وا ...F$+,B)ف اrW)+8 �7ja5 +67A)ا(� و.  

 P:CJو �\7J +91ا%$+(,� دا �Tأن ه 'fأآ �@'WBL) ',f9)ا3,'ه+، واT-8 FI+9)ر أ$+(,� ا'AD +7Dأ ،�@'WBL) ',f9)ا
 +6L:3 ! R12اjL) 8'ة+O �,7uب وه<? ه2@� و+:,G$ا F3 2اCCW@ 4,9 أنLB9)ا(:'ب وا <LO 0رV 0V [Dا F3 �LA(9)ا P63

  أ@4 ا(PLW ؟... وا%O'اق
(F67@ 45 4A هT� F6G7G$ ... اH5 �LA(9) إ@'ان، إ5+ 8+(-'ب أو LB)+8? ، او @^<F ا� 29L:J Y +5ن داPe إ@'ان 

CD4,9 أLB9)0ة 4,8 ا)+W)2ده+ ا(7+س وا%45 وا(27را(-'ب اVو FG)ا(-'ب ا �T6?، هB....؟!  
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Text (26)  
  

  06/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة
  ا(:2aر ا(q:� ا(> ا(CG+وض؟

    0aOا� ا$07Aر

آP اY+9G`Yت ا(GJ FG-0ث ABO �8'I 4O'@� [@'ان، (D'8 '@2jJ 45 +6:79+5\6+ ا(27وي ا(> ا0WG$Yام 
\,G7)ا(> أن ا ',(J ،ي'AB:)د@]ا+CJ 2ن ا$2أ 95+ ُ@'ادAG$ � . FD+AB)آ,� ا'G)وذات ا �V+jL) �\G79)ا �^j79)أي ان ا

� HV2J P{ F3 ،+9,-i ردود ا@'ا2q)+8 �,Dار@� ا(�L@2j ا(09ىaqG$ ،#LGW9)ه2  .ا [Jذا F3 9+لG`Yا اT2ن هA@ 0Vو
F ا(VrO kAaS ،[BCD kV2+ت 6u 4A)3 H5'ان . ار6CL9) +6J+ ا(27ويq7O' ا('دع ا(Tي J'اهLO 4,] ا@'ان، F3 إد

 وBJ:> ا(> 6J+VrO �,9:J+ ا(^+H5 �91 .اu'اف اYز5+ت ا(F3 �7e+B ا(j79^�، 45 ا(:'اق ا(> jBL3,4 5'ورا 7aL8+ن
 . @)�aB7)+8 PA ا(,O2D +6+ 45 ا(30+ع اFV+aG$Y، وا(Tي q5 [,9BJ+(-6+ اLVY,95�,9+. ا(0ول ا(F3 �,7:9 هT� اYز5+ت

 ا(jW' ا(^+د�5 45 ا$'اP,1، ا(0و(� ا(2`,0ة F3 ا(j79^� ا(J FG-2ز LO> ا('دع ا(27وي، و4,8 اaG)Y+$+ت و4,8 اTDارات
 �$+,B)45 ا 'e}ا �D+\)ا <^a@ ،FD2وي ا@'اD حrB) 'p%ن 5-0ود@� اlS F3 اك',S ك+i s,1')4 اO 0رتQ FG)ا

+,B)ا P,j:J <LO وا(^0رة FV+aG$Y8+(30+ع ا Pf9G9)ا ،�,Dا'@Yا�^j79)ا F3 ،+Q2qe �,5,'آY8,�، وا'K)ا 5+ . $� اTوه
4,jBL37+ن وa)ا(:'اق و F3 �',6NJ 6'انu ول+-J . وض+CG)وا`0ة @\'ي ا �L$ F3 تrA(9)ا Pآ H>J ول ان+-J اي

+6,LO.  <LO 0م^J اي RV7+ن ووa) F3 F1�i F$+,$ ر+qGDا(:'اق، 0:8 ا F3 F5,'آYا P(C)6'ان `\? اu 0ركJو
rB)�6 اaiP,1ا$'ا H5 م . F3 ف'G:J ،#^3 ا(:'اق F3 +06ف (0ورهGBGُ$ 5,'آ,� ان ا@'انY4 ا[دارة اL:J +507Oو

�1+G7)ا �D29>5 ',d �^j79)ا F3 6'انu +6G-G3 FG)ى ا'eY6+ت اa\)ان ا [BCD kV2)ا . rًq3 �9p 6' ا@<+ انN@و
وهTا 49A5 ا(F3 'jW ا(P5+:G . (> ا('دع ا(27ويd,' واF:V 4,8 ا(6\2م اFV+aG$Y [@'ان F3 ا(j79^� و4,8 $:,6+ ا

�LA(9)ا �Tه H5 . ،�,Dا'@Yا FIراYا(> ا Yً2Qو ،�^j79)ا F3 'et ن+A5 �6 45 ا(:'اق ا(> ايiق ا(29اY�Dاذ ان ا
� واردا H5 ازد@+د ا(<2Kط وD^+ط ا(9G+س، وا(BW+1' ا5Y,'آ,�aq@. 

ن هT� ا('$+jG5 ',d P1+8^� او `6D|3 ،�>V+7G5 <G+ آ�Lj7J +6L 45 وإن 08ا ا. و�LjJ ا@'ان ر$+F3 P1 آP اJY\+ه+ت
وإY 3|ن 6u'ان GB5:0ة . وHI ا(D'a+�5 ا(27وي وا(0وراY F9,LVY@'ان u <LO +:5+و(� ا(CG+وض: ه+�L$ si ا(-2Lل

 دون ا(2Q2ل F3 +98 ذ(h ا(29ا�6i ا(:AB'@� ا(J FG:'ف اF3 +6D ذا�J +5 +6Jال q7O' ردع @-2ل. (PA اY+9G`Yت
و�9p اGD^+دات (s,1'L ا(9-+�3 ا(G9)0د ا`09ي D\+د، و�9p . �9p ا3rGe+ت وJ:+رI+ت داPe ا(�jLB اY@'اD,� .ا(,6+

�jLB)ا <LO �8+BJ �9pو ،�,O+9GiYد@� وا+qGVYا [Jإدار FI5:+ر H5 0@ا�G5 �5+BJ . sA:J FG)3+ت اrW)ا �T4 هA)
اي . ا(> qJ 45 0@�5:,0 ا(29اH5 �6i ا(W+رج (06J 45 +6:79@0 ا(N7+م F3 ا(0اtPe(,� ا(:P9 ا(F3 F$+,B ا@'ان GJ-2ل 

+-i+D +D+ره s,) ،وا(27وي F9,LVY5\,] ا+D'8 4O FLWG)م، (30:] ا(> ا+N7)ا F3 ',aق آ+^(Dا@\+د ا <LO ه+ن')ان ا .
O 2اتOد <LO ح+GCDr) 0:8 0:GB5 ',d ب'K)9,� أ}6'ت ان اJ+W)�8 ا'\G)ان ا +Q2qe6'انu 45 �,Dr^ . #^GLJ ?)و

 ?G6J ?) +6D6+، آ9+ اJ�(75 <LO �V+jL) �,)�8 ا(2آ+(� ا(0و+V0أ رa5 6'انu ار'Vوإ �,qWG)ا RVار و'V <7:5 4j7Sوا
وk9i'Jُ ا�82iY ا5Y,'آ,� ا(LO �,aLB>  .98<29ن `2ار ا(-<+رات وا(RV29 اY@'اFD 45 ا(-'ب LO> اYره+ب

 . @�@0 ا(G:^,0 %ي 5-+و(� G$Y �@0i:+دة ا(-2ار95+ا(\7+ح اYآaWQ 'f+، ا('$+P1 ا(qGD+8 �,9J+W+ر 

ا@'ان J'اه�O'$ <LO +,)+` 4 ا6DY,+ر ا5Y,'آF3 F ا(a\@ +5 ،�^j79' اYدارة h3 <LO ا(-q+ر ا(67O F$+,B+ و08ء 
j9)45 ا P,L^G)ا Pi6'ان، 45 اu <LO 7+قW)ا �,,>G8 hB9GJ ت، وادارة 28ش+Iو+C9)ا �L`'5 اي F3 �,Dا'@Yا �)+

�L9G-5 ت+Iو+C5 .H1+>)ا kV2)49 اp ،+AACJا و`'و8+ و'J2J ،�^j79)ا H30Jو  
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Text (27)  
 

23/01/07 -     ا(-,+ة  

  `VrO �L9+ت (0ى ا(:'ب: إ@'ان

      0aOا� ا$07Aر

هT� ا(2qرة 98^0ار 2BJ P8 Yء . 8+ت واI-+ (0ى ا@'ان ان 2QرF3 +6J ا(:+(? ا(:'F3 kB,) F8 اP>3 ا`2ا(6+
إذ ُ@N7' ا(> هT� . ا(A9+$� ا(L:C,� او ا(�I'GC9 ا(J FG-^^6+ ا@'ان 0L8 F3ان F3 +Q2qe ،�,8'O ا(:'اق و(7a+ن

 +9Dوا FaهT9)ا(26ى ا <LO 'qG^J Y ،�,7B)ا(:'8,� ا �^j79)ا <LO ،�,Dا@'ا �,:,S �9\�9 هp 45 زاو@� ان �$+A9)ا
,' 4O هT� ا(2qرة F3 +Q2qe ا(9J�9'ات وا(07وات ا(�G9ا@0ة 4O ا(T9اه� و@\'ي ا(jJ. a:G+ل ا(F$+,B ا@<+

 �9p ا6J+5+ أنوُ@F3 �`r هT� ا(9J�9'ات . ا5r$Y,� ا(GC@ُ FG'ض ان 2AJن 0q5ر A3 <7d'ي وF3+^p و`<+ري
هFa (),:�  اي ان ا(Pe0G اY@'ا4O ;,C@ FD اYه9G+م �D+\)+8 ا(7J +6Dl.T9)' ا4,9LB5 4,8 H,(G) $�7[@'ان 8

4@'e�) 06@0اJ �aq,) ،ا(0ور . ا(:'ب <LO �96، @'آ�ونG)5\+ل رد ا F3 ،4,,Dا'@Y4 ا,Lf99)ا@<+ ان ا �`r@ُو
 F5,'آY4,9-اLB9)4,8 ا �V'C)ا �LW8 ض'GC9)ا FL,1ا'$Yا . 

+e دور <LO آ,� ا@'ان'J sA:@ ،6'انj) FaهT9)ا Pe0G)ا �,:V�96 وواG)ا �:,au +aD+i +7:I�7 واذا وGC)ا F3 Fiر
rO+3 دورا �:L@ +6,3 FaهT9)9+ء اGDYال ا�@ Y �^j75 F3 ة�G69)6+ اJ2رQ 45 �L^)ا . FDا'@Yا(-0@� ا 'fA@ h)T)و

4O ا(06G@0 ا5Y,'آj79L) F^� ا(Tي @j+ل آS P:682+، و4O ان ا(^2ة ا(:AB'@� اY@'اD,� هF (-9+@� آP ا(j79^� وان 
اي ان ا(B,+$� اY@'اD,� ا�50W) 'WBGُ$ �,9,LVY ا(j79^�، و(,2V 0@� . 45 sة ا(j79^�اrG5ك ا@'ان (�V+jL ا(27و@� @

 H5 ا(27وي RL9)ت ا+Iو+C5 لre ،68+، و8|(-+ح ka)+u FG)9,� ا,LVY6+ ا-)+q5 6'انu �'aG:J +9O ا(30+ع Piا
�,8'K)ا(^2ى ا. 

LO ظ+C-)ا <LO درة+V �,Dا'@Yا �jLB)0و ان اa@ Y ،ى'e�6 اi 45 F)2J 0:8 ،ة'GC) ي $+دT)ا FLe9+ع ا(0اi]ا <
و08أت O0qJ '6NJ+ت F3 ا(\�6a ا(0اaJ'J �,Le# 8|دارة ا(RL9 ا(27وي و5+ @'ا3^] 45 ه0ر F)+5 . أ`09ي D\+د ا('1+$�

FL-9)د ا+qGVYادارة ا F3 ق+CeYوا R,)+AG)ا �Nه+a)9,� ا,LVYا �$+,B)و8|دارة ا .A)+8 +>@ت ا+O0qG)ا �Tه #aJ'Jو �CL
0a3ا وآlن ا@'ان J-+ول ان KJ Pe0J,,'ا LO>  .ا(L) �:CJ'9:^82+ت واG$Y:0ادات Y+9G`Yت 25اH5 �6i ا5,'آ+

�,LW)ى 45 ا'eYا �C>)ا <LO +6Dا',i 0,,-G) ،�,8':)6+ اJ2رQ . �L9` �L,LV H,8+$ا PaV P:C)+8 6'انu k^Luوا
+6J+50e ض':G) ،�,8':)ا ?Qا(:2ا �+\Jا F3 �5+O ت+VrO[8 ?G6J يT)ن اl()ا F3 +675 Pآ <LO .  يT)ان ا k3r)وا

اY2G@ +9Dه+ Y FLOر@\+FD ا4,5Y ا(:+م (sL\9L ا%2G@ . 45�) <LO(> هT� ا(-�52A-)+8 #aJ'@ Y �L9 وl8`09ي D\+د
. eY,'ا(^s3+75 ،F52 ا`09ي D\+د LO> ا('1+$� وا(S+a5 #aJ'9'ة 0S'9)+8 واHI ا(6i2G+ت ا(:+�5 وQ+`� ا(^'ار ا

 �:a@ وا(:+(?، اراد ان �^j79)ا F3 ،�@2رf)ا �@',(aG)د ا(�969 ا+\D ك %`09ي'J يT)0 اS'9)ا(> ان ا h)ذ 'S�@و
�LO+C)0ان ا(:'8,� اLa)7�9+ن ا(> اu52+ت  .8'$+(� اL:9)ا H$او '(D <LO FDا'@Yص ا'-)4 63? اA9@ ر+uYا اTه F3و

T� ا(52L:9+ت، S F3^,6+ ا(:'اFV وا(J ،FD+7aL^+رH5 +8 ا(29اRV وk79>J ه. 4O 5-+دp+ت Yر@\+F3 FD ا('@+ض
4,CL9)ا F3 �@0,L^G)2د@� ا:B)ة . ا',eYا(�@+رة ا H5 k^3ا'J FG)ت ا+a@'BG)ا(> ا 'N7)4 اA9@ +>@ر ا+uYا اTه F3و
? 2ad'@ 45ن وهF ا(a@'BG+ت ا(FG ا3+دت ان `CL+ء ا@'ان 7a) F3+ن، اي ا(),:�، ه. (rر@\+�9Q+:L) FD ا(2Bر@�

#W)ا اTه <LO 4,82B-9)2ا 45 اB,) �52A-)ا [iو F3 4,@0,:qG)4 ان ا,` F3 ،�,Le2@� داBJ <)ا PQ2G)+8. 

� 2Qر6J+ ا(-+(,� F3 ا(j79^�، ان 6NJ' ان 95+ر$2C7) +6Gذ LO> ا(),:� ,-qJ Piا@'ان، 45 ا <:BJ ،'et مrA8
106G)وا 'N7)6+ت اi4,8 و �@'^G)ر ا+uا F3 H^@ 6+ ا(^2ى ا(:'ب@TKJ FG)�7 اGC)ب ا+a$3+ت و5:+(\� اrW)ا P`و �

�^j79)ا F3 �,Dر $,+$� ه\52,� ا@'ا+uإ F3 s,)و ،�,iر+W)ا..  
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Text (28)  
 

 
08/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  

  
FD7+ء ا@'ا-Dا 
      `B+ن `,0ر

h)ذ sA:8 F`2J +6J+3'qJ kD+و(2 آ ،�AaJ'5و �^LV ا@'ان .,Dا'@Y7+ع اVا HjGBJ ?) Fن وهl8 4@'e}ا PaV ?6BCD4 ا,
F3 ا6D+A5+ ا(F>9 ا(> F3 �@+6D Y +5 25ا�6i ا(:+(? آ7fG$+8 ،+a@'^J [L+ء 8:; ا(Kf'ات d,' ا(A+3,� ا(32J FG'ه+ 

 .رو$,+ وا(q,4 و8:; ا(-CL+ء ا(2i+G-@ 4@Tن اآf' 675+ ا(> Pf5 ،?6G)�O hC@ 45 $2ر@� او آ82+

GVه+ ا'et0دة، و:G93 �L^)ب ا+a$ض ا(�9@0 45 ا(:^82+ت ا5+ ا'C) 45Yا sL\5 +0ده` FG)ا()6'@4 ا �L65 6+ءGDاب ا'
 F)+9)ر ا+q-)ا PV':@ ان <(WJ FG)7,9,� اW)4,6 8] ا(0و(� اGBJ Y '56'ان، وه2 أu <LO �,)0@0 ا(:�(� ا(0و(Jو

O+C98 ن'GVاذا ا +Q2qe ،P@2j)ا(09ى ا <LO +ده+qGV+8 '>@9,� و,LVYوا �,Leر@:6+ ا(0ا+(5 [JTWJي اT)ا(^'ار ا P,
 FB,1')6+ اC,L` دور Hiا'J H5و ،[J'Q+-5ا(:'اق و F3 FDا'@Yا(0ور ا ?,\-G8 ،�T,C7J F3 5,'آ,�، و08أتYدارة اYا

F3 25ا�6i ا$'اP,1 0:8 اGD)+ر ا(^2ة ا(0و(,� 27i F3ب (7a+ن، واVY�D] ا(> �5زق ا(B,+$� ا(D+7aL,� » `�ب ا�«
,Qر kqLV FG)ا �,Leا(0ا�,aهT5 +,(,L,5 5\'د <)ا [L@2-G8 وه0دت ،F8':)وا FL-9)0@] ا.  F9,LVYا R,L-)ا5+ ا

، 3:+(^� ا@<+ A3 �:q@ �L>:5 F3+آ6+ 675+ 45 دون F3 ',,KJ 5^+ر6G8+ وا@6G,i2)2@0+ »`9+س«اeY'، اي `'آ� 
V 4,,7,jBLCL) �^-J +5 PA) 'A7G)ا F3 9'ارG$Y9675+ $2ى ا �aB8 H,jGBJ Y 4,GL)4 ا,` F3 ،+6,)ا ?A-)ان @�ول ا Pa

[J+8اTO R,CWG8 �,8+WGDY8'ا5\6+ ا F3 [J0Oو �:S <LO ر+q-)و@0@? ا FLل أه+GGV9+ ا(> اG` h)0 . @^2ده+ ذ\J +6L:)و
F3 (^+ء �A5 اF3 +6L:\J �3'(5 �@2BJ �5'A9) اV H,jGBJ Y +6Dl8 '^J P@0:J PV,+دة ا():� ا(F7,jBLC 8+():+رات 

 . و2Q �:>a8ار@� J Y\0ي P@0:J F3 5,�ان ا(^2ى وP@29G8 ا@'اFD 5-0ود وRLA5ا(�D+7j و`0ه+

 ،�@'AB:)ا(^0رات ا <LO 0@0(G)وا �,qWG)�5 ا+D'8 �LQ25ا <LO 0,آlG)ا 'aO ،�@'ه+N)ا �,Dا'@Y8'ة ا+A9)0و اaJ اT)
[L:) ،4,jBL3 7+ن اوa) ا(:'اق او F3 ج $2اء'W5 4O 6'انu �-8 ء+Ceا <LO درة+V ',d 6+ او,LO 2طK>)ا RV2@ 

وهF 08أت (L^J F3 h)T,? ا}+3' ا('s,1 ا`09ي D\+د ا(Tي 8+ت ا(6CCW@ . ',fA+ ا(> `,H,jGBJ 4 ا(G^+ط اCD+$6+ 5\0دا
45 ا(�B9و(,4 اY@'اG:@ 4,,D'23ن l8ن 25اCV] ا(26G9رة اp+رت اaGDY+� اآf' 95+ @\� و$ّ'kO ا(:^82+ت r8 <LOده? 

3 0:8 PqJ ?) F9,3+ ه H5 ت+Vr:)ب ا'e �0د(J وان ،[J+-@'qJ +68 F`2J FG)ا �L`'9)6+ ا(27وي ا(> اu+(D F
 .اورو8+ وا(:+(? ا(:'F8 وأO+ده+ ا(> �j^D ا(Y2) ،'Cq ا(T3+7ة ا(6u +6G-G3 FG'ان J F3)+وره+ ا(-+(H5 F ا('@+ض

)'a)ا F3 ق+^(DYا [a(@ +5 kp0`ا s,1')ت ا+$+,B) �:$دات ا(2ا+^GDYان ا H5و Y Fوح، آ'j5 ',d �',,KJ 4A) ،9+ن
N7)+3+م اY@'اD 'aG:@ FD\+د ا48 ا(2fرة و(,0O sوا (T) ،+6ا (G@ 4:0ى ا5Y' اO+دة دوزAGJ . [GD'ر 0Q F78 �8'\Jر

[jaI6+، و$,-2(6+  .وG-Lq5 F3 2نA@ 4) ب'K)5,'آ,,4 واYا H5 2عD �6 45 ايi2ض 25اe 6'ان انu ف':J
Pآ�G5و h675 'et اق'O <)6+ اC,L` FO0GBJ h)T) ،�9)�9)8:; ا(<'8+ت ا [,i2J <LO درة+V kD+2 آ) <G` ،

 F3 �LCJ '6Sا PaV +66iو �Lp+95 �^8+$ 2ةO4، 50:8+ آ+دت دj7Sوا H5 2ة ا(> `2ارO0)0د ا\,) ?,A-)0ا(:�@� اaO
 ا(> 2jeات �5ذ@� وJ:'ف ا@<+ ان اYدارة ا5Y,'آ,� ا(9-)2رة F3 ا(:'اق l\LJ 0V. اruق اqJ+ل 45 هTا ا(27ع

(Pq-@ +5 �,jKG ه7+ك F3 `+ل اjI'ت ا(> اWJ+ذ V'ار BDY+8-+ب PaV اYوان، وان ا@'ان 2AJ 0Vن وا`0ا 45 
�. اه0ا63+ اذا (? 4AJ ه630+ ا(2`,0Iر وا+,e ا @<:6+ ا5+مT7+ء ا5+م : وه-DYا F3 �,J+9dا'a)6+ اGO8'ا P0ام آWG$ا

Yا ',KJ ر+NGD+8 �,5,'آYا �CQ+:)ت ا(> ا'jI2 ا) <G` ،تYت وا(9:+د+$+,B)4«دارات وا,,LJ «+61+CL` RV25ا..  
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Text (29)  
 
 

05/03/07 -     ا(-,+ة  
      

+6G,V0Q 0^CJ �,)�9 ا(:0ل ا(0وA-5!  
      5-29د ا(a9+رك 

(:+(9,� ا%و(>، آ+ن ا(FG أ�aqO +6G5+V ا6D 0:8 ?5%+@� ا(-'ب ا» ا(�9A-9 ا(0اL) �91:0ل ا(0و(P:)»F أ`0 أ$a+ب �Sم 
(? 0Jم O^0@4 45 ا(�0O �aB8 ،45م ا$�O+jG » دا�9A-9)+3»�91 ا(FG آ+ن @GC'ض (6+ أن 2AJن . @�9B5ُ F3 49A+ه+
 �,^-J �9A-9)ا(:0ل«ا « ،P@0aآ �@'AB:)0ام ا(^2ة اWG$إ(> ا l\LJ +8دول أورو P:i يT)2ب ا%ورو8,�، ا%5' ا:(L)

(:+(9,� ا(D+f,�، وp 45? ه0م ا%$+س ا(^+FD2D ا(0و(F ا(�aqO F3 Pf9G9 ا%5? وه,�+6J+ وا(Tي �GD 75] اY0Dع ا(-'ب ا
 h)ذ F3 +98 ،0دة:G9)ا»F)0ل ا(0و:L) �91�9 ا(0اA-9)6+  »اGf@م ور+,V <LO +ً5+O 4,G$ 45 'fا(,2م و0:8 5'ور أآ

�96 ارAJ+ب 5\+زر إ8+دة F\@ ، 0I �,O+9iء V'ار هT� ا%e,'ة ا(�9A-5«J 45 +,8'Q �1'aG8 �L:G9 ا(:0ل ا(0و(,�«
أLO> ه,�� V<+1,� دو(,�، `,+ل ا(^<+@+ ا(0O « FGا(�«F9LB5 ا(2a$�7 وا(BJ ',f,) ،h$'6+ؤYت i+دة `2ل `^,^� 

4,9LB9)ا s9J.  �329)ا ',d �9A-9)ا ?A` F3 �Iا(2ا ;V+7G)+3- نl8 'Vي أT)�9 إ8+دة« ا@'i « kaAJ0 ارV- [7A)و 
�B9و(,� ا(^+D2D,� ا(0و(,� ا(LO �aJ'G9,6+، ر2A@ +98ن 0V أe'ج �9A-5 ا(:0ل ا(0و(,� 45 ا(-A? رQ P,9-J ;3'8,+ ا(

 .D2D+V �,>V F3,� واTV �,$+,$ �a:) F3 +6Le0,) �-Iرة

 أ(LB5 R?، 200 وT9)+31992-1995 <LO 0@�@ +5 kLGVا8� ا(FG ار6aAJ+ ا(q'ب 0I ا(F3 4,9LB9 ا(GC'ة 5+ 4,8 
ا(\'ا1? «وا(J FG:0 أLO> درi+ت » i'@�9 إ8+دة«+ 8+ت @:'ف F3 ا(^+2Dن ا(0و(F ا[FD+BD 8ـ J)PA 45 دون 0iل 5

�,D+BD]0 اI«F)2ن ا(0وD+^)+8 ًا'C6+ آ,LO 2تAB)5\'د ا 'aG:@ 0V FG)وا ،! 

R ا(K'ب F3 إ(> B:J '9GB@ <G5: 0,8 أن هTا ا(-A? أp+ر K)+8 +ً^LVً+ (0ى ا(fA,' 45 ا(4,9LB9 ا(T@4 5+ زا(2ا @BG+ء(2ن
 �7$2a)7+ن واa)4 و,jBL3 F3 0اءاتGOYا �,-I 29نLB9)ا <^a@ <G5 <)؟ وإ[J+adأه2ا1] ور �B-8 ?1ا(\'ا R,7qJ

: وا(h$'6 وأGBD+K3+ن وا(),)+ن وا(:'اق وا(52q+ل، FJlJ ?p ا(�9N79 ا(0و(,� ا%م (0D+BG هT� ا0GOYاءات 8)^,6+
9A-5 F3 FD2D+^)ا%45، وا sL\5 F3 F$+,B)ة  � ا(:0ل ا(0و(,�؟ا'V29)�9 اA-9)ا FI'@ 0V يT)0د ا(<-+@+ اO ?آ

 (�B98 ?�LBَGُو(,� 4O +,8'Q ارi +68+AJ'@�9 إ8+دة 8)'@� F3 ا(2a$�7 وا(h$'6؟ L5 RqD,2ن LB5?؟ L5,2ن LB5?؟

 ا(D+q:� (] 8ـ (9+ذا @ajJ <^a,� ا(^+2Dن ا(0و(A` F'ًا LO> ا(0ول ا(<:,�C وا[$Q2qe �,5rً+؟ HG9GJ +97,8 ا(0ول
»�D+q-)؟» ا�0I  ذات @2م 8ـ k5+V +6Dl8 ل+f9)ا P,a$ <LO +BD'3 ف'G:G$ P�9 إ8+دة«ه@'i « 2ن,L9)د اr8 F3

أ(,0,6S  45 s، أم أ�a)+j9)+8 FCGAG$ +6D 98-+آJ �9'آ,+ i <LO'ا1? ا[8+دة ا(FG اk96J 8+ر0I +68+AJ ا%ر45؟
] �,8'K)ا(0ول ا k,9GBJ أن FAa9)ا h->9)ا [G52A` �>aV 45 ذ دار23ر+^D»�(`2G9)ا « ?q@ +97,8 ،?69Oز �B-8

ا(K'ب أذD,] و@Q 4O [,7,O 0B,-+ت ا():� اFD+K3% ا(Tي د5'ت r8د� P5+A)+8 وPGV وS'د L5 <LO 0@�@ +5,2ن 
Gd,+ل رs,1 هP 45 ا(:0ل وا(B9+واة أن J)PA (\+ن دو(,� PaV 45 أF3 �,$+,$ �jL$ <LO ا(:+(?، (F3 �,^-GL ا أFD+K3؟

وهi P'@�9 ا[8+دة ا(FG  وزراء $+r8 '50J +97,8 ،�8د ا('s,1 ذا6J+ 45 أqV+ه+ إ(> أqV+ه+ وB` Y,� وY رV,�؟
ار6GaAJ+ ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة F3 ا(:'اق، `,� PGV إ(> ا(,2م L5 RqD <LO 0@�@ +5,2ن O'اFV، أPV أهi 45 �ً,9'ا1? 

i ?68+AJرY 250اO4 أ@T)ا [D2اO0ام وأQ 0I ؟148'@�9 إ8+دة+ًqWS  

 PaV 45 RQ2J kD+ى أآ'J ،hLJ 8\'@�9 ا[8+دة k5+V FG)ا F�9 هLB5 8+ت+qO 2 أن) ?p»'>-G9)ء » ا(:+(? اF(8
 ',d»�@'8'a)ا(96\,�«و » ا(2`),�«و » ا « P8»�,5r$]ا �,S+C)ا« �Dإدا F3 ًا',fدد آ'GG$ �9A-9)ا kD+آ P؟ وه

 و6L- ',d+؟ إ(> 9GB@ <G5' هTا اG6G$Y+ر ا(l8 F8'Kرواح ا(4,9LB9 وO^2ل ا(hLJ 4,C^f9 ا(:q+8+ت 6G)+8? ا(�N,LK آ
 4,C^f9)ن   675?؟-اl8 �9A-9)اف ا'GOه2 ا ،FI+9)4,7 اp]در @2م ا+q)ا F1+>^)ا ?A-)ا F3 �@'K)4 اA)�9 «و@'i

وLO> . 2ا Q+7O ;:8'ه+0V وk:V، وأن ا('s,1 ا(F8'q وd,'� 45 ا(�B9و(,4 ا(-52A,,4 ا(q'8,,4، آ+D» إ8+دة
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Q+7O « 45'«إ2L9-@ +9Dن i « �CQ'ا1? ا[8+دة«رd? ذ(Q �1'aJ k9J 0^3 ،h'8,+ آ0و(� O�8? أن V 45+25ا 8ـ 
 .ا(\,~ ا(F8'q، وأن ا(\'@LO ?GJ ?) �9> أرض Q'8,�، وh)T8 3|ن Q'8,+ آ0و(� �B5 P9-GJ Yو(,� hLJ ا(\'@�9

i'@�9 "(,� ا(LO �aJ'G9> ا[داq) �96G8 �D'8,+ 45 ا(�B9و(,� ا(^+D2D,� ا(0ووا(2اHV أن �9A-5 �1'aJ ا(:0ل ا(0و(,� 
3^0 آ+2V kDات .  آ9+ أaJ [D'�1 %ورو8+ أ@<ً+.^,^aJ [G'�1 (^2ات ا%5? ا(G9-0ة G,D'8'$ �,>V F3)+، هF3 2 `"ا[8+دة

 +6,3 PGV FG)8-� اT9)ا HV25 45 ر+G55^'�8 أ <LO 0ة-G9)10ا%5? اF7$28 فYt '8'$ �7@05 F3 ?LB5 +و`0ه +(G,D. 
وH5 ذ(J ?L3 h-'ك 2Vات ا%5? ا(G9-0ة $+آJ P8 ،+ً7^6^'ت وJ'آk ا(9\+ل (L^2ات ا(q'8,� [آ9+ل 6G965+، 0:8 أن 

 H,9i حr$ kO�D 0V 0ة-G9)2ات ا%5? اV kD+ا(-9+@� ا(0و(,�، و0:8 أن آ k-J +(G,D'8'$ HI0 وV 45%ا sL\5 آ+ن
a)4,9 (\,~ اG79)05@�7 $'8'ا P25ر@,2ن أه �,L,3 FBD'C)ن ا(\7'ال اl9u و0:8 أن ،h$'6)2$�7 وا [Dl8 +(G,D 0:@ ?)
 .2WL) �a$ �9pف

 F9LB5 0I ب 5\�رة إ8+دة+AJ�96 ارJ 45 +,8'Q �1'aG8 �L:G9)�9 ا(:0ل ا(0و(,� اA-5 ار'V ا%5' إذًا، أن �Qre
a,W5 ء+i وإن ،+ً�i+C5 2نA@ Y 0V ،h$'6)2$�7 واa)و(,� ا�B9)6+ اL,9-J8,+ و'Q �Dن إداl8 +79LO +5 5+ل، إذا�) +ً

 +6J0ة ذا-G9)�9 ا%5? اN75 <)0اه+ إ:GJ 0V ،hLJ �9 ا[8+دة@'i 4O �,)ا(0و �,D2D+^)�9 ا(:0ل ا(0و(,� - اA-5 'aG:J FG)ا 
+6J+�,ر إ(,] ا%4,5 ا(-إ`0ى ه+Sي أT)0ة 8^2(]  وه2 ا%5' ا-G9)�8 (�5? ا+B)م ا+:S رد إن+j@ PN,$ +(G,D'8'$ �a

� 45 ا(79+$� ا{ن (0Lول ا(�9LB9 أن 6J+GS H9\J+ وi ?L9LJ'ا`6+ و4O RV2GJ . ا(�9N79 ا(0و(,� إ(> ا08%aQأ [L:)و
 HI2) <)�7 ا%وaL)0أ اaJ 6+، وأنa1+q5 Pآ <LO ب'K)5,�«(2م اr$0ل إO �9A-5« أن <LO �9LB9)ا(0ول ا �CGJ ،

+ً:,9i +6,)إ ?AG-J .0)+3�9 ا(,2مLB9)0ده+  ول اO 2قC@45 �9LB5 �,LV67+ أABJ FG)ا(0ول ا h)7+ إ(> ذCIدو(�، وإذا أ 
وه2 رV? @:+دل V'اRqD �8 دول ا(:+(?، و(2 ا$kO+jG هT� ا(0ول 9G\5:� أن J-^� .  دو(�p�5  +6O29\590'ة Q+ر

 ا(Jr,7,� وأ3'@^,+ وt$,+، ('98+ ا$jG:7+ أن 0aDأ `^�a اD2D+V +ًV+CJ,ً+ دو(,ً+ @:,67+ 3,] آf,' 45 دول ا(:+(? ا(F3 �)+f أ5,'آ+
 �,8'd RjO ة'ND وا'NG7@ ه? أن',d 2$�7 أوa)ا F3 4,9LB9)ج ا(69<252ن 45 ا+G-@ Y �,-8 ،0@0ةi �,)دو �,D2D+V

?6,LO .ا%رض F3 �)9+ء 0:8 أن 3^0 ا(:0اB)0ا(� اO 'NG7@ F7$2a)ا()+رع ا Piر PN,$ ،h)ذ �^-G@ وإ(> أن.  
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Text (30)  

 

  19/03/07 -     ا(-,+ة

  �52D ا(\a+ر و@^�N ا(:r9ق
     5-29د ا(a9+رك

: @'وى أن ا(^+01 ا(L8+D FBD'C,2ن D28+8'ت `0ق �j@'e F3 ا(:+(? ذات @2م، p? أS+ر إ(> ا(q,4 وV+ل (49 `2(]
ر2A@ +98ن ا(,2م ا(Tي 2B« . 46AJف �6J ا(:+(?د2Oه+ 7J+م، %6D+ إذا 5+ ا$kN^,G 3. ه7+ك Ha^J ا(q,4، ا(:r9ق ا(1+7?«

rً:3 HV0 وV 4A@ ?) ب، إن'GV0 اV FBD'C)2ر اuا'a5]ا(,2م . 8] ا �,a:()4 ا,q)6+ -3\269ر@� اJ+a$ 45 k-Q 0:8 أن 
 P@2j)ا FC6A)ا-F3 ?)+:)ا F3 <)ا(0ول ا%و s3+7J 6+ %نLو$,+$,ً+ @�ه +ً@'ABOد@ً+ و+qGVا +ًV2CJ hLG9J k-aQأ  �Tه 

 �Lf)0`'ج آ'ة اGJ +90`'ج آGJ 08أت FG)0ة، ا-G9)ت ا+@Y2)2ة اV 4O �L@08 2ةV 2نAJ 6+ %ن-S'@و ،�prf)ا(9-+ور ا
+6i'`0J 7+ءp6+ أu2^$ �O'$ داد�J69+ و\` 'aA@ FG)ا ،Pa\)ا <LO45 أ. 

FLa^GB5 P@0aآ [BCD ض'C@ ،0O+Q F)دو ?\D 7+ أ5+مDأ <LO 0لJ ات'S�9)ا PA3 .+7)493 ا kO+jG$د@�، ا+qGVYا �,`
 ،�,D+8+,)�8 ا'\G)0 ا,L^J F3 �@د+qGVY26ده+ اi 4 0:8 أن رآ�ت@',e%ا(:^0@4 ا F3 �9WI زات+\Dإ �^-J 4 أن,q)ا

 kCO+I 0^360 F3 ا(26i 4,qده+ F3 ا(G'آ,� LO> ا9fG$Y+رات ا%a7i,� وأ3+دت 675+ آf,'ًا، إذ @FJl ا(,2م V'ا�8 
أ5+ 45 ا(0اJ 0^3 Pe'آ�ت ا(\26د ا(LO �,7,q> . ت ا(aO �,7,q' ا$9fG+را6J+ ا%a7i,�ا(2O 45 ��9ا01 ا(q+درا

 0L8 45 4,q)ي `2ّل اT)ه2 ا �D+\)ا اTه P:)6'8+1,�، وA)�6ة اi%وا s8r9)ت وا+,Dو'GA)]ت ا+O+jV F3 �B3+79)ا
q)ا k)0O [BCD kV2)ا F30@4، و^O 45 PVل أre ',aري آ+\J قr9O <)إ s3+75 ',d �,Le67+ ا(0ا,D2اV 45 4,

 k^^-3 ،�,a7i9+رات أfG$ا �j^GBG)- h)T) �ً\,GD - 9+راتfG$Y2ا01 اO kKL8 ة، إذ',e%27ات اBL) �,$+,V +ً5+Vأر 
و�a$+798 ا(-4O �@0 ا(r@0:Gت ا(^+D'8 49>3 ،�,D2D+�5 ا(L8 .  '@2jG,2ن دوYر60، أآf' 45 2006ا%a7i,� (:+م 

'Vأ ،�,Le4 ا(0ا,D2ا^L) �Q+W)2ل اQ%9+@� ا` ?O0) ،�,AL9)8-^2ق ا �L:G@ +94، أ`0ه,D2D+V أ@+م PaV F7,q)9+ن ا)'a)ا 
0V +6-798رًا أآa' 45 ا(B9+واة H5 ا(ALG99+ت ا(:+�5، وا{I 0,`2G8 �L:G@ 'e'ا�1 ا(Pe0 ا(C9'وLO �I> ا()'آ+ت 

(0اLO �,Le> آP ا(2GB9@+ت، وH5 +ً,S+9J ا(FG @29(6+ أ�D+i، آP هTا 45 8+ب J)\,H و7J),# ا(G\+رة وا(�O+7q ا
 .aLjG5+ت ا(:2(�9 اqGVY+د@� ا(\0@0ة

، ا$kO+jG ا(q,4 أن J ?\` RO+>J\+ر6J+ ا(W+رrp �,iث 2001وT75 اD<9+65+ إ(> �9N75 ا(G\+رة ا(:+(O �,9+م 
FC3 ،�,$+,V �B78 �C وY @�ال ا(C+1; ا(G\+ري (qL,4 @^. 5'ات، وزاد `\? ا(C+1; ا(G\+ري (D+9p +6@0,� أI:+ف

 �aB78 �@ر+\G)4 ا,q)درات ا+Q ، زادت�و`0 FI+9)ري 74ا(:+م ا+\G)1; ا+C)ا Pq,) ،[LaV يT)4 ا(:+م اO ��9)ا F3 
 F3 ا(4O ��9 ا(:+م L8 27,2ن دوYر، GD,\� ز@+دة Q+درات ا(q,4 ا(G\+ر@�، ا(FG زادت ا(:+م ا(�aB78 FI+9 177إ(> 

 ا(J FG\+وزت -(,s هTا P8 ،�B-3 إن ا(V2G:+ت J),' إ(> أن ا(q,4  .ا(L@'G,2ن دوYرا(Tي PqG) ،[LaV إ(> V'ا�8 
، و@HV2G (6+ أن GJ\+وز ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة �a`+Q ا(9'آ� ا(O FD+f+(9,ً+ هTا 2003ا(,+8+ن F3 5\29ع Q+دراL) +6J:+م 

\+ري، 0:8 أن ا`PG ا`Fu+,G ا(:r9ت @FJl هTا ا(29jح ا(G) 0:GBJ  .G\+وز أ(D+9,+ آlآ0q5 'aر F3 ا(:+(?-ا(:+م 
 h)T8 وزًا+\G5 ،رY2ن دو,L@'J ا ا(:+مT08ا@� ه F3 +6,u+,G`ا �L8 4,` ،?)+:)ا F3 4 ا(9'آ� ا%ول,q)ا F3 �a:q)ا

 �a:q)ت اr9:)6+ 45 ا,u+,G`ا F)+9iإ �L8 FG)800ا(,+8+ن اFI+9)ر 678+@� ا(:+م اY2ن دو,L8 . 

 ا(p 'aG:J FG+(� أNO? دو(� F3 ا(:+(? 45 `,� ا(9^0رة ا(:AB'@� ا(27و@� - زا(k ا(q,4 أF3 +5 ا(\+�D ا(:AB'ي، 93+ 
-�,I+9)2ام اO%05ار ا <LO ا@0ة�G5 �B78 �@'AB:)6+ اGD25از F3 0@�J .  اء'aW)د (0ى ا+^GO2د اB@ [Dأ ?dر <LOو

رV+م ا(�7L:9، إY إن �aBD ا(�@+دة ا%5,'آ,,l8 4ن LO 4,A8 [^C7J +5> 25از6GD+ ا(:2C@ �@'ABق �prp أI:+ف ا%
 آl8 P,Cن @L8 - �LV ',f,2ن دوYر F3 45 ا(��9 وه2 5+ @:+دل 17.8 ا(FG وkLQ إ(> -ا(:AB'@� ا(T6) �7L:9ا ا(:+م 

4j7S4 أن . واO ;,8%ا k,a)0ث 8+$? ا-G9)ب ا'O0ول ا(9\+ورة «3^0 أL) +ً^LV PA(J �@'AB:)ا �Dز@+دة ا(29از
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هTا ا():2ر و0Q 0iى F3 ا%و$+ط ا(,+D+8,� ا(T` FGرت 45 أن ه,H« . �79 $,+$� ا(97G,� ا(qL)�,9LB,4، وGJ:+رض 5
+6GjL$ k-J ا(,+8+ن H>WJ 0V �@'AB:)4 ا,q)ا. 

 4,q)رت إ(> أن ا+Sأ5,'آ,� أ �,Jرا+aWG$ر@' ا+^J 07ي –0,8 أنi 2ن,L5 RqDن و+D2,L5 [52اV +ً(,i hLG9J FG)ا 
 LO +ً,)+` RA:J> إGD+ج 0i P,i@0 45 ا(2KاQ+ت ا(H,jGBJ �,-8 ،�@'-a ا(2KاQ+ت - 2dا�Q ه\52,� 55و(0@6+ 

وF3 ا(kV2 ذاJ]، آ)kC  .، ا(Pq@ FG 05اه+ إ(> Yt �,D+9pف آFi2«?L إل «ا(\0@0ة `2Q P9ار@� u 45 �,GB)+8'از 
j8+ل P9O أ9V+ر q5+در BB\J,� أ5,'آ,� أن ا(PaV k-\D 4,q أ$+F3 ،H,8 إi'اء rB) �8'\Jح @06ف إ(> إ

�,O+7jQ0 . اV 2قaB9)ا ',d 2قCG)ا اTه Pf5 أن F3 hS Yا%و$+ط ا%5,'آ,�و F3 ًا'Oر ذ+p�1 .أ+D ب'O3^0 أ 
s,1')4ا,O2a$أ PaV F7,(J h@د Fا%5,'آ �-LB9)6+ اJدة (^2ا'j9)4 ا,q)97,� اJ �+\J [^LV 4O  . <)رة إ+Sإ F3و

1+>3 F7,Q 2قCJ 45 0ة-G9)ت ا+@Y2)2ف اWJf)ا Pi')ب ا'Oأ ،FLa^GB5 F 4 أنO �,ا[دارة ا%5,'آ F3 FD+" ',50J
4,q)78+ءا rً9O 4A@ ?) FO+7jQ9' ا^) ." 

. أF3 +5 ا(\+�D ا(CW@ 0:@ ?L3 ،F$+,B> ا(0ور ا(Tي a:LJ] ا(q,4 ا(,2م آ9-'ك رfA) s,1,' 45 ا(P1+B9 ا(0و(,�
$ +ًaOYا%45، و sL\5 F3 +ً912ًا دا>O +6GCq8 ،4,q)+3 F$+,B)6+ اL^p +6) ،0ة-G9)ت ا+@Y2)2م اqe 07O Yً2a^5 +ً,$+,

و0V 08ا واI-ً+ (2ا4j7S أF3 4,A8 Pe0J Y2) [D ا%ز�5 ا(2Aر@� 5+ آ+ن (,G? اCJ+ق aS+ط . ا(0و(d F,' ا(79^2ص
�Jال ا(F3 4,q ا(kV2 ذاY [J . ا(FI+9، ا(Tي واLO �D+@ �D2,8 [ai298 k^3> إrdق 75)�ت 2Dو@� أ$+$,�) a3'ا@'(

LJ:� دورًا رF3 +ً,B,1 ا%ز�5 ا[@'اD,� ا('اه�7، ا(FG ر98+ و0iت ا(jCD �-Lq5 +6,3 4,q,� أ`2ج 2AJ +5ن إ(,6+، 
FDا[@'ا �D+\)7-+ز إ(> اJ +6GL:i. <LO +6,7uح 25ا+GCD4 إ(> ا,A8 �52A` k:$ 0^3 ،[Lآ h)3ً� إ(> ذ+Iي إT)ا(:+(? ا 

[,LO 49,6J 0 أن@'J.)0 ا:@ ?L3 s5%+8 ا(:+(? آ9+ آ+ن F3 98+ @\'ي rًه+i F7,q)4 اu7,� . 29ا,q)�52 اA-)ا k5+V 0^3
� آf,' 45 ا%28اب ا(f^+3,� - ا(FG @\+وز 0Oد $D2,L8 +6D+Aً+ ورH8 ا(La,2ن �9BD، وهA$ s9e Pf9@ 2+ن ا(:+(? -GC8 

 4,q)إ(> أن ا ',(J 0را$+ت)أن 8:; ا �i�8، (0ر+B)ا F3 �ً^LK5 kD+آ FG)ت اا+@Y2)ا <LO +ًa@'V 2قCGJ 0V F3 0ة-G9)
kD'GD]0ام اWG$5\+ل ا. FI+9)6+@� ا(:+م اD H5 4,q)ا F3 kD'GD]ا F50WGB5 0دO �L8 137 إذ ،�WS 2ن,L5 

 وإذا 5+ ا$9G'ت وJ,'ة ا(�@+دة هT�qL) HV2G@ [D|3 ،,4 أن GJ\+وز . F3 ا(4O ��9 ا(:+م ا(Tي $a^]23 �8@+دة 0Vره+
G9)ت ا+@Y2)ا(0را$+تا �Tه �B-8 4,G7B)وز ا+\GJ Y ة'G3 F3 kD'GD]ا F50WGB5 0دO �,` 45 0ة- . F3 اTء هF\@

� 3,] ا(:r9ق ا()'FV ذراa^G$Y [,O+ل ا(B,+ح 45 آP أD-+ء ا(:+(?، `,� ا$kLa^G ا(q,4 ا(:+م GC@ يT)ا kV2)ا
 45 'fأآ FI+9)6+ @^120اO29\5 �,`+,$ 8|@'ادات h)د ذ+O ،� . r8@,4 دوYر10+رب ا(ـ L5,2ن $+1

(9+ذا elGJ' ا%�5 ا(:'8,� وا[$F3 �,5r اCG$Y+دة 45 هT� ا(j:9,+ت؟ : 0:8 هTا آL]، @a^> $�ال @2i 4O �-aاب
 �,5r$]ا +D+@+>V 45 أّي H5 +ً52@ R^@ ?) يT)ر ا+a\)4 اO آ�'G(5 �)+q5 [:5 +7) يT)ق اr9:)+8 ;,:GBD Y و(9+ذا

ا(Tي $+رkO 3,] إ$'اP,1 إ(> H5 +6J+VrO �,p2J ا(aO 4,q' ز@+رات aG5+د(� kL9S رs,1 وF3 ا(kV2  وا(:'8,�؟
0,8 أن ا(�VrO 4,8 �LI+C9  .ا(2زراء ا[$'اFL,1 و',d�D ،\0 أن ا(G\+وب ا(:'H5 F8 ا(:r9ق ا(A@ Y �^,GB9+د @Tآ'

5 PA) اًء'dإ 'fأآ F5r$]وا F8':)6+ 8+(:+(? اGVrOو P,1إ$'ا H5 4,q)اH8+G . 4,q)+3 - PaV مr$]6+ اLeد FG)ا 
 45 'f0 6,3+ أآi2@و +ًD'V '(O �:8ـ30أر) 0\B5 R)30 أ F7,Q ?LB5 2ن,L5  - �B0 (6+ آ,C9)45 ا [Dى أ'J 0V 

آ9+ أن ا%LV,+ت ا(F3 �9LB9 ا(VrO . 4,q+ت e+رH5 �,i دول إ$5r,� وO'8,� ذات 2CDذ اqGV+دي ود@d F7,' 5-0ود
- 45 FD+:J FG)ا  �,D2D+^)د@� وا+qGVYوا �,$+,B)6+ اV2^-) ?>ه+-ه+@+>^) 'Q+D <)إ �i+-8  . إذًا 4,8 ا(0ول �Vr:)+3

Fj:D 0V اqGV+د@ً+، و@77A9+ أن . »زواج Lq5-�«ا(:'8,� وا(�D+i 45 �9LB9، وا(4A9@ 'et �D+i 45 4,q أن 2AJن 
+ً@'ABOو$,+$,ً+ و +ً,\,Jا'G$0 ا,CGBD .1إ(> إ$'ا �aB7)+8 +5أ Pq-J 0 أن@'J kD+50]، وإن آ^G) ',fA)0@6+ ا) s,L3 P,

P:CJ ق، و$2فr9:)ا اTدة 45 ه+CG$ا <qVأ <LO. 

 �^,G$0 اV 2نA@ +98ور ،[J+a$ 45 +-Q 0V ?1+7)ق اr9:)0 @0رك أن اV F7,q)ا HI2)ا F3 P5lG9)ا(^2ل إن ا �Qre
D 4,-3+م ai+ر ا(K'ب، ا$r9O �^,Gق . `� 2jJ 0Vل45 3'اS] ا(Tي ا2G) [,LO H\jI� ا(\a+ر ا(:G3 Tel,) ،0,7'ة را

ا(f9,' (�$> أF3 +7D `+ل KJ,' ا(�O+5+ت (? lBD 0:Dل FJl@ <G5 دورD+  !ا()'ق، و4,8 هTا وذاك I+ع و$# ا()'ق
D-4 آO �5l'8,� أو إ$5r,�؟ و(lBD +5 �@+d 4A(] ه2 آ,4A9@ R أن CGBD,0 45 ا(�O+5+ت ا(\0@0ة، aQl3-7+ آ+%$,' 

T)نا+\B)ا ',KJ 45 0:8l8 ?L-@ أن H,jGB@ Y 8] @:,0  .ي'dق ا(:+(? و'S 0م^J �:9:5 F3 �,8':)ع ا%�5 ا+,I P:)و
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إذ J'وي ا(j'�3 أن 9LO+ء 45 ا()'ق وا(K'ب 2LQ2Jا إ(> اGe'اع 6i+ز آJ2,a52' . إ(> ذاآ'd �3'u FJ,' $:,0ة
4O �,\@و Pa^GB9)ا F3 98+ $,-0ث la7G@ أن [GO+jG$+8 ،?,NOي .  أي $�الT)ا ?,N:)ا �G79)ا اTه H7Q ?J 4,`و

S+رك F3 إ9LO [i+GD+ء 45 ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة ورو$,+ وا(q,4 وا(,+8+ن، وأ7p+ء ا`CG+(,� أT68 k9,V� ا(�a$+79 أراد 
Pa^GB9)ا F3 ا%رض <LO �79,6)2ن (] اAG$ 45 ال `2ل�$ HIو <LO 2ا^CJ+3 ،?)+:)ا Pa^GB5 �3':5 9+ءL:)و(0ه)� . ا

`,67+ أ$'ع ! (-+9i 4@'I,:ً+ آ+kD ا[i+�8 أن ا%�5 ا(LO 49,6G$ FG> ا%رض F3 ا(Pa^GB9 هF ا%�5 ا(:'8,�ا
�8+i]ا kD+A3 ،h)ذ �a$ 4O 'et �3 $�ال+I|8 9+ءL:)ء: ا+>C)إ(> ا [i2GG$ ?5%ن 8^,� ا%! 
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Text (31)  

 

  03/01/07 -     ا(-,+ة

 s@7+» 3 -8+رa) PA)ن  
      ر0Dة F^J ا(0@4

 
 F3 P54 أ,,D+7aL)ا H,9i د، ه7+ك أ5+م+qGVYا P(J FG)5+ت و$# 8,'وت ا+qGOY7+ن واa) F3 �,Leا%ز�5 ا(0ا ?dر <LO

 '9J�5» s@3 –8+ر « F3 0^:@ يT)25اs@8+ر F3 45 ا()6' ا(\+ري . 
@'ان CL` 'aO+961+ 3,]، ه7+ك �Q'3 (4 وH5 ا(q:82+ت ا(FG @2ا7a) +66i+ن واJ+5+B^D] ا(B,+$,� وPe0J $2ر@� وإ

GJ\0د F3 ا(G<+3' ا(O0L) ',aA? ا(0و(7aL) F+ن وا(G<+45 5:] وaO ،[J0O+B5' هTا ا(9J�9' ا(Tي @G'أ$] و@B:> ا(> 
 .إ06i PA8 [`+\D� ا('s,1 ا(i FBD'C+ك S,'اك

 @Pf5 �^-G هTا ا9G`Y+ل ا(9)�وم هP ا(HI2 ا(0ا7a) F3 FLe+ن $,FKL هTا ا(9J�9'؟ ا(2i'9 أYّ: وا(�Bال ا(j9'وح
 .ه2 ا(�Q'C ا%e,'ة (7a) PA+ن و(\H,9 ا(D+7aL,,4» 3 –8+ر@s «%ن 

�BLC5 [aS �,D+7a) �,)+5 P{ F3 0,^:G)ا �K)+8 �,)+5 0,Oو25ا P`2ر 5'اaO <LO 4,,D+7aL)0ة اO+B5 '9J�9)3:+م . ه0ف ا
2007 F)2ا` �LaJ 7+نa) <LO �965 ت د@2ن+V+^-G$م ا+O 3  4 أن,` F3 ،رY4 دو,@r82006 ت+V+^-G$م ا+O 4A@ ?) 

و@FKa7 ا(TGآ,' هl8 +7ن (7a+ن reل J+ر@W] آ+ن دا0BJ 0O25 F3 +ً91@0 ا$re <G` [J+V+^-Gل ا(-'ب . د@2ن أ$+$,�
�,Lا(0و. ا%ه ',Jت و23ا+V+^-G$ف ا(9'آ�ي ا(> $0اد ا'q9)0 `,� @:09 اLa)9+(,� ا) F)+-)ا HI2)ًا ا(> ا'NDو �)

 'je F3 4,,D+7aL)ا H,9iو 'je F3 7+نaL3 ،�,)+5 ت+V+^-G$7] 45 $0اد اA9J 0مO 'je 45 7+نa) ذ+^Dإ FKa7@ ،�,D+7aL)ا
و(2Bء ا(-� 3|ن هT� اqGOY+5+ت وا(NG+ه'ات و0Oم ا(,^,4 ا(BJ F$+,B+ه? F3 ا6D,+ر اqGVY+د، ان آ+ن 45 . أ@<ً+

 أم PS �@'u 45 ا(-'آ� اqGVY+د@� F3 و$# J\+ري ا$�i �j^Gءًا H75 �@'u ا(B,+`� ا(:'0O25 F3 �,8 ا%O,+د
 .965ً+ 45 هT� ا(-'آ�

وا(f^� هT� . و98+ أY [D @\2ز %ي (FD+7a أن @B+ه? F3 ا6D,+ر اqGV+د وFKa7@ ،[7u ا(:LO P9> إ8^+ء 8:; ا(7aL8 �^f+ن
(�a:q، و45 أPi ذ(FKa7@ h أن F7:J '3+>GJ أن @4A9G ا(0La 45 25ا�6i ا$V+^-G+ت د@D2] و2aOر هT� ا(�L`'9 ا

 '9J�5 د+^:D+8 �9BJ Fآ �a,j)ا(7,+ت ا» s@» 3 -8+ر�0O25 F3. 
0LaL) ي',q5 [D% [`+\Dإ Pi6? 45 أJ+3re 4O �0 وأن @-,0وO29)ا اT68 29اG6@ 4 أن,,D+7aL)ا H,9i <LO263 . و

�7GW@ د+A@ 4u2) 4,\,Bا%وآ Fj:,$ يT)9' اJ�9)ا. 
 F)ا(0و ?O0)7+ن واaL8 �9G69)7,� اK)أ@<ً+ 45 ا(0ول ا(:'8,� ا P8 ب'K)3^# 45 ا s,) FJl,$ 7+نaL) '9J�9)ي $,^50] اT)ا

F5r$]9' . و45 دول ا(:+(? اJ�5 4A9J 3|ذا» s@3 -8+ر « h)ذ �,G,$ ،�,7:9)0ول اL) �,)+9)ا5+ت ا�G)Yا H9\@ 45 أن
J h)ذ H526(� وB8 [J+V+^-G$0 ا,O25ا [i7+ن أن @2اaL)�@د+qGVYا �jW)ا ?,N7 . �,$+,B)ا%`2ال ا k:75 أ5+ إذا

أCL` +5+ء $2ر@� . وا(2jGرات ا%75,� اD:^+د� 2AGB3ن آ+ر0i �p@0ة 7a) <LO+ن، و7u2) 0@'@ FD+7a) 45 +5] آ+ر0i �p@0ة
. -�9A دو(,�وإ@'ان 7a) F3+ن 6G-Lq5 45 s,L3? أن @67+ر ا(0La داLe,ً+ وإن آ+ن ذ(Lq5 45 h-� ا(Y 4@T @'@0ون 5

 [G-Lq5 0مW@ Y ،2ر@� وإ@'ان$ H5 ف آ+ن'u ي% RL` اف، وأي'u%ا H,9i �,)و�B5 FD+7aL)ا FLeا(0ا HI2)+3
H,9\)دور ا F6G7@ �6,+رDوا [$r3|8 [D% ،�6,+رD0 واLa)س اr3إ <LO �3أن @2ا. 

+e FO+رBJ �,i:> ا(> إ3)+(] أو H75 ا(9^+و�5 ا(J «B5 �,D+7aL^+وم«وأن » 3 -8+ر@s «ا(2i'9 إذًا أن @G? اD:^+د 
اD:^+د�، %ن �Q'3 ا(��a:G ا(0و(,� ا(-+(,� (7aL+ن (GJ 4\0د، Q2qeً+ أن وY@� ا('S s,1,'اك d F3 F6G7J<2ن 

'6Sأ. 
  .ا(2Lj9ب إذًا أن @H,9i 45+>G ا(D] <:B5 F3 4,,D+7aL^+ذ و67u? 45 ا[r3س اqGV+د@ً+ و$,+$,ً+
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Text (32)  

 

  21/03/07 -     ا(-,+ة

�,Jt �,)�9 ا(0وA-9)ا 
       ر0Dة F^J ا(0@4

 
ا(�9A-9 ذات ا(H8+j ا(0و(F (9-+آ�9 ا(9\'4,5 ا(<+(:,F3 4 اGd,+ل ا('s,1 ا()0,6 ر3,� ا(-'@'ي ورI [V+3'ور@� 

[,I+9)و [W@ر+G) +9آ [La^GB9)7+ن وaL). 
 .e k306G,'ة ا(B,+$,,4 وا(7a) F3 4,C^f9+ن2AG$ l(7J +507O �9A-9)+3ن رادI +ًO'ور@ً+ (PA ا(\'ا1? ا(FG ا$

3|ذا ا$7a) '9G+ن Y+,Gdr) +ً`'B5ت ا(B,+$,� وا(:L9,+ت اYره+H,jGB@ 4) ،�,8 ا$G:+دة ا$r^G(] ا(-^,^F وا(-,+ة 
[Dو�S F3 Fiر+W)ا Pe0G)0م اO <LO �91+^)ا �,uا'V29@0)ا ا(06ف. اT2ل ا(> هQ2)ا Pi0أ و45 أa9)ا اT7+دًا ا(> هG$وا 

�9A-9)ء ا+(Dف `2ل اrWL) P` <)ا PQ2G)ا H,9\)ول ا+-@. 
(4A ا%آ7a) F3 �@'f+ن l8 �O+7V <LOن $2ر@� J Y'@0 ا(�9A-9 ذات ا(H8+j ا(0و(Q2qe ،Fً+ ان �B5وYً $2ر@ً+ ر3,:ً+ 

وا(-2ار . أن $2ر@� J Y'@0 ا(�9A-9 واq5 +6D'ة LO> ا(�Lf ا(�52A` F3 Pj:9 و`0ة و7u,�» `�ب ا�«اV �L8+دة 
ا(7+�1 $:0 ا(-'@'ي ورsL\5 s,1 ا(27اب aD,] 8'ي، ه2 45 أPi ا(F3 PQ2G » ا(Pa^GB9«ا(Tي دار 4,8 رJ s,1,+ر 

و6D . 'aG:J+@� ا(j9+ف ا(> CJ+ه? `2ل اV'ار ا(�9A-9 ا(0و(,� PaV 45 ا(a'(9+ن ا(6I'3 45 Yً08 FD+7aL+ 45 ا(W+رج
� R,CWJ أ2iاء اQ2qe ،�7(G)ً+ ان هTا ا(-2ار @2Kص 2O F3دة ا(-2ار 4,8 ا(-'@'ي و8'ي أ5'ًا ا@\,GJ +6D% +ً,8+

�a:q)ا H,Iا(29ا �LQ . �\,G7)ا(> ا PQ2G)+8 �,^,^` �ad32'ت رJ إذا Yإ �\,GD <)4 ان @�دي اA9@ Y 4 ا(-2ارA)
 .ا(2i'9ة

و0V . ; ا(2Bري (�9A-9LوT75 ا(0aا@� آ+ن ا('s,1 8'ي @^' (a:; ا(�B9و(,7a) F3 4+ن l8ن J-'آ] 2A-5م 8+('3
@2Aن ا$G:0اد� (L-2ار H5 ا(-'@'ي �Lj8 45 ا(\+�D ا(2Bري ا(Tي @'@0 آ�B ا(2Q2L) kV2ل ا(> �9V ا('@+ض 

T63ا ه2 7:5> اrOن ا(7,+ت واD)+ء . واrOYن 4O اCJ+ق 4,8 ا(D+7aL,,4 وJ-,,0 ا(lB9(� ا(\2ه'@� وهF ا(�9A-9 ا(0و(,�
 .و(,� H5 ا[Q'ار LO> ا(�Lf ا(F3 Pj:9 إu+ر `�52A و`0ة و7u,�(\+ن (0رس 2I25ع ا(�9A-9 ا(0

  
 Fه �LA(9)ا(^'ار أّنوا <LO k@2qG)ا PaV kD+آ9+ آ F2ر@� ا(,2م هB)52+$,� اLa@0)1559 ا . FI+9)ا F3 +9آ ،Fوه

D+GD25,,] ا(^'@�، (? �qJ ا(> ر$+(� ا('s,1 ا(i FBD'C+ك S,'اك ا(GB5 +6L^D FG)+ر� ا(F$+52La@0 25ر@2d sردو 
�^j79)ار ا'^G$ا <LO P9:)ورة ا'I 2ل` . �B75 +6L9` FG)ورو8,� اY9+ء إزاء ا('$+(� اQ �,$+52La@0)ا �Tوه

 �$+,B)ا(> د5)�ا +DY2$ ',,3+e �,iر+W)ا.'q52د@� و:B)ا(:'8,� ا �AL99)ا �1+qD H9BJ Y6+آ9+ .  وDأ H9BJ Y 
A-9)+8 2لa^)ورة ا'I 6+ ا@'ان `2لGC,L` �1+qD�,)�9 ا(0و. 

  
ا(,2م، وPaV ا(^�9 ا(:'�J Y ،�,8ال $2ر@� RV25 <LO ا('3; و$6BCD 0\G+ أ5+م ا(�9@0 45 ا(�O+q9 وا(:�(�، %ن 

F)ا%45 ا(0و sL\5 PaV 45 +6I'3 ?G@ 0^3 �,D+7aL)2ر@� اG$0)ت ا+B$�9)ه+ ا'^J ?) �9 ا(0و(,� إذاA-9)ا . ljW)و45 ا
+Iر+:G$ 4,q)0@' ان رو$,+ وا^G)ن ا('وس اl8 0,CJ �,7:9)52+ت رؤ$+ء ا(0ول اL:5 61+ %ن+(D0@0ًا `2ل اi ارًا'V ن

k@2qG)4 اO 2:7نG9@ +98ر P8 2اI4 @:+ر). 
 <LO 7+نa) F3 �@ء $2ر+CL` ل 8^+ء+` F3 HV2G9)ا [i2G)ا%45، وه2 ا sL\5 PaV 45 �,)�9 ا(0وA-9)ا kI'3 وإذا

Y0رة اV 0مO <LO 2ريB)6?، 3|ن ا('ه+ن اCV25 FKa7@ lًje PA(@ H8+B)ا PqC)ا 'aO �9A-9)ار ا'Vإ <LO �,)ة ا(0و'$
[a7\J.  
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Text (33)  

 

13/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  
 

2A$25 F3 8+رد s^u 
      ا(,+س `'23ش

 
(? @^0م r3د@0i 4,J28 ',9@0ًا F3 وCQ] ا(HI2 ا(0و(F ا('اه507O ،4+ وi] ا6JY+5+ت ا(> ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة ا5+م 

Y9' اJ�5 �,iر+W)6+ اG$+,$ نl8 �,D2,5 F3 F8وروY0 » 505'ة«45 ا@'J +6Dl8ا(:+(?«و <LO +6J3'ض اراد« . ?dور
اGO'اض وز@' ا(30+ع ا5Y,'آF رو8'ت aO <LO sG,d+رات J28,4، 3|ن 45 ا2A(9)ك 3,] أن @��O هTا اG7G$Y+ج 

`'LO ?6Q> $,+$� دو(,� F3 TelJ اaGOY+ر ا(�B9و(,4 45 3'@� ا(N3+-9,4 ا(\0د F3 ادارة 28ش، ا(2CW@ Y 4@Tن 
� F3 ا(79,6\7J أن �$+,B)ا �T6) 0رVُ 2ن اذا:D+9@ Yا(:+(?، و ',q5 <)6? ا(<,^� اJ'ND ا():2ب Pa^GB5 <LO �

 4O �iر+W)ا"�O+j)5,'آ,�"اYا . 
، »ا(-'ب ا(a+ردة« 75+خ i+ءت آ9L+ت J28,4، ا(FG اaGO'ه+ ا(9'ا2aVن ا@Tا0i 'q:8 +ًD@0 45 ا(:Vr+ت ا(0و(,� @2Bد�

وH5 ان ا(\rp <LO [G)2i �,(O . �)2ث دول F3 ا(j79^�، 08أه+ �8@+رة وG)+8 kCQ+ر@�AL99L) �,W ا(:'8,� ا(B:2د@�
9J,�ت H8+j8 ا(G:+ون Y+\5 F3ت ا(�V+j وا(G\+رة واqGVY+د، 3|ن 45 ا(F:,aj أن J28,4 ا$TGآ' reل (^+ءاJ] ا(:'8,� 

A$29) [,3 ز45 ز75ً+ آ+ن [LG-J kD+ي آT)ا HV29)0@0 ا-G)+8 2ه ،�^j79L) �,$+,B)ا �j@'W)ا <LO RLGW5 HV25 2
�L8+^G9)ف اr`%ردة وا+a)ؤه+ ا(:'ب . ا(-'ب ا+CL`ؤه+ و+V0Qا h)Tآ �'Be P8 HV29)ا h)2 و`0ه+ ذA$25 'BWJ ?)و

،[J+,` 45 ',eYا(,2م ا <G` FJ+,32B)د ا+-JYا ?Oد <LO ?6D+9' رهG$4 ا@T)ح `'آ+ت ا'GVان 8:<6? ا P8 
»�,-,-qJ « ح+GCDY0 $,+$� اI)k$2DزrK)ا ( 0La)67+@� ا) Pe09)ا kLAS2ف و(J+82رd P,1+W,5 'qO 5,�ت FG)ا

 .ا(Tي ا�WGُD رB,1ً+ (] واO +ً7,5+5ً+ (-�8] ا(-+آ?
 FJ+,32B)رات ا+aWG$Y6+ز اi F3 4,L5+:)4 ا`0 ا8'ز ا,J28 ة آ+ن'GC)ا hLJ F3)F8 Fi F9' )آJ�5 ا5+م �آ'TJ +5 2وه 

ه2 رو8'ت sG,d، ا(Tي أآ0 ) ا(FB أي اي($+i « F3 �8+$2س«D2,5,� ا�S F3 ',ae F75Yون اJY-+د ا(FJ+,32B و 
و45 ا(KGB9'ب أن G@ 4,J28\+هP . ، وأن ا(:+(? (4 @:2د ا(> qO' اr`Yف ا(�B3+7G9»`'8+ 8+ردة وا`0ة FCAJ«ان 

RL-)+3 اj@ FBLuY'ق ا{ن ا28اب رو$,+، واi2)2@0@Y,� . ة ا(r8 +6ALG9J kJ+8 FGد�rf5 ا(^0رات ا(0و(,� ا(9-0ود
 45 �a@ ?)6+رت ا{ن وDا ،[G$+,$و �د+qGVه9+ت ا+B5 45 ',fA8 'fاآ ،FJ+,32B)د ا+-JYر ا+(GDا F3 k9ه+$ FG)ا

(? ا(:'F8، 45 ا(2L3 ?6)+5t k8+e 4@T(6+ اY ا(Tآ'@+ت، au +6,LO ~,:J^� 45 ا(C^f9,4 ا(29زF3 4,O 8:; اD-+ء ا(:+
 !F3 اD^+ذ 2A$25 45 ا(q9,' ا(2G-9م ا(Tي اk6GD ا(,]

 F3 +6Ga:) FG)دوار اYء 45 اFS ،�@د+qGVYوا �,jC7)6+ اJ+5+9Gاه �D+i <)7+، اG^j75 F3 2A$25 45 دور <^a@
آ+kD اJ\+ه+6J+، و7a8+ء LO HV25> ا(FI+9، وا(FG آ+BGJ kD? 298ا�6i ا(B,+$+ت ا5Y,'آ,� وا(529O �,8'Kً+، ا@ً+ 

P,1ا$'ا H5 �6iع ا(:'8,� و45 ا(29ا+IوYدة 45 از5+ت ا+CG$Yل اre 45 �,)ا(0و �`+B)0 . اV 2A$25 kD+واذا آ
$+هhLJ F3 k9 ا(GC'ة 32J F3,' ا(rBح (0Lول ا(:'F3 �,8 ز45 ا(29ا�6i، 3|ن hLJ ا(B9+ه9+ت (? J-^� أي KJ,,' ذي 

 ا(> �dو (7a+ن $�7 21967ى F3 ا(RLGW5 F3 ،�^j79 ا(29ا6i+ت ا(:AB'@� 08ءًا 45 `'ب F3 <7:5 5,�ان ا(^
أRI ا(> ذ(h ان ا(O0? ا(Tي و�9NDr) 2A$25 [J'3 ا(FG آ+F3 +6:5 �C)+-G5 kD ا(q7O kLAS �^j79'ا . 1982

9J يT)ا F:9^)2ك اLB)9' اO 05 F3 k9682+، و$+ه:S <LO �9NDYا hLJ 2اء^G$ا F3 +,$+$ا('3,� «,�ت 8]، أ$2ة 8ـ ا
'aآY2ك ا(> ا(,2م»اLB)ا h)ه0ي ذ <LO ',B@ ال�@ Y +6>:8 أن P8 ،. 

FSء 45 هT� ا(B,+$� ا(J+,32B,� ا(K+8'ة @4A9 أن D)G? راG-1] ا{ن، $2اء re 45ل J:+ون 2A$25 ا(27وي H5 ا@'ان، 
 ا(�9A-9 ذات ا(H8+j ا(0و(7a) F3 F+ن، ا(Tي ا(Tي @:^0 اYز�5 و@^PL 45 3'ص ا(-P، او re 45ل 2I25 45 +6CV25ع

�9A-9)ا �Tم ه+,V P,j:J Pi8:; ا(\6+ت 45 ا [,LO 4اه'J . H5 3+تrW)ا(> ا F5,'آYر وز@' ا(30+ع ا+S0 اVو
2A$25 وأ08ى LV^] 45 8:; ا(B,+$+ت ا(0W@ Y �@'u F3 ',BJ FGم اG$Y^'ار ا(:+(P@2-J Pf5 ،F9 ا(rBح ا(> 

 .2ارد ا(�V+j ا(32,'ة (0ى رو$,+ (C'ض $,+$+LO +6J> ا(0ول و95+ر$� ا(V <LO �79,6'ارا6J+ا@'ان وا$0WGام 5
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r:3 ردة+a)ا(-'ب ا k6GDا .�@'V kVو F3 +6J2دO 06(D أن �:q)و45 ا . h)Tوآ �,V+8 ال�J Y ا(-'ب hLJ ر+pt 4A)
(-CL,4 ا(F3 4@',aA ذ(h ا(�45ا$rKGل ا(F3 ;V+7G ا(29اRV `,+ل اYز5+ت ا(0و(,�، ا(Tي LO <Ku> $,+$� ا . 
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Text (34)  
 

 
20/01/07 -     ا(-,+ة  

 
 4O �i'-5 �@ت«أ`+د+^CQ»!  

       ا(,+س `'23ش

F3 هTا ا(B,+ق i+ءت ا`+د@� . @�La اY`'اج 05ا� اGC@ 45 0@ <LO FJl@ +507O <qVY'ض أCL` ?6D+ء أو أV0Q+ء
ا(2Bر@� واY@'اH5 �,D ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة، FLWJ P8+^5 F3 ا(:+4O 4,G9Q » ا(Cq^+ت«,4 ا(O 4O 4,,I+9'وض ا(,52

» اF)r^G$Y«، ا(6C,Q2J F3 �K)+a9+ »ا(F3 ،»�,7u2 وd kV,' 75+$� 8+(9'ة (�jWL »`9+س«و » `�ب ا�«
+96Jدا+,V +6^LjJ �aLJ Y FG)ا ،�,Le6+ ا(0اCV6?«3ـ . (29اG)ا «G)ا #e F3 4,jS+7)4,9 ا,N7G)4 ا@T6) 2مqW)66+ اi2@ F

»�:D+99)ا « <LO ،4@2WG)ر وا+A7G$Y+8 +ً91دا [iَ2اJ ،6'انuو �(ي @\96:9+ 508T)ا �)+q9)ط ا+aJ2ل ار` F9,LVYا
 �VrO 9+س«و » `�ب ا�«ا$+س أن` « �VrO +6Dا ?O�)ي ا'\@ FG)4، ا,G9Q+:)+8»2ه�a(5« +6,)ا Pq@ Y ،

� ا(7u2,� ا(0اLe,� وV'@ Y> ا(,F)+G)+8 +6 أي ا(aK+ر 5)+q9)�50 اe <)06ف $2ى اJ Y +6Dأو 45 8:,0، اذ ا �@'V 4
 !اHaQ ا6J+م

�، $2اء 45 ,I2J رة+aO 2:9اB@ أن PaV ًا',f2ن آAA(9)ا 'NG7@ 2ف$ �aB)ا اT6)»9+س«أو 45 » `�ب ا�`« ،
 �C,-Q [J'(D +5 2ل`»sJءات» ه�ر+^) 4O �,L,1ا'$Y2ر@� ا$ - k50Vُ FG)2ر@� اB)آ+ن 4,8 ا(:'وض ا �,L,1ا$'ا 

 FIراY45 ا +ًVrjDا �jS+7)9+ت ا,N7G)و$+1' ا F7,jBLC)ا ?,N7GL)و FD+7aL)ب ا(9^+وم ا�-L) 2ريB)ا ?O0)ا RV6,3+ و
,rً، 93+ واذا P,V ان ا(BG'@� اY$'اFL,1 آ+ذب، آ9+ اآ0ت ا(:+�9Q ا(2Bر@� ا(kCD FG ا(�L9i 'aW وqCJ. ا(2Bر@�

، ا(> ادارة ا('s,1 28ش F3 اO^+ب ا(�Kو »LO> ا2GB5 <LO@+ت ا(^,+دة«h)+8 اذًا 8+(:'ض ا(Tي G50V] ا@'ان، 
و0V أآ0ت هTا ا(:'ض ا('$+(� ا(B'@� ا(LO Pq` FG,6+ ا(D'a+�5 ). وا(Tي (? @G` [,CD ?G> ا{ن(ا5Y,'آL) F:'اق، 

وF3 ا('$+(� ). D+f))F$ F8 F8,� ا(�CLG) �,L-9@2ن ه,�� اYذا�O ا(D+j@'a,� ا(Tي faJ] ا(^7+ة ا) اae+ر ا(�L,L(اaeY+ري 
اY@'اO �,D'ض i+8'اء C5+وI+ت 4,8 ا(\+LO ،4,aD> أن O0J? ا@'ان L9O,� اG$Y^'ار F3 ا(:'اق P{ F3 اrG`Yل 

. »`9+س«و » ا�`�ب «وF3 �3+CS �$+,$ HaGJ ا(2I29ع ا(27وي، وRV2J د69O+ (ـ ) أي L9O #aI,+ت ا(9^+و�5(
 ?,N7J �^`r9867+ وO 2اع ا(:^82+تDا Pآ H3'8ه6+ و+\J �,1ادارة 28ش ا(:0ا �$+,$ RV28 6'انu �)+jJ P8+^9)ا F3و

»�Le 4@05\+ه «�,Dا'@Yت ا+jLBL) [Jد+V ?,LBJو �,Vا(:'ا FIراYا <LO �0O2اV قrdوا. 
T)ا P(C)4 اO 'N7)ف ا'q84 ه7+، و,I':)5+ @796+ 45 `0@� ا F5,'آYوا FL,1ا'$Yا('3; ا �aB8 ،[,)6,+ اGDي ا

�، ه2 ا(N7'ة ا(J FG'ى re 45(6+ آP 45 د5)� و6u'ان ا(> ار96u+aJ+ 8ـ iرYا <LO»9+س«و » `�ب ا�` «
�,9,LVY0@4 اLa)8+ت ا+B` F3 9+ن,N7G)ا [Lf9@ يT)80+ . وا(0ور اD FG)ا �,Leا(> ا(�969 ا(0ا P5+A)+8 ءFBJ ة'ND Fوه

6BCD�,iر+e �-Lq5 اره9+ أي 0:8 او'V sA:@ Y ن+G,Jن ذا+J2V +96D6+ ا)re 45 0,آlG)ا <LO ن+Q'-@ FG)9+ (6+ وا. 
آ2رF3 �V » `�ب ا�«2AJ +507:3ن 6u ?\` F3 �9Q+O'ان واBJ+ع q5+(-6+ ا(W+رi,� وJ:^,0ه+ GB5:0ة Yدe+ل 

F$+,B وا(9+دي F3 [7O `+ل 6LQ2J+ ا(> ا(H5 +6J+>@+^5 �^Cq ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة، F3 HD+9J Y رH3 ا(jK+ء ا(
 PVأ <LO ،�`ا'q)ا [q^7J +ًf@0` FD+7aL)ب ا�-L) FLeل ا(^'ار ا(0اr^G$0@� ا` �aq@ ،+6,)ا <:BJ FG)ا �,iر+W)ا

0V » ا$A7G+ر«ر�LB8 [j8 ا(:'ض اY@'اFD ا(> ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة، وهJ»'A7GB@ « 2^0@'، اY اذا اGe+ر ا(-�ب أن 
 .NGD+ر�، آ�a$ +9 ا(^2ل@2jل ا

 [i09ًا، 97,8+ @2ا:G5 75+$� ور98+ آ+ن ',d kVو F3 اج'`Yء ا+i 0^)»ب ا��` « F$+$Yا [aa$ +ً^,Vد +ً,Leدا +ً:Iو
 RV29) س+A:D2ى ا$ kB,) 2,7رةB)�3اد ا s,1')�52 اA` <LO �,Leا(0ا [GL9` نl8 4,,L-9)52] اqe PaV 45 [5+6Jا

آT6) F$+,B) . h)T� ا(-�52A وا$0WGام (7aL+ن F3 ا(29ا�6i ا(H5 �`2GC9 ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة ا@'اFD 45 ا(W# ا-$2ري 
@:sA ا(HI2 ا(V0,� ا(Tي �52A` [8 '9J اP,O+9$ هH5 +6GVrO F3 �,7 ا('s,1 ا(F7,jBLC 5-29د aO+س 2Qرة 

F9,LVYاع ا'q)2ر اQ 45 ى'eا . [Lf5و FD+7aL)ا F7u2)ب ا(9)'وع ا+q@ 4,G)+-)ا F3و PL()+8 F7,jBLC)ا(9)'وع ا
.68+ `0ًا Q+ر @q:� ا(AC+ك 75]» `9+س«و » `�ب ا�«KI k-J# هT� ا(-B+8+ت ا(W+رi,�، ا(�L8 FG ارaJ+ط   
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Text (35)  
 

 
 

03/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  
 

 Rje"�,ّ7,jBLC)ا(^<ّ,� ا" 
�,ّd+Q زم+`       

  
J <Gّ` R^J Y د+AJ Fّ�ة، وهd F3 آ+ت+aGSY25ازاة ا F3 ّنl2ح آL@ ،'a0ّد �9ّ68 أآ\G»�,ّ7,jBLC)آ9+ »ا(^<ّ,� ا ،
 .2D 45ع O»�,ّ7,jBL3 �,ّ>V «'et'73+ه+ F3 ا(:^2د ا(0V ،�,I+9 ا6D+A5 �ً,LW5ُ ،k6GD+ (ـ 

�"و " �9Nّ75 ا(G-'@'"ذاك أن 5'آ�ّ@� G3 29ر"`'آ�Iر و+B-Dا(> ا k)t +96a:() Fّ7u2)ا P9:)ا F3  . ،ّدد'GJ P8 Y
 F3 ،ا(,2مdو Fّ7,jBLC)ا ،Fّ5r$]ا ',d675+ و Fّ5r$]ا ،�,ّ)+A@ول ا%و$+ط ا('اد+jJ 2ت:D ،Fّ7,jBLC)ا ',"�G3" 

,Vو RQو F3 Yل إ+^J Y kD+6+ آJ41"+دا+W)و " ا"P,9:)ا". 
T7 أوا$#  ا(Hi'9 ا(FG ارaJ# 68+ اPAّ(G) ا(Fّ7u2 ا(Fّ7,jBLC 5-و4O F̈7d ا(^2ل إن Yً2ّ-J آT6ا @)BAD+8 F+ر ا%داة 

 .ا(GB,7+ت
 �i7ّ,,4 ودر,jBLC)2ّزع اG)ت وا+G()ا �:,aj) +ً:aJ ،+ً,ّ7,jBL3 F6G7@8ّ,ً+ و'O 0أa@ +ً91ا آ+ن داTا(9'آ�ّي ه HV29)ا H@0qJو

+ً,)+J Fّ8':)8+(^'ار ا 'pّlG)ح . ا+,Gi2رّي 0:8 اB)ا ?A-)5+ 5+ر$] ا Fا هTه H@0qG)أن 08ا@� ا �َ̀ r@ُ +71982وه F3 
ا(FG أو0iت KQ +ً9,N7J,'ًا O'5َّ,ً+ 45 » اsL8»�I+CGDY وا(a^+ع p? ا(W9ّ,9+ت ا(a,'وJّ,�، وre 45ل `'وب u'ا

 s3+7J FG)ا �(د5»'@'-G)�9 اNّ75 «2رّيf)اره+ ا'V �,ّDو`0ا <LO. 
� F3 ا(�7اO+ت ا(q9'ّ@� وا%ردDّ,� وا(H5 �,ّD+7aL ا(re 4,,ّ7,jBLCل أ2Oام ّq@ Y +5 20 .1976 -  1969وهa:3 

 ?) h)ذ PaV0ّ 68+، وG:@ُ �@7ّ,� 25از,jBL3 9+ت,N7J s$ّ�@ ?) ،ز'iدرة رو+a5 [)2aV �aB8 [8 '6ّSُ يT)ا 'Q+7)ا
[Lّ-5 3+ت'O '$+@ 2لL`�9 وNّ79)دة ا+,V 45 أ`09 ا()^,'ي [G:,7Q �`+uض إ'G:@ . 7+نa)وب ا%ردن و'` F3 +5ّأ

(2fرة ا(0V �,ّ7,jBLCر B5+هF3 +6G9 ا$�7Gاف ا(0La@4 ا(T9آ2ر@L3 ،4? ا%هLّ,� ا(FG $+هk9، 45 دون F3 ،hّS ا$�7Gاف ا
 .@0ر ا(�7اع `2ل اrG5ك ا()'Oّ,� ا(2fرّ@�، LO> 5+ آ+kD ا(-+ل H5 $2رّ@�، وJ Y'اH5 �3 إD)+ء N7J,9+ت 25از@�

?6G,ّ>V اع�GD7ّ,,4 ا,jBLC)2ا اLJ+V 4@T)4 ا,,ّD+7aL)4 وا,,ّD4 هّ? ا%ردA@ ?) ،ى'eأ �KL8 P8 ،?67O �8+,7)+8 ?6L,f9J675?، و 
6Ga+ ا%LQّ,� وأVّ'ت 28`0اT6) �,ّDا 9ّO kfa) +5+ن أن LO kaLّKJ> رd. آ+ن ا(plJ 45 ?6@0L8 �@+9` ?ّ6,'ات ذاك ا(�7اع

"'@'-G)�9 اNّ75"+6a:S P,f9J F3  . �9@ه� T75 ،'S+8 يT)ه2 ا ،R,Q2G)ا اT3,] ه �ّq@ 'Q+7)0 اaO <Gّ`1967 ،
 45 +ًO2D 45 ج'ّ:G9)0ّرج واG9)ب ا+-BDY4«ا,jBL3 '@'-J « <)ا»�LّG-9)ا FIدة ا%را+:G$ا». 
�«، 3|ن �Dع ا`AG+ر و 45 ه7+G3 «0ّم^G9)ا �2رu ا(,2م �L8 ،)�5د [GB$ّي أT2رّ@َ�، ا(f)ا �َ,ّO'()4، : ا,jBL3 Peدا FC3

�«ـ 6CQ28+ ا(FC7 ا[$Fّ5r (» `9+س«وV H5 PO+CG)+8<+@+ داGJ ،�,ّLe^0ّم G3 «+6J+$+,$ره+ و+A3l8 ،+2اهV6+ وJ�6il8 .
 Pّ-5 Fّ7,q)ا FّO2,()2ل ا(-�ب اL` 2@3,] $,7+ر �ّq@ Y +5 2وه»�D+G752A)آ+ي » `�ب ا �D+S4 وQ 4 @+تq)

h,(J . 45 ع�G7@ُ ،Fّ7,jBLC)ح ا'B9)ا FC3»�G3 « 0,Q2ده+، (ُ,<ّ? ا(> رiو �LّO 2وه ،P,145 إ$'ا RV29)0@0 ا-J
 ا(FّD+7aL، آJُ +9:+د I25:� ا(q'اع L9iً� و0K@ �,-8 rً,qCJو (-F3 �ًN ا(7G+زع ا[@'اH5 FّD آPّ 45 »`�ب ا�«

�@ّ'a:)0ة وا(0و(� ا-Gّ9)ت ا+@Y2)6+. اO2اDأ <LO �,ّ1+O0)2ّ@� واa:G)6+ت اa\)ا <LO Pq-@ [BCD ءF()ه'ات . وا+NG)+3
'ات إ$GBJُ �,ّ5r:'ض 6,3+ ر25ز ا[$5rّ,,4 وS:+را6J? ا(0ا2O F3 4,jBLC) �9OاQ? ا(:+(?، Q ،rًf5+رت NJ+ه

 .آ9+ `,+ل ا(),)+ن» ا(^0س«`,+ل 
 rً@2u kD+آ FG)4، وا,jBL3 4O �@ّ0,L^G)ا('وا@� ا k82اp 0`أ k6Dأ Fّ8':)ا(\2ار ا F3 �,ّLوا(-+ل ان ا(-'وب ا%ه

Fّ8'O 9+عi5-ّ# إ . F3 �Lّ:9)ح ا+GC9)2ر اq8 �3'9)ا H$6\,' ا(2اG)+3 �,ّ7,jBL3 �)+` 0:@ ?) ،ر ا(:2دة+NGD+8 �7:)ا
�@ّ'q` . ?Vر �B` ،�ّQ 3|ذا»kD07a@0D%ا « F3 ،HVّ2GD 77+ أنA56'ّ@ً+، أS 2ن:LG^@ُ FّVا'O R)4 أ,B9e أن ،',e%ا

(LO FّD+7aL> 0,8 أن ا(6G\,' ا(:'اFّV، وLaV] ا(6G\,' ا. G3'ة و2L8 ،�A,Sغ رH,9i 'BA@ FّAL3 ?V ا%رV+م ا(^,+$ّ,� ا(:'8ّ,�
�,ّ7,jBLC)ة ا+$l9)+8 ku+`أ FG)ا('وا@� ا F3 'et +ًG8+p 'BA@ ،�,Iق أ+jD : ًا'q` +ًu28'5 2د:@ Y اTه P9:)ذاك أن ا

�@'K)3,] ا �ّa@ 0 أنLa)إ48 ا H,jGB@ +ً`2GC5 +ًu+(D 0وK@ P8 ،رج+W)45 ا FJ}زي ا+K)+8. 
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,Bى، آ'eأ 'Q+7O �3+Iإ H$2)ا F3 3,] أن hّS Y +57ّ,�، وu2)ا �jLB)ل ا+,` �,ّL,1ا'$Yر وا(:7\6ّ,� ا+qGOYا �$+
(4ّA $,+$+ت إ$'اL,1ّ,� و�CLGW5 �,ّ7,jBL3 آ+ن @67A9+ أن r$ 4qّ-Jم أو$2L، . وا(BC+د ا(Tي S+ب P9O هT� ا%e,'ة

2O05 ،+ًa,L` ة ا(09رار'^a)ا hLJ ،�,ّ7,jBLC)ا(^<ّ,� ا �p5-,4 28را+j)45 ه\�9 ا RCّWJ أ5ّ+ أن ',u2اB8 ،+ً54,5، دو
'et '5l3 ،�,ّLا(-'وب ا%ه.  
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Text (36)  
 

 
 

06/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  
  

 <LO �7$"?ه+CG)ا" 
�,ّd+Q زم+`       

  
 H,V2J <LO م+O 0:8 �\Dي ُأT)ه?«5+ ا+CG)ا �V؟» `�ب ا�«4,8 » ور�ر+,ّJ2ن وO و5,)+ل 

 .i+ء GD+ج إ`u+a,4، وزواُج إ`Y 4,u+a @7\� و(,0ًا L) rً8+V-,+ة» ا(CG+ه?«08ء، إن ذاك (P^7، 8+دئ ذي 
7ّA)ّدان+>G5 ن+u+a`ا، إT96+، 23ق ه. F3 26:5د ',d 2-D <LO ن+G,3+\G9)ن ا+GBآ+:G9)ه9+ ا+G:,au ،Yً763+ك، أّو 

-G)2ار@� اJت+C)+ . ط+a`أن إ ،+ً,D+p ،4 ا(^'"`�ب ا�"وه7+كO ?i+D  1559ار ،?ّp 452رّي، وB)وج ا'W)وا 
" اFّ8+WGDY ا('FّO+8ا(a$" R)+-G+ب ا[`a+ط ا(L9ُّ? 2:8ن V,+م وا$jG'ادًا، 2O 4Oدة 5,)+ل 2Oن ا(> (7a+ن، 9,3+ أ`0 أ

 ?ّI يT)ا(> `'آ� " `�ب ا�"ا"P5ر " أ+,ّJو"Pa^GB9)ا"Fّاآ'GSYا Fّ50ّ^G)وا(-�ب ا . 
j9)6+زّ@� اGDY7+1ّ,�إذًا، را1-� اf)ا �Vr:)ا �Tرا1-� ه �^L. H5 4@'i+69)8:; ا �ي @:^0T)+7+ `,+ل زواج آ+ذب آDّlA3 

+6G,ّB7i <LO 2لq-)0ان 5:ّ,�7 @'@0ون اL8 45 ت+,G3. 
  

 �ّe +5 F3 2ن,ّD2:)98+ @^2(] ا +ً$+,Vأي `+ل، و <LO»?ه+CG)0ّه?»اI +2اهVهً� أ+i6? و\\` 'fأن أآ <^a@ ، . 3|ذا
،�,-Q 2وه ،�ّQ أن »FّO+8')ا R)+-G)ت » اY5:+د <LO 8^+ءYوا ،+ً,)+J 4,,ّ-,B9)ر، وا+,ّG)96,~ اJ F3 �ad4 رO ?ّD

 tذار 14ا(Q2+@� ا(2Bرّ@� 45 دون ا(2Bرّ@,4، 3|ن اWGDY+8+ت آ+O] ?6GQ'3 kD+دة 2qJ@� ا(2V H5 R)+-Gى 
 ا(-'@'ّي (4O �8+,7L ا(Fّura7\)- 4,,ّ-,B9 3^0 8+ت hLJ 0:8 +ًQ2qe ،+ً7A95 اWGDY+8+ت، aI# ا(iّ2G] ا. ا%e'ى

+6J+aLّjG5و FD+f)ل اr^G$Y5+ 0:8 ا �L`'9) �^8+j5 0ّS2ن أAJ +9,3 'aأآ rً^p ?6-79J ى'eت أ+D2ازJ و3'ض. 
 F3 [1+CL` 0ّI +6I2W@ ا%`2ال آ+�3ّ، 5:'آ� $,+$ّ,� آ+ن `'ّ@ً+ 2:8ن أن F3 ،Fوط 14وه'S 4Bّ-@ +9,ذار، آt 

G)0@0 ا\J ،R)+-8]و P52O +95 2أ$l8 ا('ّد <LO [GL9` FG)�9 اWّ>G9)ا +D%إّ@+ه+ $2ى ا [I2e 45 دون P-@ ?) . ،263
 tذار، وا`�B9e 45 0 25ارLO ،�D> ا%4A9@ ،PّV (2ا`0ه? أن t 14ذار، ا(9+روFّD ا(2`,0 97,8+ هF3 ،2 (^+ء F38 (^+ء 

L] ا%FّLQ ا(> إAD+ر أّي دور (',K�F3 +98 ، ذ(h ا(G7+�1 ا(lJ FGّدت 4O هTAا J:ّ�ز Sّ'5 09َGَ:@ُ .,5-ً+ ('1+$� ا(\269رّ@�
�,ّ7B)ا �C1+j)ا [) kI'ّ:J يT)ا ?W>)2ّل ا-G)ا(-'@'ي وا s,1')ل ا+,Gdا . <LO 4@0ا(�9ّآ �q3ر أ+Q ،+ً>@7ّ]، أA)

�,ّ5r$]ا R12اj)ا H,9i H7G5ا FG)�52 اA-)ا �`+Q 22,7رة، وهB)�52 �3اد اA` �,ّO'SY Y4 ا(9)+رآ� 6,3+، إO 
�,ّO'S �52A` ،ال�J Y3]، و'O F3 ،kLّ{ +6Dأ. 

 H$و F3 ا 8+تTAب ا�«ه�`«R12اjL) 8'ًا+O +ً,ّ7u5^+و�5 78+ء ا(0و(� 0:8ًُا و F3 [u+(7) ع�G7@ أن ،FّD2O ء+jK8 ، .
 �Tه F63 +ً8'` �Bأن ا(-�ب آ �ّQ 2ن ا%$+س ا(7» ا(-'ب«3|ذاO [) 45ّ0@0ًا، `,� أ-J ت+Oء ا(�7ا+^a) ;8+

 .ا(LO �,ّqO �,ّ$+,B> ا(-B? وا3Y<+ء ا(> ا$G^'ار 5+
  

أه0اف @\2ز ا()F3 hّ 05ى r5ءB-) +6G5+$ّ,� ا(\269ر » إD\+ز«، أ4A5 »`�ب ا�«H5 » ا(CG+ه?«و8+(6'ب ا(> 
4,,ّD+7aL)45 ا �^`+B)ا �@ّ'fا%آ �)+q5 H5 +65ؤrJ 2ن، و05ىO [Lfّ9@ يT)دو[]. ا P,` 0^3 F^8در، 9,3+ أ+V ?A` م+,V ن

 وJّ?، آT(J ،h)0@0 ا('8# 98)'وع [].2CD <LOذ $2رّي G5:0ّد ا%وi] $+ه? 2Oن F3 إaO [1+^8' ا(H5 R)+-G ر25ز�
+ًa@'^J �,ّ)ا(0و [J+VrO H,9\87+ن ا(:'8ّ,� وa) ت+VrO ?N:98 0مjq@ Fّ)+A@راد Fّ9,LVإ.[] k>,e ،اTوأ0:8 45 ه 

 وا(LO ~,96G> $+1' ا(),:� e+رج  وُدaJ +6) '8ّ'@' وFّ7u، 9,3+ ُأ`k9A ا(:�(�2Oن 6,3+ ا(FG (? ُ@GB)'ا(-'ب 
 PaV أن "ا(R)+-G ا('FO+8"4 ا(�e? واBJّY+ع، 5+ آ+ن 08أ�  هTAا 2Jّ(> ا(\7'ال، �98@0 5[]."أP5"و " `�ب ا�"

[7O Hiا'G@.[] 5:'آ� F3 �ّq,) 06 آ+نi k,G(J F3 4:5lُ3 ،+ً,ّ-,B5 +5ّ�5@0 45  أ <)ا ',Qو ،FD+f)ل اr^G$Yا
 .6J+,ّ$+B` 4O [,,ّ-,B5 �@'KJ? و�J 45و@' $:,6? ا(> و4u ودو(�

.(^0 آ+ن 5,)+ل 2Oن ا(^ّ)� ا(k9qV FG }6' 5)'وع اGDY^+ل 45 `+ل (D+7aّ,� ا(> `+ل  
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Text (37)  
 
  

  31/01/07 -     ا(-,+ة
  

',,KG)ا(> ا �,i'G)2د@� 45 ا:B)ا  
       داود ا()'@+ن

  
 ا(B+01ة وا(9)26رة 4O ا(B,+$� ا(W+رi,� ا(B:2د@�، وا(FG @\0ه+ اBDY+ن `F3 <G 8:; ا(O2aj9+ت ا{راء45 

ن ا(B,+$� ا(W+رi,� ا(B:2د@� kAB9J درا$+ت 7J)'ه+ ا(q-+�3 ا(B:2د@�، أا('$9,� ا(B:2د@�، Y+^5 4O rً>3ت و
�N3+-5 k,^8و ،',KG)0م اOت و+af)ا �Cq8 ا(0وام <LOLO �@2د:B)ا(0و(� ا s,$lJ T75 +6\6D <LO  hL9)0 ا@ <

 ا(7f+ء LO> هT� ا%$+سهTا ا('أي F3 ا(B,+$� ا(W+ر�AL99L) �,i ا(:'8,� ا(B:2د@� ه0aO . F3 [30ا(:�@� و`G> ا(,2م
+6B,$lJ T75 �@2د:B)ا [(,:J يT)ا F$+,B)ار ا'^G$Yا �CQ 0,آlJو �$+,B)ا.ا �Tه �LB@ '5Yا HVوا F3 [7A)  �)0و)

iر+W)6+ اG$+,$2روjG)0 .,� `^ً+ 965ً+ وه2 ا(297 وا\@ �AL99L) �,iر+W)ا �$+,BL) �V6+ 3+(9'اD27ات أB)ا F3 06تS 
اkL^GD ا(B,+$� ا(W+ر06O .3  0^ �,i ا(0aO hL9ا� 0aO 48ا(:�@� F3 �,O2D �L^D ا$G'ا6G,\,J+ وkLQ 05اه+ F3ا%e,'ة

� ا(> ا(a9+درة وا(KG,,' وا(2L$,i'Gب اNGDY+رأا(B:2د@� 45  .KJ ا(\2ه'ي ',KG)ا اT6) +ً:aJو H5 4@'e}ا Fu+:J ',
�$+,B)ا �Tه. P07 آO ح'j@ يT)ال ا�B)�8 آ+ن ا+B)ا FC3 9,� ه2 ز�5 أ,LV0 45 ا('@+ض؟"إ@'D ن".5+ذاl2د@�  آ:B)ا 

� أ5+ ا(,2م �B)+3ال أ .5\'د 295ل (-P ا%ز5+تaQ"2د@�؟:B)0 ا@'J ا ا(�".5+ذاTدرة  وه+a9)ا(�7ول ا(> $+`� ا F3 0ه
وا(d 4O +ً\J+D 4A@ ?) ',,KG,+ب Q+7O' هTا ا(0ور، وا9D+ %ن ا(0ور ا(2Lj9ب 45 ا(B,+$� ا(W+رF3 �,i ا(FI+9 آ+ن 

 .@�LjG هTا ا(27ع وا(^0ر 45 ا(G-'ك
 ?) ',,KG)درة وا+a9)ا(> ا �,i'G)2د@� 45 ا:B)ا �,iر+W)ا �$+,B)ل ا+^GD+3 ءFS Pآ s,) اTي هT)ا(2`,0 ا ',,KG)4 اA@

u'أ LO> ا(B,+$� ا(B:2د@� ا(6+دT63 ،�1ا ا(G-2ل J [I'3-2ل اP9S واو$H ه2 اBJ+ع و2jJر ND'ة ا(B:2د@� ا(> 
�,iر+W)ا �$+,B)دور ا . <qVوا ،FLeدا F752ر اN75 45 �,iر+W)6+ اG$+,$ H5 <u+:GJ 4 ا('@+ضAJ ?) �8+B)ا FC3

F3 �,iر+W)ا �$+,B)ا(,] ا PqJ +5 F3 FLe45 ا(0اYا H5 Hu+^GJ k-aQ67+ ا(,2م اA) ،45 ه2 أ45 ا(-0ودYا �)lB5 
P8 ،FLi PAS ان هTا اeY,' ه2 ا(Tي @C'ض J ?N:5-'آ+6J+، و(T6ا (? J:0 ا(B,+$� ا(W+رi,� 5:�و(� aLjG5 4O+ت 

 ا(B:2د@� او0i ارYً+-J 45 ا(0اPe، وهTا ا(F3 ',KG دور ا(B,+$� ا(W+رA` s,) �,i'ا LO> ا(B:2د@�، (F3 [7A ا(-+(�
 و(:Fu+:J P ا('@+ض H5 اYز�5 ا(�O'$ <). +ً^8+$ �,D+7aL ا(-'آ� وان k�S ا(j75�Gd+a9^� ا(P5lG واNGDY+ر ا(P@2j ا
',KG)ا اT2ح هI28 4,a@ +ً,)+`8^� وا('اه7. و+B)ز�5 اYا �,O2D 4,8 ق'C)وا �^j79)ان }'وف ا �,-Q <LO ',plJ [) �

-G)ا اTه �:,auك'. ':(GBJ اه�7 08أت')2د@� ا:B)ا �$+,B)3,] ه2 ان ا hS Y يT)4 اA)  +675أ <LO 2رة 5+ @\'يje
FLe6+ و45 .ا(0اJ6+ وادواG,\,Jا'G$ت ا',KJ +7ر .ه+NGDr) �)+,9)6+ اG:,au 45 ',fء آFS 4O k)7+زJ +6D4 اO rً>3 

 .وا$0WGام P5+O ا(��L-L` F3 45 ا(^<+@+
3 ',,KG)ا اTه ?d4 رA) �5r5 ;:8 F3 2دةi25 ت+af)0@� `2ل ا,L^G)ان ا(9^2(� ا Y2د@�، ا:B)ا �,iر+W)ا �$+,B)ا F

 �Dا(29از <LO �$+,B)ا �T0رة هV 2ه k,^8 FG)ت ا+af)ا 'Q+7O ?ا`0 اه P:)ل، و+^GDYل وا+-JرYا ?dر �$+,B)ا �Tه
� وا(a9+دئ، B)+3:2د@� 45 ا(0ول ا(^�L,L ا(G-J FG'م `B+8+ت)+q9)ا ا(32+ء (^<,� 4,8 اT49 هp k:3د Fوه ،hLG) �Tه 

ا(a9+دئ H5 +6J+VrO F3 ا(0ول ا(O PAS F3 �,8'K+م وا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة e 2-D <LO+ص، و(T6ا @4A9 ا7�9uY+ن ا(> 
دواH3 ا(B,+$� ا(W+رi,� ا(B:2د@� ا(J FG)06 هT� ا(J �L`'9-'آً+ اD +ً,9,LV)jً+، 3+('@+ض GJ Y-'ك F3 ا(:'اق او 

+7a) H5 ',e%6'ان اu وب+\Jا@'ان 98:,+ر وا`0، و H5 +6J+VrO '@0J Yو ،�B-3 �)+q9)4 45 زاو@� ا,jBL3 ن او
 a5+درات ا('@+ض (-P ا%ز�5 ا(D+7aL,� 2305ع 6C8? اY@'اD,,4 %ه0اف ا(B,+$� ا(W+رi,� ا(B:2د@�
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Text (38)  
 

07/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  
 

�:q)ا RL9)ا 
       داود ا()'@+ن

 
 H9i �96G8 ص+WSة ا'(O <LO ;a^)2ل ا` FI+9)ا kaB)2د@� @2م ا:B)ا �,Leوزارة ا(0ا [J0رQي اT)ن ا+,a)ا

 0^3 ،�:q)ا RL9)ا اTو(> (9:+(\� هY2ة اjW)4 اA@ ?) �,8+ت اره+u+(D ?O0) �,iر+e 6'@� ا25ال (\6+تJت و+O'aJ
aG)ا H9i ?,N7G) اءات'i+8 k5+V 2د@� ان:B)ت ا+jLBL) �a$ ��,ت هl(Dوا ،�@',e 9:,+تi278آً+ و kL9S ت+O'

 �)26B3 ،�5ر+Q �8+V') H>W@ 27كa)ا F3 �@',W)8+ت ا(\9:,+ت ا+B` H,9i ا ان'$ s,)ض، و'K)ا اT6) �@5'آ�
اY@0اع F3 هT� ا(-B+8+ت L8+^J] اi'اءات رV+8,� 5)0دة L9O F3,+ت ا(q'ف `+زت LO> اO\+ب ا(9N79+ت ا(0و(,� 

4O rً>3 ،RL ان ا(B:2د@� �Lf95 28زارة ا(0اLe,� اوH9i +ًa@'^J kCV ا(O'aG+ت ا(7^0@�، ورk:3 ا(T68 �,7:9ا ا(9
 45 'S+a5 اف'S+8 ?GJ ت+O'aG)ا �T6) ?$25ا kqqe2اق، و$Yر@� وا+\G)ا(9-+ل ا F3 '(G7J kD+آ FG)7+د@� اq)ا

ة، D+ه,4O h ان ا$+(,� H9i ا(O'aG+ت (4A رd? آP هT� اiY'اءات �J Yال ا2i25 �LA(9)د. PaV ا�6iYة ا('9$,�
 [J'(D '@'^J F3 0ر $:2ديq5 ر+Sآ9+ ا ،�,Ce2@� وGL5 Yً+ASت اTWJوا kO27Jو kCLGeة«ا+,-)4,7 » اpY2م ا@

FI+9)ا{ن؟ . ا <G` ?J +5 Pآ ?dر <LO RL9)ا اTه <LO �L5+A)ة ا'j,B)دون ا k)+` FG)ب ا+a$Yا Fال ه2 5+ ه�B)وا
 ا(> O'aJ ?@0^J+ت 3r) �@0^D'اد LO> رd? آP اiY'اءات وا(T-G@'ات؟و(9+ذا @l\L ا(7+س 

 TelJ ،+ً529O F8':)ا H9G\9)2دي، وا:B)ا H9G\9)ا F3 �@',W)ت ا+O'aG)ا H9i �,>V رة ا(> ان+SYا(^2ل ا �L3+D 45
+F3 +ً9$ هTا ا5Y' 0:8ًا د@7,ً+ وCJ'ض LO> ا(�B9)+3 ،�Q+e �,$+B` +6:5 4,L5+:G9ول H,jGB@ Y ان @V TWG'ارًا `

+6,LO ;`م وr$Y69+ اB` �,>V <LO ض'G:@ 490و آa,3 .,e F3 Pe0G)+3P6B)8+%5' ا s,) 4,O'aG9)رات ا+. 
 +ًQ2qe0:8ًا $,+$,ً+ 0:8 ا`0أن Teأ �,L9:)ا �Tه ?,N7J  2لL@45 ا '(O دي+-)اث ا"'a9Ga$." H9i 4O �@0-)و8+ت ا 

 4O rً>3 ان وRV وD 0,9\J)+ط 0Oد 45 .7+ه� ا(L:G,9,� وا(jW+ب اF5r$Yا(O'aG+ت وPf5 +69,N7J ا(7^+ش `2ل ا(9
ا(B$�9+ت ا(W,'@� $+هF3 'S+a5 ',d PAS F3 +9 إ`0اث أزp �5^� (0ى ا(7+س F3 ا(B$�9+ت ا(H9\8 �,7:9 ا(O'aG+ت 

2\L)4 ا(> ا,O'aG9)ا H3ي دT)5' اYودوره+، ا �B$�9)26م اC98 06:)ال `0@� ا�@ Y H9G\5 F3ه? وY3'اد، واYء ا(> ا
 k5+` FG)2ك اA()ا �Tان ه P8 ،�B-3 [L@29Jره+ب وYه+ ا(7+س 45 زاو@� اTel@ ?) ت+B$�9)ا F3 �^f)ان أز�5 ا
`2ل هT� ا(B$�9+ت ا0a5 k8+Qأ اPG^5 F3 +6@0) �D+5%، و0O 45 �)+` k^Leم ا(B3 �6\) +6,LO 4,91+^)+8 �^f+ده+ 

VrO Y اض'dا F3 +6)0@0 أ25اaJع وه30]و'aG9)6+ 78,� ا) � . F7:@ Y 3'ادYا 3|ن ذه+ب 8:; ا(7+س ا(> اT6)و
8+(<'ورة ا6D? 25ا3^2ن LO> اYه0اف ا(CW,� ودO? ا(\O+9+ت اYره+8,�، 8^0ر 5+ ه0O 4O �J+D 2م B$�9)+8 ?6G^p+ت 

 .ا(T68 �,7:9ا ا(K'ض
G9)ا �D+i 45 �^p �545 از FD+:@ �@',W)ت ا+B$�9)ان 8:; ا hS Y قrd0,9 وا\J 45 تlJ ?) �5زYا �T4، وه,O'a

9+ 8:; ا(B$�9+ت P8 ،�B-3 %ن هT� ا(B$�9+ت 8 P5+:GJ Y)H5 �,3+C ا2V '(7J Y F63 ،4,O'aG9)ا691+ ا(9+(,� آ
2ة F3 �965 5-+ر�8  و(T6ا 3|ن P9O '@2jJ هT� ا(B$�9+ت و2Q 4,B-JرP:CJ.je +6J ا(27aك وا()'آ+ت ا(B9+ه?

 وB-J,4 ا(2qرة �iء �B5 45و(,� aje+ء ا(0i+B9 وا(O0+ة ا(�B5 0G9J 4@Tو(,6G? ا(> اCJY+ق P@29J. H5 اYره+ب
$,+$� ا(0و(� 6CV25 F3+ 45 ا(\O+9+ت واY`�اب واY+ASYت ا(F3 �,$+,B ا(j79^�، و45 دون `B? هT� ا(^<,� 

8 P:)0ة ا(9\+ه0@4، وO+B52ى ا(\6+د وOد k-J ت+O'aG)ا H9\@ 45 ه7+ك <^a,$ RV25 0,:GB@ �91Yة وا+O0)ا ;:
ا(H9G\9 ا(B:2دي 45 ا(aG'ع (9L\+هF3 4@0 اGBD+K3+ن، وآ,k:9i R ا(d P{ F3 4,@r9,+ب ا(B$�9+ت ا('9$,�، 

وا(G7,\� ان هT� ا25Yال i F3 kaQ,2ب J\+ر ا(-'ب و$+هF3 k9 ز@+دة اGGVY+ل وا(:2CQ F3 R7ف ا():� 
FD+K3Yا. 

+ً6iو RL9)ا اT6) آ,0 انYا �,^-J �,8+V')اءات ا(9+(,� وا'iYا H,jGBJ 4)ز، و+,G5+8 F$+,$ [7A) ،�,$+B-)0@0 اS +ً,7@د 
�@'A3 �,:i'5 +6) ًا',eوا Yًره+ب، 3+(^<,� اوY4 وا(9^+و�5 وا,,D09)ا PGV ف `2لrW)ا اTه P{ F3 �965 2اتje .

ءات ا('O'aG)+3 ،�,8+V+ت ا(4O ',a:J �@',W ا(,^,4 وu+(9+ ان هT� ا(4L3 �9B^75 �,:i'9 @\0ي ا(rAم وا(O2G,� واiY'ا
 P5lG@ 452ه'@�، وi �)lB5 +7ه F7@0)3^,+دة ا('أي ا ،�,Oوا(0ا �Oوا(2ا FGC9)و(,� ا�B5 4,^,)ا اTد، وه'C)0ى ا)

G)ر ا'a@ 45 +77,8 ال�@ r3 ،0:8 ?B-@ ?) ف ا(\2ه'يrW)ا اTد ا(:'8,� @\0 ان هra)ا ?N:5 F3 F5r$Yب ا+jW)ع ا'a
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وا(�QrW ان 2D +5اP@29J �,>V F3 [6i اYره+ب 9G9L) . Y'د@4 واYره+8,,4 وا(W+رLO 4,i> ا(^+2Dن 8-\� د@7,�
 �@01+^Oو �@'A3 وزات+\Jء و+je% �Lq-5 2ره+ب هYا P@29G3 ،[Jره+ب ذاY2@� اBJ �)lB5 F3 [,D+:D +9O RLGW@

�^`r9)وا �aVا(9'ا F3 ',q^J �\,GD s,)و 
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Text (39)  
 

 
09/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  

 
 J �9ّV:'@� إدارة ا%ز5+ت؟

',^S 0,)و       
 

ا(F3 Pa^9 ا('@+ض د@0i �,ّ5+7@0ة، P:\J 0V ) 5+رس(ُ@�Lِj ا$G-^+ق اD:^+د ا(^�9ّ ا(:'8ّ,� ا(�a^J'9 أواt '6S 'eذار 
<F $27ات J <LO'اHi هT� ا(�B$ّ�9 ا(09ّi FG ا6O+9Gi+ $27ات 4,8 أواe' 675+ إ`0ى أهّ? ا(^9? ا(:'8ّ,�، 0:8 5

F)+-)ا(^'ن ا P17+ت وأوا,:BG)3+ت. اrW)6+ ا(<\' وا,LO �Ld �,I+9)ا H827ات ا%رB)ا F3 0ت^:Dا FG)ا(^9? ا <G`و .
ا(-'4,5 ا()'@C,4 ا(0aO hL9ا�  a5+درة ا(rBم ا(:'8ّ,� ا(FG آ+ن أe +6^Lu+دم 2002و(2 (? @�د �9ّV F�7aJ 8,'وت O+م 

0aO 48ا(:�@�، `,4 آ+ن 5+ زال و(,ً+ (L:06، إ(> 8:; ا(G-ّ'ك ا(9V kD+A) ،F$+52La@0? ا(27Bات ا(I+9,� آr8 +6L (2ن 
 .أو u:? أو را1-�

,LO 'j,$ FG)2رج 28ش اi إدارة �O+30Dن اl8 �9ا(:'8ّ,� ا(-+آ �W7)ي $+د (0ى 8:; اT)د ا+^GOYا �ّQ 6+ $2اء
ا[ره+D <LO �,8,2@2رك وواD ،4j7S-2 ا(j79^� هF اa9Ga$ ( kLjّO FG)'( أ@2Lل 11ا(2N3+-9ن ا(\0د، 0:8 ه\9+ت 

�B$ّ�5 ا(^�9ّ ا(:'8ّ,� أم Y، 3|ن `ّ\� ا�O+30DY ا%5,'آ,� �C,:I kJ+8 إ(> ا(-0 ا(Tي a@ Yّ'ر أن @a^> ا(:'ب 
 .ه+V �\)+:5 F3 4,,(5<+@+ه?

,ّO2I25 ب+a$�9ّ أp F3 2ة ا(^+دة ا(:'بWD 4O 'N7)ف ا'q8 ،Pa^9)ذار اt F3 �,ّ8':)ا(^�9ّ ا �B$�5 8|`,+ء �9BJ �
و9Lf5+ أl(Dت ا�O+30DY ا%5,'آ,� وLO H1+V> ا%رض، 3|ن وLq5 ',K) H1+V-� هT� اlJ �O+30DYآ0ت . هTا ا(9\+ل

 I2ّ:J]، و@LO P,-GB> ا(B,+$� ا%5,'آ,� اP(C) ا%5,'آF3 F ا(:'اق ا(Tي jKL) 4A9@ Y'$� ا(9GB9ّ'ة أن: ا@<ً+
اY`+د@� F3 إدارة أز5+ت ا(:+(? أن F3 ',ّKJ واV:]، ا(:\� ا[$'ا4O FL,1 25ا�LQ $,+$� إ(-+ق ا(jBLC,7,,4 8+(0و(� 
[Gapأ �\O 2وه H@2\G)وا(:�ل وا PG^)8+دة وا]2اع اDأ H(8l8 ءY�6) �,ّ7u2)ا �,ّqW()50,' اJ �6D P(3و �,L,1ا[$'ا 
 F3 FL,1ا[$'ا P(C)ا �1'، وأآ0+Be 45 [) ض'ّ:J +5 ?dر <LO �:()ا اTع ه+>eإ <LO �@'AB:)0رة ا{(� اV 0مO
 ،[a:S7+ن وa) <LO +اره'I03ا`� أ ?dر <LO FL,1ا'$]ا H9G\9)ا Pe6+ داJrO+CJو ،FI+9)ا R,q)7+ن اa) ب'`

+`29j)ب ا+:,G$ا F3 4j7S0ى وا) 'N7)ة ا',q^)و5+ت ا+B9)ا P(3 <LO �@ّ9-2ر)0ول اL) �,ّ9,LVY7,� واu2)ت ا
 ...ا(B9'ح اQ2qe ،F9,LVYً+ إ@'ان

إّن ا(^�9ّ ا(:'�Q'3 �,ّ8 ذهru] �,ّaق a5+درات O'8ّ,� واO,� 50:8+ أka,Q ا%�9ND ا(:'8,� ا(FG أV:0ت ا(^+دة ا(:'ب 
�L5'C)+8 ،PO+3 06i 4 أيO . +ن د`' أ5,'آ+A58ّ,� `2ل إ+je و45 دون أوه+م �,GJ �Q'C)ا �T3|ن ه ،�^j79)ا F3

+6Jو'a\) �9ّ `0ودًاp أن kap 9> 0:8 أنN:)2ط ا(0و(� اKI 45 ر'ّ-G)ا. 
 �O+jG$+8 درة 45 ا[دارة ا%5,'آ,�، 3|ن+a9)دة ا+:G$ا <LO �9ّ^)ا �B$ّ�5 0رةV ة `2ل 05ى',a29`+ت آu و45 دون

Yً08 ?6J+5ك 5�8+م إدارة أز+B5]إ(> ا F:B)ا(^+دة ا(:'ب ا ،[J+5ج إ(> 45َ @0@' (] أز+G-@ 45 أن @0@'ه+ (6? 45َ 8+ت 
 .0,69Jًا (^,+م رؤ@� F>CJ �,ّ8'O إ(> `2Lل (T6� ا%ز5+ت

وإذا آ+kD ا(�AL99 ا(:'8ّ,� ا(B:2دّ@� Vّ'رت ا$G<+�3 ا(^�9ّ 0:8 أن آ+kL>ّ3 kD ا(:+م ا(FI+9 أن 2AJن S F3'م 
G$6+ اD�3 ،+6G$+1'8 +6Dأ ?dر <LO ،�,()ا FG)اآ�9 ا'G9)9ّ,� 45 ا%ز5+ت اA)ا �T6) �CLGW5 إ(> إدارة �i+-)ت ا':(

را4O kaV آ�f آ,R $+هk9 ا(B,+$� ا%5,'آ,� F3 ا(2J F3 �^j79ا(0ه+ وJ F3:^,0ه+، وYً2Q إ(> 0ّ6J kJ+8 �L`'5د 
�^j79)ا �Tدول ه <LO �,p6,3+ 8-+ل آ+ر. 

دة ا(B:2د@� $BG:> إ(> e'و6i+ 8^'ارات B9) s�$�J �-i+D+ر إن 5^52ّ+ت O^0 ا(^F3 �9ّ ا('@+ض GCJ'ض أن ا(^,+
�^j79)أز5+ت ا H5 Fu+:G)ا F3 0@0i . 7+نa) <LO ا(-'ب RVو Pi45 أ #d+I دور �:) F3 k-\D ا(^,+دة �T63

ا(FI+9 دون اCD\+ر ا(q'اع ) د@a9B'(ا(R,q ا(FI+9، و`+(6u2KI k+ ا(F3 �,$+52La@0 ا%ول 45 آ+2Dن ا%ول 
FaهT9)ا FLJ+^5 لrG`7+ن 8-�و(6+ دون اa) F3 »6+ت » `�ب ا�iار 25ا'AJ 0مO <)إ k:$ ?p 4552ّ,� وA-)ا@+ ا'B)ا

 F7ّB)اع ا'q)�7ّ ا\J <LO ص إ@'ان'` �O'$ F3 kC^LJر، و+\CDYا اT2ع هV28 0ّ6دJ– ا(:'اق F3 ?V+CG9)ا F:,()ا 
� 2jeط 7V+ة ا(CG+وض 6u H5'ان rً@08 45 ا(:q+ ورF3 +6Gad ا(F:B إ(> إCu+1] و0Oم ا0G5اد� إ(> (7a+ن 3\06GC) ت

ا(�N,LK ا(J FG'6:3+ واF3 4j7S و66i+ %ن ا$G:9+(6+ $,�دي إ(> آ+رF3 �p ا(j79^�، واkO�GD 45 ا[دارة ا%5,'آ,� 
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@'-G) F0اد ا%5,'آ:G$Yاع ا�GDا F3 26رًاS دام F1+7fG$إ(-+ح ا F3 k-\D ًا',eوأ ،F9L$ 9ً+ (6+ 08ور,LBJ �,ّL9O h
9$� GSY+8 ( +6)'اك H5 ا[(-+ح ا(q9'ي وا%ردFD(ا(rBم  PAS F3»م+-GV+8 « �,7,jBLC)3+ت اrW)7,� –ا,jBLC)ا 

�5'A9)ا �A5 F3 Pq-@ يT)ا(7-2 ا <LO +6G106G). 
 �,ّ$+52La@0)ا(6\52ّ,�«إّن ا « ،�G5+q)52+$ّ,� اLa@0)9+د اGO+8 +6J3ً+ (:+دre ،6+ ا('@+ضG:aJّا FG)ا �La^9)45 ا(^�9ّ ا P:\J

 <LO ًا (^0رة ا(:'ب',a0ّ@ً+ آ-J»�@':J «+6Lّ-) �@0,69ًا ('ؤJ ،+6,50V �9e6? ا(09ّو(� 45 رأ$6+ إ(> أJ+5إدارة أز  
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Text (40)  
 

 
23/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  

 
 إ08اO+ت ا(B,+$� ا%5,'آ,�

',^S 0,)و       
 

hC7J Y F3 +6J+$+,$ P@0:G8 ?0ه:J 0(,4، 0:8 انG:9)6,9? ا(:'ب اBJ 45 لTWJ 2رج 28شi Fا%5,'آ s,1')إدارة ا 
 �$+,B) �,اه'A)0 ا,:J�82 و:Q 4,)0G:9)ء اY0 �965 ه�@�G3 ،P,19> ا(> ا$'اO%ز ا+,-DY2د ا(> $,+$� ا:J ،�^j79)ا

هTا إذا آ+�J Y kD@0ه+ jJ �aB8+�8 25ا�d'J +5 H5 +6CV 3,] ا(Y2@+ت ا(G9-0ة S 07O:2ب ا(j79^� ا(> ا(H8'9 ا%ول، 
P,1ا$'ا. 

 ;V+7G)6+، ه2 اG$+,$4 وj7S2د واO28 �,8':)ا �^f)0م اO 0ةO+V ي 8+تT)ج ا+G7G$Yا اTت ه+,L\J وإذا آ+ن أ8'ز
 FGق 4,8 `'آ+CJ6+1] ا(> اGD(]، 0:8 ا �0,@lJو �A5 9+عGi+8 28ش �,`'J 4,8 Fا%5,'آ»�G3 « و4,8 »`9+س«و ،

 �,7u2)�52 ا(2`0ة اA` H5 Fu+:G)ا('ا3; ا FL,1ا[$'ا RV29)ا s@0و(,�ا راD2ا%5,'آ,� آ �,iر+W)ة وز@'ة ا'@+B5
ا(FG اLO �CJ,6+ ا(j'3+ن، 3|ن a,e+ت اJ P5%:0 وq-J Y> (0ى V+دة ا(N7+م ا(:'2O 45 ،F8دة وا4O 4j7S ا(�Gا5+ت 

 �,>^L) 2لL` <)ا F:B)+8 +6G:jV kD+آ �^j79)أز5+ت ا F3 9+ده+ $,+$+تGO7,�، و45 ا,jBLC)ا%م، أي ا(^<,� ا
 F3 kap FG)ا ،�^Lj9)0اد 8+(^2ة اGOYا <LO 675+ او P1+u Y FG)8'ة ا+A9)ا <LO ه+، أو'Q+7:8 P6\)ا <LO 2م^J ى'e%ا

ا(:'اق، و2Jه6Dl8 +69+ ا(:'اق وd,'� اJ Y +6D^2د إY ا(> J:^,0 هT� ا%ز5+ت، وهTا 5+ أ}'6� F3 +6V'd و`2ل 
 <LO ا(^<+ء P,1إ$'ا �@'u 45 H,jGBJ»ن » `�ب ا�+A5إ <LO �,8ا'B)6+ اG74 5'اهO rً>3 ،FI+9)ا R,q)ا

�^j79)دول ا F3 �,uا'V29@0)وح ا'Q �5+Vإ. 
وه+ . O �L+م V,+م ا(0و(� ا(jBLC,7,� ا(FCA@2007^GB9 ا(^2ل ان 28ش BCD] وrp PaV 0Oث $27ات وl8 R,Dن @2Aن O+م 

 �,7,jBLC)�52 اA-)+8 اف'GOYا ،FL,1ا[$'ا RV29)+8 أ$2ة ،[J3; إدار'J kVو F3 ا ا(:+مTه RqG75 2-D [\GD 4-D
ا(FG ارJ<+ه+ ا(jBLC,2,7ن CJ+8+ق LO ?67,8> أ$+س 2e +6>@2CJض ا(C9+وI+ت H5 ا(0و(� ا(:a'@�، وJ:2د ا(> 

 45 �LjJ FG)ا �@�,\:G)ا3ً+ 5» `9+س«ا()'وط ا'GOا Ta78و P,18|$'ا +ً^aB»�O+9S « �O+$ +6^Lّ:J FG)ا[ره+ب ا
� –وه2 ا(RV29 ا%5,'آJ ... F)+ء,GJ FG)ا �,$+,B)ا �,I2@4 ا%رAJ <)ا Yإ +ً,L9O دي�@ Y يT)] اBCD FL,1ا[$'ا 

q` +5 س+aO 5-29د s,1')ا H5 ر'AG,3 ،�\-)ا <G(8 وض+C9)ا F7,jBLC)ا h@'()ا �,,KJ ،�,8أ PJ4 وj7S2ا) P
h@'()ا اT6) ي'B^)ا �,,KG)3+ت، أي ا'O '$+@ P`ا('ا s,1')ا H5 . ;@2CJ <LO ،�A5 ق+CJا 'aO Pq` 28 5+زنl3

@)�Q'3 PA (9:+ودة ) �GLJ «+68م«اV+CJY+ت ا(9:^2دة Y ان » G-J'م«و(2 5)'وu +ًu+(9+ ان `9+س V'رت ان (
45 0,CGBJ ف 45 ان'jG)ه+ت ا+\J4 ا,A9J م، و(:0مrB)ا �,L9O F7,jBLC)اع ا'q)9'ار اG$ًا - ا'\CG5 FL,1ا[$'ا 

 .و(L-�ول دون 25ا�LQ ا('8# 4,8 ا(CL9+ت ا[LV,9,� ا(LO �7e+B> ا()PA ا(Tي @\'ي 3,] ا('#8 67,8+
 T75 4j7Sوا H5 ون+:J ت+VrO +6) FG)وا%ردن و$+1' ا(0ول ا(:'8,� ا 'q52د@� و:B)ا(:'8,� ا �AL99)ا k:$ 0^)

KIو k-)68+ $27ات وأ'` F3 +675 ?O08 P,168+ إ$'ا k,75ُ FG)0:8 ا(�6@�9 ا +ًQ2qeو �,I+9)6' اS%ا F3 kj
ا(R,q ا(FI+9، ا(> إ7V+ع واl8 4j7Sن ا(-�LBLB) P ا[V+Ce+ت ا(FG أ6G$+,$ k8+Q+ » `�ب ا�«7a) <LO+ن و 

�,7,jBLC)ا �,>^L) �,L:3 �@2BJ F3 2ه �,j$0ت إدارة 28ش 8+. ا()'ق اوO507+ وO�7 و\L)ا h@'-J 'aO ،�8+\G$Y
�A5 ق+CJ+8 P` يT)ق ا+^-G$Y07 اO k:iا'G3 دت+O ،�,O+8')ا. 

 �B$�5 HIاره+ و'V 2ت ا[دارة ا%5,'آ,� ه+Oإ08ا 'et»7+ءa)6+د اi « 8:� (ـ+G)1-� ا[ره+ب، » `�ب ا�«اY <LO
I28 �,D+7aL)�52 اA-)ا �)+j5 T,C7J 9+نI Pi6+ 45 اL^p H>J 45 ان Yً08 ،P,16+ ا$'اLG-J FG)ا +:aS �5ارع �^j75 H

�jL$ k-J ا%5? ا(G9-0ة، 0,69Jًا [O+د6J+ ا(> ا(B,+دة ا(D+7aL,� 0:8 اCJY+ق LO> `0وده+ H5 $2ر@�، (27i �,7\Gب 
 kB$lJ +6aaB8 FG)وا ،P,1ا$'ا H5 7+ن ا(-'وبa)»7+ءa)6+د اi.  
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Text (41)  
 

 
10/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  

 
 H5 ~@+:G ا%ز5+ت2Oدة ا(> ا(

       Cjq5> ز@4
  

 P98^0رات ا()'ق ا%و$#؟ وه �@'AB:)ة، و8+(^2ة ا'S+a5 ?A-G)29`6+ ا(> اu 4O Hiا'GJ 0ة-G9)ت ا+@Y2)08أت ا Pه
 08أت ر`�L ا(:2دة ا(> $,+$� ا(H5 ~@+:G أزJ+5] وإدار6J+ 98)+رآ� ا(-CL+ء وا%V0Q+ء؟

+G7)ة أه69+ ا',fب آ+a$% وع'(ال 5�B)ل ا(:'اقاrG`Y �,pر+A)�1 ا . HVا(2ا ',,KJ F3 ،ا{ن <G` P,1ا$'ا H5 ،+6L(3و
FD+7aL)ا .?A-)2ل ا(> اQ2L) +610اO% �7,9p �Q'3 �,uا'V29@0)6+ ان اi+G7G$0 و. واV ',e 4,jBL3 F3 �8'\G)ا kD+آ

h)ذ <LO ل+f5 .LO 4j7S69+ واO0J FG)�52 اA-)ت ا'ail3 �,D+7aL)ا �,uا'V29@0)أ5+ ا �jLB)ا F3 �55)+رآ� ا(9^+و <
 .و6D+,8 4,9>J+ ا(2زاري اGO'ا3ً+ 68+

�,D+7aL)5^+ر�8 ا%ز�5 ا H5 08أ ',,KG)ا اTان ه �`r9)ون . ا�S F3 +BD'C) Pe0J رض أي+:J إدارة 28ش kD+50:8+ آ
 ا%e'ى ا(PaV ، �Q+W اGd,+ل ا(-'@'ي، F3 ?p ا$0qGار ا(^'ارات1559ا(J ،�^j79:+وF3 +6:5 kD ا$0qGار ا(^'ار 

ا(FI+9، وهF ) @re ،)2,)2ل ا(-'ب اY$'ا7a) <LO �,L,1+ن 29J F3ز »إ6D+ء ا(:L9,+ت ا(:0ا�9A-9)+8»�,1 ا(0و(,�، و 
FVا(:'ا RL9)ا <LO 'qG^J ط ان'S ،ا@'ان H5 ت+Iو+C5 اء'iإ F3 HD+9J Y. 
a9)ا ':J ?)و ،P,1ا$'ا H5 اع'q)ا F3 F8'O Pe0J رض أي+:J kD+ا{ن و50:8+ آ F9+م، ه+ هGدرة ا(:'8,� أي اه+

 F7,jBLC)ق ا+CJr) �@2د:B)ا(:'8,� ا �AL99)ا �@+O4 رO <I+KGJ-F7,jBLC)8-� `'آ� .  ا ،+ً,L9O ،ت'V6+ أDأي أ
 .8+(9)+رآ� F3 ا(-A?» `9+س«

� ا6D+، وا(L\�7 ا('O+8,�، وS k:I'وLO +ًu> `9+س 675+,-Q :'a9)ت ا+V+CJY+8و P,1اف 8+$'ا'GOY�5 6:5+، ا
� ا@<ً+ ان ا(-'آ� أV'ت 25ار�8 8:; هT� ا()'وط re 45ل lJآ,0ه+ ا`G'ام V'ارات ,-Qو ،R7:)4 اO FLWG)وا

�@'a:)اف 8+(0و(� ا'GOYا(> `0ود ا PqJ درة ا(:'8,�، 45 دون ان+a9)ا(0و(,� وا �,O'()ا@<ً+ ان . ا �,-q)4 اA)
Y+8ا(\0@0، و HVاف 8+(2ا'GOYة ا(> ا'j>5 4j7Sا('@+ضوا [GOي رT)ق ا+CJ. 

 s,1ر»�,iر+W)ت ا+Vr:)ا sL\5 « 45 ًا',:GB5 ،�5ا%ز H5 ~@+:G)+8 ;,8%ا k,a)ا �q7@ ،رد ه+س+(G@ر Fا%5,'آ
[)2V FDت `2را'a)ا(:+(?«: ا(�9رخ ا ?A-@ #$ا()'ق ا%و ?A-@ 45 . 9+مGهY+8 2مA-5 ?)+:)ا F3 �)+q5 [@0) 45و

و@H8+G ان ا(2fرة اY@'اD,� ا(FG أk`+u ). د@a9B' ا(0O  /FI+9د آ+2Dن ا%ول- 23ر@4 أ3,'ز. (»8+()'ق ا%و$#
 .إ`0ى رآ+�1 اG$Y'اJ,\,� ا5Y,'آ,� F3 ا(j79^�، أآ0ت ان ا(W+رج H,jGB@ Y ا(A-G? 98\'@+ت ا%`0اث

Y�6 اi25ا F3 +6:5 R)+-G)+8 ?6O+7V0ة ا-G9)ت ا+@Y2)ت اY5^+و�5 ا(:'ب (9-+و [J0ا 5+ أآTوه FJ+,32B)د ا+-J
�8+B)م . ا+O 7+نaL) FL,1ا'$Yل اrG`Y�5 1982أ5+ ا+O�8 �52د 5^+و:Q [7O �G73 »ب ا��` « k)0ت و5+ زاqJ

 .(jjW9+ت وا4j7S وPJ ا8,�
و@�LW ه+س F3 5^+(] ا(> ان S'ق أو$# 2BJد� ا(I2C> وا(-'وب واYره+ب S 4O RLGW5'ق أو$# @2Bد� 

� واS 4,8  . FLWG)+8 4j7S'ق أو$# @-G<4 ا@'ان ا(^2@� وLO 49,6J 'et,] ا@'انوه7+ك 3'ق، ا@<ً+،. ا(rBمq7@و
 +6J2V <LO 9+دGOY0م اO7+ن، وa) F3 �,L,1ا'$Y�8 ا'\G)وا ،�,V6+ ا(:'اG8'\J 45 ?L:G)+8و ،�,uا'V29@0)ا '(D 4O

و$#، 9Lf5+ آ+kD `'ب ا(LW,� ا(D+f,� ا(:AB'@� ا(FG أ3 kGap)6L+، وآ+kD 08ا@� ا(q:L) �@+67' ا%5,'آF3 F ا()'ق ا%
)k@2A)و ا�d ('q:)ا اT08ا@� ه. 

 �L`'5 +6G,9BJ 'Aa9)6+، 45 اG,\,Jا'G$ا �,ajJ F3 0@0ةi �L`'5 rً:3 0ة 08أت-G9)ت ا+@Y2)ن اl8 �a7J ة',fات آ'S�5
L:5 ',d +ً:iا'J 2نAJ 0V ،ت وا(7\+`+ت+V+Cer) �82B-5 �:iا{ن 5'ا <G` F63 ،ء+CADY4 ا(<'8+ت اO 4

� (6,9BJ 49? ا(0G:9(,4 ه+5)ً+ 45 ا(G-'ك ,GG$و ،'fء أآ+V0Q%ء وا+CL-)ا <LO 09G:G$ +6D4 ا%آ,0 اA) ،�,V+aG$Yا
+6Jا%ز5+ت وإدار H5 ~@+:G)ى، وا'aA)رات ا+\CDY2اء اG`Y 
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Text (42)  
 

 
24/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  

 
FO2)2دة اO بTA)6+@� اD 

       Cjq5> ز@4
 
5 P,1ر ا$'ا+N798 #$ا(> ا()'ق ا%و 'N7@ H,9\)ء، ا+CL-)ا FV+a8 5'ورًا ،FD2A$2)',87+ر وpا(> 28ش ا(> أ ',L8 4

ا(\Y H,9 . ا(9Lf5 ،PC^9+ 08ا 2Q F3رة وز@' د507O sJ',8 ',9O +6O+3+ آ+ن @'ا�V ا(79+ورات ا(<F3 �9W ا(\Y2ن
+ً�,S ر@. @'ى+G)6? اLGB,) [Leا(> دا 'N7@ أن FCA@+6G,i2)2@0@0ة واO+q)2ر@� اuا'a5r) �50e ،9+ري:G$Yا �. 

Y ا(9'ا2aVن ا(0و(,2ن وY . اi2)2@0@Y,+ أk9O اq8%+ر. N75+ر �LK5 ا(:G$0,4. هTAا 08أت ا(-'ب LO> ا(:'اق
4A) 08 Y آ+ن . ا%9V+ر اO+7jQY,� وY ا(\2ا$,s ا(L-9,2ن أو ا(0و(,2ن ا$2O+jGا P^D ا(2اHV ا(> ا(k,a ا8%,;

�@+6D 45 5'ة+K9L) .+ًa:S 0,aJ د+AJ0ًا وL8 د5'ت FG)ى ا'aA)�8 اTA)ح ا+>G308 45 ا Y ء: آ+ن+CL-)ق ا'CJ . <)ا Pد آ+O
 .`\9] ا(F:,aj، 3+(2اHV أ2Vى 45 آP اYدO+ءات

4,B` 0امQ أ@+م [,LO س 95+ آ+ن+^@ Y +98 2ر. ا(:'اق ا(,2م أ$2أjJ ا(2$# وا(\27ب F3 �,Lت ا(> ا(-'ب ا%ه
�L,^f)ا �-L$%+8 �6i25ا .�jLGW9)2 45 ا%`,+ء اLWJ د+AJ 0ادK8 . Pp+95 0دO ح�D ،ن+BDا FD2,L5 45 'fد أآra)ه\' ا

3'�خ �5+ت Pf5 . اYره+ب ا(Tي ادL8 <O,' و28ش 5-+رG8] و0i أر�aqe +ًI. ا(> ا(F3 ?,W ا(q-+رى وا(-^2ل
@FCA أن . ا(:'اV,2ن O+دوا ا(> ا(^La,� وا(C1+j,� وا(T9هa,�. ا%aD+رN:5 <LO 'j,BJ? » ا(^+0Oة«. ا(�رV+وي وY 48دن

 .@:0Gي أ`0ه? B5 <LO\0 أو `B,7,� أو أن @'i �AJ'@�9 اqGd+ب آTV �Lj7J FاR1 ا(6+ون
و » i,~ ا(069ي«F3 ا(\27ب `,� @G7)' L8 ~,i,' ا(�i ،�-B79ء 75] ا(> D+j@'8,+ و�iء ا(> 2Vا0O�، 5+ زال 

 -وKJ 0V'ق ا(qa'ة F3 `'ب S,:,� . وا(^�LG وا(2qLص ا(s8r5 F3 4@T ا(0,9ان @�9ون ا(C'اغ، »�9N75 08ر«
�^j79)+8 ?A-G)ا <LO 2نOر+qG@ ،?,A-)0ا(:�@� اaO �O+9\8 2نq8'G@ 0رq)0ى اG^5 �O+9\3 ،�,:,S . و`�ب

آP 05@�7 وV'@� وJ ،k,8:�ز� أ5+ ا(2C7ذ اY@'اFC3 FD . ا(-+آ? @PKGB و2iد� F3 ا(G) �jLB:�@� 25اV:]» ا(2O0ة«
�,O+9GiYوا(0@7,� وا �@',W)ا(\9:,+ت ا. 

J),' ا(> أن . هP أD\�ه+ rً:3؟ ا(�J H1+V2آd 0,' ذ(4A) .h ا(L8 0,B,' أD\� ا(�969. آP هTا `+F3 PQ ا(:'اق
�,Leب $,+$,� دا+a$% آ+ن [8+-BD0. اI +6CVدارة ا%5,'آ,� 25ا]0 ا,:qG8 �L:GJ ب+a$% +984 .  ا@'انورj7Sوا

2A@ 0Vن T,C7Jه+ LO +ً,7a5> أآ+ذ@� 6S2,i 0(-J . �6,aS+ وا$+F3 +6L,u ا(LW,�، ا$G:0ادًا (<'6j) �L9G-5 �8'ان
 .8+%آ+ذ@� ا(k^a$ FG ا(-'ب LO> ا(:'اق

 l3ي ه\2م LO> ا@'ان @<F3 [(,i H ا(Y .#W 08 أن @2Aن L8,' أTe هTا ا(F3 <j:9 اaGOY+ر `,V 4'ر اBDY-+ب
�6i29اL) F5+5%ى. ا'eا �^j75 أي F3 2ذCD [)د+:@ Y ،~,\)ا اTة، `,� ه'qa)ا F3 6'انu 2ذCDا . وT2ن هA@ 0Vو

4j7S2ر وا^Q 4O [BC78 يl7L) �)2\W)ا [G)ر وراء 5-+و+aGOYا . ،+ً,L9O s,) ب ا@'ان'I 4 أنL:@ <)9'ة ا%وLL3
5 45 P,Vي أT)و ا'G$ ك+i �8+B)ا [G,iر+e '@254ا3^ً+ وزj7Sوا �Lp+99)ا [J+-@'qJ ka>d�7، 50:8+ أ$ PaV ،[aq7. 

 ،�,V2@� (�ز�5 ا(:'اBJ ا@\+د F3 2 ا@'ان ا(> ا(-2ار وا(9)+رآ�O0@ [Dا(:29م ا sL\5 أ5+م ',L8 0أآ ،h)45 ذ 'fأآ
 'A,8 '@'^J 2ةO0ًا د,:GB5-ي ر3<] 28شT)2ن اGL5+ا%8,;.  ه k,a)ا Peدا PQ+-)م ا+B^DY0ًا 45 ا,CGB523ز@' و ،

ا(30+ع رو8'ت 0I sG,d ا(6\2م 6u <LO'ان، 9,3+ د@J h),i <:B@ F7+ه0ًا [7V+ع رB,1] 2C8ا01�، راS +ً:3:+رًا 
 Fًا ا5,'آ+ ه'aG:5 ،�@'q7:)وا �$'jK)+8 +ً�,L5 +,i2)2@0@52ً+«ا@ [,LO �LKG@ 76+ انiي @2اT)0و ا:L) 4A9@ Yو P^:)ا». 

S k9L:J ،',La8 �Lf,�ً+ 45 ا(G+ر@� jKJ 263,� ا(\'@�9 وا(BDY+8 �9@�6-+ب PVl8 إذا آ+kD اa5Y'ا2uر@� ا(^0@�9، 95
ا(BW+1' و�L,-)+8، 3|ن اa5Y'ا2uر@� ا(-2a8 �Lf95 �f@0ش وJ),jKJ F7,6+ �98@0 45 ا(-'وب اaG:5 ،�,V+aG$Y'ة 

.ا(6\2م أP>3 و$,30L) �L+ع«  
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Text (43)  
 

18/01/07 -     ا(-,+ة  
 

 Y+^G$Yتا[V+Ce+ت وا
P8'S ن+Bd       

 
sJ2)+` دان FL,1ا'$Yا%رآ+ن ا s,1ر �)+^G$ا laD R-q)ا F3 أت'V 4,` وت',a8 5+رًا k7ء 45 . آF(8 ت':S

اGd,+ل ا(09ن وا(^'ى وا(),2خ وا%Cu+ل . Pi')+3 ا(Tي ا$G^+ل ه2 ا(Tي أ5' ا(R,q ا(Gd+8 FI+9,+ل (7a+ن. اYرJ,+ح
HD+q9)2ر واB\)وا . Pi')ا(:7^2د@� وا(9\+زر ا(\2ا(� 08ءًا 45 ا(\27ب ه2 ا P8+7^)7+ن 8+(-9? واa) ق'dي أT)ا

ا$G^+ل %ن . (4A ا(^+PJ ا(aA,' (? @�aB8 P^GB و`),� أوا5'� وارAJ+8+ت i,)]. و5'ورًا a8,'وت ووYً2Q ا(> ا(a^+ع
�^-GJ ?) ة. أه0اف ا(:0وان'qG75 +675 Hi'J ?)8ً+ و'` kI+e P,1ن ا$'ا%.       

`�ب «ا%ول إO+دة ا%$,'@4 ا(96Cje 4@TL+ : `,4 أk^Lu ا$'ا6G)t P,1+ ا(:7a) 0I �@'AB+ن `0دت (:0وا6D+ ه4,30
 .، وا(�D FD+fع $rح ا(-�ب»ا(W# ا%زرق«G5\+وزًا » ا�

 و`,RV2J 4 اruق ا(7+ر آ+ن ا(-�ب Y @�ال NCG-5ً+ 8+%$,'@4 و8^0رLO [J> إj5+ر 05ن 9S+ل ا$'اP,1 �98+ت
وkCO+I ا(6\9+ت ا(a'@� ا(elG9'ة وا(f:G9'ة 5)+O' اP(C) (0ى ا(\,~ ا(Tي اhLG5 دا91ً+ ا(^0رة LO> . ا(2qار@�

�9Q+^)ا(<'8+ت ا [,i2J. 
P,1ا$'ا F3 2اتQ%ا k:CJرون. ار+S P,@ار [a(@ Y 9'ت)ا@26د 8+راك. ا@26د او [a(@ Y sG@',8 ',9O . HjGB@ ?)و
ه+ن r$ <LOح ا(\2، ا(Tي i+ء J F3 ،[75:2@; اG3^+ر وز@' ا(30+ع ورs,1 ا(2زراء رs,1 ا%رآ+ن ا(B9'ف F3 ا('

�@'AB:)ة ا'aW)2رة ا(\,~. ا(> اQ 45 ا(-'ب k)+D .ا('دع <LO P,10رة ا$'اV 45 +ً>@ا k)+D . <La` �^j75 F3و
4,LS+C)وا P(C)ا H5 �5+BG)وارد ا F3 �,75%وا �@'AB:)ا �B$�9)4 اAJ ?) ر+je%+8 .ت08أ+^,^-G)ت ا. 

P,1إ$'ا F3 ًا',fت آ+V+CeY�9 اLددت آ'J .'a:)ص اrWG$وا �a$+-9)ا <LO ون',f0د آS . '@'^J 45 4,O2a$ا PaVو
+69@0^G8 �`ا'Q �)+j@ و45 دون أن [G)+^G$4 اL:,) sJ2)+` Puاد أ'd27,3 �7\) .ل+V :» ،0اء ا(9:'آ�Q2ت اCe H5

FG,)و�B5 FّLO [,L9J +5 �3ف و'qG)رت ا'V« .ف+Iو(,� ه2 ا%ه?«: وأ�B9)26م اC5 أن Fّ)إ �aB7)+8». 
0:8ه+ . @:'ف `+(sJ2 أن آa+ر ا(\7'اYت F3 إ$'اT@ P,1ه2aن إ(> ا(-'ب (,:2دوا qGDY+8 +675+رات وا%و�9$

+رون هTAا P:3 را4,8 وS. ا%آHLjG@ ?67,8 +ًD+:9) 'f ا(> ر1+$� ا(2زراء. J'اوده? ر�ad ا(\2Lس F3 ا(0O+^9 ا(2زار@�
و@:'ف `+(sJ2 أن . T63� ا(0و(� ا(J FG^2م LO> ا(:0وان واqGDY+ر Pa^J Y ا(BW+رة وJ Y-� ا(W+$'@4. و8+راك

و(T6ا ا$G^+ل u +50:8'ت ا%$�4O �L . 95+ر$� ا(rq`,+ت G-J+ج إ(> ا(�jLB ا(27:9@� وا(9B:� وp^� ا(9'ؤو$,4
 .V+C+ت واY+^G$Yت $sJ2)+` 07O RV2GGوFS Yء @l8 F`2ن lB5(� ا0V .eYرJ] و�DاهG] أ@<ً+

FL,1ن ا[$'ا+,AL) ي'q7:)ا [i2)ا F8'O P52,� 8-� . @:'ف آ@ �و@:'ف أن ا(V29@0'اu,� ا[$'اT5 �AJ'J �,L,1ا8
4,,7,jBLC)6?. اC:I 45+A56? وJ2V أ$'ار <LO ف':GL) �0اءO0 أQ'@ 4 @\0ر 8+(9'ء أنA) . 9] أوL:G@ +5 0\@ +ًD+,`وأ
[J',d ',f@ .�82a,K)ا F3 رون+S #^$ .4Af)ا F3 ا()26ات وا(80+8+ت kآ'-J Yو k7LO2ارئ أj)ا �)+` Y . h)ذ PaV

ذه� 5-^^2ن O+د@2ن و$l(2ا را4,8 وS+رون Q 4O-� ا6J+5+ت BC)+8+د أو ا(6G'ب 45 ا(<'ا�1 أو ا$rKGل 
�q79)ا. 

� %ن 27iدًا إ$'ا2j^$ 4,,L,1ا F3 `'ب (? `+$2a. (? @-+$� ا[$'اL,1,2ن `+(LO sJ2> 5\+زر� 7a) F3+ن أو �dة
ان t(,+ت ا(�a$+-9 هT� F5'J ا(> A9J,4 ا{(� ا(:AB'@� 45 ا$G:+دة 0VرLO +6J> ا(:0وان و2QرJ . +6J-^� أه0ا63+

�^j79)ا F3 �O4 . ا('اد-D �)+:Dو 'a:)ص اrWG$ت واY+^G$Y+8 [J+V+Ceا FL,1ا'$Yن ا+,A)ان @:+(� ا rً:3 ة+$l5 +6Dا
.وG-D Y+ج ا(> أlG) �Lf5آ,D +5 0^2ل. 7J+V+Ce+ �98@0 45 اV+CeY+تا  
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Text (44)  
 

 
04/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  

  
 ا(-A? ا(TاFJ ا(q-'اوي

�6S%5-09 ا       
  

 45 �Lj7J FG)9,� اLB)2@� اBG)26م اC9) تYYي دl3 ،وض+CG)ا <LO +ً91+V اء'-q)�7اع ا) F$+,B)ا P-)4 اA@ ?) إذا
I'32بLK5 Yو �)+d Y �, . 45 0@أز T75 k6GDأن ا(-'ب ا �,>V اTAه F3 kCL@ +515 kCW@ 4 45 دون أنA) ،�7$ 

�:iر ',d <)2ارى اG@6+ ان . ا(�7اع و,LO آ+ن FG)82ً+ 8+(-0ة اLj5 0:@ ?) د 8+ن ا(�7اع+^GOYا(> ا H30@ +5 أن ',d
+6BCD ض'CJ kJ+8 �,90ر 45 ا%هV <LO ت+V+^-G$5^. ا F3 Fن آl8 0ة-G9)25ن -650+ ان ا%4,5 ا(:+م ا(\0@0 (�5? ا 

� (] 4O ا(2I29ع ا(> �K,Q ا(-P ا(F$+,B وره4 ا`'از ا(G^0م C9)+8+وI+ت ا(S+a9'ة 4,8 @'qJ أول F3 ض'O
� أه�Q+e �,9 آ0Q [D2ر LO> ه+5~ ا(^�9 ا0VY و. ا%u'اف ا(7:9,�@'qG)0ى اJي ارT)ا F^@'3Yد ا+-Jr) ة',e

F7:@ +5 أD] وB5 HI+�3 7,8] و4,8 ا(B9+ر ا(Tي tل إ(,] Fu+:J ا%3+ر�V، .  4,8 أO<+1]"(\269ر@� ا(q-'او@�ا"@<? 
� TC75ًا 0i@0ًا @'ه4 ا(2BG@� ا(O'()+8 �,9LB,� ا(0و(,�G3و. 

Tي ا7fG$Y+ء ا(Fu+:J F3 ?69 ا%u'اف ا(7:9,� أن ا(K9'ب @B'ع ا(2B5 ',>-J �@'u <LO <jWدة ا(-A? ا(TاFJ ا(
?,N7J اTA6) �,)07 ا(> ا(9:+@,' ا(0وGB@ . �809 ا(9^+رG:@ يT)2ر اqG)ا اT45 ه P@08 Y 4 أن^,G5 [Dا5+ أ F)+G)+8و

 .ا(V29@0'اP` F3 �,u اAS+(,� $,+$,�، وا5+ أD] @'@0 اY@-+ء أ0V [Dم آH,jGB@ +5 P 45 دون 0iوى
 Y ب'K9)ا [`'j@ +9آ FJاT)ا ?A-)26م اC5 أن h)ن أ0:8 45 ذ+AB) FL-9)ن اl()ت إدارة ا+,`rQ k@2CJ ول+j@

 �6ai <)4 ا,aBG79)اك ا'S4 إ,aWG75 4,,L-5 �52 و8'(9+نA` �5+Vل إre 45 <e2G@ +9Dا(-+(,,4، وا ?,LVYا
� F3 ا(9\+ل . F3 ا(:L9,� ا(B,)28 «�,$+,B+ر@2«BCJ اء'-q)اع ا�D �@2BJ 9'ة ا%و(> أنL) 0,آlG)ا h)ف ا(> ذ+>@

اI+�3 ا(> ا(0qGي ا(> . +م 5:+ودة ا(7a+ء ا(K9+رF8 وJ-^,� اCDY'اج F3 ا(:Vr+ت 4,8 ا()'آ+ء ا(K9+ر8,,4وا$:ً+ أ5
 .}+ه'ة اrCDYت اj75 F3 F75%^� ا(27i P`+Bب ا(q-'اء ا(kJ+8 FG 065دة u+W98' اYره+ب

 ا(f^� ا(C9^2دة 4,8 ا(K9'ب ا('$+(� 0aJو أآf' ا@-+ء، Q <LO +ًQ2qe:,0 ا(W5 F3 �-a'ج (9:+ودة 78+ء VrO+ت
. 50:8+ 8+ت ا(K9+ر�8 @'ه27ن أي 2jJر F3 ا(:Vr+ت H5 ا(\+ر ا(\�ا1'ي �K,Q 45 RV29)+8 ا(-A? ا(TاFJ. وا(\�ا1'

 Yو ،'N7)6+ت اi3+ت وre 45 0@�9)ا sA:J 0ة 08أت-G9)ا%5? ا F3 4@0La)52+$,� 4,8 اLa@0)6+ت اiأن ا(29ا +ًQ2qe
 . ا(\�ا1'ي- (FO+B5 h@'-G ا(7a+ء ا(K9+رF8 ا(f:G9' 8:,0ًا 0V �,^-J 4Oر 45 ا(32+ق ا(HV2J 4A9@ F8'K9 أي a5+درة

4,8 أن 2AJن (26C9م ا(-A? ا(Tاpt FJ+ر 8:,0ة Q <LO:,0 ا(0aء �D P` F3اع ا(q-'اء و5:+ودة J'J,� ا(:Vr+ت 
 0a@ +5و K9L) +ًaBA5'ب و�6ai اj75 F3 �,9,LVY^� ا()9+ل اF^@'3Y و4,8 أن @G-2ل ا(> I �Q'3+1:� ه7+ك

07 `'3,� 45 @'8� وLO .'BW@ 45> `0 $2اء» B,)28+ر@2«O RV2GJ أن �\@ Y �$+A9)ا �Tة ا(> ه'N7)أن ا ',d .
 F$+,B)ا P-)ا �aq,) [^,^-J 4,:G@ يT)7] 8+(32+ق اO 'a:@ +5م، و+K)%+8 �O�5رو �^j75 45 ر+\CDYا P,G3 ع�D ?3+%ه

F>^@ T,C7GL) rً8+Vاع'q)إدارة ا F3 �,\675 ت+Iو+C9)ا �aqJ أ5+م .  أن [D0ة ا-G9)4�9 ا%4,5 ا(:+م (�5? اj,$ +6GVو
 0iي وT)اء ا'-q)اع ا�D 6+ ا(> آ2نG5'8 �^j79)4�9 اjG$ h)2ن ذ>d F3وا(\'أة، و �O+\()+8 29نBG@ 4@5-+ور

^G$Yا F3 F^@'3Y0ان ا()9+ل اL8 29`+تu RLe HI2@ ن% [^@'u F3 <^a,)�,uا'V29@0)97,� واG)ار وا'.  
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Text (45)  
 

 
25/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  

 
+ً,uا'V29@د +ًi29ذD ل+K7B)ا 

�6S%5-09 ا       
 

 F3 اع'GVY7+د@� اQ <)2ن اO0@ 4,ae+7)ان ا [LVا ،k9Q F3 �,uا'V29@0)ا �@'u <LO F>9)ء ا+aOل أ+K7B)ا kL9-J
3'اغ F3 ا(�jLB أو أزF3 �5 ا(-A?، و`,J 4-0ث 8:; أ9O+ل ا(:6D|3 R7+ ا$V+^-G+ت ا('1+$,+ت 45 دون `0وث أي 

� أو ذاكS'9)ا اTي ه'Q+75 ق `9+س+jD 4O ج'WJ Y . 29نLB9)3,] ا ~@+:G@ يT)ا F^@'3Y0 اLaL) k79I 5,�ة �Tوه
[j,-5 F3 �@'(GB9)2اع ا%ز5+ت اDأ P8+^5 F3 +ًG8+p ارًا'^G$2ن ا,-,B9)وا .V29@0)ان ا �iرYوا 'aO P9GAJ Y �,uا'

 �,$+,B)ا �$+A9)�5 اr$0د@� و:G)75+خ ا F3 HBGJ297 وJ +9D6+، واJ',Jو <LO kN3+` ت، وان+Oا'GVYل ا+ASا
و@H9G\5 <LO �:q ان @^G+ت S 45:+رات د@V29'ا��S+D �,u ان (? GJ'اH5 �3 ا(97G,� وAJ+�3 ا(C'ص . واqGVY+د@�

qGVY+د@� واO+9GiY,� ا(2J FGاi] ا(K7B+ل، F3 ?G@ ?) [D|3 اي G3'ة، T75 وأ@ً+ 4AJ ا(q:82+ت ا. وlJه,P ا(29ارد
. ا(s$�9 ا()+2K7$ 'Oر، ا(9G+دي F3 ا$0WGام هT� ا(r>:9ت (P,j:G ا(B9+ر ا(V29@0'اFu آJ F3 +9\+رب أe'ى

در@A,$ s+ وFV+8 وY @\0 رs,1 ا(0و(� ا(6G79,� و0aO [G@Yو ا(rي واد أي `'ج �B3+75 F3 رs,1 وزرا1] ا(B+�8 ا
 Y ر+,GeYن [رادة ا+Oا[ذ <^a@و �O29`+ت ا(9)'وj)ا%دوار وا �L^7J 0V �,uا'V29@0)ا �a:L)0 اO2اV FC3 ،4,-S'9)ا

[7O 0,-5. 
[J01+C) 2نAJ ان �i'@ FG)ا �a^J'9)ا �@Y2)09@0 اG) دra)2ر اG$د P@0:J <)ا h)ذ PaV F)+K7B)ا s,1')ا l\L@ ?) . l\L@ ?)و

eتا(> ا�i+C5 P9-J 0V FG)ا �B3+79)0ام اG`4 45 ا,aG@ +9آ ،FLA()اع ا'q)ا �,CLe <LO [,B3+75 ر+,G . ت+,$+B-)+3
�1+G7)4 اAJ +965 +65ا�G)ا ',d +6,ه+>@ Y دئ+a9)3'@^,� إزاء اYا . �,$+,B)6? اJ+3re ?B` 4O �V3+رYو`,4 @:\� ا

�8'\G)ان ا ',d ،ل+GGVYح واrB)ا P9` <)2ن اOر+B@ 0ةO 2د^O 0ادG5ا <LO FO2)ا F3 رتT\J FG)ا �,)+K7B)ا 
ا0G)+8 k:ajDاول ا(FV+8 4O RLGWJ ،�jLBL) F9LB ا(G\+رب آD +6D2)lت 0L8 F3 (? @:'ف ا(j'@� ا(> اqGd+ب 

�,V':)7+`'ات اG)وا �@'AB:)8+ت اr^DYا �@'u 45 �jLB)ا. 
(-r9ت اL) �,8+WGDY'1+$,+ت ا(29ر@D+G,� 08أت i2G@ 4,` 0L8 F3] ا(K7B+(,2ن ا(,2م ا(> 7Q+د@� اGVY'اع 2AJن ا

 H,ajG)رات ا(^2@� `2ل ا+SYار$+ل ا F3 +50V F>9)06ات ا:G) 4 ا(32+ء,G8'\G)ا H9\@ +5دآ+ر، و F)+9()ا(\2ار ا
Fuا'V29@0)6+ . اJr0ًا �5ه,i 6? 4,8 3'ق @:'23نa:L5 Peي دا'\J ان <LO 2دوا:J راة+a5 2نI2W@ 2ن,)+K7B)+3

(TاJ,�، و232WG@ Yن 45 أي u �\,GD+(9+ ان ا(�GL@ ?,A-Gم 2Vا0O ا(�B3+79 وا(^2اD,4 ا(2اI-�، 9,3+ ا(29ر@D+G,2ن ا
 s,1')م ا+ND 2ا`+u4 أ@T)ل ا+i')ا ',d 45 �)0وL) 0@0i s,1ر ر+,Ge+8 F$+,B)ل ا+^GDYة ا'G3 �@2GJ <LO اه27ن'@

H@+j)2ع 5:+و@� و(0 اLW9)ا .FG)�30 و`0ه+ اq)وا �aqJ 0V ل+K7B)ن `2ل `2ض ا+Oر+qG@ 4@0@4 ا(\+رLa)ا kL:i 
 F3 �,8+WGD9+ر@4 اJ ق+jD وز+\G@ '5%+3 ،ا(-2ض FGCI <LO Fuا'V29@0)ا [i2G)9,� ا:G) ع+:S6+ أداة اBCD Fه

 .دآ+ر و2Dاآ)2ط D-2 ا�O+S ا(^,? ا(V29@0'اu,� ا(d F3 ��S+7'ب ا(^+رة ا3Y'@^,� وL9-J +5] 45 دYYت
45 ه2اJ'J si,� ا%وI+ع F3 ا(0و(G,4 اG,^@'3Y,4 وd,'هJ �@'u 45 +9\'@� ا(�L^7 ا(V29@0'اd �,u,' أ0:8 

ان ا(0ول ا3Y'@^,� ذات اBGDY+ب ا4AJ ?) F5r$Y 8:,0ة 4O دO? ا(RV29 ا(:'F3 F8 أز�5 . ا(C9'و�I 45 ا(W+رج
9J�9' اF5r$Y، وآ+ن ا%5' وTGVاك G$ F3,7+ت ا()'ق ا%و$# @2م JlJ> (6+ أن �D+A5 TelJ اaGO+ر@� �9N75 F3 ا(

�,^@'3Yا(^+رة ا F3 FL,1ا'$Y2ذ اC7)2@� اjG) �,$+,$ �i�5 `2ا+V�8 إ+f98 FI+9)7+ت ا(^'ن ا,:a$دول . و k:LjIوا
2>d F3 2ل:J kL{ +6Dأ ',d ،�,5r$Y0 (:0ا(� ا(^<+@+ ا(:'8,� وا,@lG)0 ا(` F3 دوار 8+رزةl8 +,7,dل و+K7B)ا Pf5 ن

 F8':)3:+(,� ا(-2ار ا <LO h)ذ- F8':)ا(-2ار ا �je H5 +@ح 25از'u يT)ا F^@'3Yا -F8�6 .  ا%ورو,iب و+a$%و
$+د اGO^+د (0ى زO+5+ت ا0O �,^@'3ة l8ن دوO Yً'8,� 08ل J^0@? ا(0O+B9ات وا(aW'ات اهk9G أآ6J+3re P^78 'f+ ا(> 

� 5\'د t(,+ت i+05ة F8- ،F$+,$ �9O r8 ا(C<+ء اF^@'3Y، 5+ أB5 F3 'p+ر ا(-2ار ا(:'aQي أT)ا F^@'3Yا 
 ،�,^@'3Yا5+ت ا(0ول ا�G)6+ر اqDY را+uآ9+ ا{$,2ي، ا ،F^@'3Yا �0ادG5ا <LO F5r$Y9' اJ�9)�9 اN75 kN3+`و

 .d 45,' ان @-2ل ذ(D h-2 5:+ودة اAS+ل ا(PKLKG اY$'اFL,1 ا(Tي @O TC7+دة 45 ا(Kf'ات
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iY4 اAJ +965 F8':)ا(-2ار ا P1+B5 8+ت `2ل+ - <LO ح+GCDYا F3 رأت F8د ا%ورو+-JYان دول ا k3r)+3 ،F^@'3Yا 
ا(^+رة اHa75 ،�,^@'3Y ا(f'وات وا(29اد ا%و(,�، وآTا ا(�7اO+ت وا%ز5+ت، I'ورة ا$G'اS+9GJ �,\,J> وY2-Jت 78+ء 

 .ا(rGAGت اqGVY+د@� و3<+ءات 2Jر@0 وR@'qJ ا(i2G79+ت
 ا3'@^,� ا%و(> ا(FG ا$6G3+>G+ ا(^+رة HLj5 ا(^'ن ا(-+(F، وهF3 F - 0أت ا(F3 �jW ا(2LaGر aO' ا(^�9 ا%ورو و8

� 0Dًا (9L^+ر�8 ا%5,'آ,� ا(FG اTWJت 45 ا(-'ب LO> اYره+ب rًe05 (9:+ودة J'J,� ا(:Vr+ت aqJ 6+ %ن^@'u
� a@ +5 0i2@ r3'ر ا(K,+ب ا(:'4O F8 `2ار آ+ن و0O+aJ +965ت ا%ه0اف وk:u+^J.  ا3Y'@^,�-ا%5,'آ,� )+q9)ا 

 F3 k^^-J FG)ا(:'8,� ا �$+A9)+8 �a:)ا F3 'fأآ P,10 ا$'ا@ �Lj@ [D2آ s,) ،�+@�98ا ',(aG)وا [`'u F3 +ًV+a$
أن @G-2ل ا(^+رة ا3Y'@^,� 3^#، و(0G5r) 49>@ [D% 4Aاد ا(:'D F8-2 ا3'@^,+ ذي ا(CLW,� ا(G+ر@W,� وا(a:0 ا(-<+ري 

 .ا(> V,�9 5<+�3 $,+$,ً+ واqGV+د@ً+
 �,\GBJ 0@0ةi �,uا'V29@0 د,)+^J ن+B$�J +96Dا F8':)ا(> ا(:+(? ا �,D+G@وا(29ر �,)+K7B)4 ا,G8'\G)ا F3 ب'V%ا

و50:8+ آ+kD ا(0ول ا(:'jD F3 0Q'J �,8+ق ا(�52N79 ا%ورو . (j9+(� ا(0اPe وS+9GJ> وا(�O�7 ا(F3 �,D2A ا(W+رج
-5  F^@'3Y0اد اG5Yا F3 +ورهTi <)ا HLjGJ ن% kV2)2$# `+ن اG9)ا '-a)ا F3 �,)+9()ا �C>)ت اY2-J �,j$2G

.[دراك ان F3 ا(�B7 ا(V29@0'اFu ه7+ك را8� أآ,0 ا$9] ا`G'ام ارادة ا():2ب  
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Text (46)  
 
 

29/01/07 -     ا(-,+ة  
  

 "!i'ب... O'ب"`D Y <G^2ل 
F8+@T)ا P,9i       

  
 ?6BCD4 أO ب«@^2ل 8:; ا(:'ب'i ب'O« ?67O 2ا)+V +9Lf5 ،�Cq)ا �T6? ه,LO �Luاك ه? 45 أ'J%و@^+ل إن ا ،

ا(\+i « �:5'ب«(P>ّ3 h)T ا%J'اك ا(F:B إ(> اDY<9+م إ(> اJY-+د ا%وروF8 ه'وO« . 45 +ً8'ب D+,e+ت«أ@<ً+ 
2qqWG9ن F3 أ5'اض ا(82+ء F3 @2م 45 ا%@+م �a,q5 ا(:'ب إ(> 5'ض ا(\'ب، ور98+ @:�و ا%au+ء ا(. ا(:'8,�

ا(\'ب 5'ض ا$F3 4u2G أBi+د . ا(Tي @Bi 45 P^G7? إ(> Bi? وP,ّW@ُ Y إ(,] أن @C+رق ا(j79^� ا(:'8,� ا(2829ءة
06@ [Dأ Yإ ،[G8ا ا(9'ض و5-+رT3-� ه+A5 <)ص 675+ إ+WSأ F:$ ?dر <LO ،�,8':)د اra)8:; ا F3 ل+-CG$Y+8 د

`+ل ا$9G'ار ا(q'اع LO> ا(A'ا$F، وا(:ّ; LO> ا(�jLB 8+(<'وس وا(27اTi، وهFO0GB@ +5 2 45 8^,� ا%Bi+م 
 +6Lا(:'8,� آ �^j79)ا �aqJ أن PaV ،رT-)وا �j,-)ا Teأ �-,-q)�9 أو ا,LB)2825ءة«ا(:'8,� ا». 

4,7B)2ا اS+O 4@T)�7 وا(),:� اB)ل 4,8 ا+GGVا(:'اق ا F3 3+تreت و+Oا'Q 7+نa) F3م وو1+م، وr$ F3 �L@2j)ا 
 4,jBL3 F3�52، وA-L) �Iاف 5:+ر'u27ة 45 أO +6L8,'وت وأه sa` �)6+ إ(> 5-+وJوز+\J �,5rو5:+رك آ

�«2WJ@7+ت و3re+ت 4,8 G3 « 9+س«و` « F3ا%8'@+ء، و <LO ا()2ارع F3 ص+Q')ق اru0 ا(29ت وإ` kLQو
 .()'ق ا%و$# 0O+qGJ أ(�7B ا(e0+ن وا(�6L، و0B\GJ 5)+ه0 ا(29ت ا(�C9ع F3 ا(V'j+تj75 45 �CLGW5 �u+75^� ا

ا(q7' «ا(qD 4B` 0,B'ا�، ND �`+Q'@� » `�ب ا�«(7a+ن @:,~ `+69O�G@ �@2I23 Yً+ ا%4,5 ا(:+م (ـ  
F6)]7+ن» اaL) �,D+BDإ �pآ+ر F3 h)ذ �aBJ4 و,,L,1ا(\07@,4 ا[$'ا Rje T75 .0 2ّ3تVار و'^G$Yا �Q'3 �دr8 <LO 

 �adء ور+G()6? ا,LO 2ّتC@ 2ار، وا{ن ه+ ه'^G$Y97,� واG)+8 �:a(5 R,q)ا Pq3 F3 0رJ FG)رات اY4 ا(0و,@r5و
�,Dا[@'ا �-L$%وا �@'B)ب ا(-^+�1 ا+-Q2ن 5:] 45 أC)+-G9)ار، ه2 وا'^G$أ45 وا F3 ء+^a)ا. 

+ر$+ت ا[@'اD,� و6Jre0J+، ا(0q-J kJ+8 FG آN5 P+ه' اCJY+ق وا(2`0ة، ا(:'اق 3 k\ilJ,] D+ر ا(P:C8 �,C1+j ا(99
`G> وkLQ `0 ا�j(D%+8 hGC) ا():a,� وا[08اO,�، آQ +9'ح 05@' ا(�WG79 ا(:'اFV أآ'م $9L+ن qJ F3'@-+ت 

 45 FVا(:'ا �WG79)وج ا'e �^O ،s53,� أول 45 أ+-Q» F\,Le18 «اع'q)ن اl8 ،2دي:B)ا �WG79)أ5+م ا 
 R^J kD+آ FG)ا �,C1+j)45 ا(99+ر$+ت ا ',fA)ا +ًCS+2(�، آja)45 ا FVا(:'ا �WG79)وج ا'e F3 �aB)ه2 ا FC1+j)ا

 �a,آ'G)ا ',,KJاق و':L) F9,B^G)6+ اjjW5 2-D R`�J ال إ@'ان�J Yا وT7,� وا[دار@�، هC)ا [J+ai5] 28ا+,V ة أ5+م'fO
q)» ',\6J-+3,� 45 أن ا(^2ات ا%5,'آ,� fO'ت LO> وp+�1 إ@'اD,� (ـ ا(D+AB,� ا(:'اV,�، و�3 5+ ذآ'J] ا(G^+ر@' ا

�7B)ا « �,V2ات ا%45 ا(:'اV نl8 ،FI+9)ا kaB)ا(:'اق @2م ا F3 F4 ا(\,~ ا%5,'آO در+Q 0اد، آ9+ أ3+د 8,+نK8 45
 �O+9i 9+ءOأ`0 ز FI+9)68+ ا(\9:� ا k5+V �9ل 05اهre kL^GO�52 8^2ات أ5,'آ,� اO09)ا» ~,iا(069ي« ،

 .ا(),:,�» 0I»0L8 ا(:'ب ا(0L8 F3 �7Bة » أ9O+ل FC1+u R7O«ا(2G9رط F3 ا(^,+م 8ـ 
أ7a) +5+ن LO 263> وhS ان @2Aن O'اet +ًV'، وا0G5ادًا 2i2) 'etد ا@'ان F3 ا6J+,(,L,5 'aO ،�^j79)+ ا(C1+j,� وd,'ه+ 

+6:5 �C)+-G9)�9 اND%45 ا. 
F8':)ا()+رع ا F:@ أن �\@ h)ذ PA) �,O+B)ا �^j79)دول ا H,9\) 'je 0رq5 Fأ@<ً+ أن إ@'ان ه �,ّK9)ا 

 .(G$r^'ار وا(97G,� وJ-^,� ا(rBم
 �,)2Q%ت ا+O+9\)ا P:CJ +9Lf5 �,aهT9)ا(0@7,� وا �Cu+:)ا FآTJُ إ@'ان»�,)+A@ول » ا('اد+-Jو ،�^j79)0ان اL8 ;:8 F3

GB9)ا Fه ،F:,S 09دJ د `+ل+\@] Ruا(:2ا �Tل هrKG$0 ا%ول 675+ا,C.  
 

� ا(2fرة )+Q F3 +6L:iا(26@� ا(:'8,�، و k,GCJ 0@'@ يT)ا FDا[@'ا �C)ا F3 k:V4 وا(:'اق و,jBL37+ن وa) ا%آ,0 أن
 <G` ،F8':)4 اu2)ء ا+-Dأ F3 �ilG9)اع ا'q)ا اT0 ا%ول 45 ه,CGB9)2ن ا@'ان اAG) ،�^j79)ا F3 �,Dا[@'ا �,)+A@ا('اد

 H9G\9)أ5,'آ+ وا H79J@'ABO �8'I [,i2J 45 F)6+ ا(27ويا(0وOو'(4 5O Hiا'GG) +6) � . '@0qJ ?L` ن% ?p 
 .2pرY +6J @�ال V+91ً+، و@)PA ا$+س $,+$6G+ ا(W+رF3 �,i ا(j79^� وH,9i دول ا(:+(?
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Text (47)  
 
 

05/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  
 

 !D\+د... ا(9-ّ'ض
F8+@T)ا P,9i       

 
 ا('s,1 ا[@'اFD أ`09ي D\+د ه2 ا(9-ّ'ض ا(�J <LO FL:Cا@0 ا(a'ا�5 ا(27و@� j75 F3^� هP\ّB@ P ا(G+ر@� ا()'FV أن

ا()'ق ا%و$#؟ هD 4Aّ9J P\+د 2V ',,KJ 45ا0O ا(�a:L ا(:F3 �@'AB ا(aO �^j79' ا(G-0ي ا(:F7L %5,'آ+ وأورو8+، 
'ABO +ًaOر PAّS P؟ هFD�5 ا(27وي ا[@'ا+D'a)9'ار 78+ء اG$ا <LO ار'Q]0ول ا(\2ار؟وا) +ً@ 

ا%e,'ة F3 ا('@+ض، S 4O'وع 0L8اi �9V « F3 ?6D+8'«أe,'ًا، أV 4LO+دة دول sL\5 ا(G:+ون ا(LO F\,LW> ه+5~ 
F9L$ 2ويD �5+D'8 7+ءa) آ�'G(5 �$0اد دراOإ. 

ءات وlJ +5آ,0ات ا%4,5 ا(:+م (sL\9 ا(G:+ون ا(0aO F\,LWا('`49 ا(:qJ F3 �,j'@-+ت 4O ،�,3+-Q 5<29ن (^+
 �5+D'a)ن اl(8 �@رT)ا �V+jL) �,)ا(2آ+(� ا(0و F)و�B5 H5 �La^9)ا H,8+$%ل اre ?GG$»F\,LW)ا(27وي ا« ',e Yإ ،

  .8'ه+ن LO> 05ى ا(\0@� ا(F3 �,\,LW اrG5ك 2D �5+D'8وي $9L) +ً^au ،F9L:+@,' ا(0و(,�
9ّ� إ(>  Q2qeً+ ا. ا(�V+j ا(27و@� (�d'اض ا(9LB,�ا%ردن @'2D إ(> اrG5ك) FD+f)0ا� اaO hL9)ا FDا%رد Pن ا(:+ه

�^j79)ا F3 �LّBJ ق+a$ 0وث` �aK5 45 �'@T-J ?dر <LO ،�+\JYا اTه . �^j75 F3 �a:L)0 اO2اV ',KJ F7:@ +5 2وه
إI+�3 إ(> ر�ad ا('s,1 ا(,F79  .ا()'ق ا%و$#، �J 0:8ا@6i2J 0+ت دول ا(D �^j79-2 درا$� اrG5ك ا(a'ا�5 ا(27و@�

� F3 ذ(aO h' ار$+ل اS+رات lJ@,0 (^'ار ا(^�9 ا(LW,\,� ا(0ا5 F\,Le �5+D'8 �5+V] FO)G'ك 4,8 )+Q 0ا�aO FLO
<-I%0 ا,O �a$+798 �+^)ي أT)8] ا+je لre ،�,9LB)ا(27و@� ا �V+j)5\+ل ا F3 sL\9)دول ا. �@'q5 �adوه7+ك ر 

"e�)2\" 0:8 0دت\J ،�@ا(27و +,i2)27AG)ك اrG5ا F3  ،+,$رك إ(> رو+a5 F7B` ي'q9)ا s,1'L) ة',e%ا(�@+رة ا
 0:8 +ًQ2qe ،�@ا(27و �V+jL) F9LB)0ام اWG$Y5\+ل ا F3 4,G)ون 4,8 ا(0و+:G)9,� ا:Jو H,$2G) ?ه+CJ آ'ةT5 H,V2Jو

ي R ا(27وآh)T ا(L9 .ر3; إ$'ا2u P,1ال ا(27Bات ا(I+9,� ا(LO H,V2G> اV+CJ,� ا(-0 45 اGD)+ر ا(i2)27AG,+ ا(27و@�
 أو دول أk7LO .إ(> دول 7ّ9G5 �,8'O:� وهF را�ad إG5 ?@0V RL5 263. �3+I\0د. ا(\�ا1'ي (,4O 0,:a8 s ا%2Iاء

+,a,) Pf5 +6GjL$ <LO +ً32e 29ح ا(27ويj)4 اO FLWG)ا. 
 F3 hS Y8+(أن FDام ا[@'ا�G)Y0م اO 0آlJ ت 0:8 ان',KJ �,8':)07ة اi%ا(7 ا RV2) ا(9-0دة �L69ط ا(27وي+(. F7:@ +5 

P9O F3 ا()'وع" Pp+95" +9)+u أنTه hLG9J �@'a:)ه+ ا(0و(� ا+je <LO ',BJ ح، وا@'انrB)45 .ا ا 'fو8^+ء أآ 
7^G)ا �T8,� 45 دون ه'O �)4 دو@'(O +ه'ND F3 'aG:@ �aQ9+",� ا(27و@� ا,Bi +ًa,O ". كrG5ق ا+a$ '9G$وإذا ا
ذآ'ى " J'اi,0@+"ق ا%و$#، `G> وإن آ+ن %ه0اف $Y +7D|3 ،�,9L 5-+(� $7:,~ ا(i2)27AG,+ ا(27و@� j75 F3^� ا()'

 FGLa7V"+9,Sو " ه,'و"DFزاآ+d+، " PO+C5 ر+\CDا �`+Q +5و"P,82D',(J" ،�,�,8و �,-Q 45 آ2ارث F$و')ا 
 .pt kCLّe+رًا �J Yال FD+:J 675+ ا%i,+ل

@P,B (6+ (:+ب آf,' 45 ا(0Laان، و45 67,8+ دول j75^� ا()'ق أk-aQ ا(i2)27AG,+ ا(27و@� ا{ن 29u`ً+ دو(,ً+، و
�,9L$ اض'd% kD+وإن آ <G` ،�,7^G)ا hLJ +6CLّWJ FG)2ارث اA)ا ?dر <LO ،ا(27وي �LBG)�8 ا+BJ P{ F3 ،#$ا%و. 

CD\+رًا 2Q F3رة آ+رa$ +69$'@ �,p+ق اrG5ك ا(i2)27AG,+ ا(27و@� F3 ا(4u2 ا(:'F8، وهF ا(j79^� ا%آ�D2W$ 'f وا
 .ا(:+(?، وا(Pّ9J Y FG وPّAJ Y 45 ا(-'وب وا(q'اO+ت

 ،+6G5ّ'8 �^j79)ا <LOن، و+BD]وا �-q)وا ��,a)ا <LO ًا'je PAّ(@ �@27و)ا +,i2)27AG)�8ر ا 'p+AJ 9+ 5ا%آ,0 أن
a)4 اO FLWG)ا <LO �^j79)ا F3 +6ALG9J FG)ر ا(0ول ا+aiره+، وإ+(GDا H79) PA)ا R)+-J FO0GB@ +6)ا�5 ا(27و@�، وأو'

� 9i+ح ا(LO �8+BG> اrG5آ6+aA) ،�@7,� ا(27و^G)ا �T45 ه �^j79)ء اreوإ ،P,1ا$'ا.  
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Text (48)  
 
  

  26/01/07 -     ا(-,+ة
  

 +ً,O2I25 ...م ا{نr$ Y  
       5+ه' 9fO+ن

  
rB)�9 ا:D 45 ي `'مT)ا F8':)ا75,� ():2ب ا(9)'ق ا �Oم اrB)ان ا F3 hS Y اع'q)9'ار اG$ا �aB8 45Yم وا

 F8':)ا-FL,1ا'$Yا  . F3'u 45 0`ف وا'j) مr$ �,^-J 4A99)ا ',d 45 ان �,I+9)ا �L,L^)ا`0اث ا(:^2د ا kGap0 اVو
ا(q'اع 45 دون ان @HG9G 8] ا{e'، و78+ًء LO> ذ(GC@ h'ض ان @-AG? ا(j'3+ن 45 اJ Pi-^,� ا(rBم ا()+P5 ا(> 

0-G9)5? اYارات ا'Vف+-iا Yز و+,-Dا Y �,` F)2ن ا(0وD+^)ة وا. 
 �,O2D ة�CV �,^-G) �,Jع 25ا+IوY0و اaJ Y ،Pa^9)2ع اa$Yا(0و(,� ا �,O+8')�7 ا\L)د ا+^:D0 اO25 اب'GVا H5 ،4A)و

Q <L:3:,0 ا(j'ف ا(F7,jBLC وه2 اYآJ 'f<'رًا �aB8 ا$9G'ار ا(q'اع، ا�Ce ا('+\J+8 . s,1� J-^,� ا75,� ا(rBم
F3 P:(5 0)+e اF3 +96O+9Gi د5)� اY`0 ا(F3 FI+9 » `9+س«5-29د aO+س ورs,1 ا(�GA9 ا(F$+,B (-'آ� 

F)دي ا(0و+qGVYوا F$+,B)ر ا+q-)9'ار اG$ا F7:@ +5 ،�,7u�52 و`0ة وA` P,A(J �+\J+8 نlS 0م ذي^J �,^-J. 
 +5 �,^-J F3 ة�d ع+jV F3 ا(\+ري F7u2)ح ا(-2ار ا+\D 2رqJ �:q)و45 ا <LO [^,^-J P:(5س و+aO HjGB@ ?)

 .رd? و2Iح ا$�52A` P,A(J s ا(2`0ة ا(7u2,� وp2) +ً^3,^� ا%$'ى
و0a@ Yو آB' ا(\29د F3 ا(HI2 ا(u 4O +ً7A95 F7,jBLC'@� اi'اء اWGD+8+ت ر1+$,� وJ)'@:,� Aa5'ة آG^@ +9'ح 

 F7,jBLC)ا():� ا <LO وض'C9)ر ا+q-)6+ء اDس $:,ً+ ا(> ا+aO s,1')2ا�3 اJ ?) ا`]، » `9+س«اذا'GVا <LO
 H8ا(2زارات ار F3 ء+^a)ا <LO ون'q@ب وr^Dاح 5-+و(� ا'GVYون ا'aG:@ +69$+8 4,^u+7)6+ واJد+V ان +ًQ2qe

�Q2^75 ',d 27ات$. 
1+>3 F3 ?6)+K(DY h)7,,4 وذ,jBLC)ا H5 مr$ �,^-J <LO 9+65? ا{نGآ,� اه'J وارد F3 4,,L,1ا'$Y0و ان اa@ Yو �

وIY+8+�3 ا(> 3<,-� . وB3 +@+>V+د آf,'ة J<+ف ا(> CO+>5+ت اP(C) ا(:AB'ي وا(F3 F$+,B ا(-'ب 7a) <LO+ن
 �,^-G) �52 ا@26د او(9'تA-)ا s,1ر H>W,$ ف+BGآ [,S25 �@'a:)ا(0و(� ا s,16? 68+ رG@ FG)ا FB7\)ب ا+qGdYا

,qWJ �,>V F3 ت+C)+W5 [8+AJار F3 �+aGSr) �u'()ا �D+i 45 2ء$ �V2اO [^`rJ 0Vو ،FL,1ف ا$'ا'q5 �
 P\:,) ق'KJ ان PaV [G52A` 45 sJ',8 ',9O F)+9:)ب وز@' ا(30+ع ا+-BD9+ل اG`ا H5 7+نa) <LO ا(-'ب [C@'qJ
F3 h)T8 ا6D,+ره+ وه2 ا(Tي rJ`^] ا@<ً+ aJ:+ت hLJ ا(-'ب و@^Q'9)+8 [) R+د رs,1 ا(2زراء ا(B+�8 ا@26د 8+راك 

+Oز <LO [B3+7,)P9:)�5 `�ب ا. 
 �^p 'Be [Dا(-<,; ا{ن آ9+ ا F3 28ش �,a:S ان P8 ،Yً+` P>3ا [J2رج 28ش وادارi F5,'آYا s,1')ا s,)و

� 0Oد آa,' 45 . ا('أي ا(:+م r8 F3د� وlJ 0^3@,0 ا(a)+K,� ا(V29@0'اF3 �,u ا(KD2A'س LO [8'` �aB8> ا(:'اقi'@و
 در�i ا$G^'ار F3 �)2a^5 ا(:'اق أي� 28ش ا%e,'ة ا(,+J F3 �B1-^,� ا(LL-9,4 ا(:AB'@,4 واP(3 4,,$+,B) 5-+و(

Fي ا5,'آ'ABO ب+-BDY 069J . درًا+V 2نA@ 4) و$# ا{نYا()'ق ا F3 �,V0q)0 اV+C)ا F5,'آYف ا'j)3|ن ا ،[,LOو
 ،<LOأو F8':)اع ا'qL) F9L$ P` �,^-J ،F3 دًا+i  - F3 FL,1ا'$Yأي ا�@'V kVو . 

Yان ا HVوا(2ا F3 اع'qL) ف'(5 F9L$ P-) 0وًاO kJ+8 ،+6BCD 4O H,(J ول ان+-J +5 sA:8 ،�,5,'آYدارة ا
ا(�aB8 �^j79 اD-,+زه+ ا(�Lj9 ا(> ا$'اGD P,1,\� ا(2C7ذ ا(P1+6 ا(Tي @AL9] ا(F82L ا(29ا(Y F$'اF3 P,1 اYدارة 

 5:'و3ً+ ان ا(�B9ول RL5 4O ا()'ق وQ+ر. ا5Y,'آ,� وا(Tي Q+ر اO<+ؤ� 45 ا8'ز F:D+Q ا(^'ارات ا5Y,'آ,�
 ه2 وا�je HI $+ذpY �i+رة `'ب -  ا(B9:2ر D2,6Q,ً+ - اYو$# sL\5 F3 ا45Y ا(^F52 ا5Y,'آF ا(,2ت ا8'ا�5 

 h)ض 45 ذ'K)ان ا �O+Sوا [-,LBJو F7,jBLC)ا F$+1')0ر@� ا(-'س اJ P@29J �@'u 4O 4,,7,jBLC)4,8 ا �,Lاه
 <LO ض+>^DY6+وا(^<+» `9+س«ا,LO ء . hLJ F7aJ <)ت ا'jI0 اV s@0و(,�ا راD2آ �,iر+W)0و ان وز@'ة اa@و

 kLQ2J يT)ا �ا(�jW ا(\976,� ا(B+ذ�i، وهF ا(O FG\�ت `G> ا{ن P9` 4O ا$'اT,C7J <LO P,1 اCJ+ق a:5' ر3
 .ا(,]

FLe واF(,:9) وJ^2@� ا(F3 ?69 هT� اYوV+ت ا('د@�� ان @PKGB ا(jBLC,2,7ن ا(kV2 ا(<+B-J F3 H1,4 وI:6? ا(0ا
�,LهY�7 ا(-'ب ا\J7,� وu2)ا(2`0ة ا.  
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Text (49)  
 

 
12/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  

 
 2p hO2Jرة

FJ+a,qV ',زه       
 

F3 ا(Tآ'ى ا(f+�75 وا(:)'@2fL) 4رة، 0aJو ا@'ان ا(D'a8 �\i09+5\6+ ا(27وي و2Qار@6W+ ا('ا0Oة ا(�9(�(�، و`'6$+ 
ي 0Oو، وI <LO'ب ا%$+P,u ا%5,'آ,� F3 ا(LW,� وإrdق 5<,� ه'Hj^) �5 ا(2fري ا(^+در LO> رد ا(q+ع %

 .، qJ+رع اF3 +ً5+B^D ا(0اPe»ا[O+S+ت«0aJو واه�D2LCDl8 �8+q5 ،�7ا ... S'@+ن ا(4O #C7 ا(K'ب
 F�75+e FLO 0S'9L) ى'eت ا+AOو �V'J 4A9@ ،اع'q)ت ذاك ا+,L\J 2رة، آ2ا`0 45 أ8'زf)ا@'ان ا hO2GJ 4,`و

و@4A9 ا@<ً+ s9LJ `^,^� ا(T . �AO2ي }au+W5 '6ً+ ا(^2ات ا(07ّC,) �-LB9 اV+و@I'5 4O P] وإO+S+ت 4O وJ+3]ا(
ا(FG أ(sL\5 ',J'AB8 k9ّ ا%45 ا(^F52 ا[@'اY FLO FDر@\+O+B) Pi�,) ،FD+ت K5+درJ] ا(> D2,5,�، `,� ا{5+ل 

�V2اO 45 +ً^LV RCW@ [L:) ،F8ح ا%ورو+GCDYا H5 0O298 إ(,] إدارة l\LJ ي'ABO 2@27ًا %ي $,7+رQ 2نAG$ آ2ارث 
 .ا('2i s,1رج 28ش، (-B? أز�5 ا(RL9 ا(27وي [@'ان، وLO +6GaV+:5> 05 اQ+6:8+ و2CDذه+ F3 ا(:'اق

ا0aG@ Pf5 #B8ى `,hO2GJ 4,` . HCJ'@ 4 ا(2fرة، CJ^0 ا(2Gازن، وG@ Y-0ث ا(^+01 ا(0S'9 ور25ز ا(N7+م BL8+ن وا`0
 2Qت ا(a'اFJ+9d ه+F9S رFD+\7B3 ا(Tي @'أس J H9\5)Lq5 �,W-� ا(N7+م، r3 @'ى Lq5-� [@'ان F3 5\0دًا

� 0:8م . 30J:] اذا اGe+رت ا(<'�8 ا(:49p «�@'AB 8+ه�«ا(H5 0,:qG ا5,'آ+، LO> ر2LJ ?d@-] 8ـ q7@ 4,`و
 .، (6G@ [DlA? ا%ول �6DY+8ا5,�»@'اFDآ,J 4A9@ R\+ه0V Pرات ا():� ا[«ا(:0و، @'د ا(rً1+BG5 0S'9 » ا$KqG+ر«

 HLj@ +9,3 ،[I'5 4O رFD+\7B3 "إO+S+ت"، @0aGى `,R^@ 4 ا(A9)" 07ّC,) 0S'9+01ا"�5@0 45 ا(<'ب LO> أوJ+ر 
�a:G)ا [a(@ +5 F3 4L:,) ?V F3 اء'aW)ا sL\5 و(,+ت�B5 ?01"� أن أه+^L) H@'$ ب+WGDا F)2L) رئ+u '5إذا `0ث ا ،

[,^C)ا"F�75+e  .ا F3 s96)وا �L^L) 0@0aJ 45 ',e%ا �5+ أراد ،F)+G)+809ًاO �8+B)ا s,1')ا [Bآ+O ،إذ 08ا آ49 .@'ان 
 e+رج �j75 ا(LBG,? –وا%آd 'f'ا�8 .  ا(Tي (? @\G:,aj8 '6]"ا(j+رئ"@� ا[$K5 �L`'9) �,5r+@'ة FLJ @:0ّ ا(\269ر

+BL86+ ا(27و@� وD+7$l8 ،�jLB)إدارة ا <LO اع'Q 2دi28 F$+52La@0)6+ اD–ا ?,O0د ز(@ ان  <LO ،ا@'ان F3 �,J+9dا'a)
،  (-9+@� ا(0La، 9,3+ @0رك ان Y و`0ة وd+7J Y? 4,8 ا(9'و�D ا(�au+W5 F3 +6aLj@ FG ا(W+رج"ا(2`0ة وا(d+7G?"اه9,� 

 �-B) �0,Oوو F�75+e 0د(J 4,801"و+A9)ا(�9ا5'ات"و " ا.  
Yر@\+FD ا(CG+وض وS 4,8:+رات ا(06G@0 وا(J FJl@ ،0,O2-0ي ا('s,1 وje 4,8+ب G) �106J,+ر ا(9'و�D 8:'ض 

وqWJ RV,� ا(,2راD,2م 0Qًا (Tاك ا(G,+ر، وJ +5'دد a5 4O+درة أ(L) �,D+9\? ا30DY+ع » ذل«5-29د ا`09ي D\+د 
و(,�، PaV ان a5+درة L:G) s$�J,� ا(qWG,� وJ\0,9 ا(:^82+ت ا(0. ا(H@'B ا(> ا(0qام ا(:AB'ي 4,8 ا@'ان وأ5,'آ+

 P8 ،2شa) �,Vا(:'ا �u45 ا(2ر FC(G)ا F3 �,Dا[@'ا �ad')+8 �O2305 ،+0@0ه(G) 45%ا sL\5 F3 4j7Sوا #K>J
� L,5,),+ت F3 ا(:'اق,LBG8 6'انj) �,6+5+ت ا%5,'آJYا kV0Q 6+ اذاGCO+>9). 

 F�75+e وهH9B@ 2 8:; ا(-CL+ء 965+ أQ' ا(k,a اFCD <LO ;,8% إ0Oاد� �K) +ًjjeو ا@'ان أو 0q@ 4) ،+68'Iق
 0:8 +ً7LO 2ش @\6'ونa) 4,,8ى `2ل 4ا%ورو'aA)�8 ا%5,'آ,� اTA)�3 ا F3 ?6u2^B8 ،و ا(:'اق�d <LO 27ات$ 

4,B` 0امQ 0ى) P5+()ا(50+ر ا �-L$أ . ،[G,3+O �O F3 6'ان 5+ زالu F3 2رةf)م ا+ND 0ق ا@<ً+ انq@ 4) 4 ا`0ًاA)
 .2Q 4,8ت ا(29ا�6i وأ2Qات ا(2BG@�» ا(0^C@ +9,3» FCW� 2JازD] ا(q'اع

«�AOن (^+ء » و+A5|8 76+تAG) �@و'G)ا 'aO ،2رةf)ا@'ان ا F3 �32)l5 ',d ت+a@'BJ kLJ F52^)ا%45 ا sL\5 4,5ا
إذ أو`hLJ k . ا%5,'آF رو8'ت sG,d» ا(:0و«Yر@\+LO ،�,D2,5 F3 FD> ه+9J�5 ~5' ا%45، وز@' د3+ع 

0i '@'^J F3وى Pf5 ذ(h ا(L^+ء ا(Tي HD+9J Y » ا()a5 0\@ 0V»FqW'رًا (6Gir+د » ا(9'@;«4 ا(a@'BG+ت l8ن ا5%,
qWS [,3,+ت Pf5 رFD+\7B3 ر98+، أو `F9J+e <G ا(Tي TJّآ' a5+درL) [J-2ار 4,8 ا():a,4 ا[@'اFD وا%5,'آF وه2 

3� 2iن آ,'ي F3 دا23س+q@ .آTG@ 2رة، 45َ 5+ زالf)ل 5+ 0:8 ا+,iو4,8 أ P>ّ3 4,` ،F�75+W) رة ا()6,'ة+a:)ا '
 H5 ًا'S+a5 ن ا(2$,# »ا(:0و«`2ارًا% ،)F8ا%ورو ([-)+q5ب ا(2$,# و+B-) P9:@. 

أ5+ ا(9'ض و05ى ا$2fL)  . [q,W(G) 08 r3 [)+-CGرة، ا@'ان 6D 4,8 hO2GJ\,5284+ ا(Tي KJّ,' اذًا؟ F3 ا(Tآ'ى ا(ـ 
 R(رئ«45 آ+j)و» ا ،FD+\7B3ر �L^@ يT)ـ ا) �C,Le ب+WGDY ��a:J <)اذا»ا(^+01«@30:] ا ،.... ... 
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Text (50)  
 

 
 

19/02/07 -     ا(-,+ة  
 

49p 45 08 Y 
FJ+a,qV ',زه       

 
 �Vا'J kD+آ9+ (2 آ ،�O+$ Rq7) 0ادK8 9+ء$ F3 �@'ABO 1'ة+j8 s@0و(,�ا راD2ا%5,'آ,� آ �,iر+W)وز@'ة ا k^Lّ`

F3 ،�^j79 08ء h,ACJ �,L9O ا(B9+رات ا(FG أ`k9A ر6j8+ ا(\269ر@� ا[$5r,�، 45 ا`\+ر ا(0و27,5 ا[@'اF3 �,D ا(
 .6u'ان 5'ورًا 0Ka8اد ا(> د5)� a3,'وت �K3ة

 s,1')�3دارة ا ،�,D�9 ا[@'اQ+:)ر ا+j5 F3 #-J Fر ا%$0 وه+(2ري 8B)ا s,1')1'ة ا+u �Vا'J s@4 راAJ ?)
F3 ا(:'اق CL` H5 +6I2WJ+ء 6u'ان t 45 ;:8 0Iو6J? » ,'ةا(�Q'C ا%2i»eرج 28ش أو(6J+@2+، و5:'آ� 

4,8 واCQ « 4j7S^�«إذا اآkL9G ... ا(\269ر@� ا[$0Q �a^` F3 �,5rام `B,4، و0V @:2دون إ(,�iY +6,4 5\0دًا
 .وإدارة ا(ad +6u2,e �\-@ Y ،F�75+e FLO 0S'9+ر ا(^G+ل 0K8 F3اد

$Yأو(2@+ت ا F3 ا5ً+ 8'ؤ@� و4,8 ا%5,'آ,,4 45 @'ى�G)2ش، اa) 9,� ا(\0@0ة,LV]ا �,\,Jا'G»PQ%ا « FDا[@'ا
(2C7ذ 6u'ان ا(09G9د » J+8:ً+«ا(2Bري ا(Tي (? J:0 واV 4j7S+درة LO> ا(P5+:G 5:] إCQ28 Y] » ا(C'ع«(�ز5+ت، و 
�^j79)ا F3 .�L`'5 F3 ،�,5r$]4,8 $2ر@� وا(\269ر@� ا �)+q9)4 ا@+aJ <LO 4اه'J +6L:) P8 �,ا%5,'آ �O+30DYا 

�^j79L) �,$+,B)ا �j@'W)ا �,J'J دة+O] �@2^)ا . �,C,وآ ،�O+30DYا hLJ ت+,O0اJ 45 2ريB)ا �L^)�9ّ ا:J اض'G3+8و
6u'ان 4A9@ ،+6:5 ا@<ً+ اG3'اض a5'رات 5)'وT) �Oاك ا(^�L ا(Tي 0a@ Yد� CJ Haj)+8+ؤل 8,+ن أ0Qر� » J\+وب«

إذ 6u <LO <CW@ Y'ان وY ! »أ23ل ا5,'آ+ وا(D2,6q,�« ا$a^G+(] اB9LG5 ،0$%ً+ ا('s,1 5-29د ا`09ي D\+د (0ى
ا%5,'آ,�، ا(G8 �Lf9G9:�@� ا%$+F3 P,u ا(LW,�، وY ر$+P1 ا(06G@0 ا[$'اL,1,� ا(FG » ر$+(� ا('دع«د5)� �K5ى 

�,D0 8<'ب ا(79)�ت ا(27و@� ا[@'اO2GJ. 
J ى'eرات أ'a5 �@2ر$ �L^) 0 @^+ل انVو �^CQ <)ا �ار'\Dأو 45 ا ،FDا[@'ا R,L-)ا <LO 2فW)وز ا+\G- H5 �@2BJ 

 - RL9)+3 ا(0a@ FD+7aLو G5+8,+ز 5-2ر 5^+ر8+ت ا@'اD,� . ا%5,'آF3 ،F `+ل ارJ<> ا(297ذج ا(2Aري F3 ا(RL9 ا(27وي
 �9A-9)75] د5)� ه2 ا si2GJ +5 'fان اآ �I2@+ت، وواBG)ا �O+$ kD+` �7، إذا@+aG5 �@ا(0و(,�، 5-2ر $2ر

P8 ان ه7+ك aG:@ 45' ا(�9A-9 $2ر@ً+، 5:'آ� . ا(q'اع 7a) F3+ن LO> أو(2@� ا(2BG@+ت CL` H5+ء $2ر@� وإ@'ان
4,Bآ+:G5 4,jW8 5\6+ ا(27وي، وإن+D'a) �,5r$]ا(\269ر@� ا RQرب و+^J ',q5. 

? ا7a) '5+ن، aG:5'ًا ا(O 0La<2ًا PaV و2Qل ا('s,1 ا%$0 ا(> 6u'ان، اGe+ر D\+د i2J,] ر$+(� ا(> 45 @:6,7
TJّآ' آf,'ون Haj)+8 ا(9^2(� ا()6,'ة (s,1'L ا(2Bري ا('ا`P `+�3 اH5 . 0$% ا@'ان» Bi? وا`F3»0 » 5\'و`ً+«

وا%آ,0 . ا(Tي وRQ ا(D+7aL,,4 وا(2Bر@,S ?6Dl8 4:� وا`2D2A@ ?) F)+G)+8 ،4@0L8 F3 0ا �i+` F3 ا(> aJ+دل $C+رات
HV25 $2ر@� F3 ا(\B? ا(2ا`0، (DlA] @^2ل ان آ�C ا@'ان kJ+8 هF ا('اi-� آ)'@h » اآG)+ف« ه2 ان 5+ 3+ت D\+د

 .وLO +5> د5)� إY ان J F3 ...R,AGJ^'@' ا(2BG@+ت 7a) F3+ن
 0:8 اjI'اب - ا(\269ر@� ا[$5r,� ا(AJ FG+د ان 2AJن `6C,L+ ا(2`,0  انوا(�Bال ه2 هP $2ر@� P:C)+8 �7�9j5 ا(>

Vr:)أو ا(-2ار -+ت ا(:'8,� (50)� ا �^Cq)ا H@ر+(`,+ل 5 �أ5' F�75+e ?B` ل+` F3 ،+6-)+q5 45 ه� 8:,0ًاTJ 4) 
4j7Sوا H5 . م+O 2ار-L) +ًI'O 49>J يT)ا FDا[@'ا sآ+C)ا �qV 23ن':@ Y 49)اف ا(2ز@'ة 2003و'GOا FCA@ ،

ا%5,'آTGL) FCA@ 0V ،Fآ,' » ا(:0و«+H5 F�75 و(2AB9G@ 49ن G8)0د e. را@2i28 sد 27Vات 0i@0ة (qJr+ل 6j8'ان
 �Lj,) ،FG@Yو 'aاآ FLO �8+B)ا �,iر+W)وز@' ا �ر+(GB5 0S'9)ر ا+,Ge0ة، » ر$+(�«ا-G9)ت ا+@Y2)2ار ا(> ا`

ا(,26د@�، آ4L:@ [Dl ان D\+د BL8 �j7@ Y+ن » ا(rً>C5»�V'-9 ا(-P ا(F$+,B %ز�5 ا(RL9 ا(27وي، وG:5'3ً+ 8ـ 
 !ا(0و(�

 +ًVrjDا ،�^j79)ا F3 �,$+,B)ا �j@'W)ا �,J'J دة+Oاآ,0ًا ان ا <^a@ ،6'انu F3 ا(^'ار <LO اع'q)ا �5r5 45 و8:,0ًا
45 ا(:'اق وإ9e+د D+ر ا(-'ب ا%ه3 �,L,] (0aG@0 5)+ر@26S �LjGG$ ،[9,B^J Hرًا و�i+C5ت، إذا V'رت ا@'ان 

»R,,AJ «8+^5 F3 4,,ا%5,'آ H5 دي `'ب+CG) +62آL$ ذ+^Dإ P»ة',e%ا �Q'C)0@0» اi F9,LVم ا+ND ?$2ش، ورa). 
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�6ai اF3 �,5+5 «أHV25 +5 $2ر@� O05 <^a,3 [,3+ة (�9@0 45 ا(^F3 ،+6@0) �L وqJ kV' وا7a) R,7qJ <LO 4j7S+ن 
، وLO 'qJ> �5@0 45 ا(<2Kط J)0ده+ LO> د2D 45 ،�(5ع ا(l3+A9ة ا%5,'آ,� »ا(q'اع 4,8 ا(jG'ف وا0GOYال

�» ا(\6+د ا[$GOY kqqe FG»F5r^+ل زO,? ا(LS 0ا�aO ر5<+ن ... Fآ'G)0ي 8+(297ذج اG^J ن إدارة 28شlA)
 .، kL>C3 ا(0aO 4O FLWGا� أوriن (CG+دي `'ب»واV:,�«ا(Tي أLO <L5> $2ر@� `B+8+ت 

 H,\(J ،8+ت ا@'ان+B` F3 ،+ً>@ا �,:V2ا)45 ا P:)»ب ا��` «P,Q+CJ F3 9+سKDYا <LO7+نa) F3 �,$+,B)ا(-,+ة ا  ...
و(4A، وآF3 +9 آH5 . ،49p 45 08 Y ،�@2BJ P ا(�j@'W ا(\0@0ة، �L`'5 F3 ا(2BG@+ت» ا(R,AG«آ2ا`N5 45 0+ه' 

   ...6u 45'ان ا(> 0K8اد و8,'وت و
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